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Preface

It gives us great pleasure to introduce this collection of papers that were presented
at the following international conferences: Artificial Intelligence (ICAI 2020)
and Applied Cognitive Computing (ACC 2020). These two conferences were
held simultaneously (same location and dates) at Luxor Hotel (MGM Resorts
International), Las Vegas, USA, July 27–30, 2020. This international event was held
using a hybrid approach, that is, “in-person” and “virtual/online” presentations and
discussions.

This book is composed of nine parts. Parts 1 through 8 (composed of 78 chapters)
include articles that address various challenges in the area of artificial intelligence
(ICAI). Part 9 (composed of 12 chapters) includes a collection of research papers in
the area of applied cognitive computing (ACC).

An important mission of the World Congress in Computer Science, Computer
Engineering, and Applied Computing, CSCE (a federated congress to which this
event is affiliated with), includes “Providing a unique platform for a diverse com-
munity of constituents composed of scholars, researchers, developers, educators,
and practitioners. The Congress makes concerted effort to reach out to participants
affiliated with diverse entities (such as: universities, institutions, corporations,
government agencies, and research centers/labs) from all over the world. The
congress also attempts to connect participants from institutions that have teaching
as their main mission with those who are affiliated with institutions that have
research as their main mission. The congress uses a quota system to achieve its
institution and geography diversity objectives.” By any definition of diversity, this
congress is among the most diverse scientific meeting in the USA. We are proud
to report that this federated congress had authors and participants from 54 different
nations representing variety of personal and scientific experiences that arise from
differences in culture and values.

The program committees (refer to subsequent pages for the list of the members of
committees) would like to thank all those who submitted papers for consideration.
About 50% of the submissions were from outside the USA. Each submitted paper
was peer-reviewed by two experts in the field for originality, significance, clarity,
impact, and soundness. In cases of contradictory recommendations, a member of the
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vi Preface

conference program committee was charged to make the final decision; often, this
involved seeking help from additional referees. In addition, papers whose authors
included a member of the conference program committee were evaluated using
the double-blind review process. One exception to the above evaluation process
was for papers that were submitted directly to chairs/organizers of pre-approved
sessions/workshops; in these cases, the chairs/organizers were responsible for the
evaluation of such submissions. The overall paper acceptance rate for regular papers
was 20%; 18% of the remaining papers were accepted as short and/or poster papers.

We are grateful to the many colleagues who offered their services in preparing
this book. In particular, we would like to thank the members of the Program
Committees of individual research tracks as well as the members of the Steering
Committees of ICAI 2020 and ACC 2020; their names appear in the subsequent
pages. We would also like to extend our appreciation to over 500 referees.

As sponsors-at-large, partners, and/or organizers, each of the followings (sepa-
rated by semicolons) provided help for at least one research track: Computer Science
Research, Education, and Applications (CSREA); US Chapter of World Academy
of Science; American Council on Science and Education & Federated Research
council; and Colorado Engineering Inc. In addition, a number of university faculty
members and their staff, several publishers of computer science and computer
engineering books and journals, chapters and/or task forces of computer science
associations/organizations from 3 regions, and developers of high-performance
machines and systems provided significant help in organizing the event as well as
providing some resources. We are grateful to them all.

We express our gratitude to all authors of the articles published in this book and
the speakers who delivered their research results at the congress. We would also
like to thank the following: UCMSS (Universal Conference Management Systems
& Support, California, USA) for managing all aspects of the conference; Dr. Tim
Field at APC for coordinating and managing the printing of the programs; the staff
at Luxor Hotel (MGM Convention) for the professional service they provided; and
Ashu M. G. Solo for his help in publicizing the congress. Last but not least, we
would like to thank Ms. Mary James (Springer Senior Editor in New York) and
Arun Pandian KJ (Springer Production Editor) for the excellent professional service
they provided for this book project.

Book Co-editors and Chapter Co-editors: ICAI 2020 and ACC 2020

Athens, GA, USA Hamid R. Arabnia
Winnipeg, MB, Canada Ken Ferens
Oviedo, Asturias, Spain David de la Fuente
Moscow, Russia Elena B. Kozerenko
Ciudad Real, Ciudad Real, Spain José Angel Olivas Varela
La Plata, Argentina Fernando G. Tinetti
Seoul, South Korea Charlie (Seungmin) Rho
Houston, TX, USA Xiaokun Yang
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Fine Tuning a Generative Adversarial
Network’s Discriminator for Student
Attrition Prediction

Eric Stenton and Pablo Rivas

1 Introduction

Most colleges want to retain the number of freshman students enrolled and do what
they can to prevent them from leaving within the first year. We will use the word
“attrition” to describe students who have either dropped out or transferred to another
college. A strong tool in lowering the amount of student attrition is the ability to
predict who will leave as well as determine a trend or commonality between those
who do leave. An inevitable problem with developing a good manner of prediction
is the small amount of data that is available as a result of a typically small incoming
class and the even smaller amount of those who leave. In other words, predicting
student attrition in the first year can be proposed as an anomaly detection problem
with a very limited amount of data to use in creating prediction models. In this paper,
the freshman population of Marist College of years 2016 and 2017 will be examined
using a GAN architecture in order to predict attrition in 2018. First, the neural
network model learns the characteristics of a first-year student through adversarial
learning. Second, the model is fine-tuned to classify students as either those who will
stay or those who will leave. Third, the latent space of the layer directly before the
final one that gives the final prediction is inspected for comparing three versions of
the model. The versions are the following: The model traditionally trained without
a GAN (the control), one adversarially trained without tuning, and one adversarially
trained with tuning. The hypothesis is that the model that is adversarially trained
with tuning will have a latent space more representative of the freshman population
producing a higher accuracy when predicting student attrition.
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The following section will provide a brief background of the concepts in this
paper. Following this section will be a description of the methodology used to test
the models and how the models were built. The next section will be an overview
of the three experiments performed, their accompanying diagrams, and a short
explanation of the results. Finally, the last section will be a concluding paragraph on
the findings of the experiments.

2 Background and Other Work

It is important to note this paper serves as an extension of research carried out by Dr.
Eitel Lauria and colleagues in which the same population of students was used to
predict attrition using multiple machine learning algorithms, the primary one being
XGBoost [3]. Dr. Lauria’s research produced models with accurate predictions
of student attrition despite minimal amounts of data. This research extends the
knowledge of neural models for student attrition introduced by E. Lauria et al. [8].

Current insights in GAN architectures originated in a paper by Dr. Ian Goodfel-
low et al. where the concept of a discriminator model and generator model playing
a minimax game first arose [5]. Their paper shows the following value function for
how the GAN operates:

min
G

max
D
V (D,G) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]+Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]. (1)

In the value function V (D,G), G is a differential function representing the
generator model that takes noise input pz(z) and maps it to a data space. This data
space is meant to represent possible values that can mimic variables pdata(x), real
data, when inputted into another function represented by the discriminator model
and denoted as D that outputs a prediction of whether the input was generated or
not.D is trained to maximize the probability of correctly labeling generated and real
samples while G is trained to minimize log(1−D(G(z))), or lower the probability
of D predicting correctly.

Shortly after Dr. Goodfellow’s paper, the structure of the GAN training python
code and the calculation of both the Wasserstein loss and gradient penalty for the
training of the discriminator originated in an experiment from a paper by Martin
Arjovsky, Soumith Chintala, and Léon Bottou [1]. The formula for the Wasserstein
distance which is described in further detail in the referenced paper is the following:

W
(
Pr ,Pg

) = inf
γ∈Π(Pr ,Pg)

E(x,y)∼γ [‖x − y‖]. (2)

In the Wasserstein distance equation, Π(Pr ,Pg) represents the set of all joint
distributions γ (x, y) with marginals Pr and Pg , respectively. In order to transform
distributions Pr into distribution Pg , γ (x, y) denotes the amount of “mass” to be
transported from x to y while the Wasserstein distance describes the “cost” of the
optimal method of transport.
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Fig. 1 Discriminator architecture diagram

The next section will describe the methodology for building the discriminator and
generator models as well as how the Wasserstein distance equation will be utilized.

3 Methodology

The main pieces of GAN architectures are the discriminator and generator models
as shown in Eq. 2. These models will be explained in this section in detail.

3.1 Discriminator

The discriminator is a neural model composed of 12 layers as shown in Fig. 1. These
layers are: dropout, ReLU, batch normalization, tanh, and sigmoid. First, in order to
prevent any one feature of the input data becoming heavily weighted, the dropout
layer disconnects about 20% of the features randomly on each training step [9].
Second, batch normalization layers are placed intermittently to prevent the outputs
of the ReLU layers from becoming too large and slowing or preventing convergence
[4]. Third, the Python implementation of our model is based on Keras’ functional
model due to its ability to work with the tanh layer separately as this will serve as a
view into the latent space of the model directly before an output is computed. Fourth,
the discriminator’s loss is based on weighing two Wasserstein loss calculations with
a weight of one and a gradient penalty with a weight of ten.

3.2 Generator

The generator is a sequential model made up of 9 layers with a similar layout to
the discriminator in which it has ReLU layers with intermittent batch normalization
layers and an output consisting of a sigmoid layer as shown in Fig. 2. The most
notable difference the generator has from the discriminator is the nature of its input
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Fig. 2 Generator architecture diagram

which is 12 normally distributed random values between 0 and 1. These values
are “noise” or values within a latent dimension defining different vectors that will
eventually become generated data mimicking the input to the discriminator. This
latent dimension should not be confused with the latent space referenced in this
paper describing the output of the tanh layer in the discriminator. Furthermore, the
generator’s loss function is simpler than the discriminator’s as it only consists of a
single Wasserstein calculation.

The following section will present the three experiments conducted using the
aforementioned models in detail as well as expound on the results of each.

4 Experiments and Results

Before getting into the details of the experiment, let us take a look at the input data.
Table 1 describes the features and corresponding data types.

Some of the most noteworthy predictors in Table 1 are the following: “HSGPA,”
“DistanceInMiles,” “MeritScholAmt,” and “APCourses.” “HSGPA” is a student’s
GPA from high school measured with a 4.0 scale. “DistanceInMiles” is the distance
from a student’s hometown to the college measured in miles. “MeritScholAmt” is
the amount of money awarded to the student through a merit scholarship. Finally,
the “APCourses” feature is a binary value where 1 means the student has taken AP
courses and 0 means they have not. It is important to note that the majority of the
aforementioned predictors relate to how well the student has done academically in
high school. Furthermore, the “DistanceInMiles” predictor may indirectly relate to
the student’s emotional well-being as a larger distance away from their hometown
may limit visits home. However, due to the difficulty in measuring the importance
of predictors in a neural network, the speculation on the impact each feature has on
predicting student attrition is rooted in the work by E. Lauria et al. where many of
the same predictors are used and measured based on their importance in multiple
machine learning models [8].

Besides the most important predictors, it is also imperative to point out the most
“noisy” predictors, or those that have a large number of null values, which are
the following: “DistanceInMiles,” “OccupantsBuilding,” “OccupantsRoom,” and
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Table 1 Description of predictors

Feature Description Data type

EarlyAction Applied for early action Binary (1/0)

EarlyDecision Applied for early decision Binary (1/0)

MeritScholAmt Merit scholarship amount awarded Binary (1/0)

FinAidRating Financial aid rating Categorical encoded

as binary (1,0)

HSTier High school tier Categorical encoded

as binary (1,0)

Foreign Foreign student Binary (1/0)

FAFSA Applied for federal student aid Binary (1/0)

APCourses Took AP courses Binary (1/0)

Sex The sex of the student Binary (1/0)

Athlete Is a student athlete Binary (1/0)

EarlyDeferral Applied for early deferral Binary (1/0)

WaitlistYN Was waitlisted Binary (1/0)

Commute Is a commuter student Binary (1/0)

HSGPA High School GPA Integer

DistanceInMiles Distance from home (miles) Integer

School Member of a certain school, Categorical encoded

e.g., CC (ComSci & Math) as binary (1,0)

IsPellRecipient Is recipient of Pell Grant Binary (1/0)

IsDeansList Joined Dean’s List Binary (1/0)

IsProbation Is on probation Binary (1/0)

OccupantsBuilding Number of occupants in dorm Integer

OccupantsRoom Number of occupants in dorm room Integer

IsSingleRoom Uses a single room Binary (1/0)

IsUnlimitedMealPlan Has unlimited meal plan Binary (1/0)

PercentHigherEd Percent of those with higher Float

education in home area

GiniIndex Gini Index value of home area Float

MedianIncome Median income of home area Float

PercentWithInternet Percent with internet in home area Float

Attrited (Target) Left the college Binary (1/0)

“GiniIndex.” As mentioned previously, “DistanceInMiles” is the amount of miles
between the college and the student’s hometown. “OccupantsBuilding” is the num-
ber of students that live in a student’s dorm building. Similarly, “OccupantsRoom”
is the number of students that live within the student’s dorm room including
themselves. Last, “GiniIndex” is the Gini coefficient of the student’s hometown
which is a measurement of income distribution in the area where a high value
indicates greater inequality. In order to handle these features, the data is cleaned.
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Our method of preprocessing the data includes removing any feature that is
comprised of more than 30% of nulls and imputing the remaining features with
missing values using K nearest neighbors (KNN). Additionally, the preprocessing
step also included normalizing values between 0 and 1 for all integer and float type
features. All categorical features mentioned in Table 1 are dummified.

After preprocessing the data, it is used to perform three experiments as described
in the next few sections.

4.1 Experiment 1

In the first experiment, the GAN model was trained for 10,000 epochs. The weights
were then transferred to two models, one that is tuned for 500 epochs to classify
student attrition and the other that is left alone. This transference of weights is
an example of transfer learning where the knowledge gained through adversarial
training is applied to predicting student attrition (further details can be found in
the referenced work) [6]. A control model was made from the same architecture as
the GAN one, but trained separately on only the data previously used to tune for
classification for 500 epochs. From the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
diagrams, the control model performed marginally better with an accuracy of 0.68
than the tuned GAN model with only 0.64 accuracy. A ROC curve is a plot of
the true positive rate against the false positive rate across various thresholds that
determine the dividing line between classifications for a given model (more info
in the provided reference) [2]. The accuracy of the GAN model, before tuning, is
extremely low at 0.42. It is important to also note the discriminator and generator
loss converging at about 10,000 epochs, or around the amount of epochs this
experiment ran.

Directing our attention to the Cohen’s kappa statistic, we observed that the
relationship between the control and tuned model shows a kappa value of 0.5301
when a threshold resulting in about a 5% error rate is used. This value could be
in the range of −1 to 1 and shows how close the model’s outputs are where 1 is
identical and anything 0 or below is akin to equivalent by chance [7]. The formula
for the Cohen’s kappa coefficient is the following:

κ = (po − pe) / (1− pe) . (3)

The po variable in the equation is the observed agreement of the labels applied
to a sample by the models while pe is the probability of chance agreement. The
aforementioned value 0.5301 demonstrates that the control and tuned models for
this experiment are outputting predictions that are similar but also having a good
number of discrepancies. The fact that they are different suggests that the models are
fundamentally different in their output distributions which is desired. In the second
experiment, we will see how the Cohen’s kappa coefficients change.
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4.2 Experiment 2

In the second experiment, the GAN model trained for 15,000 epochs. We observed
that the discriminator and generator losses converged and begun separating again
though on inverse sides. The GAN model, before tuning, still demonstrates a low
accuracy and a latent space with a similar linear relationship as in experiment 1.
The control model’s accuracy remains at about 0.68 with 500 epochs of training. It
is here that we see an improvement in the accuracy of the tuned model boasting a
0.69 which is 0.05 higher than its previous. Last, the kappa value for the control and
tuned model is 0.4426 which is lower than in the first experiment when ran with a
threshold resulting in about a 5% false positive rate despite the overall accuracy of
the two models being different by a 0.01 margin. This means that despite their close
accuracies, the two models are providing differing outputs which suggests the two
models are correctly classifying students the other is misidentifying. The third and
final experiment will demonstrate what happens to the Cohen’s kappa coefficient
when the accuracy of the tuned model is higher than the control model.

4.3 Experiment 3

In the third experiment, the GAN model trained for 20,000 epochs. We chose 20,000
as the largest amount of epochs for an experiment due to the losses converging at
about 10,000 epochs and to see how well the model performed with a large number
of epochs at about double the point of loss convergence. The loss and kappa statistic
results are shown in Fig. 3. As shown in (a), the discriminator and generator losses
converged, separated, and continued to grow apart though on inverse sides to where
they began. When we take a look at the kappa score in (b), where the control and
tuned models are predicting at a threshold resulting in about a 5% false positive
rate, it is higher than the previous two experiments. Here, we see that their output
similarity is measured to be a 0.6358 kappa score. This increase in the kappa score
is expected since both models have an increased accuracy from the previous two
experiments which naturally leads to their outputs being similar as they both are
making more correct predictions. While this value is higher than in experiment 1
and 2, it still demonstrates the predictions of the two models show a noteworthy
degree of discrepancy and produce different output distributions.

Figure 4 shows the GAN model before tuning. In (a) observe a low accuracy
though now with a noticeably different latent space, (b), that seems to still have
some semblance of a linear relationship with a high amount of data clumping at the
bottom left corner and some at the top right corner. This can be explained by the
nature of hyperbolic tangent activation function which aims to pull separate classes
into opposite sides of the quadrants.

Figure 5 shows the control model, which was able to reach an accuracy of 0.69
with 500 epochs of training (a). However, it is still 0.01 below the tuned model in
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Fig. 3 Experiment 3 results: loss and Kappa statistic. (a) Discriminator and generator loss. (b)
Cohen’s Kappa statistics

this experiment as it reached a 0.70 accuracy. In (b) we observe that the data points
are more spread-out in the latent space while still pushing to have separate classes
in opposite sides of the quadrants.

Finally, Fig. 6 depicts tuned model ROC (a) and its corresponding latent space
(b). In comparison to the control model in Fig. 5 (b) we see groupings of attrited
students in the upper right corner suggesting there may be a correlation in the
predictors for these cases. The AUC and ROC are similar in both the control and
tuned models; however, it is evident that the tuned model gives an advantage over
the traditional approach.

In the next paragraphs we will discuss the results of the three experiments in
more detail.
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Fig. 4 Experiment 3 results: not tuned GAN model ROC and latent space. (a) Not tuned GAN
model ROC. (b) Not tuned GAN model latent space
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Fig. 5 Experiment 3 results: control GAN model ROC and latent space. (a) Control model ROC.
(b) Control model latent space
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Fig. 6 Experiment 3 training results: tuned GAN model ROC and latent space. (a) Tuned model
ROC. (b) Tuned model latent space
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Fig. 7 Confusion matrices for experiment 3. (a) Control model C.M. (b) Tuned model C.M.

4.4 Results

The above three experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of adversarial training
despite limited data and detecting a target between two very unbalanced classes. As
the number of epochs of adversarial training increased, the accuracy of the tuned
model is able to predict student attrition with a higher accuracy and a lower false
positive rate. This can prominently be seen in experiment 3; using a threshold of
about 0.31 and 0.44 for the control model and the tuned model, respectively.

With this model we are able to make more accurate predictions while remaining
at about a 5% false positive rate as can be seen in the confusion matrices in Fig. 7.
Furthermore, the Cohen’s kappa values that relate the control and tuned models
show that their outputs differ in each experiment to some degree suggesting the two
models are predicting differently for a number of students.

Increasing the amount of epochs for the GAN training may produce higher accu-
racy for the tuned model, but examining the loss diagram shows the discriminator
and generator losses converging and later diverging at about 10,000 epochs which
may reveal a problem in the GAN training on which we comment next.

5 Conclusions

As can be seen in the experiments, the classifier model of the GAN with tuning
increases its accuracy the more epochs it trains and eventually is more accurate
than the traditionally trained model. While the overall accuracy of either model
is low, any increase in the ability to detect anomalous students who leave during
freshmen year in such a small sample decreases the amount of false positives, which
is important if the model is to be used in any official capacity. Thus, utilizing a GAN
for better accuracy and a smaller false positive rate is a step in the right direction.
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If we are to compare the latent space of the GAN trained model that is tuned and
the traditionally trained model, the layout of the data in the latent space in one
model seems to form a semblance of a reflection along the diagonal of the layout
in the other. The difference between the aforementioned latent spaces suggests the
tuned model uses what it has learned about the input data in its prediction which
may be the reason behind its higher accuracy in experiment 2 and experiment 3.
This is further exemplified by the kappa values in each experiment comparing the
control model to the tuned model displaying the two are making predictions that
differ to a notable degree. It should also be noted that the loss diagrams show the
discriminator and generator losses converging at about 10,000 epochs where the
discriminator loss then continues to decrease and the generator’s loss increases until
both reach a point of stability with no major changes in their loss. This is most likely
due to the generator suffering from mode collapse. The generator outputs data with
most of its values hovering around 0.5 for the columns containing binary values
which is likely the reason behind the immediate divergence in the loss diagrams
after 10,000 epochs. Looking to the future, the adversarial training may produce
better results using some degree of reinforcement training in order to introduce a
penalty in the generator for values that are not 1 or 0 in binary columns rather
than solely relying on unsupervised training to avoid mode collapse. Furthermore,
a paper by Akash Srivastava and others shows promise in reducing mode collapse
using implicit variational learning which is explained in detail in the referenced
paper [10]. Nonetheless, using GANs in situations of limited data and anomaly
detection shows promising results that should be explored further.
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Automatic Generation of Descriptive
Titles for Video Clips Using Deep
Learning

Soheyla Amirian, Khaled Rasheed, Thiab R. Taha, and Hamid R. Arabnia

1 Introduction

The use of very large neural networks as Deep Learning methods that are inspired
by the human brain system has recently dominated most of the researchers’ work
in several domains to help in improving the results and make it more desirable for
people. Machine Translation, Self-driving cars, Robotics [23], Digital Marketing,
Customer Services, and Better Recommendations are some applications for deep
learning. In more recent years, deep learning [5] has positively and significantly
impacted the field of image recognition specifically, allowing much more flexibility.
In this research, we attempt to utilize image/video captioning [18, 24] methods and
Natural Language Processing systems to generate a sentence as a title for a long
video that could be useful in many ways. Using an automated system instead of
watching many videos to get titles could be time-saving. It can also be used in the
cinema industry, search engines, and supervision cameras to name a few. We present
an example of the overall process in Fig. 1.

Image and video captioning with deep learning are used for the difficult task of
recognizing the objects and actions in an image or video and creating a succinct
meaningful sentence based on the contents found. Text summarization [2] is the
task of generating a concise and fluent summary for a document(s) while preserving
key information content. This paper proposes an architecture by utilizing the
image/video captioning system and text summarization methods to make a title and
an abstract for a long video. For constructing a story about a video, we extract the
key-frames of the video which give more information, and then we feed those key-
frames to the captioning system to make a caption or a document for them. For the
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Fig. 1 This is an overall example of the proposed system. The key-frames of the video are selected
and captioned. The resulting document is processed with the text summarization method and the
output is a possible title for the corresponding video

captioning system, different methods as encoder-decoder or generative adversarial
networks exist that propose different object detection methods. Also for the text
summarization, we use both Extractive and abstractive methods [19] to generate the
title and the abstract, respectively. We provide more details in the next sections.

The main contribution of this research is to explore the possibility of making a
title and a concise abstract for a long video by utilizing deep learning technologies to
save time through automation in many application domains. In the rest of the article,
we describe the different parts of our proposed architecture which are image/video
captioning and text summarization methods and provide a literature review for each
component. Then, we explain the methodology of the proposed architecture and
how it works. We present a proof of concept through experiments using publicly
available datasets. The article is concluded with a discussion of the results and our
future work.

2 Definition and Related Work

The proposed architecture in this paper consists of two main components, namely
Image/Video captioning and Text summarization methods, each having different
parts. In this section, we dissect each component. Also, we review some previous
work about image/video captioning and text summarization that support parts of our
proposed architecture.
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2.1 Image/Video Captioning

Describing a short video in natural language is a trivial task for most people, but
a challenging one for machines. From the methodological perspective, categoriz-
ing the models or algorithms is challenging because it is difficult to assert the
contributions of the visual features and the adopted language model to the final
description. Automatically generating natural language sentences describing a video
clip generally has two components: extracting the visual information, as Encoder;
and describing it in a grammatically correct natural language sentence as Decoder.
With a convolutional neural network, the objects and features are extracted from the
video frames, then a neural network is used to generate a natural sentence based on
the available information, on which an image captioning method would be utilized
for captioning the frames [4].

In the field of image captioning, Aneja et al. [6] developed a convolutional
image captioning technique with existing LSTM techniques and also analyzed the
differences between RNN based learning and their method. This technique contains
three main components. The first and the last components are input/output word
embeddings, respectively. However, while the middle component contains LSTM
or GRU units in the RNN case, masked convolutions are employed in their CNN-
based approach. This component is feed-forward without any recurrent function.
Their CNN with attention (Attn) achieved comparable performance. They also
experimented with an attention mechanism and attention parameters using the conv-
layer activations. The results of the CNN+Attn method were increased relative to the
LSTM baseline. For better performance on the MSCOCO they used ResNet features
and the results show that ResNet boosts their performance on the MSCOCO. The
results on MSCOCO with ResNet101 and ResNet152 were impressive.

In video captioning, Krishna et al. [15], however, presented Dense-captioning,
which focuses on detecting multiple events that occur in a video by jointly localizing
temporal proposals of interest and then describing each with natural language. This
model introduced a new captioning module that uses contextual information from
past and future events to jointly describe all events. They implemented the model
on the ActivityNet Captions dataset. The captions that came out of ActivityNet
shift sentence descriptions from being object-centric in images to action-centric
in videos. Ding et al. [10] proposed novel techniques for the application of long
video segmentation, which can effectively shorten the retrieval time. Redundant
video frame detection based on the Spatio-temporal interest points (STIPs) and
a novel super-frame segmentation are combined to improve the effectiveness of
video segmentation. After that, the super-frame segmentation of the filteblue long
video is performed to find an interesting clip. Key-frames from the most impactful
segments are converted to video captioning by using the saliency detection and
LSTM variant network. Finally, the attention mechanism is used to select more
crucial information to the traditional LSTM. Generative Adversarial Networks help
to have more flexibility in these methods [3]. Therefore, we can see that Sung
Park et al. [24] applied Adversarial Networks in their framework. They propose
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to apply adversarial techniques during inference, designing a discriminator which
encourages multi-sentence video description. They decouple a discriminator to
evaluate visual relevance to the video, language diversity and fluency, and coherence
across sentences on the ActivityNet Captions dataset.

Sequence models like recurrent neural network (RNN) [9] have been widely
utilized in speech recognition, natural language processing, and other areas. Se-
quence models can address supervised learning problems like machine translation
[8], name entity recognition, DNA sequence analysis, video activity recognition, and
sentiment classification. LSTM, as a special RNN structure, has proven to be stable
and powerful for modeling long-range dependencies in various studies. LSTM can
be adopted as a building block for complex structures. The complex unit in Long
Short-Term Memory is called a memory cell. Each memory cell is built around a
central linear unit with a fixed self-connection [13]. LSTM is historically proven to
be more powerful and more effective than a regular RNN since it has three gates
(forget, update, and output). Long Short-Term Memory recurrent neural networks
can be used to generate complex sequences with long-range structure [14, 26].

2.2 Text Summarization

Automatic text summarization is the task of producing a concise and fluent summary
while preserving key information content and overall meaning [2]. Extractive and
Abstractive are the two main categories of summarization algorithms.

Extractive summarization systems form summaries by copying parts of the input.
Extractive summarization is implemented by identifying the important sections
of the text, processing, and combining them to form a meaningful summary.
Abstractive summarization systems generate new phrases, possibly rephrasing or
using words that were not in the original text. Abstractive summaries are generated
by interpreting the raw text and generating the same information in a different and
concise form by using complex neural network-based architectures such as RNNs
and LSTMs. Paulus et al. [19] proposed a neural network model with a novel intra-
attention that attends over the input and continuously generated output separately
and a new training method that combines standard supervised word prediction and
reinforcement learning (RL). Also, Roul et al. [20] introduced the landscape of
transfer learning techniques for NLP with a unified framework that converts every
language problem into a text-to-text format.

Text summarization can be further divided into two categories: single and multi-
text summarization. In single text summarization [21], the text is summarized from
one document, whereas Multi-document text summarization systems are able to
generate reports that are rich in important information, and present varying views
that span multiple documents.
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3 Methodology

The proposed architecture consists of two different, complementary processes:
Video Captioning and Text Summarization. In the first process for video captioning,
the system gets a video as an input, then generates a story for the video. The
generated story will feed to the second process as a document and it summarizes
the document to a sentence and an abstract. Figure 2 shows the complete process of
the suggested architecture. Further, we explain the details of each part.

3.1 Video to Document Process

Image/video description is the automatic generation of meaningful sentences that
describes the events in an image/video (frames). A video consists of many frames
each representing an image. Some of the images/frames give much information and
some are just basically repeating a scene. Therefore, we select some key-frames
that include more information. The in-between frames are just repeating with subtle
changes. A sequence of key-frames defines which movement the viewer will see.
Therefore, the order of the key-frames on the video or animation defines the timing
of the movement.

One of our contributions in this research is doing some experiments by selecting
different key-frames to have a story for long videos to see if we can have the same
extracted information. So, one task is to get the key-frames and process them to be
captioned, instead of using all the frames of the video to save time and resources for
getting the same result. See Fig. 3 for an illustration of the frames, key-frames, and
in-between frames.

The captioning part consists of two phases: Encoder and Decoder. The Encoder
part extracts the image information using convolutional neural networks like object
detection methods to extract the objects and actions and then put them in a vector.
ResNet, DenseNet, RCNN series, Yolo, and . . . [5] can be used as object detection
methods. Then the vector enters the decoder phase. The Decoder gets the vector
and then with RNN methods generate a meaningful caption for the image. These

Fig. 2 This is the overall architecture of the proposed method that parts to two separate process
for the video captioning and text summarization
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Fig. 3 Video frames: in-between frames and the key-frames. We observe that many frames are
repeating

two phases could work simultaneously. Figure 4 illustrates the captioning process.
Captions are evaluated using the BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr, and other metrics [7,
25, 27]. These metrics are common for comparing the different image and video
captioning models and have varying degrees of similarity with human judgment
[22].

3.2 Document to Title Process

For generating and assigning a title to the video clip, we use an extractive text
summarization technique. To keep it simple, we are using an unsupervised learning
approach to find the sentence similarity and rank them [11]. The process is that we
give the produced document as an input, it splits the whole document into sentences,
then it removes stop words, builds a similarity matrix, generates rank based on the
matrix, and at the end, it picks the top N sentences for a descriptive title. Figure 5
shows an example of the extractive text summarization system. Also for having an
abstract, we implemented and used the abstractive text summarization method for
the video [12]. Abstractive summarization methods interpret and examine the text
by using advanced natural language techniques in order to generate a new shorter
text that conveys the most important information from the original text [2].
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Fig. 4 The task of video captioning can be divided logically into two modules: one module is
based on an image-based model which extracts important features and nuances from video frames;
another module is based on a language-based model, which translates the features and objects
produced with the image-based model to meaningful sentences

Fig. 5 The output of the captioning system is a document(s) that is an input to the extractive text
summarization method. Then the text would be processed to weight the words, and it shows the
most likely descriptive title that the text could have
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4 Experiments

The main goal of our experiments is to evaluate the utility of the proposed
architecture as a proof of concept. For implementing our idea, first, we need to
get a story as a document from the image/video captioning model. So, for a given
video we explore the frames, then feed the selected key-frames to the system to
get the description. Implementing this part, captions have been generated by the
by Luo et al. [18] method. The encoder has been trained with the COCO dataset.
In fact, we utilized an image captioning system for this part. Some of the videos
have been selected from the YouTube-8M dataset composed of almost 8 million
videos totaling 500K hours of video [1] and some from the COCO dataset [17].
The captioning method has been trained and evaluated on the COCO dataset, which
includes 113,287 images for training, 5,000 images for validation, and another 5,000
held out for testing. Each image is associated with five human captions.

For the image encoder in the retrieval and FC captioning model, Resnet-101
is used. For each image, the global average pooling of the final convolutional
layer output is used, results in a vector of dimension 2048. The spatial features
are extracted from the output of a Faster R-CNN with ResNet-101 [5], trained
with the object and attribute annotations from Visual Genome [16]. Both the FC
features and Spatial features are pre-extracted, and no fine-tuning is applied to
image encoders. For captioning models, the dimension of LSTM hidden state, image
feature embedding, and word embedding are all set to 512. The retrieval model uses
GRU-RNN to encode text. The word embedding has 300 dimensions and the GRU
hidden state size and joint embedding size are 1024 [18]. The captions generated
with this model describe valuable information about the frames. However, richer
and more diverse sources of training signal may further improve the training of
caption generators.

The Text Summarization method that has been used in the first experiment is
extractive and single summarization. First, we read the generated document from
the previous process. Then, we generate a Similarly Matrix across the sentences.
We then rank the sentences in the similarity matrix. And at the end, we sort the rank
and pick the top sentence. Figure 6 shows some experiments that have been done.
The videos are selected from the YouTube-8M dataset [1] and some from the COCO
dataset [17]. The reader can find all the guidance and code here1 for replicating the
experiments for each part of the process.

In another experiment, we implement the abstractive text summarization method
[20] to generate an abstract for the video clips, instead of assigning a title. Figure 7
shows the results by using Simple abstractive text summarization with pre-trained
T5 (Text-To-Text Transfer Transformer) code [12].

1https://github.com/sohamirian/VideoTitle.

https://github.com/sohamirian/VideoTitle
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Fig. 6 These are different videos of YouTube-8M and ActivityNet dataset that we captioned
with [18] and made a document. Then, the possible title is generated with an extractive text
summarization algorithm for each document
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Fig. 7 Here are the results with the abstractive text summarization method, which generates a
summary for each document

5 Conclusion

The purpose of this research is to propose an architecture that could generate an
appropriate title and a concise abstract for a video by utilizing an image/video
caption systems and text summarization methods to help in several domains such
as search engines, supervision cameras, and the cinema industry. We utilized deep
learning systems as captioning methods to generate a document describing a video.
We then use extractive text summarization methods to assign a title and abstractive
text summarization methods to create a concise abstract to the video. We explained
the components of the proposed framework and conducted experiments using videos
from different datasets. The results prove that the concept is valid. However, the
results could become better by applying more improved frameworks of image/video
captioning and text summarization methods.

In our future work, we plan to explore more recent techniques of image/video
captioning systems to generate a more natural story to describe the video clips.
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Therefore, the text summarization system could generate a better title using the
extractive text summarization algorithms and a better abstract using the abstractive
text summarization algorithms.
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White Blood Cell Classification Using
Genetic Algorithm–Enhanced Deep
Convolutional Neural Networks

Omer Sevinc, Mehrube Mehrubeoglu, Mehmet S. Guzel, and Iman Askerzade

1 Introduction

White blood cells (WBC), also referred to as leukocytes, play an important role in
the diagnosis of many diseases such as allergies, leukemia, AIDS, and cancer [21].
The number or density of the white blood cells in the blood flow provides clues
about the state of a person’s immune system as well as potential health risks. White
blood cells are divided into five main types: eosinophils, lymphocytes, monocytes,
neutrophils [49], and basophils [8]. A large change in the white blood cell count is
often a sign that the body is affected by an antigen. Furthermore, a change in a WBC
type is generally associated with an antigen. Devices exist to count WBC in each
blood sample [36]. However, these devices are expensive and require a few hours to
complete the WBC count in a blood sample [22].

The proposed deep convolutional neural network (D-CNN) algorithmic model
offers an alternative solution to the WBC counting and classification problem. Along
with the developing technologies, the emergence of artificial intelligence has paved
the way for important developments in the field of healthcare and in almost every
other field. Nowadays, with the advances made in hardware, such as processors and
graphics cards, and the increase in the amount of recorded data, artificial intelligence
models have come to the forefront of solutions with very successful classification
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and analysis capabilities. Among effective classification techniques [23], the layered
artificial intelligence model has become the star method of deep learning [13].

In previous studies, researchers were working on creating the best sets of
attributes to express the problem and determine and select attributes with the highest
representation of the data to solve the problem [35]. However, the design structure
must address issues such as how one should design the multilayered artificial neural
network with the deep learning approach; how many layers to use in the neural
network; how many neurons to include in each layer; and which optimization algo-
rithm or activation function to choose to solve the problem. Thus, solving problems
with deep learning came to be equivalent to determining the optimal combination
of the layers, neurons, algorithms, and activation functions when designing the
multilayered network [3]. These parameters are called hyperparameters in deep
learning and constitute the determinants of the model; therefore, hyperparameters
of the model must be designed in an optimal way to achieve the highest accuracy
and performance in the results.

Deep learning models, for example, for painting classification, have developed
rapidly since 2010. Thus, data set hosts such as ImageNet and Kaggle are set
to run machine learning and high-powered virtual machine services [28]. They
create a competitive environment to create the most efficient model. Models such
as LeNet [29], GoogleNet [15], VGG-19 [43], and ResNet [44] have come to
the forefront in the image classification competitions. ImageNet [15, 27] hosts a
popular competition called ILSVRC. The deep convolutional neural network models
learn the parts obtained from the paintings in the layers and make inferences from
the details to the whole, so that they can finally make a classification decision
on the painting [17, 24]. Depth in D-CNN is an important parameter. Increasing
the number of layers in the model increases the capacity to express features of
image theoretically, and, therefore, increased layers are expected to create more
successful network architectures. In practice, however, this is not the case, since
the backpropagation structure is used and the weight values are multiplied by
taking partial derivatives, thus losing the effect of direct multiplication in the first
layers and resetting the weights. This causes some neurons, which are ineffective
in the calculations, to “die.” This is called the vanishing gradient problem. The
opposite is also possible due to exploding gradient multipliers [39]. As the number
of layers increases, the number of parameters increases, so both the calculation
speed and learning rate may slow down. Of course, improvements are made in the
solution by appropriate arrangement of hyperparameters. For example, each input
is taken as batch normalization in groups of numbers, rather than individual number
processing, thus avoiding excessive learning [18]. In addition, some of the neurons
which do not contribute much to the training of the network are excluded, thus
increasing both the performance and accuracy. [9].

Pretrained models are also used to reduce computation time and increase
accuracy of the network. Data sets such as ImageNet and COCO provide millions of
images and contain the best results created by weights that are stored. Thus, while
training a new data set, the pre-identified weights can be run by loading them into the
new model [7]. This provides the advantage of shortening the training period. For
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example, VGG-19 and ResNet have pretrained models. These models are focused
on the last three layers by making changes only to these layers [10].

In this study, the deep convolutional neural network model is developed for
the Kaggle white blood cell data set which is open to the public. The parameters
affecting the operation of the model were evaluated to analyze the different results
obtained. Optimum performance was targeted by improving the hyperparameters of
the proposed GA-enhanced D-CNN model. Performance measurements were then
compared with other deep CNN models.

The proposed model’s performance was compared with those obtained in other
studies [12, 49], using the Kaggle white blood cell data set [30, 31]. Here, it is
shown that the proposed model has performed better than the existing models for
this data set. Thus, it would be possible to achieve the white blood cell classification
at incredibly low cost using the GA-enhanced D-CNN model via software, and
to provide almost instant results. As deep learning models as well as hardware
infrastructures and architectures evolve, the data sets will be improved, and the
model will be renewed.

The rest of this chapter includes more details on white blood cells used in this
study (Sect. 2), deep convolutional neural networks and Kaggle data set (Sect. 3),
and finally the proposed GA-enhanced D-CNN with results (Sect. 4). Conclusions
are summarized in Sect. 5.

2 White Blood Cells

White blood cells (WBC) are one of the most important indicators of the body’s im-
mune system. The number of eosinophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, and neutrophils
seen in the total number and subgroups of the body’s WBC, as shown in Fig. 1, are
important indicators of the immune system and with what kind of diseases a person
is affected [5].

For example, lymphocyte counts suggest chronic infections and leukemia.
Monocytes represent acute, chronic infections, leukemia, as well as collagen tissue
and granulomatous diseases. Neutrophil counts indicate acute bacterial infections.
Finally, eosinophils refer to allergic, parasitic, hematological diseases, in addition
to intestinal diseases [4, 16, 42].

To emphasize, leukemia patients often have a significantly higher level of
lymphocytes in their blood flow due to the weakness of their immune system.
Likewise, people with allergies often see an increase in the number of eosinophils
because these WBC are the key to combating allergens; therefore, determining and
analyzing the number of white blood cells in the blood stream can offer a strong
quantitative picture of a person’s health.

The devices used for white blood cell counting are measured by impedance, radio
wave, and optical scattering methods [25]. For this reason, the studies to be carried
out in this field will make very important contributions to both the healthcare sector
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Fig. 1 (Top left) eosinophil; (top right) lymphocyte; (bottom left) monocyte; (bottom right)
neutrophil

and the national budget by offering fast, efficient, and low-cost alternative solutions
based on imaging and D-CNN models [14].

3 Deep Convolutional Network Model and Kaggle Data Set

With deep learning, a transition to design engineering is made directly by combining
feature extraction and selection with classification, rather than feature extraction and
selection first as in traditional machine learning. In machine learning, it is important
to choose attributes with the highest ability to represent the data, and to remove
the attributes that are redundant. However, with the development of deep learning,
high performance is based on the successful design of the multilayer artificial neural
network architecture to solve the problem at hand. The choice of parameters, such
as the number of layers and neurons, the optimization algorithms to be used, and
the activation function, all directly affect the operation of the model. The speed of
training, the neural network that stands out as the main challenge with deep learning,
as well as the adaptation of the network to solve the problems that require deepening
the number of layers of the network have brought on new approaches and methods
to feature extraction and classification. The development of graphic card processors
in recent years has allowed researchers and other developers to model layered webs
to achieve successful results. One of the methods implemented is the “death” of
some neurons during the training of artificial neural networks. The death of neurons
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is allowed for those neurons whose weight values approach zero and, therefore,
dissolve between the layer strands of the neurons. The associated neurons, thus,
do not contribute to the training of the network since the network is multiplied
by a partial derivative when fed back into the network. Another challenge related
to deep neural network design is that even though the number of parameters does
not increase as much as the expansion of the network, the number of parameters
does increase. Consequently, more parameters mean increased processing and
computation time, lengthening the learning time of the model. Pretrained models
have emerged, and relatively accurate results have been obtained in general picture
classification problems when analyzing unknown images. Pretrained models have
previously been run on data sets containing millions of images, with the best results,
weight values, activation and improvement functions already known. By adapting
the final layers according to an individual problem, one can design a customized
model and test the results on a new data set.

One of the most prominent approaches to solving the local optima and increasing
the number of parameters is the ResNet model, which was first implemented
in the 2015 ImageNet ILSVCR competition. ImageNet has data sets containing
millions of images. ImageNet organizes a competition every year to achieve the
best classification and reveal the best deep learning models. In this competition,
deep convolutional neural network models were designed and developed as LeNet
in 2008, as AlexNet in 2012, as GoogLeNet and VGGNet in 2014, and as ResNet
in 2015, as shown in Fig. 2. Each network model implemented new approaches in
the competition. In AlexNet model, for example, there are innovative ideas such as
the links, in parallel to two deep convolutional neural networks that are trained in
two separate graphics processors (GPUs), which are then designed to be modular in
GoogLeNet, and can produce results in different parts of the web. Although one of
the most important contributions of ResNet is increasing the depth of the network,
values coming from the previous layers are added to the advanced layers with a
short path (Fig. 3), reducing the process complexity and computation time. Even
when the depth of the network is increased, the model is still successfully trained.

In the healthcare field, there are many studies in which very different types
of images, such as chest, brain tumors, and lung cancer, are resolved with deep
convolutional neural networks, with highly accurate results ([1, 2, 14]. In the
work presented in this paper, a deep convolutional neural network model has been
developed for white blood cell data set on the Kaggle website. The model has
worked very successfully, resulting in higher performance than most of the existing
models [12]. The proposed approach achieved the hyperparameters’ optimization
by using the genetic algorithm [32], and embedded these parameters to the D-CNN
model to output the best results. The results of some of the studies showed higher
accuracy while others displayed reduced number of parameters and computational
time.
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Fig. 2 The models and error rates in ILSVRC competition [40]

Fig. 3 ResNet shortcut approach [20]. X: input features; H(X): output; F(X): residual knowledge;
F(X) = H(X) – X)

3.1 Genetic Algorithm

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of the most effective and widely used
optimization tools [45]. GA is modeled by mimicking nature, specifically evolution.
GA uses evolution concepts, like reproduction and survival of the fittest, to solve
a problem [32]. The main processes are crossover and mutation that include data
being exchanged between two parent chromosomes to create two children. GA
then proceeds to changing the children’s genes to create diversity in the population.
Crossover provides new solutions, as most of the information still stays. Crossover
can be single-point, two-point, or multi-point crossover. The mutation consists of
bit-flip, inversion, scramble, and immigration. Crossover and mutation are applied
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Fig. 4 Solution representation for the CNN using GA [19] (FM: Feature Map)

based on probabilities [41]. The probability of mutation default is set to 0.01 where
the probability of crossover is mostly set to 0.80 based on existing literature [37,
38]. In the work presented here, GA is used as an optimization algorithm for the
deep convolutional neural network model created to classify and count white blood
cell types.

3.2 Chromosome Representation of CNN Optimization Using
GA

To handle the hyperparameter values via GA, the chromosome which represents the
hyperparameters is illustrated in Fig. 4. Five CNN features are presented, namely,
the number of feature maps in each convolutional layer, the width for the number of
neurons in layers, the depth for the number of the layers, the batch size for specifying
the number of images to be fed as clusters in each epoch, and the dropout percentage
to prevent overfitting. The feature map, batch size, feature map length, and width
were encoded as integers whereas the dropout percentage was encoded as floating
points.

3.3 Data Preprocessing

Image preprocessing was used in this study by resizing the images to a 90 × 120
canvas to speed up the training process of the CNN. After resizing, the images were
then transformed to gray-level images in which they were flattened into a list of raw
pixel intensities with 8-bit pixel depth.
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3.4 Genetic Algorithm

GA was used to optimize the hyperparameters of the CNN, as described above. The
hyperparameters selected for GA were crossover, which was set to a probability of
0.80 due to its importance, and mutation which was set to a probability of 0.01.
Tournament selection and elitism was used. The model was run for 200 generations
with a population size of 100.

3.5 Convolutional Neural Network Model

Through the optimized CNN hyperparameters achieved by GA, the deep CNN
model was trained on 9957 images and tested on another dataset of 2478 images of
WBC. The optimized number of convolutional layers were six. Two pooling layers
were used in the developed model. The number of feature maps used was selected
as 32 for a good starting point. The feature map length and width for features were
3 and 3, respectively. The dropout percentage, which is a regularization technique,
was set to 0.10 to get optimum results, and the model was run for 25 epochs as there
were no significant improvements beyond 25 epochs.

3.6 Kaggle Data Set

Kaggle is a highly respected website that has been widely used worldwide as a data
set source for artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning. Kaggle
also allows developers to encode their model and run it on the on-site Kaggle servers
[11]. Kaggle stands out with its data sets, especially in the field of healthcare, and is
the only platform to open prize-winning competitions to develop the best artificial
intelligence models on many different data sets. For this reason, the model presented
in this chapter has been developed through Kaggle, and the developed model has
been operated on the white blood cell data set available at Kaggle. Since other
groups have worked with Kaggle data, it is possible to review and compare any
studies with others on Kaggle.

4 GA-Enhanced D-CNN Model and Results

This study is designed to develop a deep convolutional neural network (D-CNN)
model whose hyperparameters self-adjust with a genetic algorithm in order to
optimize the results. The overall goal is to increase the classification accuracy of the
white blood cells using the described genetic algorithm-optimized D-CNN model
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Fig. 5 The GA-enhanced D-CNN model developed in this study

that will result in a significant contribution to the healthcare field through correct
diagnosis of many diseases, and, in turn, contribute to the economy by reducing the
cost of such diagnoses. The model is designed as shown in Fig. 5, and its parameters
can be adapted and created in an add-on architecture.

To implement the developed model, the white blood cell images obtained from
Kaggle were run and tried separately in 60 × 80, 120 × 160, and 224 × 224 sizes,
and the most successful size of 60x80 was chosen. While the model design was
carried out, the depth of the CNN was increased starting from a shallow model
structure. The model was finalized when the optimal results were achieved, as seen
in Table 1. Since there exists a blurring problem [6] when using images from the
microscope, or microscopic images, a 3 × 3 core filter was used and the number of
filters was increased from 32 to 256, as the network progressively deepened [46].
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Table 1 Determination of
the number of layers of the
GA-enhanced D-CNN Model

# of Layers Parameter Count Accuracy (%)

3 88,548 79.85
5 262,308 84.47
7 584,228 93.3
9 2,385,188 60.55

In convolutional neural networks, the convolution layer identifies the areas to
be removed from the image, and after this process, the dimensions of the image
are reduced. While the size of the image is reduced, the lines in the picture are
highlighted by maximizing the 2 × 2 frames each time by jumping the pool two
times. This results in decreased image size. As the layers become deeper, different
attributes emerge, and the features are derived from the details. Images can be
treated as separate inputs or as batch entries. In addition, groups are often prevented
from overlearning and a shortened processing time is achieved. The proposed model
is composed of two layers, which are formed by using three expansion pool layers
and then completed with flattening, dropout, densification, and fully connected
layers. Since the cell nuclei expected to be detected from the images of the white
blood cells [31] taken as input are relatively small in the images, the convolution was
achieved using 3 × 3 filters. In the convolution process, starting with 32 channels,
the number of channels is increased to 64, then 128, and then to 256 to extract the
detail properties. The L2 regularization technique was tested to improve the learning
rate, but it was not used in the end due to the lack of successful group normalization
(Batch Normalization) [48]. In addition, dilution (dropout) was applied to neurons
with little effect on learning.

The activation function has been proven to be successful [47] and has been
selected as the ReLU, which works very well with deep CNN. Adam learning rate
has been chosen as the most effective function for adapting the learning rate to its
own [26]. For classification decision, Softmax, which is one of the functions that
result in successful convergence, is used. While the images were classified into four
categories of white blood cells, the categorical cross-linking function was used to
compute the error.

After the model was designed as described, it was trained and then tested. To
improve the results, changes were made to the hyperparameters according to their
purpose. The image size was reduced to 60 × 80 to simplify the process. The batch
size was selected to be 32 in the presented model where the inputs were given in
batches. Again, all the data were passed through the model and feedback error values
were calculated by weighting the numbers determined during 25 epochs.

The created model was run on the Kaggle server where the graphics processor
support was utilized. The proposed model was compared to existing models
previously studied here. The proposed model resulted in 93.3% accuracy when
compared to Inception V3 model, which produced 84.08% accuracy, and ResNet-
50 model, which produced 87.62% accuracy. Figure 6 demonstrates the training
and test error graphs over 25 epochs. Figure 7 provides the obtained accuracy. The
accuracy values were calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2) below, where TP is true
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positives, TN is true negatives, FP is false positives, and FN is false negatives.

Accuracy = T P + TN
T P + FP + TN + FN (1)

Precision = T P

T P + FP (2)

Figure 8 represents the training set and test set confusion matrices. In the
confusion matrices, true (dark diagonal) and false (off diagonal) estimates are given
by comparing the estimated or predicted values to the actual or real values.

Table 2 shows the comparative results from the proposed model and other
convolutional deep learning models. The results demonstrate that the proposed
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Fig. 8 Training (left) and test (right) dataset confusion matrices

Table 2 Comparison of
performance of proposed and
other models

Model Accuracy (%)

Inception V3 84.08
ResNet-50 87.62
Proposed GA-DCNN 93.30

Table 3 Comparison of
proposed model with other
studies

Benchmarking with Other Studies
Study Model Accuracy (%)

[33] DCNN 78.33
[34] Tiny YOLO - CNN 87.10
[22] DCNN 83.84
Proposed model GA-DCNN 93.30

method of GA-enhanced D-CNN model produced the optimal results with seven
layers (Table 1) among the three models compared. All are ready models that can be
trained on ImageNet images, and adapted to the current problem of white blood cell
identification. Again, the performance of the proposed model surpasses the other
two models studied on Kaggle as well as the literature, as seen in Table 3.

5 Conclusions

In this study, a GA-enhanced D-CNN model, based on artificial intelligence and
deep learning methods, has been tested in the field of healthcare, which is perhaps
today’s most prominent technological solution that can rewrite the rules of medical
research. The counts of white blood cells provide very important clues about
individuals’ health and are used to diagnose important diseases. Traditional devices
used for counting blood cells are both costly and time consuming since the analysis
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of samples takes time. This study offers an alternative deep learning model that can
be used to classify four types of white blood cells. This engineering study resulted
in the design of a hyperparametric neural network architecture in deep learning,
determining how to set hyperparameters such as number of layers, optimization,
activation functions, and leading to a suggested model that will make a significant
contribution to the diagnosis of potential diseases. On the other hand, the developed
model is designed for the optimal performance by implementing a shallow structure
towards a deeper structure and tested with different parameter values. The developed
model was compared with other known architectures as well as other studies which
have investigated and analyzed white blood cells. The model presented here is
self-parameter adapting with the genetic algorithm (GA) resulting in successful
evaluation results of 93.3% accuracy in classification of white blood cells. This
GA-enhanced deep learning model can provide instant results with microscopic
images as the input. Thus, it will be possible to produce more accurate and faster
analysis of white blood cells using the developed model. The GA-enhanced deep
convolutional neural network model successfully classifies the four categories of
white blood cells using deep convolutional learning. To further improve the results,
a general model can be produced and applied to many problems in healthcare by
means of learning transfer method by working on other cell sample information like
white blood cell structure. The developed model presented here uses GA-enhanced
deep convolutional neural networks. In the future, this design can be combined with
models such as long-term memory learning and repetitive neural networks to test
improvements in its performance.
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Deep Learning–Based Constituency
Parsing for Arabic Language

Amr Morad, Magdy Nagi, and Sameh Alansary

1 Introduction

Developing an effective algorithm to generate constituency parse tree is a major
challenge in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Constituency parse tree is the
first and most important step, prior to several tasks in NLP such as word processors
grammar checking [1], language translation [2], Arabic diacritization, and many
more.

The past few years have witnessed a significant increase in adopting neural
network–based approaches for generating constituency parse tree [3, 4]. These
approaches, which have proved to be performant and adaptive, are called data-
driven ones as they extract the rules from the data itself, hence they are adaptive
to any language, provided that the dataset is changed. Moreover, most of these
techniques rely on dense input representations [5] for words in the given sentences.
In such representation, semantic meaning of the words is disclosed by making
the representation of similar words closer according to the task at hand. These
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word representations are typically achieved by deep learning analysis based on the
input sentences. This representation of words is called “dense input representation,”
which in turn needs deep learning–based technique, and the dataset used in training
of these models could be in different languages; however, it needs different
resources for the required language in order to find this similarity.

In this chapter, a neural network syntactic distance-based model [6] is applied
on Arabic sentences. The Arabic language is challenging because of its history,
culture, and literary heritage, as well as being very complex language because of
its linguistic structure [7]. Some words spell the same, but have different meanings,
depending on their context and diacritization. Moreover, there are multiple Arabic
words spellings corresponding to one word in other languages, especially in
case of known entities, for example, the city of Washington could be spelled
,’وشنطن‘ ’واشنطن‘ As .’واشنجطن‘ a result, novel challenges are considered when applying deep
learning techniques to Arabic language. Arabic is not only a complex language, but
also has very limited linguistic resources, specially parsed corpora (Fig. 1).

The model, adopted in this chapter, is based on the concept of syntactic distance
[6], which is defined for each split point of the sentence. For implementation, dense
input representation is achieved by using Glove [8] (see Sect. 3 below), for Arabic
corpus. Several experiments are carried out in this work, with various split points,
based on linguistic factors and length in Arabic sentences (see Sect. 6).

In order to predict the correct label (nonterminal tag) accurately, a list of these
labels is determined, and its dimensionality should be affordable, meaning that this
list should not be too long to avoid the problem of dimensionality curse. The curse
of dimensionality refers to a well-known problem encountered during data analysis,
in high-dimension space, however, as previously mentioned, our Arabic dataset is
limited. Therefore, the full list of Arabic labels, nonterminal tags, is reviewed by
linguists and then grouped. This happens by grouping similar labels together in one
label. For example, label “NOUN.VN + NSUFF_FEM_SG + CASE_ DEF_GEN”
is turned into “NOUN.” The rest of the label linguistic features, denoting the gender
of the noun, whether it is definite or not and so on, is stored in the node displayed
in the resultant constituency parse tree. More explanation will be further illustrated
in the experiments section (VI).

Fig. 1 A constituent parse
tree
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The model is fully parallel [6], which means that it is performant and capable
of handling long sentences efficiently. Mapping from syntactic distance to the
parse tree and vice versa can be done in O (n log n), which makes the decoding
computationally efficient.

The obtained model is used in a complete workflow for linguists and editors,
predicting the constituency parse tree for the Arabic sentence. A constituency parse
tree viewer is implemented as a web-based application for linguists, to display the
predicted tree. Tree viewer is user-friendly, enabling the linguists to edit the resultant
displayed parse tree easily, and save the modified one. These valid and curated
sentences will be used later to retrain the model, assisting in the existing challenge
of lack of Arabic language resources.

2 Survey of Related Work

In Natural Language Processing (NLP), designing fast and accurate parsing algo-
rithms for constituencies is a major challenge. Constituency parsing is necessary, as
a first step toward the interpretation of the semantic meaning, which in turn is used
as a foundation for other tasks, like translation [2] and grammar checking in word
processors [1].

Traditionally, syntactic parsers represent the sentence as one-hot vector of a
collection of unique features. This is accomplished by having only “1” in a
location unique to the given word; “0” otherwise. However, enormous drawbacks
were discovered for this representation technique. Apart from the length of this
representation, it mainly handles all words as independent entities, with no relation
to each other [8].

Transition-based dependency parsing [10] represents a step toward word similar-
ity, which assigns similar words to the same buffer, in order to provide contextual
meaning for these words. The problem in the case of getting word vectors is the
necessity of a certain knowledge to the language of the task at hand, in order to
extract the appropriate rules. For each language, various rules should be applied
which makes rule-based techniques harder in application, as a general solution to
achieve the words vectors representation. Hence, deep learning approaches are the
most appropriate in tackling this issue.

GloVe (Global Vectors for Word Representation) [8] is a well-known unsuper-
vised deep learning algorithm to generate vectors representation for words, called
word vectors. It defines some sort of similarity between words by using deep
learning approach and creates word vectors by using matrix factorization, with local
window methods. In brief, the output word vectors represent the semantics of the
word, which is relevant to the current task. These vectors are dense, meaning that
their entries are typically nonzero, according to the features extracted from given
sentences. GloVe could be considered a general technique for word embeddings for
any language where a general deep learning model could be trained with different
resources in various languages [9].
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In this chapter, we trained GloVe model with multiple Arabic resources such
as Arabic corpus, Elwatan news, and many others. As a result, GloVe is a global
technique for any language, which is unsupervised learning of word representations.

The challenge represented by the Arabic language to researchers is mainly
the inherent linguistic structure. Some Arabic words have different POS tags
according to their place in the sentence or according to the vocalization. Another
problem is when Arabic texts include many translated and transliterated known
places, whose spelling might be inconsistent in Arabic texts. Moreover, Arabic
language is one of the non-Latin languages, written from right to left, so the Arabic
characters need different encoding techniques. In order to overcome some of these
challenges, Buckwalter for Arabic characters transliteration [11] was introduced.
Although Buckwalter addresses some of Arabic language challenges, it adds more
complexities because it requires more encoding and decoding steps.

Another challenge in Arabic language labels is represented in the dimensionality
of labels selected. Each Arabic word could have up to three prefixes and
two suffixes. Accordingly, a label could be a combination depending on
the context, whether it is singular or plural and so on. For example, label
“NOUN.VN + NSUFF_FEM_ SG + CASE_DEF_GEN” refers to a NOUN with
a suffix for a singular female, it also denotes that this word has definite and in
genitive case. Hence, given these different components in each single label, it could
be concluded that the number of possible labels will be huge.

Designing a model which has to predict a label among the large number of
choices is really hard, whether this model is rule based or data driven (deep learning
based). A short list, in cooperation with linguists, should be determined while
preserving the original one, and without sacrificing the context of the word.

Recently, deep learning–based techniques relying on dense word vectors rep-
resentation for constituency parsing are widely adopted [3, 4]. Some of them
decompose the problem of generating the parse tree into local decisions sequentially.
However, this makes the accuracy of such models low, because they were never
exposed to their mistakes during the training phase. In order to solve this problem, a
technique such as spa-based constituency parsing with a structure-label system [12]
is proposed. The drawback of this technique is that the training phase is complicated.

One of these techniques is accomplished by adopting the concept of syntactic
distance [6]. Syntactic distance is a vector of real valued scalars for each split point
in the given sentence (e.g., white space). A fully parallel model for constituency
parser is introduced for English and Chinese languages using syntactic distance
notion [6]. Mainly, it uses a top-down approach to construct the parse tree by
splitting larger constituents into smaller ones. A combined neural network is built
to estimate the syntactic distances vector for a sentence. Algorithms for converting
syntactic distances into binary parse trees and vice versa are explained with average
running time of O (n log n) [6].

In this chapter, a combined neural network model is built to generate the parse
tree for Arabic sentences without the need to use Buckwalter, because there is no
known word embeddings for transliterated words. This step requires preprocessing
and postprocessing as intermediate stages. Therefore, those two steps are eliminated
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in our solution as it deals with Arabic language directly. Arabic language sentences
impose some complications such as the length of sentences and the ambiguity of
words. As previously mentioned, words with the same spelling may have multiple
different POS tags according to the context of this word or its diacritization. These
challenges are addressed in this chapter by conducting several experiments to show
the effect of these factors on the accuracy of the given model.

The model is fully parallel, which can make use of efficient and powerful
Graphical Processing Units (GPU) capabilities. Several experiments have been
established to discover the effect, in terms of the length of Arabic sentences, as well
as the effect of split points, on the model’s accuracy, running times, and accuracy. In
addition, the model predicts the constituency parse-tree efficiently. This is important
when the model is considered a step in a larger workflow, as presented in this chapter
(see Sect. 5).

3 Dense Input Representation

Generating the constituency parse tree depends on the given words, Part Of Speech
(POS) tags, and the semantic meaning of given phrases. Traditionally, words
representation depends on technique called “one-hot vector” in which “1” is added
in a unique location for the word and “0” in the remaining vector bits. Enormous
drawbacks are faced in this representation, because it requires huge vectors for the
handled vocabulary, as well as treating all words as independent entities. “One-hot
vector” is not the ideal representation technique [8], because parse tree depends also
on the semantic meaning and the context of words.

Other techniques are developed to overcome the mentioned complexities based
on the use of pretrained embedding vectors, as additional features to the model.
One of the most common embedding word vectors known is “word embeddings.”
In “word embeddings,” each word is linked to a vector representation in a way
that captures the semantic meaning of relationships of words. This is used as in
transition-based dependency parsing, which defines concept of buffer to denote the
contextual meaning of the words [10].

GloVe (Global Vectors for Word Representation) [6] is one of the well-known
deep learning–based techniques, used for generating word vector representations. It
is an unsupervised method for generating word representations, based on the word
occurrences statistics in a given context. GloVe is proven that it outperforms other
models on word similarity tasks.

Using precalculated word vectors in a deep learning solution to generate
constituency parse tree is proven to be efficient and accurate [9]. The precalculated
word vectors, called pretrained, are used as initial values and additional features, for
a network within the model neural network. Such approaches depend on the input
dataset, making it extensible and applicable to any language, to calculate both the
unique vocabulary in the given dataset, as well as the word vectors representation.
These pertained values are injected then to the main model which is used to generate
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the constituency parse tree. As the dataset for generating the parse tree could be
different from the dataset used to calculate the word vectors representations, these
vectors could be fine-tuned during the training of the constituency parse tree model,
using the dataset for that model. In other words, the whole model network could
allow these word vectors to be changed, according to the dataset of the given task.

In this chapter, GloVe is chosen to obtain the dense word representations. GloVe
model is trained using Arabic resources, such as Arabic Corpus, Arabic Wikipedia
articles, Arabic tweets, and Elwatan newspaper. These resources result into a huge
number of words (1.9 billion words), in addition to comprising large number of
unique Arabic vocabulary (1.5 million unique vocabulary). As this dataset contains
numerous collection of unique words, more parameters are required to be learned.
Therefore, the model is more prone to overfitting, which is one of the known
problems in Arabic language called lexical sparsity. To overcome sparsity problem,
a large amount of tokens or words is required.

GloVe model is modified in order to handle Arabic characters and overcome
some encoding problems. After that, the modified model is used to calculate word
vectors representations from the dataset mentioned previously.

GloVe model is trained using the mentioned dataset for 20 epochs, which results
into getting the similarity between Arabic words. The model is slightly changed in
order to handle the non-Latin nature of Arabic language. Changes mainly take place
in encoding and memory management for the Arabic corpus.

The obtained Arabic vocabulary and Arabic words vectors, after the training
process, are used within the constituency parse tree generator model network (as
illustrated in the next section). The model itself fine-tunes these word representa-
tions according to the new dataset used to train the constituency parse tree generator
model. This is done using RNN network, which inputs the word representation
vector (256d vector) as initial values resulting in obtaining the best-predicted parse
tree from the model faster and more accurate (Fig. 2).

4 Parse Tree Generator Model

The model used to generate the constituency parse tree depends mainly on syntactic
distance [6]. To explain the meaning of a syntactic distance, the top-down scheme
for construction the parse tree from a sentence needs more elaboration. One can
process the sentence by splitting larger constituent into smaller constituents, in
which the order of the split points defines the hierarchical structure. Hence, the
syntactic distance is defined for the split points. The model uses neural networks to
estimate the vector of syntactic distances for a given sentence. Figure 2 shows an
overview of the model.

As mentioned previously, Arabic GloVe with dimension of 256 is used for Arabic
word embeddings. The model fine-tunes word vectors. Not only the words are
represented as dense vectors, but also tags, which helps in increasing the accuracy
of the predicted parse trees. The result of these embeddings (fine-tuned) is fed to
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Fig. 2 Constituency parse tree generator overview

a BiLSTM (Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory) word RNN. This makes the
model captures a long-term syntactical relations between the words. Predicted tags
could be calculated using feed forward network. Another bidirectional long short-
term memory network called “arc_rnn” is used to calculate the syntactic distances.
Constituent labels are then generated using the mentioned “arc_rnn,” in addition to
feed forward layer.

The model is fully parallel allowing it to be performed using a GPU. The
model computes the distances in batch, and afterwards, it is decoded using an
algorithm with complexity time of O (n log n). Moreover, the encoding and decoding
algorithms are naturally adopted for execution in parallel environment, which can
further reduce the time to O (log n). The estimated distance for each split point in the
sentence is calculated independently from the others, allowing efficient parallelism.

For Arabic dataset, the model is slightly changed to handle the new dimension-
ality of dense Arabic words representations obtained from GloVe. Moreover, the
model is now modified so as to handle non-Latin nature of Arabic language. The
model is performant and is able to predict constituency parse tree even for very long
Arabic sentences fast.

5 Workflow

In this chapter, a complete workflow is built upon the constituency parse tree model.
The workflow typically enables linguists to predict the parse tree of a sentence
from International Corpus of Arabic (ICA) and then they can edit the resultant tree.
Moreover, these modified sentences could be used later to retrain the model. This
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section could be divided into two parts for explaining the workflow and how the
dataset for retraining the model is extracted.

5.1 Workflow

The workflow consists of a series of stages. First, a list of sentences is shown
to linguists using a web portal application. Linguists, users for this system, have
accounts in this web portal. There are three main types of users to this web portal:
a linguist, editorial reviewer (who is a more experienced linguist), and scientific
reviewer.

Firstly, linguists need to be authenticated to be able to log in through the portal
and once logged-in, a list of sentences is shown to the linguists by an administrator.
The linguist selects the desired sentence in order to generate its constituency parse
tree and then the sentence is sent to the model, pretrained with Elnahar data, so as
to predict the constituent of this sentence.

Constituency parse tree is shown to the linguist in a viewer that enables him to
modify the resultant tree, if and only if the final order of words remains the same as
the given one. In brief, the linguist could edit a constituent label (nonterminal label,
predicted by the model), modify the order of the parse tree nodes, or even delete a
node. After amending the needed changes, the linguist could save the parse tree. As
previously mentioned, the modified parse tree will be kept only on condition that
the order of the sentence words is still the same as the input sentence.

Progressively, a new group of modified parse trees, which are curated by group
of specialists (linguist, editorial, or even managerial layer), will be obtained. Since
these sentences are verified, they will be used for model’s incremental training.
Incremental training means retraining the model using the new verified sentences.
Initially, the saved model weights, obtained from previous training times, are loaded,
followed by feeding the verified sentences to the model as a new dataset to be trained
with. Thereafter, the model is trained, not only with Elnahar dataset, but also by the
curated sentences resulting in the creation of a trusted model, which can generate
and Arabic constituency tree efficiently. Figure 3 exhibits the workflow steps.

As a conclusion, the workflow can be easily operated and deployed in any
hardware configuration. The main challenge tackled by this workflow, is how
linguists could alter a deep learning model in order to benefit from it. The linguist
uses the model to generate an initial constituency parse tree, which he could either
accept or modify. In case of modifications, as long as it is curated, considerations
are made to obtain a more accurate model. The resultant model is not only trained
on the original Arabic dataset given (Elnahar) with limited number of sentences,
but also a list of curated sentences obtained from a trusted dataset of International
Corpus of Arabic (ICA).
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Fig. 3 Workflow

5.2 Dataset

As mentioned previously, linguists choose sentence from a list of Arabic sentences
in order to predict its constituency parse tree and do the needed modifications. These
sentences are extracted from International Corpus of Arabic (ICA) [13], using a
script to build the parenthesized pair of word and Part Of Speech (POS) tag. This
corpus is initiated by Bibliotheca Alexandrina (BA), in order to fulfill research
demands on Arabic language. ICA currently contains 100 million Arabic words
from four main sources; press, net articles, books, and academics. Press source,
previously mentioned, comprises newspapers, magazines, and electronic press (Fig.
3).

ICA not only covers these sources but also it has numerous genres, such as
strategic sciences, sports, religions, and many others. These genres are divided into
24 subgenres such as economy, law, politics, and others. Moreover, these subgenres
are divided into four main sub-subgenres, namely short stories, novels, children’s
stories, and plays. The effect of these sources or genres to the Arabic corpus is not
equal. It depends on how common this source or genre is. Hence, balance is not
measured by the amount of texts.

Most of these sources and genres are got from all over the Arab world. Egypt
covered about 13 million words out of the 100 million words of the corpus. Saudi
Arabia comes in the second place after Egypt covering about eight million words.
Other countries like Kuwait and UAE covered about five million words. Not only
Arab world contributes to these words, but also some countries outside the Arab
region.

The International Corpus of Arabic analysis is achieved automatically, using
rule-based and statistical approaches, in which BASMA [14] Arabic morphological
analyzer is used. This analysis lists information like list of prefixes, suffixes, word
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class, stem, lemma, root along with the number, gender, and definiteness of the
word, depending on the context of this word within the sentence in the corpus.

6 Experiments

The constituency parse tree generator model, along with pretrained Arabic GloVe,
is trained on Arabic dataset of Elnahar, which contains more than 12.5 K sentences,
varying from short to very long ones, with varying data contexts between politics,
sport, health, and others. Three different (unique) sets are created from the previ-
ously mentioned dataset: training, validation, and testing. Training data contains
10 K statements, in different context, with varying lengths, while validation data
comprises 1 K sentences, varying between long and short sentences.

The validation dataset is utilized to address overfitting problem, which occurs
when the model tightly understands the training data, but fails in understanding and
generating parse trees for data with either different vocabulary, lengths, or context,
thereby allowing the parse tree generator model to self-correct itself. Finally, the
test dataset contains more than 1.6 K sentences, with similar characteristics to both
training and validation datasets.

The validation and testing datasets are chosen in a way, such that they are
different and unbiased. In order to validate this claim, the model is used to
generate the constituency parse trees for both of validation and test datasets. The
model outputs almost the same result on both the validation and test datasets (F-
measure = 86%).

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the model, F-measure [15] is used. F-measure
could be considered a ratio of precision and recall; therefore, it captures efficiently
both of them during the calculations. Standard Evalb tool, in its Python version, is
used for this evaluation. This version, after some modifications in this work, assists
in creating a cross-environment model, as well as helping in solving the encoding
problems encountered, due to complexities in Arabic language (non-Latin nature).

F-measure is calculated by:

F−measure = 2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision+ Recall

where

• Precision is considered the positive predictive value. It is calculated as follows:

Precision = tp

tp+ fp

– tp is truly predicted result.
– fp is a false alarm (predicted to be true, though it is false – Type I error).
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• Recall is also called sensitivity.

Recall = tp

tp+ fn

– tp is truly predicted result.
– fn (predicted to be false, though it is true – Type II error).

Experiments are carried out on Bibliotheca Alexandrina (BA) High Performance
Computing (HPC) cluster, which provides both CPU and GPU capabilities. We
choose to use the GPU unit to achieve the results from the model faster since
the problem can be handled in parallel nature. After the training process of the
constituency parse tree generator model is complete, the model can run in any
environment, with in any hardware configurations.

Labels, nonterminal tags, are eliminated by grouping similar labels into one label.
For example, “NOUN.VN + NSUFF_FEM_SG + CASE_DEF_GEN,” is reduced
to the POS “NOUN” tag. In this work, number of labels is reduced from around 600
labels to only 20 labels. Moreover, POS tags are reduced from around 400 tags to
only 38. This reduction minimizes the number of labels to be predicted, resulting in
a lower dimensionality, hence more accurate model.

In this chapter, four main experiments are evaluated, considering the length of
the sentence, in addition to the different split points in it (Al-taareef position), as
shown below. The result of them proves that the length of the sentence along with
the split points does not have strong effect on the final result. These experiments
show that the usage of word embeddings technique (GloVe) has a very important
effect to the results and helps into getting the final result fast and more accurate.

The following shows the results obtained from the experiments.

6.1 Short Sentences with Minimum Split Points

Elnahar dataset contains very long lines, forming multiple sentences. In this
experiment, very long sentences are split, if there is no direct association with the
original sentence, which can occur in case of opening parenthesis while the closing
one is not located at the end of it. Therefore, these types of sentences are split into
multiple ones, according to the opening and closing parenthesis. Moreover, prefix
such as Al-taareef (the) is not split from the word, to minimize the split points.

From the table below, it is noticed that at the first loop, F-measure was 70% for
the testing dataset, which is better than the corresponding one without GloVe. As
a result, this assures that using word embeddings techniques, along with the neural
network approaches, for constituency parse tree generators could affect the accuracy
(F-measure) of the model, especially at the beginning of training iterations (epochs).
In addition, word embeddings techniques help in minimizing the number of epochs
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needed, in order to reach the final accuracy value, hence minimizing processing cost.
Also, it is noticed that the F-measure rate increased rapidly for the first five epochs as
shown in Table 1, to slow down until reaching the best accuracy (F-measure= 86%).

The following table shows the number of epochs needed, in order to achieve
different percentages from the final result.

6.2 Short Sentences with Maximum Split Points

This experiment is similar to the previous one, however the only difference is that
Al-taareef (the) is separated from the word, thus creating more split points to be
used in the model measurements for distance and constituent.

It is noticed that the results are very similar to what we obtained from the
previous experiment, concluding that adding or removing the Al-taareef (the) in
short sentences has almost no difference noticed. The following Table 2 shows the
number of epochs needed in order to achieve different percentages from the final
result. It can be concluded from the table that the rate in which the model achieves
95% from the final result is almost the same between the current experiment and the
previous one.

6.3 Long Sentences with Minimum Split Points

This experiment maintains long sentences as they are given in their original dataset
without splitting, leading into very long sentences, but this time, Al-taareef (the)
is not split from the original word. Consequently, one line, which might contain
multiple sentences, is fed as a single entity to the model for training, validation, and
testing.

Table 3 indicates the results obtained from this experiment. As observed, we can
achieve 95% from the best accuracy obtained (F-measure = 86%) rapidly, when
compared to the previous two experiments. This means that the length of the Arabic
sentence does not cause an effect to the final results nor when these results are
achieved.

Table 1 F-measure percentage from the best result

F-measure (percentage from the final result which is 86%) 81% 85% 90% 95%

Epochs 1 2 4 12

Table 2 F-measure percentage from the best result

F-measure (percentage from the final result which is 86%) 81% 85% 90% 95%

Epochs 1 3 4 13
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Table 3 F-measure percentage from the best result

F-measure (percentage from the final result which is 86%) 82% 85% 90% 95%

Epochs 1 2 4 10

Table 4 F-measure percentage from the best result

F-measure (percentage from the final result which is 86%) 77% 85% 90% 95%

Epochs 1 2 5 11

6.4 Long Sentences with Maximum Split Points

This experiment is similar to the last one, yet adding the Al-taareef (the) to the
words. In Table 4, which illustrates the obtained results, we can note that the result
achieves 95% from the best accuracy (F-measure= 86%) in almost the same manner
as the previous experiment. However, currently the first epoch shows that the starting
accuracy is less than its corresponding one, from experiment number 3.

7 Conclusion

Constituency parse tree is the backbone of many Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tasks, such as language translation and Arabic diacritization. This is why
valuable research efforts have been exerted in order to find an algorithm which
generates parse tree efficiently. Deep learning approaches are adopted, because they
are efficient and can generate the parse tree using dataset without any predefined
rules. In this chapter, deep leaning approaches are used to generate constituency
parse tree for Arabic sentences. First, dense words representations are accomplished
by GloVe, which is trained using various Arabic resources with billions of words
for multiple epochs. Afterwards, this dense representation is fed into deep learning
technique, which is responsible for generating parse trees for Arabic sentences.
This model is trained initially by Elnahar dataset. This dataset contains more
than 12 K Arabic sentences with varying data contexts between politics, sport,
health, and others. This is considered a step in a complete workflow, which enables
linguists to choose sentences and get the corresponding parse trees. The Arabic
sentences are extracted from the International Corpus of Arabic (ICA) initiated by
Bibliotheca Alexandrina, which contains 100 million words from multiple sources
and genres. Linguists could accept the parse trees predicted or modify them, by
editing the constituent, reorder the resultant constituent, or deleting nodes, provided
that modified words order in the sentence remains the same as the input one. Finally,
these sentences are used to retrain the model to obtain better results eventually
and enrich the dataset. The used model is fully parallel and capable of predicting
constituency parse tree for long sentences. High-performance computers could be
used to facilitate the training process and cut down the training time.
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Deep Embedded Knowledge Graph
Representations for Tactic Discovery

Joshua Haley, Ross Hoehn, John L. Singleton, Chris Ballinger,
and Alejandro Carbonara

1 Introduction

Tactics within a broadly defined game are actions aimed at the achievement of
some goal—or subgoal—that is either global or local to a portion of the game; the
selection of individual tactics is typically driven by strategies seeking to optimize
the outcome of an overall game [1]. The use of tactics to achieve a strategic goal
applies to a large number of fields, including finance [2], business [3], and military
operations, as well as games [4, 5] and sports [6, 7]. The ability to train Machine
Learning (ML) systems to recognize, classify, and predict successful tactics within
a data structure comprised of context, execution, and result is a critical step toward
developing systems that not only learn the scoring of board/play states, but can
recommend and execute both novel and familiar tactics within a game [8, 9].

Tactics identification problems can be viewed as being either recognition or
discovery. The recognition task takes place when the tactics are known and must be
recognized within unlabeled data, lending itself to supervised ML techniques. The
tactics discovery task evidences itself when available tactics are not known a priori
and must be discovered from principles inferred directly from the data. Existing
AI and ML approaches for game tactics discovery and execution exist within state
evaluation [1], self-play [10], tree searches, or hybrid methods [8, 11]; yet, they do
not yield the labels of the tactics themselves. Tactics discovery is an unsupervised
data analysis task in which the game play tactics are discovered in order to
inform decision-making and downstream consideration. Previous works have shown
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the utility of unsupervised ML methods for the tactics discovery problem when
deployed in conjunction with semi-supervised deep embeddings [12]. However,
these joint approaches require a significant amount of feature engineering to ensure
that the relations of interest are present and retained in the data. This upfront feature
engineering task becomes even more difficult when relations of interest need to be
discovered. Instead, we encode game play logs within a semantic graph and then use
graph embedding techniques to construct a vectorization with minimal supervision.
Semantic graphs (e.g., Wordnet [13]) are representational structures that encode
facts and relations over which reasoning can be conducted [14]. We exploit this
scheme by placing relatively simple domain facts into the semantic graph structures;
the emergent graph structure and connectivity of each datum facilitate additional
input in a downstream tactics discovery ML implementation. Overall, the transfor-
mation of a game play log into a semantic graph form is a representational transform
requiring fewer design and data transformations and preliminary calculations than
does the rote feature engineering approach exemplified by Haley et al. [12].

Herein we examine several methods for constructing semantic graph repre-
sentations of game play and embedding the resultant graphs, where each graph
construction method incorporates a different degree of domain knowledge. These
methods include the route inclusion of all features in an unstructured manner, the ab
initio generation of graphical representations, domain-driven feature selection, and
domain-driven generation of graph representations. Within Sect. 1.1 we describe
the target domain: professional-level American Football. In Sect. 2 we detail the
production of each knowledge embedding method and the procedure used to
evaluate these embeddings. Sections 3 and 4 are reserved for the interpretation of
results and provision of concluding remarks.

1.1 Exploration Domain: NFL Football

American Football is a timed, two-team athletic sport where each team alternates
between playing in an offensive or defensive manner. The game is initiated by an
event where the defensive team commits a long-distance kick of the game ball so
that the offensive team may recover the ball, setting the initial location for play
(line of scrimmage). During a team’s offensive phase, they focus on conveying the
game ball to a terminal location within the opposing side of the field; this location
is referred to as the end zone. The conveyance of this ball is facilitated by tactical
plays primarily composed of runs and passes. The offensive team may attempt four
run/pass plays during their turn, each being called a down; the down count is reset
for each conveyance of the ball by 10 yards. Additionally, the offensive team may
opt to manage either time or distance by conducting a punt, spike, or kneel. Once
the offensive team reaches the end zone they are awarded six points and may choose
to conduct an action that may award additional points (a field goal or conversion).
While the offensive team is conducting these tactical events, the defensive team
focuses on preventing the conveyance of the ball. Should the offensive team fail to
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reach 10 yards within four downs, the teams change roles. This is an extremely brief
introduction to football game play, yet is sufficient to introduce most of the events,
tactics, and quantities to be discussed herein.

As previously discussed, we employed the Detailed NFL Play-by-Play Data
2009–2018 dataset while evaluating methods [15]. This dataset offers a large
number of tactical instances from within a game environment, and these plays
have tactically relevant labels provided for each play/down. This dataset contains
a record of each play conducted during 2009–2018 in all professional National
Football League (NFL) games. The cardinality of the dataset is roughly 450,000,
where each entry comprises 255 data fields. Each cardinal entry represents a
particular play that is contextualized, described, and labelled. As we are concerned
with the (re-)discovery of tactics, the labels provided for each play describe the
tactical action taken by the ball-holding team, if a play is completed; these labels
include kickoff, run, pass, punt, qb_spike, qb_kneel, field_goal,
extra_point, no_play, NA. The no_play and NA labels describe plays that
were not completed due to referee intervention and plays that were insufficiently
described within the dataset; as these two classes may obfuscate the tactics discovery
task and confuse the prediction task, data instances of the no_play and NA classes
were removed along with any fully duplicated entries, reducing the cardinality of
the dataset to roughly 391,000.

2 Methodology

All instances (plays) in our dataset were encoded into a numeric representation and
then run through a supervised task of tactic recognition and an unsupervised task of
tactic discovery, as described in Testing Protocol. Herein we describe the methods
used to encode game play logs with a naive vectorization method, typical in ML
approaches, serving as a baseline comparison.

2.1 Naive Vectorization

The feature engineering tasks undertaken during the naive vectorization are intended
to replicate the typical in natura data analyst problem. These steps require no
domain-specific information, except that which is necessary to disregard informa-
tion developed through post-observation computation.

Machine learning tasks fundamentally require all incoming information to be
organized into a vector containing a numerical representation of information. This
requirement necessitates the transformation of categorical and string-based data into
corresponding numerical formats. Game play features corresponding to categorical
data were transformed into a one-hot encoding representation. Unique identifiers
regarding the specific play, game, date, or player were dropped from the dataset
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as they would lead to learned correlations that were meaningless. Additionally, the
dataset contained a large array of post-processed statistics concerning each play and
its probabilistic outcome on the season; these data fields were also removed. After
all of the aforementioned actions, the resulting number of feature fields relating
to each play are represented by a feature vector of length 112. Due to the large
magnitude of differences between specific continuous valued features, a feature-
wise normalization was conducted to ensure each value is between [0–1].

2.2 Knowledge Graph Construction

The naive vectorization development method described above provides a baseline
comparison against which more advanced methods will be benchmarked. The more
sophisticated approaches being undertaken for evaluation still utilize all features of
the learning methods in some capacity, yet each feature may no longer appear in
every embedded data instance. The intention is to provide additional information—
driven either by domain knowledge or relationships highlighted within the data—in
the form of connectivity between features. Herein we describe several method-
ologies by which knowledge graphs may be created from game-play logs, each
leveraging a unique level of domain knowledge.

2.2.1 Domain-Specific Semantic Graph

Voluminous domain-specific overhead is typically expended during feature en-
gineering and problem formulation; we sought to reduce the overall overhead,
to generalize the domain knowledge across tasks, and to determine a domain
knowledge imbued structure that can operate across specific ML tasks. This
structure would utilize the same features as the naive vectorization, yet provide
domain knowledge through the order and connectivity between single features.
This emerging graph structure was stored within a non-edge attributed NetworkX
Graph structure within Python. The graph trees conditionally included prefabricated
branches containing features if and when those features were observed within the
dataset. This permitted a generalized procedure for generating graphs that was blind
to specific play classification when being formed.

The procedure for generating these conditional graphs involves several steps.
We began by leveraging pre-existing domain knowledge to identify information
within the dataset that is a contextual predicate of the play being described. This
information is graphically ordered in the traditional subject-predicate-object order
common to RDF triples. Then, actions undertaken by the Quarterback (a central
player and on-field decision maker) are identified and placed as nodes in a fully
connected structure. These nodes are conditional in nature and appear if the binary
values present in the dataset indicate that this action/event took place; therefore
not all nodes will appear in the final graph. (Edges to conditional nodes are also
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Fig. 1 Example structures conveying the organization of the domain-specific semantic graphs.
(a) The overall connectivity of game-related blocks, each being a conditional graph related to a
specific event feature of game play. (b) A more detailed example of the Pass Block contained with
the Overall structure (see subfigure a) showing the connectivity of nodes/features within a block

conditional.) All remaining features in the dataset were organized by relevancy
into the following categorical blocks: Tackles, Timeout, Extraneous, Penalty, Kick,
Pass, Run, Fumble, Extra Point, Yards, and Touchdown. These blocks are each a
graph whose nodes and edges are both domain knowledge driven and conditional
in nature. The presence of each categorical block and the features contained within
are conditional on those events having occurred in any particular play. As a result of
this procedure, graphs of the same play class may have different structures as they
may or may not have included (for example) a time out, penalty/flag on play, or an
interception, or resulted in a first down.

A graph was generated per play via the above conditional procedure, where each
graph possessed an identically formatted predicate section, referred to as the Front
Matter. This Front Matter section can be thought of as the Predicate block in a
semantic triple statement and contains information that contextualizes the play prior
to the execution of the play (e.g., down, yard line, scores). This predicate block
is attached to a small, fully connected block of conditionally populated actions
undertaken by the offensive team’s Quarterback. From the Quarterback Action
block, there are conditional and interconnected blocks for each event and outcome
observable in the dataset. This general, yet dynamic, procedure is intended to result
in a series of diverse graphs with emergent play class similarities informed by
domain knowledge. Figure 1a shows the general connectivity of the conditional
blocks, whereas Fig. 1b shows the internal structure of the Pass block in greater
detail.
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2.2.2 Specification Graph

Exemplified by the methods used in Sect. 2.2.1, many ML representations require
large amounts of domain-specific knowledge, and therefore do not generalize well to
other classes or problems [16–20]. This undesirable attribute is highlighted ancillary
to the NFL play-by-play domain as game play structure varies widely between
types of game, preventing the method from being applied elsewhere. To address
both the domain-specific overhead requirements and lack of domain transference,
we have developed a new knowledge graph formulation inspired from behavioral
interface specification languages [21] such as Eiffel [22], SPARK [23, 24], and JML
[25–27]. This new representation—called a specification graph (spec graph)—uses
the description of each play in the form of a Hoare triple as a conceptual tenant
through which to generalize gameplay [28, 29]. The general form of a Hoare triple
is provided as Eq. 1.

{φ}p{ψ} (1)

In Eq. 1, φ is a pre-state predicate said to hold prior to the execution of play p.
Similarly, ψ is a post-state predicate, said to hold after the successful execution of
play p.

An example of a valid Hoare triple for a given play p:

{yards_to_go = 10} p {yards_to_go = 5} (2)

Within Eq. 2, the pre-state assumes a value of yards_to_go equal to 10 and in the
post-state evolves to a value of 5; this evolution indicates that the offensive team—
starting with 10 yards_to_go—has gained 5 yards during the course of play p.

Our Spec Graph method sequences each play into pre- and post-play pairs
rather than representing each play as an individual network. This sequencing allows
for rich information to be added to our representation that would otherwise be
unavailable. An example of this additional embedded information that specifies
properties as in Eq. 2, our representation supports using relational operators that
relate the pre- and post-play game states. A logically equivalent way to represent
the post-state of Eq. 2 is as follows:

{yards_to_go < old(yards_to_go)} (3)

In Eq. 3, we introduce the function old that operates on the pre-state value
of its argument. In Eq. 3, the meaning of the expression yardstogo <

old(yardstogo) is that the value of yards_to_go in the post-state is less
than its value in the pre-state.

In the context of machine learning, the Spec Graph representation presents
a notable advantage for use in ML systems since a common problem for ML
algorithms arises in continuous value domains. For example, R values may range
over many subtle and difficult-to-separate ranges, where the meaning of these
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ranges may be difficult to distinguish (where exactly in the 100-yard range of the
field should a player run, pass, or punt?). The common technique of “binning”
data is typically necessary in order to work with these values. The Spec Graph
representation lessens this requirement as it describes values relationally, i.e.,
without respect to their concrete values.

In Fig. 3, we give the abstract syntax of the specification graph representation. A
key component of our approach is a translation from this abstract syntax onto graph
structures. We elide these semantics in our description of specification graphs in this
discussion. The building blocks of our representation are as follows:

Actions In the spec graph representation, an action represents an event that happens
in the course of play. In the domain of the NFL dataset, examples of actions include
timeouts and shotguns. Note that these values are strictly encoded as binary values
within the initial dataset.

Properties Similar to actions, properties pertain to information about a specific
game play. Unlike actions, properties are not binary and may be either categorical
or continuous in nature. In our evaluation we infer properties by analyzing the set of
all valued features and first extracting those that range over B. The resulting set of
features are considered to be properties. Examples of properties include “air yards”
and “score.”

Pre-Play Predicates Similar to the behavioral interface specification languages
on which the Spec Graph representation was modeled, the pre-play predicates are
Boolean formulas that are assumed to be True prior to the play. In terms of a Hoare
triple, pre-play predicates make up the first component of the triple, i.e., the pre-state
predicate. Note that pre-play predicates are always written in terms of properties.

Post-Play Predicates In the context of a Hoare triple, post-play predicates make
up the third component of the triple. After the conclusion of a play, certain property
values of the state may have changed. In a Spec Graph, one specifies this change
via the post-play predicates of the graph. As previously mentioned, it is possible
to relationally describe properties in a post-play predicate while also referencing
the concrete values of the property. Herein we make use of the old function, which
operates on the pre-state value of its argument; see Eq. 3.

Play Actions In the context of a Hoare triple, actions are modeled via the second
component of the Hoare triple. Unlike pre- and post-play predicates, play actions are
assertions about actions that have occurred during a play. Therefore, play actions are
always expressed in terms of actions, not properties.

As described in Fig. 2a, the first step in constructing a Spec Graph is to sequence
plays into pre- and post-play pairs. Once these pairs have been constructed, in order
to construct a Spec Graph, the abstract syntax shown in Fig. 3 is used to represent
the semantic building blocks consisting of actions, properties, pre-play predicates,
post-play predicates, and play actions. Once this representation is constructed, it is
translated into an embedding for subsequent analysis. In this discussion, we translate
our Spec Graph into a networkx [30] graph for further analysis. An example of
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Fig. 2 Overview of the specification graph processing technique and a resulting graph. In Fig. 2a,
specification graphs start with raw game play data that is then converted into pre- and post-play
pairs. These pairs are then analyzed and the semantic building blocks (Sect. 2.2.2) are extracted
from them. These building blocks are then converted into a semantic representation. The abstract
syntax for this representation is given in Fig. 3. Finally, our translation semantics are responsible for
converting our semantic representation into a target form for analysis. An example of the resulting
network is shown in Fig. 2b. In this discussion, we focus on translation semantics that produce a
networkx graph suitable for analysis by word2vec

such a graph is shown in Fig. 2b. The analysis we perform on our resulting graphs
is described later in Sects. 2.3 and 2.4.

2.3 Embedding Techniques

Once graphical structures have been designed and all data instances have been
represented in that fashion, we must settle the problem of embedding the graphs
within a vectorized structure comprised of numerical values so that standard ML
techniques can be employed. A typical method for translating the graph embedding
problem is the Node2Vec method [31], which is an extension of the readily used
Word2Vec linguistic embedding procedure by Gensim [32]. This method learns to
embed the graphical representations by repeatedly conducting random walks over
the graphs to develop a dataset for a semi-supervised task. Hyper-parameters related
to the probability of revisiting nodes balance the tension between global verses
local connectivity. The semi-supervised prediction task essentially predicts a given
node’s value based upon the connected nodes as enumerated by the random walks.
The intermediate output of this predictor yields an ML-appropriate node-level
embedding that incorporates much of the critical graph-embedded relationships
through a generalized procedure. In order to embed the whole graph, every node
is embedded and averaged.
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Fig. 3 The abstract syntax for our specification graph representation

2.4 Testing Protocol

In order to test the efficacy and utility of different representations, two ML
tasks were devised. First, a supervised classification task was used to ensure
that a decision boundary exists to differentiate between play types. Second, an
unsupervised task was used to discover any differences in play type without a priori
knowledge of class labels. All representation methods were tested using the same
supervised and unsupervised tasks developed in Python using Scikit-learn [33],
TensorFlow [34], and Keras [35] libraries.

2.4.1 Supervised Classification Task

A prerequisite for the tactics discovery task is the existence of separations between
classes. In order to test that such separations exist, we used a deep neural network to
test if a decision boundary could be learned. In order to handle the class imbalance
present within the dataset (as run and pass instances far out-weighed other
classes), we used weighted samples to prevent over-prediction of larger classes. A
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k-fold Cross Validation technique with k=5 was used to prevent skewing of results
while reporting the average Recall, Precision, and F-Score.

After trying several different neural net configurations, a model architecture that
worked experimentally well on our naive representation was chosen. The neural
net contained eight fully connected dense layers, containing 1024, 1024, 512, 264,
128, 64, 32, and 16 units with a rectilinear activation function, and an output layer
comprising a softmax activation function.

2.4.2 Unsupervised Discovery Task

To test the separability of the data to facilitate tactic Discovery, a k-means clustering
approach was devised. In order to not bias the selection in the numbers of clusters, a
ranged sweep from k=[2,32] was performed using the silhouette score and the knee
method to select the optimal number of clusters (k) [36].

Computational metrics, such as silhouette scores, provide evidence that separa-
tions in the embedded space were exploited, but they do not necessarily mean that
a useful clustering was uncovered. For this reason, we defined a set of metrics to
indicate how much manual analysis would be required to make use of the clusters
to support discovery. Completeness is the average proportion of how many of the
same class (play type) exist within the same cluster. Homogeneity is the average
portion of each cluster dominated by a single class, and Average Spread is the
number of clusters on average each class is spread among. Taken together, these
metrics define how well plays were grouped together (completeness), how much of
each cluster would need to be viewed for an analyst to understand cluster meaning
(homogeneity), and how many clusters would need analysis before a tactic is derived
(spread).

3 Results

Herein we present the results of the supervised and unsupervised discovery tasks.

3.1 Supervised Classification Task

As can be seen from Table 1, the neural network method only yielded sufficient
performance for the Naive Featurization case. Follow-up testing using simple
logistic regression was able to yield metric results greater than .9 for all embedded
representations. This is indicative of a useful structure to the data that enables
prediction, yet the particular NN architecture was optimized only for the Naive
representation.
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Table 1 Supervised
classification task results

Graph method Embedding Recall Precision F1

Domain informed node2vec 0.103 0.103 0.103

Spec graph node2vec 0.266 0.266 0.266

Naive featurization 0.99 0.99 0.99

Fig. 4 Clustering contingency matrices for the embedded specification graph (a), Embedded
domain-informed graph (b) and (c) the clustering metrics

3.2 Unsupervised Discovery Task

The results in Fig. 4c indicate that the Naive Featurization did not yield computa-
tionally meaningful results if judged by the silhouette scores in comparison to either
embedded graph approach. However, the other clustering metrics indicate that the
Naive Featurization marginally out-performed the embedded Spec Graph. This is
why computational features do not necessarily indicate useful performance. Among
all three representations, the domain-informed graph is the most computationally
meaningful, and is the only representation that reduced absolute spread among
clusters.

Exploring the contingency matrix in Fig. 4, we can see that in Fig. 4a the classes
were evenly distributed among clusters, yielding no utility for the tactic discovery
use case. In Fig. 4b, many of the clusters only contain specific plays, or groups
of plays, indicating that the clustering was meaningful and useful for the tactic
discovery use case. In particular, Passes and Runs can be discovered from minimal
inspection of clusters 0 & 3. The classes with the highest amount of overlap are
those whose features in the domain are more difficult to disambiguate and would
require additional analysis (i.e., kickoff, punts, and field goals).

4 Conclusions

Based upon the results of the Unsupervised discovery task, we can conclude
that embedded representations take advantage of similarities of data to produce
computationally meaningful clusters as noted through higher silhouette scores.
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However, the embedded approach does not negate the need to encode domain
knowledge into the graph representation to have domain meaningful clusters. The
graph representation, even one regarding domain knowledge in its construction,
still saves more time than that of traditional feature engineering. While traditional
feature engineering may involve computation of higher order features, the graph
representation was more of a rote transcoding of the game play data.

While this work viewed the tactics discovery problem from a static data analysis
prospective, an online approach can be imagined to use the a priori discovery to
identify novel tactics as they are performed. Such a system would take advantage of
the data analysis discussed here, but allow for real time uses such as employment of
tactics algorithmically.
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Pathways to Artificial General
Intelligence: A Brief Overview of
Developments and Ethical Issues via
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning,
Deep Learning, and Data Science

Mohammadreza Iman, Hamid R. Arabnia, and Robert Maribe Branchinst

1 Introduction

It is nearly impossible to move around modern society without encountering a
device or application powered by artificial intelligence (AI). Weather forecasts,
traffic signals, airplanes, factory lines, home appliances, and mobile applications
are just a few examples of areas likely to encounter elements controlled by AI.
Yet, there is even more happening under the surface with AI managing countless
applications including internet traffic, gene-related research, and medical image and
history analyzation. For most people today, deep learning, machine learning, and AI
are all terms for which they are at least familiar.

Another body of work that most people will have heard of is data science and
data analytics. Technological advances over the past few decades have transferred
the possibility of generating, storing, sharing, and analyzing data to nearly everyone.
With data now being a true commodity, some have said that data is the new oil or
gold. For example, retailers are now able to gather information about their sales
as well as their customers habits and preferences to greatly benefit both parties.
Retailers can then use this information to intelligently predict customer shopping
habits during other times of the year as well as control their supplies based on
projected demands, thus, not wasting time and money on unnecessary storage or
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Fig. 1 Domain hierarchy

creating shortages. This is just one example of the great advances made possible
by data science and its varying applications. With advances such as autonomous
driving now available, there is no telling where data science and AI might take us.

In this article, we briefly review the history of these developments in artificial
general intelligence, artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning, and data
science (see Fig. 1), tracing the history from the first mechanical computer in 1850
to the current state of deep learning in 2020. We overview the many evolutions in
AI and discuss possible future directions as well as some of the ethical dilemmas
posed by such advances. Ultimately, our goal is to overview these processes for a
lay audience who may not have intimate knowledge of AI and data science at large.

2 Artificial Intelligence

The first mechanical computer was invented in the 1850s by Charles Babbage [1].
In 1950, Alan Turing, renown for advancing the general-purpose programmable
computer, asked the big question for the first time: “Can machines think?” [2]. Alan
Turing proposed an operational test for machine intelligence. A machine “passes the
test if a human interrogator, after posing some written questions, cannot tell whether
the written responses come from a human or a machine.” [2].

In 1956, the term “Artificial Intelligence” (AI) was used for the first time in a
proposal for a summer research workshop at Dartmouth College in New Hampshire.
The goal of AI was to “[make] a machine behave in ways that would be called
intelligent if a human were so behaving” [3]. The aim of the workshop was to
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develop AI such that it might pass the Turing test. To pass the Turing test the AI
needs to [1]:

– Understand speech; natural language processing (NLP)
– Store the information and data; knowledge representation
– Use the stored data to draw conclusions; automated reasoning/decision-making
– Detect new patterns and adapt to new circumstances; machine learning (ML)

To fully pass the Turing test, two additional capabilities are needed [4, 5]:

– Extract knowledge and/or comprehension from images or videos (e.g., face
recognition); computer vision

– Mimic human physical behaviors corresponding with the senses to interact with
the environment (e.g., touch, motor functioning); physical interaction

Overall, the AI could be divided into two categories of Artificial General Intel-
ligence (AGI) or strong AI (actual thinking), and narrow or weak AI (simulated
thinking) [1, 6]. Some scholars argue that achieving AGI may be decades into the
future, and that the emergence of AGI will bring with it an “intelligence explosion”
leading to “profound changes in human civilization” [6]. Yet, the field of computer
science has already begun to develop the narrower form of AI. In fact, the ability to
have devices such as sensors and robots, and intelligent Decision Support Systems
(DSS), such as the autocorrect software analyzing the words on this page are the
result of already existing forms of AI [6]. These technologies have already evolved
beyond what many people could have imagined, and yet the future of AGI has the
potential to transform the experience of generations to come in ways we cannot yet
predict.

Early (late twentieth century) AI approaches were rule-based and focused on
attending to all possible solutions for a specific and identifiable problem [7]. Some
board games and various types of robots used in factory lines are just two examples
of this type of rule-based AI. Going forward, decision making systems began to
advance these types of approaches [8]. Specifically, decision making attended to the
fact that real-life problems are rarely contained within such specific and rule-based
features. Even board games must contend with players who make unpredictable
decisions. Although decision making may follow some of the same patterns of
rule-based prediction systems, it began to extend the bounds of these rules by
accounting for uncertainty [9]. The Boltzmann machine research line during the
1990s through the early 2000s delivered a well-known example of this type of
AI, which utilizes probability and statistics predicting behavior patterns in various
settings [10–12]. Sum-Products Networks (SPNs) are another advancement in AI
that began to incorporate networks able to compete with deep learning models in
many applications by taking into account the probability distributions of features
[13].

The boom of digital storage development in the 1990s and 2000s—delivering
cloud storage and advanced data collection methods—brought with it a new era of
“big data.” Big data refers to the vast amount of easily accessible consumer data
including images, texts, audio, transactions, and human and environmental sensing
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data from electronic devices. This surge in available data required new methods for
analyzing it, translating to Data Science (DS) and a new chapter in machine learning
(ML).

3 Data Science

Data Science is divided into three main areas including collecting, storing, and
analyzing data (structured or unstructured) [14]. Data collection methods were
advanced through the spread of high-speed internet world wide—including less
costly wireless connections—as well as increased variety of cheaper electronic
connections and sensors, such as smartwatches, exercise trackers, and cameras [15].
Data storage was advanced through cloud storage, which further influenced big
data collection by offering these services at a reduced cost and to an increasing
proportion of the population.

Data analysis consists of two major components: preprocessing and process-
ing. Preprocessing refers to various aspects of raw data management including
unbalanced data, imputation techniques for missing data, detecting and addressing
outliers, and data labeling procedures. Processing refers to extracting information
and knowledge from preprocessed data to identify patterns, make predictions, and/or
classify data [14]. One of the promising methodological categories for processing
big data is Machine Learning (ML), a subdivision of AI.

4 Machine Learning (ML)

Machine learning (ML) is a subdivision of AI that consists of statistics, mathe-
matics, and logical techniques to extract patterns (i.e., information) from a set of
training data and apply the inferences to unseen data. Again, these recent advances
in ML were made possible by the new era of big data and the vast advancement in
computational capacity. Importantly, ML differs from other forms of AI in that it
does not require extensive and complicated programming, but rather, has the ability
to learn patterns and later apply them. Thus, ML does not need to consider every
possible solution (i.e., be deterministic) and can manage noise and uncertainty [16].

Innovation in ML brought with its exponential advancement in earlier
techniques—some of them developed before the 1970s—such as Linear
Regressions, decision trees, Random forest, K-nearest neighbor (KNN), Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). For example, early
ML ANN models for autonomous driving [17] and facial recognition [18] were
developed in the 1980s but lacked access to the data and computation capacity
needed to apply them [16].

Like any method, ML brings with it its own unique techniques and challenges.
Common types of ML include supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-
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supervised learning, and reinforcement learning. Each of these is discussed in brief
below, followed by some of the challenges associated with ML such as overfitting
and dealing with extraneous features.

Supervised learning refers to the use of an ML training data set that has been
labeled, typically by humans, and the goal of which is to categorize or label the
unseen data [19]. The process of categorization or labeling often occurs through
classification or regression techniques, which has value for making predictions—
using regression—such as predicting stock market values or classifying objects in
an image, such as identifying tumors in a medical x-ray.

Unsupervised learning refers to categorizing data by analyzing patterns and
shared features without utilizing a pre-labeled training dataset [19]. In unsupervised
learning, clustering is often used to detect patterns and anomalies, such as in
grouping customers for marketing strategies or marking emails from unknown
sources as “spam.”

In addition, a smaller (i.e., limited) labeled ML dataset may be used to improve
the categorization of a larger, unlabeled dataset. This is known as semi-supervised
learning. Semi-supervised learning may be a more cost-effective option of labeling
large datasets, in addition to allowing for greater accuracy by limiting human
error [19]. For example, speech recognition errors may be reduced by 22% when
human-labeled data are combined with machine-labeled data using semi-supervised
learning [20].

Reinforcement learning (RL) operates using a reward-based system. Reinforce-
ment learning attempts to select the best possible action that would maximize the
final reward (or conversely, minimize the punishment), all while keeping track of
these actions to improve the choice-selection of the following round. Thus, it is a
trial-and-error process that works through the system’s ability to learn improvement
strategies and decisions through the success or failure of previous attempts. There
are many different types of RL algorithms, each designed to address a specific
problem [16]. Examples of RL applications include some types of board games
(e.g., chess and Go), robots, and various elements of autonomous driving systems.

Although Machine Learning algorithms demonstrate immense accuracy in iden-
tifying training dataset patterns, a common problem in these models is overfitting
the data [21, 22]. Overfitting occurs when the ML network has been trained using
all labeled (i.e., training) data and cannot deal with the noise (i.e., uncertainty) in the
unseen data. It also occurs when patterns observed in the limited training data are
not accurate of the existing patterns in the larger data. Overfitting may occur when
using unbalanced or biased datasets, indicating that the training set does not include
all possible samples within the domain[16, 21, 22].

There are several ways of correcting for the risk of overfitting. One of these is to
divide the training dataset into two parts: training and validation [6, 16]. The size
of the validation set will depend on the size of the overall training set, but typically
ranges from about 10 to 30% of the full set. The validation set is not used for training
purposes, but is instead verified against the final dataset to ensure accuracy. In this
procedure, cross-validation is used to correct for the risk of selecting a biased
validation set [23]. For example, a 10-fold cross-validation procedure would involve
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Fig. 2 Not linearly separable
pattern, known as XOR
problem

dividing a training set into 10 separate sets and then training the ML model 10 times
using only nine of those sets each time. The final model would then be validated
against the remaining set (1/10th of the original), with the accuracy being equal to
the average of the 10 validation runs.

Another challenge that may arise in ML models is the issue of extraneous
features, such as the vast number of potentially uncorrelated features present in
some big data sets. In many cases, not all of the features present in a dataset
will be related to the objective of the ML model and, thus, are not useful. For
example, to predict the seasonal sales of an online store, customers’ employment
status and income may be related to the outcome, but their specific job title may
not be. There are several known processes for responding to unrelated features in
a dataset including feature selection, combination, and extraction [24]. These
are performed through techniques like correlation analyzation, principal component
analyzation (PCA), and dimensionality reduction techniques. These techniques
work mainly by validating the correlation of each feature to the target [24].

Machine Learning techniques and data sets can be categorized into two groups:
linear and non-linear. A linear data pattern is the simplest data pattern and can be
categorized using a linear function to perform regression or classification. Many
algorithms had been developed to fit linear models such as linear regression, logistic
regression, classification and regression trees, K-nearest neighbors, and support
vector machine [16]. Non-linear functions are those that cannot be classified using
linear methods. Like other models of data analysis and management, non-linear data
associations may pose additional challenges to ML [16]. The non-linear problem in
ML is known as the XOR (i.e., “exclusive or”) problem, which refers to a mixed
pattern of data that cannot be categorized using linear functions, Fig. 2 [25].

Although many algorithms have been developed to manage linear data (as men-
tioned above), the non-linear nature of many data sets remained a challenge for ML.
For example, the decision trees, k-nearest neighbors, and support vector machine
mentioned above are functions that can manage some non-linear data problems; yet,
they do this imperfectly, and issues remain. Artificial Neural Networks (described
in the next section) began to address these issues [16].
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Fig. 3 An example of MLP network architecture

5 Artificial Neural Network

In 1958, the first artificial neuron was introduced—attempting to mimic the neural
pathways of the human brain. Named Perceptron, it used a sigmoid function and
performed linear functions with great success [26]. To advance this then new
technology, several Perceptrons were later clustered into a layer, allowing for linear
patterns to be detected through the use of input data connecting into the Perceptron
layer. Training happens by feedforwarding the data while backpropagating the labels
to tune the weights of each node. Thus, the first artificial neural network (ANN) was
born [27]. Perceptron remained at the height of ANN mechanisms until 1969, when
rigorous reviews demonstrated its shortcomings—namely, that Perceptron could not
address the issue of non-linearity; it had hit a dead-end [28].

By the 1980s, scientists again attempted to address the issue of non-linearity (i.e.,
the XOR problem) by using hidden layer(s) of Perceptron, known as Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP). MLP is a type of ANN consisting of one or more layers of
varying nodes—the network architecture (see Fig. 3) [27]. Using an activation
function, such as sigmoid, on the front end of the nodes, again combined with
backpropagation techniques, allowed for increasingly advanced classification and
regression models—including those for non-linear patterns [27]. These advances
greatly improved the accuracy of some of the advanced technologies we enjoy today,
such as autonomous driving and facial recognition.

The early ANN designs were fully connected, with each node tied to the next, and
each connection having a weight. Each node contained an activation function and
uses the value of prior nodes multiplied by the weight of the connection to calculate
the next node in a recursive loop. The simultaneous backpropagation by means of
the training dataset serves to update and fine-tune the node weights and thresholds.
Similar to the reinforcement learning process described above, cost/loss functions
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are used as additional metrics by which to measure the compatibility between the
training data (i.e., ground truth) and the network predictions [27].

Despite vast advances in theorizing, the ANNs (MLP) of the 1980s faced several
challenges. Specifically, the limited number of available nodes in each MLP layer,
combined with the limited number of layers, produced a heavy burden for the
computers of the day. In short, advanced theorizing was limited to the computational
capacity of the 1980s machines. However, by the year 2000, significant advances
were made in computational capacity. These advances, paired with the ability to
replace the nodes’ sigmoid activation function with more efficient functions such as
sign, linear, tanh [29, 30], and more recently ReLU and leaky-ReLU [31], allowed
for the creation of a larger network of nodes, including more hidden layers. This
led to the creation and advancement of deep neural networks (DNN), also known as
deep learning (DL).

6 Deep Learning (DL)

As mentioned, the vast improvements in the computational capacity of the 2000s
helped shape the development of deep neural networks (DNN) or deep learning
(DL). Another shaping factor in the development of DL was the arrival of big data
sets, which offered the opportunity to improve the training process and thus the
performance of DNN.

Similar to ANNs, the learning in DNNs occurs through the optimization of
the weights throughout the entire network. One of the well-known algorithms
for handling this type of optimization problem is Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) [32]. There are several other methods based on the SGD algorithm such as
Momentum, Nesterov Momentum, and Adam [32]. Each of these methods works by
tracing the error surface of the error calculation function (known as loss function)
with the goal of finding the global minima, as shown in Fig. 4 [32, 33]. The loss
function is based on the adjustments of the weights of each of the connections in the
network [32].

Other parameters that need to be taken into consideration in order to maxi-
mize DNNs’ accuracy include data preprocessing, hyperparameter adjusting such
as learning rate adjustments, weight initialization, initializing biases, and batch
normalization [34, 35].

Several modifications of DNNs have vastly improved the implementation of
these models. The modifications aim to reduce the models’ generalization error
by regularizing the weights. There are several methods to do such regularizations
including considering the noise robustness, stop learning point (i.e., early stopping),
parameter sharing, and dropout [34, 35]. The following section overviews some of
the main events and advancements in determining the current state of DLs.

In 2007, Fei Fei Li and colleagues introduced ImageNet, the largest database
of labeled images with over 14 million images categorized into nearly 22,000
indexed synsets (categories) as of 2020 [image-net.org]. These images can be used
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Fig. 4 An example of error surface in an ANN/DNN

Fig. 5 ILSVRC winners

for technologies such as object location, detection, and classification in videos and
other image-related media [image-net.org]. Since 2010, ImageNet has led an annual
challenge—the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC).
The challenge brings bright minds from around the globe together to explore new
ideas in DL by allowing them to use a large collection of image-data they would not
otherwise have access to. This challenge has brought great success in minimizing
error as demonstrated in Fig. 5. Remarkably, the classification error of 28% in 2010
was reduced to less than 3% by 2017 [36].
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By 2011, the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was beginning to grow in
popularity. CNN was able to outperform humans in recognition of traffic signs with
an accuracy of 99.46% (compared to humans at 99.22%) [37]. First introduced in
1997, CNN was inspired by the visual cortex of animals and attempted to regularize
input data to find hierarchical patterns within image data—called self-organized
map [38]. By 2020, nearly all DLs utilized CNN layer(s) for visual-related tasks.
Going back to the ILSVRC, CNN was utilized by the majority of champions,
but it has been used for many other applications as well [36]. Interesting research
conducted in 2015 demonstrates how a DNN network functions using CNN layers
(i.e., https://youtu.be/AgkfIQ4IGaM) [39].

Another network architecture from the year 1997, Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [40], also saw vast improvements in the 2010 decade [41]. LSTM, also
known as Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), is a modified neural network that
utilized feedback connections. LSTM allowed for the subsequent advancements in
DL such as speech and handwriting recognition applications, as well as anomaly
detection in data series (e.g., network traffic) [41].

In 2014, Ian Goodfellow and colleagues invented the Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) [42]. GAN is comprised of two neural networks competing against
each other; the first is a generative network which generates new data while the
second is a discriminative network that evaluates the generated data. This advanced
network can generate new data based on the characteristics of the inputted training
data. For example, if the training data were to be of a human face, the network
would generate a new face, looking entirely human but never having previously
existed [43]. A vast amount of applications benefit from GANs, such as imaginary
fashion models and scientific simulations [43]. Despite their many advances, GANs
raise some concerns, specifically regarding the production of falsified voice or video
records [44].

By 2016, Google announced the Tensor Processing Unit (TPU), followed by the
Google TensorFlow framework of open source libraries [45]. TensorFlow touts well-
tailored hardware and software to be used for neural network computations and
applications [45]. Using this technology, Google’s DeepMind AlphaGo defeated
the Go champion in 2016 by combining DL and RL in a new mechanism named
Deep Reinforcement Learning [46].

Another contemporary topic in ML that was also initiated in the 1990s is transfer
learning or domain adaptation, first published by Lorien Pratt [47]. Transfer learning
works by using knowledge garnered through the ML model during the training
phase and literally transferring the learning to another task in a similar domain [48].
For example, a DL model trained to classify flowers can be used to also classify
leaves by modifying the trained model using a transfer learning technique (e.g.,
fine-tuning some of the layers). Since 2014, transfer learning has been used to adapt
deep learning models, such as in domains like medical imaging. This is known as
deep transfer learning and has been used to reduce the often-long training time as
well as to handle the small training samples of some deep learning [48]. Progressive
learning introduced by Google’s DeepMind Project in 2016 is another specific type

https://youtu.be/AgkfIQ4IGaM
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of deep transfer learning that is attempting to build on previous, related knowledge,
similar to human learning capabilities [49].

In summary, this overview summarized a few notable types of DL that are on
the rise. It is important to note that the aforementioned advancements in DL are
vast topics in and of themselves, each carrying with them a research line with
hundreds or even thousands of relevant articles that could not be overviewed here.
In addition, there are many more DL advances not discussed here, including the
autoencoders used for image segmentation models such as U-Net and new types of
data compressors [50], among many others.

7 Discussion

As mentioned, the era of big data, spurred by drastic advancements in computational
capacity, has brought a new chapter to machine learning (ML) and artificial
intelligence (AI) since the turn of the century. In the past decade alone, the
movement toward artificial general intelligence (AGI) has grown exponentially, and
there is no telling where it might take us.

A common example of the great innovations of AGI is IBM’s Watson, first
introduced in 2011. Watson is a natural language processing (NLP) platform, whose
architecture benefits from a variety of developments in AI and ML [51]. In 2011,
Watson defeated the champions of the popular quiz show Jeopardy—a feat spurred
by its ability to “process 500 gigabytes, the equivalent of a million books, per
second” [52].

The use of even narrow AIs to mimic human cognition is opening the pathway
to AGI, and AGI is a force that future humans will have to contend with. The
competition is likely to be intense given that computer programs do not suffer from
fatigue, boredom, or other common human ailments—and impediments to work
and/or output. For example, Google’s well-known program, AlphaGo, managed to
train itself in one night to rise from an amateur to a champion player by the next
morning [46].

There are countless other examples of the ways in which AGI is looming closer.
Present-day Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are already a simple mimic of
human brain cells, and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) mime the human
visual cortex. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) work like the human
imagination—generating new data from observed data—which can be used for
better understanding facts by imaging-related data. All this is done without needing
to access all or even a vast amount of data. Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
works similarly to the human memory and is able to solve problems related to
sequential data analyzing. Transfer learning, followed by progressive learning, is
attempting to mimic human skill-learning abilities, a task that is endless for human
beings. However, human beings must rely on previous knowledge and skills—
oftentimes garnered over a lifetime—that AI programs can learn in a matter of
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hours. All of this evidence suggests that AGI is close to becoming reality, and the
implications of this have yet to be explored.

8 Ethics

With any scientific advance—particularly one that travels so quickly—ethical
issues and considerations are unavoidable. Recent years have seen an increase in
considerations of the potential ethical pitfalls of AI and the use of personal data
raised by data scientists and other scholars (including social scientists, historians,
and others) [53–55]. Unfortunately, the ethical consequences of many advances
are difficult to assess in real-time. For example, although it is relatively obvious to
see the issues with falsifying evidence through GANs [44], the impact of wrongly
classifying a disease through X-ray images is more difficult to project, not to
mention the social implications of these advanced changes. This section discusses
some primary areas of concern in the ethics debate surrounding AI and offers some
additional points for consideration.

One primary area of ethics currently involves data privacy surrounding sensitive
data and personal information such as credit card transactions and medical data.
Issues related to data privacy are complicated by the need for access to personal
information in order to move many fields forward. For example, not using medical
information means that patients miss out on the opportunity to have their diagnoses
made by more accurate AI programs. On the other hand, there are also consequences
to this data being made available. Doctors risk being sued if later AI advances point
to something they missed, and patients are at risk of having their private information
shared elsewhere. Like most ethical issues, it is imperative to consider both sides
of this debate and to seek solutions that maximize benefits while limiting risks.
Data anonymization mechanisms begin to address these issues by making data
unidentifiable, which allow for the positive usage of private information without
risking patient or physician privacy [56].

A second ethical implication includes the social impact of human job loss if
AI automates such jobs. For example, the rise of autonomous driving semis and
other transport vehicles has the potential to contribute to the unemployment of a
large proportion of middle-class workers in the USA. This process is similar to the
transition of farming to factory jobs across Europe and other parts of the world
during the industrial era as well as the subsequent automation of factory lines.
During these times, many workers lost their jobs, thereby moving from middle-
class into poverty. Although these changes are unavoidable, the social impact on
families and communities must be considered. However, existing data and insight
from the industrial and automation booms can help data scientists and social
science researchers better predict and prepare for the implications of AI-automation
for employment. Planning for these potential consequences may help to ease the
transition for society and future generations.
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A final ethical implication worth noting here is the broader impact on society.
Such impacts are often difficult to observe in real-time. One poignant example
of the effects of AI is political polarization. With the rise of social media and
worldwide connectivity via cell phones, tablets, smartwatches, and other devices,
the implications of AI automating what information people have access to is more
evident than ever. Some have suggested that the targeted marketing and information
brought by AI has contributed to political and social polarization, with many
people having access only to the information they already agree with. Opinions are
constantly being validated, and the ability to be objective in any topic is becoming
limited. This process has also occurred with consumer branding, as AI approaches
target consumers with ads for products they are more likely to buy based on their
previous purchasing behaviors. In fact, it has been said that these mechanisms know
people better than they know themselves. The implications of the human mind
becoming inundated with certain types of data remain to be seen, and the ethical
considerations have yet to be examined. However, such implications must be on our
radar as they have the potential to change society for generations.

Ethical dilemmas are just that: dilemmas. The vast majority are not easily
solvable or even identifiable. However, their elusiveness cannot be the reason that
data scientists fail to consider these issues—potential or currently a reality. Rather, it
is the responsibility of the data scientist community to partner with other disciplines
(e.g., social and behavioral sciences) to consider the effects of their creations on
society, no matter how far into the future they may reach.
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Brain Tumor Segmentation Using Deep
Neural Networks and Survival Prediction

Xiaoxu Na, Li Ma, Mariofanna Milanova, and Mary Qu Yang

1 Introduction

Approximately 80,000 primary brain tumor cases are diagnosed each year in the
United States and roughly one-fourth of these cases are gliomas [1]. Glioblastoma
accounts for the majority of gliomas (55.4%). Glioblastomas (GBM) is a grade
IV brain tumor and is considered as the most aggressive brain tumor type. The
overall 5-year survival rate of patients with glioblastoma remains as low as 4.6%
[2]. GBM have shown no notable improvement in population statistics in the last
three decades. Despite multidisciplinary treatments such as surgery, chemotherapy,
and radiotherapy, the median survival time for patients with GBM remains around
15 months [3].

Early diagnosis can increase treatment possibility and patient survival rate.
Presently, several molecular biomarkers for brain tumor are available. However,
brain tissue samples are often required for utilizing these markers for diagnosis,
limiting their application in clinical practice. Medical imaging including Positron
Emission Tomography (PET), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Computed
Tomography (CT), Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), etc.
offer noninvasive approaches for diseased diagnosis. Among these, MRI is the most
popular imaging technique for tumor diagnosis because of its excellent contrast
in soft tissues. It is estimated about 35 million MRIs are performed annually
worldwide in recent years. Manual segmentation and extraction of the tumor
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Table 1 Summary of the original characteristics of the BraTS dataset

Acronym Property Acquisition Slice thickness

T1 Native image Sagittal or axial Variable (1–5 mm)
T1Gd Post-contrast enhancement Axial 3D acquisition Variable
T2 Native image Axial 2D Variable (2–4 mm)
FLAIR Native image Axial or coronal or sagittal 2D Variable

area from MRIs are very time-consuming. The automated tumor segmentation
method is desirable but technically challenging. Tumor structures often vary across
patients in terms of size, localization, and intensity. Large overlapping between the
distributions of the intensity of healthy and nonhealthy brain tissue was observed
[4]. Several automatic approaches based on traditional machine learning (ML)
algorithms, such as K-nearest neighbor classifier (KNN) [5], random forest [6, 7],
support vector machine [8, 9], neural network [10], and self-organizing mapping
(SOM), for tumor segmentation have been developed. Features extracted from data
are required are used as input for traditional ML-based approaches. In contrast,
the deep-learning algorithms automatically learn complex features from data for
classification.

In this project, we implemented two different structures of deep-learning neural
networks, and compared the method and performance of these structures. Further-
more, the features were extracted from the predicted segmentation results along with
additional basic clinical data that were used to establish a survival prediction model.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Data Acquisition

The data used in the project consisted of 262 MRI images that were obtained
from the cancer genome atlas glioblastoma multiforme (TCGA-GBM) data col-
lection. (https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/TCGA-GBM). The
DeepMedic learning neural network was trained based on cases in the challenge
of multimodal brain tumor image segmentation (BraTS) 2015 dataset (https://
www.smir.ch/BRATS/Start2015). The 3D U-Net deep-learning neural network was
trained based on the in the challenge multimodal brain tumor image segmentation
(BRATS) 2017 dataset (Table 1).

Each case of the dataset is comprised of T1-weighted, T2-weighted, FLAIR,
and T1Gd MR images. Annotations are provided that include four labels: (1)
necrotic core (NC), (2) edema (OE), (3) non-enhancing (NE) core, and 4) enhancing
core (EC) for BraTS 2015 dataset. Some annotators can overestimate label 3, and
oftentimes there is little evidence in the image data for this subregion. Therefore,
forcing the definition of this region could introduce an artifact, which could result

https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/TCGA-GBM
https://www.smir.ch/BRATS/Start2015
https://www.smir.ch/BRATS/Start2015
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in substantially different ground truth labels created from the annotators in different
institutions [11]. Consequently, in the BraTS 2017 dataset, label 1 and label 3 had
been combined to address the aforementioned issues. The training MRI images
were annotated semiautomatically, which were predicted by multiple automatic
algorithms followed by expert review. The categories of tumor regions include
whole tumor (all four labels), core (1,3,4), and enhancing tumor (4).

2.2 Data Preprocessing

The raw DICOM data were preprocessed and formatted to fit into deep-learning
algorithms. The preprocessing steps included reorientation, de-noising, bias-
correction, COG adjustment, and skull stripping, and co-registration. First, the
DICOM files were converted to NIfTI files by FSL [12, 13], a comprehensive
library of analysis tools for FMRI, MRI, and DTI brain image data. All MRI
volumes were reoriented to the left posterior superior coordinate systems, and the
noise was reduced by the SUSAN noise filter algorithm [14]. Followed by an N4
bias field correction [15] that was implemented by ANTs [16], the volumes were
subject to a center of gravity adjustment and a skull stripping procedure, resulting
in the regions for subsequent analysis. Then, the volumes were registered to an
MNI 152 standard space template image [17], which is derived from 152 structural
images and averaged after high-dimensional nonlinear registration to the common
MNI 152 coordinate system. After registration, the volumes from different cases
are comparable in the same coordinate. Lastly, the data were normalized to be zero
mean, unit-variant.

2.3 3D Deep Learning Algorithms

The architectures of the deep 3D convolutional neural networks (CNN) for brain
tumor segmentation in this study are based on the network architectures of
DeepMedic [4] and 3D U-Net [18], respectively.

We adopted the model of DeepMedic, only kept the branch of the normal
resolution and enhanced with residual connection (Fig. 1). Residual connections
were shown to facilitate the preservation of the flowing signal and hence allowed
the training of very deep neural networks [19]. The use of small kernels 3*3*3
was utilized [20]. This design was shown to be effective in building deeper CNNs
without significantly increasing the number of trainable parameters, which made the
trained model robust and easy to use once it was established. On the other hand, the
same kernel contributed to the much less computation required for the convolution.

Three-dimensional (3D) U-Net based network [21] was used as the general
structure as illustrated in Fig. 2. One padding with standard convolution was adopted
to ensure the spatial dimension of the output is the same as that of the input.
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Fig. 1 The DeepMedic model extended with residual connections. The operations within each
layer block are in the order: batch normalization, nonlinearity, and convolution. The kernel is
3 × 3 × 3 for all convolution layers; except the last one for the output, the kernel is 1 × 1 × 1

Fig. 2 3D U-Net neural network structure with three encoding and three decoding blocks. Each
block was performed in the order of convolution, batch normalization, and parametric rectilinear
function. The kernel is 3 × 3 × 3 for all convolution layers, except the last one for the output, the
kernel is 1 × 1 × 1

The number of features was doubled while the spatial dimension was halved with
every encoding block. The shortcuts established connections from layers of equal
resolution in the encoding path to the decoding path. This allowed bypass of the
upstream data, which can provide high-resolution features.
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3 Results

3.1 DeepMedic Base Model

A total of 220 high-grade gliomas (HGG) in BraTS 2015 were used to build
DeepMedic base model for tumor segmentation. The model was trained and
validated using 138 high-grade gliomas (HGG) cases, and then tested using 35
HGG cases. The tumor region divided into four annotated subregions, which are
necrotic core (I), edema (II), non-enhancing (III) (NE), and enhancing core (EC VI)
for BraTS 2015 dataset and were label as 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. The nontumor
region was labeled as 0.

We trained the model for 35 epochs and each epoch included 20 iterations. A
learning rate was adjusted according to the gradient convergence during training.
The dice similarity coefficient and Hausdorff distance were used for performance
evaluation for the tumor segmentation model. The dice coefficient compared the
segment regions with the annotated regions coefficient. The values of the dice
coefficient range from 0 to 1, 1 refers to complete similarity whereas 0 refers to no
overlapping between compared the regions. The dice score increased as increasing
epochs (Fig. 3).

Hausdorff distance measures how far two subsets of a metric space are from
each other. Here, it measures dissimilarity between segmented tumor regions and
annotated regions. Hence, the higher dice coefficient with lower Hausdorff distance
indicates the better performance of the model. The overall performance is shown in
Table 2 (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3 The values of dice
coefficient of DeepMedic
models in 35 epochs during
the training procedure
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Table 2 Mean of Dice,
Hausdorff, and Hausdorff 95
of DeepMedic tests and 3D
U-net tests details

Model Label Dice Hausdorff Hausdorff95

DeepMedic 1&3 0.312 12.453 10.473
2 0.379 15.789 14.024
4 0.391 13.683 11.952
0 0.542 14.932 13.140

3D U-net 1 0.659 14.836 12.789
2 0.718 18.732 16.617
4 0.754 17.533 15.439
0 0.816 18.456 16.300

Fig. 4 The automatically segmented tumor regions by DeepMedic model compared to the ground
truth

3.1.1 3D U-Net Neural Network Model

The 3D U-net neural network was trained and validated with 169 HGG cases, and
tested with 43 HGG cases in BraTS 2017. BraTS2017 contains 12 more annotated
images than BraTS2015. Also, in the BraTS 2017 dataset, label 1 and label 3 have
been combined to avoid the artifacts introduced by annotators. The model was
trained for 40 epochs, with 16 iterations per epoch. In each epoch, only one patch
was extracted from every subject. Subject orders were randomly permuted every
epoch. The TensorFlow framework was used with Adam optimizer. The batch size
was set to 1 during training. A learning rate of 0.0005 was used without further
adjustments during training. Dice score steadily increased with epochs (Fig. 5 top
panel). The loss function was converged, indicating the training model was not
overfitted (Fig. 5 bottom panel).

It appeared that 3D U-net overperformed DeepMedic (Table 2 and Fig. 6).

3.1.2 Survival Prediction

We built a linear regression model to predict HGG patient survival. We first fit the
linear regression model with the clinical data including age and resection status.
There were two classes of resection status, gross total resection (GTR) and subtotal
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Fig. 5 The value of dice coefficient of 3D U-net models on 50 epochs of the training process. Loss
function of 3D U-net training procedure of 50 epochs

resection (STR), and case with missing values in the status. Thus, a two-dimensional
feature vector was used to represent the status, which are GTR: (1, 0), STR: (0, 1),
and NA: (0, 0), respectively. Furthermore, we extracted images features combining
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Fig. 6 Comparison of a sample of the results from DeepMedic and 3D U-net segmentation

Table 3 Pearson’s coefficient and p-value of all the features

Feature Pearson’s coefficient P-value

Size of volumes with label 1 −0.110 0.220
Surface of volumes with label 1 −0.186 0.036
Size of volumes with label 2 −0.036 0.690
Surface of volumes with label 2 −0.153 0.085
Size of volumes with label4 −0.177 0.046
Surface of volumes with label 4 −0.236 0.008
Age −0.410 0.0000017
GTR [0] 0.083 0.352
GTR [1] −0.089 0.317

with clinical features and then reconstruct the linear regression model. Six image
features were calculated from the ground truth label maps during training and the
predicted label maps during validation. The volumes, which summed up the voxels,
and the surface area, which summed the magnitude of the gradients along three
directions were obtained for each class. A linear regression model after normalizing
the input features to zero mean and unit standard deviation was fit with the training
data. To further improve the survival prediction model, we computed Pearson’s
correlation coefficient of each with the survival status. The features with p-value
larger than 0.05 were excluded (Table 3).

Image texture features are effective at characterizing the microstructure of
cancerous tissues. Inspired by this, we consider using texture features extracted
in multi-contrast brain MRI images to predicting the survival times of HGG
patients. Texture features were derived locally from all regions in fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) MRIs, based on the gray-level co-occurrence matrix
representation. A statistical analysis based on the Kaplan–Meier method and log-
rank test was applied to identify the texture features related to the overall survival
of HGG patients [22]. Four features (Energy, Correlation, Variance, and Inverse of
Variance) from contrast enhancement regions and a feature (Homogeneity) from
edema regions were shown to be associated with survival times (p-value <0.01).
We incorporated these features into the model. The best-performed combinations
of features are listed in Table 4. The new features were extracted by the tool of
PyRadiomics 3.0 [23].
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Table 4 Pearson’s coefficient and p-value of all the features in the proposed model

Feature Pearson’s coefficient P-value

Surface of volumes with label 1 −0.187 0.036
Size of volumes with label 4 −0.177 0.046
Surface of volumes with label 4 −0.236 0.008
Age −0.410 0.0000017
glcm_clusterProminence 0.189 0.033
glcm_clusterShade −0.180 0.043
glrlm_GrayLevelNonUniformity −0.206 0.020
glcm_Correlation 0.121 0.174
firstorder_Medians 0.173 0.052

Fig. 7 The predictions from clinical data alone and different feature combinations in Table 5
(clinical + shape) and Table 6 (clinical + shape + texture), comparing with ground truth

The performances of the linear regression models with different feature types are
compared in Fig. 7. Combining clinical, shape, and textural features achieved the
best performance.

The suggested classes based on the prediction of OS were long survivors
(>15 months) as above the gray line 456 days displayed in Fig. 7, short survivors
(<10 months) as below the gray line 304 days displayed in Fig. 7, and mid-survivors
(between 10 and 15 months). The model with clinical data, shape, and textural
features improved the accuracy based on the above classes to 0.567, compared with
0.473 accuracy of the model with clinical data and shape features. The clinical data
alone may produce an accuracy of 0.405 on the same dataset.
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4 Discussion

The status of the clinical data only contains gross total resection (GTR) and subtotal
resection (STR). In addition, many cases did not have resection status information.
The residual tumor (R) classification takes into account clinical and pathological
findings and requires the pathological examination of resection margins. The R
classification has considerable clinical significance, particularly being a strong
predictor of prognosis [24]. When R classification information is included, it could
potentially increase the survival prediction accuracy.

5 Conclusion

This project systematically compared two different neural networks that imple-
mented brain tumor segmentation. Our results suggested that 3D U-Net outper-
formed DeepMedic on most evaluation measurements for brain tumor segmentation.
The features were selected and extracted from the segmented results. Compared to
using the clinical data alone, including shape features into the regression model
improved overall survival prediction. Replacing the shape features that were not
significantly correlated with survival with the selected texture, the prediction
accuracy was further increased.
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Combination of Variational Autoencoders
and Generative Adversarial Network into
an Unsupervised Generative Model

Ali Jaber Almalki and Pawel Wocjan

1 Introduction

Human developed the mental model based upon the environment and things they
perceive on a daily basis. On a daily basis, we perceive different things based upon
the actions and experiences. Human gathers a lot of information, and the human
mind learns the temporal and spatial aspects of the knowledge they gained from their
environment. Human brains learn the abstract representation of the information.
For example, if we can capture a scene in our and remind it later, we will only
remember the abstract information of the particular scene. The internal predictive
model influences actions and decisions [1]. One way to understand the predictive
model that the current action predicts the future actions we performed that create
sensory data. Based on the human internal model, the human brain predicts because
of the abstract information representation.

Reinforcement learning is the subfield of the machine language that helps to
perform the task with making much effort. In reinforcement learning, the agent
can be trained according to the environmental actions, and agents can train in
the simulating environment. In the world, using learned features, the agent can be
trained in a manner that helps to solve complex and challenging problems [2]. The
procedure includes the multistep training process in which each process combines
the next one in the training of the agent. In the first step, the information collected in
the form of abstract representation and stores the data to perform some action. The
actions are made based on the previous choices made by the agent.

Many reinforcement learning problems can be solved when combined with
Artificial Intelligence (AI) that help to solve complex tasks. An AI-reinforcement
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learning agent helps to control the complex situation, and the agent performs to
gather accurate results with problem handling. Moreover, the AI-reinforcement
learning agent helps the predictive model (M) to make better prediction results [3].

The Backpropagation algorithm is used for the predictive model that includes
neural networks as well. With the neural network in the predictive model, it helps to
produce a better result that supports the prediction accuracy. In the partial observable
environment, it is better to use a predictive model with RNN, as it produces better
accuracy results and solves complexity effectively.

Most of the reinforcement learning approaches are based upon the model and
require a special environment to train the agent. In the world, we have added the
GAN discriminator that helps to produce better results and learn in a simulating
environment. We have trained the agent in an environment in which the real data
can directly go into the GAN/discriminator that make prediction accordingly.

With the combination of GAN/discriminator and MDN-RNN(M), it provides the
simplistic approach that helps to train the agent in its own simulating environment
and perform well in the complex pixels’ detection environment [4]. Previously, the
traditional methods were not efficient to help to solve the complex issues of the
environment.

2 Related Work

Different existing models of RL help to train the environment and provide generated
output. Most of the approaches are based upon the model that learns the environment
first and then train the agent to get the task performed quickly. It involves different
types of data that process accordingly to gather the output. For the complex data,
of the data distribution like images, it involves the image-preprocessing system that
helps to convert them into the form that is easily understood by the agent to learn
the environment. It helps to formulate a complex task with simple solutions [5]. But
when it involves highly complex data, it makes the process of converting the images
slow, and normalization of the gathering of the image pixels become difficult to
handle. The preprocessing image operations are viewed as the metric engineering
that make the process slow when they are bombarded with the highly complex data.

In Siamese architecture, neural networks are used for metric learning. For a
similar sample, it minimizes the total distance, but for the dissimilar sample, it
maximizes the distance and makes the entire process more complex. But the real
problem using this approach is that it can’t be applied directly to the problem [6].
This approach can only be applied to the supervised environment.

For the element-wise distance, there are different techniques used that help to
measure the distance. For the element, a wise distance-measuring generative model
developed that supported in calculating the distance. When the data include the
complex images, it becomes difficult to maintain the whole system and autoencoder
used that processes the grayscale images. From the edges and shapes, it learns the
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type of image. Moreover, GAN-based generative model used for the learning of the
images helps to gather the data of sharp edges of the images.

Another generative model introduced that is based upon the gradient and
combination of the GAN is used for the video prediction of the animated images. It
captures the structure of the images, but when it comes to capturing the high-level
structural images, it deformed the data and error occurred. To remove this problem,
the GAN generator used that help to produce high-quality images.

From the latent representation, a convolutional network used that process to
produce the high-structural quality of the images. Using the simple arithmetic
expression, it helps to express the semantic relationship. Another technique that
is supervised training that is commonly used in the convolutional network helps to
define the high-level information.

For the feature representation of the data encoder and decoder used, and it uses
the supervised information—the training of the data dependent upon the supervised
learning of the data used for sampling. But the problem with this technique is that it
can’t take the visual data of the pure GANs.

Different dynamic models exist in which they train the model policy, and then
apply the experimental procedures. Probabilistic Search Policy used that help to
solve the controlling problem based upon the data collected from the environment. It
uses the Gaussian Process that understand the system dynamic and train the system
to take control to perform desired tasks effectively.

Bayesian Neutral Network is another way to learn the Dynamic Model. The
Bayesian Neutral Network is more efficient than the Gaussian process. It performs
more effectively and produces promising results for the controlling task. It observes
a low-dimensional process, and all of the starting and ending states are well defined.
To stimulate the environment of the game, the Conventional Neural network is used
to solve challenges and provide complete control to the user [7]. It helps to predict
the future behavior of the agent-based upon the data gathering of the stimulating
environment.

RNN models are powerful and that helps to predict future behavior, and the next
frame of the game can easily be predicted using the RNN models. Moreover, if
there is an internal model used, RNN supports the internal model and generate
future predicted frames. To control the controlled and perform the required tasks,
evolution strategies used that cooperation in the multilevel environment, which
means it supports the multiple agents working in the same environment.

Traditional Deep Reinforcement Learning Method is not efficient because it can’t
offer control to multiple agents in the same environment. To handle the multilayer
control evolution-based algorithm used that reading to direct data based upon the
environment and predict the behavior of the agent effectively. With the evolutional
algorithms, the complex tasks can solve easily and better prediction it produces.
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3 Agent Model

A simple model represented in which the combination of the GAN and VAE shown
that helps to produce better accuracy results. In this model agent has a small visual
component that visualize the better representation of the code. It has a small that
helps to store the data and can make accurate future prediction. The future prediction
is based upon the historical information it gathers from the environment [8]. There
is a separate component of the observation that helps to observe the simulating
environment. This model provides the better control to the agent for making the
decisions. The decision taken by the agent based upon the visual representation and
the data stored in the memory.

In this model, the three-component work closely to collect the data and make
better decision that helps to calculate the accuracy of the data. The three main
controllers are vision, memory, and controller.

The major contribution to this model is that VAE and GAN are combined that
produce better accuracy results. It compares the datasets and generate results with
better imaging quality. Generative models are trained that produce quality imaging
results.

Observation

Real Data

Random Data GAN

Z

VAE (V)

GAN/
discriminator

Action

Environment

Z

C

h

MDN-RNN

Action
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4 VAE (V) Model

The environment in which the agent got trained receives the quality input and with
each time frame it receives the input data in form of 2D image. The V component
helps to compress the data size and learns the environment into an abstract form
[9]. Variational autoencoder (VAE) used and V play an important role in which they
compresses the size of the images for the better accuracy results. Each time the agent
observes the data from the environment, it compresses the size of the image into the
small latent size z.

5 MDN-RNN (M) Model

The role of the V model helps to compress the size of the images in to the latent and
produce better imaging results for sampling. It reduces the size of what the agent
observes in its environment. But the MDN-RNN helps to predict the future as per
the agent movement. It predicts the data of what going to next happens.

The M model supports as the predictive model that make prediction according
to the agent performance in the environment. Gaussian distribution used for the
sampling a prediction dependent upon the model V. The M model provide the
prediction results based upon the past and current information received from the
V model. Mixture density network combined with the RNN to gather the better
prediction.

The combination of the both MDN–RNN help to produce better prediction
results. Next latent vector can predict effectively and have ability to handle the
complex environment effectively. Moreover, during the sampling, the temperature
of the parameter can adjust. Using the combinational model of the MDN–RNN, the
sequence generation problem that include pen detection and handwriting can handle
effectively.

6 Controller Model (C)

The controller model C helps to determine the actions. The C model maximize the
controller action of the agent in observing different elements of the environment. It
helps to reduce the complexity caused by the Model V and M. It is a simple linear
model that hold the control of the agent in performing different actions. The model
C advances the deep learning process and practically behaves effectively [10]. It
maps the vision observe by the agent in the particular environment. It represents the
quantitative representation of the action vector based upon the agent action.
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7 GAN/Discriminator

GAN is a high-quality generative model that helps to produce better results. GAN
discriminator produces high-quality data even from the hidden layers. GAN is a
generative adversarial network that consists of two networks. Using the GAN, it
gives better accuracy in results in which it can do by removing the discrimination
between the generated and true data.

It uses following set of instructions for running the game based on the GAN–
VAN as describe in the table. For demo purposes, we are working with a small
dataset of 100 episodes and each episode is of 200 time steps. The original authors
had worked with 10,000 episodes of 300 time steps [11].

GAN uses the binary classifiers to remove the discrimination between the
generated and true data. It can effectively remove the discrimination between the
images and nonimages data. The combination of the GAN and VAE represents a
high-quality generative model. The combinational model of both helps to gather the
data from the hidden layer as well.

In our generative model, we have to train both GAN and VAN that helps to solves
the complexities that traditional models, methods, and techniques fail to handle.
GAN provide the accessibility in which it can learn the samples indirectly.

In comparison with the separate resulting of the GAN and VAE, they both
provide comparatively low results. But the combination results of the GAN and
VAE, the produce better results. The both attributes visually better results and better
accuracy sampling images. The generalization of the GAN and VAE model is better
and semi-supervised method produce productive results [12].

The working of the whole model in which the observation takes from the
environment and the observation take in the form of 2D images. The 2D images take
the observation in the form of RGD depth, width, and length. The VAE and GAN
autoencoder it into the better result and provide the efficient results by encoding it
into the latent size of the image.

The model M takes the previous action and current action, it provides the
predictive results. The main goal of this model is to take the future prediction based
upon the observation of the environment [13]. The C model is the controller that
provide full control to the agent in making the decision based upon the action taken
in the environment.

8 C. MDN-RNN (M) Model

The role of the V model is to compress the size of the images to the latent
representation and produce better imaging results for sampling. It reduces the size
of what the agent observes in its environment. The MDN–RNN (M) model, on the
other hand, helps to predict the future as per the agent’s movements. It predicts from
the data what will happen next.
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The M model serves as the predictive model that makes predictions according to
the agent’s performance in the environment. Gaussian distribution is used to sample
a prediction dependent on the model V. The M model provides the prediction results
based on both the past and current information received from the V model. Mixture
Density Network combined with the RNN to gather better predictions.

The combination of MDN–RNN helps to produce better prediction results. Next
latent vector can make effective predictions and it has the ability to handle a complex
environment more effectively. Moreover, during the sampling, the temperature of
the parameter can be adjusted. Using the combinational model of the MDN–RNN,
the sequence generation problem includes both pen detection and handwriting and
can handle both effectively.

9 D. Controller Model©

The controller model© helps to determine actions. The C model maximizes the
controller action of the agent by observing different elements of the environment. It
helps to reduce the complexity caused by Model V and Model M. It is a simple linear
model that holds the control of the agent in performing different actions. Model C
effectively advances the deep-learning process. It maps the images observed by the
agent in the particular environment. It shows the quantitative representation of the
action vector based on the agent’s action.

10 Experimental Results of Car Racing: Feature Extraction

We have trained the agent world by experimenting it on a car racing game. The new
combination of the VAE and GAN gives better results as compared to the previous
agent world. The component used in the agent model helps to produce better results
and solves the complexities that are available in the traditional agent model.

The agent model component that includes the V and M gives better results and
helps to extract the features which are reliable to gather useful information. The
agent performs in the environment where it is trained to control the three actions that
include acceleration, brake, and steering right/left. The agent performs randomly in
the environment in which he performs different states and gather different datasets
[14]. Moreover, using the new agent model, it is noticed that the agent can hold the
decision effectively and user controls are stable to control the car.

Our agent can achieve the score of 1000 as compared to the traditional methods
of the deep learning, wherein the agent is only able to achieve the score goal of 500–
600. Moreover, the average score is 900. The combination agent worlds of the VAE
and GAN are effective and solve the complexity of the entire system. In contrast
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to the traditional, the new agent world offers better results and finer pixel quality
[15]. It means it involves more attention of the user and make it more user-friendly.
Moreover, it is able to give better future prediction and gives better hypothetical
results when it comes to compare the accuracy with the traditional model’s results.

11 Evolutional Strategies and Doom RNN

Covariance matrix strategy is based on the matrix and gives results in form of
frequency. In combination with the new agent model it improves the results and
gives better frequency results.

The population size is of 65, and agent performs the task 18 times. The average
score it can make is 950, which is more as compared to the traditional agent training
method.

The same experiment performed using the Doom RNN, where it can configure
that it can made the averages score of 980 and shows better result performance.

Doom RNN is comparatively more efficient as compared to the traditional
approaches used and traditional approaches also slow down the process and make it
difficult for the agent to observe the environment directly. Doom RNN with the new
agent model shows better controller performance of the agent.
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12 Conclusion

For better accuracy result and to gather better visual representation of the images
GAN and VAE combined to gather, experiment and perform on the racing game.
From the experiment, it is concluded that the scores are better as compared to
using traditional algorithms and techniques. Moreover, the experiment performed on
the Evolutional Strategies and Doom RNN effectively observed the scoring trend.
Doom RNN secured better results and observed that average score is 980. The
combination agent world of the VAE and GAN is effective and solves the complexity
of the entire system.
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Long Short-Term Memory in Chemistry
Dynamics Simulation

Heng Wu, Shaofei Lu, Colmenares-Diaz Eduardo, Junbin Liang, Jingke She,
and Xiaolin Tan

1 Introduction

Classical trajectory chemical dynamics simulations are widely and powerful tools
that have been used to study reaction dynamics since the 1960s [1]. In contrast
to the variational transition state theory (VTST) and reaction path Hamiltonian
methods [2], they provide much greater insight into the dynamics of reactions for the
classical equations of motion of the atoms are numerically integrated on a potential
energy surface (PES). The traditional approach uses an analytic function that is
gotten by fitting ab initio and/or experimental data [3] to construct the surface.
Regarding a small number of atoms or a high degree of symmetry [4, 5], it is
practical. Researchers recently proposed additional approaches and algorithms for
representing PESs. Wang and Karplus firstly demonstrated that the trajectories may
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be integrated “on the fly” when the potential energy and gradient are available
at each point of the numerical integration according to an electronic structure
theory calculation. During the numerical integration, the method directly calculates
the local potential and gradient under an electronic structure theory in a “direct
dynamics” simulation. However, regarding a high-level electronic structure theory,
the computation of direct dynamics simulations become quite expensive. Thus, it
is important to use the largest numerical integration step size when maintaining
the accuracy of the trajectory. In order to use a larger integration step, Helgaker
et al. adopt the second derivative of the potential (Hessian). After the Hessians
are gotten directly by an electronic structure theory, using a second-order Taylor
expansion, a local approximation PES can be constructed and the trajectories can
be approximately calculated. For local quadratic potential is only valid in a small
region (named a “trust radius”), the equations of motion are only integrated under
the trust radius. The new potential, gradient, and Hessian, calculated again at the
end of the trust radius, define a new local quadratic PES where the integration of the
equations of motion is successive. Millam et al. used a fifth-order polynomial or a
rational function to fit the potential between the potential, gradients, and Hessians at
the beginning and end of each integration step. It provides a more accurate trajectory
in the trust region and calculates larger integration steps. That involves a predictor
step, the integration on the approximate quadratic model potential. The following
step, the fitting on the fifth-order PES between the starting point and the end point
in the trust radius, is also called the “corrector step.” It is named the Hessian-based
predictor–corrector integration scheme. Around it, some scholars proposed their
own methods. Because of extrapolation, errors in prediction–correction algorithms
grow rapidly, usually four predictions are followed by an ab initio calculation. This
limits the improvement of computing performance.

The successful application of the prediction of deep learning in computational
chemistry greatly expanded its application. Deep learning is a machine learning
algorithm, not unlike those already in use in various applications in computational
chemistry, from computer-aided drug design to materials property prediction [6].
Deep learning models achieved top positions in the Tox21 toxicity prediction
challenge issued by NIH in 2014 [7]. Among some of its more high-profile
achievements include the Merck activity prediction challenge in 2012, where a deep
neural network not only won the competition and outperformed Merck’s internal
baseline model, but did so without having a single chemist or biologist in their team.
Machine learning (ML) models also can be used to infer quantum mechanical (QM)
expectation values of molecules, based on reference calculations across chemical
space [8]. Such models can speed up predictions by several orders of magnitude,
demonstrated for relevant molecular properties such as polarizabilities, electron
correlation, and electronic excitations [9]. LSTM is an artificial recurrent neural
network (RNN) architecture used in the field of deep learning. The prediction of
LSTM has been widely used in different fields [10, 11].

In this chapter, we explore the idea of integrating LSTM layer with chemistry
dynamics simulations to enhance the performance in trust radius. This idea is
inspired by the recent development and use of LSTM in material simulations
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and scientific software applications [12]. We employ a particular example, H2O
molecular dynamics simulation on NWChem/Venus (cdssim.chem.ttu.edu) package
[13] to illustrate this idea. LSTM has been used to predict the energy, location,
and Hessian of atoms. The results demonstrate that LSTM-based memory model,
trained on data generated via these simulations, successfully learns preidentified key
features associated with the energy, location, and Hessian of molecular system. The
deep learning approach entirely bypasses simulations and generates predictions that
are in excellent agreement with results obtained from explicit chemistry dynamics
simulations. The results demonstrate that the performance gains of chemical
computing can be enhanced using data-driven approaches such as deep learning
which improves the usability of the simulation framework by enabling real-time
engagement and anytime access.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the idea that integrate
chemistry dynamics simulations with LSTM. Section 3 shows the experiment
setting and results on H2O molecular dynamics simulation, followed by data
analysis. Section 3 presents the conclusions and lays out future work.

2 Methodology

2.1 Prediction–Correction Algorithm

In chemistry dynamics simulation, Hessian’s calculation consumes most of the CPU
time because Hessian is the third derivative of the position. Hessian updating is a
technique frequently used to replace electronic structure calculations of the Hessian
in optimization and dynamics simulations. Existing generally applicable Hessian-
update schemes, for example, the symmetric rank one (SR1) scheme, Powell’s
symmetrization of Broyden’s (PSB) method, the scheme of Bofill, the Broyden–
Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) scheme, the scheme of Farkas and Schlegel,
and other Hessian update schemes, are based on the Eq. (1)

H (Xk+1) (Xk+1–Xk) = G(Xk+1) –G(Xk) (1)

where G(X) and H(X), respectively, denote the gradient and Hessian of the potential
energy at point X. Some researchers employed Hessian update method to build
Hessian-based prediction–correction integration method to calculate the trajectory
of atom in order to reduce the calculation time of Hessian and ab initio.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, in each time step of the integration method, the prediction
is used to identify the direction the trajectory, ab initio potential energy, ab initio
gradient, and ab initio or Hessian are computed at the end point Xi,p of predicted
trajectory. The potential information calculated at the end of predicted trajectory is
used with the potential energy information at point Xi−1,p near the trajectory starting
point Xi−1 of this time step, which is the end point of corrected trajectory of the

http://cdssim.chem.ttu.edu
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xi-1,p

xi-1 xi

xi,p

Fig. 1 During the ith step, the algorithm first predicts the trajectory from Xi–1 to Xi,p using potential
approximated by the quadratic Taylor expansion about Xi–1,p. Then performs electronic structure
calculation of the potential energy information at Xi,p and reintegrate the trajectory from Xi–1 to Xi
using potential interpolated from ab initio potential information at Xi–1,p and Xi,p

previous time step, to interpolate a highly accurate local PES. This highly accurate
PES is used in the correction phase of the time step to recompute a more accurate
trajectory.

In each time step, to obtain an accurate predicted trajectory, the prediction utilizes
the Hessian in addition to the potential energy and its gradient. Assuming the current
time step is the ith time step, the potential energy information needed during the
prediction to integrate the trajectory is obtained by the quadratic expansion.

E(X) = E (
Xi−1,p

)+G (
Xi−1,p

) (
X −Xi−1,p

)

+1/2
(
X −Xi−1,p

)T
H

(
Xi−1,p

) (
X −Xi−1,p

)
i > 2 (2)

P is an integer. About the point Xi–1,p, the end point of the predicted trajectory of
the (i–1)th time step at which ab initio potential energy E(Xi–1,p), ab initio gradient
G(Xi–1,p), and ab initio or updated Hessian H(Xi–1,p) have been computed on a region
within a trust radius from Xi–1,p.

If we use Xi–1,p as the current location, the next part will show how to calculate
the potential energy for the next X location. We can calculate the Potential Energy
(P) and Gradient (G) at the Xi–1,p from known position. For example, there are eight
atoms in F− + CH3OOH. There are 3 × N dimensions in the gradient and location
vectors and N2 dimensions in the Hessian matrix of the reaction system. Therefore,
most of calculation of Eq. (2) is to compute H(Xi–1,p). The biggest challenge is to
choice different approaches to fast the calculation of H(Xi–1,p) with the position and
others of the current location, at the same time, cannot enlarge the system error.

2.2 Long Short-Term Memory

As shown in Fig. 2, a neural network is the connection of many single neurons, an
output of a neuron can be an input of another neuron. Each single neuron has an
activation function. The left layer of the neural network is called the input layer, it
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Fig. 2 The structure of a neural network

Fig. 3 The structure of a recurrent neural network and its unfolding

includes X1,X2,X3,X4, the right layer of it is output layer, involve Z1. The other
layer is hidden layer, it covers Y1,Y2,Y3.

Recurrent neural network (RNN) is a typical kind of neural network. As shown
in the leftmost part of Fig. 3.

Like the leftmost of Fig. 3, RNN is a neutral network containing loops. N is a
node of neural network. I stands for input and O for output. Loops allow information
to be transmitted from the current step to the next step. RNN can be regarded as a
multiple assignment of the same neural network, and each neural network module
transmits the message to the next one. The right side of Fig. 3 corresponds to the
unfolding of the left side. The chain feature of RNN reveals that RNN is essentially
related to sequences and lists. RNN applications have been successful in speech
recognition, language modeling, translation, picture description, and this list is still
growing. One of the key features of RNN is that they can be used to transmit the
previous information to the current task. But the distance from previous step to
related step is not too long.
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Fig. 4 The structure of a LSTM node

Long short-term memory (LSTM) overcomes this shortcoming. LSTM is a
special type of RNN. LSTM solves the problem of long-term dependence of
information. LSTM avoids long-term dependencies through deliberate design.
Figure 4 shows the structure of a node in LSTM, where a forget gate can be
observed. The output of the forget gate is “1” or “0.” “1” means full reserve,
“0” is abandon completely. The forget gate determines which information will be
retained and what will be discarded. The upper horizontal line allows the input
information cross neutral node without changing in Fig. 4. There are two types of
gates in a LSTM node (input and output gates). The middle gate is an input gate,
which determines the information to be saved in the natural node. F means function
modular and create a new candidate value vector. The right gate is the output gate.
The F module closed the output gate determines which information of the natural
node will be transmit to the output gate.

A node has three gates and a cell unit as shown in Fig. 4. The gates use sigmoid
as activation function, the tanh function is used to transfer from input to cell states.
The following are to definite a node. For the gates, the function are

it = g (wxixt + whiht−1 + bi) (3)

ft = g
(
wxf xt + whf ht−1 + bf

)
(4)

fo = g
(
wxoxt + wof ht−1 + bo

)
(5)

The transfer for input status is

c_int = tanh
(
wxcxt + whcht−1 + bo_in

)
(6)

The status is updated by
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Fig. 5 The workflow of status changing of neutral node

ct = f ∗t ct−1 + i ∗x c_int (7)

ht = o ∗
t tanh (ct ) (8)

The workflow of a node is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 shows the flowchart for LSTM.

2.3 Model

The calculation of position of the atom, the energy of the system, and Hessian
occupy almost all the CPU time in chemistry dynamics simulations. Figure 7
illustrates the Hessian-based predictor–corrector algorithm in chemistry dynamics
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Fig. 6 The flowchart of LSTM

simulations. At each time step, the potential energy, kinetic energy, velocity,
Hessian, and other parameters are calculated from the position of the atom. In Fig. 1,
assuming Xi–1,p is the current point, the calculation potential energy of next point X
is as follows. The gradient and potential energy of the current point can be calculated
from the known location of the point. Assuming eight atoms, the dimension of
gradient and location will be 3 × N, which of H will be N2. Hence, the largest
calculation of Eq. (2) will be to calculate H(Xi–1,P). It is the focus of study of various
algorithms to quickly and accurately calculate.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm

Input: Atomic initial parameters
Parameter: location of atoms, initial energy info
Output: the trajectory of atoms.
1.      ab initio computing
2: while less than steps do
3: while less then training step do
4: exec  Predictor-Corrector 
5: train deep learning model 
6: end while
7: predict the location,energy and Hessian
8: output trajectory
9: end while
10: return
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Fig. 7 Flowchart
representation of the
complete Hessian-based
predictor–corrector integrator
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H(Xi–1,p) according to the location and time information of the current point,
simultaneously systematic error is required least. Researchers proposed some
Hessian update methods to saving computing time [14]. Deep learning will be used
to predict the location, energy, and Hessian of atoms. Therefore, deep leaning will be
used three times to instead of predictor–corrector. It is important to understand that
our deep learning model needs to be trained and initialized before predicting. The
result of this approach is a novel predictor–corrector algorithm with deep learning.

3 Experimental Results

To test the algorithm with deep learning, we implemented the integration algorithm
in the VENUS (cdssim.chem.ttu.edu) dynamics simulation package interfaced with
the electronic structure calculation NWChem [13]. We chose the reaction system
H2O as our testing problem. In the tests, ab initio potential energy, gradient, and
Hessian were calculated using the density function theory 6–311 + G**, and ab
initio Hessian is calculated once in every five steps during training. In the remaining
nine steps, the new update scheme is used. We calculated a trajectory for the
chemical reaction system with 5000*0.67 integration steps, where each step has a
fixed size of 0.02418884 fs (100 a.u.; 1 a.u. = 2.418884e-17 s). The remaining step
5000*0.33 steps were predicted by the proposed deep learning algorithm. There
are three prediction parameters in our test. They are atomic position, energy, and
Hessian, respectively.

Figure 8 illustrates the computational energy and its predicted values. The above
is the H2O system computational energy chart. The horizontal coordinate is the time
step and the vertical one is the energy value. The yellow region represents training
data and green section predicted values. After more than 3000 training steps, the
predicted value is almost the same as the calculated values. Table 3 lists some
relative errors. We find the relative error to be less than 0.1%.

Figure 9 shows a hydrogen atomic location chat. The above is the computational
values and the following is training and predicted values. The horizontal coordinate
is the time step and the vertical one is the atomic location. Table 1 has some relative
error between predicted and computational values. We find the relative error less
than 0.7% and some even less than 0.01%. Figure 10 is one of Hessian chat. The

Table 1 Relative error between atomic position prediction and computational value

Computational data (D1) Predicted data D2 |(D1–D2)|/|D1| (%)

−0.65278023 −0.6570433 0.65%
−0.65459454 −0.6573254 0.4%
−0.6577446 −0.6590448 0.2%
−0.662028 −0.66203827 <0.01%
−0.6672311 −0.6661249 0.16%

http://cdssim.chem.ttu.edu
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Fig. 8 The energy of H2O system: (a) Output of the prediction–correction algorithm. (b) The
yellow region corresponds to training data and green is prediction data
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Fig. 9 The location of atoms in H2O system: (a) Output for the prediction–correction algorithm.
(b) The yellow region corresponds to is training data and green represents prediction data
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Fig. 10 The Hessian of H2O system: (a) Output of the prediction–correction algorithm; the yellow
part is training data and great is prediction data in (b)
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Table 2 Relative error between Hessian prediction and computational value

Computational data (D1) Predicted data D2 |(D1–D2)|/|D1| (%)

0.16278428 0.20113048 23%
0.24653251 0.2093605 15%
0.43518633 0.47104657 8%
0.15830526 0.20171289 27%
0.23584451 0.20607977 12.6%

Table 3 Relative error between system energy prediction and computational value

Computational data (D1) Predicted data D2 |(D1–D2)|/|D1| (%)

13.881894 13.881851 <0.01%
13.881888 13.881856 <0.01%
13.881871 13.881851 <0.01%
13.881843 13.881836 <0.01%
13.881803 13.88181 <0.01%

above are the computational values and the following are training and predicted
values. The horizontal coordinate is the time step and the vertical one is Hessian
value. Table 2 has some relative error between predicted and computational values.
We find the minimum relative error is 8% and some even over 25%. Although it is
5000 steps, Hessian calculated only 1000 steps because of the predictive–correction
algorithm. Therefore, the size of the training set is less than 670 and the relative
error is relatively large (Table 3).

The prediction–correction algorithm can reduce H2O reaction system dynamics
simulation time from months to days. The stability of the prediction–correction
algorithm becomes very weak as simulation goes on. In addition, there must be an
ab initio calculation every few steps in the prediction–correction algorithm. As the
prediction step increases, the stability becomes weaker. Deep learning can reduce
the simulation time of the reaction system by one third. The prediction step can
reach over 1200 steps without affecting the system error after enough training. If
some reinforcement learning and other methods are used, the calculation time will
be further reduced and the prediction steps will be more.

4 Conclusion and Future WORK

In this chapter, a new molecular dynamics simulation algorithm is proposed by
combining deep learning and predictive–correction algorithms. The new algorithm
can reduce the calculation time of the system by one-third without increasing the
error. In the future, the enhanced learning and parameter migration will be used to
further reduce the calculation time. Then monodromy matrix [15–17] will be used
to monitor the change of the calculation error.
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When Entity Resolution Meets Deep
Learning, Is Similarity Measure
Necessary?

Xinming Li, John R. Talburt, Ting Li, and Xiangwen Liu

1 Introduction

Entity resolution (ER) is the process of determining whether two references to
real-world objects in an information system are referring to the same object, or
to different objects [1]. Because of its fundamental role in data integration, ER
has been extensively investigated in different domains such as database [2], health
care [3], e-commerce [4], and so on, using various methods like rule-based [5,
6], probabilistic matching [7, 8], and machine learning [9, 10, 11]. In today’s
big data world, ER has become more important, since most of the data-driven
applications, including artificial intelligence (AI), require integrating data from
multiple sources. From difference sources, records tend to be heterogeneously
structured or unstructured (textual record) [12]. For example, records from different
sources might follow different structures at the attribute level. However, traditional
ER system makes linking decisions based on the degree to which the values of the
attributes of two records are similar [13]. The similarity measure approach presumes
that records are structured uniformly at the attribute level so that comparisons are
always between the same types of attributes. Lack of such a unified structure and
unstructured records impose challenge for measuring similarity with the existing
similarity metrics. In this case, we can either design new similarity metrics for
unstructured records, just as Lin et al. [14] do, or we can avoid similarity measure.
In this research, we will explore the second method.

As the cutting-edge technique in AI, deep learning has shown remarkable
performance in many domains. Inspired by the recent seminal works applying deep
learning in ER [15, 16, 17, 18], we explore the possibility of using deep learning
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Fig. 1 Summary of ER problem types

to handle the challenge of unstructured records. Different from statistic machine
learning, which requires manual features extraction, deep learning extracts features
by itself. With this advantage, can deep learning do the pairwise matching without
similarity measure? Under this basic logic of our design, the input is just raw record
pair, and the output is linking decision: match or nonmatch. We explore both the
advanced word embedding technique that considers the token order information
and the traditional Bag-of-Words method. For deep learning model, the basic
multilayer perceptron (MLP) model and advanced convolutional neural network
(CNN) and long short-term memory (LSTM) are investigated. Then we compare
the performance of these models. It is interesting to find that the combination of
simply representation and simple deep learning model wins.

Overall, this research makes two main contributions in ER field. First, it
demonstrates that in some cases, with the help of deep learning, traditional similarity
measure is not necessary. Second, for the deep learning method in ER field,
sophisticated record representation and model are not necessary to produce the best
result. On the contrary, just simply count the words in the record pairs not only get
the best performance, but also reduce the running time.

2 Problem Statement and Related Work

Based on works of [16] and [19], we summarize the types of ER problems in Fig.
1. Structured records follow the same schema at attribute level and the attribute
values follow the same formation. Elmagarmid et al. [19] distinguish two kinds of
records heterogeneity: lexical and structural. Lexical heterogeneity occurs when the
records follow identically structured schema across databases, but they use different
representations to refer to the same real-world object. Structural heterogeneity
occurs when the fields of the records in the database are structured differently in
different databases (heterogeneously structured records). Textual records don’t have
specific attribute schema and they are often raw text entries [16].

Figure 1 also shows the trend of ER development. The left-side problems
(structured records and lexical heterogeneity) are traditional ER problems and
have been extensively studied for decades; the right-side problems (structural
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Table 1 Heterogeneously structured records

Data sources Attributes Example

List A Name, address, city & state & zip, post
office box address, post office city &
state & zip, social security number,
date of birth

Barbara,Chavez,11,881,Gulf pointe
Driv, Apt E38,Houston,Tx,77,089,
10,525,974,

List B First name & middle initial, last name
& generational suffix, street number,
street address 1, street address 2, city,
state, zip, phone

Barbie,Chavze,11,881,Gulf pointe
Drive, Apt
E38,Houston,Texays,77,089,
7,131,657,474

List C Name, social security number, date of
birth, phone

Brabara,Chavez, 100,525,974,
7,147,263,554

heterogeneity and textual records) are relatively new. Since these two types of
records lack of a unified structure, we refer them as unstructured records [12]. This
research focuses on unstructured records, not only because they are new, but also
because they are significant. On the one hand, in the big data era, more records
become unstructured; on the other hand, the unstructured records impose challenges
to the tractional similarity-based approaches.

Table 1 shows a specific example of unstructured records. List A, List B, and List
C, referring to a group of persons, are from three different sources. Different sources
use different attribute schemas. For example, in List A, the address is recorded in
one field “address,” while in List B, the same information is stored in multiple
attributers, “street number,” “street address 1,” and “street address 2.” In other
words, records from three sources are heterogeneously structured at attribute level.
In addition, missing value is also a problem. In this example, if there is no value
between two commas, missing value occurs.

For the above example, although manually standardizing three record sources to
the same attribute structure seems one solution, lots of missing values and errors
impose challenges to standardization or even make standardization impossible.
In this case, we see the whole record as textual records, ignoring the “attribute
boundaries” across the heterogeneous structure [16]. Thus, the method in this
research can also be directly applied to textual records.

Although ER has been extensively studied for 70+ years [15], deep learning
approach is quite new. Considering the ER problem dimension (structured records
and unstructured records), we summarize the existing ER research in the Problem–
Approach matrix (as Table 2 shows). Most existing works belong to category I,
which focus on structured records and use similarity-based approaches. The most
related work to this paper is in categories III and IV, which are very few but very
promising [16].

Seminal work [15] applies deep learning to reduce the heavy human involvement
in the whole ER process. The authors not only use sophisticated composition
methods to convert each record to a distributed representation, which is in turn
used to effectively capture similarity between records, but also propose a locality
sensitive hashing-based blocking approach. Seminal work [16] makes a completed
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Table 2 ER problems–approaches matrix

Structured Unstructured

Traditional approach I: Prolific II: Sparse
Deep learning III: Few [e.g., 15] IV: Few [e.g., 16, 17]

review to further understand the benefits and limitation of deep learning; the authors
define a space of deep learning solution for ER. Our work adds evidence for their
empirical finding that deep learning has excellent performance on textual and dirty
records. Seminal work [17] uses a single-layered convolutional neural network
combing with crowdsourcing to do ER. Based on distributed representation, seminal
work [18] uses transfer learning to reduce the labeling effort in ER. One of the most
important differences of our work from the related work is that our method does not
rely on similarity measure.

3 The Design of the Deep Learning Method

3.1 Difference with the Traditional Method

The core of traditional ER pipeline is the pairwise comparison, in which records are
standardized to same attribute-based structure, the similarity metrics [19] are used
to measure the similarity between two records. Then the linking decision is made
based on the similarity measure. Since the existing similarity metrics are designed
for structured records, it is hard to measure the similarity between unstructured
records. One purpose of our design is to avoid similarity measure. In our design,
two processes, standardization and similarity measure, are replaced by the single
record pair representation process. The basic logic of our approach is to just let
deep learning make the matching decision without similarity measure. We design
the pairwise matching as a binary classification problem, in which the input is record
pair and the output is the label, match or nonmatch (as Fig. 2 shows).

The core of our design is a record pair representation process followed by deep
learning classifier. Since the neural network cannot direct read textual input, the
record pair needs to be first transformed to numerical values that neural network
can read. This is the record pair representation process. Then in the deep learning
classifier, deep learning model is trained to extract “features” for the matched pairs.

3.2 Record Pair Representation

There are three steps in the record pair representation (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2 The comparison of DL design and traditional ER

Fig. 3 The process of record pair representation

Concatenate Two Records: For heterogeneously structured records, we see them
as textual records, ignoring the “attribute boundaries” across the heterogeneous
structure. Then concatenate the two textual records together.

Tokenization: To make things simple, we remove all the nonalphanumeric
characters in the records; and then parse the record pair to a sequence of tokens
(words). The tokens are seen as the atomic unit.

Vectorization: Since deep learning algorithms cannot read the sequence of tokens,
we have to convert the sequence of tokens to sequence of numerical value. Given the
same algorithm, the different transformation method could have different results.
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To explore the best vectorization methods for our design, the cutting-edge word
embedding and traditional bag-of-words are both investigated.

Word Embedding: Word embedding is the state of the art of word vectorization in
deep learning. It is a learned representation that allows word with similar meaning to
have the similar representation, overcoming the limitations of traditional encoding
methods. Word embedding has shown great power in many tasks in NLP. In general,
there are two ways to use word embedding. One is to use a pretrained word
embedding, such as Word2Vec and Glove. Since in ER, records often contain special
tokens or errors like typos, the pretrained word embedding does not necessary cover
all the tokens. Thus, we train the word vector for our specific pairwise matching
task. The result embedding should place matched record pairs close together and
nonmatched pairs close together respectively in the vector space.

Bag-of-Words: It is the traditional way of representing text data in machine
learning. It ignores the order information of words in the text. In this research, we
investigate both the basic Count (Term Frequency) method and TF-IDF method.

3.3 Deep Learning Classifier

For pairwise matching ER, the advantage of deep learning is its ability to learn the
underlying pattern of matched pairs by itself, without the need for human expert
to point out what makes two records matched, that is, how similar two records are.
Since deep leaning is new for ER, both sophisticated algorithms, such as CNN and
LSTM, and basic MLP are explored.

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): It has achieved impressive performance
in sentence classification task [20, 21]. Our pairwise matching task is similar to
sentence (short text) classification. Following [20], our one-dimensional model
includes an embedding layer, a convolutional layer, a pooling layer, a fully
connected layer, and output layer. In the embedding layer, let Xi ∈ R

k be the k-
dimensional word vector corresponding to the i-th token in the record pair text. A
record pair of length n is represented as X1

⊕
X2

⊕
. . .

⊕
Xn, where

⊕
represents

the concatenation operator. In the convolution layer, a filter w ∈ R
hk is applied to

the record pair embedding R
nk to produce a feature map c = [c1, c2, . . . cn − h + 1],

c ∈ R
n − h + 1. In the pooling layer, to capture the most important feature, the max-

over-time pooling operation is used. Then features are passed to a fully connected
SoftMax layer whose output is the probability of matching.

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM): Since we see the record pair as a token
sequence, we also explore the LSTM model, a special kind of recurrent neural
network avoiding the long-term dependency problem. We follow the standard
structure of LSTM mode [22]. As shown in Fig. 4, {w1, w2, . . . , wN} represents the
word vector of the record pair sequence of length n; {h1, h2, . . . , hN} is the hidden
vector.

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP): MLP is the most basic neural network model; it is
also called Fully Connected Network. Except the input layer and out layer, there is
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Fig. 4 LSTM model for pairwise matching

at least one hidden layer. In our model, all three kinds of token vectorization could
be fed into the input layer of MLP.

Evaluation: In the pairwise matching ER, the actual linking outcome could be in
one of the following four cases:

• True Positive (TP): Linking two records that are equivalent.
• True Negative (TN): Not linking two records that are not equivalent.
• False Positive (FP): Linking two records that are not equivalent.
• False Negative (FN): Not linking two records that are equivalent.

Based on the above four categories, we adopt the following measurements to
evaluate the matching results.

• Precision (P) = TP/(TP + FP).
• Recall (R) = TP/(TP + FN).
• F-Measure = 2*(P*R)/(P + R).

Specifically, since the pairwise matching ER is an imbalanced class problem and
most pairs are unmatched, the evaluation on both classes is not accurate enough.
Thus, our evaluation is on the minority matched pairs.

4 Experiments and Results

The experiment process is shown in Fig. 5. Based on three methods of record pair
representation and three deep learning models, there are five feasible combinations
to test in our experiment. The purpose is to investigate which combination performs
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Fig. 5 The overall experiment processes

best in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. For each model, we focus on a practical
question, how does the number of training data affect model performance? To rule
out the effect of model structure, we keep the structures of three deep learning
models as simple as possible since the basic deep learning model structure is enough
to get good results [21].

Dataset: We experiment on both synthetic dataset and real-word dataset. In the
synthetic dataset, there are 1000 records referring to 77 entities (persons), which
form 499,500 record pairs as our training and test data. For the real-world Cora
dataset [23], there are 1295 records referring to 112 entities (research papers), which
form 837,865 record pairs.

In this section, we first experiment on the synthetic dataset. We gradually increase
the number training data, aiming to find out the least number of training data needed
to train a satisfied model (F-measure at ~0.99). Then we validate the results on the
real-world Cora dataset.

4.1 Convolutional Neural Network

The convolutional neural network model on which we experiment is show in Fig. 6.
Besides the parameters shown in Fig. 6, we set the batch size at 500, epoch at 20.

Table 3 shows the results. The last column represents how many seconds each
epoch needs. It shows that time increases linearly with the number of training data.
For effectiveness, as the number of training data increases, precision recall and F-
measure all increase. At certain point, 349,650, F-measure can get as high as 0.99.
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Fig. 6 The convolutional neural network model

Table 3 The results of
convolutional neural network

Training data Precision Recall F-measure Time

49,950 0.77 0.44 0.56 2
99,900 0.94 0.74 0.83 4
149,850 0.98 0.84 0.90 6
199,800 0.98 0.92 0.95 8
249,750 0.99 0.93 0.96 10
299,700 0.99 0.96 0.97 12
349,650 1.0 0.97 0.99 14
399,600 0.99 0.98 0.99 16
449,550 1.0 0.98 0.99 17

4.2 Long Short-Term Memory

The long short-term memory model in our experiment is show in Fig. 7. Besides the
parameters shown in Fig. 7, we set the batch size at 500, epoch at 20.

The results from long short-term memory model are shown in Table 4. As the
number of training data increases, the trend of effectiveness increase is similar as
that of convolutional neural network model. The difference is the efficiency. With
the same number of training data, LSTM need more than twice time to achieve the
same level of effectiveness.
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Fig. 7 The long short-term memory model

Table 4 The results of long
short-term memory

Training data Precision Recall F-measure Time

49,950 0.45 0.29 0.35 6
99,900 0.82 0.69 0.75 12
149,850 0.95 0.83 0.89 18
199,800 0.95 0.92 0.93 25
249,750 0.96 0.95 0.95 30
299,700 0.98 0.96 0.97 33
349,650 0.99 0.98 0.98 38
399,600 0.98 0.98 0.98 44
449,550 1.00 0.99 0.99 49

4.3 Embedding Combining MLP

Through a flatten layer, word embedding can be the input of the basic multilayer
perceptron, as Fig. 8 shows. We keep the other parameter as the same with CNN
and LSTM.

Table 5 shows the results of word embedding combining MLP model. Compared
with CNN and LSTM, it has lower effectiveness but higher efficiency.

4.4 Count Combining MLP

With the count representation, the basic multilayer perceptron model is shown in
Fig. 9. The input dimension is the number of total distinct tokens (1993 in the
dataset).

The results of count combining MLP are show in Table 6. Surprisingly, compared
with the previous models, it gets the 0.99 F-measure at the least number of training
data 199,800. Meanwhile, the training time is about half of that in CNN model.
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Fig. 8 The word embedding combining MLP

Table 5 The results of
embedding combining MLP

Training data Precision Recall F-measure Time

49,950 0.40 0.31 0.35 1
99,900 0.76 0.52 0.61 1
149,850 0.79 0.66 0.72 1
199,800 0.88 0.71 0.79 2
249,750 0.94 0.81 0.87 2
299,700 0.95 0.86 0.90 3
349,650 0.94 0.89 0.91 3
399,600 0.97 0.93 0.95 4
449,550 0.98 0.92 0.95 4

Fig. 9 The count combining with MLP
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Table 6 The results of count
combining MLP

Training data Precision Recall F-measure Time

49,950 0.91 0.56 0.70 1
99,900 0.93 0.86 0.89 2
149,850 0.99 0.97 0.98 3
199,800 0.99 0.99 0.99 4
249,750 1.00 0.98 0.99 6
299,700 0.99 1.00 1.00 7
349,650 1.00 1.00 1.00 8
399,600 0.99 1.00 1.00 9
449,550 1.00 0.99 1.00 10

Table 7 The results of
TF-IDF combining MLP

Training data Precision Recall F-measure Time

49,950 0.86 0.33 0.48 1
99,900 0.91 0.66 0.77 2
149,850 0.96 0.86 0.91 3
199,800 0.99 0.90 0.94 4
249,750 0.97 0.97 0.97 5
299,700 0.98 0.96 0.97 6
349,650 1.00 0.97 0.98 7
399,600 0.99 0.98 0.99 8
449,550 0.99 1.00 1.00 10

4.5 TF-IDF Combining MLP

With exact same model as 4.4, we only change the representation from count to TF-
IDF. The results (Table 7) show that the effectiveness of TF-IDF is not as good as
count.

Based on the comparison of the five cases, the overall conclusion is that the
simple count representation and the simple MLP model together win both in
effectiveness and efficiency.

4.6 Validation on Real-World Cora Data

To further validate our design on the real-world Cora data, 586,505 out of 837,865
records in the Cora dataset were used as training data and 251,360 as test data. The
results (Table 8 shows) validate our model and conclusion from the synthetic data
experiment. The count representation and multilayer perceptron model together get
the best effectiveness and efficiency.
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Table 8 The results of Cora
data experiment

Model Precision Recall F-measure Time

CNN 1.00 0.99 0.99 120
LSTM 0.99 0.98 0.99 140
E +MLP 0.99 0.98 0.99 15
C +MLP 1.00 1.00 1.00 8
T +MLP 0.99 1.00 1.00 8

5 Conclusion and Future Work

More and more unstructured records in ER impose challenge to traditional ER
approach, since existing similarity metrics are designed for structured records. To
address this challenge, this research goes to the opposite direction with the help
of deep learning. That is making linkage decision without similarity measure.
Seeing pairwise matching ER as a binary classification problem, we investigate
three record pair representations, word embedding, count and TF-IDF, and three
deep learning models, CNN, LSTM, and MLP. Surprisingly, the experiments show
that the simplest representation (count) and the simplest deep learning model (MLP)
together get the best result. The experiment on the real-world Cora dataset supports
our results. Although our method can solve the pairwise ER at ease, same as all
other supervised learning methods, our method requires labeled data. However,
in ER more often than not, the ground truth labeled data are lacking, and thus
considering the limited labeled data is one future research direction. In addition,
pairwise matching of all records scales quadratically with the number of records,
and hence blocking is needed when handling big data. It is promising to explore
deep learning–based blocking approach for ER in the future.
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Generic Object Recognition Using Both
Illustration Images and Real-Object
Images by CNN

Hirokazu Watabe, Misako Imono, and Seiji Tsuchiya

1 AlexNet [1]

In 2012, a contest called ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
(ILSVRC) competed for the performance of image recognition. AlexNet is a
network structure of CNN, designed by Krizbevsky et al., who won in the problem
(general object recognition) that answers the class of the object from among
thousand kinds with the lowest error rate.

2 An Experiment on Object Recognition Using AlexNet

In this experiment, we learn real-object images using AlexNet and verify the
difference in object recognition rate in each set of test images. The learning image
prepares 1000 real-object images, a total of 50,000 images for each class with 50
kinds of object classes. The test image is 50 kinds of object classes for two types of
images: (1) illustration image, (2) real-object image, provided by free material on
the Internet, 100 images and a total of 5000 images were prepared for each class.

Image data sets used in this experiment are IMAGENET [2]. IMAGENET is a
database that holds more than 14 million images and gives the object class name in
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Fig. 1 Image examples

Table 1 Object class names

Apple Backpack Banana Baseball bat Baseball glove

Boom box Calculator Camera Cap Chair
Coffee mug Computer keyboard Computer monitor Computer mouse Dolphin
Electric guitar Elephant Eyeglasses Flamingo Flashlight
Golf club Hamburger Headphone Hot air balloon Jet
Lion Mountain bike Necktie Orange Paper clip
Scissors Ship Shirt Shoes Skateboard
Soccer ball Sock Soda can Spoon Sport car
Stapler Sunflower Teapot Tennis ball Tennis racket
Tiger Umbrella Watch Wine bottle Zebra

each image. In this experiment, 50 types were randomly selected from the object
class present in IMAGENET, and 1000 images were selected as learning images
and 100 images that were not used for learning as test images. In addition, for the
illustration image, it was obtained from the “illustrain” [3] and the “illustAC” [4]
which provide the free illustrated image on the Internet. The object class name and
the number of test images are the same as the test set in the real image. The image
examples are shown in Fig. 1 and the object class names are shown in Table 1.

The results of object recognition rate using AlexNet are shown in Table 2. From
Table 2, the recognition rate when using the illustrated image as a test set was 65.6%,
and the recognition rate when using the real-object image as a test set was 83.4%.
From this result, it can be seen that the recognition rate using the illustrated image
as a test set is about 18% lower than that of using the real-object image as a test set.
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Table 2 Object recognition rate

Learning images Real-object images Real-object images

Test images Real-object images Illustration image
Object recognition rate (%) 83.4% 65.6%

Pink Lady Pink Lady

Fig. 2 Pseudo-illustration image

This is considered to be a major factor that the illustration image is not included in
the learning image.

Currently, there are many objects in our surrounding environment with different
illustrations, paintings, etc., in addition to real objects, but it is necessary to recog-
nize them correctly. In order to recognize illustrated images, illustration images are
usually used for learning, but illustrated images on the Internet are copyrighted, and
it is not easy to collect large amounts of learning images. Therefore, in this chapter,
we create pseudo illustration images by illustration processing a real-object image
and verify the effectiveness of the learning model which can recognize both the
illustration image and the real-object image.

3 Generation of Illustration Images

The illustration image handled in this chapter is defined as follows. “There is an
outline in the object. Or the image is colored within 12 colors.”

The following shows an algorithm for generating illustration images. In addition,
we show the pseudo-illustration image created from the real-object image in
Fig. 2.

1. Generate contour images from input images.
2. Color reduction processing of input images in 12 colors.
3. Get the difference between the image and the contour image after the color

reduction.
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Table 3 Object recognition rate

Learning images Test images Object recognition rate (%) Average

ROI ROI 83.4% 74.5%
ROI II 65.6%
PII ROI 74.3% 76.7%
PII II 79.0%
ROI+PII ROI 80.9% 77.2%
ROI+PII II 73.4%

ROI real-object image, II illustration image, PII pseudo illustration image

4 Evaluations

In this experiment, we create three learning models using AlexNet to learn real-
object images, learning models that learn pseudo-illustrated images, and learning
models that learn both real-object images and pseudo-illustrated images, and verify
the object recognition rate in each learning model. Two types of test image sets were
prepared: real-object images and illustrated images. Therefore, the experimental
pattern is a total of six patterns of three learning image sets and two test image
sets.

Experimental results are shown in Table 3. From Table 3, it is better to learn the
pseudo-illustration image than to learn the real-object image, and the recognition
rate of the illustration image is improved by 14%. In addition, in order to recognize
both real-object images and illustration images, the learning model that learns both
real-object images and pseudo-illustrated images is improved by about 3% than
learning real object images.

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we verified whether the pseudo-illustrated image which processed
contour processing and the color reduction processing to the real image is effective
for the recognition of the illustrated image. As a result of the verification, it
is effective because the recognition rate of the illustrated image is improved by
learning the pseudo-illustrated image.
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A Deep Learning Approach to Diagnose
Skin Cancer Using Image Processing

Roli Srivastava, Musarath Jahan Rahamathullah, Siamak Aram,
Nathaniel Ashby, and Roozbeh Sadeghian

1 Introduction

Skin cancer is the leading form of cancer in the United States [1]. It forms when
skin cells multiply abnormally and can prove fatal if it is allowed to metastasize
to other areas of the body through the lymphatic system. Most skin cancers result
from exposure to Ultraviolet (UV) light. When the skin is unprotected, UV radiation
damages DNA and can produce genetic mutations, which can subsequently lead to
cancerous growths [2]. According to Didona et al. [3] the most common types of
skin cancer in Caucasian populations are melanoma and nonmelanoma (i.e., basal
and squamous cell carcinoma) skin cancers (NMSC), with melanoma accounting
for 4% of all deaths from cancer [4].

Two methods are commonly employed to diagnose whether a skin sample
(biopsy) should be taken: Visual examination of the skin by a physician [5, 6]; or
dermatoscopy [7] and/or epiluminescence microscopy by a trained clinician [8].
Thus, initial diagnostic efficiency currently depends exclusively on the competence
and perceptual capabilities of the practitioner. Perhaps unsurprisingly, both methods
have been found to result in suboptimal detection efficacy [9] with false positives
abounding. Hence there exists an urgent need for a screening method with increased
sensitivity and specificity to be developed.

To address these issues, medical practitioners have increasingly been seeking to
employ automated image processing tools that can more effectively diagnose skin
cancer [10]. Maier et al. [11] successfully used dermatoscopic images to train an
Artificial Neural Network to differentiate deadly melanomas from melanocytic nevi.
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Although promising, this study, like earlier attempts [12], was hampered by small
sample sizes and a lack image variation [13].

Recent increases in data availability, paired with technological advances, have
revigorated these efforts. A deep learning approach was successfully employed
and returned more accurate diagnoses than most trained experts [14, 15]. Gautman
et al. [16] issued an automation challenge to modelers and reported the top
submission had an accuracy of 85.5% for disease classification. More recently, a
deep convolutional neural network (CNN) model known as MobileNetV2 using a
transfer learning method classified benign versus malignant lesions with an accuracy
of 91.33% [17].

The objective of the current research is to expand earlier efforts in developing au-
tomated skin cancer detection systems by producing a model capable of accurately
classifying seven different types of skin lesions. Stakeholders in this endeavor are
patients with skin lesions and practitioners. Prefacing our findings, we demonstrate
that our approach can provide a high degree of accuracy (95%) in the early diagnosis
of skin cancer(s). Importantly, because human perception is not required, we argue
this approach should greatly minimize the negative impact of human factors.

2 Dataset

The dataset was compiled by the Medical University of Vienna [18] and includes
10,015 images of pigmented skin lesions. Images were sampled equally from male
and female patients with an average age of 51. Images were collected from different
parts of the body (e.g., face, ear, and neck) and captured in resolutions ranging from
8 × 8 pixels to 450 × 600 pixels. Figure 1 displays a sample of the images used in
the study. Images fall into seven different classifications:

• Melanoma (mel): The most dangerous form of skin cancer which generally
develops from pigment-containing cells known as melanocytes [19].

• Basal cell carcinoma (bcc): This cancer affects the basal cells which are
responsible for the production of new skins. While it rarely metastasizes it does
spread easily [20].

• Actinic keratosis (akiec): This “pre-cancer” indicator appears as a scaly patch
resulting from accumulated UV exposure [21].

• Benign keratosis-like lesions (bkl): A benign, painless skin disorder which is
mostly associated with aging and exposure to UV light [22].

• Vascular lesions (vasc): Common birthmarks that can be flat or raised [23].
• Dermatofibroma (df): Superficial benign fibrous histiocytoma which primarily

occur in women [24].
• Melanocytic nevi (nv): Benign birthmarks and moles that resemble melanoma

[25].

Importantly, these classes are not unique. Thus, some patients may present with
more than one type of lesion. More than 50% of lesion images were confirmed
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Fig. 1 A lower extremity sample for a 50-year-old male diagnosed with melanocytic nevei (upper
left). A lesion sample from a 60-year-old male diagnosed with melanoma (upper right). A face
lesion sample from a 70-year-old female diagnosed with basal cell carcinoma (lower left) and a
lesion sample from a 50-year-old female diagnosed with benign keratosis-like lesions (upper right)

by pathology, while the ground truth for the rest of were either follow-up, expert
consensus, or confirmation by in vivo confocal microscopy.

3 Methodology

CNNs are the state of the art in deep learning for image classification [26], and there
are numerous applications for CNN medical image analysis [27].

3.1 Image Preprocessing

Images were preprocessed using normalization techniques, for example, scaling
image intensity to the range of [0, 1]. To increase processing speed each image
was down sampled to 50 × 50 × 3 pixels. Images were unevenly distributed
across classes. Thus, to remove potential bias subsets were created by randomly
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Fig. 2 Visualization of the CNN model built

sampling evenly from the seven categories that ensured the complete population
was considered. One aspect of preparation of the images was to be assure that no
repeated image should be appeared in training dataset, to address this issue, a chi-
square distance measurement technique was used [28].

Data augmentation techniques were employed to increase the number of images
available to train on. Images were rotated, zoomed, and flipped.

3.2 CNN

The architecture of CNN model employed is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of two
convolutional parts: First, two convolutional layers followed by a pooling layer with
a dropout rate of 0.25; second, two convolutional layers, a pooling layer and dropout
rate of 0.30, trailed by a flattening of densely connected layers. The convolutional,
also known as pooling steps, condense information. The lowest resolution images
did not provide enough information to allow for the second convolutional/pooling
layers and were omitted. Sometimes results from the first convolutional models
were good, besting more complex models. This pattern was particularly true for
medium-resolution images. It appears that medium-resolution images can run out
of the information required by more complex models, and performance begins to
suffer.

3.3 VGG-Net

The last set of models considered employed the VGG16 algorithm [29]. The general
structure of this network is a 16-layer CNN that uses 3 × 3 filters with stride and
pad of 1, along with 2 × 2 max pooling layers with stride of 2. The convolutional
layers have 16, 64, 128, 256, 512 nodes successively. As the spatial size of the input
volumes at each layer decrease, the result of the convolutional and pool layers, the
depth of the volumes increases as the number of filters increases, doubling after
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each maxpool layer. The flattened layers consist of 1098, 4098, and 7 nodes. The
final layer employs a SoftMax activation function.

4 Results

In the current analysis the CNN was found to produce an accuracy of 93% and
minimal test loss of 0.18%. However, it did not sufficiently address the issue of
overfitting. This can be seen clearly in the wide gaps between training and test set
performance in Fig. 3.

When compared to the CNN without data augmentation, the model including
augmented data did improve accuracy to 94% and decreased loss to 0.14% (shown
in Fig. 4). The problem of overfitting was not ideal.

The VGG16 had an average accuracy of 93.67%, sensitivity of 95.66%, and
specificity of 80.43%. A ten-fold cross validation was used to estimate the efficiency
of the model. The learning curve of this topology is shown in Fig. 5. The learning
curves indicate that the training loss decreases to a point of stability, and the small
gap with training loss suggest overfitting was mostly resolved.

Metrics for each k-fold of the model are shown in Table 1. From the table, the
ability of the model to correctly identify those with cancer (i.e., true positive rate)
is as high as 96% and never lower than 94%, while the ability to correctly identify
those without cancer (i.e., true negative rate) is as high as 83% and no lower than
70%. Notably higher than those provided by experts [9].

Table 2 indicates how accurately each of the seven classes of skin lesions are
predicted. The most common type of skin cancer (bcc) is predicted with an accuracy
of 95.61%. The deadliest skin cancer (mel) is predicted with an accuracy greater
than 90%. Thus, the model performs well in diagnosing the most serious cases.

Fig. 3 Accuracy (left panel) and loss (right panel) of the CNN model without data augmentation
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Fig. 4 Accuracy (left panel) and loss (right panel) of the CNN model with data augmentation

Fig. 5 Accuracy (left panel) and loss (right panel) of the VGG16 model

Table 1 K-fold cross
validation metrics

K-Fold Accuracy (%) Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

1 94.05 95.96 81.55
2 93.67 95.43 81.49
3 93.94 95.83 81.39
4 94 95.78 82.03
5 94.38 96.2 82.55
6 93.93 95.74 81.79
7 91.02 94.05 70.58
8 94.06 95.96 81.62
9 93.82 95.78 80.87
10 93.86 95.93 80.47
Avg 93.68 95.67 80.43
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Table 2 Predictive accuracy
by lesion classification

Lesion classification Accuracy (%) Sample N

Bkl 89.97 219
Nv 85.82 1329
Df 99.30 19
Mel 90.26 219
Vasc 99.25 38
Bcc 95.61 110
Akiec 96.31 69

5 Conclusions

A deep learning approach to diagnosing different types of skin lesions ranging
from potentially deadly skin cancers to benign age spots was employed. Results
indicate that an automated approach can be used to effectively diagnose the etiology
of lesions, detecting skin cancers more accurately than human experts [9]. This
is an important finding with high pragmatic value. An approach to skin cancer
screening will greatly improve health outcomes for patients while reducing resource
expenditures. For instance, patients will be able to obtain accurate preliminary
diagnosis from their primary care physician without seeking out a specialist, rural
patients would be able to obtain a diagnosis through telemedicine, and laboratories
would likely see a reduction in the number of unnecessary biopsies needing to be
processed. While further testing and refinement is required, we believe the current
results can help healthcare providers to make more accurate decisions.
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Effects of Domain Randomization
on Simulation-to-Reality Transfer
of Reinforcement Learning Policies for
Industrial Robots

C. Scheiderer, N. Dorndorf, and T. Meisen

1 Introduction

In recent years, the paradigm of reinforcement learning (RL) has been employed
successfully to solve a multitude of different control tasks from games [1, 2] to
resource management [3] to robotics [4, 5]. The concept of using an autonomously
exploring agent, which is able to leverage experience in order to deduce favorable
strategies from observations and performance indicators promises potential to
automate tasks where a solution strategy is hard to formulate.

The underlying principle of trial-and-error however limits the applicability of
RL. Generating enough experience in order to derive sufficiently accurate control
strategies may present a major challenge. This becomes especially apparent when
using RL to solve real-world tasks in the domain of robotics, where the execution of
actions is time-consuming and costly in comparison to tasks in the digital domain.
In addition, the integral property of exploration implies the possibility of executing
suboptimal actions, which in real-world scenarios may be disproportionately expen-
sive or safety critical.

One possibility of reducing the need for task-specific experience is given by
the application of transfer learning [6, 7]. Transfer learning is based on the idea
of using knowledge acquired from a source task in order to reduce the training
efforts required to learn a target task. One obvious choice of a source task, when
considering real-world RL, is simulations.
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In this chapter, we focus on domain randomization [8] as a method for trans-
ferring RL agents from a simulation to the real world for robotic applications.
In domain randomization, variations are purposefully induced into the simulation
environment. The goal hereby is to increase the robustness of a trained RL agent
with respect to deviations between simulation and the real world. We consider a
robotic task inspired by the work of [9, 10], in which a RL agent is trained end-
to-end on the wire-loop game. The task is designed to be based on real motion
planning scenarios for industrial processes such as welding or gluing. The goal of
the game is to guide a loop over a wire without touching it. Our agents are based
on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and are able to observe the environment
via a camera. The agents directly control the movement of the robot holding the
loop. In addition to the real-world setup, we use a corresponding simulation in
which parameters, such as colors and textures of loop, wire and background, are
adjustable. The agents are pretrained in the simulation with domain randomization
and subsequently transferred to the real-world task. In our experiments we vary
the parameters chosen for randomization and observe effects on the agents’ ability
to transfer. We finally use Grad-CAM [11] to visualize the attention placed by
the agents on various parts of an observed camera image in order to assess the
robustness of an agent after pretraining in the simulation as well as its data-
efficiency when adapting to the real-world task after transfer.

2 Related Work

2.1 Reinforcement Learning

As RL is thoroughly discussed in various other works [9, 12, 13] only a short
overview of the key aspects is provided. In general, RL describes the concept of
iteratively training an agent in a trial-and-error fashion on solving a task in an
environment E . At each discrete time step t, the agent observes the environment’s
state st ∈ S . Based on the observation, the agent then chooses an action at according
to its policy. The policy is given by a probability distribution over all actions given
an observed state π (a| s). In deep RL, the policy is represented by artificial neural
networks. The execution of action at yields the reward rt and the next state st + 1,
completing one iteration of the learning process. The overall goal of an agent is to
find a policy which maximizes the discounted future reward Rt = ∑∞

i=0γ
irt+i+1,

where the discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1] adjusts the importance attributed to future
rewards.

For tasks with continuous action spaces, actor–critic architectures have proven to
be a suitable approach [14, 15]. They consist of two models, the actor and the critic,
which are trained interdependently. On the one hand, the actor models the agent’s
policy and maps states onto actions. The critic on the other hand learns to evaluate
and improve the actor’s performance. Analogous to [9], we use deep deterministic
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policy gradient (DDPG) [15] to train actor–critic architectures, whereby both actor
and critic are represented by artificial neural networks.

2.2 Simulation-to-Reality Transfer Learning

The aim of transfer learning lies in reusing knowledge acquired during solving one
source task in order to efficiently learn a new target task [7]. Especially in computer
vision, the benefit of transfer learning has successfully been shown for tasks such as
object detection [16], pose estimation [17], or image segmentation [18].

When applying transfer learning to RL setups, the question about suitable source
tasks arises. One intuitive possibility for enriching data from a real-world process
is by using simulations. This option is attractive especially in industrial contexts, as
obtaining experience from suboptimal process situations (e.g., low-quality products
or slower production cycles) or critical conditions (e.g., high wear and tear of a
tool) can be realized in virtual environments without consequences to the real-world
production line.

The major challenge to overcome when using simulation data for pretraining an
agent is the reality gap [19]. The reality gap describes the fact that simulations do
not model the real world perfectly. Deviations arise, for example, from inadequately
modeled parameters or lower resolution of the simulation environment. One strategy
for overcoming the reality gap lies in an effort to improve the quality of a simulation,
making the simulation as realistic as possible [20, 21]. This approach however
assumes a deep understanding of underlying physical principles in the real-world
process in order to be able to model them. In addition, increasing the quality of a
simulation often requires extensive computation, which limits the applicability of
the simulation.

A different strategy is aimed at finding a mapping from the distribution of
simulation data onto the distribution of real-world data using generative adversarial
networks (GANs) [22]. This mapping in turn can be used to enhance the realism of
the artificial training samples. Alternatively, mappings of both simulation and real
data in a shared feature space on which the agent is trained can mitigate the reality
gap [23]. Finding such mappings however relies on the availability of sufficient real-
world data.

In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, domain randomization [8] cir-
cumvents the need for both perfect simulations and real-world experience by
purposefully randomizing visual (e.g., colors, textures) or even physical (e.g.,
friction) properties. This way the agent is exposed to a manifold of environments,
which forces the agent to disregard the parameter variations. Although the majority
of environments are not necessarily realistic, it has been shown by various works
that agents are able to generalize and find robust control policies applicable to
the real-world target task [8, 24–28]. While the successful application of domain
randomization has been demonstrated before, the effects of different randomizations
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regarding the robustness and transferability of pretrained networks, to our knowl-
edge, were not investigated to date.

2.3 Attention Maps

While artificial neural networks have proven to be very powerful tools, their lack of
interpretability remains a key obstacle to the application in industrial environments.
One possibility to gain insights into their decision-making process is to take a look
at what areas of an input influence the final decision the most. This can be achieved
by examining the gradient of an output with respect to the input [29] or the effects
of perturbations to the input to the prediction [30, 31]. In this chapter we employ
Grad-CAM [11], which was developed for CNNs. By calculating the gradient of
an output with respect to the feature maps of convolutional layers, an importance
weighting of the feature maps is determined. Using this weighting the feature maps
are recombined to arrive at attention maps which highlight important regions in the
input image and thusly promote transparency for the network’s decision.

While previous works have covered the application of attention maps for RL
[32], the application of attention maps for investigating the effects of domain
randomization proposed in this chapter is, again to our knowledge, novel.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Learning Environment

Our use-case scenario is inspired by the work of Meyes et al. [9], in which a six-axis
industrial robot is tasked with playing the wire-loop game. The loop is constructed
out of a 3D-printed base to which two metal rods are mounted. By measuring the
conductivity between the metal rods and the wire it is possible to determine whether
the loop is touching the wire. The hardware setup is depicted in Fig. 1a.

At every time step, an agent observes the shape of the wire immediately in front
of the loop in the form of a down-sampled image taken by a camera mounted to the
loop (Fig. 1b). The agent subsequently has to decide for a continuous action at ∈R

3,
which describes the longitudinal, lateral, and rotational movement of the loop. The
game is considered lost in case the loop touches the wire or if the agent is not
progressing along the wire. Conversely, the game is won once the agent successfully
arrives at the end of the wire without touching it. We choose our reward function
analogous to Meyes et al. [9], whereby the reward function is continuous between
[−1, 1] and incentivizes progress along the wire.

Our simulation is based on the simulation software V-REP [33] and mirrors the
real-world setup (Fig. 1c–d). In addition to controlling the robot and detecting con-
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Fig. 1 Examples of randomized simulation parameters

tact between wire and loop, we can also dynamically change multiple environment
parameters in order to conduct domain randomization:

• The colors of wire, background, and loop can be set to arbitrary RGB values
• In addition, 20 different textures can be chosen for the wire and the background
• The camera pose can be varied with a maximum displacement of 1.5 cm and a

maximum rotation of 5
◦

in every direction
• Random Gaussian noise the image taken by the camera, normalized between

0 and 1, can optionally be superimposed with random Gaussian noise with a
standard deviation of 0.01.

As shown in Fig. 2, the variation of these environment parameters allows for the
generation of highly diverse scenarios.
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Fig. 2 The experimental setup consisting of a real (a) and a simulated (c) industrial robot. The
environment is observed via real (b) and simulated (d) camera images

3.2 Agent Architecture

Analogous to [9], the agent comprises an actor and a critic network trained with
DDPG and Adam as the optimizer. The actor network consists of three convolutional
layers with 30, 15, and 10 filters and respective kernel sizes of 5 × 5, 5 × 5,
and 3 × 3. After every convolutional layer, batch normalization is performed.
MaxPooling is applied after the first two convolutional layers with a pooling size
of 2 × 2. The CNN is followed by four densely connected layers with sizes of 400,
200, 100, and 3. ReLU is used as activation function after every layer, except for the
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last one. Instead, the last layer has one of its three neurons activated with a sigmoid
function and the remaining two with tanh activations. The three outputs constitute
the longitudinal and lateral movement as well as the rotation of the loop. Using the
sigmoid activation for the longitudinal action results in the prevention of backward
movement.

Similarly, the critic network employs a CNN of the same topology as the actor
network. The output of the CNN as well as the action input of the critic are each
processed by one respective densely connected layer of size 200. The two resulting
outputs are concatenated and further passed through two densely connected layers
of sizes 200, 100, and 1.

3.3 Design of Experiments

The method of domain randomization is applied to improve the generalization of the
agent by artificially increasing the variability of the training data in the simulation.
In our case we uniformly randomize the environment parameters colors, textures,
camera pose, and camera noise for each training run. In order to investigate how
the individual parameters influence the training and the success on the real robot,
we consider six different configurations which randomize different combinations of
the parameters available (Table 1). Parameters which are not randomized are kept at
the value of the standard setup shown in Fig. 1c–d. The agents are tested after every
50th training iteration on the standard setup. Once the wire is traversed successfully
training is stopped.

After pretraining the agents in simulation, we transfer them to the real-world
setup, whereby the actor and critic neural networks including their optimizer states
as well as the experience replay buffer are saved and transferred to maintain
continuous training. We reset the exploration rate back to full exploration, which
enables the agent to collect experience in the real world with high diversity. This
procedure was chosen experimentally, as it resulted in the best performance of the
agents after transfer. Training is continued until the agent is able to complete the

Table 1 Experiment configurations

Configuration Parameter
Colors Textures Camera pose Camera noise

1
2 � �
3 � � �
4 � � �
5 � � �
6 � � � �

Overview of parameters chosen for randomization during the respective training of the 6 agents
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Fig. 3 In order to better understand an agent’s behavior, attention maps are generated for 4 agents
(1, 2, 5, 6) using different states from simulation (states 1–3) and the real world (4 & 5). The states
vary in complexity with regard to colors and textures. A rainbow-coloring scheme is used, which
spans from red (high attention) to blue (low attention)

real-world task as well. Analogous to the simulation, the performance is tested after
every 50th training iteration.

Finally, we take the pretrained actor networks and generate attention maps for
different input images using Grad-CAM. A variety of images are chosen from both
the simulation and the real world (see Fig. 3, left column). In combination with the
behavior observed during training the attention maps are qualitatively examined and
conclusions regarding different randomization strategies are drawn.
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Table 2 Required training
steps until game finished

Agent Simulation (pretraining) Real-world (transfer)

1 400 600
2 1500 250
3 1900 250
4 2400 0

5 700 350
6 2850 0

4 Results

In the following we compare and discuss the training results using the above-
mentioned experimental configurations. Table 2 lists the amounts of training steps
required to learn the wire loop game in simulation using different randomization
strategies, as well as the training steps required once the respective agents are
transferred to and retrained on the real-world setup.

4.1 Training in Simulation

Intuitively, the training effort increases with a growing complexity of the observa-
tions associated with more randomization. The amount of training steps increases by
a factor of 7 when applying full-domain randomization (agent 6) in comparison to
no-domain randomization (agent 1). Especially changes in the camera position and
orientation have a large influence on the learning process, as the number of training
iterations increases only slightly with a fixed camera (agent 5) in contrast to the
other experimental setups where it is randomized. Textures (agent 4) seem to have
a stronger impact on the training than noise (agent 3). One possible explanation is
that even with noise the detection of the wire by color is still fairly straightforward,
whereas changing textures are more likely to confuse the neural network.

4.2 Transfer to Real World

The results of transferring the pretrained agents to the real world are also reported
in Table 2. Two agents were able to complete the task immediately: the agent
trained with full domain randomization (agent 6) and the agent trained with domain
randomization but without noise (agent 4). This confirms the ability of domain ran-
domization toward generating robust agents solely in simulation. Additionally, the
previously observed minor impact of noise randomization is further substantiated.

All agents trained with some form of domain randomization in the simulation
require less additional training in the real world than the agent trained without
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domain randomization. We also observe a strong negative correlation [r(4)= − .94,
p = 0.005] between the required training steps in simulation and the real world.
This intuitively translates into a positive effect of pretraining in more complex
environments, and thusly increasing robustness, for solving the target task.

The added Gaussian noise does not seem to play a major role in the transfer
of policies to the real robot, as the agents trained without additional noise in the
simulation perform as well in the real world as their counterparts trained without
noise. Randomization of the camera pose and textures, however, have a big effect
on the transferability. These findings are plausible, as the mechanical connections
between camera and tool as well as tool and robot experience some mechanical play
in the real-world setup. Additionally, a camera image taken in the real world will
always exhibit some sort of texture compared to the perfectly simulated images.

4.3 Attention Maps

As mentioned above, we apply Grad-CAM to the policies (actor networks) of our
agents after pretraining in simulation. A selection of resulting attention maps is
shown in Fig. 3. The states 1–3 are taken from simulation, and states 4 and 5 from
the real world. To obtain state 5 we removed the black cardboard background from
the demonstrator to increase complexity of the input image.

Each agent is pretrained in simulation. Afterwards training is continued on the
real robot. Each training is run until the agent is able to complete the game. The
enumeration coincides with Table 1 (Configuration n ➔ Agent n).

In general, we expect a well-performing agent to focus on the wire and disregard
the background, as identifying the wire is essential to solving the task. This behavior
can be observed for state 1, for which the differences in attention maps for the agents
are only marginal. This is plausible as the standard setup is part of the state space
for all randomization configurations.

For state 2 we observe a significant degradation of the ability of agent 1 to locate
the wire due to the addition of texture, which the agent did not need to account
for during its training process. Interestingly enough, agent 2 correctly identifies the
wire, even though it was not exposed to texture randomization. This indicates that
the variation of camera poses reinforces the agent to learn a more complete concept
of the wire.

Detecting the wire in state 3 in the lower right corner is a hard task even for
humans, as the dark wire disappears in front of the dark texture stripes. As before,
agent 1 clearly struggles with the texture. In addition, agent 5 is also completely
distracted by the dark stripe. While agent 2 pays attention to the wire, it also falsely
focuses on the upper left corner. The superior attention of agent 2 compared to agent
5 is unexpected considering the training configurations, but again displays that agent
2 seems to have learned a robust representation of the wire due to the variation of
the camera pose. Agent 6 exhibits the best performance for state 3, highlighting the
benefit of combining parameter randomizations to increase robustness.
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Even though state 4 is very similar to state 1 from a human perspective, agent 1 is
distracted by a gradient induced by the lighting. While agents 4 and 5 pay attention
in the general area of the wire, they seem to be drawn more to the lower left corner
instead of the wire itself. Agent 6 again is the only agent which clearly identifies the
wire.

Similar observations can be found for state 5, where agents 1, 2, and 5 focus
mostly on the sharp background structure in the lower left corner. Although very
weakly, agent 2 at least pays some attention along the wire, again showing the
positive effect of camera-pose randomization. As before, agent 6 demonstrates its
ability to robustly localize the wire despite complex conditions.

Revisiting the agents’ abilities to transfer to the real world, a correlation between
the transfer success and the interpretation of attention maps becomes evident. When
ranking the agents’ abilities to focus on the wire under the discussed conditions,
full randomization (agent 6) clearly resulted in the most robust policy. It is also
apparent that without any randomizations (agent 1) the worst performance is
achieved. Randomizing the camera pose (agent 2) arguably has a higher benefit than
randomizing textures (agent 5), which becomes especially clear for states 3 and 5.
As observed before, applying random Gaussian noise to the camera image does not
have any significant effect.

We thus draw the conclusion that in addition to allowing interpretation of the
decision-making process of artificial neural networks, attention maps are a valuable
tool to assess the prospects of success of simulation-to-reality transfer learning. For
vision-based tasks in particular our results suggest that randomization of the camera
pose results in the highest amount of robustness, whereas the addition of random
Gaussian noise has no effect on the agent’s ability to focus its attention.

4.4 Summary and Outlook

In this chapter we examined domain randomization for pretraining RL agents in a
simulation in order to decrease training effort in the real world. We investigated the
effects of choosing different parameters for randomization on the transferability of
the respective agents. In our experiments we found that domain randomization in
any case improves the training efficiency in the real world. We also discovered a
strong negative correlation between training effort in simulation and the real world
under varying randomization configurations. We attribute this finding to a higher
complexity in simulation leading to more robust agents leading to faster training
in the real world. In addition, we used Grad-CAM to generate attention maps for
pretrained agents and discovered a correlation between the qualitative interpretation
of such attention maps and the exhibited performance of the agents after transferring
them to the real world.

Going forward, the applicability of attention maps as means to predict the success
of transfer learning requires further investigation. Especially for scenarios where
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exploration in the target domain is very costly, attention maps may help to guide
refinement of agent robustness prior to transfer.

Although simulations run significantly faster than the respective real-world
process, the training time of an agent still increases with an increasing number of
parameters chosen for randomization. In addition to optimizing the actual transfer,
attention maps might also prove useful to decrease training time in simulation. As
demonstrated, attention maps hold information regarding which kinds of scenarios
the agent has already learned and more importantly, which ones it is still struggling
with. It is thus conceivable to use this information to purposefully select parameter
variations which will advance the agent’s robustness, instead of the current random
selection. Inspired by GANs, this could potentially be achieved and automated
using an adversarial agent which is rewarded for identifying scenarios beneficial
for training the former agent.
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Human Motion Recognition Using
Zero-Shot Learning

Farid Ghareh Mohammadi, Ahmed Imteaj, M. Hadi Amini, and
Hamid R. Arabnia

1 Introduction

Motivation Motion/activity recognition is considered to be a challenging task as
there is a greater need to recognize more human activity states, and therefore, it
is becoming difficult to prepare a dataset that covers all sample states of motion
and activity [1]. To alleviate such a situation, researchers propose applying zero-
shot learning (ZSL), which constructs a mapping function from available features to
semantic information and ensures the recognition of human activity states in spite of
having unseen and unlabeled test data. In prior works, scientists use ZSL to assess a
projection function that takes features as well as semantic space for prediction and
conjuring classification. Prior models, however, are not capable of predicting when
the test data contains unseen and unlabeled classes, and hence, researchers fail to
classify unseen and unlabeled classes due to the project domain shift problem. This
problem occurs when seen and labeled classes, and unseen and unlabeled classes
vary from each other significantly, so the projection function cannot recognize the
proper categories for unseen and unlabeled classes.

Kodirov et al. [2] presented an encoder–decoder paradigm concept for ZSL
by leveraging semantic information and learning through encoder and decoder
as one possible solution to this problem. Their proposed model can be used as
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under-complete auto-encoder, i.e., data structure and data visualization can be
learned through this model, and it is capable of regenerating the input signal.
They considered an auxiliary constraint for the decoder, which implies that the
decoder must be able to regenerate the original output of the visual feature. Semantic
information is the bridge between encoder and decoder. This further helped them
accelerate the performance of their algorithm.

Researchers proposed another sample solution to the problem in [3] showing
zero-shot emotion recognition from speech samples, where the samples are consid-
ered to be extracted from emotion states that have not been seen before. They applied
attribute learning for making an association with each emotion attribute, captured
paralinguistic features from the human speech by comparing with known emotions,
and finally, used label learning to predict the unknown emotional state. Also, xu et
al. [4] proposed a video action recognition technique using a self-training and data
aggregation approach based on ZSL for improving the performance of mapping
between the video action features and semantic space. To devise this, they projected
their class labels to the semantic embedding space, learned to map visual attributes
to the semantic space, and aggregated their training and auxiliary data to attain zero-
shot learning.

Another ZSL solution considers purchasing unseen and unlabeled product by
learning from seen and labeled product. The social learning studies [5, 6] showed
human behavior learning through purchasing a product by learning from prior
consumer knowledge about the product. These studies showed the relationship
between the willingness of consumers to buy a product and reviews about the
product quality history. These studies leveraged statistics, especially Bayesian
theory, to help ZSL recognize the unlabeled and unseen products.

As seen in the aforementioned examples, zero-shot learning plays a pivotal role in
recognizing unseen and unlabeled objects and overcoming a limitation of machine
learning. ZSL provides a projection function to recognize the unseen and unlabeled
classes. The crux of ZSL is to learn a visual-semantic function and represent objects
semantically. To that end, researchers have proposed complex projection functions,
which lead to a higher risk of overfitting and accordingly yield poor performance
on the unseen and unlabeled classes. However, on the other hand, simple linear
functions obtain poor classification accuracy on the seen classes and do not perform
accurately on the unseen and unlabeled classes. To contribute to the field and
leverage published recent works and extend them properly for work re-usability
and meeting research life cycle as discussed [7], in this paper, we address this linear
function problem by using semantic auto-encoder zsl [2] and extending our work [8]
to recognize unseen and unlabeled human motions by learning seen human motions.

Contributions The main contribution of this paper lies in two steps.

� First: We develop and tune SAE parameters in a way that improves the
performance. We tune λ, which is the only external parameter, and embedded
parameters such as HITK and DIST. After examining and experimenting with
different parameters, we find that only HITK has a positive and direct impact on
the accuracy of the proposed method.
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� Second: We further investigate our work [8] and extend it to apply to a
completely new area of human motion detection.

Organization The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 elaborates
more on previous works in two major categories: supervised and unsupervised
learning. In Sect. 3, we explain details of our novel framework to find the optimal
projection matrix and to recognize unseen and unlabeled human motion and action.
Section 4 is devoted to experiment results, followed by Sect. 5, which concludes the
paper.

2 Related Work

Machine learning algorithms leverage the inductive learning process to learn from
training data to identify a pattern, which refers to a model to cover whole sample
space thoroughly. Inductive learning rigorously learns from only labeled and seen
classes. It fails when the number of labeled seen classes are not captured within
training datasets. With this, we have a low-performance model to evaluate testing
datasets. The learning process occurs in two different ways: supervised learning and
unsupervised learning. Here, we present a wide range of research studies on the
applications of ZSL [9] and discuss them within their associated learning groups for
clarity in method comparison.

2.1 Supervised Learning

Supervised learning occurs if the given input dataset provides a target value for
each instance. This means that the learning model maps instances to the associated
target value. This mapping function refers to a model or pattern, then this model
aims to predict the target value on testing datasets. For certain, researchers [10–13]
have designed a human activity recognition model using mobile embedded sensors
and capitalizing fixed points arithmetic of support vector machine (SVM). All these
works used mobile sensor data for predicting human activity and motion, but may
face difficulty when test activities go from known to unknown. As human activity
can be of many forms and patterns even within a particular activity, it is likely
that the model will be evaluated on unspecified test data. In such a situation, a
conventional supervised learning model is likely to predict a wrong category which
will downgrade the system performance accuracy.

The author in [14] studied a similar problem within video classification by
applying natural language processing techniques to extract textual features from
an event description. They projected the extracted features on a high-dimensional
space by applying text expansion to compute the similarity matrix, but they did not
perform any semantic similarities or affinities analysis in their model. Due to lack
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of semantic analysis, the bridging section of the auto-encoder will not work causing
low performance.

2.2 Unsupervised Learning

Vaha et al. [15] used hip-worn accelerometers for the recognition of lying, sitting,
and standing motions. Ghareh Mohammadi and Amini [16] proposed meta-sense,
which learns to sense objects, human beings, and the ambient environment lever-
aging device-free human sensing. A regularized sparse coding-based unsupervised
zero-shot learning model is designed in [17] that formulates a projection function
by learning through labeled source data along with unlabeled test data. The authors
in [18] focused on the drawback of traditional ZSL where the association among
the attributes needs to be defined manually. In this work [18], they proposed
an automatic association prediction between the attributes within the dataset and
unseen classes for an unsupervised learning problem.

A transfer learning approach based on semantic labeling is proposed [19], where
they perform zero-shot learning without any attribute and positive exemplars. In
their proposed approach, they used a concept detector which was trained with
seen and labeled classes of videos. They extracted information weights through
identifying a semantic correlation within input text data to build a projection
function within an action classifier. But, they did not use any encoder scheme
to carry out an efficient learning process to generate an optimum projection
function. Zhang et al. [20] presented a text mining algorithm using natural language
processing (NLP) that helps to compute a correlation among words to generate
values, referred to as semantic information, for the human motions/actions like
sitting, walking, and laying down. They introduced a zero-shot late-fusion approach
that exploits the co-occurrence of verbs and nouns rather than semantic correlations.
This method works better than the research discussed in [19], when a sufficient
training set is available, but it fails to recognize actions when there exist significant
performance gaps between noun/verb features.

Qin et al. [21] proposed zero-shot learning using an error-correcting output,
where the model is trained using indispensable data structures and category level
semantics based on seen categories. They execute the domain shift of knowledge
by transferring the correlations captured from seen categories of data to unseen
ones by adapting a semantic transfer strategy. Moreover, Liu et al. [22] presented
a work to discover semantic attributes for a given classification task. They tried to
reduce feature dimension during discriminative selection and performed prediction
considering attribute reliability and discriminative power. But, they did not consider
semantic drift as a reliability property which could help them with the approxima-
tion.
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2.3 Auto-Encoder

Auto-Encoder is another technique using machine learning algorithms to yield
promising results. Kodirov et al. [17] focused on solving the domain shift problem
using auto-Encoder. To achieve this, they considered projection learning as a
regularized sparse coding-based, unsupervised problem. For the learning projection
function, they used the regularization function which controls transformation
strength from source to target domain and fixes the domain shift issue. Their domain
shift problem requires access to all the test data which mean that ZSL is not a viable
option. To improve the learning projection function, Lin et al. [23] proposed a label
auto-encoder to enable multi-semantic synthesis in ZSL. They tried to fuse latent
relationship and interaction between semantic and feature space after manifolding
process is done. But, their approach ignores the negative structure influence during
constructing model. So, we needed an optimal and linear projection function which
is robust enough tackling any negative structures of data.

Schonfeld et al. [24] propose a variational auto-encoders based modality-specific
model to learn feature attributes and the related class embedding of images. Using
the learned distributions and the side information associated with those images,
they constructed latent features containing the useful multi-modal knowledge that
identify unseen classes. But, their proposed approach does not work well if the
domain gap between seen domain and unseen domain class is large.

A semantic auto-encoder framework is designed in [25] to obtain a low-ranked
mapping between features and their semantic representations which would be
beneficial for data construction. They adapt an encoder–decoder scheme, where the
encoder learns projection from a visual feature space to related semantic space and
the decoder restores the previous data using the learned mapping. But they did not
consider intrinsic mapping between visual features and semantic space.

3 Proposed Method

When it comes to prediction with traditional machine learning algorithms, they
work best on seen and labeled classes, but do not work with unseen and unlabeled
classes. This prediction is done based on an inductive learning process. This
inductive process extracts some rules and functions from training data and does the
generalization. However, this process still does not work for unseen and unlabeled
classes. In this paper, we propose an algorithm based on a transductive learning
process to extend the Zero-Shot learning application in human motion recognition.
The transductive process extracts rules and turns them into a specific function for
certain unseen and unlabeled classes. Therefore, we extend our past work [8], which
is an advanced zero-shot learning for image classification, in order to apply to this
human motion classification problem. Our goal is to learn from seen and labeled
classes such as motions and activities, such as sitting, laying, standing, and walking,
and to recognize unseen and unlabeled classes like walking up and down the stairs.
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The main difference between the proposed method and the traditional machine
learning algorithms is its linear projection function that yields promising results
on unseen and unlabeled classes.

3.1 Preliminary

To understand the idea of zero-shot learning, let us suppose we have a distribution of
seen and labeled classes, (D)=( X, Y) where Y goes for the sets of seen classes. It is
crucial to identify a projection function which takes (D), then map seen and labeled
classes to semantic space in an optimized way that helps us to use the projection
function to map unseen and unlabeled classes in semantic space to test data (Dt )=(
Xt , Yt ), where Yt goes for unseen and unlabeled classes and Yt ∧ Y = ∅. The
main difference between zero-shot learning and machine learning is the input data
and the way they learn in training phases. Machine learning learns from a training
dataset, which covers all classes in a test dataset. Moreover, machine learning
extracts some numbers from data and then finds the best possible pattern based on
the data extracted. However, zero-shot learning only takes a dataset and includes a
semantic space where the features accept binary values either 0 or 1. 1 means that
a specific sample has this feature and 0 means that the sample does not have this
option. Furthermore, zero-shot learning behaves like the human cognitive system
(i.e., zero-shot learning understands data like a human enabling us to recognize
unseen objects). Figure 1 presents a clear presentation of how the projection function
works to map unseen motions to semantic space.

3.2 Semantic Auto-Encoder Adaptation on Human Motion
Recognition

Figure 2 represents three main sections of our proposed method. One is preparing
a dataset which plays an important role in zero-shot learning. We have to follow
pre-processing techniques to convert the dataset to a standard dataset, which then
enables us to apply our proposed method. The raw dataset has only training and
testing datasets. Each of them includes 6 seen and labeled classes such as 6 types
of motions and actions. Machine learning algorithms try to learn all 6 types and
predict the same types while examining the test dataset. However, in this paper, we
only divide our dataset into two categories. One is seen and labeled classes and the
other one is unseen and unlabeled classes. Seen classes include 4 types of actions
including standing, walking, laying, and sitting, while Unseen classes consist of
walking downstairs and walking upstairs.

The second section stands for seeking an optimal projection matrix or function
which learns from seen actions and motions. The strength of our method is a linear
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Fig. 1 Projection function for human motion recognition. Note 1. Seen motions: seen and labeled
classes. Unseen motions: unseen and unlabeled classes

Fig. 2 Proposed framework for human motion recognition. Note. Seen Motions: seen and labeled
classes. Unseen Motions: unseen and unlabeled classes

projection function which provides minimum error when mapping to a semantic
space. Furthermore, we decrease the time complexity of the learning model by
only using a linear function rather than a complex model, which may lead to
overfitting. Thus, this step prevents us from getting stuck in a local minimum and
having an overfitting problem. We use the semantic auto-encoder (SAE) [2] as zero-
shot learning to generate the projection function. Kodirov et al. [2] used Sylvester
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equation to compute an optimal projection function, W, using three parameters A
= SST , B= λXXT , and C= (1+ λ)SXT .

The third section is an important phase where we apply the projected function
on unseen motions and actions to yield a better result. We use the same projected
function, where we embed semantic information for unseen motions and actions.
Technically, the nature of the auto-encoder is to transform a training dataset to a
semantic space with a projection function W.

3.3 Tuning Projection Functions for Semantic Auto-Encoder

To enhance the performance of the projection functions, semantic auto-encoder
functions, we need to update the parameters. In our recent work [8], we have shown
that by tuning parameters, unseen and unlabeled images can be classified. In this
paper, we propose to tune parameters to classify unseen and unlabeled motions. Our
proposed method has one general parameter,λ, and different embedded parameters
such as HITK, DIST, etc. We examine the generated dataset and proposed method
once with a default value of embedded parameters and then with tuned parameters.
When we set the value of HITK equal to 2, the result of the proposed methods
reaches 100% performance on unseen and unlabeled motion and action detection.

4 Experimental Result

We develop a zero-shot learning method leveraging semantic auto-encoder [2].
Furthermore, we tune one of the embedding parameters, HITK, to yield a high
performance result. This process of applying ZSL to motion recognition and
parameter tuning proves that our algorithm on human motion recognition has
adapted properly.

4.1 Dataset

In this paper, we use a dataset,1 which includes 561 features and 6 labels. This
dataset was generated by experiments, which have been carried out with a group of
30 people ranging from 19 to 48 years old. Every individual performed six different

1UCI dataset for human action recognition: https://www.kaggle.com/uciml/human-activity-
recognition-with-smartphones: access date: Oct. 30, 2019.

https://www.kaggle.com/uciml/human-activity-recognition-with-smartphones
https://www.kaggle.com/uciml/human-activity-recognition-with-smartphones
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motions and activities, such as standing, sitting, laying, walking, walking upstairs,
and walking downstairs, with a smartphone placed on the waist. The researchers
used the smartphone’s embedded accelerometer and gyroscope to capture one 3-
axial linear acceleration and one 3-axial angular velocity at a static rate of 50 Hz.
The dataset is manually generated through recording activities, then is labeled.
To obtain the dataset, 70 and 30% of the people were selected for generating the
training and the test data, respectively.

In order to apply ZSL to this dataset, we need to convert it to seen and unseen
classes as discussed in the proposed method section. In zero-shot learning, we do not
consider a training and testing dataset. Instead, we consider seen and labeled classes
consisting of standing, sitting, laying, and walking, and unseen and unlabeled
classes including walking upstairs and walking downstairs. Zero-shot learning takes
seen classes to generate an optimal projection matrix or function to be able to
recognize the unseen classes.

4.2 Supervised Learning Results

In [10–13], the researchers have used this dataset to apply their method to detect
human motion and action. Table 1 presents their results, which show that their
proposed supervised learning algorithms work when adapted to this dataset.

4.3 Unsupervised Learning

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a new unsupervised learning
in order to classify unseen objects. We propose and adapt zero-shot learning to
recognize human motions and actions. Table 2 states the results of the proposed
method. Moreover, our tuned method outperforms related works and other state-of-
the-work algorithms in comparison with Table 1.

Table 1 Comparing related
works (supervised learning
method)

Methods Criteria

Classifier Accuracy (%)

[10] Multi class (MC) SVM 89

[11] MC −HF SVM 89

[10] MC −HF SVM 89

[12] Binary SVM 96
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Table 2 Unsupervised
learning method

Parameter Criteria

Classifier Accuracy (%)

HITK=1 Zero-shot learning 47

HITK=2 Tuned zero-shot learning 100

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Recognition of human motion is a challenging issue in human sensing. Research
studies on human motion detection and recognition have proliferated yearly rep-
resenting the extent of problems in the field of human interaction computing. In
this paper, we propose a semantic auto-encoder as zero-shot learning to recognize
unseen human motions. While traditional machine learning algorithms fail to
recognize the unseen and unlabeled human motions, we are able to overcome this
limitation leveraging semantic information and zero-shot learning. The results state
that zero-shot learning that leverages semantic auto-encoder provides a promising
performance while outperforming other state-of-the-art works.
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The Effectiveness of Data Mining
Techniques at Estimating Future
Population Levels for Isolated Moose
Populations

Charles E. Knadler

1 Introduction

Knadler [1] found that no set of parameters could be determined for any of
four different differential equation models that would accurately model the moose
population levels in the Isle Royale National Park (USA). Thus, these equations
could not be used to accurately predict future population levels for either the moose
or wolves.

The development of data mining techniques [2] raised the question, “Is there
a data mining technique that can effectively predict future population levels using
small datasets?”

Four techniques were chosen for evaluation: multiple regression [3], regression
trees [4], neural networks [4, 5], and k-nearest neighbors [2]. R language [3]
implementations were used for all the data mining analysis.

Knadler [6] developed a discrete event simulation of the Isle Royale National
Park wolf and moose populations, which produced simulation runs, “such that each
simulation (run) produces data, which could reasonably represent the interspecies
competition in a closed habitat of limited geographical area in the absence of major
impacts from outside sources . . . ”.

Forty simulations were generated to be used to evaluate the prediction tech-
niques. Moose became extinct in one run.

This compares to the 2018 Isle Royale National Park observations where wolves
were on the verge of extinction. The Isle Royale study is the longest running large
mammal predator–prey study in the world and has produced annual estimates of the
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park’s wolf and moose since 1959 through 2018 (Fig. 1). The annual reports provide
a wealth of wolf, moose, and island ecological information [7–11].

The park is a 210–square mile island in Lake Superior and has apparently had
limited immigration and emigration of wolves and moose.

It is believed that the current moose population is the result of immigration
of isolated groups of animals swimming from Canada in the early 1900s [12].
Based on scat and the lack of positive data to the contrary, it is probable that the
current wolf population became established in the 1948–1952 period [12]. Mech’s
research suggests that there has been more immigration and emigration by animal
populations than popularly believed. In the case of the wolves, their observed limited
genetic diversity belies this, for the period 1959 to present.

The wolf population has declined to an apparently nonbreeding pair [8, 9] and
without intervention would have become extinct. Peterson et al. [9] reported that the
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National Park Service is considering restoring a viable wolf population by releasing
20–30 wolves over a period of 3 years. This program was started in 2018 [13].

2 Methods

2.1 Data Wrangling

Data wrangling is “the art of getting your data into R in a useful form for
visualization and modeling”. The simulation and Isle Royale Park data sets were
transformed into data frames. A data frame is a two-dimensional R object. Each
row contains the data for one observation. The columns are equal length vectors.
One column for each variable. Unlike a matrix, the data frame columns may be of
differing types, for example, integers, real numbers, factors, etc. [14].

The data mining techniques were implemented so that all utilized the same data
frame structure. Each row contained the data for a specific year. The columns were
named M, M1, M2, M3, M4, W, where M was the current year’s moose population,
M1 was the prior year’s moose population, M2 was the moose population 2 years
previous, M3 was the moose population 3 years previous, M4 was the moose
population 4 years previous, and W was the current year’s wolf population.

Each data set was partitioned into a training data frame and a test data frame.
The simulation data sets’ training data frames consisted of the observations for
50 years, 1963 through 2012. The Park data training data frame consisted of the
observations for 47 years, 1963 through 2009. The Park test data frame consisted of
the observations for 8 years, 2010 through 2017. The simulation data sets’ test data
frames consisted of the observations for 8 years, 2013 through 2020.

The training data frames were used to determine the parameters for each
model and the test data frames were used to evaluate the accuracy of the models’
predictions of the following year’s moose population from the current year’s data.

2.2 Multiple Regression

The multiple regression model assumes that the dependent variable is a linear
combination of explanatory variables and their interactions. The products or powers
of explanatory variables are referred to as interactions [3, 14].

Three models were used:

1. The maximal model, the starting point of the analysis, containing all variables
and interactions which might be significant.

2. The current model, which is the model at the current intermediate step of
simplification.
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3. The minimal adequate model, the model which utilizes the smallest number of
variables needed to explain the response variable.

The R function lm [14] was used to fit the linear models for all the simulation
runs and the Isle Royale moose data.

2.2.1 First Maximal Model

The first maximal model considered was

model1 <- lm(M ~ M1*M2*M3*M4*W+ I(M1ˆ2)+ I(M2ˆ2)+ I(M3ˆ2)+
I(M4ˆ2)

The * means that each variable and all possible combinations of the variables are
included in the model. The + means the individual terms are included, in this case
the squares of M1, M2, M3, and M4.

The function lm() is a linear model, with the response variable on the left of tilde
and the explanatory variables are on the right side “<−” is R’s assignment operator.
The results of the function call are assigned to a data object named model1. [14].

This model is the linear combination of the moose population for each of the
4 previous years, the wolf population, all interactions between these variables and
the squared terms of the moose populations for the 4 previous years. This model
has 5 linear terms, 1 five-way interaction, 5 four-way interactions, 10 three-way
interactions, 10 two-way interactions, and 4 square terms, resulting in a total of 35
coefficients and an intercept to be determined.

The model was simplified by removing the most complex, statistically insignifi-
cant term at each step until all terms were statistically significant. If the removal of
a term causes a significant increase in deviance, it is returned to the model.

This approach was successfully used for the 39 simulation models, having
normally distributed pseudorandom observation errors with 0 mean and standard
deviation of 1/9 of the true value added to the data. However, the function lm(),
using this maximal model, was unable to process simulation model runs with
reduced pseudo random noise (variance 1/18 of the true value) or with no added
noise, due to the large number of explanatory variables, compared to the number of
data points.

2.2.2 Reduced Parameter Maximal Model

Review of the minimal adequate models for the high noise simulation runs
and familiarity with the Isle Royale population dynamics, suggested the reduced
parameter model:

model1 <- lm(M~M1+M2+M3+M4+W+I(M1ˆ2)+ I(M2ˆ2)+ I(M3ˆ2)+
I(M4ˆ2))

which has 9 explanatory variables. This model successfully produced predictions
for all the data sets, with less mean prediction error than the more complex first
maximal model.
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The R function Step()was used to automatically simplify the regression
models using the reduced parameter maximal model [14]. This eliminated all
subjectivity from the model simplification process. Step()uses the Akaike infor-
mation criterion (AIC) to stepwise refine the regression models [2, 14].

2.3 Regression Trees

A regression tree is a decision tree “applied” to regression. The tree partitions the
training data frame observations (values of the explanatory variables). The mean
values of the corresponding response variables, for each partition, are stored in the
partitions’ leaf nodes [2, 4]. Based on which partition a test data frame observation
falls, the predicted value of the response variable is assigned the value stored in the
partition’s leaf node, as shown in Fig. 2 for one of the simulation models (run3750).

The R functions rpart and predict [3] were used to construct regression tree
objects (models) for all the simulation datasets and the Isle Royale moose data. The
regression tree and predictions were generated, as follows:

rTree <-rpart(M ~., data = mooseData1)
rTreepredictions <- predict(rTree, testData )

where rTree is assigned the regression tree object generated from the mooseData1
training data frame. The tilde dot (~.) notation causes the model to include all
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Fig. 2 Regression Tree for Run 3750
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explanatory variables ([3]). The rTreepredictions object is assigned the predictions
generated, for the test data frame testData, by the regression tree object rTree.

2.4 Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks are nonlinear statistical models modeled after neural
networks in animals [4, 15]. A neural network may be defined by specifying it
network topology, activation function, and training algorithm.

The network topology is the number of nodes and their connectivity. Fig. 3 shows
an example neural network consisting of three layers of nodes: input layer of five
nodes, a hidden layer with one node, an output layer with one node, and two bias
nodes for the simulation run 3750. The numerical values on each connection are its
weights. The output (activation) of a node is multiplied by its weight before it is
summed with the other nodes output.
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Fig. 3 Neural network (1 hidden node) for Run 3750
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The bias nodes have one as their activation value. Depending on the sign of their
weights, bias nodes increase or decrease the net input to a node. It this example the
net input to the hidden node is decreased by 2.43911 and the net input of the output
node is increased by 0.08278.

The inputs to the input layer neurons are the explanatory variables normalized to
values in the range [0,1] where the neural network has the best results [4].

Different network topologies may be specified for the same training data frame
resulting in a different neural network. Figure 4 shows a network with five nodes in
the hidden layer modeling the same example. In general, different topologies will
give differing output values, but these two topologies give the exact same results for
the all the simulation data frames and the Park data frame.
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The backpropagation algorithm was used for training. It requires the activation
function to be continuous, differentiable, and monotonically nondecreasing. The
modern version of backpropagation was popularized in the 1980s and overcame the
difficulties of training multilayer neural networks [4, 16] and making their use for
nonlinear regression practical [15].

The R package neuralnet [4] was used to create the neural networks used to
predict future moose populations.

2.5 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) Regression

The k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm, where k is a positive integer, averages
the response variables for the k closest training observations to the test observation
to predict its response variable [2].

Smaller values of k give lower bias, higher variance estimates, while larger values
of k smooth the predictions, resulting in higher bias and lower variance estimates [2].

The KNN algorithm was used with the wolf data and four different moose
training data cases:

1. KNN1, using the previous year’s moose population data
2. KNN2, using the two previous years’ moose population data
3. KNN3, using the three previous years’ moose population data
4. KNN4, using the four previous years’ moose population data

The R function knn.reg [2] was used to calculate prediction for the test data
frames for all the simulation datasets and the Isle Royale Park’s moose data.

2.6 Simulation (After Knadler [6])

2.6.1 System Analysis and Data Collection

“For purposes of this simulation, the wolf/moose assemblage was divided into three
subsystems: first, the habitat; second, the moose population and third, the wolf
population.” (An assemblage is a subset of the species in a community.) Thus
system analysis consisted of a study and characterization of the park habitat and the
behavior and ecology of the two species. The primary resources for these activities
were the Ecological Studies annual reports (e.g., Refs. [12, 17, 18]) and texts on the
behavior and ecology of wolves and moose ([19, 20]).

“Defining characteristics of the habitat are its small size (210 square miles or
54,400 hectares) and that it has been closed with respect to the moose and wolf
populations over the study period (1959 to present). These characteristics have
impacted the behavior and viability of the wolf population. The wolves are heavily
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inbred and younger pack members have a very limited opportunity to disperse and
form new packs” [6].

2.6.2 Simulation Habitat

“The habitat is characterized by its carrying capacity for moose (i.e., the maximum
number of moose that can be supported by the Isle Royale vegetation).”

2.6.3 Wolf Characterization

“The simulation is implemented with event advance timing and a time granularity of
1 day, but object states are advanced weekly. That is each wolf is examined at seven-
day intervals. First, a pseudorandom number is generated to determine if the wolf
died this week. If it died, then it is removed from its pack. The probability that a wolf
dies in a week varies by age group. The probabilities, in this series of runs, were pup
(0.0015), mature wolf (0.0003), old wolf (0.0015) and ancient wolf (0.0155). These
probabilities were chosen based on experiments using the simulation. If a shortage
of suitable moose prey occurs, then the death probabilities are increased as the ratio
of moose prey to wolves decrease.

If the wolf survives the week, then its age is advanced 1 week. If the wolf’s
current age puts the wolf in a different age group (pup to adult, adult to old, old to
ancient), then its object descriptor is revised.

In the case of fertile female wolves additional processing is performed. If they are
pregnant and their term has completed this week, then the birth event is scheduled
for the current day. If the female is not pregnant and it is the breeding season, the
simulation determines if the female breeds and becomes pregnant. This is done once
per fertile female per breeding season (if there is a surviving male in the pack). The
female has a 0.20 probability of becoming pregnant when food is abundant. When
there is a shortage of prey the probability is reduced to 0.10. These probabilities
were chosen based on experiments using the simulation.”

2.6.4 Moose Characterization

“Moose are processed in a similar manner to wolves. Each moose is examined at
seven-day intervals. First, a pseudorandom number is generated to determine if the
moose died of natural causes (including starvation) this week. If it has died, then it
is removed from its herd. The probability that a moose dies in a week varies by age
group. The probabilities, for this series of runs, were calf (0.00001), mature moose
(0.00001), and old moose (0.0005). If the moose does not die of natural causes then
a pseudorandom number is generated to determine if wolves attack the moose. The
probability of a moose being eaten (if attacked) is a function of age; e.g. calf (0.76),
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mature moose (0.005) and old moose (0.4). These probabilities were chosen based
on experiments using the simulation.

The probability of attack is generated at the beginning of each simulated year.
This probability is (the number of moose to be eaten per wolf per year) × (number
of wolves) / (number of moose)) / (52 weeks per year). The number of moose to
be eaten per year per wolf is a pseudorandom uniformly distributed number in the
interval [4.0,10.0].

When the number of moose exceed the habitat carrying capacity (2100), the
natural death probabilities are increased as a function of the ratio of the number
of moose to the carrying capacity.

If the moose survives the week, then its age is advanced 1 week. If the moose’s
new age puts the moose in a new age group (calf to mature, mature to old), then its
object descriptor is revised.

In the case of fertile female moose, additional processing is performed. If they are
pregnant and their term has completed this week, then the birth event is scheduled
for the current day. If the female is not pregnant and it is the breeding season,
then the simulation determines if the female breeds and becomes pregnant. This is
done once per fertile female per breeding season. The female has a 0.50 probability
of becoming pregnant if food is abundant. If there is a shortage of food (habitat
carrying capacity exceeded) the probability is reduced to 0.125. These probabilities
were chosen based on experiments using the simulation.”

2.6.5 Simulation Initialization

“The published Isle Royale moose and wolf populations for 1959 are used as the
initial populations.”

3 Results

3.1 Overview

Mean relative error (percent) was the metric used to compare the different prediction
methods (Fig. 5). All prediction approaches were applied to the simulation data with
the following:

1. Normal variance data, normally distributed errors with μ = 0.0 and σ = 1/9 of
the true value added, labelled (norm)

2. Reduced variance data, normally distributed errors with μ = 0.0 and σ = 1/18
of the true value added, labelled (reducedVar)

3. Zero error data added, labelled (zeroVar)
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Fig. 5 Mean relative error
(percent)

Fig. 6 Standard deviation of
mean relative error (percent)

The prediction accuracy and variability of all the methods (Figs. 5 and 6)
decreased with increased uncertainty in population data, with neural networks
clearly outperforming all the other data mining techniques examined.

They had the least sensitivity to data variability and the best accuracy. Their
accuracy was only matched or surpassed by the multiple regression training
predictions for the zero-error data. Multiple regression and regression trees had
slightly less variability for the zero error and reduced variance data. MRegTrain
is the multiple regression results for the training data frames and MRegTest is the
multiple regression results for the test data frames. PrevYear is the results assuming
no change from the current year to the next years’ population.
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Table 1 Prediction error statistics assuming no change for simulation runs

Zero variance Reduced variance Normal variance

Minimum error 5.062 6.193 7.967
1st quartile error 6.931 9.361 12.351
Median error 8.412 11.171 15.480
Mean error 8.672 10.890 15.674
3rd quartile error 9.721 12.636 18.697
Maximum error 13.734 14.380 28.575
S.D. of mean error 2.127 2.149 4.456

There was no difference in results between the neural network and with a single
hidden node and the neural network with five hidden nodes.

3.2 Constant Population Assumption

The mean prediction error statistics assuming no change in the next year’s pop-
ulation for the simulation runs are shown in Table 1. The mean error increases
by a factor of 1.81 between the population data with zero observation errors to
the “Normal Variance” data with normally distributed errors with mean of 0.0 and
standard deviation of 1/9 of the true value.

The mean error, assuming no population change, for the Isle Royale moose
population was 13.130% in the second quartile of the Normal Variance model runs
and the third quartile of the Reduced Variance model runs.

3.3 Multiple Regression

The mean prediction error statistics for test data frame multiple regression analysis
for the simulation runs are shown in Table 2. The mean error increases by a factor
of 2.38 between the population data with zero observation errors to the “Normal
Variance” data with normally distributed errors with mean of 0.0 and standard
deviation of 1/9 of the true value.

The mean multiple regression prediction error for the Isle Royale moose
population was 9.246% in the first quartile of the Normal Variance model runs and
the second quartile of the Reduced Variance model runs.
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Table 2 Prediction error statistics for multiple regression of simulation runs

Zero variance Reduced variance Normal variance

Minimum error 4.470 6.136 8.419
1st quartile error 5.376 8.959 11.757
Median error 6.641 11.383 13.797
Mean error 6.938 11.297 16.520
3rd quartile error 7.467 13.026 18.466
Maximum error 15.565 16.986 75.086
S.D. of mean error 2.109 2.622 10.583

Table 3 Prediction error statistics of regression trees for simulation runs

Zero variance Reduced variance Normal variance

Minimum error 2.979 4.697 5.725
1st quartile error 7.681 9.714 13.552
Median error 9.932 11.671 15.548
Mean error 13.850 14.876 19.051
3rd quartile error 14.353 14.093 20.112
Maximum error 108.528 110.093 106.447
S.D. of mean error 16.460 16.359 15.408

3.4 Regression Tree

The mean prediction error statistics for the regression tree analysis for the simulation
runs are shown in Table 3. The mean error increases by a factor of 1.376 between
the population data with zero observation errors to the “Normal Variance” data with
normally distributed errors with mean of 0.0 and standard deviation of 1/9 of the
true value.

The mean regression tree prediction error for the Isle Royale moose population
was 19.881% compared to the Normal Variance model runs’ mean error of 19.051%
and in the fourth quartile of the Reduced Variance model runs.

3.5 Neural Network

The neural network models produced the best results of all the techniques examined.
The mean prediction error statistics for the regression tree analysis for the simulation
runs are shown in Table 4. The mean error increases by a factor of 1.231 between
the population data with zero observation errors to the “Normal Variance” data with
normally distributed errors with mean of 0.0 and standard deviation of 1/9 of the
true value.
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Table 4 Summary prediction error statistics for neural networks of simulation runs

Zero variance Reduced variance Normal variance

Minimum error 1.223 2.198 2.711
1st quartile error 4.047 4.317 5.455
Median error 5.956 6.093 7.024
Mean error 6.260 6.505 7.705
3rd quartile error 8.100 8.112 9.037
Maximum error 12.126 15.580 14.244
S.D. of mean error 2.665 2.909 2.931

Table 5 Summary prediction error statistics for KNN1 models of simulation runs

Zero variance Reduced variance Normal variance

Minimum error 4.717 6.852 9.799
1st quartile error 7.431 9.702 14.026
Median error 8.937 12.009 16.299
Mean error 9.833 12.032 17.325
3rd quartile error 11.434 13.531 19.624
Maximum error 18.165 18.995 28.088
S.D. of mean error 3.217 3.124 4.561

The mean neural network prediction error for the Isle Royale moose population
was 9.880% in the fourth quartile of the Normal Variance model runs and the fourth
quartile of the Reduced Variance model runs.

3.6 KNN1

The mean prediction error statistics for the k-nearest neighbors analysis for the
simulation runs using 1 year of moose population history are shown in Table 5.
The mean error increases by a factor of 1.762 between the population data with zero
observation errors to the “Normal Variance” data with normally distributed errors
with mean of 0.0 and standard deviation of 1/9 of the true value.

The mean KNN1 prediction error for the Isle Royale moose population was
9.316% smaller than the minimum error of 9.799% for the Normal Variance model
runs and in the second quartile of the Reduced Variance model runs.

3.7 KNN2

The mean prediction error statistics for the k-nearest neighbors analysis for the
simulation runs using 2 years of moose population history are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6 Summary prediction error statistics for KNN2 models of simulation runs

Zero variance Reduced variance Normal variance

Minimum error 3.238 4.905 5.769
1st quartile error 5.756 8.984 13.419
Median error 8.208 11.940 16.085
Mean error 8.496 11.796 16.936
3rd quartile error 10.654 13.396 19.979
Maximum error 20.674 27.120 27.902
S.D. of mean error 3.670 3.949 5.280

Table 7 Summary prediction error statistics for KNN3 models of simulation runs

Data type Zero variance Reduced variance Normal variance

Minimum error 2.772 5.335 7.368
1st quartile error 6.988 9.801 13.010
Median error 9.496 12.295 15.540
Mean error 11.123 14.384 17.759
3rd quartile error 11.611 15.948 19.451
Maximum error 65.821 74.576 71.783
S.D. of mean error 9.976 10.618 10.102

The mean error increases by a factor of 1.993 between the population data with zero
observation errors to the “Normal Variance” data with normally distributed errors
with mean of 0.0 and standard deviation of 1/9 of the true value.

The mean KNN2 prediction error for the Isle Royale moose population was
15.913% in the second quartile of the Normal Variance model runs and the fourth
quartile of the Reduced Variance model runs.

3.8 KNN3

The mean prediction error statistics for the k-nearest neighbors analysis for the
simulation runs using 2 years of moose population history are shown in Table 7.
The mean error increases by a factor of 1.600 between the population data with zero
observation errors to the “Normal Variance” data with normally distributed errors
with mean of 0.0 and standard deviation of 1/9 of the true value.

The mean KNN3 prediction error for the Isle Royale moose population was
19.491% in the second quartile of the Normal Variance model runs and the fourth
quartile of the Reduced Variance model runs.
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Table 8 Summary prediction error statistics for KNN4 models of simulation runs

Zero variance Reduced variance Normal variance

Minimum error 3.475 5.572 9.715
1st quartile error 6.416 10.581 14.179
Median error 10.192 13.709 16.245
Mean error 13.310 16.423 19.965
3rd quartile error 12.747 15.044 18.913
Maximum error 118.001 134.045 118.906
S.D. of mean error 18.069 19.710 17.114

3.9 KNN4

The mean prediction error statistics for the k-nearest neighbors analysis for the
simulation runs using 2 years of moose population history are shown in Table 8.
The mean error increases by a factor of 1.500 between the population data with zero
observation errors to the “Normal Variance” data with normally distributed errors
with mean of 0.0 and standard deviation of 1/9 of the true value.

The mean KNN4 prediction error for the Isle Royale moose population was
18.025% in the second quartile of the Normal Variance model runs and the fourth
quartile of the Reduced Variance model runs.

The mean KNN4 prediction of the next year’s population resulted in a percentage
error of 18.025%.

4 Conclusions

Based on the analyses of the simulations of the moose–wolf assemblage population
dynamics, data mining techniques may be successfully used, with small data sets
(approximately 50 data points), to the predict the following year’s population of a
population of moose. Neural networks and multiple regressions showed the most
promise for the Isle Royale simulations and annual observations.

Neural networks had the best average performance, with the minimum variation
in accuracy with increasing magnitude of the pseudorandom noise added to the
simulation data.

Multiple regression had the best performance on the Park annual observation
data, with a mean prediction error of 9.246% compared to the neural network’s
9.889% mean prediction error.
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Unsupervised Classification
of Cell-Imaging Data Using
the Quantization Error
in a Self-Organizing Map

Birgitta Dresp-Langley and John M. Wandeto

1 Introduction

The quantization error in a fixed-size Self-Organizing Map (SOM) with unsuper-
vised winner-take-all learning [1, 2] has previously been used successfully to detect
meaningful changes across series of medical, satellite, and random dot images [3–
9]. The computational properties of the quantization error in SOM are capable of
reliably discriminating between the finest differences in local pixel color intensities
in complex images including scanning electron micrographs of cell surfaces [10].
Moreover, the quantization error in the SOM (SOM-QE) reliably signals changes in
contrast or color when contrast information is removed from, or added to, arbitrarily
to images, not when the local spatial position of contrast elements in the pattern
changes. While non-learning-based and fully supervised image analysis in terms
of the RGB mean reflects coarser changes in image color or contrast well enough
by comparison, the SOM-QE was shown to outperform the RGB mean, or image
mean, by a factor of ten in the detection of single-pixel changes in images with
up to five million pixels [7, 8]. The sensitivity of the QE to the finest change in
magnitude of contrast or color at the single-pixel level is statistically significant, as
shown in our previous work [8, 9]. This reflects a finely tuned color sensitivity of a
self-organizing computational system akin to functional characteristics of a specific
class of retinal ganglion cells identified in biological visual systems of primates and
cats [11]. Moreover, the QE’s computational sensitivity and single-pixel change
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detection performance surpasses the capacity limits of human visual detection, as
also shown in our previous work [3–10].

The above-mentioned properties of the SOM-QE make it a promising tool for
fast, automatic (unsupervised) classification of biological imaging data as a function
of structural and/or ultrastructural changes that are not detectable by human vision.
This was previously shown in our preliminary work [10] on the example of Scanning
Electron Micrographs (SEM) of HIV-1-infected CD4 T-cells with varying extent of
virion budding on the cell surface [12, 13]. SEM image technology is used in virol-
ogy to better resolve the small punctuated ultrastructural surface signals correlated
with surface-localized single viral particles, so-called virions [12, 13]. A defining
property of a retrovirus such as the HIV-1 is its ability to assemble into particles that
leave producer cells, and spread infection to susceptible cells and hosts, such as CD4
lymphocytes, also termed T-cells or “helper cells.” This leads to the morphogenesis
of the viral particles, or virions, in three stages: assembly, wherein the virion is
created and essential components are packaged within the target cell; budding,
wherein the virion crosses the plasma membrane (Fig. 1), and finally maturation,
wherein the virion changes structure and becomes infectious [12, 13].

Another potential exploitation of SOM-QE in biological image analysis is cell
viability imaging by RED, GREEN, or RED–GREEN color staining (Fig. 2). The
common techniques applied for determination of in vitro cell size, morphology,
growth, or cell viability involve human manual work, which is imprecise and
frequently subject to variability caused by the analyst himself or herself [14]. In
addition, considering the necessity for evaluation of a large amount of material and
data, fast and reliable image analysis tools are desirable. The use of accessible preci-
sion software for the automatic (unsupervised) determination of cell viability on the

Fig. 1 Color-coded SEM image of a CD4 T-cell with ultrastructural surface signals (left), in
yellow here, correlated with surface-localized single HIV-1 viral particles (virions). Some of our
previous work [8] had shown that SOM-QE permits the fast automatic (unsupervised) classification
of sets of SEM images as a function of ultrastructural signal changes that are invisible to the human
eye (right)
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Fig. 2 Color-coded cell viability image data produced by GREEN (top), RED (middle), and RED–
GREEN (bottom) staining indicating 90% (left), 50% (middle), and 0% (right) cell viability. For
this study here, we generated image data using relative variability of RED and GREEN pixel color
reflecting >50% and < 50% variability in cell viability, and submitted the images to automatic
classification by SOM-QE [3, 8, 9]

basis of color-staining images would allow accurate classification with additional
advantages relative to speed, objectivity, quantification, and reproducibility.

In this study here, we used SOM-QE for the fast and fully automatic (unsuper-
vised) classification of biological imaging data in 126 simulation images. Examples
of the original images used for the SOM-QE analyses here are available online at:

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340529157_CellSurvivalDeathTrend-
ColorStainingImageSimulations-2020

The test images variable RED–GREEN color staining indicative of different
degrees of cell viability. For this study here, we chose variations between 44% and
56% of theoretical cell viability, that is, variations below the threshold level that
may carry clinical significance, but are not easily detected by human vision [14].

2 Materials and Methods

A total of 96 cell viability images with variable RED-GREEN color staining are
indicative of different degrees of cell viability between 50% and 56%, indicated

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340529157_CellSurvivalDeathTrend-ColorStainingImageSimulations-2020
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340529157_CellSurvivalDeathTrend-ColorStainingImageSimulations-2020
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by an increase in the relative number of GREEN image pixels, and 44% and 50%,
indicated by an increase in the relative number of RED image pixels were computer
generated. All 96 images were of identical size (831 × 594). After training the
SOM on one image (any image from a set may be used for training), the others from
the set were submitted to SOM analysis to determine the SOM-QE variability as a
function of the selectively manipulated image color contents, indicative of variable
theoretical cell viability, expressed in percent (%).

2.1 Images

A cell image indicating 50% cell viability (cf. Figure 2), considered as the
theoretical ground truth image here, displays an equivalent number, or spatial extent,
of RED and GREEN dots with a specific, fixed intensity range in terms of their RGB
values (here R > 100 < 256 and G > 100 < 256). In half of the test images from
this study, the GREEN pixel contents were selectively augmented by a constant
number of 5 pixels per image, yielding 48 image simulations of color staining data
indicative of a theoretical increase in cell viability from 50% to about 56%. In the
other 48 images, the green pixel contents were selectively augmented by a constant
number of 5 pixels per image, yielding image simulations of color staining data
indicative of a theoretical decrease in cell viability from 50% to about 44%. For
a visual comparison between images reflecting 50% and 90% cell viability, based
on relative amounts of combined RED and GREEN staining, see Fig. 2 (bottom).
Image dimensions, RGB coordinates of the selective 5-pixel-bunch RGB spatial
color increments, and their relative luminance values (Y), are summarized here
below in Table 1.

Table 1 Color parameters of the test images
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Fig. 3 Representation of the SOM prototype with 16 models, indicated by the filled circles in the
gray box. Each of these models is compared to the SOM input in the training (unsupervised winner-
take-all learning) process. Here in this study, the input vector corresponds to the RGB image pixel
space. The model in the map best matching the SOM input will be a winner, and the parameters
of the winning model will change toward further approaching the input. Parameters of models
within close neighborhood of the winning model will also change, but to a lesser extent compared
with those of the winner. At the end of the training, each input space will be associated with a
model within the map. The difference between input vector and final winning model determines
the quantization error (QE) in the SOM output

2.2 SOM Prototype and Quantization Error (QE)

The Self-Organizing Map (a prototype is graphically represented here in Fig. 3, for
illustration) may be described formally as a nonlinear, ordered, smooth mapping of
high-dimensional input data onto the elements of a regular, low-dimensional array
[1]. Assume that the set of input variables is definable as a real vector x, of n-
dimension. With each element in the SOM array, we associate a parametric real
vector mi, of n-dimension. mi is called a model; hence the SOM array is composed of
models. Assuming a general distance measure between x and mi denoted by d(x,mi),
the map of an input vector x on the SOM array is defined as the array element mc that
matches best (smallest d(x,mi)) with x. During the learning process, the input vector
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x is compared with all the mi in order to identify its mc. The Euclidean distances
||x-mi|| define mc. Models that are topographically close in the map up to a certain
geometric distance, denoted by hci, will activate each other to learn something from
the same input x. This will result in a local relaxation or smoothing effect on the
models in this neighborhood, which in continued learning leads to global ordering.
SOM learning is represented by the equation

m(t + 1) = mi(t)+ α(t)hci(t) �x(t)−mi(t)� (1)

where t = 1, 2, 3 . . . is an integer, the discrete-time coordinate, hci(t) is the
neighborhood function, a smoothing kernel defined over the map points which
converges toward zero with time, α(t)is the learning rate, which also converges
toward with time and affects the amount of learning in each model. At the end of
the winner-take-all learning process in the SOM, each image input vector x becomes
associated to its best matching model on the map mc. The difference between x and
mc, ||x-mc||, is a measure of how close the final SOM value is to the original input
value and is reflected by the quantization error QE. The QE of x is given by

QE = 1/N
∑N

i=1

∥∥Xi −mci
∥∥ (2)

where N is the number of input vectors x in the image. The final weights of the SOM
are defined by a three-dimensional output vector space representing each R, G, and
B channel. The magnitude as well as the direction of change in any of these from
one image to another is reliably reflected by changes in the QE.

2.3 SOM Training and Data Analysis

The SOM training process consisted of 1000 iterations. The SOM was a two-
dimensional rectangular map of 4 × 4 nodes, hence capable of creating 16 models
of observation from the data. The spatial locations, or coordinates, of each of the 16
models or domains, placed at different locations on the map, exhibit characteristics
that make each one different from all the others. When a new input signal is
presented to the map, the models compete and the winner will be the model whose
features most closely resemble those of the input signal. The input signal will thus
be classified or grouped in one of models. Each model or domain acts like a separate
decoder for the same input, that is, independently interprets the information carried
by a new input. The input is represented as a mathematical vector of the same format
as that of the models in the map. Therefore, it is the presence or absence of an active
response at a specific map location and not so much the exact input–output signal
transformation or magnitude of the response that provides the interpretation of the
input. To obtain the initial values for the map size, a trial-and-error process was
implemented. It was found that map sizes larger than 4 × 4 produced observations
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where some models ended up empty, which meant that these models did not attract
any input by the end of the training. It was therefore concluded that 16 models were
sufficient to represent all the fine structures in the image data. The values of the
neighborhood distance and the learning rate were set at 1.2 and 0.2, respectively.
These values were obtained through the trial-and-error method after testing the
quality of the first guess, which is directly determined by the value of the resulting
quantization error; the lower this value, the better the first guess. It is worthwhile
pointing out that the models were initialized by randomly picking vectors from the
training image, called the “original image” herein. This allows the SOM to work
on the original data without any prior assumptions about a level of organization
within the data. This, however, requires to start with a wider neighborhood function
and a bigger learning-rate factor than in procedures where initial values for model
vectors are preselected [2]. The procedure described here is economical in terms
of computation times, which constitutes one of its major advantages for rapid
change/no change detection on the basis of even larger sets of image data before
further human intervention or decision-making. The computation time of SOM
analysis of each of the 98 test images to generate the QE distributions was about
12 seconds per image.

3 Results

After SOM training on the reference image (unsupervised learning), the system
computes SOM-QE for all the images of a given series in a few seconds, and writes
the SOM-QE obtained for each image into a data file. Further steps generate output
plots of SOM-QE, where each output value is associated with the corresponding
input image. The data are plotted in increasing/decreasing orders of SOM-QE
magnitude as a function of their corresponding image variations. Results are shown
here below for the two test image series (Fig. 4). The SOM-QE is plotted as a
function of increments in the relative number, by adding pixel bunches of constant
size and relative luminance, of GREEN or RED image pixels. For the corresponding
image parameters and variations, see Table 1.

4 Conclusions

In this work we exploit the RED–GREEN color selectivity of SOM-QE [8, 9] to
show that the metric can be used for a fast, unsupervised classification of cell
imaging data where color is used to visualize the progression or remission of a
disease or infection on the one hand, or variations in cell viability before and after
treatment on the other. Similarly successful simulations were obtained previously
on SEM images translating varying extents of HIV-1 virion budding on the host cell
surface, coded by the color YELLOW, in contrast with healthy surface tissue, coded
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Fig. 4 SOM-QE classification of the 96 test images, with the SOM-QE plotted as function of
increasing or decreasing theoretical cell viability indicated by a small and regular increase in the
spatial extent of green or red pixels across the corresponding images. The data show the expected
SOM-QE sensitivity to the relative luminance (Y) of a given color (top), and its color selectivity
(bottom). For any relative luminance Y, the color RED, by comparison with the color GREEN, is
signaled by QE distributions of greater magnitude. Future studies on a wider range of color-based
imaging data will allow to further benchmark SOM-QE color selectivity

by the color BLUE [10]. Our current work, in progress, reveals hitherto unsuspected
properties of self-organized [15] mapping, where the potential of the SOM_QE is
revealed in terms of a computational tool for detecting the finest clinically relevant
local changes in large series [16] of imaging data. Future image simulations will
allow further benchmarking of SOM-QE selectivity for increasingly wider ranges
of color variations in image simulations of biological data. This should, ultimately,
result in providing a basis for the automatic analysis of biological imaging data
where information relative to contrast and/or color is exploited selectively to
highlight disease-specific changes in organs, tissue structures, or cells.
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Event-Based Keyframing: Transforming
Observation Data into Compact
and Meaningful Form

Robert Wray, Robert Bridgman, Joshua Haley, Laura Hamel,
and Angela Woods

1 Introduction

Learning outcomes are improved when a learning environment is responsive to the
capabilities, preferences, and needs of individual learners [1, 2]. However, imple-
menting such responsive learning systems is a significant design and engineering
challenge [3]. Creating a learner-adaptive system generally increases the complexity
and cost of the learning environment. Further, because each learning environment is
unique, these additional costs recur when developing adaptive learning capabilities
in a new application or domain. These costs slow research progress; creating an
effective adaptive learning environment is expensive and time-consuming. More
importantly, they also limit reaching full human potential via better and more
widespread training technologies.

This chapter describes one aspect of the adaptive training systems engineering
challenge more thoroughly. We describe past work in terms of solution requirements
and outline how that work fell short of meeting the challenge. We then introduce
a new approach, which combines several elements of previous solutions. This
“event-based keyframing” employs methods from artificial intelligence (AI) to
create a “learner-centric interpretation” of the current learning situation. A machine-
understandable interpretation offers multiple benefits that allow it to mitigate some
of the complexity and engineering cost for developing adaptive learning systems.
We illustrate how we are using this approach in a number of distinct application
domains. Successful use in multiple applications highlights the generality and value
of a solution that is not tied to a particular domain, learning environment, or
algorithmic methods of adaptation.
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2 Systems Requirements for Adaptive Learning

We focus, in this chapter, on the requirements for dynamic adaptation within a prac-
tice environment. Many practice environments are implemented with simulations
of the task or performance environment at various levels of fidelity. Increasingly
simulation (or “virtual”) environments are also being integrated with real or “live”
environments to enable an integrated mix of live, virtual, and constructive actors in
complex, realistic training and practice environments. These learning environments
are realistic and effective for training. However, they are also complex systems
with many dependencies and interactions. Our challenge is to develop algorithms
and software that can “steer” this complex system so that learning needs for an
individual learner at an individual point in time can be met.

Figure 1 illustrates a high-level decomposition of the functions required for
dynamic adaptation in these environments. This figure is drawn from prior work
developing algorithms and software to support dynamic adaptation in training [4].
Learners interact with a simulation environment that provides the opportunity to
practice various skills. We have applied this design pattern across a wide range of
learning tasks, including perceptual skills for observation, awareness, and response
to social cues; cross-cultural communication; tactical aviation; terrain understand-
ing; emergency response; and others. Inputs from the practice environment are used
by a “director” to determine if and when to perform tailoring actions. The concept
of a director guiding action in a simulation or game occurs repeatedly in simulation
environments. It is apt especially when the practice environment includes synthetic
or nonplayer characters (NPCs) that can be directed to perform specific actions that
will support overall system goals.

To achieve individualized adaptation, the director performs three functions:

Act
Decide what can be 

done and how

Monitor
Observe, interpret, 

assess, classify 
learner action(s) 

Assess
Assess learner 

Simulation System

Director Design Pattern

Event API NPC API

Desired simulation 
events

Directive/bias for 
entity action/goal

Learner Actions and Utterances 
(clickstream or labeled actions)

Simulation events

System 
State

Learner 
State

Fig. 1 Functional decomposition for adaptive tailoring of simulation-based practice
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• Monitoring: The system must interpret what the learner is doing in the environ-
ment. Generally, monitoring requires some interpretation of learner actions as
well as interpretation the context/situation in which the learner is acting.

• Assessing: The system uses its understanding of what is happening to assess the
individual’s learning state. Monitoring concerns identifying what is happening;
assessing concerns what an understanding of the current situation reveals about
the learner’s progress and needs (e.g., in terms of the learning goals of the
system). Its role is to translate from system state to learner state.

• Acting: The system state and the learner state provide a context for acting to
address learning needs. Action results in adaptation that changes the environment
in some way. Adaptation can include extrinsic (outside of the simulation) direct
feedback, coaching, and intrinsic adaptation of the simulation (also known as
pedagogical experience manipulation).

There are many different methods and algorithms that can be used to realize these
functions, including long-standing cognitive and learner modeling approaches and
task networks for planning actions and more recent, data-driven approaches that
learn to perform these functions via data mining and machine learning. Regardless
of the specific approach(es) adopted, however, one of the immediate challenges
of building an adaptive learning system is incorporating, integrating, and unifying
the various data streams that come from the other components of the learning
environment. Examples of these data are enumerated in Table 1, based on both our
direct experience in building adaptive learning systems and previous analyses of the
requirements for monitoring and interpretation of the learning context [5].

The table enumerates the wide variety of inputs that are used to inform
monitoring. We identify three characteristics of the inputs which vary from source
to source.

Frame specifies the perspective or point of view of the input. In this table, we
distinguish between two distinct frames. Contextual inputs are those that describe
the environment, the situation (including the presence and actions of others), and
other elements of the learning context (e.g., learning objectives). Learner-centric
inputs directly encode information about the learner, such as activities and actions.

Representation distinguishes between largely continuous inputs (e.g., an analog
sensor) and largely discrete ones. To achieve targeted adaptation, continuous and
discrete data must be integrated and fused.

Interpretability characterizes whether meaning is incorporated into the inputs
prior to its presentation to the learning system. For example, a raw sensor feed
typically requires some translation process to extract meaning (translatable). A
symbolic or discrete input may also require translation but the process is typically
more reliable and simpler; we use interpretable in the table to make this distinction.
Finally, some inputs may be presented with formally defined semantics underlying
the input. We term directly machine-interpretable inputs as system-understandable.
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Table 1 Examples of various data needed for monitoring and interpretation of a learner

Name/description Frame Representation Interpretability

Simulation state (whole) Contextual Discrete Interpretable
Current state of the simulation environment.
Often represented as a “window” or “frame”
Simulation state (part) Contextual Discrete Interpretable
Representation of one element or entity in
the simulation. Often used to communicate
state across a network (e.g., DIS PDU)
Physical state Contextual Continuous Translatable
Summary of the current physical state of
some object or entity (in simulation or live).
For example, telemetry conveys location as
f (t)
Sensor state Contextual Continuous Translatable
Outputs/status of a particular domain sensor.
For example, the contacts a radar is detecting
Speech Contextual Continuous Translatable
Speech produced in the course of the
practice, including learner speech and
interactions with others. For example, radio
communications

& learner

Learner sensor Learner Continuous Translatable
Input from a sensor external to the
simulation that supports interpretation of
learner state. Examples include eye tracking,
mouse tracking, postural sensors, facial
expression, etc.
Activity data Learner Discrete Interpretable
Input from the learning environment that
classifies the activities of the learner.
Protocols (e.g., xAPI) increasingly provide
self-describing activity data that can be
immediately understood

Understandable

Learning system state Learner Discrete Interpretable
Feedback inputs from other components
within the learner-adaptation system (e.g.,
estimates of learner proficiency, directives
generated).

Understandable

3 Insights from Past Experiences

As suggested by the diversity and breadth of data types in the table, creating a
generalized adaptation capability depends on developing an approach to monitoring
that can translate/interpret learner and contextual data into a dynamically updating
understanding of the progression of learning. In earlier attempts to address this
challenge across previous efforts and learning domains (as outlined previously),
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we have identified several important insights that further expand and refine the
requirements introduced in the previous section. This section briefly summarizes
these “lessons learned.”

Inseparability of learner and context: Some of initial attempts to fuse learner
data focused the development of standalone middleware that could capture learning
state [5]. In practice, we have concluded that learning context is essential to
interpreting learner state. For example, when attempting to debrief or review learner
actions, some capture of the context in which those actions occurred is needed for
human understanding and assessment of the action. Because the context itself also
requires translation and interpretation (as in the table), monitoring needs to perform
these tasks together because they depend on one another. Thus, solutions need to
aggregate learner and context data.

Common representation of situation and activity: Aggregation of context and
learner data leads to a requirement for a common representation that expresses
what is happening in the environment, regardless of whether it is relevant to the
current learning situation. For example, some situational change or event may not
be relevant to the learner’s activity in the moment, but may have significant bearing
on future learner activities (e.g., an actor makes a decision that is not immediately
visible to the learner but that will result in some interaction with the learner at a
later time in the learning exercise). Just as it is difficult to separate learner and
context for fusion, a common representation that allows representation of learner
and environmental activity supports an integrative perspective on learner activity
and the capability to reason about what has, is, and will happen without requiring
the system to understand the learning implications as those occurrences take place.

Capture of activity at human timescales: The need for common representation
pushes solutions toward fine-grained capture of the situation. For example, if the
largest update frequency is 200 Hz, then data capture tends to occur at that frequency
for all system elements. High frequency capture introduces two needs for the
adaptive learning system that are not generally functional requirements for the target
capability. First, it creates requirements for data throughput and storage that are
marginally useful for the adaptation algorithms. These algorithms will either be
required to sample the data or perform an additional abstraction. Second, for the pur-
poses of using data-driven/machine-learning approaches, increased resolution can
increase complexity of the machine-learning challenge. Data updates at timescales
faster than human reaction times results in noise that the machine-learning system
must learn to ignore (greatly increasing the data requirements for training the
system). Because adaptive learning system will act on a human timescale, we have
concluded that the data moving thru the adaptive system should be captured and
abstracted at a comparable timescale, typically from 100 ms to seconds, even when
incoming data presents with much higher frequency.
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4 Event-Based Keyframing

As a consequence of the previous efforts to provide adaptive training and lessons
derived from these experiences, we are now developing and evaluating a new
approach. This event-based keyframing approach consists of the following:

1. A generalized event representation: We have developed a new knowledge
representation that seeks to capture the occurrences (or “events”) on-going in
a dynamic scenario. The representation is “generalized” both in the sense that
it integrates across multiple modalities within an application as well as being
readily extensible to new application domains.

2. Event-recognition and keyframing: While the representation describes what has
occurred, event-recognition and keyframing algorithms define the processes and
mechanisms by which instances of the event representation (loosely, an “event”)
is generated in the system. Keyframing is a complementary process that marks
some event-instances as being particularly important for understanding how the
learner is progressing.

Figure 2 illustrates the event-based keyframing approach conceptually. As in Fig.
1, a breadth of inputs of various types of various periodicities are presented to the
monitoring system. These inputs are combined and integrated in the aggregation
and event recognition component. The output of this process are instances of
the event representation, resulting in a sequence of “events” produced at human
timescales (e.g., roughly every second). The result of aggregation is a syntactically
regular, semantically consistent, discrete summary of the activity occurring in the
environment. In the diagram, various types of events (see next section) are indicated
using different colors.

Note that the sequence is being generated from right to left. Additionally, the
system creates event instances to mark the “start” and “end” of a real-world
occurrence that has duration/is not instantaneous (in contrast to representing the
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Fig. 2 Decomposition of monitoring functions to support event-based keyframing
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event instance as a duration). Using a consistent representation of real-world events
as “impulses” of various types has several advantages for monitoring. Further, as
suggested by the labels on the output from the monitor, collections of events can
be grouped. In the example, there is some Activity C that the learner is doing that
has sub-activities Co and Cg. Additionally, in the environment, some occurrence
B has begun and ended (B1) and new, similar occurrence (B2) has begun, but has
not yet concluded. This very simple example suggests how the event representation
allows the integration of learner and environment occurrences within the common
representation, which, as above, we have identified as an important requirement for
adaption algorithms.

Having generated events, keyframing processes determine if any of the event
instances generated in the sequence thus far have direct relevance to interpreting
learner activity. The keyframing process looks at the sequence thus far (rather than
only the most recently generated instance), allowing it to mark or identify event
instances earlier in the observation stream as keyframes. Keyframes can also trigger
measurement and assessment activities during keyframing, which then can result in
additional annotation.

Finally, the monitoring process also now includes a “elaborate and repair”
process that analyzes the event/keyframe sequence being produced and attempts
to “fill in” any gaps it identifies in the sequence. As we discuss further below,
a significant advantage of the common and consistent representation is that we
can identify and use general algorithms that operate on event sequences (and the
properties of the event representation) to perform logical entailment and various
kinds of inference without requiring additional encoding of the properties of the
domain.

4.1 Event Representation and Event Recognition

This section briefly outlines the event representation, further detailed in [6], in
the context of the event-based keyframing approach. Events that occur in the
learning environment are represented as event instances that conform to an event
representation. Events may include environmental events (the entry of an actor the
learner will need to interact with) and learner events (the learner acts, such as turning
to face the new actor). As the system recognizes events, it produces a series of event
instances, resulting in an event sequence. This event sequence forms the primarily
method for communicating what is happening in the environment to all downstream
components.

Individual event instances are represented as a defined set of “slots” and “fillers”
for events of particular type. Slots include a subject (the primary actor(s) in an
event), an event type or “verb” which captures what kind of activity or occurrence
is being recorded (“turning toward”). Some event types include an object (what is
being turned toward?) and event-specific parameters (e.g., the new direction that the
learner is facing). The event types are organized into a taxonomy, drawing from
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formal ontology [7], which supports inheritance, property evaluation, and other
functions. For example, “TurnToward” may be a specialization of the more general
event type “Turn” which is where a “facing-direction” property is defined.

Adopting this formal knowledge representation for the event representation,
provides several important advantages. First, the library of event types can be
created progressively, and grow with additional applications. We first developed
“TurnToward” events in the context of aviation training, but the same event
type can be used for a first-person game perspective as well. Second, the event
sequence provides a compact summary of learning activity, that can be expanded
by inspection of the event instances. In an initial experiment, we discovered that the
pattern of event types alone was sufficient for some pattern detection in a learning
context [6]. Third, the event representation provides a well-defined and consistent
target for additional algorithms that can support interpretation and adaptation, as we
discuss in the next subsections.

The primary function of the event recognition process is to identify the specific
items to fill the slot for the particular event instance being recorded. Using the
example in the previous section, when the system observes the learner turning
toward the new actor, then it would identify the learner as the subject of the event,
the new actor as the object, and the learner’s new heading as the key parameter
associated with the turn. As we discuss further in the next section, in many cases,
the initial or triggering observation may be less specific than the event instance that
is finally recorded.

We have explored a number of different mechanisms for recognizing events,
including simple, user-defined programs that look for specific patterns [8], data-
driven machine learning [9], and comparison of observed patterns to previously
observed patterns [6]. Enumerating the various requirements and trade-offs for
these methods is outside the scope of this paper. However, key conclusions are
that event-recognition is a type of pattern-recognition process and existing pattern-
recognition algorithms can be readily applied to this problem. Using these methods
enables acceptably reliable recognition of events during learner activity. The event
representation provides a target that simplifies computational and data requirements
for pattern/event recognition.

4.2 Keyframes and Keyframing

The event sequence summarizes all of the activity and occurrences taking place
in the learning environment. Some of the resulting event instances will be of
particular interest in interpreting or understanding the learner. We term these special
event instances keyframes [10] and the process of identifying or marking them,
keyframing. We first developed keyframes to allow a learner to target specific goals,
actions, or outcomes when the learner was to replay a past practice experience
(whether their own or the experience of another). Providing indices to the “important
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Table 2 Examples of keyframes and keyframing processes

Type Description Process

Learner activity Event in which a learner takes some identifiable action
(“TurnToward” when the subject of the event is a learner)

Auto

Measurement Event that measures some aspect of learner activity
(“response time” could record the time that elapses
between the new actor’s entry and the learner initiating
“TurnToward”)

Auto

Assessment Event that assesses some aspect of learner activity (the
response time recorded for “TurnToward” was acceptable)

Auto

Learner cognitive
state

Event that indicates a change in the learner’s
cognitive/affective state (engagement is now above the
threshold)

Auto

Exercise state Event that indicates a change in environment resulting from
learner activity (“TurnToward” allows learner to observe
the new actor)

Semi-auto

moments” within the log or trace of activity helped learner focus and resulted in
more effective use of time.

Although useful, we have discovered that what a user considers “important” can-
not be consistently anticipated. Instead, we have extended the notion of keyframes
so that a system can mark various learner-specific events. Keyframes are tags
or markers added to the “base” events. Table 2 lists examples of keyframes we
have explored in current and prior work. Similar to the event representation, many
keyframes of various types can be automatically identified and tagged. In the case
of changes in the state of the learning environment itself that are due to learner
action, we lack algorithms that can fully automate keyframing for these events, as
that would require some causal model of the domain. However, we can employ
similar mechanisms to those used for event recognition to mark key changes in the
exercise state (a semi-automated solution).

Keyframes provide a means to help interpretation and adaption processes further
abstract from the many sources of data input from the environment to information
most likely to help the system build a model of the learner and progress and chal-
lenges in the domain. Automated keyframing provides a straightforward approach
to capture keyframes, but at the cost of mixing “important” and “routine” events
together. Long term, we plan to continue to research methods that can support the
automatic classification of importance and relevance.

4.3 Elaboration and Repair

The adaptive learning system must be tolerant to noise and observation errors.
Sensors will be mis-calibrated. Packets of data will be dropped. A consistent
representation enables the research of general algorithms and tools that can support
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elaboration and refinement of event sequences as well as recognition of problems
and repair of the sequence and individual instances within it. Three such elabora-
tion/repair algorithms are as follows:

Logical entailment The formal semantics of the event representation enable
deductive elaboration of the event sequence. Every “start” event has a paired “end”
event such as start/stop “TurnToward.” Some events can be defined as inverses of
another event, thus representing the same physical event from different perspectives.
For example, “Learner detects Actor” is the inverse of “Actor is-detected-by
Learner.” Inverse events are particularly useful for elaborating the event sequence
so that all event instances are represented from the perspective of each individual
entity sequence.

Abduction When event instances are missing or appear out of sequence, some
process other than deductive closure is needed to repair the sequence. The repre-
sentation itself can provide signals when the sequence is need of repair. In Fig.
2, the presence of two “start” event instances for the “green” event, without an
intervening “stop” event creates such a signal. An abductive reasoner can evaluate
potential hypotheses about the causes of sequence faults. Abduction can also be
used to specialize event instances as further evidence accrues. In the “TurnToward”
example, the system cannot know when the turn is initiated where it will end and to
what end it is directed; however, when it concludes with the learner facing the new
actor, abduction can specialize the “Turn” event instance to “TurnToward” based on
observation/evidence.

Inference In some cases, there may not be enough evidence to assert a repair in
detail. In this case, we are exploring machine learning to compile patterns from a
large collection of observations and assert the presence of missing event instances
(or missing details from the instance). We are using machine-learned models of
individual parameters within event instances to compare and match event sequences
[6].

While this component is relatively nascent in comparison to event representation
and keyframing, it offers an example of the potential power and value of the
integrated and abstract representational approach. Because these algorithms are
based on the properties of the representation and the statistical properties of
observations within a domain, they are not specific to an individual application. We
anticipate further reuse across multiple applications of the adaptive learning system.
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An Incremental Learning Scheme with
Adaptive Earlystopping for AMI
Datastream Processing

Yungi Ha, Changha Lee, Seong-Hwan Kim, and Chan-Hyun Youn

1 Introduction

Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) enabled two-way communication between
customers and power utility companies. It includes the meters on the customer side,
communication networks between the two sides, and the data management system
that makes the information available to the providers [10]. With an era of the Internet
of things (IoT), the number of AMI will keep increasing as the industry IoT (IIoT)
is estimated to grow from USD 65,452.15 million in 2018 to USD 118,413.63
million by 2025 according to the report from Valuates Reports. AMI generates a
huge amount of data in daily basis. It is basically a kind of streaming data, where
data instances arrive as a sequence over time.

As the amount of AMI data increases rapidly in recent years, attempts to apply
Deep Learning (DL) techniques to AMI data processing are also being actively
studied. There is a wide range of DL applications for AMI data processing, such
as power energy prediction [9], energy fraud detection [4], etc.

Although many existing frameworks support building and serving DL models,
there is still much less effort on model maintenance, in other words, integrating new
data with the deployed DL model [7]. The reason for model retraining lies on a
phenomenon, namely concept drift [8]. It is caused by a change in the distribution
of underlying data, causing the trained model obsolete. As a result, the model’s
performance deteriorates over time.
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To the best of our knowledge, there are several works which deal with online
learning system. One of them is Continuum [13], which handles model updates
with the two different policies, best-effort and cost-aware. The best-effort policy is
a naive policy which tries to update the model whenever newly incoming data are
available at the system. Our interest lies in the cost-aware policy, which is designed
for cost-sensitive system that requires fast data incorporation at low training cost.
The cost-aware policy is an online algorithm that presents threshold-based update
method by formulating latency-cost sum. It shows 19% less training cost compared
to periodic model update. However, it does not take care of model convergence
in an environment where concept drift exists. ASDP [1] improves the algorithm
by introducing the earlystopping and adaptive batch size algorithm. It makes the
training process efficient by stopping the training process earlier then specified
epoch when it shows little improvement over time.

In this paper, we develop an online learning system that overcomes the limitations
of Continuum[13] and ASDP [1], in terms of training efficiency. More specifically,
we take into account the effect of concept drift on training DL models. We first
propose a light-weight approach for concept drift detection by employing methods
of cosine similarity and sliding windows. The model is then trained with a selective
earlystopping approach. It means that the earlystopping is performed only when
no drift occurs. Otherwise, the model would be trained until reaching a good
convergence without being stopped early. In addition, we improve the adaptive batch
size algorithm of ASDP[1] with simpler metrics and objective function, but more
efficient.

Our online learning system is implemented in an Apache Kafka [5] cluster,
which allows handling a large scale of AMI streaming data. To evaluate the system
performance, we conduct experiments on AMI data from 2015–2018, and record
the metrics of the training loss, inference error, and the test error. The results show
that the performance of our proposed approach is better than Continuum [13] (r=4),
and comparable to ASDP[1].

2 Problem Description

Many deep learning applications are utilized to process data streams which change
over time. When underlying data distribution changes, it causes the DL model
trained with stale data not to work as expected with new data. Although naive
methods treat individual arriving instance as equally essential, this phenomenon
requires a special approach that differs from commonly used schemes. Therefore,
the data stream analysis algorithm should provide a way to adapt to these changes
that the deployed model can work with recent data by efficient update [2]. As our
target data, AMI data stream, has time dependencies, we should continually renew
the deployed model. Incremental learning is commonly used to handle the problem
of learning unbound data streams.
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When measuring power consumption in commercial, the voltage is managed into
high and low voltage. Analyzing low voltage, mostly used by household, is more
challenging task than high voltage usually used in industrial. Focusing on low-
voltage meter data, we first considered the principal properties causing analysis
difficult. The low-voltage AMI data are sequentially incoming and its statistical
properties are time-variant, which is defined as a concept drift. Concept drift is
the change in the underlying distribution of the dataset, such as time-evolving
characteristic, class-wise characteristic, etc. We can see this phenomenon when
the distribution of streaming data is time-varying, a DL model built on stale data
is inconsistent with the new data. To confirm concept drift feature, we evaluate
Augmented Dickey–Fuller test on low-voltage household power consumption data,
which is a common statistical method used to validate stationary or non-stationary
with confidence level [3] as following Equation:

�yt = α + βt + δ1γyt−1 + · · · + δp−1�yt−p+1 + εt (1)

where α is a constant, β the coefficient on a time trend, and p the lag order of the
autoregressive process. Imposing the constraints α = 0 and β = 0 corresponds to
modeling a random walk and using the constraint β = 0 corresponds to modeling
a random walk with a drift. Consequently, there are three main versions of the test,
analogous to the ones discussed on Dickey–Fuller test. According to reference [3],
if the test statistic is greater than critical value (5%), this means that the time-series
data are non-stationary at a 95% confidence level. Thus, the results in the ranges 36,
100, and 1000 as described in Table 1 show that AMI meter data has a non-stationary
characteristics causing concept drift. The concept drift causes problems because the
result of analysis becomes less accurate as time passes. The term concept refers to
the quantity to be predicted. More generally, it can also refer to other phenomena of
interest besides the target concept, such as an input, but, in the context of concept
drift, the term commonly refers to the target variable.

Due to concept drift problem in AMI data, we need to incorporate new
information into training model from data stream. Incremental Learning or Online
Learning [2, 12] is a common method to train learning-based, such as a machine
learning or deep learning, model expanding the knowledge of existing model by
incoming input data containing untrained feature.

There are two knobs which control retraining time: batch size and epoch. Though
the impact of batch size in model retraining is controversial, a larger batch size for
training can produce a higher prediction accuracy [11]. It is because a larger batch

Table 1 Augmented Dickey–Fuller test results to find non-stationary feature of smart meter data
stream. Non-stationary data stream in range 36, 100, and 1000 is hard to predict

AMI meter pattern range 10 36 100 1000 100000

Test statistic −4.55 −1.59 −2.66 −2.78 −14.65

Critical value (5%) −3.29 −2.96 −2.89 −2.86 −2.86
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is better in generalizing the underlying data distribution. However, it is unpractical
to have enough batch because retraining with larger batch causes a higher data
incorporation latency (DIL) [13]. In other words, delaying update to get enough
batch size trade-offs the expense of stale DL model’s inference execution. We refer
to [13] to define the sum of waiting time of all the incoming instances DILi as
follows when data instances are arrived as uniform distribution:

DILi(bi; λ) = λ
bi−1∑

j=0

j

= λbi(bi − 1)

2

(2)

where bi is batch size and 1/λ is data arrival rate. We should develop an algorithm
which can make bothDILi and the prediction error of the DL model are minimized.

3 Proposed System

3.1 Architecture Overview

The overall architecture of entire online learning system is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
system receives data stream from multiple sources, which is served by one or a set
of deployed DL models. The system is built upon the Apache Kafka [5], which
supports exchange of large volume of data between streaming data producers and
incremental learning system. Streaming data producers, set of each AMI source,
collect the data in real-time manner and transfer the data to incremental learning
system. Incremental learning system is responsible for maintaining multiple DL

Fig. 1 A system architecture of incremental deep learning system for AMI stream data processing
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model’s performance. When a data instance is delivered to incremental learning
system, it executes deep inference and effective retrain strategy with new data.

Incremental learning system deals with concept drift by performing update of
deployed DL models. AMI streaming data come in the system then are grouped
to produce pairs of instances Xi, yi to feed DL models. For each update, the
module selects the batch size and epoch by considering current concept drift
level and unstableness of current DL model. When concept drift is detected,
earlystopping is applied. Otherwise, the model is trained without the earlystopping
until convergence.

3.2 Proposed Incremental Learning Scheme

AMI datasets can be converted to supervised time-series datasets as further data
arrived in the future timestamp, which mean that we can know the ground-truth
values for the prediction target. The training loss value on the prediction model of
the ith value can be represented L(yi, ỹi ) where yi is the ith measured value and
ỹi is the ith predicted value. In our incremental learning system, pretrained data
instances are discarded without being stored on memory or storage.

Updating DL model over new data incurs nontrivial training cost, which is
directly measured by the processing time. Training load of DL model is represented
as sum of minibatch upload latency, feed-forward latency, back-propagation latency,
and gradient transfer latency. In [13], they have shown that there exists linear
relationship between processing time and input batch size |D|. We can approximate
the processing time in multi-variable regression model as following:

τ(ei, bi) = θprocbiei + θconst (3)

where θconst is the overhead of model initialization procedure in a specific device.
θproc is the coefficient for the processing time.

We assume that a system receives incoming value vt at time t , the deep learning
model M takes a data sequence as an input X, and output y is also a sequence of
data, which is ground-truth values of given input. Here we refer kth values grouped
in X and y as a data instance dk . An arrived time of dk is denoted as ak . Hence, the
length of the queue at time t is given by following:

Q(t) = {dk|ti−1 ≤ ak ≤ ti} (4)

Expectation of |Q(t)| is τi−1, where τi−1 indicates time interval between update
decisions (ti − ti−1). Also, we assume that the data arrives as uniform distribution,
with period of 1/λ. When training of the ith update completes, the queue length is
the summation of existing queue length and gaps of arriving and processed data in
the queue which is formulated as follows:
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|Q(ti)| ← |Q(ti−1)| + τi−1λ− bi (5)

We assume at the initial state of queue is empty. Therefore, the stability condition
of the queue is simply defined as

τi−1λ ≤ τi−1 − θconst
θprocei

= bi (6)

With the condition described in the Eq. 6, we define an objective function as
follows where γ is weight factor.

min
bi
f (bi) = γDILi + (1− γ )Ui

= γ λbi(bi − 1)

2
+ (1− γ )exp(−bi)

∑i−1
k=i−L RMSEk

L

(7)

Batch size selection for each update affects both the accuracy and DILi of the
system. Unstableness, Ui , indicates how unstable the model performance is where
RMSEk is the root mean square error of the inference on the kth batch, L is the
length of the sliding window over the sequence. We used grid search to find the
solution bi for each update.

We can enhance the quality of solution and DL model training efficiency by
selectively applying earlystopping. We argue that only when the incoming data
distribution is stable, in other words, there is no concept drift, we can apply
earlystopping. We use cosine similarity to detect the concept drift with data as shown
in Fig. 2. By measuring the cosine similarity between Vprev = (dk−bi+1, . . . ,dk−1)

and Vcurr = (dk, . . . ,dk+bi−1) as in Eq. 8, it decides whether to apply earlystop-
ping or not.

cossim(Vprev,Vcurr ) = Vprev · Vcurr
||Vprev||||Vcurr || (8)

Fig. 2 Data windowing for cosine similarity calculation to identify concept drift
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In addition, we define the loss function for the training with the data batch Bi =
{(X1, y1), . . . , (Xbi , ybi )} as shown in Eq. 9.

L(f (x, ωi−1),Bi ) = 1

|Bi |
∑

(Xk,yk)∈Bi
l(f (Xk, ωi−1), yk) (9)

f (x, ωi−1) represents the running DL model after the (i − 1)th update. Also,
l(f (Xk, ωi−1), yk) is the regular loss function such as mean squared error. The
process of our incremental learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Incremental learning for datastream with adaptive earlystopping
Input
Update step: i
Current model:Mi
Data instance queue:Q(t)
Concept drift threshold: DT
Model improvement threshold: T LT
Earlystopping criteria: patience
Output
Model trained after (i)th update:Mi+1

1: Find (bi , ei ) which minimize Eq. 7 by grid search
2: if cossim(Vprev,Vcurr ) < DT then
3: pearlystop = T rue
4: else
5: pearlystop = False
6: end if
7: cntpatience = 0, ce = 0
8: if pearlystop then
9: while ce < ei do

10: T L[ce] = L(f (x, ωi−1),Bi )
11: if ce > 0 and |T L[ce] − T L[ce − 1]| < TLT then
12: cntpatience += 1
13: end if
14: if cntpatience == patience then
15: break
16: end if

17: ωi−1 ← ωi−1 − η 1

|Bi |
∑
(Xk,yk)∈Bi ∇l(f (Xk, ωi−1), yk)

18: ce += 1
19: end while
20: else
21: while ce < ei do

22: ωi−1 ← ωi−1 − η 1

|Bi |
∑
(Xk,yk)∈Bi ∇l(f (Xk, ωi−1), yk)

23: ce += 1
24: end while
25: end if
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4 Experiment Results

4.1 Experimental Environment

We conducted experiments on AMI streaming data to evaluate the performance of
our proposed online learning system. We used a cluster with both stream server and
computing server as shown in Table 3. Stream server has Intel(R) Xeon(R) W3565
CPU @3.20 GHz with 16 GB RAM and computing server has Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-4790 CPU @3.60 GHz with 16 GB RAM. We used Apache Kafka framework
[5] to construct stream server. We trained and tested the deep learning model with
low-voltage AMI data from January 2015 to July 2018 provided by Korea Electric
Power Corporation (KEPCO).

We used CNN-LSTM model [6], with one convolution layer to receive the input,
one LSTM layer, and one Dense layer to produce the final output. Specification for
the DNN is described in detail at Table 2.

4.2 Effects of Concept Drift Threshold

We observe the change in average training loss and prediction error when changing
the concept drift threshold value,DT . Figure 3 shows the average training loss of the
entire streaming data over the threshold between 0.1 and 0.9. As clearly shown in
the plot, we can see the average training loss goes much smaller with the threshold
value over 0.8. It can be thought that training with more epoch according to the
higher concept drift threshold (0.8 or higher) enhances the generalization capability
of the deployed DL model for current data.

Figure 4 shows the average prediction error of the entire streaming data. Here it
shows a low error at a high threshold (DT = 0.9) similar to the average training
loss case. We regard this is because when we increase the threshold value, the DL

Table 2 The DL model
architecture used in the
experiment

Layer type Output shape Number of parameters

Conv1D (None, 4, 64) 1216

LSTM (None, 50) 23000

Dense (None, 1) 51

Number of total parameters: 24267

Number of trainable parameters: 24267

Number of non-trainable parameters: 0

Table 3 The configuration
of experiment environment

Stream server Computing server

CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) Intel(R) Core(TM)

W3565 @3.20 GHz i7-4790 @3.60 GHz

RAM DDR3 16 GB DDR3 16 GB
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Fig. 3 Training loss of resultant model according to different concept drift threshold

Fig. 4 Prediction error of inference of resultant model according to different concept drift
threshold
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model is trained on recent data with more epochs. In result, the DL model can have
a better predictability on inexperienced data (Table 3).

4.3 Performance Comparison with Other Incremental
Learning Algorithms

When comparing the performance with other algorithms, we set the concept drift
threshold DT = 0.5. Figures 5 and 6 show the training loss and the prediction error
over each batch for different online learning algorithms, respectively. As we used
untrained a DL model with the same initially weights, it shows high fluctuations over
0.2 by 15 data batches. We can see that our proposed method shows lower training
loss than Continuum [13] (r=4) above the 20 data batches, as it shows training loss
value only around 0.02. In terms of prediction error, it shows a similar trend to that
of the training loss. All methods show a high degree of variation (0.2 or higher)
within the first 20 batches and then gradually decrease to 0.1 over time.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an online learning system working on AMI streaming
data. We aimed to further reduce the training load by considering the concept drift
and batch size effects in model updates. We first derived proper batch sizes and
epochs by solving the objective function. Then the drift detection module decides

Fig. 5 Training loss over batches of AMI data
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Fig. 6 Prediction error of inference over batches of AMI data

whether to apply the earlystopping technique in model training. Our proposed
method utilizes a simpler metrics and objective function, but with higher efficiency.

To evaluate the system performance, we conducted experiments on a set of
KEPCO AMI data from 2015 to 2018. Throughout the training process, we
compared our proposed method with Continuum [13] and ASDP [1] with two
metrics, namely training loss and prediction error of inference. The experimental
results showed that our scheme obtained better performance than Continuum [13]
(r=4) and were comparable to ASDP [1] on all the metrics.

In future work, we would like to improve our algorithms to achieve better
performance. Several techniques should be applied, for example, adjusting the
threshold of drift detection or the length of the sliding windows. Moreover, other
factors such as learning rate should be also considered to obtain better training
efficiency.
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Traceability Analysis of Patterns Using
Clustering Techniques

Jose Aguilar, Camilo Salazar, Julian Monsalve-Pulido, Edwin Montoya,
and Henry Velasco

1 Introduction

The current epochal moment is characterized by a very high rate of generation of
new information, which requires means to characterize its evolution. In particular,
traceability on the evolution of information is relevant in different fields: health,
safety, process supervision, among other areas [1, 2]. For that task, it is necessary
to study techniques that allow analyzing the evolution of the knowledge. A first
element to consider, in that sense, is to identify the patterns that represent the
common information in data groups. From the characterization of a “pattern,” its
evolution can be analyzed, that is, as it changes over time.

This article analyzes different techniques to the problem of tracking the trace-
ability of the patterns. From the starting point of the identification of patterns that
characterize groups of data, it is analyzed how each technique follows the changing
dynamics of a pattern, that is, its evolution. From the evolution of the patterns,
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aspects such as the re-association of the objects to the closest patterns can be
established. Also, another aspect to consider is how to reestablish the relevance
of a pattern in a given context, based on the idea of a threshold, such that if the
characteristics of what is sought (for example, for a given profile of a person) are
close to the characteristics of the pattern (based on a similarity threshold), it can be
considered that this group of data associated with the pattern is relevant to what is
sought.

In general, online unsupervised learning techniques (clustering) are good can-
didates for the traceability of patterns. These techniques follow an incremental
approach of clustering that adds one cluster prototype or adjusts the known clusters
at a time [3, 4]. In this work, the techniques LDA, Birch, LAMDA, and K-
means are used, both for the initial task of grouping the data, as well as, to
analyze the characteristics of the patterns during their evolution (traceability). The
characteristics extracted from the text, which are the output of each technique, in
the case of LDA are called topics, in the case of LAMDA classes, and so on.
Thus, a topological model is constructed to describe the “patterns” generated from
the grouping of the analyzed data, which are dynamically analyzed based on their
evolution over time.

In addition, in this article different types of educational contents are used as data
sources, to evaluate the capabilities of the techniques. In particular, they are learning
resources, scientific publications, and patents. With these datasets, the analysis of
the characteristics of the patterns is made, based on the concepts of topics, classes,
etc. (according to the technique used), and their evolution over time is analyzed
(traceability).

2 Literature Review About Approaches for Traceability

A first group of works is online clustering Approaches for Traceability. For example,
in [5], they propose a semantic smoothing model in the context of text data flows
for the creation of two online grouping algorithms (OCTS and OCTSM) oriented to
the grouping of massive text data flows. The two algorithms present a new cluster
statistics structure called a cluster profile, which can capture the semantics of text
data streams dynamically. In [6] is proposed the CURE algorithm with a greater
robustness for outliers, which identifies clusters that have non-spherical shapes and
wide variations in size. In CURE, having more than one representative point per
cluster allows the algorithm to adjust well to the geometry of the non-spherical
shapes, and the reduction helps to dampen the effects of outliers.

In [7], the authors create a Framework that can be applied to most of the flow
grouping methods to improve their performance in terms of grouping accuracy
(purity, G-Recall, and G-Precision), using the concepts of drift and robustness for
the noise samples. The main contribution is to deploy a set of classifiers to assign
the incoming samples to microclusters. In [8], the authors propose an EM-based
framework (Expectation Maximization) to effectively group distributed data flows.
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In the presence of noisy or incomplete data records, the algorithms learn from the
distribution of the underlying data flows by maximizing the probability of the data
groups.

Tafaj et al. [9] presents a non-parameterized adaptive online algorithm to group
eye movement data. In the paper, they conduct experiments demonstrating that the
algorithm performs strongly and in real time on raw data collected from the eye
tracking experiments in driving sessions. To solve the problem of classification of
photos, [10] proposes to group the binary hash codes of a large number of photos in
binary grouping centers. In the paper, they present a fast k-means binary algorithm
that works directly on the image hashes that retain the similarity, and groups in
binary centers with hash indexes to accelerate the calculation, which is capable of
grouping large photo streams into a single machine, which can be used for spam
detection and photo trend discovery.

A second group of approaches for Traceability, which is not based on online
clustering algorithm is presented below. According to the problem of establishing
and maintaining the appropriate traceability of the software, [11] demonstrates that
supervised machine learning can be used effectively to automate the recovery of
the traceability link, only if there is enough data to train a classification model. In
this work, they develop an approach based on active learning, for traceability link
recovery, while maintaining similar performance. In [12] is proposed an approach
based on the semantic relationship (SR), which takes human judgment to an
earlier stage of the tracking process by integrating it into the underlying recovery
mechanism. SR tries to imitate the human mental model of relevance by considering
a wide range of semantic relationships.

In the context of the problem of information retrieval, [13] presents an empirical
study to statistically analyze the equivalence of several traceability recovery meth-
ods based on information retrieval (IR) techniques. In the paper, they use techniques
such as the Jensen–Shannon (JS) method, the vector space model (VSM), the latent
semantic indexing (LSI), and the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA).

According to the literature review, there are no previous works with a similar
goal to our paper: study the problem of tracking the traceability of patterns using
clustering techniques.

3 Analyzed Techniques

• LDA: It is a probabilistic model based on unsupervised learning, which suppose
each document like a mix of topics, and each topic has a probability distribution
over all words in the vocabulary [14, 15]. The topic distribution reflects the
overall semantic information about the document, expressed in the form of
probability.

The core idea is that each document contains several hidden topics, each of
which contains a collection of words related to the topic [14]. LDA discovers the
latent topics Z from a collection of documents D. For LDA, each document is
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a probability distribution over all words in the vocabulary. LDA model projects
the documents in a topical embedding space, and generates a topic vector from a
document, which can be used as the features of the document.

In this way, the LDA topic model defines two polynomial distributions [15]:
the document-topic distribution (θ ) and the subject vocabulary distribution (φ).
The first represents the probability distribution of each topic in the document;
and the other, the probability distribution of each vocabulary appearing in the
topic. In addition, LDA model has three parameters [14, 15]: α is the parameter
of the Dirichlet distribution of the topic distribution in a document, β is the
parameter of the Dirichlet distribution of the vocabulary distribution in a topic,
and K represent the number of topics.

LDA requires a learning phase, in order to infer/discover θ and φ in
documents, which can be used to predict any new document with a similar
topic distribution [15]. Different representations can be built from the documents,
varying the amount of topics to be considered.

• K-means: It is one of the simplest and popular unsupervised machine learning
algorithms. k-means aims to group n data samples into k disjoint clusters, each
described by its centroid. In general, a data point is assigned to the nearest cluster.

K-means starts with a set of k randomly centroids that are used as the
beginning points for every cluster, and then performs iterative calculations to
optimize the positions of the centroids. It stops the creation and/or optimization
of the clusters when either: (i) The centroids have stabilized — there is no
change in their values because the clustering has been successful; (ii) The defined
number of iterations has been achieved.

Its performance is usually not as competitive as those of the other sophisti-
cated clustering techniques because slight variations in the data could lead to
high variance.

• LAMDA: It is a clustering algorithm that uses the degree of adequacy to classify
each individual. The analysis of the similarity compares the features of any
object X = [x1; . . . ; xj ; . . . ; xn], with those of the existing classes C =
C1;C2; . . . ;Ck; . . . ;Cm [16–18]. LAMDA is a non-iterative algorithm, and it
was intended for use in system supervisory tasks and in the identification of
functional states.

The features of the objects are normalized to [0,1]. With normalized values,
LAMDA calculates the marginal adequacy degree (MAD), which describes the
similarity of any feature with the corresponding feature of the class. MADs
are calculated with probability density functions. After obtaining the MADs,
LAMDA calculates the global adequacy degrees (GADs) using aggregation
functions T-norm and S-norm [16]. The GADs are computed for every class.
In clustering tasks, the normalized object X is assigned to the group with the
maximum GAD.

More details about its mathematical formulation can be found in [16–18].
• Birch: It is a data incremental clustering method based on a distance-based

approach with the next characteristics [19]: (i) It follows a local process, due
to that, each clustering decision is made without scanning all data or all currently
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existing clusters. It uses metrics that reflect the natural closeness of the points,
incrementally maintained during the clustering process; (ii) It exploits the idea
that the data space is usually not uniformly occupied. For example, a dense region
of points is treated collectively as a single cluster, and points in sparse regions
are treated as outliers and optionally removed.

The concepts of Clustering Feature (CF) and CF tree are at the core of Birch’s
incremental clustering algorithm. A CF is a triple summarizing the information
about a cluster. The CF vector of the cluster is defined as a triple: CF = (N, L, S),
where N is the number of data points in the cluster, L is the linear sum of the N
data points, and S is the square sum of the N data points.

A CF tree is a height-balanced tree with two parameters: branching factor B
and threshold T. A CF tree will be built dynamically as new data objects are
inserted. It uses the same procedure of the B+ trees to guide a new insertion in
the tree (the correct subcluster) for clustering purposes. The CF tree is a very
compact representation of the dataset because each entry in a leaf node is not a
single data point, but a subcluster (which absorbs many data points with diameter
(or radius) under a specific threshold T). More details about itsendalization can
be found in [19].

4 Experiments

This section presents the experiments with three different datasets: one with 11967
patents, the second with 8307 scientific publications, and the third with 10050
learning objects. Each dataset is ordered according to the data chronology, and
divided into 5 parts to simulate the flow of time: T0 with 40% of the data, and
the rest with 15%.

4.1 Metrics

For the evaluation of the unsupervised clustering algorithms in our context, we
use Calinski–Harabasz Index (used like intracluster metric), Davies–Bouldin Index
(used like intercluster metric), and Silhouette Score (used to define the quality of
the definition of the clusters).

• Calinski–Harabasz Index: This index is defined as the ratio of the sum of
between-cluster dispersion and within-clusters dispersion for all clusters, where
dispersion is the sum of distances squared (see Calinski and Harabasz [20] for an
extended explanation). The Calinski–Harabasz index is calculated as

SCH = trace(Bk)

trace(Wk)
× m− k
k − 1

(1)
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where m is the number of documents in dataset, k is the number of clusters,
Bk = ∑k

q=1 nq(cq − c)(cq − c)T is the between group dispersion matrix, and

Wk = ∑k
q=1

∑
x∈Pq (x − cq)(x − cq)T is the within-cluster dispersion matrix;

with Pq the set of points in cluster q, cq the center of cluster q, c the center of
the set of data, and nq the number of points in cluster q.

A higher Calinski–Harabasz score relates to a model with better defined
clusters.

• Davies–Bouldin Index: It is defined as the average similarity measure of each
cluster with its most similar cluster, where similarity is a measure that compares
the distance between clusters with the size of the clusters themselves (see Davis
and Bouldin [21] for an extended explanation). The Davies–Bouldin index is
calculated as

SDB = 1

k

k∑

i=1

max
i �=j Rij (2)

where Rij is the similarity between clusters i and j. There are many ways to

construct Rij , a simple one (that is non-negative and symmetric) is Rij = si+sj
dij

,
with si is the average distance between each point of the cluster i and the center
of the cluster j; this is also known as the cluster diameter and dij is the distance
between centroids of the clusters i and j.

Zero is the lowest possible Davies–Bouldin index. Values closer to zero
indicate a better partition, so a lower score relates to a model with better
separation between the clusters.

• Silhouette Score: It is a measure of the cohesion compared with the separation
in clusters of data. It determines how similar an object is in its own cluster,
compared to other clusters. In our case, it describes the forms of the clusters
that it produces (if they are dense, well separated, etc.). See Rousseeuw [22] for
an extended explanation. The Silhouette Coefficient for a set of samples is given
as the mean of the Silhouette Coefficient for each sample, and it is calculated as

SS =
n∑

i=1

b(i)− a(i)
max{a(i), b(i)} (3)

where a(i) and b(i) are computed for each sample i in the cluster Ci (i ∈ Ci) as
a(i) = (|Ci | − 1)−1 ∑

j∈Ci,i �=j d(i, j) and b(i) = mink �=i |Ck|−1 ∑
j∈Ck d(i, j),

where d(i, j) is the distance between data points i and j .
This coefficient is ranged from −1 to 1. Values near 1 are desirable, near 0

indicate overlapping clusters, and negative values generally indicate that a sample
has been assigned to the wrong cluster. In general, a higher Silhouette Coefficient
score relates to a model with better defined clusters.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 General Results

In this section, we are going to present the results for each technique:

• LDA: it is not conceived as a clustering technique, but as a topic modeling
technique [23]. However, the topics are kind of groups that follows the idea of
clustering. LDA is considered in this work because of its capability of grouping
documents on topics. Input to LDA model are documents, the embedding vectors
of documents are used to calculate metrics, and the vectors of topics are the
output of LDA model. A label for each document is calculated as the id of the
topic to which the document belongs most. With these embedding vectors of
documents and labels, metrics are calculated. LDA has a main parameter that is
the number of topics (k). For tuning this parameter, coherence score [24] is used.
The assumption is: the k with the highest coherence score is the best k. Best
parameters found are in the case of Patents k=12, for Scientific Publications is
k=5, and for Learning Objects: k=7

• K-means: In the case of K-means, the main parameter is K. In order to determine
K, this paper uses the “elbow” method to select the optimal number of clusters.
In our work, we use the Elbow method to have a range of K values (around
the elbow) like the adequate number of clusters, and we select the K with the
best results. This value is determined in the initial clustering, and during the
evolutionary analysis of the patterns K is not modified.

• LAMDA: In the case of LAMDA, the main parameters to define are the threshold
to define the creation of new clusters, known as the Non-Informative Class
(NIC), and the function to calculate the MADs. The cluster with maximum
GAD is where the individual is assigned, but if the maximum GAD is the one
corresponding to NIC, then a new cluster is created. In our case, according to the
results in [17, 18], the NIC must be equal to 0.5. Finally, the MAD calculations
are made for each descriptor in each cluster using the fuzzy binomial function,
also, according to the results in [17, 18].

• Birch: It is an efficient clustering algorithm for large amounts of data [19];
however, “Birch does not scale very well to high dimensional data”, as mentioned
in sklearn (python’s library) documentation. Birch has two main parameters:
threshold and branching factor. Threshold controls the radius of subclusters
obtained, by merging them if their fused radio is lower than the threshold.
Branching factor is the maximum number of subclusters in each node of the
main tree defined in the algorithm. For tuning these two parameters, a Bayesian
optimization is carried out over a predefined space for the two parameters. The
best parameters found are: for Patents, threshold = 0.01937 and branching factor
= 37; for Scientific Publications, threshold = 0.01914 and branching factor = 85;
for Learning Objects, threshold = 0.9928 and branching factor = 223.
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4.2.2 Analysis of the Results

The Tables 1, 2 ,and 3 describe the performance of clustering through time with the
dataset of Scientific publications, Learning Objects, and Patents. For the Silhouette
Score, LAMDA has the best results. It defines the best forms of the clusters, with a
score close to zero (some overlapping in the clusters). For the rest of the techniques,
the values are negative (some incorrect in the clustering process) or close to zero
(like K-means, with overlapping in the clusters).

In the case of the Calinski–Harabasz Index, the results are very good (high) for
LDA and Birch in the learning object dataset. For the rest of the techniques and
datasets, the results are close to zero. This score establishes that the clusters are
dense and well separated but the learning object dataset contains convex clusters
(clusters with relationships, which are normally hidden by static methods). In the
case of K-means, this is not an adequate metric, because it forces the clusters to be
separated, for this reason the results are very high.

For Davies–Bouldin Index, the best results are for LAMDA (very close to zero),
which indicates a better partition. In the case of K-means, the results are not good,
which indicates not a good separation between the clusters defined by K. In general,
when convex clusters are defined, this metric is high (that is the reason that for LDA
the results are very bad).

LDA analyses very well contexts where convex clusters are a very good
description of their dataset (measured with the Calinski–Harabasz Index) like the
learning objet dataset, and for the rest of datasets, LAMDA gives the best results.

At the level of the traceability, these metrics can describe the evolution of the
data over the time without problem (the quality of the results does not change).
Therefore, it can be internally analyzed how the characteristics of its descriptors
change over time. An example of how this analysis can be performed is presented
in the next section.

Table 1 Performance of clustering through time with scientific publications dataset

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4

Silhouette score LDA 0.0034 −0.0065 −0.01635 −0.0151 −0.0138

K-means 0.0076 0.0195 0.0293 0.0320 0.0342

LAMDA 0.5897 0.5009 0.5211 0.5060 0.5078

Birch −0.0166 −0.0165 −0.0175 −0.0191 −0.0198

Calinski–Harabasz score LDA 60.1144 214.5736 236.6688 279.4421 325.1516

K-means 83.5755 342.4204 502.9372 599.0646 694.7954

LAMDA 0.0822 0.0652 0.0654 0.0663 0.0670

Birch 1.3167 1.9597 2.102 2.1137 2.1163

Davies–Bouldin score LDA 15.5824 16.0244 14.6236 13.9489 15.893

45K-means 10.7797 9.1594 9.0639 8.9143 8.8358

LAMDA 0.0801 0.0797 0.0797 0.0798 0.0790

Birch 0.9527 0.9538 0.963 0.9727 0.9755
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Table 2 Performance of clustering through time with patents dataset

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4

Silhouette score LDA −0.0042 −0.0101 −0.0138 −0.0162 −0.0172

K-means 0.0018 0.0088 0.0126 0.0147 0.0153

LAMDA 0.3666 0.3660 0.3666 0.3654 0.3666

Birch −0.0688 −0.068 −0.0679 −0.068 −0.0681

Calinski–Harabasz score LDA 1.3176 2.3466 3.9227 5.6527 7.3945

K-means 30.0962 100.0109 154.6084 201.3089 241.8456

LAMDA 0.0845 0.0652 0.0734 0.0649 0.0732

Birch 1.6181 2.811 3.7292 4.4192 5.0178

Davies–Bouldin score LDA 27.8275 31.9796 33.9581 36.8672 41.0165

K-means 12.0242 11.7594 11.8662 11.8965 11.7849

LAMDA 0.0798 0.0792 0.0799 0.0792 0.0792

Birch 1.2887 1.3322 1.3619 1.3776 1.392

Table 3 Performance of clustering through time with learning objects dataset

T0 T1 T2 T3 T4

Silhouette score LDA −0.0401 −0.0409 −0.0384 −0.0428 −0.0416

K-means 0.0970 0.0923 0.0861 0.0856 0.0864

LAMDA 0.1291 0.10126 0.1132 0.1126 0.1128

Birch 0.1151 0.1142 0.1189 0.1254 0.1233

Calinski–Harabasz score LDA 40.1494 61.2242 85.43 114.2579 143.2084

K-means 313.0630 403.8315 487.9524 580.7843 673.0007

LAMDA 0.0339 0.038 0.0335 0.0335 0.0337

Birch 71.2864 86.5856 101.8402 115.7936 126.5196

Davies–Bouldin score LDA 8.9262 7.9996 6.7594 6.0928 5.8652

K-means 1.6866 1.6865 1.7094 1.7069 1.6893

LAMDA 0.0339 0.0330 0.0339 0.0338 0.0348

Birch 0.9649 0.9432 0.9058 0.8828 0.8769

4.3 Example of Analysis of the Traceability of the Patterns

In this section, the objective is to analyze the temporal behavior and the traceability
of the patterns discovered from the data, using the previously described techniques.
For that, it is used one of the technique, in order to give an example of the analysis.
LDA is chosen, because the utilization of the concept of topics helps the analysis.

For LDA, it is analyzed the topic evolution through time, using the following
figures. Topics are dimensionality reduced to 2D using Principal Coordinates
Analysis (PCoA), and it is visualized its main two coordinates. The size of the
circles is the marginal topic distribution, the bigger the more relevant the topic is.
The distance in the figure is related to the inter-topic distance and gives an idea on
how related topics are.
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Fig. 1 Scientific publication topics at T0

In Fig. 1 are shown the results for the scientific publication dataset at T0. At T0,
a total of 5 topics are extracted from the scientific publication dataset, there is no
one relevant topic, but topic 2 has low relevance and presents high overlapping with
topic 1 (see Fig. 1).

There are a lot of movements from T0 to T2 (see Fig. 2), especially with topic
2, which seemed replaceable in T0: it does not show an increase in relevance, but
represents an important region of documents, since it is well separated from other
topics. At this time, the topics are scattered.

Little movement is observed at T4, from T2 to T4 there is no big difference,
which shows slow convergence (see Fig. 3). Evidence of well-defined topics at this
time is that overlapping is not a main problem.

Now, we carry out a similar analysis for the learning object dataset. Figure 4
describes T0. Five topics are taken into account at T0. There is much overlap
between topics 1, 4, and 7, which is evidence that at this time these topics could be
combined taking into account that their relevance are similar and their overlapping
are highs.

In T2, the overlapping is still a big problem, more than half of the topics have a
high overlap (see Fig. 5). Nevertheless, the rest of the topics are well separated and
have good relevance, which is a good indication.



Fig. 2 Scientific publications at T2

Fig. 3 Scientific publication topics at T4
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Fig. 4 Learning object topics at T0

At T4, the problem of overlapping is improved because topic 4 separates from the
group that presents high overlap (see Fig. 6). Also, there is evidence of convergence,
there is no a dominant topic, because the topics have average relevance.

Finally, we analyze the patent dataset, which shows a similar behavior with
respect to previous datasets. There is evidence of convergence of all 3 datasets,
especially of patents and scientific publications. The learning objects show slow
convergence and problems of overlapping topics. This may be due to the similarity
between the descriptions of the patents and the abstracts of scientific publications,
which present reasonable similarities and therefore comparable behaviors. The
descriptions (text) of the learning object dataset are considerably different, and
therefore, have a different behavior.

This analysis of tracking the traceability of the patterns is similar for the rest
of techniques for each dataset. In each case, we can consider different things, for
example, in the case of LAMDA the behavior of the classes, and for K-means and
Birch the generated features. In all the three cases, little movement can be observed
from T2 to T4, that is, it is evident that with this data the topics tend to converge. In
other words, even if new data arrives, the clusters suffer almost no modification.
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Fig. 5 Learning object topics at T2

5 Conclusions

This article studies the capabilities of different clustering techniques to the problem
of tracking the traceability of the patterns. Particularly, the paper studies the
evolution of the characteristics of the patterns over time.

In general, different unsupervised learning techniques (clustering) have been
studied: LDA, Birch, LAMDA, and K-means. These techniques have been used
to follow an incremental approach of clustering that adds one cluster prototype or
adjusts the known clusters at a given time.

The paper analyzes these techniques for both, the initial task of grouping the data,
as well as, to analyze the characteristics of the patterns, and the relevance of them
in the patterns through their evolution (traceability). Different types of data sources
of educational contents have been used: learning resources, scientific publications,
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Fig. 6 Learning object topics at T4

and patents. With these datasets, the topological models to describe the “patterns”
generated from the grouping of the analyzed data, and their dynamics (evolution
over time), are analyzed (traceability). According to our literature review, there are
no similar works.

For the evaluation, the paper considers three metrics: Calinski–Harabasz Index
(used like intracluster metric), Davies–Bouldin Index (used like intercluster metric),
and Silhouette Score (used to define the quality of the definition of the clusters).

In general, for the Silhouette Score, LAMDA has the best results. In the case of
the Calinski–Harabasz Index, the results are very good (high) for LDA and Birch
in the learning object dataset. For the rest of the techniques and datasets, the results
are close to zero. In the case of the Davies–Bouldin Index, the best results are for
LAMDA.

We observe that the tracking of the traceability of the patterns can be carried out
with these techniques, using the different notions that each one considers during its
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clustering process. For example, the topic notion in LDA, in the case of LAMDA its
classes, and for K-means and Birch the generated features. Future works will carry
out a detailed study about this capability of these techniques.
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An Approach to Interactive Analysis of
StarCraft: BroodWar Replay Data

Dylan Schwesinger, Tyler Stoney, and Braden Luancing

1 Introduction

In the real-time strategy (RTS) game StarCraft: BroodWar, a player controls an
armed force with the goal of defeating an opposing armed force. The gameplay
includes acquiring resources, training units, researching technologies, and managing
groups of units to attack the opponent. Decision making in a StarCraft can be
coarsely divided into three tasks: strategy (high level decision making concerning
army composition), tactics (positioning of units and buildings and timing of attacks),
and micro-management (controlling individual units). For a good overview of
StarCraft AI approaches see [6].

In this paper, we focus on an approach to interactively explore and analyze Star-
Craft replay data in order to facilitate the creation of decision making algorithms.
Our approach is inspired by a typical data science workflow where the process
roughly has the following steps: (1) formulate a question, (2) acquire and clean
data, (3) conduct exploratory data analysis, and (4) use prediction and inference to
draw conclusions.

The main contribution of this work is in the representation of the data. We
represent the data as statements in first-order logic. This is in contrast to the
more common approach in data science of representing data in tabular form. The
advantage of representing the data as FOL statements is that a logic programming
language can be used to query the data and deduce new facts.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First we provide some
background material on logic programming. Next we present our encoding of the
basic facts about StarCraft and replay data into a usable form to make deductive
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queries. Then we present several examples of exploratory data analysis relevant to
StarCraft AI research.

2 Logic Programming

In this section, we briefly describe the basic syntax and semantics of a logic
programming language [1]. Logic programming is a paradigm where programs are
sets of sentences in logical form expressing facts and rules about some problem
domain. A computation is initiated when a query is run over the facts and rules that
produces new facts and deductions.

In Datalog and other common logic programming languages, rules are written as
logical implications of the form

H ← B1 ∧ . . . ∧ Bn
where H is called the head of the rule and B1 ∧ . . . ∧ Bn is called the body of the
rule. The rule can be read “H is true if B1 and . . . and Bn is true.”

2.1 Encoding Domain Knowledge in Datalog

Datalog has three basic constructs: facts, rules, and queries. Facts and rules are
used to encode domain knowledge. A set of facts and rules that encodes domain
knowledge is often referred to as a knowledge base.

A fact is a mathematical relation (not a function) of the form

predicate(term1, . . . , termn)

where the predicate is the name of the relation and each term is a constant.
Semantically, a fact is a ground term, that is, a logical statement that does not contain
any free variables.

Rules are used to define how new facts can be inferred from known facts. A rule
has the form

H : − B1, . . . , Bn

where H and B1, . . . , Bn are predicates. The comma (,) between the predicates in
the body denotes logical conjunction. The terms in a rule can be either a constant or
a logical variable. Syntactically, logic variables start with a capital letter.

As an example, suppose we want to store some facts about which StarCraft units
are considered to be biological for the purposes of the Medic’s healing ability. The
Datalog knowledge base could be encoded as three facts:
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b i o l o g i c a l ( f i r e b a t ) .
b i o l o g i c a l ( mar ine ) .
b i o l o g i c a l ( medic ) .

These facts can be read as “a firebat is biological” and so on.
We can also add a rule that determines which units can be healed by a medic:

c a n _ b e _ h e a l e d (X) :− b i o l o g i c a l (X ) .

This can be read as “X can be healed if X is biological.” This statement is
semantically equivalent to the universally quantified logical statement

∀x.biological(x)→ canbehealed(x).

Given this rule and the previously defined facts we could deduce, say, that a firebat
can be healed by a medic.

2.2 Datalog Queries

Datalog queries are used to deduce new facts from the existing facts and rules.
A Datalog interpreter is needed to execute a query. Unfortunately, there is no
standard Datalog implementation. Part of the reason for this is that different
interpreter implementations provide various extensions to basic Datalog, such
as aggregation functions. The Datalog Education System [8] provides an open
source implementation of a Datalog interpreter. This interpreter has an interactive
read–evaluate–print–loop (REPL) that offers a workflow similar to performing
exploratory data analysis in Python or R.

Since there is no standard syntax for a query, for the sake of this paper, we denote
a query as

?− H1 : − B1, . . . , Bn.

where the question mark with a dash (?-) indicates that the rule that follows is a
query that needs to be executed. The head of the rule and any conjuncts are optional.
Here we treat the ?- as the prompt of the interactive REPL.

In Datalog, a query returns a set of all predicates that satisfy it. If no predicate
satisfies the query, then nothing is returned. To continue the example from the
previous section, the following represents an interactive query session:

?− b i o l o g i c a l ( f i r e b a t ) .
b i o l o g i c a l ( f i r e b a t )
?− b i o l o g i c a l ( d ragoon ) .
?−
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Here the first query returns a single predicate since it is a fact in our knowledge
base. The second query returns nothing because the fact is not present in knowledge
base. The last line indicates that the interpreter is awaiting the next query. We will
omit the last line from future examples.

Datalog queries can also include logical variables. In this case, the Datalog
interpreter returns a set of predicates where the logical variables are substituted with
constants that satisfy the query. For example

?− b i o l o g i c a l (X ) .
b i o l o g i c a l ( f i r e b a t ) ,
b i o l o g i c a l ( mar ine ) ,
b i o l o g i c a l ( medic )

results in all predicates where the logical variable X (logical variables start with a
capital letter) can be substituted with a valid ground constant. In this case, we get
all of the facts from the knowledge base.

A query can also return results that are derived from rules. For example

?− c a n _ b e _ h e a l e d (X ) .
c a n _ b e _ h e a l e d ( f i r e b a t ) ,
c a n _ b e _ h e a l e d ( mar ine ) ,
c a n _ b e _ h e a l e d ( medic )

returns predicates derived from the can_be_healed rule in the knowledge base
by logical variable substitution.

3 Knowledge Representation

In this work, we keep two separate knowledge bases: one that encodes some basic
facts about the units in StarCraft and a second one that encodes the facts from
a specific set of replay data. A description of each encoding is described in the
following sections.

3.1 StarCraft Domain Knowledge

The game of StarCraft involves gathering resources in the form of minerals and
Vespene gas. These resources can be used to create buildings, research new
technologies, and train attack units. Our goal is to encode the relationships between
these domain objects and minimize the number of predicates needed. Figure 1
lists the predicates that we chose to use for this work. Note that the predicates do
not encode every aspect of the game, for example there is no information about
special abilities that require energy or what bonuses become available when certain
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Fig. 1 Table of predicates used to encode the basic knowledge of StarCraft BroodWar units. Time
is based on the fastest game speed and a cell is 32 × 32 pixels

technologies are researched; these additional facts could easily be added to the
knowledge base, but we did not require them for our initial data analysis.

The data for the knowledge base was obtained from Liquipedia1 a website that
contains a wealth of information about StarCraft: BroodWar. There are a few things
to note about the measurement units from this source of data. The predicates that
have a time component use seconds as the time unit. This is based on the fastest
game speed. These time values can be adjusted appropriately for different game
speeds. The spatial measurement unit is in cells where a cell is a 32× 32 pixel area.

The predicates listed in Fig. 1 allow for more complex queries than the examples
in the previous section. In particular, Datalog makes it relatively easy to make
recursive queries. For example, the requires predicate has facts about the direct
dependencies that need to be met in order to construct a specific unit; here is an
example for the Terran Ghost

?− r e q u i r e s ( ghos t , X ) .
r e q u i r e s ( ghos t , academy ) ,
r e q u i r e s ( ghos t , b a r r a c k s ) ,

1https://liquidpedia.net/starcraft/Main_Page.

https://liquidpedia.net/starcraft/Main_Page
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r e q u i r e s ( ghos t , c o v e r t _ o p s )

But, what if we wanted to recursively know all the requirements that must be met
in order to train a Terran ghost? We can introduce a recursive rule for this purpose
with the base case

depends_on (X, Y) :− r e q u i r e s (X, Y ) .

and the recursive case

depends_on (X, Z ) :−
r e q u i r e s (Y, Z ) ,
depends_on (X, Y ) .

which can be read as “X depends on Y if X requires Y” or “X depends on Z if there
is a Y that depends on Z and X depends on that Y.” With this rule we can obtain the
desired information.

?− depends_on ( ghos t , X ) .
depends_on ( ghos t , academy ) ,
depends_on ( ghos t , b a r r a c k s ) ,
depends_on ( ghos t , command_center ) ,
depends_on ( ghos t , c o v e r t _ o p s ) ,
depends_on ( ghos t , f a c t o r y ) ,
depends_on ( ghos t , s c i e n c e _ f a c i l i t y ) ,
depends_on ( ghos t , s t a r p o r t )

We can modify this query to obtain additional information. For example, we can
obtain the mineral cost of every dependency:

?− answer ( ghos t , X, Y) :−
depends_on ( ghos t , X) ,
m i n e r a l _ c o s t (X, Y ) .

answer ( ghos t , academy , 1 5 0 ) ,
answer ( ghos t , b a r r a c k s , 1 5 0 ) ,
answer ( ghos t , command_center , 4 0 0 ) ,
answer ( ghos t , c o v e r t _ o p s , 5 0 ) ,
answer ( ghos t , f a c t o r y , 2 0 0 ) ,
answer ( ghos t , s c i e n c e _ f a c i l i t y , 1 0 0 ) ,
answer ( ghos t , s t a r p o r t , 150)

In this example, the logical variable X in the body of the rule is bound to the same
value for both of the conjuncts.

4 Replay Knowledge Representation

There are several sources of publicly available curated replay datasets. For this work,
the authors examined the datasets described in [7] and [5] because of the amount of
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game state information available per recorded frame. We ultimately chose [5] as
the source of replay data because the full game state is recorded in constant, rather
than adaptive time intervals and the dataset is an order of magnitude larger. Each
dataset uses BWAPI2 to obtain the state information which affects how we chose to
represent the game state.

The knowledge representation for replay data that we chose for this paper
involves the predicate

has ( P l a y e r , Id , Uni t , X, Y, Time ) .

where Player is the integer number of the player ∈ {−1, 0, 1}: the player −1
contains map information, such as mineral field locations, the first player is 0, and
the second player is 1, Id is the identification number assigned to the unit from
the BWAPI interface, Unit is the name of the unit, X and Y are the positional 2D
coordinates with a unit of cells (32 × 32 pixels), and Time is the time in seconds.
In this work, we chose to sub-sample the data to the granularity of seconds; each
predicate has an integer value for Time.

While this representation does not contain all of the available game state
information, it is sufficient for demonstration purposes. Furthermore, it is relatively
straightforward to encode additional state information by adding additional terms
or predicates. One advantage of using a single predicate for replay information is
in the flexibility it offers for making queries. For example, suppose we know that
player one is Zerg and we want to get information the Overlord units 5 min into the
replay. The following query can be used to obtain the desired information:

?− has ( 1 , Id , o v e r l o r d , X, Y, 3 0 0 ) .

Additionally, most Datalog implementations are capable of dynamically updat-
ing facts and rules, typically with assert and retract predicates that add and
remove facts and rules respectively. For example, suppose we plan to make several
queries involving only player 0, but we do not require the unit locations. A new rule
can be dynamically added:

a s s e r t ( p 0 _ u n i t s ( Id , Uni t , T ) :−
has ( 0 , Id , Uni t , , , T ) ) .

where the underscores represent logical variables that we do not care about. Then
the p0_units predicate can be used to make additional queries without the need
to specify variables for the undesired information.

5 Example Data Analyses

This section includes several examples of using Datalog queries to obtain informa-
tion from replay files. For our own exploratory analyses, we used an embedded

2https://github.com/bwapi/bwapi.

https://github.com/bwapi/bwapi
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Fig. 2 Example of exploratory data analysis of an arbitrary replay augmented with visualizations.
The blue squares are mineral locations, the orange crosses are player zeros units, and the green xs
are player ones units. (Left) Queries to retrieve positional information 90 seconds into the replay:
mineral locations(X, Y) :- has(-1, , mineral field, X, Y, 90).
p0 locations(X, Y) :- has(0, , , X, Y, 90). p1 locations(X, Y) :-
has(1, , , X, Y, 90). (Center) Queries to retrieve trajectories of scouts 90 seconds into
the game; the IDs of the scouts were determined by inspection of each units location with respect
to the position of the base: p0 scout trajectory(X, Y, T) :- has( , 146, ,
X, Y, T), T =< 90. and p1 scout trajectory(X, Y, T) :- has( , 22,
, X, Y, T), T =< 90. (Right) The positional and scout trajectories five minutes into the
replay. In this case, player zero is Terran and the scout is an SCV and player one is Zerg and the
scout is an Overlord. The trajectories show the difference between ground and flying units

domain specific language (EDSL) implementation of Datalog in Python.3 The
syntax of the EDSL is not as terse as the Datalog syntax, so for presentation purposes
the examples we use the Datalog syntax. We chose Python for the following reasons:
it is commonly used in the data science community, there is a Python API to
access the dataset [5], and it enabled the integration of existing Python libraries
for functionality not provided with a pure Datalog interpreter. For example, Fig. 2
demonstrates the incorporation of the Matplotlib4 library for 2D plots.

5.1 Build Order Identification

The build order is part of the high level strategy. A build order is the order in
which units are produced. Since units have dependencies on other units and available
gathered resources choosing a build order is a complex task. An optimal build order
provides a strategic advantage. The work in [3] is devoted to this aspect of the game.

With respect to replay data, the approaches in [2, 10] use replay data and machine
learning to predict an opponents strategy where the significant component of the
strategy is defined by the build order. Supervised machine learning requires labeled
information for feedback, in this case, the replay data needed to labeled with build
order for each player. Then machine learning can be used to find patterns in the

3https://sites.google.com/site/pydatalog.
4https://matplotlib.org.

https://sites.google.com/site/pydatalog
https://matplotlib.org
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replays, such as which build orders are more successful than others against opponent
build orders.

With our approach to organizing replay data, a player’s build order can be
identified by executing a query. Many Datalog implementations have extensions for
grouping and aggregation. With such an extension, we can add a rule that computes
the number of each type of unit at every time step

a rmy_compos i t i on ( P , U, T , C) :−
group_by (

has ( P , _ , U, _ , _ , T ) ,
[ P , U, T ] ,
C= c o u n t ) .

where P is the player, U is the unit type, T is the replay time, and C is the count
of units. The second term in the group_by predicate the specifies a grouping
order: first group by player, then unit type, and finally time. The third term in the
group_by predicate specifies that the aggregation is the count.

Here is an example of a query where player zero is Terran:

?− army \ _ c o m p o s i t i o n ( 0 , U, 0 , C ) .
r e s u l t ( command c e n t e r , 1 ) .
r e s u l t ( scv , 4 ) .

which returns the expected number of units at the beginning of the game.
With such a rule in place it is straightforward to query for a time where the army

composition reflects a known build order. If the query is successful, then one or
more results are returned, otherwise no results are returned which means that there
is no match for the build order. The Liquipedia Brood War website5 has data on
many build orders that could be easily encoded into queries.

5.2 State Estimation

One of the components of StarCraft that makes that adds to the complexity of
creating an AI agent to play the game is that state information is partially observable.
Basically, a player can only observe cells within the sight range of his/her units.
There are several approaches to estimating the state of the opponents army based
on partial observability. In [9] Bayesian approaches are discussed for estimating
various state variables.

In [11] particle filters are used to track the trajectories of opponent units. One
way to measure the success of target tracking is to have ground truth trajectory data.
Figure 2 demonstrates a query that can be used to obtain a unit’s trajectory. Also,
since the sight ranges of each unit part of the game rule data, it is straightforward to

5https://liquidpedia.net/starcraft/Main_Page.

https://liquidpedia.net/starcraft/Main_Page
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determine which opponents units are directly observable at a given time step. This
information could also be added to a ground truth dataset for target tracking.

5.3 Future Work

We realized that a StarCraft AI could benefit from the ability to perform logical
deductions during game play. For example, if an opponent ghost is observed we
can use queries similar to the depends on relation described in the Knowledge
Representation Section to obtain information on what buildings the opponent has
and how many mineral and Vespene gas resources were used to produce that unit.
We performed benchmarks of query execution speed. All of the queries we tested
executed on the order of 100s of milliseconds on commodity hardware.

While the query execution time is not sufficiently fast for, say, making micro-
combat decisions, we believe that it is fast enough to make high level strategy
decisions such as choosing a build order. Adaptive planning is the ability to change
strategies based on observations of the opponent during game play. Intergame
adaptive planning is the ability to adapt to an opponent’s strategy between games
against the same opponent. This is based on the idea that individual players have a
distinct play style. In [2] an approach to intergame adaptive planning is discussed.
Intra-game adaptive planning is the ability to change strategies during gameplay. In
[4] an intra-game adaptive planning approach is discussed that relies on evolutionary
planning.

We believe that logical deduction can be utilized for intra-game adaptive
planning. For example, say a flying opponent that has a ground attack is observed.
There are many useful pieces of information that can be deduced. First, a query
can determine whether or not we have a unit capable of attacking a flying unit. If
not another query can determine what types of units could potentially be trained to
counter the threat. Furthermore, for each of the available options the total build time,
mineral cost, Vespene gas cost, and supply cost could be obtained which includes the
costs of any needed dependencies. This information could be used to select a new
build order mid-game to counter an opponent’s strategy. To this end, the authors are
in the process of incorporating this approach into the Command Center6 StarCraft
AI Bot.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we described an approach to interactively explore StarCraft: BroodWar
replay data by encoding domain knowledge in the form of statements in first-

6https://github.com/davechurchill/CommandCenter.

https://github.com/davechurchill/CommandCenter
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order logic and using a logic programming language, Datalog, to query the data.
We demonstrated some example cases where this encoding can be useful for AI
research. In principle, this approach could be used for exploring other real-time
strategy game data by encoding the basic rules appropriately.
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Hong Xie, Qiang Fang, Shiren Wang, and Mary Qu Yang

1 Introduction and Approaches

Since the first reports that the human infection by the novel Coronavirus disease in
2019 (Covid-19), the disease shows growing human-to-human transmission charac-
teristics and asymptomatic cases. The number of infected humans has continuously
increased drastically, and the epidemic has grown precipitous from region to region
worldwide. It continuously generates significantly negative impacts on the health
and lives of people, as well as global economics across countries and the world.

Upon the first sequencing of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coron-
avirus type II (SARS-CoV-2), this virus has been known as a zoonotic, positive-
sense, single-stranded RNA betacoronavirus with subgenus Sarbecovirus, sub-
family Orthocoronaviridae closely related to the old SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV,
the Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome, and the SARS-like viruses of bats like bat-
SL-CoVZC45 and bat-SL-CoVZXC21. Potential human-to-human transmission
can be immediately inferred from its sequence and we realized its potential
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pandemic at the time of the first report of its genome sequence. Regions suffering
from the epidemic of the virus have taken active precautions in efforts to stop
its transmission since December 2019. Yet the SARS-CoV-2 was later declared
as a Public Health Emergency of International Concern by the World Health
Organization (WHO) on January 30, 2020. Within a month on February 28, it
leveraged to the highest level of global risk and within 2 weeks on March 11, WHO
declared it a global pandemic. The outbreak of Covid-19 is directly resulted from
social gathering, whereas the disease has an incubation period ranging from several
days to a month or even indefinitely. The rate of spread of SARS-CoV-2 more
than resembled coronavirus of SARS-CoV and MERS but with longer incubation
period by large. The longer the incubation period, the more severe consequences
it produces since people are not only prone to get infected by others without
symptoms, but also the virus inside a body can spontaneously mutate and involve
to higher transmissibility. Over the time, the virus undergoes human-adaptive
mutations and evolutions to increase its transmutability and transmissibility. During
a social gathering, if any of them had the virus, and many people who were
infected but have no symptoms, they would have not only spewed infectious droplets
into the air, but also contaminated the surrounding surface. It is not just airborne
transmission, but also the virus left on a surface can be transmitted to others
through indirect physical touch. People can just get infected without knowing
the cause; thus, it is a community-transmitted disease. The only way to stop the
outbreak of the virus is to refine physical contacts of humans and ban on social
gathering, otherwise the virus would go ahead to cause global pandemic and this
was what happened earlier, as declared by the WHO. It can be foreseen that the
United States of America will soon become a center of this pandemic due to
the prevalent “freedom” infrastructure of the society, while regions with highly
centralized rigorous jurisdictions will be less affected by the pandemic.

Coronaviruses have infected a wide range of mammalian and avian hosts in
the past, generally with species specificity. Those viruses exist in nature and
can be mutated and evolved to human transmissibility upon infecting humans.
Nevertheless, the transmutability and segment recombination bestow coronaviruses
to potentially mutate to human-adaptive genomes, but unlikely create any pandemic
risk once infected humans are isolated. It takes significant amount of time and many
steps before a coronavirus originated from the nature can be evolved to human
adaptive transmissibility. By the time the virus just begins to obtain such ability of
human adaptive transmissibility, it usually has already put off by the active isolation
and strong preventive efforts of the society. Despite of all the efforts from human
side, there are still many uncertainties, hence it is important to predict the viral
transmutability and adaptation of coronaviruses to human transmissibility. Hence,
given the incredible spread out of the virus globally, it is important to predict human
adaptive viral mutation and the transmutability to address the pandemic of this
quick spread of the disease for identifying effective drug targets and preventive
procedures.

Predicting human-adaptive Covid-19 transmutability is important but difficult
due to lack of large samples of available data and clinical outcomes in the world.
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Yet this effort would improve our understanding of the epidemiology and clinical
characteristics of SARS-CoV-2, which can lead to reveal pathogenic mechanisms
and potential risk factors. With limited systematic analysis and summation of the
data, we attempt to develop machine learning approaches to address this issue
utilizing the research into the etiology and epidemiology of this newly declared
pandemic earlier this month on March 11, 2020. Given the high transmutability of
Covid-19, it is important to predict human adaptive mutations for better drug target
identification and prospective vaccines.

Viral transmutability and evolution occur instinctively and spontaneous. Once
humans contacted a large amount of originally animal-hosted virus, it is possible
that such animal virus can be mutated to human-adaptive transmissibility. Over the
time when virus presented inside human bodies, human adaptive transmissibility can
be induced, and once a huge number of humans get infected by the virus, it almost
deterministically led to a global pandemic as declared earlier this month by WHO
on March 11, 2020 due to nowadays much faster flow of humans from place to place
and much faster transportation network around the world. Therefore, SARS-CoV-2
spreads out much faster than the old SARS-CoV. Human-adaptive transmissibility
depends on viral interaction with the host cells, the number of infected humans, flow
of humans, social gathering, and many factors, hence it is difficult but important
to predict viral transmutability and human-adaptive transmissibility. Yet the ability
to predict viral mutation and evolution can help in the early detection of human-
adaptive transmissibility and drug-resistant strains, which can potentially facilitate
the development of more efficient antiviral treatments and future vaccines.

With the advent of high-throughput of next-generation sequencing technology,
virus genomes can be sequenced rapidly; this hence paved a way for us to develop
novel machine learning approaches to infer host dependence of mononucleotides
(nts) and tetranucleotide compositions of coronaviruses and the protuberant roles
of dinucleotides in virus genomes since viral dinucleotides are targets for the host
innate immune system [1], and impartially regulate the virulence and replication
[2] of viruses. Species-specific and virus-family-specific dinucleotide compositions
have been studied. Dinucleotide composition in RNA virus genomes has been
used to predict viral reservoir hosts and arthropod vectors utilizing machine
learning techniques [3]. Hence, it is reasonable to deem that genomic dinucleotide
composition linked to amino acid dependency is associated with human adaptative
mutations and transmutability of coronaviruses.

Given that three nucleotides code for an amino acid residue, coding sequences
of the coronavirus can be used for the nucleotide composition analysis. The
composition of mononucleotide (nt) and dinucleotides (dnts) of 16 (4 × 4) types
of combination of every two nts are formed for each of the three types of
nucleotide positions within a trinucleotide codon. There were 60 entities, including
the frequency of 12 types of nts and the relative frequency of 48 types of dnts can
be calculated for generating feature space.

Machine learning has been used to learn the rules characterizing the aligned
sequences that are resistant to drugs after viral mutation. The rules are used to
predict drug resistance from gene sequences among a set of testing sequences. The
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training techniques are having each protein sequence represented as a feature vector
and fed as input [4] to train datasets of drug-resistant and nonresistant sequences
of virus population. During the training phase, intelligent machines learn the rules
of predicting new generations of viruses predisposed to drug responses. Intelligent
machines can also predict secondary structure of the RNA after mutations. The
ribonucleic acid molecule consists of a sequence of ribonucleotides that codes the
amino acids’ sequence in the corresponding protein. The structure infers a set of
canonical base pairs, whereas variation is considered as a form of mutation to
be predicted. RNA sequence folding is used to predict the secondary structure. A
software package called “RNAMute” analyzes the effects of point mutations on
the secondary structure from thermodynamic properties. Intelligent machines can
also predict single nucleotide variants at each locus of nucleotide location, utilizing
the Next Generation Sequencing technology. Using available NGS, machines can
automatically identify SNP or mutation [5] that produces a single base pair change
in the sequence. Machine learning is used to analyze the historical patterns and
variation mechanism of the virus and detect the rates of variation of each point
substitution of its RNA sequence. Hence, we aim to predict RNA sequence of
mutated virus by detecting human adaptive point mutations and transmutability. The
substitutions and dependency between nucleotides are based on the rules of human
adaptive evolution and transmutability of RNA viruses.

Human adaptive transmutability of the virus can be inferred from the input time
series. At each point of an RNA sequence to be mutated from evolution passage
to the next-mutated RNA sequence, for each iteration in the learning process, the
input is an RNA sequence and the output is the human-adaptively mutated RNA
sequence. The learned output is not the classification of the RNA virus, but it is the
RNA virus after human-adaptive transmutability. Our approaches infer the rules that
govern certain value for each nucleotide. Training processes use each nucleotide
as a target class of values. The input that leads to one of the values of the target
class is the sequence before the sequence containing the current value of the target
class. The machine learning algorithms learn what input will produce which output
accordingly. The rules learned from the machine are used to predict the generated
nucleotide corresponding to the input. The rule is in the form of short sequences of
nucleotides genotype and location that govern the transmutability of a nucleotide
from certain genotype to another. After each iteration, the required rules for the
nucleotide corresponding to the current iteration are extracted.

In each iteration, the algorithm detects the value of nucleotide a in the known
sequence, to the value of this same nucleotide in the next human-adaptive mutated
sequence a′. The following step in the algorithm is the detection of the values of all
nucleotides in the preceding sequences to the ones that include nucleotides a and a′.
Using known sequence of the nucleotide values can leads to the value of the mutated
nucleotide influenced by human host–adaptive transmutability process. Upon the
nucleotides in the known sequence to be mutated to the one corresponding to the
nucleotide, then these nucleotide values are included in the rule of nucleotide a,
otherwise keep the same without mutations are excluded since we are only interested
in the human adaptive transmutability.
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Prediction of coronavirus human-adaptive transmutability requires the acquiring
of large amount of aligned RNA sequences that go through different mutations over
a long period of time. Upon a set of time-series virus datasets are available including
the GenBank, Intelligent machines can align time series RNA sequences to ensure
reasonable training execution. Correlation between the nucleotides can be visualized
after extracting the prediction rules. Predicting human-adaptive mutations reveal the
transmutability mechanism from the existing viral RNA sequences. Therefore, we
develop new machine learning techniques to address this important task.

Deep learning approaches can improve the prediction power. We hypothesize that
with successful formulation of the data analytics into machine learning problems,
we can take advantage of deep learning algorithms to overcome data analytic
challenges. The feasible prediction is critical for a better understanding of human-
adaptive transmutability. In this aim we develop a new computational framework to
streamline the likelihood of prediction through integration of different deep learning
models.

2 Methods

2.1 Develop Deep Learning–Based Methods for Interacting
Host–Cell Identification

Because deep learning algorithms can capture the intricate structure of data, we
propose to develop a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) regression model to
impute the data more accurately. The high-dimensional feature space computation
problem poses an additional challenge for prospective predictions. To address
this issue, we represent the highly varying data manifold efficiently in several
nonlinear neural network layers by employing stacked autoencoders. Because
stacked autoencoders can identify highly varying manifolds better than the local
methods (such as t-SNE), they can also further improve the effectiveness of feasible
prediction. The method includes data analytics, dimension reduction, nonmetric
similarity measurement, and clustering.

We first build a CNN-based model to detect the value in feature space. The
model learns the latent patterns of the data without the assumption of the value
distributions, which is commonly done by most of the existing methods. We
formulate the problem as a binary classification problem, where label 1 refers to
true value whereas −1 represents otherwise. The model can be trained successfully.
Our assumption is that the value of viral mutation i in interacting host–cell j is a
function of the gene i in the other types of cells, as shown in the following equation,

−→
x i,j ←

(
xi,1, xi,2, . . . xi,j−1, xi,j+1, . . . xi,N

)
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where N is the total number of possible interacting cells. Each−→x i,j represents a data
point in the learning space. In the model, the training data is fed through convolution
and pooling layer successively. This process is repeated multiple times for learning
purpose. In general, complexity of features learnt by convolution layers increase
as the depth of CNN model increase. The output from successive convolution and
pooling layer is passed through a multilayer neural network to predict the label of the
data points. Cross-validation test can be used to test the performance of the model.
The model is represented by a sign function as the model is trained to minimize
misclassified (observed label vs predicted label) data points in the training set.

Yi,j = sgn
(
F

(−→
x i,j

))

where Yi, j represents the predicted label for a position in the data matrix. Once
the model is built, the label of the remaining positions in the given data matrix
can be inferred. After the position confirmation, the CNN regression model is used
to impute the values of these positions. The regression model is like the position
detection model, however, the label of the training samples using known values.
This model optimizes a constraint objective function.

O = min

⎛

⎝
m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

(
Yi,j − R

(
xi,j

))
⎞

⎠ , xi,j /∈ MP

where R indicates the regression model. MP is the position set detected in the
previous step. The testing on independent datasets and comparisons with the
existing methods can be performed.

2.2 Stacked Autoencoders for Dimension Reduction

The machine learning algorithm, t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-
SNE), is widely used for reducing the dimension of the feature space. t-NSE
is primarily based on local properties of the data. However, Maaten and Hinton
(the authors of t-SNE) point out that this method is sensitive to the curse of the
intrinsic dimensionality of the data. For data with high intrinsic dimensionality
and a highly varying underlying manifold, the local linearity assumption on
the manifold made by employing Euclidean distances between near neighbors
may be violated. Consequently, t-SNE is less successful on datasets with a high
intrinsic dimensionality. Thus, we propose a stacked autoencoder–based method
for dimensionality reduction. A stacked autoencoder (SAE) is a neural network
consisting of multiple layers of sparse autoencoders. An SAE has great feature
extraction and representation power as explained in visualizing data using t-SNE.
The first sparse autoencoder is trained using the imputed the data matrix as the
“raw input” to learn primary features. The primary features are used as new “raw
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input” for the second sparse autoencoder to learn secondary features. Similarly, the
successive sparse autoencoders are trained using the features learned from previous
autoencoder. Finally, we connect all layers together to form a stacked autoencoder. A
greedy layer-wise training is employed to obtain optimal parameters for the stacked
autoencoder. Through the stack autoencoder, the original high dimension and the
data matrix is transferred into a low-dimension matrix with effective and efficient
representation of the original dataset. This new low-dimension matrix is used in
subsequent step for identifying possible mutation in accordance with the induced
process of the host–cell-adaptive protein–protein interaction.

2.3 Nonmetric Similarity Measurement

Most the current prediction methods employ metric similarity, such as Euclidean
distance and classical multidimensional scaling techniques such as t-SNE and
viSNE in metric spaces. The data contains high variability because of the asyn-
chrony and biological heterogeneity. The metric similarity measurements may
not be sufficient to represent the actual distance between differential process. To
circumvent the limitations of metric space and find new and rare interaction types,
we extend the current research to nonmetric space. The novel nonmetric space
measurement uses the Jeffrey Divergence (JD) method. JD is a nonmetric space
measure of the distance between two data points.

Consider two interactions, X and Y. Their similarity can be calculated as.

s (X, Y ) =
m∑

i=1

(
xi log

(
xi

(xi + yi) /2
)
+ yi log

(
yi

(xi + yi) /2
))

+ λ
p∑

j=1

δj

where m is the total number of interacting genes in host-specific cells, λ is a
weight vector, and δ is the signature genes vector. The signature genes can be a set
of genes that control the differentiation.

2.4 Hybrid Unsupervised Clustering

We employ Affinity Propagation (AP) clustering for the nonmetric data clustering
[6]. Different from the commonly used clustering methods, such as k-means, AP
quantifies the similarity between two data points as the ability of one data point
to be the cluster center rather than the other data point. In this case, AP does
not require a symmetrical measure of similarity between data points. AP initially
considers all cells as potential cluster centers (called exemplars); thus, we do not
preset the number of clusters. Two real-valued information messages, responsibility,
and availability are transmitted between pairs until convergence. A damping factor
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is used to ensure convergence. AP returns apposite number of clusters and, thus,
improves the identification of the rare and novel interaction.

2.5 Build a Hybrid Statistical Model to Construct the Temporal
Order of Host–Cell-Adaptive Process

The time or temporal order of the diverse types provides with more insights
into the complex lineage relationships that describe, explain, or even predict the
types of conditions and relationships that may exist during the host–cell-adaptive
interacting progression. Several pseudo-time detection approaches [7] have been
applied for approximating the differentiation during the developmental stages for
differentiation analysis. We therefore propose to develop a new cluster-based
pseudo-time detection method specific for the lineage analysis.

To track the differentiation and developmental branches along the interaction
progression, we apply several pseudo-time-detection approaches based on various
theories, including a diffusion pseudo-time map and graph theory–based models
such as reversed graph embedding and the shortest paths from the same dataset.
After removing the noninteractive situations, we selected instances based on
differential interactions of host–cell types for the further pseudo-time detection.
These approaches would allow us to identify the potential interactions by projecting
them onto a two-dimensional space using diffusion map. The results show distinct
clusters agreeing with specific interactions.

The pseudo-time ordering series of the host–cell types are in direct alignment
with the developmental trajectory to the blast-crisis stage. The temporal progression
often involves bifurcations from the progenitor and can be learned based on the
patterns. Additionally, the detected developmental branches coordinate the different
subclones and further enable the investigation of the key interaction to dominate
the variations. The developmental trajectory detection is sensitive to the interaction
that are used for assessing similarity. We hypothesize that the identification of
a comprehensive information including stage-specific interaction to enable more
predictive developmental trajectory detection. Our proposed approach aims to
optimize the selection in terms of the active learning from the data.

The host–cell interaction evolution has a very similar tree-like architecture as that
found in the life evolution. It has been shown that during the course of evolution,
selective pressures would allow some mutations to expand while others become
extinct. This is analogue with Darwin’s “survival of the fittest” evolutionary theory.
We propose a distance-matrix-based neighbor joining approach to construct host–
cell lineage appropriating development process.
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2.6 Identifying Adjacency Relationships between Clusters
and Reconstructing Interacting Host–Cell Lineage

We model a tree structure to construct the pseudo-order and adjacency relationship
among the clusters. We first measure the distance between clusters (types). The
similarity between clusters is calculated by the average distance between all the
potential host cells in one cluster and the cells in the other.

d
(
Ci, Cj

) = avg

⎛

⎝
P∑

p=1

Q∑

q=1

d
(
xi,p, xj,q

)
⎞

⎠

where d(•) is the measure of distance. Ci and Cj are two cell clusters that contain
P and Q cells, respectively. Then, we construct the distance matrix, which is a
square symmetric matrix with Nc rows and columns, whereas Nc is the number
of the clusters. According to the distance matrix, we employ the neighbor joining
approach to build a distance tree for the clusters, which leads to the differential
evolvement. The root of the tree is considered as the starting cluster of the lineage.
For the existing lineage identification methods, the biological and technical noise
often accumulates along the trajectory from the start towards the end. Our proposed
approach takes the advantages of the local similarities between nearby clusters and
effectively reduce noise accumulation, thus resulting in more accurate cell pseudo-
time order detection.

2.7 Constructing Pseudo-temporal Ordering of Individual
Interaction

During the variations, a subset of the interactions is involved in the stage-specific
elements, indicated that the pseudo-time detection is sensitive to the group that
is selected for the distance assessment between host cells. We apply Lasso which
solves the L1-penalized regression problem to select the stage-specific interactions.

min

⎛

⎜
⎝
N∑

i=1

⎛

⎝yi −
∑

j

xij βj

⎞

⎠

2

+ λ
∑p

j=1

∣∣βj
∣∣

⎞

⎟
⎠

With the L1-penalty, which is the second part of the function, Lasso reveals
a sparse weight set that guides the active selection for construction of pseudo-
temporal ordering of individuals. Next, we refine the distance assessment between
pair in the two adjacent clusters. Both the selection and weighting respect the stage-
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specificity. Finally, we assemble the local pseudo-time into a tree-like structure to
characterize the nonlinear development.

2.8 Reconstruct Host–Cell-Specific Regulatory Networks
by Integrating Profiles and Pseudo-Temporal Information

Several approaches have been proposed to infer interaction networks. The Boolean
network was applied to build the networks. The method assumes that most genes
change their state in a single step; however, at least one gene must change its
state because no gene changes its expression level unless it has another gene to
follow. Thus, each gene has the same probability to change its state in a step. These
assumptions limit the data application in inferring large-scale regulatory networks
for revealing host–cell-type-specific interaction network, whereas the host cells are
ordered based on the differential trajectory constructed. The matrix of neighboring
types along the development of trajectory are extracted accordingly.

2.9 Building Target Interaction Modules

Target interaction relationships are host–cell specific or condition specific. To
reveal cell-specific pairs, we score each individual pair based on their patterns.
We use Random Forest Regression Tree model to obtain the potential interactions,
quantified by a weight w, for all possible interactions based on the matrix. The
larger w value indicates a higher confidence in the interaction relationship. Then,
its target interactions with w > 0 are compiled into a candidate target set. We further
remove weak interaction relationships by filtering out candidate targets with smaller
w values. After ranking all targets based on w, we can retain the top potential
targets. To reduce false negatives, we exam interactions that have w value larger
than the cutoff. We search for the enrichment utilizing position weight matrices.
The interactions that have a w value larger than the cutoff are included as target
interactions modules.

2.10 Establish Differential Interaction Modules

Like protein and DNA/RNA interactions, protein–protein interactions in current
databases can only occur under certain conditions and/or in specific cells. It is
commonly accepted that interactions which participate in the same biological
process tend to engage in resonant activities. Thus, we quantify the co-coordinated
expression patterns between interactions using mutual information.
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I (X;Y ) =
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y
p (x, y) log

(
p (x, y)

p(x)p(y)

)
= H(X)+H(Y)−H (X, Y )

H(.) stands for information entropy of a random variable. The variables, X and
Y represent the levels of interactions in the cells. When an interaction is expressed
differently across a set of host cells, the corresponding information entropy (H)
is higher. Thus, when two interaction are coordinated, the joint entropy is lower
whereas the mutual information is higher. All PPIs are ranked based on mutual
information and top-ranked PPIs are retained for subsequent analysis. Utilizing
context-specific PPIs and target pairs achieved in the previous steps, we infer
differential modules that distinguish adaptivity of the host cell from the other.
Besides being a part of an interaction network, differential modules are expected
to be robust biomarkers than individual interaction to accommodate the variations.
The differential modules are constructed using Genetic Algorithm. Starting with an
interaction, the additional interactions are added to module according to the PPIs
and transcription factor and target interactions. At each step, the interaction that
maximizes the mutual information is selected. The modules that are significantly
different from the background are computed using the discrete element method.
The null distributions for statistical analysis can be generated by the host–cell
permutations and randomization in the module.

2.11 Derive Modules Aggregated to the Interaction Networks

The direction of edges can be inferred by Bayesian analysis. Thus, the host–cell-
type-specific interaction networks are constructed along the development trajectory.
Then, the pseudo-time orders of the sequential alteration (activation or deactivation)
of the interaction networks are reconstructed.

With these newly identified cell-type-specific interaction networks, we now can
investigate their relationships and interactions to figure out the critical signals
hidden behand. The results of this effort help us to reveal diverse mechanisms
underlying host–cell interaction from the viral transmutability and evolution. Ad-
ditionally, unique and common key regulators can also be identified for identifying
effective drug targets.

Network comparison and alignment are based on the similarities of node,
edge, and path. Thus, common and unique regulatory relationships among mul-
tiple networks can be inferred according to the extent of similarities. Multiple
network alignment is an NP-complete problem, the time required increases very
quickly as the size of the network grows. The most recent superior method called
multiMAGNA++ represents a multiple network alignment using permutations and
utilizes a classical genetic algorithm (GA) without a mutation operator to deal with
this problem. However, this kind of GA is easy to trap in a local optimum when
searching for global optimization. We develop a simulated annealing method for
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searching the global optimum by decreasing the probability of accepting worse
solutions in order to improve the global optimization.

We employ the community discovery model to identify “functional communi-
ties,” which represent functional subnetworks. Then, with the host–cell-specific
interaction networks, we extract the relationship and interactions by aligning the
host–cell-specific interaction networks.

The multiMAGNA++ is a recent and superior network alignment (NA) ap-
proach. Unlike the other NA methods that calculate the amount of conserved edges
after the node alignment is constructed, multiMAGNA++ directly optimizes the
edge conservation during alignment construction. However, this approach uses the
classical genetic algorithm (GA) to search the potential optimal alignment which
can be trapped in a local optimum.

Here, we propose a novel meta-heuristic multiple NA model using the simulated
annealing (SA) strategy to improve existing NA approaches. Moreover, we adopt
the temperature threshold and acceptance probability function from the SA strategy
to restrict the random search of GA to achieve the global optimum search.

The relationships between the aligned networks can be divided into three groups,
the homologous, heterogeneous, and similar, based on the alignment scores. With
these categories, the master host–cell-specific interaction networks can be separated.
With similar or homologous pairs, we propose a novel ranking–based clustering for
master interaction detection. Here we define the master interaction as controlling
multiple-hub nodes in the networks. We first design a network projection model
to map the pairs into a sequence of subnetworks without structural information
loss. Then, an information transfer mechanism is used to maintain the consistency
across subnetworks. For each subnetwork, a path-based random walk method is
proposed to generate the reachable probability, which can be effectively used to
estimate the cluster membership probability and the importance of the interaction.
Through iteratively analyzing each subnetwork, the steady and consistent clustering,
and ranking centers of the master interactions or multi-hubs can be accessed.

On the other hand, the heterogeneity cannot be discovered but are confined to
the host cell, which could play important roles in the evolution. With more and
more data accumulated, when we perform host–cell-specific interaction network
construction and comparison across different data, batch effect can affect the results.
Therefore, quality control strategies such as normalization method are developed
accordingly.

3 Conclusion

We build a deep learning-based model combining genomic sequences and host–cell-
specific interactions to infer transmutability. Then, by incorporating the lineage and
host–cell-specific interaction information as well as protein–protein interactions, we
can identify host–cell-specific interaction and differential modules. There are two
types of interactions that are assembled into a host–cell-specific interaction network
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for exploring the transmutability underlying disease development or viral mutation
differential processes.

1. Build a core interaction network. We propose a deep neural network regression
model to construct a core interaction network. When a putative interaction
regulator in the input layer has interaction sites in these genomic regions of the
targeted host cell, we assign a higher initial weight to this candidate interaction.
The model is trained using backpropagation. After training, the weight vector
of the input neurons is used to assess the likelihood of interactions in the
input layer to be the regulators of the targets. After regression models for each
individual interaction are built, the interaction dependency suggested by between
the regulator-target pairs are extracted and converted to the network edges. All
edges between targets then are combined into a core interaction network.

2. Infer host–cell-specific interaction. Along a cell trajectory, the expression matrix
for the cells in a host-specific cell type is extracted accordingly. Each edge
in the core interaction network is evaluated using mutual information. The
corresponding interaction can be regarded as active in a host–cell-specific
type. Employing this strategy, interaction networks for distinct host-specific
cell types are established. To understand interaction mechanisms that drive
disease development from viral transmutability, we hypothesize that differential
modules that distinguish different host-specific cell types should be considered
and incorporated into the core network since the core regulatory network is
constructed based on the coordinated in the cells. The differential gene modules
are derived. PPI can only occur under certain conditions and/or in host-specific
cells. It is well accepted that interactions that participate in the same biological
processes tend to be coordinated. Thus, we calculated mutual information based
on the levels of the interactions that encode the interacting proteins with the
architecture of deep neural network regression model for building core regulatory
networks. All PPIs obtained from the curated databases are ranked according to
mutual information, and only top-ranked PPIs are retained as context-specific
interactions for the subsequent analysis. We apply the genetic algorithms (GA)
using a heuristic global optimization strategy to identify Differential Interaction
Modules based on a “one-to-all” strategy in which one host–cell type is labeled
as 1 and all the other cell types are labeled as −1. Staring with a single
interaction as a seed, we initialize the first with length equal to the number of
the candidates that directly or indirectly interact with this seed based on the
context of the host–cell-specific interactions. A new population is generated
using the mutation and crossover operations. The fitness can be computed based
on mutual information. The searching stops if no improvement occurs from one
generation to the next or the maximum number of generations is reached. The
best fitness from the final generation is considered as candidate for the seed.
The null distributions for the statistical analysis are generated through host–cell-
type-specific permutations and randomization. The modules that are significantly
different from background are taken into considerations. For each host–cell-
specific type derived in the same way, then, adaptive host–cell-type-specific
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interaction in the core regulatory network is aggregated into a final interaction
network, while the direction of edges is inferred by Bayesian analysis. Using the
final the interaction network for each host–cell-specific type along the trajectory,
the sequential alterations (activation or deactivation) of the interaction network
is inferred for transmutability.

The development of machine learning techniques in the RNA mutation for
prediction of the evolution of the virus resulted from the adaptive host–cell-specific
interaction paves a way for identifying transmissibility and the prediction of the
mutations, such as virus evolution based on human adaptive process. It can assist
the designing of new drugs for possible drug-resistant strains of the virus before a
possible outbreak.
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Activity Recognition for Elderly Using
Machine Learning Algorithms

Heba Elgazzar

1 Introduction

Human activity recognition is one of the important research fields in Computer
Science and it has a wide range of applications in many fields including medical
and security applications. Related medical applications includes fall prevention
in nursing homes and reducing the high-falls risk activities of older people in
hospitals [1–3]. We focus on this chapter on the human activity recognition based
on data collected form elderly [1]. Several researchers worked on this area and
used different types of sensors to collect data related to human activities [2]. There
are many wearable sensors that can be used to collect movement data and these
sensors include accelerometers and gyroscopes [4, 5]. Recent approaches focuses
on using multiple sensors and fusion at the feature level to accurately identify
human activities [6]. The human activities related to walking and settings can be
used effectively to monitor elderly in hospitals to prevent falls [1–3, 7–9]. This is
one of the important applications that has been investigated by researchers and many
approaches were used to identify high risks of falls [3, 8, 10–12].

In this chapter, we focus on identifying the activity related to setting and walking
from the data collected from wearable sensors in [2, 3] by applying different
machine learning algorithms and comparing between them to accurately identify
human activities.

The following sections will discuss related work and provide an overview
of machine learning algorithms that will be used to recognize human activities.
Information related to the used dataset will be provided. The experimental results
will be discussed with ideas for future research directions.
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2 Related Work

Machine learning algorithms were applied effectively to detect human activities and
many studies addressed this problem using machine learning [13–16].

The researchers in [14] used 12 body tags attached to shoulders, elbows, wrists,
hips, knees, and ankles to collect coordinates data that can be used to recognize
human activities. Several machine learning algorithms were used including KNN,
C4.5 decision tree, and support vector machine (SVM) in [14] and the best results
were obtained using SVM. The training data in [14] was only limited to data
collected from three persons which is considered a very limited set of data. Also,
feature selection algorithms can help effectively to select relevant features to
improve the performance of machine learning algorithms.

The authors in [15] analyzed 11 separate sensor event datasets collected from
7 physical testbeds. The datasets includes data for younger adults, healthy older
adults, and older adults with dementia [15] and the sensor data is captured using a
sensor network. The researchers in [15] focused on 11 daily activities that includes
personal hygiene, sleep, bed-to-toilet, eat, cook, work, leave home, enter home,
relax, take medicine, and bathing. Three machine learning classification models
were used including naïve Bayes classifier, a hidden Markov model (HMM), and a
conditional random field (CRF) model. The results are encouraging and the research
was mainly focused on utilizing smart home technologies [15].

The researchers in [16] proposed an approach for activity recognition for stream-
ing sensor data based on sliding window. The proposed approach was evaluated
using real-world smart home dataset [16]. The machine learning algorithm that was
used in [16] was the support vector machine (SVM) and the results were promising
but there is a room for improvement to better model all classes. A sliding window–
based data segmentation techniques were applied effectively in [3] for predication
of human activities.

The researchers in [3] applied a classification technique based on a linear chain
conditional random field (CRF) on datasets from two clinical rooms with subjects
wearing a passive sensor-enabled RFID tag [2, 3]. The dataset was based scripted
series of activities [3]. Other classification techniques can be applied to classify the
human activity data and feature selection algorithms can help effectively to improve
the performance of machine learning algorithms.

3 Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology and the data flow is shown in Fig. 1. For this research,
supervised machine learning techniques were used to classify human activities
based on the sensors data. We used a publicly available dataset and it is discussed
in the next section. We focus in this section on the machine learning algorithms that
we used to predict human activities.
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Fig. 1 Proposed methodology and the data flow

3.1 Machine Learning Algorithms

There are several methods for classification and we focus in this section on the
following methods that were used effectively. The goal is to learn from the recorded
data and be able to classify users based on the predictability. A classifier classifies a
data item into one of several predefined classes, and typically known as supervised
learning. The classes are typically non-overlapping and partition the input database.
We discuss in this section the classification algorithms that were used to analyze the
mobile networks. The classification process is divided into two steps:

1. Creating a model using a training data set for which the class labels have already
been specified, this done by applying several techniques and comparing their
performance to select the one that has the best results. These techniques include
Naïve Bayes, and other techniques which will be presented in the next section
[17–19].

2. Using the created model to classify new data (test data) [17–19].

There are many problems associated with classification such as missing data.
Usually missing data are ignored, or some prediction techniques are used to predict
the missing values. Another issue is how to make a judgment about the models or
how to decide which model is the best. This usually depends on the user and what
they really expect from the data classification. The performance of a classifier can
also be evaluated by using information retrieval metrics. Four metrics describe the
output of the classifiers (in case of two classes: positive and negative) and can be
used to evaluate the performance, these values are as follows:

• TP (true positive) means the group of data classified in a class and it actually
belongs to it in other words TP means number of positive samples that are
classified as positive.

• FP (false positive) means the group of data classified in a class and it actually
doesn’t belong to it in other words it means number of negative samples that are
classified as positive.
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Table 1 Confusion matrix Predicted positive Predicted negative

Actual positive TP FN
Actual negative FP TN

• TN (true negative) means the group of data that not classified in a class and it
actually doesn’t belong to it in other words number of negative samples that are
classified as negative.

• FN (false negative) means the group of data that not classified in a class and
it actually doesn’t belong to it in other words case number of samples that are
positive and classified as negative.

Table 1 shows a two-class confusion matrix that contains the four values, TP, FP,
TN, and FN [17–19].

From the above four metrics, we can interpret the results using some ratios that
are called accuracy, precision, and recall. These ratios will be explained as follows
[17, 18]:

• Accuracy: the percentage of predictions that are correct:

Accuracy = (T P + TN) / (T P + FN + FP + TN) (1)

• Precision: The percentage of correctly classified positive cases relative to the
cases classified as positive:

Precision = (T P )/ (T P + FP) (2)

• Recall: The percentage of positive cases that were successfully classified as
positive:

Recall = (T P )/ (T P + FN) (3)

Another graphical interpretation of the results is the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic curve (ROC curve), which shows the relationship between false positives and
true positives. Another curve shows the relationship between precision and recall,
and is the one used predominantly in this work.

Below, will give an overview of the classifiers used in this chapter. These clas-
sifiers include Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision
Tree Classifiers, Artificial Neural Network (ANN).

• Naïve Bayes is a classification technique based on Bayes theorem [19] which is

P (H |X) = p (X |H )P (H)
P (X)

(4)
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where X is the data tuple and is considered the evidence and H is a hypothesis that
X belongs to a class C.

To solve a classification problem we want to determine P(H|X), the probability
that the hypothesis H holds given the data tuple X or the probability that X belongs
to class C if we know X. P(H|X) is called the posterior probability, while P(H)
is known as the prior probability since it is independent of X. Finally P(X|H) is
the probability of X conditioned on H, and P(X) is the prior probability of X. To
use Naïve Bayes, assume that we have a training data D and each tuple of data
is represented by a vector X = (x1, x2, . . . . . . , xn), and suppose that we have m
classes (C1, C2, . . . . . . . . . . . . , Cm), then we have to find the maximum posterior
probability P(Ci|X) using Bayes theorem [6], given by:

P (Ci |X) = P (X |Ci ) P (Ci)
P (X)

(5)

Since P(X) is constant for all classes Ci, then we need only maximize
P(X|Ci)P(Ci).

A simple assumption (known as “naïve” assumption) is that all the attributes are
independent [19], meaning that there is no relation between them. Thus, we obtain:

P (X|Ci) =
n∏

k=1

P (xk|Ci) = P (x1|Ci)× P (x2|Ci)× · · · × P (xn|Ci) (6)

Finally, the class label of X can be predicted as Ci if

P (X |Ci ) P (|Ci ) > P
(
X

∣∣Cj
)
P

(
Cj

) ∀ι �= j (7)

• AdaBoost: This is an iterative procedure which adaptively changes the sampling
distribution of training data by focusing more on previously misclassified records
[20], and combines weak models in order to obtain strong ones. It starts by assigning
equal weights to all instances in the data and then uses the learning algorithm to
build a classifier model for this data. It then reweighs each instance according to the
classifier output, such that the correctly classified instances receive lower weight,
while the misclassified instances receive a higher weight. In the next iteration, the
classifier is built to deal with the reweighed instances, so that it focuses more on
the instances that have higher weight. The changes in the instances’ weights depend
on the current classifier’s overall error. Suppose that e denotes the classifier’s error
rate (a fraction between 0 and 1 that equals (1-accuracy)), then the weights of a
correctly classified instance is modified by multiplying the weight of the instance
by e/(1− e). The misclassified instances weights remain the same, and then after all
weights have been updated, they get normalized so that their sum remains the same
(equal to 1). Each instance’s weight is divided by the sum of the new weights and
multiplied by the sum of the old ones, so that the weight of a correctly classified
instance remains the same and the weight of a misclassified instance increases.
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The output of all the classifiers is finally combined using a weighted vote. The
classifier that has an error rate closer to 0 should receive higher weight. These
weights reflect how often the instances have been misclassified. When the error
of a classifier reaches or exceeds 0.5, the boosting procedure removes this classifier
and doesn’t do any further iterations. It can be difficult to analyze the type of models
that have been learned from the data, so one possible solution for this problem is to
generate an artificial dataset by randomly sampling points from the instance space
and assigning them the class labels that were predicted by the ensemble classifier,
and then learning a decision tree from this new dataset. This technique can be
expected to replicate the performance of the ensemble classifier [21].

• Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a method that can be used for classification.
SVMs operate by finding a hypersurface (decision boundary) that will separate the
data [20]. If the training data are linearly separable, we can select hyperplanes
so that there are no points between them and then try to maximize their distance
[19]. We need to find a hyperplane that maximizes the margin between the data of
different classes. There are various methods to train SVMs. Sequential minimum
optimization (SMO) is a fast method to train the support vector machine (SVM),
where the missing values are replaced and the output hyperplane coefficients
are computed based on the normalized data. We used the SMO implementation
provided by Weka for our experiments [21].

• C4.5 Decision Tree is an algorithm used to generate a decision tree. C4.5
builds decision trees from a set of training data in the same using the concept
of Information Entropy. J48 is decision tree learner, the most important part is
generating the decision tree, a decision tree which consists of two types of nodes, a
leaf that indicates the class and a decision node that contains a test on an attribute.
Each attribute of the data can be used to make a decision that splits the data into
smaller subsets. C4.5 examines the normalized Information Gain [18, 20] which is
the difference in entropy that results from choosing an attribute for splitting the data.
The attribute that yields the highest normalized information gain is the one used to
make the decision. The algorithm then continues building the tree recursively on
the smaller subsets. C4.5 is a simple depth-first construction, and needs the entire
data to fit in memory, thus it is unsuitable for large datasets [18, 20]. We used the
J48 decision tree implementation of C4.5, which is provided by Weka to deal with
large trees. There are two pruning strategies typically used. In subtree replacement,
a subtree is replaced by a leaf node if this replacement will yield an error rate that is
close to that of the original tree. This replacement occurs starting from the bottom of
the tree and moving up toward the root. The other pruning strategy is subtree raising,
in which a subtree is replaced by its most used subtree, that is, the one covering the
most training instances [17, 18, 21].

• Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a network of neurons that typically uses
backpropagation learning to learn the interconnection of weights. For a fixed
network structure, we determine the optimal weights for the connections in the
network using the perceptron learning rule. The network, as shown in Fig. 2, consists
of input nodes which form an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and one output
layer.
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Fig. 2 The structure of ANN

The learning process occurs layer by layer. The backpropagation algorithm
consists of two phases: The forward pass which applies training data to the input
nodes of the network, and computes the node activations layer by layer in a forward
manner (i.e., starting from the input layer, and moving forward until the output
layer’s set of outputs is produced). In the forward pass, the weights of the network
are all fixed, while in the backward algorithm the weights get adjusted based on error
correction, that is, the actual response of the network is subtracted from the target
response and an error signal is produced on each output node that gets propagated
backward through the network toward the input layer. The weights in each layer get
adjusted in order to get the actual response of the network to become closer to the
target response [18, 21].

3.2 Feature Selection

Feature selection algorithms can be used effectively to select the most relevant fea-
tures and remove irrelevant or redundant features [18]. Feature selection algorithms
can help significantly in enhancing the process of learning of data reducing the
computational complexity of the problem.

The ReliefF algorithm [22, 23] is a variant of the original Relief algorithm [24,
25] that can work with multiple classes and it is one of the a one of the most
used relief-based algorithms for feature selection. The ReliefF algorithm is a feature
selection algorithm that was introduced by Kira and Rendell [24, 25].
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The Relief algorithm uses a training dataset to find a ranking score for each
feature which can be used to evaluate the features. The ranking is score is calculated
based on the feature ability to differentiate between the labeled classes in the dataset
[25].

The information gain attribute evaluation algorithm is another algorithm that
evaluates that attribute (feature) based on finding the information gain with respect
to the class. This algorithm computes the entropy which is used in information
theory. The entropy of a given data Table T with n classes can be calculated as
follows [18, 26]:

Info(T ) = −
∑n

i=1
pi log2 (pi) (8)

where pi is the probability of a data record in T to be from class Ci and pi can be
estimated as:

pi = Count (Ci, T )
|T | (9)

where Count(Ci,T) is the number of records in T from class Ci and |T| is the number
of records in T.

The information gain for the feature F can be computed by finding the entropy
value that can be calculated from partitioning the data Table T based on the feature
F into m partitions. The expected information is calculated as [18, 26]:

InfoF (T ) =
∑m

j=1

∣
∣Tj

∣
∣

|T | Info
(
Tj

)
(10)

And the information gain of the feature F is calculated as [18, 26]:

Gain(F ) = Info(T )− InfoF (T ) (11)

The features can be ranked based on the information gain values and the features
with highest information gain value will be selected.

Ensemble feature selection methods were used successfully in machine learning
to enhance the overall results and remove irrelevant features where multiple
algorithms for feature selection can be used to minimize the bias in the feature
selection process and ensure that all relevant features are included [26, 27].

3.3 Human Activity Dataset for Elderly

We conducted our experiments using the dataset collected by research in [2] and it
is publicly available for researchers through the UCI machine learning repository
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[28]. The data was collected from two clinical room deployments as described in [2,
3].

The data in [2] was collected from 14 elderly volunteers from 66 to 86 years old
and using a low-cost battery-free RFID tag called Wearable Wireless Identification
and Sensing Platform (W2ISP) [2, 29]. The sensor was worn by elderly patients
attached to their clothes. Two clinical rooms settings were used with antennae
positioned on the walls and ceiling [2]. The first room, RoomSet1 [2, 3], had
one antenna at ceiling level and three antennae on the walls. The second room,
RoomSet2 [2, 3], had two antennae at ceiling level and one antenna on the wall
[2]. The patients performed a series of scripted activities that includes four activity
labels (classes): lying in bed, sitting in bed, sitting in chair, and ambulating. The
collected dataset includes vertical access acceleration, lateral access acceleration,
frontal access acceleration, ID of antenna reading sensor, Received Signal Strength
indicator (RSSI), Phase, Frequency, and the class that represent the type of activity
((1) sit on bed, (2) sit on chair, (3) lying, (4) ambulating).

4 Experimental Results

Several experiments were conducted on the available datasets in [2] to test the
proposed techniques. The data mining and machine learning software, WEKA
(Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis), was used in this research project
to run and test several algorithms [30, 31]. WEKA is a comprehensive software
resource written in Java, and implements a set of machine learning algorithms for
several data mining and machine learning tasks [18, 30, 31].

The results of WEKA includes the confusion matrix, Precision–Recall curves,
and ROC curves. The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) graphs are very
useful in visualizing, and selecting classifiers based on their performance. ROC
graphs are two-dimensional graphs where the X-axis represents the false-positive
rate (FP), and the Y-axis represents the true-positive rate (TP) (as shown in Fig. 21).
In the graph, the point (0, 1) represents perfect classification which means detecting
all the true-positive instances (TP = 1) without getting any false positive (FP = 0),
and the point (0, 0) means failure to detect any true-positive instances, but also with
no false positives. Certain points on the ROC curve are preferable to other points if
they show true positives higher than false positives.

We started by performing the required preprocessing for the data. We will focus
in this section on the analysis the results using classification techniques. The goal
is to classify the patients’ performed activities into one of four classes: (1) sitting
in bed, (2) sitting in chair, (3) lying in bed, and (4) ambulating. We converted the
dataset in [2] into the WEKA ARFF format. We conducted the experiments for the
dataset for RoomSet1 and the dataset for RoomSet2. The dataset for RoomSet1 has
a total 52,482 records and the dataset for RoomSet2 has a total of 22,646 records.

We start the process of learning from the data by applying feature selection
algorithms. The well-known ReliefF algorithm [22, 23] and the information gain
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for feature evaluation [26]. The ranking of the features based on the dataset for
Roomset1is shown in Table 2. The ranking of the features based on the dataset for
Roomset2 is shown in Table 3.

The results of features ranking in Tables 2 and 3 show that the most important
features are vertical access acceleration, frontal access acceleration, lateral access
acceleration, ID of antenna reading sensor, and RSSI. The results show that the
features related to the phase and the frequency are considered the least important
features for predicting the activity. This helps to focus only on the first five features
to build models for activity prediction.

We started by considering all features and compared them to the effect of
considering the features without the phase and frequency features to see the effect of
feature selection. Figure 3 and Fig. 4 shows the results of accuracy for both datasets
for the four classification algorithms that were used: Naïve Bayes, AdaBoost, SMO,
J48, and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Figure 5 shows the Artificial Neural
Networks model that was used in the experiments. The results show that the J48 and
ANN classifiers gave the highest accuracy.

Tables 4 and 5 shows the detailed results of the precision, recall, and the area
under the ROC curve for both datasets for the J48 and ANN classifiers for all classes.

Table 2 Ranking of the Features using ReliefF and information gain algorithms for Roomset1
dataset

ReliefF Information gain
Feature Score Rank Score Rank

Vertical access acceleration 0.2126 1 1.04307 1
Lateral access acceleration 0.0556 5 0.27466 4
Frontal access acceleration 0.1361 2 0.88905 2
ID of antenna reading sensor 0.0966 3 0.42483 3
RSSI 0.0585 4 0.22963 5
Frequency 0.0449 7 0.00394 7
Phase 0.0466 6 0.03663 6

Table 3 Ranking of the Features using ReliefF and information gain algorithms for Roomset2
dataset

ReliefF Information gain
Feature Score Rank Score Rank

Vertical access acceleration 0.2704 1 0.4306 1
Lateral access acceleration 0.2041 3 0.23605 2
Frontal access acceleration 0.0999 4 0.1279 4
ID of antenna reading sensor 0.2124 2 0.18996 3
RSSI 0.0884 5 0.07014 5
Frequency 0.079 6 0.00295 7
Phase 0.0756 7 0.03109 6
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Fig. 3 Classification accuracy using all features for Roomset1 dataset
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Fig. 4 Classification accuracy using all features for Roomset2 dataset

As we can see from the results for RoomSet1 dataset in Table 4, J48 gives an
overall better results compared to ANN. For class 4 (ambulating), ANN gives a
recall of 0.5 while J48 outperforms ANN and gives a recall of 0.822.

In the next phase of experiments, we applied the feature selection technique and
we removed the two features with the least ranking. The features related to the phase
and frequency were removed from the dataset. Figures 6 and 7 show the results
of accuracy for both datasets for the four classification algorithms that were used:
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class

Fig. 5 Artificial neural networks model

Table 4 Precision, recall, and the area under the ROC for Roomset1 dataset

ANN J48
Precision Recall ROC area Precision Recall ROC area

Class 1: Sit on bed 0.944 0.994 0.990 0.981 0.989 0.991
Class 2: Sit on chair 0.951 0.993 0.999 0.974 0.986 0.997
Class 3: Lying 1.000 0.999 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.999
Class 4: Ambulating 0.953 0.500 0.923 0.902 0.822 0.957
Weighted average 0.978 0.978 0.994 0.988 0.988 0.995

Table 5 Precision, recall, and the area under the ROC for RoomSet2 dataset

ANN J48
Precision Recall ROC area Precision Recall ROC area

Class 1: Sit on bed 0.875 0.933 0.991 0.901 0.886 0.942
Class 2: Sit on chair 0.907 1.000 1.000 0.920 0.989 0.996
Class 3: Lying 0.997 0.999 0.996 0.997 0.999 0.994
Class 4: Ambulating 0.964 0.445 0.986 0.705 0.563 0.951
Weighted average 0.987 0.987 0.996 0.985 0.986 0.991
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Fig. 6 Classification accuracy using the first five features for Roomset1 dataset
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Fig. 7 Classification accuracy using the first five features for Roomset2 dataset

Naïve Bayes, AdaBoost, SMO, J48, and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) after
considering only the five features and removing the two features.

The results show that J48 was still able to give high accuracy for both dataset
and ANN gave a higher accuracy for the second dataset. Table 6 shows the detailed
results of the precision, recall, and the area under the ROC curve for the first dataset
using the J48 classifier which gave the highest accuracy. Table 7 shows the detailed
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Table 6 Precision, recall,
and the area under the ROC
for J48 classifier for
Roomset1 dataset using the
first five features

J48
Precision Recall ROC Area

Class 1: Sit on bed 0.978 0.989 0.993
Class 2: Sit on chair 0.971 0.987 0.997
Class 3: Lying 0.999 0.999 0.999
Class 4: Ambulating 0.907 0.805 0.961
Weighted average 0.988 0.988 0.996

Table 7 Precision, Recall,
and the Area Under the ROC
for ANN Classifier for
Roomset2 Dataset using the
First Five Features

ANN
Precision Recall ROC Area

Cass 1: Sit on bed 0.878 0.943 0.985
Cass 2: Sit on chair 0.911 1.000 1.000
Cass 3: Lying 0.997 0.999 0.994
Cass 4: Ambulating 0.981 0.437 0.983
Weighted average 0.988 0.988 0.993

results of the precision, recall, and the area under the ROC curve for the first dataset
using the ANN classifier which gave the highest accuracy.

The overall results show that the proposed method can be utilized effectively to
predict human activities with high accuracy using only five features with the highest
feature ranking.

Additional experiments were conducted to see if we can reach a better classifica-
tion accuracy using the random forest algorithm [32]. The random forest algorithm
is based on combining several randomized decision trees by using averaging to
aggregates their predictions [18, 32].

In addition, we conducted experiments to explore the possibility of removing
additional features and consider only the three features related to vertical access
acceleration, lateral access acceleration, and frontal access acceleration. Figures 8
and 9 show the results for accuracy for both datasets after applying the random forest
algorithm and using the three features as indicated above, using the five features that
were used before, and using all the seven features.

Tables 8 and 9 show the detailed results of the precision, recall, and the area under
the ROC curve for both datasets for the random forest algorithm using all features,
using five features, and using three features. The results from Figs. 8, 9, Tables 8
and 9 show that the random forest algorithm have a high accuracy for classifying
the human activity compared to the previously used algorithms and the accuracy is
close to the results obtained using the J48. The overall results show that we can still
obtain a high classification accuracy using only the three features related to vertical
access acceleration, lateral access acceleration, and frontal access acceleration. The
highest accuracy was obtained using the first five features with the highest ranking.
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Fig. 8 Classification accuracy for the random forest algorithm using all features, using five
features, and using three features for Roomset1 dataset
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Fig. 9 Classification accuracy for the random forest algorithm using all features, using five
features, and using three features for Roomset2 dataset
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5 Conclusion

Human activity recognition is one of the major research problems in computer
science that attracted many researchers in recent years with a variety of applications
including healthcare and medical applications. This chapter proposed a machine
learning method with feature selection and classification algorithms to recognize
different human activities such as setting and walking from publicly available
datasets collected by wearable sensors of elderly. The feature selection algorithms
were used effectively to rank the features and identify the features that can be
removed from the collected sensor data. Several classification algorithms were
used in this paper for activity recognition. These algorithms include random forest,
ANN, SVM, J48 decision tree, AdaBoost, and naïve bays classifiers. The ReliefF
and the information gain attribute evaluation algorithms were used for feature
selection. Several experiments were conducted to compare between these different
algorithms using different number of features based on the obtained features
ranking. Experimental results show that the random forest algorithm provides an
overall high accuracy in recognizing human activities and using only three features
of the collected sensor data. This can help medical service providers to monitor
human activities for elderly and provide the required services based on the detected
activity by using a small number of collected features from sensors.

Future directions includes applying the proposed method on other available
datasets for human activity recognition and apply different feature selection algo-
rithms and classification algorithms that can further improve the results.
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Machine Learning for Understanding
the Relationship Between Political
Participation and Political Culture

A. Hannibal Leach and Sajid Hussain

1 Introduction

How might machine learning be applied to help promote the ethos of democratic
citizenship in this new age? This chapter uses machine learning tools to better under-
stand the role political culture plays in determining levels of political participation
among citizens spread across our democratic republic. Political culture is important
in democratic systems because it helps shape political preferences, and these in
turn, drive the political process [1]. The political process is the engine which keeps
the wheels of self-government turning. Political actions such as voting, nominating,
meeting, campaigning, informing, and dissenting in the public arena, are all part
of the machinery that helps to sustain the democratic project. Thus, understanding
how political culture may influence political participation has both normative and
practical value. A strong political culture helps to maintain and foster the level
of political participation necessary to sustain democratic principles and practices
within the state.

Acknowledging the substantial evidence revealing people’s attitudes toward
local, state, and national issues are shaped in part by their political culture [2–
4], we add further to this literature by exploring how people’s rates of political
participation may be influenced by the dominant political subculture within their
region. In what regional political culture are we more likely to find higher levels
of political participation among Whites and African Americans? By observing
individuals situated within different geographical settings, we expand upon the
foundational work laid by scholars such as Elazar [5], Hero and Tolbert [21], and
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Hero [6], in their assessments of the various ways in which political culture and
ethnicity, may work to influence participation in public politics.

This chapter contributes to Political Science and Computer Science in a number
of ways. First, it seeks to fill the gap between political participation and political
culture in a new era of hyper-partisanship and dynamic change in mass media.
Earlier accounts on political culture took place well before the technological
revolution and the rise of the internet. This present work not only updates previous
scholarship on political culture and public participation in politics, but it also
analyzes a citizenry in a completely different political environment. Secondly,
this work examines whether race groups such as African Americans are more
influenced by their own political heritage or their respective regional subcultures
(or something else completely). Thus, this article also opens-up new perspectives
on the theory of minority participation in democratic politics. From a computing
and machine learning perspective, the publicly available open-source data related
to the 2016 federal elections is used to classify the states according to political
engagement of the residents. The states are labelled according to Elazar’s [5]
classifications. A machine learning algorithm is then applied to verify and validate
these classifications. We then analyze the data, specially examining observations of
Black and White races. The machine learning tools here test model specification
and will be used to improve its performance to better predict political participation
among Americans. The information may be used by policymakers and concerned
citizens in their effort to increase civic participation and combat political apathy.

The remainder of the chapter proceeds in five sections. The first examines the
literatures on political culture and political participation. We will look here at past
research on political participation at the national, state, and local levels. Focus
will also be given to describing how the unique relationship between regional
and political culture and public participation is essential to a better understanding
of the interchangeable connection between micro- and macro-level politics. The
third section develops testable hypotheses, while the fourth presents our empirical
analysis of the relationship between regional political subculture and political
participation. We conclude with a discussion of our findings’ larger implications for
a better understanding, of how machine learning tools may be deployed to improve
our representative democracy, promote a healthy political culture, and increase
political engagement.

2 The Concept of Political Culture

Almond and Verba [2] describe political culture as a shared set of social norms.
Focusing on both its attitudinal and cognitive elements, Foster [7] refers to political
culture as “a self-reinforcing system of attitudes and ideals emerging from a
society’s history, its traditions, the spirit of its public organizations, the instinct
and reasoning of citizens and the style and ethical code of its leaders” [7], p. 561.
Political culture is important because it “colors a people’s expectations about the
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realities of politics and instills in them shared ideals as to what their public life
might be” [8], p. 9. According to Almond and Verba [2], democratic government
requires a political culture consistent with it. Citing McClosky and Zaller [9],
Carman and Barker note that political culture may refer to the “widely shared
beliefs, values and norms of a political community regarding the relationship of
citizens to their government and to one another in matters of public affairs” [10],
p. 516. Concern about political culture has been an activity even predating Greco-
Roman society [11]. The concept of political culture has been employed to examine
a host of political, social, and economic phenomena. Among these are social capital
[12], capitalism and comparative political systems [13]. In his famous trip to the
New World, Tocqueville (1831/1866) also attributed a great deal of America’s
character to its unique political culture [9, 14]. One question the French scholar
sought to answer in his famous study of democracy in America was, “why do
some communities prosper, possess effective political institutions, have law-abiding
and satisfied citizens, and others do not” [15], p. 6. In a somewhat similar vein,
Putnam [16] conducted a study comparing different sections in Italy in order to
determine the type of conditions most conducive to fostering responsive, robust,
and effective political institutions. Among those factors contributing to effective
democratic government, Putnam found high levels of civic participation were one
of them. Other scholars have also developed theories to help explain differences in
political culture among the regions in America, especially as it relates to accounting
for variation in terms of policymaking and political outcomes. Find political culture
accounts for varying levels of political participation, political trust, and sense of
efficacy to such an extent among Canadian provinces that they argued they could be
seen as analytically distinct political systems.

3 Regional Political Culture

Elazar’s [5] seminal work on the American states demonstrate political culture to
be perhaps the primary force influencing the nature of politics within states. He
defines political culture as the “particular pattern of orientation to political action in
which each political system is imbedded” [5], p. 89. These cultures, he explains, are
based largely on the historical experiences and migratory patterns, of the nation’s
colonial inhabitants, and other early settlers. Migrating and expanding their horizons
westward, these groups took their respective political cultures with them, which was
essentially bequeathed to subsequent generations. New migrants and immigrants to
these areas were assimilated into these political cultures. Elazar essentially claimed
that the national culture was built on three political subcultures: Individualistic,
Moralistic, and Traditionalistic. His analysis show these political cultures to be
geographically based, in accordance with the predominate themes dominating the
political landscape of early Americans. In short, the Moralist states are found mostly
in the New England area, the Individualistic states are found largely in the Middle
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Atlantic area, and the Traditionalistic culture are concentrated largely among the
Southern states. From this framework, Elazar contends we are able to explain much
about political culture in relation to other factors affecting public opinion, policies,
and other outcomes at the state and local levels.

Utilizing Elazar’s framework, Carman and Barker [17] observes political culture
not only shapes the ideas of individual people, but also influences political decisions
undertaken by the states. In estimating an event analysis via a Cox hazard model,
they look at the timing of which different states decide to hold their Democratic
primary before the national convention. They demonstrate that much of the variation
among the states, in this regard, is attributed to political culture. They hypothesize
and provide evidence that states dominated by the Moralist political culture adopted
earlier primary dates than those dominated by the Individual and Traditional culture
(and also the Individual before the Traditional). As they put it, this is because those
under the Moralist culture seek to provide policies and an environment which the
entire community will benefit from, whereas the Individualist and Traditionalist
culture provides for only a few or the elites. Individualist and Traditionalist states
will only seek to hold earlier primaries or caucuses if it will benefit certain groups
or individuals of the old guard. This rarely happens and thus, their primary dates
rarely move.

Carman and Barker [10] also show political culture plays a role in determining
the types of traits that individuals wish to see in political candidates. In examining
the particular type of values different regional political subcultures place premiums
on, they make hypotheses concerning the traits individuals from each political
culture would value the most when it comes to choosing their political leaders. They
show that those living within the Traditionalistic culture place more weight on a
candidate’s personal integrity and honesty, which they believe goes to a person’s
“Character.” They also show that those living under the Moralist and Individualist
political culture place greater value on a candidate’s “Competence.” This is because,
above all, leaders are expected to perform, and their work will be measured to a large
extent on what they are able to deliver on. Looking at the 2008 presidential elections,
Fisher [18] observes that political culture is a great predictor of support for Obama
in the 2008 Democratic primaries and caucuses. According to Fisher, Obama won
76% of the states under the Moralist political culture.

Elazar’s political typology is not without its critics, however. Scholars have
both expanded upon Elazar’s research, as well as identified weaknesses in some
of his assessments. For instance, Nardulli [19] reformulates Elazar’s descriptions
of the three political cultures and created four survey questions. This is to deter-
mine whether individual’s attitudes would correspond with the respective political
culture of their area. Interestingly, he doesn’t find any correlation across his four
questions. Lieske [20] also expands upon Elazar’s conception of political culture. In
formulating a measure of a state’s culture by aggregating the respective proportions
of the total statewide population that are under the influence of each of Elazar’s
political cultures, he uncovered 11 distinct regional subcultures [20]. His analysis
demonstrates that a state’s culture could be seen as the product of the contending
subcultures within each state. Hero and Tolbert [21] take a different approach in
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examining the formation, process, and general disposition of politics at the local,
state, and regional levels of government. Rather than centuries of old migration
patterns, Hero and Tolbert instead argue that the main dynamics constructing social
and political norms are the level of different races and ethnicities within a given
state/region. In their work, they conceptualize and model states in terms of their
homogeneous, heterogeneous, or bifurcated racial/ethnic composition. Race, as they
argue, is the main force which influences how a state’s political culture ultimately
forms, and the type of format that its political processes will ultimately take.
For instance, they show that states with higher levels of minority populations are
actually the states in Elazar’s study that are characterized as having a “Traditional”
political culture. Hero and Tolbert label these as bifurcated states. They argue
that states dominated by Elazar’s individualistic political culture could also be
labeled as heterogeneous states. They contend that this is due to the region’s high
concentrations of minority groups, and the interplay among them as they vie for
premium redistribution policies for their own particular race/ethnicity group.

Many other scholars also utilize political cultures within and among the states
as a way to examine a wide array of political topics such as distributional equity
[22], government institutions [23], civil rights [24], political participation [19, 25],
political representation [26], etc. Suffice it to say, the scope of research that the topic
of political culture has inspired is wide and diverse.

4 Political Participation

The literature on political participation proffers several explanations as to the
level and extent to which people engage in political activities. Such explanations
generally fall under three main models: the resource model, the psychological
engagement model, and the mobilization model [27, 35].

According to the resource model, political participation and activity is essentially
a function of the quality and quantity of the resources one has at his/her disposal.
According to Verba, Schlozman, and Brady [27], primary resources which influence
political participation include civic skills, money, and the necessary time to actually
engage. This model also considers the costs and benefits of political participation for
the individual [28, 29]. As contend, socioeconomic status (SES) variables also play
a significant role in determining political participation levels – higher SES status is
associated with higher participation rates.

The psychological engagement model essentially posits that those who are
interested in politics are more likely to participate while the uninterested are less
likely to do so. Examining factors responsible for fostering political interest, Verba,
Schlozman, and Brady [27] focus on education, parental influence, and school
activities. They find higher levels of education is associated with increased levels
of political interest. Their study also shows parental influence and exposure to
politics at home is a strong indicator of political interest. Other findings within the
literature generally falling under this model include different social and cultural
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characteristics. Factors associated with this notion include the lack of strong
partisanship [30], low political efficacy [31], political alienation [32], residential
mobility, social capital [12], and lack of civic obligation [33].

The third model explaining levels of political participation focuses on the role of
mobilization. The mobilization model essentially argues that individuals participate
politically because people ask and encourage them to do so. Scholars have routinely
shown that voters who are contacted by political parties are more likely to vote, even
while holding other factors constant [34, 35]. Political campaigns, social media use,
and Black churches are also known vehicles for mobilization.

Another set of factors associated with influencing political participation stems
from structural barriers. Factors falling under this category include the effects of
voter registration laws and the legal/political obstacles which may make voting and
formally participating in the political process difficult [36–39].

These theoretical perspectives on political participation demonstrate different
avenues for thinking about its root causes. Though race has been considered as an
explanation for political participation, rarely is it done in the context of political
culture. We close the loop here and consider them both using powerful machine
learning tools for data mining and analysis. We look here at whether regional
political culture plays any role in how often Black and White Americans engage
in political behavior?

5 Hypotheses

If regional political subculture significantly influences political participation rates,
then we should expect to see consistent political participation levels and patterns
within each respective regional subculture. Put differently, people from states within
the Traditionalistic subculture should have similar participation rates from people
in other states within the same subculture. Thus, since the states of Mississippi
and Louisiana are both within the Traditionalistic political subculture, we should
expect to observe similar participation levels from residents of both states. These
participation levels should also significantly differ from people within Moralistic
and Individualistic states. From this description, we hypothesize that we’ll observe
similar levels of political participation from people within states of identical regional
political subcultures. We also believe that Blacks and Whites in many ways behave
different politically. Because of this, we also hypothesize that Blacks and Whites
will behave differently from each other within each political subculture.
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6 Data and Methods

To what extent does political culture influence political participation? In this
project, we consider whether there are any significant differences in the level of
political participation among American citizens dwelling within the three regional
political subcultures as outlined by Elazar. We use data from the 2016 Cooperative
Congressional Election Study (CCES). The CCES is a nationally stratified sample
survey administered on an annual basis from September to October. This annual
study represents a concerted effort by political scientists nationwide to gather
survey data in congressional elections [40]. The N for this survey was 64,600
respondents. The CCES has a large sample for common content and smaller, 1000-
person samples for specific content brought by universities. The survey is useful
because it makes inquiries on a range of topics including general political behavior,
attitudes, demographic factors, foreign policy, and political information. We use
Python’s wide range of data management, statistical analysis, and data abstraction
tools to identify whether regional political subcultures play a role in conditioning
the rate to which individuals participate politically. The supervised machine learning
algorithm, K-mean, was used to classify the states based on the Election 2016 data
of the residents. The machine learning package, scikit-learn, in Python was used for
the implementation.

7 Variables

The variables are the regional political subcultures that individuals identify as
dwelling within. This information is provided by the given state each individual
indicates as their place of residence. In particular, we look at whether a respondent
resides in a state with a political culture identified by Elazar as Traditionalistic,
Moralistic, or Individualistic. We use dummy variables for each of the three regional
political cultures. Table 1 presents a listing of each state and its corresponding
political culture. Another variable is race, which is accounted for by controlling
for the race group each respondent identifies as belonging to, specifically Whites
and African Americans. Dummy variables are also employed for race. Table 2 lists
the variables and coding of the main variables.

Further, we focus on political participation as manifested through actions such as
making social media posts about political information, sharing political information
on social media, and commenting among other. Each of the political actions
operationalizing participation can be found below in Table 3. Each of these measures
highlight forms of political participation that are often overlooked by studies on
voting and political research. Table 3 lists the specific question wording and coding
of the variables.
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Table 1 Elazar’s state
political cultures

Moralistic Individualistic Traditionalistic

California Connecticut Alabama
Colorado Delaware Arizona
Idaho Illinois Arkansas
Iowa Indiana Florida
Kansas Nebraska Georgia
Maine Nevada Kentucky
Michigan Maryland Louisiana
Minnesota Massachusetts Mississippi
Montana Missouri New Mexico
New Hampshire New Jersey North Carolina
North Dakota New York Oklahoma
Oregon Ohio South Carolina
South Dakota Pennsylvania Tennessee
Utah Rhode Island Texas
Vermont Wyoming Virginia
Washington West Virginia
Wisconsin

Table 2 Variables used in
creating the clusters of states

Watch news
Read the newspaper
Post story about politics on social media
Post comment about politics on social media
Read story or video about politics on social media
Follow a political event on social media
Forward a story or video about politics on social media

Table 3 Questions operationalizing forms of local political participation taken from the 2016
Congressional Cooperative Election Study

Political activity

Grassroots/community political participation
“In the past year, did you”
(a) Attend local political meetings (such as school board or city council)
(b) Put up a political sign (such as a lawn sign or bumper sticker)
(c) Work for a candidate or campaign
(d) Donate money to a candidate, campaign, or political organization
Voter Registration
“Are you registered to vote?”
1 = yes;
0 = no

8 Results

Table 1 lists each state included in the analysis and their corresponding classification
as originally outlined by Elazar. Figure 1 shows the overall average results for states
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Fig. 1 Overall (average) comparison of Individualistic, Moralistic, and Traditionalistic states

according to three classifications: Individualistic, Moralistic, and Traditionalistic.
According to Fig. 1, of the Blacks dwelling in Individualistic states, 34% behave
like those in Traditionalistic states, 21% like those in Moralistic states, and 23%
are analogous to those in Individualistic states. For Whites in Individualistic states,
29% behave like those in Traditionalistic states, 28% like those in Moralistic states,
and 25% like those in Individualistic states. Figure 1 also shows the performance
of those in Moralistic states. Of Black Americans living in Moralistic states, 28%
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behave like those in Individualistic states, 33% like those in Traditionalistic states,
and 38% like those in Moralistic states. On the other hand, of White Americans in
Moralistic states, 39% behave like those in Individualistic states, 36% like those
in Traditionalistic states, and 35% like those in Moralistic states. According to
Fig. 1, of the Blacks residing in Traditionalistic states, 49% behave like those
in Individualistic states, 40% like those in the Moralistic, and 33% like those in
Traditionalistic ones. Of the Whites in Traditionalistic states, 36% behave like
those in Individualistic states, 37% like those in the Moralistic, and 35% like
those in Traditionalistic ones. Thus, Fig. 1 demonstrates that for Black Americans,
two penultimate political cultures seem to predominate no matter where they
reside: Traditionalistic and Individualistic. Most Blacks overall tend to behave
like those in the Individualistic political culture, but those behaving in accordance
with the Traditionalistic political culture account for well over a third of Blacks
in each regional political culture. Blacks behaving like those in Moralistic states
tend to cluster in Traditionalistic and Moralistic states, respectively. Their greatest
concentration is in Traditionalistic states, however, which is puzzling given that we
see the greatest concentration of Individualistic imitators in these areas as well.
From a theoretical perspective, this phenomenon does seem plausible, however.
Most African Americans live in the American South where many of the states
with Traditionalistic political cultures exist. But most Southern African Americans
live in major cities and metropolitan areas, where political life is more similar
to that of other major cities such as New York City or Boston. Thus, city life
for most Southern Blacks may cause them to assume an Individualistic political
culture out of necessity. The case is a bit different for White Americans. Within
each political culture, the number of White Americans behaving similarly to Whites
within Individualistic, Traditionalistic, and Moralistic states are distributed pretty
evenly. This means that a predominate political culture does not exist among White
Americans.

Figure 2 depicts the bar charts to show greater details for individual states. As
Fig. 2 demonstrates, the overall political culture of Blacks seems to align with
that of Blacks dwelling in Traditionalistic and Individualistic states. As shown
in the Individualistic cluster percentages in Fig. 2, Blacks tend to congregate
along the two tail ends – the areas for Individualistic and Traditionalistic cultures.
With Black still in mind, we see that the middle Moralistic areas are left hollow.
For Whites, however, the distribution is spread pretty evenly across each of the
regional political subcultures. Figure 2 also shows that most Black residents of
Moralistic states exhibited political participation levels very similar to residents of
Traditionalistic and Individualistic states. As we look at the Traditionalistic cluster
percentages in Fig. 2, Blacks again exhibit great similarity with the Individualistic
and Traditionalistic cultures, while leaving the middle area for Moralistic states
hollow. In fact, here we only see 2 states (out of 17) where at least 15% of
Blacks behave analogous to the Moralistic culture. Again, Whites tend to be evenly
distributed across each of the political cultures. Thus, Fig. 2 also demonstrates
that Elazar’s formulation of regional political subcultures seems to be applicable
to Whites, but not necessarily to Blacks. This makes sense intuitively because
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Fig. 2 Detail comparison of state for Individualistic, Moralistic, and Traditionalistic states

Elazar’s main ideas regarding cultures forming through waves of immigration
from Old Europe, applies only to the story of White Americans. Largely missing
from Elazar’s formulation were the main origin stories of Black Americans, which
are very different from most White Americans. From the above analysis, Black
Americans seem to have a political culture that transcends Elazar’s classifications
of regional political subcultures. The average Black American, regardless of their
regional political subculture, is more likely to participate in politics at rates similar
to Blacks who dwell in Traditionalistic and Individualistic states.
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9 Conclusion

This chapter began by inquiring into whether there is a relationship between political
culture and political participation, the potential role that race may play in the
process, and how machine learning may be employed to help bear these things out.
Specifically, we sought to determine if the dominant regional political subculture
where people reside significantly influences their level of political participation.
Predicated on the literatures dealing with political participation, political subcul-
tures, and political behavior, we were led to believe that such an influence may exist.
After specifying our models and examining our adopted dependent variables, we
generated several hypotheses from which to better understand how one’s political
culture may affect their level of political participation. The results from this work
provide strong evidence that political culture works differently and in nuanced ways
for Black and White Americans. For White Americans, the percentage of people
behaving like those in the Moralistic, Traditionalistic, and Individualistic political
cultures, appear to be spread pretty evenly across each regional political culture
examined in our analysis. For instance, though Louisiana is a Traditionalistic state
according to Elazar, only a third there behave politically in the Traditionalistic
fashion, while the remaining two-thirds are split between the Moralistic and
Individualistic. We observe the same case for states that Elazar deems to be
dominated by the Moralistic and Individualistic political cultures, respectively. For
Black Americans, we observe a very different story. According to our results, Black
Americans are overall heavily influenced by the Individualistic and Traditionalistic
political cultures. Regardless of the political culture that dominates the state in
which they live, Blacks on average are more likely to behave in ways similar to
the Individualistic and Traditionalistic cultures. The Individualistic culture seems
to have the strongest influence among Black Americans, but well over a third of
Blacks in each regional political culture behave like the Traditionalistic. That Blacks
would tend to be associated with the Traditionalistic political culture was not too
surprising given that the majority of Blacks in America still live in the South, and
that states in the South tend to be heavily dominated by the Traditionalistic culture.
Because most Blacks in America live in large cities and metropolitan areas (this is
the case nationwide), it also makes sense for them to adopt an aggressive political
culture that’s associated primarily with the Individualistic culture. Though African
Americans are as diverse as any other large group of people (there about 43 million
African Americans in the US), the findings here show that at least in terms of
political participation, Blacks on the whole tend to behave very similarly. Many
people often assume Blacks to be a homogeneous group, but this study provides
more empirical evidence toward the idea of an actual African American political
“community.”

Future research may take a further look at our findings here. Perhaps in ways
similar to what Hero and Tolbert [21] argue, political culture could be a proxy for
something else that we’re missing here. It could be one thing for White Americans,
and something completely different for Blacks. If this is the case, it would be
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interesting to gain a better understanding of what these things may be. We also
looked here at only some of the classical measures of political participation. In
a future chapter, we plan to update these findings including measures more in
alignment with how others understand political participation in the twenty-first
century to encompass. Not only does this include classical measures such as putting
up a political yard sign or attending a political meeting, but also their content
and activity via social media. The computational methods we use here are a great
way to incorporate how a new generation understands political participation. The
computational methods here provide scholars with a better understanding of how
machine learning tools can be applied in useful ways to solve traditional social
science problems. This perspective allows scholars to better understand what they
may be able to get out of utilizing machine learning tools and computational
thinking.
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Targeted Aspect-Based Sentiment
Analysis for Ugandan Telecom Reviews
from Twitter

David Kabiito and Joyce Nakatumba-Nabende

1 Introduction

With the rise of the social media era, people are always connected and often
times share their opinions through tweets, comments, reviews and chats. People
have more trust in human opinion compared to traditional advertisements. Many
consumers are using social media to seek advice and recommendation from others
before making decisions regarding important purchases [5, 9, 12]. Such referrals
have a strong impact on customer decision making and new customer acquisition
for companies. Social media is a source of valuable customer feedback that helps
companies measure satisfaction and improve their products or services. However
due to the high velocity and voluminous nature of data from social media, it is
difficult for the average human reader to extract and summarise the opinions on
social media. Automated opinion mining systems are thus needed to overcome this
challenge.

Opinion mining or sentiment analysis (SA) is the computational analysis of
people’s opinions, sentiments, attitudes and emotions towards a specific target entity
such as a product, service, organization, individual, topic, and its aspects [1, 3, 5].
The main goal of opinion mining is to detect the emotional expression from a
sentence or an entire document. In general, opinion mining has been investigated
at three levels: document, sentence and entity or aspect level [5, 17]. At document
level, the task is to classify whether a whole opinion document expresses a positive
or negative sentiment. Sentence level opinion mining resolves the sentiment of
each sentence in an opinionated document into the categories positive, negative and
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neutral. The neutral category contains sentences that do not express any sentiment.
Aspect level opinion mining is used to overcome the shortcomings of both document
and sentence level opinion mining by resolving the opinion target and sentiment. It
is based on the idea that an opinion consists of a sentiment and a target thus an
opinion without identifying its target is of limited use.

Previously, aspect level opinion mining has also been discussed at two levels:
aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) [6, 14] and targeted sentiment classifica-
tion [16]. ABSA captures the sentiment over the aspects on which an entity can be
reviewed while targeted sentiment analysis resolves the sentiment expressed toward
several target entities [6, 11]. However, ABSA and targeted sentiment classification
do not capture the sentiment of multiple aspects of the target entities. To remedy this,
Saeidi et al., [11] introduced the task of targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis
(TABSA) which aims at identifying the fine-grained opinion towards a specific
aspect associated with a target entity. TABSA attempts to tackle the shortcomings
of both ABSA and targeted sentiment classification. ABSA assumes that only
one target entity is discussed in a sentence while targeted sentiment classification
assumes the overall sentiment in the sentence as the sentiment for the target entities
contained in the sentence. TABSA is an important task that can be used to generate
a structured summary of opinions about target entities and their aspects with less
assumptions compared to ABSA and targeted sentiment classification. TABSA turns
unstructured opinion text to structured data that can be used for both qualitative and
quantitative analysis.

In this paper, we study TABSA in English and Luganda code-mixed Twitter
reviews about telecoms in Uganda. For this task, the human annotated dataset called
SentiTel is introduced. The dataset can be used to extract fine-grained opinion
information about telecoms in Uganda. In particular, our contribution in this paper
is three-fold:

1. We provide the SentiTel human annotated benchmark dataset used for the
TABSA of telecom data. The reviews in the dataset have a code-mix of English
and Luganda.1

2. We apply the random forest baseline model and Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers (BERT) model [2] to the TABSA task.

3. We show that despite the short and informal text structure of reviews from
Twitter, the reviews are rich in information and can be used for fine-grained
opinion mining.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we review related work
about sentiment analysis, Sect. 3 presents the dataset and its annotation schema;
the task definition and experimental set-up are discussed in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we
provide details about the evaluation and results. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Sect. 6.

1Luganda is a Bantu language which is commonly spoken in Uganda.
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2 Related Work

Opinion mining has been widely discussed and studied in the recent years. This
has been attributed to the rise of social media which has made large volumes of
opinionated data publicly available. Opinion mining research has gradually evolved
from sentiment analysis which mainly focused on identifying the overall sentiment
of a unit of text [15] to aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) [14] and targeted
sentiment classification [16]. However, ABSA does not consider more than one
entity in the given text while targeted sentiment classification task only identifies
the overall sentiment on a single entity [11].

To overcome the challenges of both ABSA and targeted sentiment classification,
Saeidi et al. [11] introduced the task of TABSA. They proposed two baseline
systems: feature-based logistic regression and Bi-LSTM-based model together
with the SentiHood dataset. SentiHood is based on text taken from question
answering platform of Yahoo! Answers that is filtered for questions related to the
neighbourhood of London. Motivated by the success of deep learning, Yukun et
al. [6] proposed a hierarchical attention model that explicitly attends first to the
targets and then the whole sentence. They also incorporated useful common sense
knowledge into a deep neural network to further enhance their results on SentiHood.
Their best model Sentic LSTM obtained a strict accuracy of 67.43% and an accuracy
of 89.32% on aspect category detection and sentiment classification respectively.
To show the generalizability of Sentic LSTM, they built a subset of the Semeval-
2015 dataset [9] for the TABSA task. On this subset, Sentic LSTM obtained a strict
accuracy of 67.34% on the aspect category detection and an accuracy of 76.47% on
sentiment classification.

Following the successful application of BERT on question answering (QA)
and natural language inference (NLI) tasks, Sun et al. [14] modelled the TABSA
task as sentence pair classification task via auxiliary sentence generation. Four
methods were used to convert the TABSA task into a sentence pair classification
task then used to fine-tune the pre-trained BERT model. The highest performance
on SentiHood was obtained using BERT-pair-NLI-M with an Area Under the
ROC Curve (AUC) of 97.5 and 96.5% on aspect category detection and sentiment
classification respectively. The BERT model was also applied to the Semeval-2014
task 4 dataset [8]. An F1 of 92.18% was obtained on aspect category detection using
the BERT-pair-NLI-B model.

Despite the promising results obtained on the TABSA task, the previous work has
not explored TABSA on code-mixed reviews from a generic social media platform
like Twitter; moreover, the existing datasets contain a maximum of two target
entities. In this paper, we apply the baseline random forest model and BERT-pair-
NLI-M to the human annotated dataset SentiTel which is annotated for the TABSA
task. SentiTel is extracted from Twitter and it contains a code-mix of English and
Luganda with up to three target entities. As proposed by Sun et al. [14] in the BERT-
pair-NLI-M model, the TABSA task is modelled as a sentence pair classification
task using auxiliary sentences.
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3 Dataset and Annotation

In this section we explain the data collection, annotation schema and summarise the
properties of the SentiTel dataset. The target entities in the dataset are three major
telecoms in Uganda: “MTN”, “Airtel” and “Africell”. In this study the telecom
domain was considered since telecoms are one of the largest service providers
in Uganda. This results in many discussions about their aspect on Twitter. The
tweets are extracted by querying the Twitter API using the Twitter handle of the
respective telecom: “mtnug”, “Airtel_Ug” and “africellUG”. The query collects all
the tweets that mention the telecom entity. In our extraction the language value in the
Twitter API is set to “en” which corresponds to English language tweets. However
this returns both English and English code-mixed tweets. The English code-mixed
tweets are written in both English and Luganda which is a local dialect. The tweets
were collected for the period between February 2019 and September 2019.

3.1 Annotation Schema and Guidelines for the Reviews

We used the BRAT annotation tool [13] for the annotation task. The data was
annotated by three undergraduate software engineering students. Given a review, the
task of the annotator was to identify the sentiment s expressed towards the aspect a
of the target telecom t . As indicated by Eq. 1, the final annotation A contains 1 to
T target telecoms with the respective sentiment towards the aspects of each target
telecom.

A = {t, a, s}T1 (1)

Table 1 provides an overview of the target telecoms (t), aspect category (a)
and sentiment (s) set provided for the annotation task. The aspects in the dataset
were categorized into seven aspect categories as indicated by the aspects column.
These are the seven most discussed aspects in the telecom domain in Uganda. The
aspect application refers to opinions about the mobile application of the respective
telecom, calls refers to opinions about the voice call experience of the reviewer,
customerservice refers to the reviewer’s opinion on the customer service of the
respective telecom, data refers to the reviewer’s opinion about the internet services
of the telecom discussed in the review. The aspect general refers to a generic opinion
on the target telecom discussed in the review. The mobilemoney and network aspect
refers to opinions on the mobile money services and signal reception of the target
telecom being reviewed. In our annotation schema, two sentiments were considered
that is “Positive” and “Negative” since aspects are rarely discussed without an
explicit “Positive” or “Negative” sentiment [10, 11].
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Table 1 Overview of target telecoms (t), aspect category (a) and sentiment (s) used to annotate the
SentiTel dataset

Target telecom (t) Aspect (a) Sentiment (s)

Application

Airtel Calls Positive

Africell Customerservice Negative

MTN Data

General

Mobilemoney

Network

Following Saeidi et al. [11], the annotators were required to read through the
annotation guidelines and examples,2 and then annotate a small subset of the dataset.
After each round of annotation, agreements between the annotators were calculated
and discussed. This procedure continued until they reached a reasonable agreement.
The Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (κ) was used as a measure for the pairwise agreement
between the annotators. After which, the entire dataset was annotated.

The final dataset was obtained from the annotator with the highest inter-
annotation agreement on the aspect category. The final aspect category pairwise
inter-annotator agreement for aspect categories on the whole dataset was 0.59, 0.73
and 0.60. This is of sufficient quality for the TABSA task.

3.2 Composition of the Dataset

The final annotated dataset is called SentiTel,3 and it contains Twitter reviews
about telecoms in Uganda. 5,973 reviews in SentiTel have a single telecom entity
mentioned while 347 reviews mention two or three telecom entities. The total
number of opinions in SentiTel is 6683 since some reviews have multiple opinions.
The telecom entity names in the reviews are all normalised to “MTN”, “Airtel” and
“Africell”. Each review in SentiTel is labelled with the telecom entity, aspect and
sentiment. A review can have multiple labels depending on the number of target
entities and aspects discussed in the review.

Table 2 shows the distribution of opinions across the aspect categories. The
“Negative” sentiment is the dominant opinion polarity, this indicates that Twitter
users prefer to tweet when they are facing challenges with a service or product
otherwise they remain silent. The data aspect is the most frequent aspect with over
2400 reviews while the aspect application appears with less than 150 reviews.

2The annotation guidelines are available at: https://github.com/davidkabiito/Sentitel/blob/master/
Annotation/guidelines.md.
3The dataset is available at: https://github.com/davidkabiito/Sentitel/tree/master/Dataset.

https://github.com/davidkabiito/Sentitel/blob/master/Annotation/guidelines.md
https://github.com/davidkabiito/Sentitel/blob/master/Annotation/guidelines.md
https://github.com/davidkabiito/Sentitel/tree/master/Dataset
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Table 2 SentiTel statistics on sentiment distribution over the different aspects

Aspects

Customer Mobile

Sentiment Data Service General Network Calls Money Application

Positive 377 74 450 81 35 23 8

Negative 2064 928 418 740 442 244 139

4 Methodology

In this section, we provide the formal task definition of TABSA in the telecom
context and then discuss the training and evaluation of the random forest and BERT
models.

4.1 Task Definition

A review consists of a sequence of words. In this sequence, a target telecom can
be mentioned once or multiple times. Similar to Ma et al. [6] and Sun et al. [14],
we consider all mentions of the same target as a single target. The TABSA task
is divided into two sub-tasks. First, it resolves the aspect category of the aspects
discussed in the review using the predefined set of aspect categories and then it
resolves the sentiment polarity of each aspect category associated with the target
telecom t .

Following Saeidi et al. [11], we set the task as a three-class classification prob-
lem: given a review, a set of target telecoms T = {MTN,Airtel, Af ricell} and
a fixed set of aspect categories A={data, customerservice, general, network,
calls}, predict the sentiment polarity yεY over the full set of the target-aspect
pairs (t, a) where {(t, a) : tεT , aεA} and Y = {Positive,Negative,None}. The
sentiment “None” indicates that the review does not contain an opinion about the
aspect a of the target telecom t . For example the review in Table 3 contains two
targets, “Airtel” and “Africell”. The objective of the TABSA task is to resolve the
aspect category of the aspects of the target telecoms and classify the sentiment of
each aspect category as shown in Table 3.

4.2 Models

For training and evaluating our models, the five most frequent aspects: data,
customer service, general, network and calls from SentiTel were considered.
Following Saeidi et al. [11], we split the dataset into three subsets train, validation
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Table 3 Example of a Twitter telecom review and the output labels. The target entities are in bold
while the aspect expression is underlined

Review Output

Bt the way AirtelUg this foolery Target Aspect Sentiment

of slowing down my internet and Airtel Data Negative

sending me harsh messages wanting me Airtel customerservice None

to upgrade to 4G yet its Airtel General None

a hogwash must stop my friend Airtel Network None

with a 3G africellUG is doing Airtel Calls None

better I have diligently been a Africell Data Positive

customer for years respect my choices Africell Customerservice None

Africell General None

Africell Network None

Africell Calls None

and test set with each having 70, 10, and 20% of the data respectively. The validation
set is used to select the best model parameters before applying the models to the test
set.

Training the Random Forest Model The random forest (RF) model is our
baseline model. Before training the RF model, all the words in the reviews are
converted to lowercase then all punctuation marks and stopwords are removed
except the word “not” which reverses the sentiment in the review. While training
the RF model, we use the oversampling method suggested by Haibo and Edwardo
[4] to overcome the challenge of an imbalanced dataset. The RF experiments were
conducted using two word representations: tf-idf (TF-IDF-based unigram features)
and word2vec [7]. The word2vec vectors are of dimensionality 300 and are trained
using the continuous bag-of-words architecture. The common presence of informal
language and words in tweets does not favour using initialised publicly available
word2vec vectors [7]. This would result in a high random initialization of word
vectors since these words are missing in the word2vec dictionary. We use the output
of the fully connected layer of the network as input feature vector of the RF-
word2vec model.

Following Sun et al. [14], the TABSA task is modelled as a sentence pair
classification task using auxiliary sentences. The aspect category and sentiment
class are jointly extracted by introducing the sentiment “None”. The best model
in both word representations is obtained using 100 trees.

Training the BERT Model We constructed the BERT model using the sentence
pair input representation. The BERT-pair-NLI-M auxiliary sentence construction is
used as described by Sun et al. [14]. We use the pre-trained uncased BERTBASE .4

model for fine-tuning on TABSA downstream task. The following hyper-parameters
are used to obtain the best model; Transformer blocks: 12, hidden layers size: 768,

4https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip.

https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip
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Table 4 Performance on SentiTel dataset. Boldfaced values are the overall best scores

Aspect Sentiment

Model Acc. F1 AUC Acc. AUC

RF-tf-idf 0.509 0.442 0.883 0.967 0.915

RF-word2vec 0.337 0.190 0.694 0.965 0.820

BERT 0.773 0.781 0.950 0.940 0.965

The bold values indicate the best score for each evaluation metric

Table 5 Aspect level model performance using the AUC evaluation metric

Aspect

Model Calls Customer service Data General Network

RF-tf-idf 0.893 0.864 0.869 0.916 0.874

RF-word2vec 0.701 0.669 0.675 0.754 0.669

BERT 0.967 0.960 0.941 0.956 0.926

The bold values show that BERT provides the best score in terms of AUC at the Aspect level

self-attention heads: 12 and the total number of parameters for the pre-trained model
is 110M. When fine-tuning, we keep the dropout probability at 0.1 and set the
number of epochs to 6. The initial learning rate and batch size are 2e-5 and 24
respectively. The training was done using one GPU on Google Colab.

We follow the same evaluation criteria as Sun et al. [14]. The evaluation metrics
strict accuracy and Macro-F1 were used to evaluate the aspect category detection.
Sentiment classification was evaluated using accuracy and AUC.

5 Results and Discussion

This section presents a discussion of the results from the models. Table 4 shows the
results of the baseline RF models and BERT. The results are obtained after running
the models on the test set. It can be seen from the table that BERT obtains the overall
best results of 0.773, 0.781 and 0.950 for the aspect category detection task based
on the respective evaluation metrics. For sentiment detection, the RF-tf-idf model
performs better by a small margin of 0.027 compared to the BERT model in terms
of accuracy while the BERT model performs better by a larger margin of 0.05 in
terms of AUC. This means that the quality of sentiment classification by the BERT
model is better than that of the RF models.

Table 5 shows the model performance per aspect in terms of AUC. Based on
these results, we can see the aspect Calls is predicted with the highest AUC. With an
AUC score of 0.926 for the BERT model, the aspect Network was the most difficult
to predict. This is because the words used to represent the aspect Network are similar
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Table 6 Examples of input reviews and their predicted labels using BERT. The target telecom in
the review is highlighted in bold

Review Target-telecom Aspect Predicted Label

Africell you let the other ISPS cheat

us today Africell General Negative Negative

Day of weekendgb data hearteyes

Africell webale nyoo Africell Data Positive Positive

Airtel jst make our freaky friday the

fun t used to b now ur offering less

bundles for mo money mwebereremu Airtel Data Negative Negative

How often we should upfate u that

your roaming netwrk aborad is done

now coming to months airtel Airtel Network Negative Negative

AirtelUg i am about to give up on

yowa data mbu upgrade to 4G n get

1 GB of free data its now a week

Mulekeyo if u dnt want to give us Airtel Data Negative Negative

yowa data Nkooye okulinda

Its only after you have experienced

mtn internet that youll realise that

other people are trash it runs

first but it works MTN Data Negative Positive

MTN ur internet is very fake am now

going for airtel Airtel Data Positive Positive

MTN ur internet is very fake am now

going for airtel MTN Data Negative Negative

to those used for the aspects Data and Calls. This results in the models predicting
the aspect Data or Calls instead of the aspect Network.

Table 6 present examples of reviews that are labelled correctly and those that
are labelled incorrectly by the BERT model. The top six rows of the table contain
reviews with a single target telecom. The BERT model is able to predict correctly the
sentiment of the first five reviews. The model fails to correctly predict the sentiment
of the sixth review which contains comparative opinion that cannot be captured by
the model. The last two rows contain a review with multiple target telecoms.

The model is able to capture the opposite sentiment expressed for the aspect
data of the two target telecoms. The BERT model performs better than the RF
model because we separate the target and the aspect to form an auxiliary sentence
while training the model. The set-up transforms the TABSA task into a sentence pair
classification task. This set-up fully utilizes the advantages of the pre-trained BERT
model.
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Although the TABSA task is more complicated than sentiment analysis due
to additional target and aspect information [6], the results demonstrate that fine-
grained information can be extracted from Twitter opinions despite the limited cues
and informal text structure. This is in line with the results obtained by Saeidi et
al. [11] on TABSA task using logistic regression and Bi-LSTM. Furthermore the
better performance by the BERT model shows that by fine-tuning a pre-trained
BERT model promising results can be obtained on downstream tasks. This was also
demonstrated by Chi et al. [14], who obtained an AUC of 0.975 and 0.97 on aspect
detection and sentiment classification respectively on SentiHood by generating
multiple forms of auxiliary sentences and then used the sentence pairs to fine-tune
the pre-trained BERT model.

The comparison between the performance of our baseline RF models and BERT
confirms that deep learning models such as BERT present better results than baseline
models like RF. However based on previous research [1, 17], we expected the RF-
word2vec model to perform better than the RF-tf-idf model. The RF-word2vec
model can be improved by training a word2vec model on generic Twitter data
and finally train it on SentiTel. This will enable the word2vec model obtain
more semantic information on text from Twitter. Some improvement can also be
obtained on the BERT model especially in terms of strict accuracy by constructing
QA-auxiliary sentences that transform the TABSA task to a binary classification
problem.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we provided a human annotated dataset called SentiTel which is
annotated for the targeted aspect-based sentiment analysis task in the telecom
domain. We also report baseline results using random forest and BERT. The TABSA
task is modelled as a sentence pair classification task through auxiliary sentence
generation. The BERT model obtained the best result with an AUC of 0.95 and 0.965
on the aspect category detection and sentiment classification tasks respectively.
These results show that fine-tuning a pre-trained BERT model by transforming the
TABSA task to a sentence pair classification task generates better results compared
to other models. The results in this paper demonstrate that fine-grained information
can be extracted from Twitter data despite the limited cues and informal text
structure. The models developed in this research can be used by both the telecom
service providers and their subscribers. The telecom service providers can use the
models to generate structured summaries which can be used to highlight aspects that
need improvement and also compare their performance with their competitors. The
telecom subscribers can use the models to compare services of different telecom
service providers. This research also highlights the need to train a social media
word2vec model which can generate vectors that represent social media text better.
This will improve the performance of word2vec based models in the social media
context.
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In future, we plan to explore other language phenomena such as comparative
opinion, sarcasm and negation in the TABSA task. We will also assess the
contribution of contextual information such as the personality of the opinion holder
on the TABSA task.
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A Path-Based Personalized
Recommendation Using Q Learning

Hyeseong Park and Kyung-Whan Oh

1 Introduction

Recommendation systems have been helping users to find items that best match their
interests. Due to the growth of information, collaborative filtering (CF) methods,
which make use of historical interactions or preferences, have made a significant
success [14]. However, CF-based methods often suffer from the data sparsity and
cold-start problem. Recently, there is an increasing interest in knowledge graph
(KG)-based recommender systems, since KGs can provide complementary informa-
tion to alleviate the problem of data sparsity and the structural knowledge has shown
great potential in providing rich information about the items [4, 13, 19, 20, 25].

While the usage of the knowledge base is increasingly introduced, one challeng-
ing task is knowledge graph reasoning, which infers new conclusions from existing
data. Cao et al. [4] propose a new translation-based recommendation model by
jointly training a KG completion model, which to infer new relations with reasoning
over the information found along other paths connecting a pair of entities [6, 11, 23].
Nevertheless, KG completion methods can hardly be complete when a KG has
missing facts, relations, and entities.

Many researchers have explored the potential of knowledge graph reasoning
through knowledge graph embedding. In graph embedding, latent representations
of entities and relations are placed in continuous vector spaces, to preserve the
semantic information in KGs. However, constructing dimensional embeddings of
the large volume of latent features can effectively address the problems of excessive
memory and computational resource. To tackle this problem, Liu et al. [12] propose
a discrete embedding model [18], because continuous vector-based knowledge
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graph embedding models to find correlation of user and item [7, 24] can cause a
computational problem.

In large dimensional embeddings of the millions of entities and relations, the
number of possible paths between a user and an item could be exponentially large.
In this regard, Song et al. [15] have been proposed to encode the path embedding,
aiming at finding meaningful paths for the recommendation. They represent entities
and relations with low dimensional embedding and generate meaningful paths from
users to relevant items by learning a walking policy on the user-item-entity graph.

In this paper, our work aims at generating meaningful paths for the recom-
mendation, inspired by Song et al. [15]. We propose a path-based personalized
recommendation using Q learning, such as (1) constructing a user-item-entity
graph using discrete embedding [18] to reduce excessive memory and computa-
tional resource, while items and tags are associated with semantic dependencies,
and (2) exploiting a graph using Q learning to generate an inferred preference path.
Furthermore, this model offers an explanation of a recommendation as inspired by
the previous research [15, 22]. Experimental results show that the proposed method
provides effective and accurate recommendations with good explanations.

2 Literature Review

There have been several approaches to the personalization algorithm for the recom-
mendation. Researchers figured out a way to factor in such sets of similar items
by using dimensionality reduction in collaborative filtering to make predictions
of the interest of a user. To acknowledge user interest or preferences, some
of the researchers incorporated a wide variety of matrices that characterize the
relationships of user and items by vectoring of factors inferred from an item
such as matrix factorization. Those methodologies estimate rating patterns to infer
user preferences when explicit feedback of the users is not available [10]. To be
personalized recommendations, the paper [16] incorporates side information for
the user and ratings on the neural network and then computes a non-linear matrix
factorization from sparse rating inputs. However, those studies are not aware of the
user’s interests or user intentions. And higher ratings do not reflect everything about
the users such as signifying user enjoyment of recommended movies or reasons why
they rated higher on some of the recommended movies.

There are studies to have contributions to the use of context to recommendations
because computational entities in pervasive environments need to be context-aware
so that they can adapt themselves to changing situations [21]. Context uses any
information that characterizes the situation of an entity. KG can be constructed
by using context as fully observed, partially observed, or unobserved because
contextual factors are changing by the situation or adapting user preferences
[8, 9]. The works in [3, 26] proposed context-based recommendations, and random
walking is used to search on the KG.
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Reinforcement learning is applied in many decision-making systems such that it
is an appropriate method to be able to interact with an environment where it can have
inferences over the KG. The works in [6, 23] propose KG completion with reasoning
to infer new relations by the path-finding process, and reinforcement learning is used
to make decisions over walking. They connect a pair of entities to infer a missing
link on KG based on the decisions from reinforcement learning. The works in [15,
22] used these approaches in the recommendation by connecting entities of the user
and new items. They used large-scale complex KG, and policy gradient with deep
reinforcement learning is used to find the personalized path by navigating on the
KG. Gridworld can be used instead of KG to reduce complexity, and the work in
[5] used Q learning to navigate on the gridworld. However, the gridworld lacks
context-based modeling, and using Q learning in KG needs to be studied to reduce
the complexity of the context-based model.

3 Methodology

Our model proposes a model for personalized recommendations with path-finding
methods, such as (1) constructing a user-item-entity graph and (2) optimizing a path
using Q learning, and recommends Top-N items using softmax exploration.

3.1 User-Item-Entity Graph

The user-item-entity graph is constructed by a layered directed graph, which is
connected by user implicit feedback data (explicit ratings or implicit user log)
and combines items and tags under different semantics. As shown in Fig. 1, Layer
1 represents user entities, and Layer 2 describes the entities of historical user
preferences. Layer 3 describes the tags, which relate to the previous historical
user preferences layer. Layer 4 shows the recommendation candidates. We set the
maximum path length T to 3 as our default setting (e.g., User → Movie → Tag
→ Movie), followed by prior findings [15, 22] that enabling longer paths results
in a worse performance since long paths may introduce more noise that can be
meaningfulness.

3.2 Formulating a Graph as Markov Decision Process

We apply relational reasoning to find an inferred preference path. Different from
Das et al.[6], which automatically learn reasoning paths with following logical
rules, we propagate user preference from a graph by following relational reasoning.
Relational reasoning is similar to the user-based collaborative filtering approach
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Fig. 1 User-item-entity graph

[27], such that if userX likes a romance movieA when romance movieA has love
stories, userX might be interested in the love story.

Since precisely extracting the most relevant items for a given user from massive
candidates tends to consume even more time and memory [12], constructing
dimensional embeddings of the millions of entities and hundreds of relations [15] is
not practical. Our model is efficiently designed by a graph, representing inputs with
the discrete vector [18], while continuous vector-based knowledge graph embedding
models to find a correlation of user and item [7, 24] can cause a computational
problem.

3.2.1 Markov Decision Process

For accelerating the training process, we formulate a graph as Markov decision
processes (MDPs) to model mathematical decision-making model. An MDP can be
formalized as 4-tuples (S , A, T , R), where S , A, T , and R are the states, actions,
transitions, and rewards. In the model, 4-tuples (S , A, T , R) are elaborated below.

– States: We represent the state as the set of entities (i.e., movies or tags)
– Actions : When the agent is under state s, it can choose one of the outgoing edges

as its next action.
– Transition : We adopt a deterministic strategy.
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– Rewards: The final reward depends on whether or not the agent correctly finds
interacted items of the user. Given the terminal entity item in layer 4, the final
reward is the number of outgoing edges from layer 3 to that entity, see Fig. 1.

3.3 Solving Recommendations Using Q Learning

Following Agarwal et al. [2], we generate Q-walk, over a graph where each node
u ∈ U is a state, and outgoing edges from u are the possible actions at u. To extract
the inferred preference path from the target user to relevant items, we perform Q
learning by sequentially selecting walks on the user-item-entity graph. The agent
takes the right decision with high-reward paths, i.e., the path to the final node in
layer 4 with the largest number of outgoing edges from layer 3.

3.3.1 Optimization

To find a correct path using Q learning, Q learning uses a state-action value function
Q(s, a) that means the maximal expected cumulative reward after a certain state s
with the action a.Q(s, a) can be expressed as follows:

Q(s, a) = E

[
T−t∑

k=1

γ k−1rt+k|st = s, at = a, π∗
]

(1)

where T is the maximum number of steps, π∗ is an optimal policy, and γ is a
discount factor (0 < γ < 1). Note that T = 3 and t ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} as we have
four-layered directed KG. Q learning estimates Q(s, a) by continuously updating
Q(s, a) using the following rules:

Q(s, a)← Q(s, a)+ α
(
r + γ max

a′
Q(s′, a′)−Q(s, a)

)
(2)

where s′ is a state transited from the state s after taking action a, and α is the learning
rate that controls the convergence speed (0 < α ≤ 1). When t = 2, the next state s′
becomes a terminal state where no actions are exploited, and Q(s, a) is updated as
follows:

Q(s, a)← Q(s, a)+ α (r −Q(s, a)) (3)
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3.3.2 Softmax Exploration

We also need to consider the trade-off between exploration and exploitation. The
agent has to exploit what it already knows to obtain high value, but it also has to
explore to make better policy in the future. The ε-greedy method is usually used
for balancing exploration and exploitation [5], but it is as likely to choose the worst
appearing action as it is to choose the second-best appearing action if an exploration
action is selected [17]. In this regard, we use softmax exploration method, where the
policy π is described as follows:

π(a|s) = eQ(s,a)/τ
∑
a′∈As eQ(s,a

′)/τ (4)

where π(a|s) is a probability the agent selects action a in state s and τ ≥ 0 is the
temperature parameter that determines the exploration ratio. When τ = 0 the agent
chooses the best action without exploration, and when τ → ∞ the agent selects
random actions.

3.3.3 Top-N Recommendations

To generate top-N recommendations, the system generates distributed exploration
for possible candidate actions by performing the softmax policy, as in Eq. (4). Then,
the system repeatedly executes Q-walk until it lands on the final node (in layer 4)
after T steps. The top-N recommendation node is ranked by the highest total number
of visiting through Q-walk.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

In this section, the performance of the proposed model evaluated based on the
MovieLens 100k datasets1 provides users’ ratings toward thousands of movies. We
used the 80% datasets as user’s explicit ratings, and the remaining datasets were
used for unseen movies.

1http://movielens.org.

http://movielens.org
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Algorithm 1: Personalized recommendations
input : a user entity su, knowledge graph, the number of episodesM , the number of

recommended list N
output: Top-N recommended list of items
/* Q Learning Phase */
Q(s, a)← 0 for all undefinedQ(s, a);
for episode = 1 toM do

s ← su;
for t = 0 to T − 1 do

a← softmax exploration with π(a|s);
execute action a;
receive new state s′;
receive reward r;
if t �= T − 1 then

updateQ(s, a) via Eq. (2);
s ← s′;

else
updateQ(s, a) via Eq. (3);

end
end

end
/* Generating Recommendations Phase */
visit(s′)← 0 for all s′ in layer 4 entities;
s ← su;
for episode = 1 toM do

s ← su;
for t = 0 to T − 1 do

a← softmax exploration with π(a|s);
execute action a;
if t �= T − 1 then

receive new state s′;
s ← s′;

else
receive new state s′;
visit(s′)← visit(s′) +1;

end
end

end
perform top-N recommendations based on the number of visitation

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

4.2.1 Implementation Details

We select 493 users who watched more than 30 movies from MovieLens 100k
datasets. For each data-link layer entity, the user entity is linked to the movie entities
in a layer of user preferences (layer 2), if and only if a user’s explicit rating is 5. The
pairs of vertices (between movie and tag) are composed of tag relevance, a numerical
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Table 1 Average ratings of
recommended movies

Total Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

GA 3.68 3.05 3.52 3.84 4.28

URW 3.75 3.19 3.58 3.90 4.32

QL (proposed) 3.98 3.53 3.87 4.08 4.42

Fig. 2 Average ratings of recommended movies for each user

value to represent how each of a tag contributed to a given movie from tag genome.2

The vertices between movie and tag are connected if and only if the tag relevance is
more than 0.95.

4.2.2 Evaluation Metrics

The experiment results are compared to other state-of-the-art methods, which
compared average user ratings of the recommended movies by (1) global average
(GA), which are the average ratings observed by over all the users from MovieLens,
(2) uniform random walk (URW) [1], where the system explores each neighbor with
the same probability at each step, and (3) Q learning (QL).

4.3 Performance Evaluation

To verify the performance of the proposed models, we analyze the results by
measuring the average of the total by quartile and each range is denoted by QN
(e.g., 0–25% (Q1), 26–50% (Q2), 50–75% (Q3), 75–100% (Q4)). The experimental
results of these evaluation metrics are shown in Table 1. Following the results,
we can see that our proposed algorithms (QL) show higher ratings than GA and
URW. Figure 2 also shows that most users have the highest ratings in the proposed

2https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/tag-genome/.

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/tag-genome/
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Fig. 3 Recommendations and explanations for user 2 and user 7

Q learning-based recommended items. Based on our acquired knowledge, the
proposed algorithm provides a movie that the user might be interested in watching.

4.4 Explainable Recommendation

Our proposed model can be explained to users in the form of meaningful paths from
users to recommended items. As shown in Fig. 3, we can easily understand that
“Fantastic Voyage” is recommended to user 2 because it shares the same genre (sci-
fi) with “Dark City,” which the user preferred before. The recommendation “Lord
of the Rings” can be explained to user 7 as it ranked in IMDB top 250.

5 Conclusion

Our model provides explainable recommendations by searching the user’s preferring
item with path-based recommendations using Q learning. Our algorithms do not
require excessive memory or large-scale data and achieve experimental results
where the recommended items earned high explicit ratings of users. Our system
also provides an explanation of a recommendation, which can make the users
have more interest and trust in the recommended items. Future research directions
include using a large dataset of users with more sophisticated reinforcement learning
techniques. Our model can also be incorporated with more additional personal
contexts to be extended.
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Reducing the Data Cost of Machine
Learning with AI: A Case Study

Joshua Haley, Robert Wray , Robert Bridgman, and Austin Brehob

1 Introduction

Deep Learning (DL) enables large marginal performance gains on benchmark tasks
such as image recognition, predictive analytics, and solutions to strategic gameplay
[1]. As Andrew Ng points out in [2], these gains are enabled by both the vast
amounts of data and available computational resources. As an academic researcher
or industry practitioner with less data for a task or more limited computational
resources, should we be approaching the problem the same way that Facebook or
Google would? If we envision a typical learning curve such as the one in Fig. 1
where more expressive models exhibit higher performance when given more data,
most academic literature is interested in theoretical performance on the right tail
where data is plentiful and computation is limitless. In contrast, practitioners will
often be operating on the left tail of the learning curve, where data is constrained and
computation is limited while proving out a concept. For most practical applications,
rather than the search for optimal task performance, engineers must be concerned
with satisfying performance requirements while maximizing flexibility given the
constraints on hand.

Herein, we present a case study from a practitioner’s prospective to solve an
applied task. We first used a machine learning-based solution via Deep Learning. We
then switched to an AI-enabled ensemble ML approach to simplify the underlying
models and data requirements. We describe the task in Sect. 1.1 and the methods
used to address the task in Sect. 2, and finally we contrast the qualitative and
quantitative differences of the approaches in Sect. 3.
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Fig. 1 Data/performance trade-off curve

1.1 Behavior Recognition Problem

In order to understand the computational approaches we wish to contrast in this
chapter, we first introduce the problem that the computational approaches are
designed to address. The application domain is simulation-based training, which
uses realistic models of the environment to enable someone to develop skills and
to practice in a realistic but safe setting. Simulation-based training systems employ
computational models of human behavior to represent the activities and actions of
other actors in the overall environment [3, 4]. For example, a trainee learning to be a
fighter pilot could fly against an adversary agent driven by a human behavior model.

Historically, there have been two differing ways of approaching the addition of
new behavior models in existing simulation systems. The first is to refactor the
existing behavior models to include new behavior models (or extensions/changes to
existing models). This approach can take considerable time but supports validation
of general behaviors. The other approach is to turn captured examples of the
desired behavior into a “script” that will reproduce the observed behavior in a
replicated setting. This script approach requires little time and labor to implement,
but it is brittle for use in any circumstances other than the exact setting in which
the behavior was observed. The motivating goal of our effort was to develop an
approach that employs observations of real-world scenarios to recreate simulation-
based scenarios. However, rather than simply developing a “script” that replays the
scenario, we interpret the events that occurred in the scenario and then map those
events to existing (and validated) models available in the simulation system.

For the purposes of this chapter, we introduce an example drawn from tactical
aviation, which is the domain of our actual application. In real-world settings, the
tactics that would be observed and generated would be more sophisticated than
the examples, but the domain we describe here provides an illustration of the
computational challenges that can be understood without detailed knowledge of the
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Fig. 2 System data flow

domain. In the chapter, we focus on differing geospatial maneuvers to accomplish
an intercept task where one aircraft must engage or “intercept” an opposing force
aircraft in a one-on-one encounter.

For the experiments and results described in the chapter, we employed a
distributed simulation environment that executes scenarios such as the one-on-
engagement. The simulation includes a built-in behavior programming capability
sufficient for the capabilities we explored. Its representation is roughly comparable
to that of a hierarchical task network [5]. The native behavior programs allow simu-
lation entities to react to environmental cues and perform actions and maneuvers in
response. The goal of our behavior recognition system is to identify and configure
an existing behavior program to replicate the observation.

2 Methodology

In order to facilitate the desired playback capability via parameterizable behaviors
as described in Sect. 1.1, a method is required to match the observation to a specific
behavior incidence that sufficiently replicates the observed behavior. We use a
parameter exploration technique [6] in order to generate a synthetic dataset to
train the behavior recognition model. This “diversification” method spans parameter
space for simulation execution, enabling the system to learn a model mapping
“cause” (i.e., parameter configuration) to effect (observed outcome) . This flow
of behavior exploration, data generation, model building, and model utilization is
outlined in Fig. 2. We describe two such methods devised to accomplish this goal of
behavior characterizing to produce a behavior model, both using the same data flow
described above.
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2.1 Deep Learning Method

The initial solution for the behavior recognition task was a Deep Learning LSTM-
based approach [7]. In this approach, data is first transformed from a geospatial
representation to a fixed 28 × 28 × 28 cubic representation that is egocentric to an
entity of interest. This fixed representation size required for the DL approach means
that each block could represent a variable distance between observations. Entities
were then assigned a value of 1 for self and −1 for opponent. This representation
was replicated for each time step to form a 4D tensor input representing 3D spatial
state over time. A Convolutions Neural Network was used to take advantage of the
spatial relations and was embedded into a feature vector of size 2048. This feature
vector was then propagated through multiple LSTM layers before presentation to a
dense, fully connected layer to produce the desired classification and regressions.

Haley et al. [7] describe this approach in more detail, but, for the purposes
of this analysis, the key observation is that the deep model was comprised of
approximately 678k parameters. This parameter space required a large amount of
synthetic, diversification data to adequately tune the recognition process. As a result,
this approach did not initially yield sufficient recognition for reliable reconstruction
for operational use. We noted an inability to differentiate between differing levels
of maneuver parameter values due to the coarseness of the discretization of the
geospatial domain. In order to add more discrimination, we would have needed to
increase the size of our sparse spatial representation, which was already taxing to
store. The CNN-based embedding layers were replaced with calculated geospatial
features (distance, angle, and azimuth) between the two aircraft to yield sufficient
recognition at a cost of model flexibility. Additionally, the true accuracy of
maneuver identification is uncertain, as we will discuss in Sect. 3.3. The inflexibility
and complexity of the model relative to available data necessitated a change in
implementation.

2.2 Event Sequence Matching

The second approach focused on representing events observed in the scenario [8].
An “event” is a change in observable state for an entity with the properties given
in Table 1. By representing changes in state, rather than the states themselves, the
event approach is by design more compact and less data intensive. Event definitions
(types and properties) are decided a priori as a knowledge engineering exercise. A
specific observation of an event is deemed an event instance where the parameters
have been specified with values. A scenario plays out through a sequence of these
event instances, as we can see in the example outlined in Fig. 3 as an observation of
executing behavior.

To develop a model mapping observations to behavior, these specific event
observation sequences were generalized by replacing specific instances with types
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Table 1 Event representation from [8]

Representation of event instances

Time Time (from start) that the event occurs. Representation assumes that event sequences
are fully ordered (even when multiple instances share a time stamp).
Non-instantaneous mission events are represented via instances that indicate
start/stop times of the event

Subject Primary actor(s) associated with the instance. The subject can be a list of actors or
named aggregates.

Verb Type of the event. We have defined a collection of event types for the simulation
domains we have explored thus far (e.g., tactical aviation). Typology inherits from
formal ontology [6], to provide consistent semantics (definitions) across event types.
Examples of event verbs include “initiate intercept,” “missile launch,” etc. Event
verbs represent changes in both physical state (e.g., start/end of a turn or climb) and
domain-specific state (e.g., a change in the status of the mission)

Object The primary recipient/target of the action indicated by the verb. Objects can be
bound to any kind of object represented in the target simulation (other entities and
aggregates, locations, etc.)

Modifiers Objects and parameters (specific to the event type) that further describe the event.
Modifiers are represented in the form of (name, value) pairs. A modifier for an event
instance can be a reference to a prior event (e.g., a “stop turn” event instance
includes a pointer to its initiating “start turn” event instance)

Fig. 3 Geospatial, event, and signature representations

where able (e.g., “Snoop” in Fig. 3 would become “Blue Entity”). Sequences of
equivalent structure (i.e., same event sequence) were coalesced into collections
with all of the underlying event parameters and behavior configurations that
were labeled as a signature. A model was then constructed using a simple K-
neighbors regression between the event parameters and the behavior configuration
that created the observation. Each signature’s unique structural composition meant
that the cardinality and types of event parameters differ between signatures, but by
associating the model between observation and behavior with the signature, each
model was free to have its own input representation dynamically defined during
signature creation. The k-neighbors regression was used due to the low number of
observations (1–20) per signature and was relatively resilient to the lack of data.
Additionally, while this k-neighbors regression is insufficient to model the entire
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observation space to behavior configuration space, it was effective for the subset of
the space defined by a single signature.

To reconstruct an observed situation, we developed a variant of the Smith–
Waterman algorithm [9], which was developed and is used for DNA sequence
matching. This algorithm selects the signature with the closest structural similarity
to the observed (original) event sequence. The specific event instance parameters
were then encoded into the input representation defined by the signature and
used the associated model to infer the behavior parameters that lead to the given
observation.

In essence, the signatures form an ensemble of models. The sequence matching
determines in which part of the space the observation lies in order to select the
appropriate behavior and regression model to parameterize the selected behavior.
We found that this approach yielded better recognition than the earlier DL approach,
which we will describe next in Sect. 3.

3 Results and Comparisons

In both methods, sufficient recognition was achieved to enable replay of the one-
on-one encounter. However, quantitative and qualitative implementation constraints
encountered with the DL approach necessitated the switch to exploring the sequence
matching approach. These constraints are further recounted here.

3.1 Data Requirements

The primary reason for changing the approach was the data requirement of the Deep
Learning methods. The initial experiment was a one-on-one encounter where only
a single entity would maneuver in response to the presence of the other. In order
to adequately explore the behavior parameter spaces to achieve sufficient behavior
performance, the DL model required approximately 77k example data runs to map
from the geospatial space to the parameter space with sufficient reconstruction
accuracy for test scenarios. In contrast, the sequence matching approach required
300 exemplar encounters in order to achieve similar reconstruction accuracy. The
reasons for the reduction of data are twofold. First, the DL model mapped the en-
tirety of the observation space to the set of all possible behaviors and configurations.
In contrast, the sequence matching approach subdivides the observation input space
into different signatures, each signature responsible only for a part of the input space
for a single behavior. In essence, each signature acts as a much simpler model of a
subset of the larger problem space. The sequence matcher then focuses selection on
which of the simpler models to employ. Second, the decision space in which each
signature operates is small enough that a simpler model requiring less data can be
used to infer parameters with sufficient performance.
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The level of data required presented an issue when we wanted to enhance the
DL model’s ability to match behavior parameters when both entities maneuvered.
Constraining the exploration of the parameter space, the sequence matching model
required approximately 500 scenario observations for signature creation. The DL
model diversification process required, in contrast, 400k observations. Executing
these many simulation scenarios to generate the synthetic data was prohibitive
for practical considerations for the operational domain. In general, the sequence
matching approach degraded more gracefully in low-data conditions than the DL
approach.

Additionally, the storage required for example scenario runs was not equal
between methods. The DL approach required a constant input format and took the
form of a sequence-based state vector for each time step, which led to a fixed
input size per unit time. This led to very large sparse example instances where
most time segments did not have any activity of interest. While these files can be
reduced in size after capture, they still represented a significant burden to process.
In contrast, the sequence approach only captures data when events of interest occur.
This dynamic approach to representing state led to a significant decrease in the size
of the dataset.

3.2 Flexibility

Another key limitation of the DL approach was expanding the capability beyond
one-on-one exercises. The input format used calculated features between two
entities from a single entity’s perspective; thus, modeling additional entities requires
either a second model or a recomputation of features from the other entity’s
perspective, a costly exercise. Incorporating additional entities beyond one-on-one
scenarios would have necessitated additional inputs and complexity, which increases
data required for training.

The sequence matching approach used a filtering process to only look at events
related to the entity being matched at the time. From the matcher’s perspective, there
were only events related to self and “other.” Thus extending the sequence matching
approach for two dynamic entities was a simple matter of running the matching for
each entity with an egocentric filter without any required recomputation of features
as required by the DL approach. Similarly, we used the event-based approach for
two-on-two and one-on-three encounters, and these additional agents required no
representational or model changes.

3.3 Validation Issues

The other main consideration between the two approaches was that of validation
matching. While the selected parameters in both were not always correct, parameter
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selection did not need to be perfect for adequate reconstruction. In particular, there
were maneuver instances where incorrect maneuvers could be picked, but with a
specific variable parameterization, they would appear to be the correct maneuver
from the geospatial prospective. For the DL model, these represented multiple points
in the input domain that map to the same observational effect; thus, simple error
calculations or direct inspection of parameter choices was inadequate to determine
if a sufficient parameter set had been chosen. Instead, we needed to look at the
effects of the parameter choices to determine appropriateness of reconstruction. This
assessment proved difficult for the DL model as large geospatial changes (turning
left vs. right), which ultimately do not meaningfully change the scenario as it plays
out, thwarted computational attempts to automate the characterization of observed
difference.

The sequence-based approach already encodes aspects of scenario importance
for reconstruction within the events themselves. Thus, this approach facilitates a
comparison between the original observed situations and those created as a result of
the reconstruction, as reported in [8].

4 Conclusions

Deep Learning has unquestioningly led to impressive results in state-of-the-art
benchmark tasks. It offers incredible opportunity when sufficient data exists to
train the large parameterizable models. However, DL may require more data that
exists (or can be generated cost effectively) for specific applications. This single
case study does not provide a prescriptive recommendation but rather suggests
that data-driven DL is not always the best solution when practical implementation
considerations are made. While raw DL could be applied to the behavior recognition
task, it came at the cost of a large data requirement and was not the more flexible
solution of the two we explored. The chosen solution still used machine learning
to infer behavior parameters; however, it was augmented with both knowledge
engineering-based event definitions and a sequence matching approach. This use
of knowledge-based AI and ML together enabled a simpler solution that was still
sufficient and computationally feasible without requiring exorbitant resources.

While the desire to use the latest large models is enticing, the average ML engi-
neer should keep in mind that “work smarter not harder” can apply computationally
in resource-constrained environments.
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Judging Emotion from EEGs Using
Pseudo Data

Seiji Tsuchiya, Misako Imono, and Hirokazu Watabe

1 Introduction

For a robot to converse naturally with a human, it must be able to accurately gauge
the emotional state of the person. Techniques for estimating the emotions of a person
from facial expressions, intonation and speech content have been proposed. This
chapter presents a technique for judging the emotion of a person from EEGs by
SVM using pseudo extension data.

2 Overview of Proposed Technique

The objective of this technique was to read the emotions of a conversation partner
from EEGs.

EEGs acquired from the subject are used as source EEGs. The emotions of the
subject at that time are acquired simultaneously. Spectrum analysis of the source
EEGs to which emotion flags have been assigned is performed every 1.28 s, and
the EEG features of θ waves (4.0–8.0 Hz), α waves (8.0–13.0 Hz), and β waves
(13.0–30.0 Hz) are determined (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Spectrum analysis of the source EEGs

Emotions are judged from EEGs by SVM [1] using the learning data which is
EEG features to which emotion flags have been assigned was determined in this
study. Emotions judged in this study were anger, sadness, fear, and pleasure.

3 Acquisition of Source EEGs and Emotions

EEGs were measured at 14 locations, at positions conforming to the international
10–20 system (Fig. 2) [2]. Subjects fitted with an electroencephalography [3] cap
were asked to watch a Japanese film for approximately 2 h while trying to gauge
the emotions of the speakers in the film, and source EEGs were acquired. Images
were frozen for each of the 315 speakers in the film, and the subject was asked what
emotion the speaker was feeling at that time.

Twenty subjects were used, and viewing was divided into four sessions to reduce
the physical burden on subjects. Before and after the film, EEGs corresponding to
open-eye and closed-eye states were measured for approximately 1 min each, and
these data were used when normalizing EEG features.

4 Normalization of EEG Features

EEGs show changes in voltage intensity over time within an individual, and base
voltage intensity differs among individuals. For this reason, the possibility of
misjudgment exists because those values differ greatly even among EEGs with
similar waveforms. To solve this problem, linear normalization and non-linear
normalization were performed.
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Fig. 2 14 locations to measure EEG conforming to the international 10–20 system

4.1 Linear Normalization

This was performed to take into account how EEGs vary over time depending on the
subject. Since the eyes were open while viewing the film, linear normalization was
performed based on EEG features from the eyes-open state, acquired both before
and after the experiment.

EEG feature Linear_alij, obtained by linear normalization of first EEG feature
alij at a certain point in time during the experiment, is expressed by Formula (4.1):

Linear_alij = alij +
{(
q1 − q2

p2 − p1
× l + q1

)
−

(
q2 − q1

p2 − p1
× l + q2

)}
/2

(4.1)
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4.2 Non-linear Normalization

This was performed to take into account the differences in base voltage intensity
among individuals.

Non-linear normalized values were determined using Formula (4.2), where f (x)
is the EEG feature after non-linear normalization has been applied, x is the EEG
feature applied in non-linear normalization, xmin is the minimum EEG feature of the
individual, and xmax is the maximum of the same data. As a result, EEG features
with large values are compressed and EEG features with small values are expanded.
The degree of intensity of voltage of an individual’s EEGs can thus be accounted
for.

f (x) = log (x − xmin)

log (xmax − xmin)
(4.2)

5 Pseudo Extension of EEG

A lot of training data is required to use SVM. However, it is difficult to acquire
a large amount of data because the measurement of EEG puts a heavy burden on
subjects.

Therefore, we propose a method for pseudo increasing the number of EEG,
referring to the genetic crossover method of GA. Specifically, by setting a genetic
crossover point considering the brain region and frequency band, two types of
children are generated with two brain waves of the same emotion as the parent. Since
EEG features are 42-dimensional vectors, there are usually 41 genetic crossover
points. In the proposed method, the brain region was classified into 5 regions
(frontal region, parietal region, occipital region, left and right temporal region), and
frequency bands were classified into 3 types (θ, α, β). And 15 points that were
combinations of them were set as genetic crossover point.

By this method, a total of 40 million data of learning data (10 million data for
each emotion) were pseudo generated and used for SVM training.

6 Evaluation Experiment

6.1 Experimental Method

This study used 2945 EEG features (20 persons) obtained by excluding outliers from
the total of 3075 EEG features. The emotions of the 2945 EEG features used in this
study comprised 629 anger features, 857 sadness features, 979 fear features, and
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Fig. 3 Result of the emotion judgment from EEGs

480 pleasure features. 2358 EEG features (16 persons) were used as training data,
and 587 EEG features (4 persons) were used as test data.

6.2 Evaluation of Accuracy

Figure 3 shows the result of the emotion judgment from EEGs. The accuracy of
emotion judgment from EEG features by SVM using at random pseudo extended
data was 25.0% and using proposed extension technique was 30.0%. As a compari-
son, the result of doing the emotion judgment no extension is the accuracy of 25.6%.
The method proposed herein thus appears valid. However, performance accuracy
remains low, and continued development is required through further development
of methods for both reducing noise mixed in with EEGs.

7 Conclusion

We have presented a technique for gauging the emotions felt by a person from
EEGs. The accuracy of emotion judgment from EEG features by SVM using at
random pseudo extended data was 25.0% and using proposed extension technique
was 30.0%. The method proposed herein thus appears valid. However, performance
accuracy remains low, and continued development is required through further
development of methods for both reducing noise mixed in with EEGs.
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We plan to continue research aimed at improving the accuracy of emotion
judgment by EEGs in the hopes of developing robotic systems that can participate
in conversation and activities while gauging human emotional states.
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Using Neural Networks and Genetic
Algorithms for Predicting Human
Movement in Crowds

Abdullah Alajlan, Alaa Edris, Robert B. Heckendorn, and Terence Soule

1 Introduction

Simulations of crowd behavior can be used to improve the design of public spaces
for the movement of people at large events, such as religious gatherings, athletic
events, or concerts. This, in turn, can be used to help prevent crushing and trampling
disasters and help guarantee public safety. Many simulations rely on assumptions
about how crowds move, leaving a possible predictive gap between reality and the
simulation. Our approach is to use machine learning to learn how individuals in a
crowd move and provide a simulation more directly tied to an unbiased observation
of crowd behavior. We examine learning in two common and important regimes:
structured crowds, where individuals are moving in a specified direction, as in
the Islamic Hajj or Hindu Kumbh Mela, and unstructured crowds, such as town
squares, shopping malls, and train stations.
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Neural networks (NNs) have a track record of success in problem areas such
as speech recognition, language translation, and image/video classifications [1–3].
Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been shown to work well at training neural networks
(NNs) [4]. In this chapter, we use GAs to train NNs to predict the movement of
people in a crowd. The object of this chapter is to predict the next location of a
person in a crowd by taking into account their nearest neighbor within his or her
cones of vision.

In the next section, we show the background organized into three subsections.
This is followed by a section on how our model works. The fourth section
presents the results and the discussion. Finally, the conclusions and future works
are presented.

2 Background

Predicting individual trajectories in crowded areas for use in crowd management
simulations is an evolving research topic.

Alahi et al. [5] show that they were able to predict future trajectories by using an
individual’s past positions and a social Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model
trained on observed human movement. To discover the motion of each pedestrian
and how that person interacts with nearby neighbors, Camillen et al. in [6] used a
crowd interaction deep neural network (CIDNN) to predict displacement frames for
each pedestrian. The DESIRE encoder and decoder [7] predicts future locations of
objects in dynamic scenes. Walking step size prediction, using genetic algorithms
to optimize a neural network model, predicts the step size by collecting data from
different sensors that have been applied to the pedestrians [4].

Based on observing the mobility behavior for a person over a period of time,
using the Mobility Markov Chain (MMC) model can lead to a prediction for the next
location [8]. The use of this model [9] improves long-term prediction by modeling
pedestrian behavior, as a jump-Markov process. Using multi-layer architecture
interaction-aware Kalman neural networks (IaKNNs) for forecasting the motion of
surrounding dynamic obstacles can solve high-density traffic issues [10].

Different approaches have been applied in [11]; for example, NN and GA have
predicted the number of occurrences of dwelling fires in the United Kingdom. Plans
to apply deep neural network [12] have been proposed to predict a pedestrian’s
trajectory using goal–direction plan, and the learning patterns motion behavior will
be operated with fully convolutional network (FCN).

2.1 Structured/Unstructured Crowds

Analyzing a crowd’s behavior can be used to improve the designs for the movement
of people at large events, such as religious gatherings, concerts, or sporting events,
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in order to prevent improve public safety [13, 14]. As noted in [15], there are two
types of crowds: the unstructured crowds, in which people move in a variety of
directions as in Fig. 1a, and the structured crowds, in which people tend to move
in a specific direction toward a target as in Fig. 1b. Large events or festivals, such
as Züri Fäscht in Zürich, Switzerland, deployed an app for crowd management [17]
over a period of 3 days. An app with a similar purpose has also been proposed by
Tisue and Wilensky [18] for crowds at the Hajj (an Islamic ritual).

A proposed RFID-based Hajj management system [19] would include data
sharing, network communication, and [20, 21] other wireless technologies. To
improve the research on a crowd’s motion when there is a great density of people, the
authors in [22, 23] suggest a framework for Hajj management. The work by Schubert
et al. [24] describes the development of a decision support system for crowd
control that uses a GA with simulation to discover control strategies. Distributing
Combining GPS and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) tags among groups of people
and using smart phones, Jamil et al. [25] hope to capture large-group dynamics for
large-scale events. Pellegrini et al. [26] have developed a crowd simulation to model
dynamic social behavior that has been trained from bird’s-eye video records of high-
traffic areas. Koshak and Fouda [27] have used GPS and added GIS to capture and
analyze pedestrian movement. Schubert et al. [28] have described a decision support
system by storing sample situations and then used GAs to run trials in order to find
a successful system to control crowds. In this section, we compared more than one
crowd style by emphasizing structured crowded areas and unstructured crowded
areas for the purpose of identifying the types of crowd motion.

2.2 Evolution Models NN and GA

Lately, NNs have had a high impact with accomplishments in many areas. William
Chan et al. [1] demonstrate NN’s ability to learn LAS (Listen, Attend, and Spell) by
duplicating an audio sequence signal into a word sequence. Regarding translations,
Bahdanau et al. [2] used NNs to predict relevant translatable words. Also, NNs are
valuable for classified tasks for videos and image processing [3]. Pluchino et al.
in [4] have shown that the NN model developed by GA produces better results
for prediction. The work by Ju et al. [29] has compared the genetic algorithm
with backpropagation for neural network training and has demonstrated that GA
is superior to backpropagation. The methodology in this chapter is based on the
combination of the neural networks and genetic algorithms.

2.3 Simulating Crowd Interactions

In our model, the collected dataset that applied unwritten rules in the crowd, such
as avoiding collision, depended on the NetLogo model as an important machine
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Fig. 1 Examples of two
major regimes of nominal
crowd flow. (a) An
unstructured crowd. Image
from Ozturk et al. [16]. (b) A
structured crowd. Image is a
screen captured from videos
in 2019 from Ministry of
Hajj, Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, https://www.haj.gov.
sa/en

https://www.haj.gov.sa/en
https://www.haj.gov.sa/en
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for simulating people in different approaches when seeking crowd behavior motion.
Agent-based models have been an attractive research tool for people seeking crowd
motion outcomes to evaluate structured public areas and closed spaces. The hope is
to show the effectiveness of simulation in crowd management.

For instance, the paper [30] presents a simulation using a NetLogo model, for
pedestrian motion at the Castello Ursino Museum in Catania, Italy. The simulation
is used to evaluate the capacity of the museum and the safety of visitors in cases
of an alarm. Camillen et al. [31] compared their evacuation approach with different
evacuation approaches looking for an optimal solution. Their results showed the
efficiency of their evacuation plan by uncovering hard forecasts in emergency
results. Based on experts on animal migration, Hargrove et al. [32] simulated the
efficacy of a PATH (Pathway Analysis Through Habitat) by using NetLogo to
study animals moving outside their territory through a connected but fragmented
landscape. It is clear that NetLogo is a very useful agent-based modeling tool for
research and teaching [33].

3 Our Model

In a crowd, people usually take into account their nearby neighbors in order to avoid
a collision. We model a person’s vision by their field of view or we say cone of
vision. In our 2D world, a cone of vision is the region in front of a traveling person
subtended by an angle on either side of vector of travel; see Fig. 2. Only people
visible to the person can act as an influence on the direction the person is proceeding.
For example, a person will take an alternative route or will stop, due to the influence
of the people who walk into his/her cone of vision.

We created a model for the prediction of pedestrian movement by locating nearby
people in an individual’s cone of vision. The location of the nearest people is fed
into our NN, and a predicted direction is returned.

Because this is a complex system, the farther into the future we attempt to predict
that the more inaccuracies will build and that the model strays from actually tracking
the location of individuals [26]. We will use an NN given the list of three nearest
people in the cone of vision sorted by distance. The NN will be trained by a GA.

3.1 Hand-Collected Dataset

Our goal is to devise a method of predicting where individuals will move in a crowd
given observations of crowds. This will require lots of data in the form of (x, y) pairs
and timings to train on. We decided that a low-cost solution is to create a separate
data-generating simulation for our initial development.

We use something similar to a Social Force Model (SFM). An SFM is based
on three factors: (1) the acceleration of an individual to a desired speed, (2) the
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Fig. 2 In our model, the NN focuses on the nearest agents in the individual’s cone of vision to
predict his/her next position. The position of the nearest three agents is represented as a distance
and an angle. The angle is scaled between 0 at the right side of the cone of vision and 1 at the left
side. The scaled angle we will call the unit angle. Distances are absolute

individuals maintaining a specific distance from obstacles and other individuals,
and (3) the impact of attraction, as in Helbing et al. [14]. Our data-generating
crowd model uses a NetLogo model. The model is derived from the flocking model
that comes with NetLogo, but with some additions for variation in speed, collision
avoidance, field of view, boundary and initialization conditions, and for structured
crowds and common direction of flow. Both structured and unstructured crowds
were simulated as seen in Fig. 3.

3.2 Combining Neural Networks with GAs

Crowds may behave differently depending on the cultural composition, event, or
environment. In order to more accurately model crowds, it is important to learn from
observation rather than apply a one-size-fits-all solution. This motivated us to design
a method that can read and learn from data. Perceiving the patterns of data (such as
nearby neighbors’ positions) to predict the motion of a crowd is the main feature of
the algorithm. The combination of NN and GA has produced excellent results [4].
This motivated us to develop an algorithm using NN and GA. In a crowd, people pay
attention to the people in front of them and “sort” them visually as nearest neighbors,
which becomes a major factor when making a decision to change direction, even if
only a slight change. This logic encouraged us to apply it in designing the inputs to
the NN.
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Fig. 3 NetLogo simulations of structured and unstructured crowds. (a) Structured crowd simula-
tion in which people tend to move from left to right. (b) Unstructured crowd simulation in which
people on the sides move at random initial top speeds to a paired random location on the opposite
side. This forces the left and the right to negotiate passage through the middle area by adjusting
their direction and speed
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After calculating the distance between points, the neural network takes the three
nearest neighbors’ positions in the cone of vision as inputs. For example, if we
specify that 60◦ is the cone of vision for the individual, the distance is calculated as
in Eq. 1

nearest3(c) = argmin 3
i∈Conec(Pop)

distance(c, i). (1)

In this equation, c is the current pedestrian for whom we are looking for his/her
nearest neighbors. i is from the set of individuals in the cone of vision of c denoted
Conec(Pop). The cone of vision is determined by the direction of motion of c.
We assume a cone of vision is 60◦. argmin 3 gives the list of three smallest values,
in this case, distances. Finally, in our unit angle, every individual from those three
nearest neighbors obtains a number between 0 and 1 based on his/her location in the
unit angle as in Fig. 2.

3.3 The Use of the Genetic Algorithm

A genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization algorithm inspired by biological
evolution [34]. A GA has several key components. A population of potential
solutions where each individual in our population is a possible set of weights for
the NN. Imperfect copies of the individuals from the population will be made using
cloning and mixing using mutation and crossover operators. Selective pressure will
be applied to force an enrichment in the population with sets of weights which are
selected for, that is, have higher fitness. In our case, fitness will be determined by the
success of the NN in predicting where individuals move given what they see (more
below). If selection is controlled by the fitness function so that individuals with
higher fitness function values are selected, then we have an optimization algorithm
using a scheme very similar to that envisioned by Charles Darwin [35].

Each generation of the genetic algorithm uses tournament selection to choose
the worthy individuals among the population as parents and uses them to produce
offspring for the next generation using mutation and crossover. For diversity in every
generation of the population, 12% is the percentage of mutation applied. To optimize
the quality of NN weights, each individual corresponds to an evaluation, which
is the distance between the predicted location and the actual location. The fitness
distinguishes the NNs with high/low scores based on their outputs. It calculates
the difference between the predicted position and the actual position for every
individual’s next location. Table 1 describes the genetic algorithm parameters used
in this chapter.

f itness(NN) =
n−1∑

i=0

|αi − πi |. (2)
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Table 1 Table of GA
parameters

Parameter Value

Type of GA Steady state

Pop size 100

Mutation rate 0.12 per weight

Mutation Add random N(0, 1)

Crossover probability 100%

Crossover type 1pt

Mating selection Tournament size 10

Stopping criteria 1000 generations

In Eq. 2, f itness(NN) represents the fitness for the weights of the NN. The
variable i indexes through all the training data of position and three nearest
neighbors. αi is the actual angle of the next move of training case i. πi is the angle
predicted by the NN. Angles are in unit angles. The less the difference between
the angles, the better the neural network. That is, the GA is minimizing the sum of
simple errors of the trajectories.

In summary, the GA begins by initializing with a random population of neural
networks. The GA uses the fitness based on the nearest neighbors in the cone of
vision for each agent. This is used to train the weights for the neural network
using GA. The fitness function scores each neural network based on the difference
between the predicted trajectory and the actual trajectory in terms of a unit angle in
the cone of vision. The neural network with the smallest error will be the model’s
neural network to predict an individual’s trajectory. The step size will be assumed
to be the same as the last step size. Figure 4 explains the workflow of the training.

4 Results

In this experiment, we produced training data using NetLogo in two scenarios
representing the two crowd types: structured and unstructured. We used NetLogo
since it is an agent-based model that is well known in research [30–33]. To
model structured crowds, we observed surveillance cameras that were deployed on
Hajj 2019 to monitor the behavior of people. A model was then built based on
flocking/herding in which agents move within the limits of their own speed to move
together and yet not collide or get too close and proceed toward a goal. The model
is parameterized to emphasize the distributions of maximum speeds and how close
they can get before they feel the urge to separate. There is a cohesion factor as well
in that people in a crowd tend to move with others much like a herd. Unstructured
crowds were modeled similarly, but individuals were initially positioned on the left
and right of the arena (see Fig. 3b). They then proceed at different initial maximum
speeds to cross to paired target points on the other side. This way the two sides must
negotiate to slide between the opposing moving people. Decisions to avoid collision
with others are the most important feature of the NetLogo models. This is done by
the agents deciding to change their speed and direction.
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Fig. 4 This shows a sketch of the workflow for training the NN. Training data based on NetLogo
simulations is input to the NN which produces trajectory predictions for the fitness function. The
fitness function is used in the GA to converge on better weights for the NN

4.1 Trained vs. Control Neural Network

To answer the question of are we able to learn how to predict the trajectory, we
compared the output of the NN we trained to a control. As a control, we chose a
random NN without training. We predict that the trained NN should actually be able
to move more like real people in a crowd (Fig. 5).

Figures 6 and 8 show the results for both experiments, trained and control, with
the same test for structured and unstructured crowds, respectively. The graph shows
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Fig. 5 The error in the average distance between the predicted location and the actual location

Fig. 6 The mean error between the predicted location and the actual location for a structured
crowd. Both trained and untrained neural networks are shown for comparison

the mean Euclidean distance between the predicted position and the actual position
assuming the step size for all predicted steps as the step size for last step before
starting the prediction.

The graphs support the idea that a GA can be used to train an NN to model
people’s behavior in a crowd.
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4.2 Time Series Use of NN

Our next question is whether the NNs we are generating can be repeatedly applied in
a simulation to predict crowd movements farther into the future. In our experiment,
we have applied two metrics, the cumulative distance error (CDE) and the mean in
two different types of crowds.

The cumulative distance error (CDE) for position 1 is the average distance
between the current position and the predicted position divided by the average
distance between the current position and the previous position. It then multiplies
that result by 100 to obtain the percentage error rate for the first predicted position.
For the CDE of the second predicted position, we calculate the distance between the
true position and the predicted position, except that it divides by the average distance
between the current position and the position from which we started the prediction.
We proceed like this for the remaining predicted positions in our experiment. The
results for CDE are displayed in Fig. 7, which shows how the error rate grows as
time passes (Fig. 8).

Figure 5 displays the mean for each distance between the predicted position and
the true position. The mean calculates how the error in the average distance between
the predicted position and the true position increases as time passes.

Both graphs indicate a divergence between predicted and real locations. This
suggests that a simulation based on our learned NN will quickly diverge from
reality. While this may at first appear as a simple negative result, the system we
are modeling is a complex system with classic problem that its small errors will

Fig. 7 The chart shows cumulative distance error (CDE) for all the next prediction positions.
Since we have trained the NN for the first position, the result shows how the error increases as
time passes. That is, error accumulates between the predictions the model is giving and the actual
directions that individuals turn
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Fig. 8 The mean error between the predicted location and the actual location for an unstructured
crowd. Both trained and untrained neural networks are shown for comparison

accumulate exponentially. We would expect these graphs. But since this is our initial
research, we believe these measures and others may help to greatly improve our
ability to predict and stave off the inevitable divergence.

4.3 Discussion

One of the innovations of our work is the use of a sorted list of nearest neighbors in
the cone of vision. We believe this mimics cognitive input to the individuals. Even in
structured crowded areas, people walk around one another as they walk in the same
direction to the same goal [15]. However, we realize that the unstructured crowded
area is assembled differently, where people randomly cross one another paths, and
still humans tend to watch out for their nearest neighbors and make a decision about
their next position or direction.

For the comparison between the structured and unstructured crowds in our
experiment, the results include the cumulative distance error and the mean. The
structured crowd results have smaller errors of prediction than unstructured crowds.
We believe that this is because the behavior is much more predictable in structured
crowds than unstructured crowds.
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5 Conclusions

Simulating crowd motion and predicting the individuals’ movements can be used
to design crowd areas and to improve safety criteria. The need for these kinds of
simulations inspired us to design a simulation that shows the reaction of people
in an environment to seek a predictable crowd behavior in order to provide safe
and pleasant experiences for participants. We have shown that the combination of
neural networks and genetic algorithms can be effective for predicting movement
in a crowd. We used the first predicted position for individuals to train the neural
networks and the genetic algorithm to obtain the best NN. One of our innovations
in our NN design is the use of a sorted list of nearest neighbor locations in
the individual’s cone of vision. We believe that this method shows promise as a
technique for learning the movement of people in a crowd. The results showed a
more reliable outcome for a structured crowds than the unstructured crowds. Our
future work will involve diversifying tests, improving the evolutionary algorithm,
and measures of crowd movement. Additionally, the agents of the model will not be
limited to pedestrians but include other agents, such as cars, bicycles, etc.
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Hybrid Car Trajectory by Genetic
Algorithms with Non-Uniform Key
Framing

Dana Vrajitoru

1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present an application of genetic algorithms (GAs) with non-
uniform key framing for constructing a trajectory for an autonomous car in a
simulated car race setting. We compare its efficiency in terms of trajectory length
and car racing time with a procedural benchmark algorithm, with a geometrically
improved version of it, and with a uniform key framing GAs model.

The car’s trajectory is defined as a curve spanning the length of the race track
from start to end and confined to its boundaries. The track itself is represented for
our purposes as a centerline with associated curvature function and a constant width.

The model presented here starts by segmenting the track into intervals where the
curvature either is close enough to 0 or otherwise has a consistent sign, meaning
that the track turns consistently in one direction. A number of such segments are
selected, based on presenting sufficient length, and the center of each segment is
used as anchor point. The trajectory is set in these anchor points in the middle for
straight segments, and at the interior of the curve for the others. Then a GA is used
to calculate the trajectory on each interval between the anchor points independently,
using the same number of intermediary key frames every time, which makes their
spacing overall non-uniform.

The first benchmark algorithm segments the track using consistency of the
curvature sign, and builds the trajectory using a procedural method based on known
efficient curve shapes. The second one starts from either a simple trajectory or one
built by the first method, and applies a combination of a straightening and smoothing
transformations to reduce the overall length. The third method also employs a GA,
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but where the trajectory is computed using uniformly placed key frames and a
segmentation of the track based on straight segments only. These reference methods
are presented in [1, 2].

Autonomous vehicles are a current subject of interest, and their capabilities and
availability have increased in the last years, as they are becoming more of a common
occurrence on the road. Assistive driving features are also becoming more standard
on new car models. Developing good algorithms for autonomously driving a car or
for helping a human driver is still important.

For the research presented in this chapter, we used the TORCS system (The Open
Racing Car Simulator) that implements simulated car races and provides multiple
vehicles models and several tracks of various difficulty [3]. The programmer can
write a car controller in this system.

Our research relates to the work presented in [4], where a neural network (NN)
is trained to compute a target trajectory value based on a procedurally optimized
trajectory. In their approach, the NN receives the local road curvature data as input
and produces a target trajectory value as output. The direction unit in the car
controller is programmed to follow this trajectory value. We used a similar pilot
in our current research. We intend to replace the trajectory used to train the NN by
a better one computed by the GA to improve the system’s performance.

Multiple papers feature algorithms for computing optimal paths within given
road constraints. The curves used by the first benchmark trajectory computation
method can be found in [5], and are designed both to minimize the time it takes
to traverse a curve and to maximize the exit velocity. These curves are consistent
with recommendations from driving instructors and race pilot practices. They are
also similar to the trajectory presented in [6]. The problem settings for the trajectory
calculation in our case are similar to [6]; in both cases, the car trajectory is computed
for a car driving on a given road-like track, aiming to optimize the travel time. The
difference is that in their application, they compute safe zones on the road for the
car beforehand, and use them to improve the trajectory computation in real time.

A number of approaches for track prediction can be found in the literature, as,
for example, the track segmentation approach in [7]. Here, the track is divided into
fragments classified based on a pre-defined set of polygon types. Onieva et al. [8]
propose another controller based on track segmentation. Their driving controller,
named AUTOPIA, is a very successful participant in the TORCS-simulated racing
car competitions. Such segmentation algorithms are also related to map-matching
algorithms such as the ones presented in [9].

Genetic algorithms have recently been used in several studies for trajectory
optimization, as, for example, in [10, 11]. These papers present trajectories for
space travel, and the authors report successful results when compared to real-world
missions. Air traffic control is another potential driving-related GAs application
[12]. Other works can be found showing the use of GAs for trajectory planning
of robots [13].

The chapter is organized the following way. Section 2 introduces the problem set-
tings and the procedural benchmark algorithms. Section 3 describes the application
of genetic algorithms to this problem, as well as the GA-based benchmark method.
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Fig. 1 The track E-Road used for this research, original (left) and reconstructed (right)

Section 4 presents experimental results and compares the new approach with the
three methods. The chapter ends with conclusions.

2 Autonomous Car Pilot and Procedural Trajectories

The research presented in this chapter was conducted using the TORCS car race
simulation system. TORCS sustains a large community of developers and users,
and it is the platform for popular competitions that have been organized yearly as a
part of various international conferences [14]. For this chapter, we have chosen the
track E-Road, shown in Fig. 1. This track is about 3.2 km long and features multiple
curves of various length and difficulty.

2.1 Track Mapping and Reconstruction

The TORCS program is organized as a server implementing car races combining
multiple vehicles on a variety of tracks. A client module can be written by the user to
implement the behavior of a controlled car. The server provides runtime information
about the car’s position and orientation on the track, the car’s speed, damage, and
other measures. In a multi-car race, the opponents’ relative position in the car’s
vicinity is also available [9]. The client can control the steering wheel taking values
in [−1, +1], the gas pedal in [0, +1], the brake pedal in [0, +1], and the gearbox
with possible values from −1 through 6 [4].

Since the geometry of the tracks is not provided directly, but is only indirectly
given through the car state measures available at race time, the first step for these
trajectory calculations was to map the tracks. This was accomplished by running
the car at a low constant speed (50 km/h) and by calculating the curvature of the
road using sensor information in each frame. These measurements were recorded
and then used by the track building algorithms.

Because of rounding and other perception errors introduced by the curvature
measurement algorithm, the reconstructed tracks do not conserve the track shape,
even though the main curves are still present. For the reconstructed shape to be
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somewhat similar to the original, the curvature was scaled down. In [1], a curvature
scale of 0.1 was used with the track E-Road. In the present research, the scale
value is of 0.3, to increase the difference between good trajectories and less efficient
ones and to encourage the GAs to find better ones. The shape of the reconstructed
trajectory is shown in Fig. 1 right.

We define the car trajectory as a function r(t) returning a value in the interval [−1,
1] for each point of the track’s centerline t. This value represents the target lateral
position of the car on a perpendicular line to the road centerline. The function r(t)
can take values outside the interval [−1, 1] if the car exits the road, but we assume
that this is not a desirable trait in such a target function.

2.2 Autonomous Car Pilot

The autonomous car pilot we used for these experiments is called Meep, and
represents an improvement to the controller called Gazelle [15]. It comprises a target
direction unit, a speed unit, a recovery unit activated when the car gets outside of
the track or crashes against the road shoulder, a special alerts unit that focuses on
and keeps track of dangerous road conditions, and an opponent avoidance unit.

Since the current experiments focus on the trajectory itself, we have used a
constant speed for these experiments, set to 80 km/h. There are no opponents
involved in these tests, so this module is not needed. Finally, in the direction unit,
the pilot uses a target value for the trajectory in the interval [−1, 1], representing
an objective value for the lateral position of the car on the road in each frame of
the race. The value of −1 represents the left border of the road, while the value
1 the right border. A value of 0 places the car in the center of the road. The target
value for this position represents the output of the trajectory computation algorithms
used in this chapter. The steering value is computed using two measurements: the
current lateral position of the car on the road, and the current angle between the
car’s axis and the centerline of the road. Both of these are provided by TORCS at
runtime. Then the pilot steers the car to compensate for the deviation from the road
centerline, and to direct it toward the target lateral position.

2.3 Benchmark Procedural Trajectory

For the procedural trajectory, after the road’s curvature is mapped, the road is
segmented based on the continuity of the sign of the curvature. This results in some
segments where the road is almost flat, somewhere it turns continuously to the left,
and somewhere it turns to the right. For each segment, an optimal curve profile,
shown in Fig. 2, is used to calculate a locally optimal trajectory, inspired from [5].
Thus, for the procedural trajectory, for each curve the car veers toward the interior
at the beginning of the curve, maintains that lateral position for a while, and comes
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Fig. 2 Curve profile optimizing traversal time

back toward the center of the road toward the end. Starting out from the exterior of
the curve before engaging in it can reduce the amount of steering needed to traverse
it.

Theoretically, the trajectory is a continuous function. Practically, the track itself
is discrete, represented by a set of polygons. Thus, the trajectory consists of a set
of points of the centerline where the car is found in each frame of the application.
The mapping of the track E-Road resulted in about 19.5 K points for a density of
about 10 points per meter. One constraint that arises from the particular setting of
this problem is that the trajectory should be fast to compute. Thus, it must allow the
car’s pilot to communicate with the race server quickly enough for the car not to
exit the road or crash against a hard shoulder.

The notion of curvature of a curve is employed widely through the chapter
and so we shall discuss its definition. For a continuous curve s(t) defined in a
multi-dimensional space, the first derivative s′(t) is the tangent to the curve, and
the second derivative s′′(t), called the curvature, is normal to the curve. Together
with their cross-product, they form the Fermat frame. If the curve describes the
motion of an object, the first derivative represents the velocity, and the second one
is the acceleration. For the current project, we are not interested in the curvature’s
direction axis, but only in its norm and orientation sign.

In our model, the centerline of the road can be used to represent the curve s(t),
where t is the distance from the start of the race track. Since this is part of a simulated
environment, the curve is not continuous, but rather composed of a sequence of line
segments. We have used the angle between adjacent line segments as a measure
of the curvature of the road. As the segments are not directly available, we used the
distance measures available from the TORCS sensors to calculate the angle between
observed adjacent road segments. A more detailed description of this process can
be found in [4].

The trajectory is computed in three phases that are also described in [4]. Phase
1 traverses the entire track and assigns values of 0 (middle of the road) to all the
sections where the track is almost straight for long enough, and 0.8 and −0.8,
respectively, to all the long sections where the road turns in the same direction. The
value 0.8 was chosen based on the width of the car, such that car resides completely
inside the track at all times. These values are assigned such as to leave a buffer zone
of a few meters at the beginning and end of each continuous section.
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Phase 2 traverses the entire trajectory again and connects the segments created
during Phase 1. This part uses a linear interpolation of the trajectory values between
the end of one section and the beginning of the next one. Phase 3 smooths the
resulting trajectory even more by using anti-aliasing techniques.

Multiple experiments were done of the trajectory calculating algorithm with
variations of parameters such as the value of the curvature for which the road
can be considered almost straight or the length of the buffer zones between the
different sections of constant trajectory [4]. For comparison purposes with our
current research, we used the procedural trajectory that produced the best track
completion time in the race.

2.4 Trajectory Straightening and Smoothing

The second benchmark trajectory uses a smoothing algorithm to improve the
procedural trajectory further. This algorithm comprises a combination of two steps:
a curvature descent, and an anti-aliasing method.

The curvature descent method starts by computing the real coordinates of the
trajectory points in the reconstructed road. Then it moves each point on a direction
normal to the trajectory’s centerline in that point, in the direction of the curvature
vector, and by an amount proportionate to the curvature value. The translation is
capped by the road border. The moved points are converted back to displacement
values with respect to the road centerline, which in turn give us the new trajectory
values. This is similar to methods used in image processing or vector drawing
programs to smooth Bezier curves.

The anti-aliasing method is similar to the blending or smoothing transformation
used in image processing to reduce the contrast in a given area of an image. In this
transformation, each point of the trajectory is replaced by a weighted average of the
point’s value with the values of the neighboring points in a given radius. The weights
of the neighbors’ values decrease with the distance to the transformed point.

Several iterations of these two methods are done in alternation. For example, the
first method can be applied 3 times, followed by the second one applied 10 times,
a process which is repeated until no significant changes happen anymore and the
trajectory converges toward a given shape.

3 Trajectory by Genetic Algorithms

Genetic algorithms have been employed for trajectory computation problems
before, as well as for many other applications. One of the reasons why they are
suitable for these problems is that they can help with parameter and algorithm
tuning, and they can also take advantage of high performance computing resources.
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3.1 General GA Settings

To apply the GAs to this problem, both the present research and the benchmark
model use a segmentation of the track, where the GA can compute the trajectory
separately on each segment. However, the segment selection is different. In both
cases, a segment chromosome is composed of a number of key frames, each
represented by several genes that compose a real value in the interval [−0.8, 0.8],
representing the trajectory value. As already mentioned, −1 marks the left border
of the road, and +1 the right border. In general, the values represent a transversal
proportional displacement of the car with respect to the road centerline. Each of
these points is a real number represented by the same number of binary genes.

We used the real number encoding proposed in [16] where each gene contributes
an amount equal to 1 over a power of 2 times the length of the interval. The values
of the genes are added together to the value of the left border of the interval. Thus,
the first gene contributes 0 if its value is 0, and ½ times the length of the interval if
its value is 1. The second gene contributes 0 if its value is 0, and ¼ times the length
of the interval if its value is 1, and so on. This representation method makes it easy
to choose the level of precision of the encoded real number.

Once the binary chromosome is decoded into a number of key frames, the actual
trajectory is computed by linear interpolation between the control points.

Similarly to [1], we used a population of size 100, a number of generations
limited to 5000, the uniform crossover [17] with a probability of swap of 0.3,
and a mutation rate of 0.01. In each case, the results represent an optimum value
over 10 different trials with a different seed for the random number generator. The
optimal trajectory is selected independently for each segment and then the trajectory
is put together by concatenating the segments. To avoid introducing artifacts by this
procedure at the transition points, both in [1] and in our current model, the trajectory
value is fixed in the anchor points connecting the segments.

In terms of fitness, prior tests have shown that the total length of the trajectory
within each segment measured on the reconstructed road produces the best results.
As the goal is to minimize the length or the resulting curve, lower values are better.

3.2 Benchmark GA Application

In this application presented in [1], the road is segmented based on stretches of the
road that are almost flat and long enough to be significant. The middle points of
these intervals were used as segment delimiters. With this method, the segments
end up being longer than for the procedural method.

The trajectory was computed by the GA on each of the segments. For each
segment, the potential trajectory is represented in the chromosome as a set of control
points or key frame points equally spaced on the road. We will use here the best-
performing trajectory presented in [1] for comparison, which utilizes a key frame
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Fig. 3 Examples of anchor points shown as black circles

step of 85, corresponding to 8.5 m. The results of this method show that it can
produce a trajectory that has a lower total length than the procedural and optimized
trajectories. However, when used in an actual race, the procedural algorithm still
achieves the best time. The results also show that a high density of key frames does
not necessarily lead to a better performance.

3.3 Non-uniform Key Framing GA Application

For the current research, we started with the idea of using some of the concepts from
the procedural method to guide the GA toward a better solution. The procedural
algorithm is quite efficient overall. However, it is sub-optimal on parts of the track
where the road changes its turning direction in rapid succession and where going
straight through might be better.

Thus, in this approach, we segmented the track using both long enough segments
where the road is almost straight and long enough segments where the road turns
consistently in one direction. We know that for flat segments it is a safe bet to keep
the car in the center of the road, which leads to setting a value of 0 for the anchor
points in the middle of such segments. We used a minimal length of about 9 m to
set a center anchor point on a straight patch.

We also know that the car should keep to the interior of the curve if the curve is
long enough. Thus, for this kind of segment, we set anchor points with the values
−0.8 or 0.8, depending on the orientation of the curve. We used a minimal length of
about 139 m to place an anchor point on a turning patch. Overall, the 3.2 km track
resulted in 9 anchor points, dividing it in 10 segments.

Figure 3 shows an example of anchor points chosen by our application. We can
see that between the second and third point, there are several curves on the road, but
they are too small to set anchor points there.

On each segment between the anchor points, we have chosen a number of key
frames to represent the chromosome. Since the same number of key frames is used
for each segment, the length of the interval between key frames is not uniform
overall.
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3.4 Hybrid Model

Finally, we can take advantages of the strengths of the different trajectories
computed by these different algorithms by putting together a hybrid approach that
might perform better in the actual race. For this purpose, we timed all of the
trajectories during the race when the car passes by each of the anchor points and
compared their performance on each segment.

After that, we built a combined trajectory that uses on each segment, the
trajectory that showed the lowest timing on it. The manner in which the trajectories
are combined is very similar to the genetic crossover operator. This procedure is
made possible by the fact that the values of the trajectory in the anchor points is the
same for the procedural algorithm and for the non-uniform key frame GA. Thus,
these trajectories can be combined without introducing situations of sharp change
in the target road position that might result in unsafe driving.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

We performed experiments with the non-uniform key framing GA and compared
the result with the three benchmarking methods. We also searched for an optimal
number of intermediary key frames. The length column shows the total length of the
trajectory curve along the entire track in meters. We can compare it with the total
length of the track of 3.2 km measured along the centerline. The curvature column
shows the total sum of the absolute value of the curvature along the trajectory,
measured in radians. These values are computed based on a quantization of the
road with about 19.5 k centerline points.

Table 1 shows the results of these experiments in terms of trajectory length. The
results are somewhat different from [1] because we are using a different curvature
scale in the reconstructed road. The best results are highlighted in bold.

From this table, we can see that the non-uniform key frame application of the GA
is able to find a better trajectory than the other models on the reconstructed track.
We can also see that a large number of key frames per segment are not necessary for
a good performance. The best result in terms of length was obtained by using 3 key
frames per segment.

To measure the effectiveness of the trajectories in a race setting, we ran the Meep
pilot in TORCS using each of these trajectories. Table 2 shows the results of each of
them in terms of total time (seconds) it takes to complete the race and total amount
of turning done by the car during the race, measured in radians. We ran the car at a
constant speed of 80 km/h.

From this table, we can see that all the models performed better than the constant
trajectory, but the procedural trajectory still yields the best results and it is matched
by the bound GA producing the best trajectory length. This also shows that a shorter
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Table 1 Trajectory length and total curvature on E-Road

Method Length Curvature

Procedural 3173.96 209.175
Optimized 3011.9 148.768
GA uniform key frames 3120.85 108.008
Hybrid 3130.59 188.162
GA non-uniform key frames #Key frames

1 2992.75 140.684
2 2955.53 149.913
3 2948.11 148.042
4 2966.34 166.189
5 2982.05 175.138
6 3442.10 264.69

Table 2 TORCS race results for E-Road at 80 km/h

Method Time (s) Total turn

Procedural 146.27 521.01
Optimized 147.79 545.13
GA uniform key frames 148.57 530.21
Hybrid 146.17 507.90
GA non-uniform key frames #Key frames

1 148.07 574.99
2 147.33 550.45
3 147.31 540.66
4 147.15 521.41
5 146.57 526.96
6 147.93 643.93

trajectory, such as the optimized one, does not always allow the car to finish the race
faster.

For the hybrid method, for 7 out of the 10 segments, the chosen partial trajectory
belongs to the fastest one overall, which is still the procedural one. However, 3 of the
segments were taken from trajectories built by the GA, each of them with a different
number of key frames per segment: 3, 5, and 6, respectively. Thus, even though the
trajectory using 6 key frames per segment is less efficient overall, it is still better
than all the others on one particular segment.

We can see from Table 2 that even though the trajectories made by the GA do
not outperform the procedural method in actual race settings, they did come much
closer to it than the approach using uniform key frames. Moreover, by combining
the different trajectories in the hybrid approach, we were able to build a trajectory
that performs better in the race than all the others, both in terms of timing and in
terms of total turning.
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5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented an application of genetic algorithms to building
trajectories for autonomous cars in a race setting, and compared its performance
with various models from previous work.

To apply the GA to this problem, we segmented the road in stretches of consistent
curvature sign or that are close enough to being straight. Then we set a number
of anchor points in the middle of such segments that satisfy a minimal length
requirement. The trajectory was fixed in the anchor points based on the ideas from
optimal driving paths. Then the GA was used to compute the trajectory on each
segment separately. Finally, a hybrid trajectory was put together by timing different
trajectories in the actual race.

Our experiments showed that the non-uniform key frame GA can produce more
efficient trajectories in terms of length than all the prior approaches. In race settings,
the procedural trajectory is still ahead overall, but the GA trajectory comes very
close to it. By selecting the best trajectory on each segment, we were able to produce
a hybrid one that outperformed all of the others. This improves the behavior of
the autonomous pilot on the road and its chances to win the race. This shows that
the GA was able to improve on the shortcomings of the procedural method on the
problematic road patches.

For future research, this approach can also be applied to other race tracks, perhaps
more challenging ones. Another direction would be using the new and improved
trajectory to train a neural network to compute the trajectory in real time based on
sensor data, and test it on other tracks.
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Which Scaling Rule Applies to Artificial
Neural Networks

János Végh

1 Introduction

Single-processor performance stalled nearly two decades ago [1], mainly because
of reaching the limits, the laws of nature enable [2]. As we pointed out [3], one
of the major reasons for stalling was tremendously extending inherent idle waiting
times in computing. Given the proliferation of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)-
based devices, applications, and methods, furthermore that even supercomputers
are retargeted for Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications, the efficacy of such
systems is gaining growing importance. The attempts to prepare truly parallel
computing systems failed [4], so the only way to produce the required high
computing performance is by creating parallelized sequential computing systems.
In such systems, the component processors work sequentially. Still, their work is
orchestrated (usually by one of the processors) in a way that it gives the illusion
that the system was working in a parallel manner. This latter way replaced parallel
computing with parallelized sequential computing, disregarding that the operating
rules of the latter [5–7] sharply differ from those experienced with segregated
processors. Besides, their particular workload sheds light on a fundamental hiatus
of computing systems: the lack of considering their temporal behavior [3] of their
components, algorithms, and operation.

Amdahl proposed to build “general purpose computers with a generalized
interconnection of memories or as specialized computers with geometrically related
memory interconnections and controlled by one or more instruction streams” [8].
Amdahl has also pointed out why processors should be assembled to form a higher
performance system in the way he proposed: “the non-parallelizable portion [(aka
serial part)] of the task seriously restricts the achievable performance of the
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resulting system.” His followers derived the famous Amdahl’s formula [9], which
served as the base for “strong scaling.” That formalism provided a “pessimistic”
prediction for resulting performance of parallelized systems and led to decades-long
debates about the validity of the law.

The appearance of “massively parallel” systems improved the degree of paral-
lelization so much that researchers suspected that Amdahl’s Law was not valid.
Similarly to the basic computing paradigm, all scaling laws represent approxima-
tions [9] (they are based on some omissions, and so they have their range of validity),
and the new experiences led to a new approximation: the “weak scaling” [10]
appeared. This paper discusses only the empirical methods of scaling, having all
the time the temporal aspects in mind. The detailed theoretical discussion, why and
how the temporal behavior must be introduced into the commonly used paradigm,
is discussed in a separate paper [3].

In Sect. 2, the considered scaling methods are shortly reviewed, and some of their
consequences are discussed. In Sect. 2.1, Amdahl’s idea is shortly described: his
famous formula using our notations is introduced. In Sect. 2.2, the basic purpose of
massively parallel processing, Gustafson’s idea, is scrutinized. Section 3 discusses
different factors affecting computing performance of processor-based (as well as
some aspects of other electronic equipments) ANN systems.

2 Common Scaling Methods

The scaling methods used to model different implementations of parallelized
sequential processing (aka “distributed computing”) are approximations to the
more general model presented in [3]. We discuss the nature and validity of those
approximations, and this section also introduces notations and formalism.

As discussed in detail in [6, 7], parallelized sequential systems have their
inherent performance limitation. Using that formalism and data from the TOP500
database [11], we could estimate performance limits for present supercomputers. It
enabled us to comprehend why supercomputers have their inherent performance
limit [7]. We also validated [9, 12] “modern scaling” (as a mostly empirical
experience) through applying it, among others, for qualifying load balancing
compiler, cloud operation, and on-chip communication. Given that experts, with the
same background, build also ANN systems, from similar components, we can safely
assume that the same scaling is valid for those systems too. Calibrating our systems
for some specific workload (due to the lack of validated data) is not always possible,
but one can compare the behavior of systems and draw some general conclusions.
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2.1 Amdahl’s Law

Amdahl’s Law (also called “strong scaling”) is usually formulated with a formula
such as

S−1 = (1− α)+ α/N (1)

whereN is the number of parallelized code fragments, α is the ratio of parallelizable
fraction to total (so (1−α) is the “serial percentage”), and S is a measurable speedup.
That is, Amdahl’s Law considers a fixed-size problem, and α portion of the task is
distributed to fellow processors.

When calculating the speedup, one calculates

S = (1− α)+ α
(1− α)+ α/N = N

N · (1− α)+ α (2)

However, as expressed in [13], “Even though Amdahl’s Law is theoretically correct,
the serial percentage is not practically obtainable.” That is, concerning S, there is no
doubt that it is derived as the ratio of measured execution times, for non-parallelized
and parallelized cases, respectively. But, what is the exact interpretation of α, and
how can it be used?

Amdahl listed performance affecting factors, such as “boundaries are likely to be
irregular; interiors are inhomogeneous; computations required may be dependent
on the states of the variables at each point; propagation rates of different physical
effects may be quite different; the rate of convergence or convergence at all may
be strongly dependent on sweeping through the array along different axes on
succeeding passes, etc.” Amdahl has foreseen issues with “sparse” calculations (or
in general, the role of data transfer) as well as that the physical size of computer
and the interconnection of its computing units (especially in the case of distributed
systems) also matters.

Amdahl used wording “the fraction of the computational load,” giving way to his
followers to give meaning to that term. This (unfortunately formulated) phrase “has
caused nearly three decades of confusion in the parallel processing community. This
confusion disappears when processing times are used in the formulations” [13]. On
the one side, it was guessed that Amdahl’s Law is valid only for software (for the
number of executed instructions), and on the other side, other affecting factors, he
mentioned but did not discuss in detail, were forgotten.

Expressing Amdahl’s speedup is not simple: “For example, if the following
percentage is to be derived from computational experiments, i.e., recording the
total parallel elapsed time and the parallel-only elapsed time, then it can contain
all overheads, such as communication, synchronization, input/output, and memory
access. The law offers no help to separate these factors. On the other hand, if we
obtain the serial percentage by counting the number of total serial and parallel
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instructions in a program, then all other overheads are excluded. However, in this
case, the predicted speedup may never agree with the experiments” [13]. Moreover,
the experimental one is always smaller than the theoretical one.

From computational experiments, one can express α from Eq. (1) in terms
measurable experimentally as

α = N

N − 1

S − 1

S
(3)

It is useful to express computing efficiency with those experimentally measurable

E(N, α) = S

N
= 1

N · (1− α)+ α =
RMax

RPeak
(4)

data. Efficiency is an especially valuable parameter, given that constructors of many
parallelized sequential systems (including TOP500 supercomputers) provide the
efficiency (as RMax/RPeak) of their computing system and, of course, the number
of processors N in their system. Via reversing Eq. (4), the value of αeff can be
expressed with measured data as

αeff (E,N) = E ·N − 1

E · (N − 1)
(5)

As seen, the efficiency of a parallelized system is a two-parameter function
(the corresponding parametrical surface is shown in Fig. 1), demonstratively un-
derpinning that “This decay in performance is not a fault of the architecture but is
dictated by the limited parallelism” [5]. Furthermore, that its dependence can be
perfectly described by the properly interpreted Amdahl’s Law, rather than being an
unexplained “empirical efficiency.”

2.2 Gustafson’s Law

Partly because of the outstanding achievements of parallelization technology, and
partly because of issues around practical utilization of Amdahl’s Law, a “weak
scaling” (also called Gustafson’s Law [10]) was also introduced. The assumption is
that the computing resources grow proportionally with the task size, and the speedup
(using our notations) is formulated as

S = (1− α)+ α ·N (6)

Similarly to Amdahl’s Law, the efficiency can be derived for Gustafson’s Law as
(compared to Eq. (4))
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Fig. 1 The 2-parameter efficiency surface (in function of parallelization efficiency measured
by benchmark HPL and number of processing elements) as concluded from Amdahl’s Law
(see Eq. (4)), in first-order approximation. Some sample efficiency values for some selected
supercomputers are shown, measured with benchmarks HPL and HPCG, respectively. Also, the
estimated efficacy of brain simulation using conventional computing is shown

E(N, α) = S

N
= α + (1− α)

N
(7)

From these equations immediately follows that speedup (aka parallelization gain)
increases linearly with the number of processors, without limitation, a conclusion
that was launched amid much fanfare. They imply, however, some more immediate
findings, such as

• the efficiency slightly increases with the number of processors N (the more
processors, the better efficacy),

• the non-parallelizable portion of the task either shrinks as the number of
processors grows, or despite that it is non-parallelizable, the portion (1 − α)
is distributed between the N processors,

• executing the extra machine instructions needed to organize the joint work needs
no time,
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• all non-payload computing contributions such as communication (including
network transfer), synchronization, input/output, and memory access take no
time.

However, an error was made in deriving Eq. (6): the N − 1 processors are idle
waiting, while the first one is executing the sequential-only portion. Because of this,
the time that serves as the base for calculating1 the speedup in the case of using N
processors

TN = (1− α)processing + α ·N+(1− α) · (N − 1)idle

= (1− α) ·N + α ·N
= N

That is, before fixing the arithmetic error, strange conclusions follow, and
after fixing it, the conceptual error comes to light: “weak scaling” assumes that
single-processor efficiency can be transferred to parallelized sequential subsystems
without loss. Weak scaling assumes that the efficacy of a system comprising N
single-thread processors remains the same as that of a single-thread processor, a
fact that strongly contradicts the experienced “empirical efficiency” (several 100-
fold deviation from its predicted value) of parallelized systems, not mentioning the
“different efficiencies” [7]; see also Fig. 1.

However, that “in practice, for several applications, the fraction of the serial
part happens to be very, very small thus leading to near-linear speedups” [14]
misleads the researchers. Gustafson concluded his “scaling” for several hundred
processors only. The interplay of improving parallelization and general hardware
(HW) development (including the non-determinism of modern HW[15]) covered
for decades that this scaling was used far outside of its range of validity.

That is, Gustafson’s Law is simply a misinterpretation of its argument α: a simple
function form transforms Gustafson’ Law to Amdahl’s Law [13]. After making
that transformation, the two (apparently very different) laws become identical.
However, as suspected by [13], “Gustafson’s formulation gives an illusion that as
if N can increase indefinitely.” Although collective experience showed that it was
not valid for the case of systems comprising an ever higher number of processors
(an “empirical efficiency” appeared), and later researchers measured “two different
efficiencies” [16] for the same supercomputer (under different workloads), and the
“weak scaling” was not suspected to be responsible for the issues.

“Weak scaling” omits all non-payload (but needed for the operation) activities,
such as interconnection time, physical size (signal propagation time), accessing
data in an amount exceeding cache size, synchronization of different kinds, that

1For the meaning of the terms, the wording “is the amount of time spent (by a serial processor)” is
used by the author in [10].
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are surely present when working with ANNs. In other words, ‘weak scaling”
neglects the temporal behavior, a crucial science-based feature of computing [3].
This illusion led to the moon shot of targeting to build supercomputers with
computing performance well above feasible (and reasonable) size [7] and leads
to false conclusions in the case of clouds. Because of this, except some very few
neuron systems, “weak scaling” cannot be safely used for ANNs, even as a rough
approximation.

2.3 Modern Scaling

The role of α was theoretically established [17], and the phenomenon itself, that
the efficiency (in contrast with Eq. (7)) decreases as the number of processing
units increases, is known since decades [5] (although it was not formulated in
the functional form given by Eq. (4)). In the past decades, however, theory was
somewhat faded mainly due to quick development of parallelization technology and
increase of single-processor performance, and finally, because “weak scaling” was
used to calculate the expected performance values, in many cases, outside of its
range of validity. The “gold rush” for building exascale computers finally made
obvious that under the extreme conditions represented by the need of millions of
processors, “weak scaling” leads to false conclusions. It had to be admitted that it
“can be seen in our current situation where the historical ten-year cadence between
the attainment of megaflops, teraflops, and petaflops has not been the case for
exaflops” [18]. It looks like, however, that in feasibility studies of supercomputing
using parallelized sequential systems, and an analysis, whether building computers
of such size is feasible (and reasonable) remained (and remains) out of sight either
in USA [19, 20] or in EU [21] or in Japan [22] or in China [23].

Figure 1 depicts the two-parameter efficiency surface stemming from Amdahl’s
Law. On the parametric surface, described by Eq. (4), some measured efficiencies
of present top supercomputers are also depicted, only to illustrate some general
rules. The HPL2 efficiencies are sitting on the surface, while the corresponding
HPCG3 values are much below those values. The conclusion drawn here was that
“the supercomputers have two different efficiencies” [16], because that experience
cannot be explained in the frame of “classic computing paradigm” and/or “weak
scaling.”

Supercomputers T aihulight , Fugaku, and K computer stand out from the
“millions core” middle group. Thanks to its 0.3M cores, K computer has the best
efficiency for HPCG benchmark, while T aihulight with its 10M cores the worst
one. The middle group follows the rules [7]. For HPL benchmark, the more the
cores, the lower the efficiency. It looks like the community experienced the effect

2http://www.netlib.org/benchmark/hpl/.
3https://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/blog/2015/07/30/hpcg.

http://www.netlib.org/benchmark/hpl/
https://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/blog/2015/07/30/hpcg
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of the two-dimensional efficiency. The top supercomputers run HPL benchmark
with using all their cores, but some of them only use a fragment of them to
measure performance with HPCG. This is the inflexion point: as can be concluded
from the figure, increasing their nominal performance by an order of magnitude
decreases their efficiency (and so payload performance) by more than an order
of magnitude. For HPCG benchmark, the “roofline” [24] of that communication
intensity was already reached, and all computers have about the same efficiency. For
more discussion on supercomputers, see [7].

3 Performance Limit of Processor-Based AI Systems

3.1 General Considerations

As discussed in detail in [7], the payload performance P(N, α) of parallelized
systems comprising N processors is described4 as

P(N, α) = N · Psingle
N · (1− α)+ α (8)

where Psingle is the single-thread performance of individual processors, and α is
describing parallelization of the given system for the given workload (i.e., it depends
on both of them).

This simple formula explains why payload performance of a system is not a
linear function of its nominal performance and why in the case of very good
parallelization ((1 − α) � 1) and low N , this non-linearity cannot be noticed. In
contrast with the prediction of “weak scaling,” payload performance and nominal
performance differ by a factor, growing with the number of cores. This conclusion
is well known, but forgotten: “This decay in performance is not a fault of the
architecture but is dictated by the limited parallelism” [5].

The key issue is, however, that one can hardly calculate the value of α for the
present complex HW/software (SW) systems from their technical data, although
some estimated values can be derived. For supercomputers, however, one can derive
a theoretical “best possible,” and already achieved “worst case” values [7]. It gives
us reasonable confidence that those values deviate only within a factor of two. We
cannot expect similar results for ANNs. There are no generally accepted benchmark
computations, and also there are no standard architectures.5 Using a benchmark
means a particular workload, and comparing the results of even a standardized ANN

4At least in a first approximation, see [7].
5Notice that selecting a benchmark also directs the architectural development: the benchmarks
HPL and HPCG result in different rankings.
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benchmark on different architectures is as little useful as comparing the results of
benchmarks HPL and HPCG on the same architecture.

Recall also that at a large number of processors, the internal latency of processor
also matters. Following the failure of supercomputer Aurora’18, Intel admitted:
“Knights Hill was canceled and instead be replaced by a “new platform and new
microarchitecture specifically designed for exascale”” [25]. We expect that shortly
it shall be admitted that building large-scale AI systems is simply not possible
based on the old architectural principles [26, 27]. The potential new architectures,
however, require a new computing paradigm (considering both temporal behavior of
computing systems [3] and the old truth that “more is different” [28]) that can give
a proper reply to power consumption and performance issues of—among others,
ANN—computing.

3.2 Communication-to-Computation Ratio

As we learned decades ago, “the inherent communication-to-computation ratio in a
parallel application is one of the important determinants of its performance on any
architecture” [5], suggesting that communication can be a dominant contribution to
system’s performance. In the case of neural simulation, a very intensive communi-
cation must take place, so the non-payload-to-payload ratio has a significant impact
on the performance of ANN-type computations. That ratio and the corresponding
workload type are closely related: using a specific benchmark implies using a
specific communication-to-computation ratio. In the case of supercomputing, the
same workload is running on (nearly) the same type of architecture, which is not the
case for ANNs.

3.3 Computing Benchmarks

There are two commonly used benchmarks in supercomputing. The HPL class
tasks essentially need communication only at the very beginning and at the very
end of the task. Real-life programs, however, usually work in a non-standard
way. Because of this reason, a couple of years ago, the community introduced
benchmark HPCG: the collective experience shows that the payload performance is
much more accurately approximated by HPCG than by HPL, because real-life tasks
need much more communication than HPL. Importantly, since the quality of their
interconnection improved considerably, supercomputers show different efficiencies
when using various benchmark programs [16]. Their efficiencies differ by a factor
of ca. 200–500 (a fact that remains unexplained in the frame of “weak scaling”),
when measured by HPL and HPCG, respectively.

In the HPL class, the communication intensity is the lowest possible one:
computing units receive their task (and parameters) at the beginning of computation,
and they return their result at the very end. That is, the core orchestrating their
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Fig. 2 History of supercomputing in terms of performance gain: performance values of the first
25 supercomputers, in function of year of their ranking. Data measured using benchmark HPL

work must deal with the fellow cores only in these periods, so the communication
intensity is proportional to the number of cores in the system. Notice the need to
queue requests at the beginning and the end of the task.

In the HPCG class, iteration takes place: the cores return the result of one
iteration to the coordinator core, which makes sequential operations: it not only re-
ceives and resends the parameters but also needs to compute new parameters before
sending them to the fellow cores. The program repeats the process several times.
As a consequence, the non-parallelizable fraction of benchmarking time grows
proportionally to the number of iterations. The effect of that extra communication
decreases the achievable performance roofline [24]: as shown in Fig. 4, the HPCG
roofline is about 200 times smaller than the HPL one.

As expressed by Eq. (8), the resulting performance of parallelized computing
systems depends on both single-processor performance and performance gain. To
separate these two factors, Fig. 2 displays the performance gain of supercomputers
in function of their year of construction and ranking in the given year. Two
“plateaus” can be clearly localized before the year 2000 and after the year 2010
also, unfortunately, underpinning Amdahl’s Law and refuting Gustafson’s Law,
and also confirming the prediction “Why we need Exascale and why we would
not get there by 2020”[29]. The “hillside” reflects the enormous development of
interconnection technology between the years 2000 and 2010 (for more details,
see [7]). For the reason of the “humps” around the beginning of the second plateau,
see Sect. 3.5. Unfortunately, different individual factors (such as interconnection
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quality, using accelerators and clustering, using on-chip memories, using slightly
different computing paradigm, etc.) cannot be separated in this way. However, some
limited validity conclusions can be drawn.

3.4 Workload Type

The role of the workload came to light after that interconnection technology was
greatly improved, and as a consequence, the benchmarking computation (defining
the type of workload) became the dominating contributor, defining value of α (and as
a consequence, payload performance); for a discussion, see [7]. The overly complex
Fig. 3 illustrates the phenomenon, why and how the payload performance of a
configuration depends on the application it runs.

Figure 3 compares three workloads (owing different communication intensity).
In the top and middle figures, the communication intensities of the standard
supercomputer benchmarks HPL and HPCG are displayed in the style of AI
networks. The “input layer” and “output layer” are the same and comprise the
initiating node only, while the other “layers” are again the same: the rest of the
cores. Figure 3c depicts an AI network comprising n input nodes and k output nodes;
furthermore, the h hidden layers are comprising m nodes. The communication-to-
computation intensity [5] is, of course, not proportional in the cases of subfigures,
but the figure illustrates excellently how the communication need of different
computer tasks changes with the type of the workload.

As can be easily seen from the figure, in the case of benchmark HPL, the
initiating node must issue m communication messages and collect m returned
results, i.e., the execution time is O(2m). In the case of benchmark HPCG, this
execution time isO(2Nm), whereN is the number of iterations (one cannot directly
compare the execution times because of the different amounts of computations and
especially because of the different amount of sequential-only computations).

Figure 3a displays the case of minimum communication and Fig. 3b a moder-
ately increased one (corresponding to real-life supercomputer tasks). As nominal
performance increases linearly and payload performance decreases inversely with
the number of cores, at some critical value where an inflection point occurs, the
resulting performance starts to fall. The resulting non-parallelizable fraction sharply
decreases efficacy (in other words, performance gain or speedup) of the system [32].
This effect was noticed early [5], under different technical conditions, but somewhat
faded due to development of parallelization technology.

The non-parallelizable fraction (denoted in the figure by αXeff ) of a com-
puting task comprises components X of different origin. As already discussed
and noticed decades ago, “the inherent communication-to-computation ratio in a
parallel application is one of the important determinants of its performance on any
architecture” [5], suggesting that communication can be a dominant contribution to
the system’s performance.
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Fig. 3 Different communication/computation intensities of the applications lead to different
payload performance values in the same supercomputer system. Left column: models of computing
intensities for different benchmarks. Right column: the corresponding payload performances and α
contributions in function of the nominal performance of a fictive supercomputer (P = 1 Gflop/s @
1 GHz). The blue diagram lines refer to the right-hand scale (RMax values) and all others ((1−αXeff )
contributions) to the left-hand scale. The figure is purely illustrating the concepts; the displayed
numbers are somewhat similar to the real ones. The performance breakdown shown in the figures
was experimentally measured by [5, 30] and [31]

The workload in ANN systems comprises components of type “computation”
and “communication” (this time also involving data access and synchronization, i.e.,
everything that is ‘non-computation’). As logical interdependence between those
contributions is strictly defined, payload performance of the system is limited by
both factors, and the same system (maybe even within the same workload, case by
case) can be either computing bound and communication bound, or both.

Notice that supercomputers showing the breakdown depicted in Fig. 3 are not
included in history depicted in Fig. 2. Aurora’18 failed, Gyokou was withdrawn,
“Chinese decision-makers decided to withhold the country’s newest Shuguang
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Fig. 4 Performance gain of supercomputers in function of their year of construction, under
different workloads. The diagram lines display the measured values derived using HPL and HPCG
benchmarks, for the TOP3 supercomputers in the gives years. The small black dots mark the
performance data of supercomputers JUQUEEN and K as of 2014 June, for HPL and HPCG
benchmarks, respectively. The big black dot denotes payload performance of the system used by
van Albada et al. [31]. The saturation effect can be observed for both HPL and HPCG benchmarks

supercomputers even though they operate more than 50% faster than the best current
US machines”.6 Also, Fugaku stalled at some 40% of its planned capacity.

Notice that a similar hillside cannot be drawn for benchmark HPCG, because
of two reasons. On the one side, HPCG measurement started only a few years
ago. On the other side, top supercomputers publish data measured with cores
less than the number of cores used to measure HPL. Recall that efficiency is a
two-parameter function (see Fig. 1) and that after exceeding a critical number of
cores, housekeeping gradually becomes the dominating factor of the performance
limitation and leads to a decrease in the payload performance: “there comes a
point when using more Processing Unit (PU)s . . . actually increases the execution
time rather than reducing it” [5]. For “real-life” programs, represented by HPCG,
this critical number is much lower than in the case of HPL. There is a real

6https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3015997/china-has-decided-not-fan-flames-super-
computing-rivalry-amid-us.

https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3015997/china-has-decided-not-fan-flames-super-computing-rivalry-amid-us
https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3015997/china-has-decided-not-fan-flames-super-computing-rivalry-amid-us
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competition between the different contributions to dominate system’s performance.
As demonstrated in [7], before 2010, running both benchmarks HPL and HPCG
on a top supercomputer was a communication-bound task, since 2010 HPL is a
computing-bound task, while HPCG persisted to be a communication-bound task.
This is why some supercomputers provide their HPCG efficiency measured only
with a fragment of their cores: the HPCG “roofline” is reached at that lower number
of cores. Adding more cores does not increase their payload performance but
decreases their efficiency.

3.5 Accelerators

As a side effect of “weak scaling,” it is usually presumed that decreasing the
time needed for the payload contribution affects the efficiency of ANN systems
linearly. However, it is not so. As discussed in detail in [33], we also change
the non-payload-to-payload ratio that defines system’s efficiency. We mention two
prominent examples here: using shorter operands (move less data and perform less
bit manipulations) and to mimic the operation of a neuron in an entirely different
way using quick analog signal processing rather than slow digital calculation.

The so-called HPL-AI benchmark used Mixed Precision,7,8 [34] rather than
Double Precision computations. The researchers succeeded to achieve more than
three times better performance gain (3.01 for Summit and 3.42 for Fugaku) that (as
correctly stated in the announcement) “Achieving a 445 petaflops mixed-precision
result on HPL (equivalent to our 148.6 petaflops DP result),” i.e., the peak DP
performance did not change. However, this naming convention suggests the illusion
that when using supercomputers for AI tasks and using half-precision, one can
expect this payload performance.

Unfortunately, this achievement comes from accessing less data in memory and
using quicker operations on shorter operands rather than reducing communication
intensity. For AI applications, limitations remain the same as described above;
except that when using Mixed Precision, the power efficiency shall be better by
a factor of nearly four, compared to the power efficiency measured using double
precision operands.9

7Neither of the names are consequent. On the one side, the test itself has not much to do with AI,
except that it uses the operand length common in AI tasks. HPL, similarly to AI, is a workload type.
On the other side, the Mixed Precision is Half Precision: it is natural that for multiplication twice
as long operands are used temporarily. It is a different question that the operations are contracted.
8Even https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/2020/06/ mismatches operand length and workload:
“In single or further reduced precision, which are often used in machine learning and AI
applications, Fugaku’s peak performance is over 1000 petaflops (1 exaflops).”
9 Similarly, exchanging data directly between processing units [35] (without using the global
memory) also enhances α (and payload performance) [36], but it represents a (slightly) different
computing paradigm.

https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/2020/06/
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We expect that when using half-precision (FP16) rather than double precision
(FP64) operands in the calculations, four times less data are transferred and manipu-
lated by the system. The measured power consumption data underpin the statement.
However, the system’s computing performance is only slightly more than three times
higher than in the case of using 64-bit (FP64) operands. The non-linearity has its
effect even in this simple case (recall that HPL uses minimum communication).
In the benchmark, the housekeeping activity (data access, indexing, counting,
addressing) also takes time. Concerning the temporal behavior [3] of the operation,
in this case, the data transmission time Tt is the same, the data processing time (due
to the shorter length of operands) changes, and so the apparent speed changes non-
linearly. Even, the measured performance data enabled us to estimate execution time
with zero precision10 (FP0) operands, see [7].

Another plausible assumption is that if we use quick analog signal processing
to replace the slow digital calculation, as proposed in [37, 38], our computing
system gets proportionally quicker. Presumably, on systems comprising just a
few neurons, one can measure a considerable, but less than expected, speedup.
The housekeeping becomes more significant than in the case of purely digital
processing. That is, in a hypothetical measurement, the speedup would be much
less than the ratio of the corresponding analog/digital processing times, even in the
case of HPL benchmark. Recall that here the workload is of AI type, with much
worse parallelization (and non-linearity). As a consequence, one cannot expect a
considerable speedup in large neuromorphic systems. For a detailed discussion of
introducing new effect/technologies/materials, see [3].

Besides, adding analog components to a digital processor has its price. Given
that a digital processor cannot handle resources outside of its world, one must call
the operating system (OS) for help. That help, however, is expensive in terms of
execution time. The required context switching takes time in the order of executing
104 instructions [39, 40], which dramatically increases the time of housekeeping
and the total execution time. This effect makes the system’s non-payload-to-payload
ratio much worse than it was before introducing that enhancement.

3.6 Timing of Activities

In ANNs, the data transfer time must be considered seriously. In both biological
and electronic systems, both the distance between entities of the network and the
signal propagation speed are finite. Because of this, in physically large-sized and/or
intensively communicating systems, the “idle time” of processors defines the final
performance that a parallelized sequential system can achieve. In conventional
computing systems also, the “data dependence” limits the achievable parallelism:
we must compute data before we can use it as an argument for another computation.

10Without dedicated measurement, no more accurate estimations are possible.
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Although, of course, also in conventional computing, the computed data must be
delivered to the place of their second utilization, thanks to “weak scaling” [10], this
“communication time” is neglected. For example, scaling of matrix operations and
“sparsity,” mentioned in [41], work linearly only if data transfer time is neglected.

Timing plays an important role in all levels of computing, from gate-level pro-
cessing to clouds connected to the Internet. In [3], the example describing temporal
operation of a one-bit adder provides a nice example, that although the line-by-line
compiling (sequential programming, also called Neumann-style programming [42])
formally introduces only logical dependence, through its technical implementation,
it implicitly and inherently introduces a temporal behavior too.

In neuromorphic computing, including ANNs, the transfer time is a vital part
of information processing. A biological brain must deploy a “speed accelerator”
to ensure that the control signals arrive at the target destination before the arrival
of the controlled messages, despite that the former derived from a distant part of
the brain [43]. This aspect is so vital in biology that the brain deploys many cells
with the associated energy investment to keep the communication speed higher
for the control signal. Computer technology cannot speed up the communication
selectively, as in biology, and it is also not possible to keep part of the system
for a lower speed selectively: the propagation speed of electromagnetic waves is
predefined. However, as discussed in [33], handling data timing adequately is vital,
especially for bio-mimicking ANNs.

3.7 The Layer Structure

The bottom part of Fig. 3 depicts, how ANNs are supposed to operate. The life
begins in several input channels (rather than one as in HPL and HPCG cases), which
would be advantageous. However, the system must communicate its values to all
nodes in the top hidden layer: the more input nodes and the more nodes in the
hidden layer(s), the many t imes more communication is required for the operation.
The same situation also happens when the first hidden layer communicates data to
the second one, except that here the square of the number of nodes is to be used as
a weight factor of communication.

Initially, n input nodes issue messages, each one m messages (queuing#1)
to nodes in the first hidden layer, i.e., altogether nm messages. If one uses a
commonly used shared bus to transfer messages, these nmmessages must be queued
(queuing#2). Also, every single node in the hidden layer receives (and processes) m
input messages (queuing#3). Between hidden layers, the same queuing is repeated
(maybe several times) with mm messages, and finally, km messages are sent to
the output nodes. During this process, the system queues messages (at least) three
times. Notice that using a single high-speed bus, because of the needed arbitration,
drastically increases the transfer time of the individual messages and furthermore
changes their timing, see Sect. 3.8.
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To make a fair comparison with benchmarks HPL and HPCG, let us assume
one input and one output node. In this case, the AI execution time is O(h × m2),
provided that the AI system has h hidden layers. (Here, we assumed that messaging
mechanisms between different layers are independent. It is not so, if they share a
global bus.)

For a numerical example, let us assume that in supercomputers, 1M cores are
used. In AI networks, 1K nodes are present in the hidden layers, and only one input
and output nodes are used. In that case, all execution times are O(1M) (again, the
amount of computation is sharply different, so the scaling can be compared, but
not the execution times). This communication intensity explains why in Fig. 2 the
HPCG “roofline” falls hundreds of times lower than that of the HPL: the increased
communication need strongly decreases the system’s achievable performance gain.

Notice that the number of computation operations increases with m, while the
number of communication operations with m2. In other words, the more nodes in
the hidden layers, the higher is their communication intensity (communication-
to-computation ratio), and because of this, the lower is the efficiency of the
system. Recall that since AI nodes perform simple computations, compared to the
functionality of supercomputer benchmarks, their communication-to-computation
ratio is much higher, making their efficacy even worse. The conclusions are
underpinned by experimental research [26]:

• “strong scaling is stalling after only a few dozen nodes”;
• “the scalability stalls when the compute times drop below the communication

times, leaving compute units idle, hence becoming a communication bound
problem”;

• “the network layout has a large impact on the crucial communication/compute
ratio: shallow networks with many neurons per layer . . . scale worse than deep
networks with less neurons.”

3.8 Using High-Speed Bus(es)

As discussed in connection with the reasoning, why the internal temporal ratio
between transporting and processing data has significantly changed [3]: Moore’s
observation is (was) valid for electronic density only, but not valid for connecting
technology, such as buses. On the one side, because of the smaller physical size
and the quicker clock signal, and on the other side, the unchanged cm-long bus
cable, using a serial bus means spending the overwhelming majority of apparent
processing time with arbitration (see the temporal diagram and case study in [3]),
so using a sequential bus is at least questionable in large-scale systems: the transfer
time is limited by the needed arbitration (increases with the number of neurons!)
rather than by the bus speed. “The idea of using the popular shared bus to
implement the communication medium is no longer acceptable, mainly due to its
high contention” [44].
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The massively “bursty” nature of the data (when imitating biological neuronal
network, the different nodes of the layer want to communicate at the same moment)
also makes the case harder. Communication circuits receive the task of sending data
to N other nodes. What is worse, bus arbitration, addressing, latency, prolong the
transfer time (and in his way decrease the efficacy of the system). This type of
communicational burst may easily lead to a “communicational collapse” [45], but it
may also produce unintentional “neuronal avalanches” [46].

The basic issue is replacing the private communication channel between biolog-
ical neurons with the mandatory use of some kind of shared media in technological
neurons. As discussed in detail in [3], at a large number of communicating units,
sharing the medium becomes the dominant contributor to the time consumption
of computing. Its effect can be mitigated using different technological implemen-
tations, but the basic conclusion persists: the payload computational efficiency of
an ANN is defined by its technical implementation of neuronal communication,
and the computing performance of its nodes has only marginal importance. The
lengthy queueing also leads to irrealistic timings: as discussed in Sect. 3.9, some
physically (not biologically or logically) delayed signals must be dropped, in
order to provide a seemingly acceptable computing performance. Another (wrong)
approach to solving the same problem is introducing conditional computation [47],
as discussed in Sect. 3.12. The origin of the issue is that using a shared medium
makes the temporal behavior of the computing system much more emphasized and
that the temporal behavior cannot be compensated using methods developed having
a timeless behavior in mind.

3.9 The “Quantal Nature of Computing Time”

One of the famous cases demonstrating existence and competition of those limi-
tations in the fields of AI is the research published in [31]. The systems used in
the study were a HW simulator [48] explicitly designed to simulate 109 neurons
(106 cores and 103 neurons per core) and many-thread simulation running on
a supercomputer [49] able to simulate 2 · 108 neurons (the authors mention
2 · 103 neurons per core and supercomputers having 105 cores), respectively. The
experience, however, showed [31] that scaling stalled at 8 · 104 neurons, i.e., about
four orders of magnitude less than expected. They experienced stalling about the
same number of neurons, for both the HW and the SW simulators.

Given that supercomputers have a performance limit [7], one can comprehend the
former experience: the brain simulation needs heavy communication (the authors
estimated that ≈10% of the execution time was spent with non-payload activity),
which decreases sharply their achievable performance, so their system reached the
maximum payload performance that their (1 − α) enables: the sequential portion
was too high. But why the purpose-built brain simulator cannot reach its maximum
expected performance? And, is it just an accident that they both stalled at the same
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value, or some other limiting factor came into play? The paper [50] gives the detailed
explanation.

The short reply is that digital systems, including brain simulators, have a central
clock signal that represents an inherent performance limit: no action in the system
can happen in a shorter time. The total time divided by the length of the clock period
defines maximum performance gain [7] of a system. If the length of the clock period
is the commonly used 1 ns, and measurement time (in the case of supercomputers)
is in the order of several hours, clocking does not mean a limitation.

Computational time and biological time are not only not equal but also not
proportional. To synchronize the neurons periodically, a “time grid,” commonly
with 1 ms integration time, was introduced. The systems use this grid time to put
the free-running artificial neurons back to the biological time scale, i.e., they act
as a clock signal: simulation of the next computation step can only start when this
clock signal arrives. This action is analogous with introducing a clock signal for
executing machine instructions: the processor, even when it is idle, cannot begin the
execution of its next machine instruction until this clock signal arrives. That is, in
this case, the clock signal is 106 times longer than the clock signal of the processor.
Just because neurons must work on the same (biological) time scale, when using this
method of synchronization, the (commonly used) 1 ms “grid time” has a noticeable
effect on the payload performance.11

The brain simulation measurement [31] enables us to guess the efficacy of
ANNs. Given that using more cores only increased the nominal performance (and,
correspondingly, its power consumption) of their system, the authors decided to
use only a small fragment of their resources, only 1% of the cores available in
the HW simulator. In this way, we can place the efficiency of brain simulation to
the scale of supercomputer benchmarking, see Fig. 4. Under those circumstances,
as witnessed by Fig. 4, a performance gain of about 103 was guessed for brain
simulation. Notice that the large-scale supercomputers use about 10% of their cores
in HPCG measurement, see also Fig. 1. The difference of the efficiency values of
HPL, HPCG, and Brain comes from the different workloads, which is the reason
of the issue. For ANNs, the efficiency can be similar to that of brain simulation,
somewhat above the performance gain of HPCG, because the measurement time is
shorter than that of HPCG on supercomputers, so the corresponding inherent non-
parallelizable portion is higher.

Recall also the “communicational collapse” from the previous section: even if
communication packages are randomized in time, it represents a huge peak traffic,
mainly if a single global (although high speed) bus is used. This effect is so strong in
large systems that emergency measures must have been introduced, see Sect. 3.12.
In smaller ANNs, it was found [31] that only a few dozens of thousands of neurons

11This periodic synchronization shall be a limiting factor in large-scale utilization of processor-
based artificial neural chips [51, 52], although thanks to their ca. thousand times higher “single-
processor performance,” only when approaching the computing capacity of (part of) the brain, or
when the simulation turns to be communication bound.
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can be simulated on processor-based brain simulators. This experience includes
both many-thread software simulators and purpose-built brain simulator.12 Recall
also from [26] that “strong scaling is stalling after only a few dozen nodes.” For a
discussion on the effect of serial bus in ANNs, see [3].

3.10 Rooflines of ANNs

As all technical implementations, computing also has technological limitations.
The “roofline” model [24] successfully describes that until some needed resource
exceeds its technical limitation, utilization of that resource shows a simple linear
dependency. Exceeding that resource is not possible: usage of the resource is stalling
at the maximum possible level; the two lines form a “roofline.” In a complex
system, such as a computing system, the computing process uses different resources,
and under different conditions, various resources may dominate in defining the
“roofline(s) of computing process,” see Fig. 4. An example is running benchmarks
HPL and HPCG: as discussed in [7], either computing or interconnection dominates
the payload performance.

As Sect. 3.9 discusses, in some cases, a third competitor can also appear on the
scene, and even it can play a major role. That is, it is not easy at all to describe
an ANN system in terms of the “roofline” [24] model: depending on the actual
conditions, the dominant player (the one that defines the top level of the roofline)
may change. Anyhow, it is sure that the contribution of the component, representing
the lowest roofline, shall dominate. Still, the competition of components may result
in unexpected issues (for an example, see how computation and interconnection
changed their dominating rule, in [7]). Because of this, Fig. 4 has limited validity. It
provides, however, a feeling that (1) for all workflow types, a performance plateau
exists, and already reached, (2) what value of payload performance gain value can
be achieved for different workloads, and (3) where the payload efficiency of the
particular kinds of ANNs, brain simulation on supercomputers, is located compared
to that of the standard benchmarks (a reasoned guess).

3.11 Role of Parameters of Computing Components

As discussed in detail in [7], the different components of computing systems mutu-
ally block each other’s operation. Datasheet parameters of components represent
a hard limit, valid for ideal, stand-alone measurements, where the utilization is
100%. When they must cooperate with other components, the way as they cooperate
(aka the workload of the system) defines their soft limit (degrades utilization of

12Despite this, Spinnaker2, this time with 10M processors, is under construction [53].
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units): until its operand(s) delivered, computing cannot start; until computed, result
transmission cannot start, especially when several computing units are competing
for the shared medium. This is the reason why ANNs represent a very specific
workload,13 where weaknesses of principles of computing systems are even more
emphasized.

3.12 Training ANNs

One of the most shocking features of ANNs is their weeks-long training time,
even for (compared to the functionality of brain) simple tasks. The mathematical
methods, of course, do not comprise time-dependence, the technical implementation
of ANNs, however, does: as their time-dependence is discussed in detail in [3], the
delivery times of new neuronal outputs (which serve as new neuronal inputs at the
same time) are only loosely coupled: the assumption that producing an output means
at the same time producing an input for some other neuron works only in the timeless
“classic computing” (and in biology using parallel axons), discussing the temporal
behavior of the serial bus in [3].

To comprehend what change of considering temporal behavior means, consider
the temporal diagram of a 1-bit adder in [3]. When using adders, we have a fixed
time when we read out the result. We are not interested in “glitches,” so we set a
maximum time until all bits relaxed, and (at the price of losing some performance)
we will receive the final result only; the adder is synchronized.

The case of ANNs, however, is different: in the adder, outputs of bit n are the
input of bit n + 1 (there is no feedback), and the bits are wired directly. In ANNs,
the signals are delivered via a bus, and the interconnection type and sequence
depend on many factors (ranging from the type of task to the actual inputs). During
training ANNs, their feedback complicates the case. The only fixed thing in timing
is that the neuronal input arrives inevitably only after that a partner produced it.
The time ordering of delivered events, however, is not sure: it depends on technical
parameters of delivery, rather than on the logic that generates them. Time stamping
cannot help much. There are two bad choices. Option one is that neurons should
have a (biological) sending time-ordered input queue and begin processing only
when all partner neurons have sent their message. That needs a synchron signal and
leads to severe performance loss (in parallel with the one-bit adder). Option two
is that they have a (physical) arrival-time ordered queue, and they are processing
the messages as soon as they arrive. This enables to give feedback to a neuron
that fired later (according to its time stamp) and set a new neuronal variable state,
which is a “future state” when processing a message received physically later, but
with a time stamp referring to a biologically earlier time. A third, maybe better,

13https://www.nextplatform.com/2019/10/30/cray-revamps-clusterstor-for-the-exascale-era/ : ar-
tificial intelligence, . . . it is the most disruptive workload from an I/O pattern perspective.

https://www.nextplatform.com/2019/10/30/cray-revamps-clusterstor-for-the-exascale-era/
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option would be to maintain a biological-time ordered queue, and either in some
time slots (much shorter than the commonly used “grid time”) send out output and
feedback or individually process the received events and to send back feedback and
output immediately. In both cases it, is worth to consider if their effect is significant
(exceeds some tolerance level compared to a last state) and mitigate the need for
communication also in this way.

During training, we start showing an input, and the system begins to work,
using the synaptic weights valid before showing that input. Those weights may be
randomized or maybe that they correspond to the previous input data. The signals
that the system sends are correct, but a receiver does not know the future: it processes
a signal only after it was physically delivered,14 meaning that it (and its dependents)
may start to adjust their weights to a state that is still undefined. In [3], the first AND
gate has quite a short indefinite time, but the OR has a long one.

In biology, spiking is also a “look at me” signal: the feedback shall be sent to
that neuron, reflecting the change its output caused. Without this, neurons receive
feedback about “the effect of all fellow neurons, including me.” Receiving a spike
defines the time of beginning of the validity of the signal, and “leaking” also defines
their “expiration time.” When using spiking networks, their temporal behavior is
vital.

Neuronal operations have undefined states and weights. Essentially, their oper-
ation is an iteration, where the actors mostly use mostly wrong input signals and
surely adjust their weights to false signals initially and with significant time delay
at later times. If we are lucky (and consider that we are working with unstable
states in the case of more complex systems), the system will converge, but painfully
slowly, or not at all. Not considering temporal behavior leads to painfully slow and
doubtful convergence.

Computing neuronal results faster, with the goal of providing feedback faster,
cannot help much, if at all. Delivering feedback information needs also time and
uses the same shared medium, with all its disadvantages. In biology, the “computing
time” and the “communication time” are in the same order of magnitude. In
computing, the communication time is very much longer than computation, that
is, the received feedback refers to a time (and the related state variables) that was
valid a very long time ago.

In excessive systems, with the goal to provide seemingly higher performance,
some result/feedback events must be dropped because of long queueing. The
logical dependence, that the feedback is computed from the results of the neuron
that receives the feedback, is converted to time dependence [3] by the physical
implementation of the computing system. Because of this time sequence, the
feedback messages will arrive to the neuron at a later physical time (even if at the
same biological time, according to their time stamp they carry), so they stand at
the end of the queue. Because of this, it is highly probable that they “are dropped
if the receiving process is busy over several delivery cycles” [31]. In vast systems,

14Even if the message envelope contains a time stamp.
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the feedback in the learning process includes some potential error sources. It not
only involves results based on undefined inputs, but also the calculated and (maybe
correct) feedback may be neglected.

A nice “experimental proof” of the statements above is provided in [47], with the
words of that paper: “Yet the task of training such networks remains a challenging
optimization problem. Several related problems arise: very long training time
(several weeks on modern computers, for some problems), potential for over-fitting
(whereby the learned function is too specific to the training data and generalizes
poorly to unseen data), and more technically, the vanishing gradient problem.”
“The immediate effect of activating fewer units is that propagating information
through the network will be faster, both at training as well as at test time.” This also
means that the computed feedback, based maybe on undefined inputs, reaches the
neurons in the previous layer faster. A natural consequence is that: “As λs increases,
the running time decreases, but so does performance.” Similarly, introducing the
spatio-temporal behavior of ANNs, even in its simple form, using separated (i.e.,
not connected in the way proposed in [3]) time and space contributions to describe
them, significantly improved the efficacy of video analysis in [54].

The role of time (mismatching) is confirmed directly, via making investigations
in the time domain. “The CNN models are more sensitive to low-frequency channels
than high-frequency channels” [55]: the feedback can follow the slow changes with
less difficulty compared to the faster changes.

4 Summary

The operating characteristics of ANNs are practically not known, mainly be-
cause of their mostly proprietary design/documentation. The existing theoretical
predictions [27] and measured results[26] show good agreement, but dedicated mea-
surements using well-documented benchmarks and a variety of well-documented
architectures are needed. The low efficacy forces us to change our design methods.
On the one side, it requires a careful design method when using existing components
(i.e., to select the “least wrong” configuration, millions of devices shall work with
low energy and computational efficacy!). On the other side, it urges working out a
different computing paradigm [6] (and architecture [56] based on it).

In his famous “First Draft” [57], von Neumann formulated: “6.3 At this point the
following observation is necessary. In the human nervous system the conduction
times along the lines (axons) can be longer than the synaptic delays, hence
our above procedure of neglecting them aside of τ [the processing time] would
be unsound. In the actually intended vacuum tube interpretation, however, this
procedure is justified: τ is to be about a microsecond, an electromagnetic impulse
travels in this time 300 meters, and as the lines are likely to be short compared to
this, the conduction times may indeed by neglected. (It would take an ultra high
frequency device – ≈ 10−8 seconds or less – to vitiate this argument.)” That is, (at
least) since the processor frequency exceeded 0.1 GHz, it is surely unsound to use
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von Neumann’s computing paradigm in its unchanged form, neglecting transmission
time. The computing paradigm, proposed by von Neumann, is surely not valid for
the today’s technology. According to von Neumann, it is doubly unsound if one
attempts to mimic neural operation based on a paradigm that is unsound for that
goal, on a technological base (other than vacuum tubes) for which the paradigm is
unsound.

The Gordon Bell Prize jury noticed [58] that “Surprisingly, there have been no
brain inspired massively parallel specialized computers [among the winners].” It
was, however, predicted [5]: “scaling thus put larger machines [the brain inspired
computers built from components designed for Single Processor Approach (SPA)
computers] at an inherent disadvantage,” especially, at AI workloads. All the
reasons listed above (essentially, neglecting the temporal behavior of computing
components and methods) resulted finally in that “Core progress in AI has stalled in
some fields” [59].
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Growing Artificial Neural Networks

John Mixter and Ali Akoglu

1 Introduction

The low size, weight, and power (SWaP) requirements in embedded systems restrict
the amount of memory and processing power available to execute a neural network.
The state-of-the-art neural networks tend to be quite large [1, 2], and fitting them
into severely constrained hardware has proven to be difficult [3–5]. The challenge
of fitting a neural network into low SWaP hardware can be explained by examining
neural network requirements—memory and computations. A connection between
two layers represents an input multiplied by a weight. The products of these
calculations are then summed together to produce an input for the next layer.
The weights, inputs, and outputs require memory. The larger the neural network,
the more resources needed to support its execution. This poses as the barrier for
creating neural networks that can be trained and executed in embedded systems.
It has been known for decades that neural networks we design tend to be over-
built [6, 7]. Studies have shown that in some cases more than 97% of the weights
and connections of a trained neural network can be eliminated without significant
accuracy loss [8]. The process of eliminating unnecessary weights and connections
is known as pruning. Because pruning can significantly reduce the size of a neural
network, it is possible to execute inference in low SWaP hardware. But, this does
not enable training in hardware because a full-sized network must fit in hardware
before it can be pruned. In that case, growing a network from a small initial network
would be the desired approach when restricted to low SWaP hardware [9, 10]. We
propose an algorithm, Artificial Neurogenesis (ANG), that allows growing small
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and accurate neural networks that are small enough to be both trained and executed
on-chip by determining critical connections between layers.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss several methods for
neural network size reduction and describe our baseline neural network. In Sect. 3,
we introduce our method for growing a neural network as an alternative and present
the ANG algorithm. We conduct parameter sweeps and experimentally determine
the final architecture in Sect. 4 followed by a detailed comparison with respect to
the state-of-the-art pruning methods in Sect. 5. Finally, we present our conclusions
and future work in Sect. 6.

2 Neural Network Pruning

Pruning- and growing-based methods are fundamentally different in terms of
their objectives. Growing-based methods focus on creating optimal neural network
architectures in terms of accuracy by iterative processes of adding entire nodes
or layers and noting the results. They are not concerned about whether or not the
final architectures are larger or smaller than manually designed architectures. The
network grows as long as there is improvement in accuracy regardless of network
size [9]. Pruning-based methods on the other hand start with a well-trained network
and iteratively identify and eliminate connections that do not impact inference
accuracy [6]. Their goal is to reduce the network to the smallest size possible while
maintaining the original accuracy.

Similar to the pruning methods, we are concerned about the final size of the
neural network. Therefore, in our literature review we focus on results of pruning
methods and compare our research against algorithms specifically designed to
reduce the size of networks while maintaining good accuracy. For each method, we
analyze the relationship between network accuracy and degree of pruning measured
in terms of percentage of weights removed by referring to their reported results
based on the MNIST data set.

The five prominent pruning algorithms we cover in our literature review for
comparison all execute on the MNIST data set. Three of the architectures [8, 11, 12]
are based on LeNet-5, part of which we use as a Seed Network. The other two
architectures [13, 14] are included for a more comprehensive analysis.

Blundel et al. [13] introduce the Bayes-by-Backprop algorithm for learning neural
network weight probability distribution and exploring the weight redundancies in
the networks. This algorithm is able to prune the weights that have a low signal-to-
noise ratio and remove 95% of the weights without significant accuracy reduction.
Han et al. [8] propose a three-step process to learn important connections in a
neural network where they first train the network to learn which connections are
important, then use regularization to increase and remove the number of weights
that are near zero, and finally retrain the pruned network to maintain accuracy. This
method is able to remove 91.7% of weights and neurons for an accuracy of 99.23%.
Srinivas and Babu [12] take a different approach to pruning neural networks. Their
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Table 1 Baseline neural
network with 4 layers

Layer Filter Kernel Stride Perceptron Weight

2D Conv. 6 7 2 864 300

3D Conv. 50 7 4 450 14,750

Full 100 45,100

Classifier 10 1010

Total 1424 61,160

algorithm is designed to find sets of weights that are similar. The inputs associated
with similar weights are added together, and their sum is multiplied by the single
weight value. In the case where there are no equal weights, they find weights that
are close in value by calculating their “saliency.” Their pruning method substantially
reduces the number of weights in the network but suffers from a significant drop
in test accuracy compared to [8]. Babaeizadeh et al. [11] propose a method that
works on an entire neuron instead of its individual weights. Their approach relies
on merging the neurons that demonstrate high neuron activation correlation. The
pruning occurs during training and allows neurons that are not fully correlated to
be merged and then retrained to compensate for any accuracy loss. Starting with
a well trained network, they are able to remove 97.75% of the weights without
accuracy loss. Tu et al. [14] propose a deep neural network compression method that
starts with removing the unnecessary parameters and then uses Fisher information to
further reduce the parameter count. As a last step, they utilize a non-uniform fixed-
point quantization to assign more bits to parameters with higher Fisher information
estimates. Their research of using information theory for pruning has resulted in
reducing the weights by 94.72%.

As a motivation for our network growing approach, we also ran a pruning
experiment. Our aim is to first demonstrate that using magnitude pruning method,
we can reduce our baseline network to similar size of the more sophisticated pruning
methods while achieving competitive accuracy. This will also serve as a comparison
basis later when we introduce our growing method. Because both of our pruning and
growing methods target the same fully connected layer, as a second aim, we will be
in a position to demonstrate that we can grow a network that is smaller than a similar
pruned network. The architecture we chose for our baseline used two sequential
convolution layers followed by a fully connected layer as shown in Table 1. The
network has four layers, 61,160 32-bit weights, and 221,950 connections. The first
layer has six two-dimensional convolution filters each with a 7 × 7 kernel and a
stride of two. The second layer is a three-dimensional convolution layer that has 50
filters each with a 7 × 7 × 6 kernel and a stride of four. The third layer is a fully
connected layer with 100 perceptrons (100 FC). The fourth and final layer is the
classifier, which has one perceptron for each class. Each of the ten perceptrons in
the classifier layer is fully connected to the third layer. LeNet-5 [15] uses a similar
architecture but with max pooling layers after each convolution. Max pooling layers
help to reduce the number of weights but increase the required calculations. After
the addition of a fully connected and classification layer, our baseline network has
0.5% more weights than LeNet-5 but requires 35% fewer calculations to perform
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Table 2 Comparing pruned networks

Neural Network Removed Weights Δ Accuracy

Babaeizadeh et al. [11] (LeNet) 97.8% 13,579 0.00%

Tu et al. [14] (FC) 94.7% 31,972 −0.92%

Han et al. [8] (LeNet) 91.7% 36,000 0.03%

Blundell et al. [13] (FC) 98.0% 48,000 −0.15%

Srinivas et al. [12] (LeNet) 83.5% 71,000 −0.76%

Pruned Baseline (LeNet) 50.0% 30,468 −0.11%

inference. To calculate the size and number of connections, we use Eqs. 1 and 2 for
convolution layers.

Weights = (KernelRow ×KernelColumn + Bias)× FilterCount (1)

Connections = (KernelRow ×KernelColumn + Bias)

×
(InputWindowRow −Kernel − Stride

Stride

)2
, (2)

where KernelRow is the number of rows and KernelColumn is the number of
columns in the convolution filter.

To calculate the size and number of connections for fully connected layers, we
use Eqs. 3 and 4.

Weights = #ofPerceptrons × (P reviousLayerOutputCount + Bias) (3)

Connections = Weights − #ofPerceptrons. (4)

Weight magnitude pruning is used to reduce the size of our baseline network.
Weights close to zero have a small impact on the output sum. A threshold is used
to determine how far away from zero a weight value has to be before it is removed.
With this method, we can remove 50% of weights without sacrificing the accuracy.
In Table 2, we compare various pruning methods based on the percentage of weights
removed and the change in accuracy with respect to the original network before
pruning. The method of Babaeizadeh et al. [11] is able to prune down to the smallest
network without accuracy loss. Pruning approach of Han et al. [8] has the next most
notable performance in terms of network size reduction with a slightly improved
accuracy. Our baseline network has the least number of weights pruned but still
resulted in the second smallest network and the third smallest loss in accuracy.

In summary, the methods mentioned above prune large a number of connections
and reduce the size of networks without sacrificing accuracy. This indicates that
many weights in the fully connected layer are unnecessary, which leads us to a
question: as we forward-propagate training data through a neural network, can the
outputs of layers be analyzed to find only necessary (critical) connections? If this
is possible, then the critical question is: Can we find an optimal architecture by
analyzing the output of perceptrons before training? If so, this would eliminate the
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need to train and then prune an entire neural network offline before implementing
in hardware. We introduce our approach that answers these questions in the next
section.

3 Artificial Neurogenesis

3.1 Background

For reference, when explaining connections between layers, we will refer to the
layer that produces output values as the source layer and the layer receiving values
as the destination layer. We treat perceptrons as atomic units whose inputs are
connected to the outputs of perceptron(s) in the source layer. Our perceptron is
a simple multiply and accumulate engine whose sum is applied to a non-linear
function, which is then passed on to perceptron inputs in the next layer. Artificial
Neurogenesis (ANG), our method of growing a neural network, is employed where a
fully connected layer would normally reside. It grows the neural network by adding
perceptrons to a new destination layer while making only critical connections from
the outputs in the source layer.

A Seed Network is the starting point for ANG. The last layer of a Seed Network
is the source layer for the ANG algorithm. Because a Seed Network determines
the minimum size of the neural network, it needs to be as small as possible. When
working with two-dimensional input data, convolution layers are a good choice for
the Seed Network. A convolution layer requires very few weights, and the feature
maps they produce are the same size or smaller than their input data. Smaller feature
maps require fewer connections to the destination layer.

Critical connections between source and destination layers are determined by
analyzing the perceptron outputs of the source layer as we forward-propagate
training data through the Seed Network. The source layers produce feature maps
whose values change significantly as data from different classes are presented to
the Seed Network input. We use these feature map differences to determine which
source layer perceptrons are outputting critical data.

3.2 Artificial Neurogenesis Algorithms

ANG consists of two algorithms designed to find the critical connections between
layers. Algorithm 1 searches for the two most extreme members of each class. For
every class, source layer output averages are calculated as each member is forward-
propagated through the Seed Network. The members of a class that produce outputs
most and least similar to the average outputs are chosen as extreme members.
Algorithm 2 uses the extreme members of each class to determine the critical
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Algorithm 1: Extreme class member search
Result: Class Members Sorted by Mean Squared Error Between Source Layer

Output and Source Layer Average Output
Create a Seed Network;
Attach a Temporary Classifier;
Prime Seed Network;
Remove Temporary Classifier;
for Each Class in Data Set do

Count←Number of Class Members;
for Each Perceptron in Source Layer do

Sum[Perceptron]←0;
end
for Each Member in Class do

Forward-Propagate Class Member;
for Each Perceptron in Source Layer do

Sum[Perceptron] += Perceptron Output;
end

end
for Each Perceptron in Source Layer do

Avg[Perceptron]←Sum[Perceptron] ÷ Count;
end
for Each Member in Class do

Error[Member]←0;
Forward-Propagate Class Member;
for Each Perceptron Output in Source Layer do

Error[Member] += Error( Avg[Perceptron] - Output );
end

end
Sort Members in Class by Error[Member];

end

source layer perceptron outputs, which are then connected to the destination layer
perceptron inputs.

As a preprocessing step, before executing Algorithms 1 and 2, we first build a
Seed Network to which a temporary classifier is connected. Once the temporary
classifier is fully connected, the Seed Network is primed by training on all
available training data. A priming cycle occurs when all the training data have been
forward- and back-propagated once. After several priming cycles, the temporary
Seed Network classifier is removed, and the outputs of the source layer perceptrons
are ready to be analyzed by Algorithms 1 and 2.

3.2.1 Algorithm 1—Extreme Member Search

This algorithm is designed to find two members of each class that cause extreme
feature maps to be generated at the source layer outputs. As shown in Algorithm 1,
one class at a time, all the members of the class are forward-propagated through the
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Algorithm 2: Find and connect critical outputs
Result: New Destination Layer Connected to Source Layer Critical Outputs
for Each Class in Data Set do

for First and Last Members in Class do
Forward-propagate Class Member;
Sum←0;
for Each Source Layer Perceptron Output do

Sum += Output;
end
Average←Calculate Output Mean;
Sum←0;
for Each Source Layer Perceptron Output do

Sum += (Average - Output)2;
end
σ←Calculate Standard Deviation;
Add Extreme Perceptron to Destination Layer;
for Each Source Layer Perceptron Output do

if Output is ±xσ from Mean then
Connect Perceptron Input to Output;

else
This is Not a Critical Connection;

endif
end

end
end

Algorithm 3: Artificial neurogenesis

Create Seed Network (Table 3);
Prime Seed Network;
Remove Seed Network Classifier;
Add a Destination layer;
Add Classifying layer;
while Accuracy not Achieved do

Extreme Member Search (Algorithm 1);
for Each Extreme Member do

Find and connect critical outputs (Algorithm 2);
Connect Extreme Perceptron output to Classifier;

end
Train network using ALL training data;
Remove found extreme members from training set;

end

Seed Network. After each class member is forward-propagated to the source layer,
a sum for each perceptron output is calculated. After all of the class members have
been forward-propagated, the average output value for each source layer perceptron
is determined by dividing the perceptron sums by the number of class members.
Together, all of the output averages form an average feature map for each class, and
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each member of the class is forward-propagated through the Seed Network again.
The feature map created by the source layer for each class member is compared to
the average feature map, and the mean squared error between the two is calculated.
Members of the class are then sorted by their mean squared error. After sorting, the
first member of the class has a feature map that is most similar to the average, and
the last member has a feature map that is least similar to the average. The first and
last in the sorted class list represent the extreme members of that class.

3.2.2 Algorithm 2—Critical Connection Search

In this phase, we grow a destination layer by adding and connecting new perceptrons
to the source layer. We refer to the new perceptrons as extreme perceptrons.
For every class, we present the first member to the Seed Network and forward-
propagate. The source layer outputs are analyzed to calculate the average and
standard deviation (σ ) for all perceptron outputs. Perceptrons in the source layer
whose outputs are ±xσ from the average are critical outputs, where x is a scaling
factor. These outputs are connected to the destination layer’s extreme perceptron.
After the extreme perceptron is connected, another extreme perceptron is added
to the destination layer, and the last member of the class is presented to the Seed
Network input. The Seed Network is forward-propagated and the process is repeated.
After two extreme perceptrons for the class are connected, first member of the
next class is presented to the Seed Network and the whole process is repeated.
Algorithm 2 shows the process for finding and connecting critical source layer
outputs.

Once two extreme perceptrons for each class have been added and connected to
the source layer, a classifying layer is connected to the new destination layer, and
the entire network is trained. If the grown network does not meet accuracy goals, the
newly grown destination layer is augmented with additional extreme perceptrons.
The classes that do not perform well are the sources of input data to initiate further
ANG cycles. For each class that needs improvement, the second and second-to-last
members are used as inputs just like the first and last were originally used.

3.2.3 Algorithm 3—ANG Overview

As shown in Algorithm 3, the ANG is implemented based on the interactions
between the extreme member search and critical connection search algorithms. The
algorithms are nested in two loops. The outside loop, which executes Algorithm 1,
is continued until the required accuracy is met. The inner loop executes Algorithm 2
for each critical member in every class. It is important to note that after the inner
loop finishes, a new set of extreme members is found in the outer loop. The
extreme members that were just used to find critical connects are removed from
consideration in the next iteration. This forces new critical connections to be found.
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Table 3 Seed network plus
classifier

Layer Filter Kernel Stride Perceptron Weight

2D Conv. 6 7 2 864 300

3D Conv. 50 7 4 450 14,750

Classifier 10 1010

Total 1324 16,060

4 Artificial Neurogenesis Experiments

In our experiments, we use the MNIST data set that contains 60,000 training and
10,000 testing images. We divided the training data set into 57,000 images for
training and 3000 images for validation and network tuning. The testing data held
aside and is never used for tuning the networks.

The training of our neural networks is divided into cycles. Like a priming
cycle, a single training cycle is completed when all of the training data have been
forward- and back-propagated once. At the end of every training cycle, we execute
a validation inference and then randomize the training data. The accuracy of the
validation inference is compared to a current maximum. If the validation inference
accuracy is greater than the current maximum, the current maximum is set to the
validation accuracy, testing inference is executed, and the testing accuracy is noted.

Because experimental results are affected by the order in which training images
are presented to the neural network, we have turned off random seeding so that the
software generates identical sets of random images for each test. We do the same
for weight initialization. This helps to ensure that any accuracy change is due solely
to modifications we make to the network.

In each experiment, training is halted when one of the following stopping criteria
is met; the number of training cycles reaches 30, the validation accuracy reaches
100%, or the validation accuracy does not increase over 20 consecutive training
cycles.

Our ANG experiments require us to choose a Seed Network. To ensure that
our experiments can be easily compared to our baseline (Table 1), it makes sense
to use the same two convolution layers that our baseline network uses. For each
experiment, we prepare the Seed Network as outlined in Sect. 3.2. First, we build
a Seed Network (Table 3) to which we connect a temporary classifier. We then
randomize all weights and proceed to prime the network. After priming, the Seed
Network is ready for the experiments. Before comparing networks grown with ANG
to our baseline network, we conduct experiments for hyper-parameter selection that
we cover in the following subsections.
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Table 4 Seed network
priming accuracy

Cycle Train Validate Test

0 0.00% 0.00% 9.90%

1 89.87% 96.18% 95.13%

2 95.97% 97.94% 96.93%

3 96.88% 98.22% 97.47%

4 97.31% 98.33% 97.52%

7 97.79% 98.63% 97.86%

12 98.07% 98.83% 98.03%

15 98.23% 98.84% 98.04%

18 98.32% 98.86% 98.20%
30 98.32% 98.86% 98.20%

Best results are shown in bold

4.1 Finding Minimum Priming Cycle Count

We prime the Seed Network to move the weights out of a random state. As the
accuracy of the Seed Network increases, the feature maps created by the source
layer become more focused, and we are better able to find the critical outputs. As
the priming cycles progress, accuracy saturation is expected. Therefore, our aim
in this experiment is to determine the minimum number of priming cycles before
saturation occurs.

We prime the network allowing the validation inference to dictate when a testing
inference is executed. The experiment ends when one of the stopping criteria is met.
In Table 4, we show training cycle (57,000 images per cycle), training accuracy,
validation accuracy on 3000 images after training, and test accuracy on 10,000
images in the test data set. We observed saturation in validation accuracy starting at
18 priming cycles through 30 cycles. Therefore, we will use cycle 18 as the stopping
point in the following experiments.

4.2 Finding the Best Scaling Factor x

When the extreme perceptrons are being connected to the source layer, the σ value
determines how far from the average an output can be and still be considered critical.
In this experiment, using the minimum priming cycle count, our aim is to determine
the value for the scaling factor x that produces the most accurate network.

For each scaling factor shown in Table 5, we prepare a Seed Network, prime it to
the minimum priming cycle count, and analyze the source layer output to determine
σ . We sweep the scaling factor value ranging from 0.1 to 1.5 in increments of 0.1 and
apply over the σ value to change the number of critical connections made. After the
critical connections are made, a classifier is connected to the new destination layer
and the entire network is trained. As shown in Table 5, sweeping the scaling factor
has the desired effect of changing the number of critical connections. We observe
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Table 5 Seed network scaling factor sweep vs. number of critical connections and test accuracy
when validation accuracy peaks

Scale Critical Test Scale Critical Test
factor connection accuracy factor connection accuracy

0.1 16,180 98.24% 0.9 20,876 98.38%

0.2 17,063 98.49% 1.0 21,211 98.80%

0.3 17,832 98.36% 1.01 21,239 98.82%

0.4 18,502 98.52% 1.1 21,472 98.62%

0.5 19,133 98.59% 1.2 21,743 98.45%

0.6 19,666 98.60% 1.3 22,009 98.56%

0.7 20,135 98.44% 1.4 22,267 98.57%

0.8 20,542 98.75% 1.5 22,529 98.71%

Best results are shown in bold

Table 6 Priming cycles vs.
critical connections at peak
validation accuracy (1σ )

Critical Test Critical Test
Cycle connect accuracy Cycle connect accuracy

0 21,362 98.36% 13 21,100 98.77%

1 21,731 98.28% 14 21,100 98.56%

2 21,504 98.51% 15 21,069 98.72%

3 21,370 98.56% 16 21,069 98.66%

4 21,277 98.57% 17 21,069 98.56%

5 21,277 98.64% 18 20,998 98.51%

6 21,277 98.63% 19 20,998 98.45%

7 21,211 98.44% 20 20,998 98.66%

8 21,211 98.70% 21 20,953 98.65%

9 21,211 98.58% 22 20,953 98.61%

10 21,211 98.64% 23 20,953 98.52%

11 21,211 98.80% 24 20,953 98.75%

12 21,100 98.69% 25 20,953 98.46%

Best results are shown in bold

that both the test accuracy and the validation accuracy peak at 1.01. However,
because the difference between this accuracy and the accuracy at a scaling factor
of 1.0 is only 0.02%, we choose the scaling factor of 1.0 to eliminate the need for a
scaling hyper-parameter.

4.3 Growing the Most Accurate Architecture

We sweep priming cycles with scaling factor of 1.0 to find the number of priming
cycles needed to grow our most accurate network. One at a time, we prepare a Seed
Network by varying the priming cycles from 1 to 25. We add the extreme perceptrons
and connect source layer outputs ±1.0 σ from the average to the destination layer.
We train the entire network until one of the stopping criteria is met. In Table 6, we
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Table 7 Most accurate
network grown using ANG

Layer Filter Kernel Stride Perceptron Weight

2D Conv. 6 7 2 864 300

3D Conv. 50 7 4 450 14,750

Full 20 5951

Classifier 10 210

Total 1344 21,211

Table 8 Network size relative to grown ANG network

Neural Starting Final Relative Test

network weight weight size % accuracy

Babaeizadeh et al. [11] 606K 13.6K −35.9 99.1

Tu et al. [14] 606K 32K 50.9 98.4

Han et al. [8] 431K 36K 69.7 99.2

Blundel et al. [13] 2.4M 48K 126 98.6

Srinivas et al. [12] 431K 71K 235 98.4

ANG Grown 21.2K 21.2K 0.0 98.8

observe that the number of critical connections reduces as we increase the number
of priming cycles. This effect is not seen during the earlier priming cycle sweep
experiment presented with Table 4 where the priming cycles were held to 18. As we
sweep the number of priming cycles, the testing inference accuracy varies between
98.28 and 98.80% with a peak validation accuracy on the eleventh priming cycle.

Based on the sweeping-based experiments presented above, the configuration of
the final ANG generated architecture is shown in Table 7. The fully connected layer
in this table is a direct result of the best scaling factor of 1σ found in Table 5 and
the number of priming cycles of 11 found in Table 6.

5 Artificial Neurogenesis Analysis

The goal of ANG is to grow neural networks that are small enough to fit into low
SWaP embedded hardware while still performing as well as full sized networks.
ANG starts with a Seed Network that has 19,560 weights (Table 3), and then as
shown in Table 7, the Seed Network is grown to a size of 21,211 weights.

In Table 8, we present our final comparison in terms of number of weights
(starting and final), relative size in terms of the percentage of change in number
of weights relative to the grown ANG network, and test accuracy. Based on the
starting weight sizes, none of the pruning-based methods is as suitable as our ANG
grown method for execution in low SWaP hardware. In terms of the final number of
weights, the grown ANG network is smaller than all but one network [11]. In terms
of accuracy, the grown ANG network is less accurate than only two networks ([11]
and [8]). In overall, we believe that unlike other methods, the ANG offers ability
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Table 9 20 perceptron fully
connected network (20 FC)

Layer Filters Kernel Stride Perceptrons Weight

2D Conv 6 7 2 864 300

3D Conv 50 7 4 450 14,750

Full 20 9020

Classifier 10 210

Total 1344 24,280

to train and infer completely on-chip with a slight trade-off in accuracy. Another
advantage of our method is that it offers faster training and inference time due to
much smaller starting network size.

Artificial Neurogenesis (ANG) is the opposite of pruning. ANG grows a network
from a small seed using only the resources required to achieve a size of 21,211
weights. Pruning methods on the other hand demand for much more resources to
store and process a full network of weights ranging from 400,000 [12] to 2.4 million
[13] before training and reducing to a scale of 13,579 weights.

The proposed ANG grows a network whose testing accuracy (98.80%) is com-
parable to the best pruned accuracy (99.05%), only differing by 0.25%. We finally
evaluate the efficiency of the ANG method based on its ability to find connections
that are more critical than the connections revealed by weight magnitude pruning.
The contribution of the proposed algorithm can only be validated if a normal
network with same structure cannot reach the same performance. To determine
this, we will build a network whose architecture is identical to our ANG network,
Tables 7 and 9 train the network until the stopping criteria are met and compare the
results. As shown in Table 10, the 20 FC network testing accuracy never reaches the
accuracy of 98.80% achieved by our ANG grown network. If we prune the network
to nearly the same size as our grown network (bold row, 11.80% removed), the test
accuracy is significantly less. More importantly, even with the 20 FC network not
pruned (0% removed), the achieved testing accuracy is less than the ANG grown
network. If we compare the two networks by their connection counts, the ANG
grown network is significantly more accurate. This gives us confidence that the
algorithm is performing well and is choosing critical connections.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We propose a network growing method as an alternative to traditional pruning-based
approaches so that we avoid the need for offline training and make training a feasible
process under low SWaP requirements. Our algorithm, Artificial Neurogenesis
(ANG), grows neural networks from small Seed Networks by identifying critical
outputs in the source layer and connecting them to the destination layer. Once a
network has been grown and trained, ANG then applies pruning as a final step to
further reduce the size of the neural network. Working with the MNIST data set, we
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Table 10 Pruned 20
perceptron fully connected
network

% removed Connections Test accuracy Error

0% 24,280 98.50% 1.50%

1.77% 23,850 98.50% 1.50%

5.79% 22,874 98.49% 1.51%

6.18% 22,779 98.48% 1.52%

7.39% 22,486 98.46% 1.54%

8.54% 22,207 98.47% 1.53%

11.80% 21416 98.39% 1.61%

15.18% 20,595 98.37% 1.63%

18.24% 19,852 98.26% 1.74%

20.90% 19,205 98.01% 1.99%

23.28% 18,627 97.59% 2.41%

25.25% 18,150 95.97% 4.03%

26.98% 17,729 93.82% 6.18%

28.46% 17,369 91.85% 8.15%

36.00% 15,538 61.10% 38.90%

37.61% 15,148 33.29% 66.71%

applied ANG to grow a neural network that achieves 98.8% inference accuracy on
the test data set.

One of the main conclusions that can be reached from this research is that the
training data holds information that can be used to determine network architecture
prior to training. In this instance, we only targeted the fully connected layer, but
ANG can be applied to the connections to the classifying layer. This will be
investigated in future research along with analyzing the convolution layers to find
critical connections.

The neural network we grew only required 21.2K weights to support this
accuracy. To the best of our knowledge, no other method in the literature uses input
data to determine an architecture that can be implemented on low SWaP hardware.
Because we were able to prune the grown layer, it is reasonable to assume that we
have not found the optimal critical connections. Therefore, future research will be
directed at further analyzing the source layer outputs. One change would be to use
the average image data as the target for analysis instead of an actual image close to
the average image data. It is our belief that neural networks can be grown to near
optimal architectures using input data as a guide. ANG has proven to be a step in
that direction.
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Neural-Based Adversarial Encryption of
Images in ECB Mode with 16-Bit Blocks

Pablo Rivas and Prabuddha Banerjee

1 Introduction

Recently, there has been interest in encryption and decryption of communications
using adversarial neural networks [1]. This is due to adversarial neural networks that
can be trained to protect the communication using artificial intelligence. Adversarial
neural networks can effectively be used for generating realistic images [5] and
solving multiagent problems [3, 9]. Advancing these lines of work, we showed that
neural networks can learn to protect their communications in order to satisfy a policy
specified in terms of an adversary.

Cryptography concerns broadly with algorithms and protocols that will give cer-
tainty that the secrecy and integrity of our information are maintained. Cryptography
is the science of protecting our data and communication.

A secured mechanism is where it achieves its goal against all attackers. So
these form Turing machines or a cryptographic mechanism is formed as programs.
Hence, attackers may be described in those terms as well as the complexity of
time and how frequently are they successful in decoding messages. For instance,
an encryption algorithm is said to be secure if no attacker can extract information
about plaintexts from ciphertexts. Modern cryptography provides rigorous versions
of such definitions [4]. For a given problem, neural networks have the ability to
selectively explore a solution space. This feature finds a natural niche of application
in the field of cryptanalysis.
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Neural networks provide new methods of attacking an encryption algorithm
based on the fact that neural networks can reproduce any function; this is considered
as a very powerful computational tool since any cryptographic algorithm must have
an inverse function.

In the design of the neural network we study in this chapter, adversaries
play a very important role. They were originally proposed using what is known
as “adversarial examples” that were found using a neural architecture named a
generative adversarial network (GAN) [5]. In this context, the adversaries are neural
networks that sample data from a distribution whose parameters are learned from
the data. Furthermore, as per the cryptography definition, practical approaches to
training generative adversarial networks do not consider all possible adversaries,
rather adversaries relatively small in size that are improved upon by training. We
built our work based upon these ideas.

Historically, neural networks have received criticism in the area of cryptography
since earlier models were not able to model an XOR operation, which is commonly
used in cryptography. However, nowadays neural networks can easily model XOR
operations and be taught to protect the secrecy of data from other neural networks;
such models can discover and learn different forms of encryption and decryption,
without specifically creating an existing algorithm or even knowing the type of data
they will encrypt.

In this chapter, we will discuss the implementation of such architecture in the
context of image encryption and will comment on the results obtained. This chapter
is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the background pertaining to cryptography
and adversarial learning along with the methodology used. Section 3 discusses
our experiments and the results obtained. Finally, Sect. 4 draws conclusions of this
chapter.

2 Background and Methodology

2.1 Ciphertext-Only Attacks

In the basic architecture proposed by Abadi an Andersen [1], there are 3 neural
networks of which the first one is Alice who is part of the cryptographic learning
model, so is tasked with encrypting binary strings (e.g., of an image) provided
a key. Bob, another friendly neural network, is tasked with learning to decrypt
Alice’s message. Both Alice and Bob are performing symmetric-key encryption,
so they have a common key for encrypting their communication; this key needs
to be provided by a human prior to the learning process. Lastly, Eve’s neural
network will be eavesdropping and tries to attack or hack their communication by
observing the ciphertext. This is known as a ciphertext-only attack [8]. While this
is a neural network-based architecture, the overall encryption scheme is well known
in textbooks as the one shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 A traditional encryption scheme with a twist: Alice, Bob, and Eve are neural networks

2.2 Block Cipher Mode: ECB

All block ciphers require specific chunks of data (usually binary) of specific sizes
that will be used as input or output. Traditionally, these blocks of data are encrypted
and decrypted; however, what happens to those blocks internally on the cipher is
unique to each cipher. As long as we have information that can be broken down into
binary strings of information (e.g., images), we can use any block cipher.

In this chapter, we are concerned with encrypting images. We used the Python
programming language in which we take the image and convert into strings of byte
arrays and then the byte arrays are flattened and converted into binary strings of the
size of the desired block. In this preliminary research, we limited our study to 16 bits
of information per block. The choice of this block size is due to the large training
time for larger blocks.

There are several ways or modes in which block ciphers operate. Each mode
provides additional security. The only mode that does not provide additional security
is known as electronic code book (ECB) mode. It is important to remark that in order
to study the quality of a cipher we must study it by itself with no additional help from
other advanced (and much better) modes, so ECB is used here for functionality and
to allow us an objective measure of quality of the cipher.

The encryption task in ECB mode here is given by

Ci = Ek (Pi) , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . (1)

where the function Ek(·) is the encryption algorithm operating with secret key k, Pi
is the i-th block of plain text, and Ci is the corresponding i-th block of cipher text.
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Fig. 2 ECB mode of operation on an image based on key k. The encrypted image, ciphertext, can
be saved, displayed, transmitted, or further analyzed as needed

During encryption, the key, which is of 16 bits in size, is represented as an array
of the following form:

key = [0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1]

Decryption works in similar way but in reverse w.r.t. encryption, i.e., first the
cyphertext blocks are passed through the decryption neural network (Bob) and the
original plaintext blocks are recovered. The decryption is here governed by

Pi = Dk (Ci) , i = 1, 2, 3, . . . (2)

where Dk(·) is the decryption algorithm operating with key k, and Pi and Ci are as
in Eq. (1).

The reconstruction process of an image in Python follows a similar process
as prior to encryption, i.e., in two stages wherein the recovered plaintext is first
converted into hexadecimal numbers, then converted to array of bytes, and then
these arrays of bytes are thereafter reshaped forming an image. This process is
exemplified in Fig. 2.

2.3 Neural Architecture

Figure 3 depicts the neural architecture implemented in Python with Keras on
TensorFlow; the original architecture was presented in [1] and is based on generative
adversarial networks [5]. The neural architecture has two identical networks, Alice
and Bob; however, Bob is a mirror (reverse) of Alice. The Alice network has a
combination of one-dimensional convolutional layers and dense layers; there are a
total of four convolutional layers, the first three have hyperbolic tangent activations
(tanh), and the last convolutional layer has a sigmoid activation as the output. At the
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Fig. 3 Neural architecture of the cipher. During training, Alice and Bob are trained using
randomly generated keys and plaintext, while Eve attempts to recover the plaintext from the
ciphertext and no key

input layer, Alice has a dense layer with a tanh activation. Bob is the exact mirror of
Alice, i.e., in opposite order.

The input to Alice has to be two vectors: a binary string denoting the plaintext
P ∈ B

16 and a binary string denoting the key k ∈ B
16. In this implementation,

we used 16 bits for both. The output of Alice is a vector of codes known as the
ciphertext C ∈ R

16.
During training, we randomly generated pairs of (P, k) in mini-batches of

size 256, which was determined experimentally to be a nice trade-off between
training speed and performance. A standard random number generator function
g(16) �→ B

16 was used to produce binary strings of length 16. We also determined
experimentally that 30 epochs were sufficient to train the architecture securely.

Before we discuss the adversarial nature of the training, we now address the
design of Eve, the network designed to break the code. Eve’s architecture is identical
to Bob’s, except that it has two stacked dense layers with tanh activations, instead
of only one, and it is also followed by the same convolutional layers as Bob. The
idea behind this additional dense layer is to give the Eve’s network a better chance
to retrieve the plaintext from the ciphertext.

As opposed to a GAN, the generator is not part of the architecture in this case,
instead we have Alice and Eve competing against each other, where Eve is the
adversary. Alice and Bob are not competing, but they resemble an autoencoder
architecture in which the input of Alice (i.e., P and k) is encoded into C and Bob
is tasked with recovering P from C and k. While this task might be straightforward
in a traditional sense, the code that is produced by Alice is affected by the degree to
which Eve is able to recover P from C alone. We call Bob’s reconstruction P̂ and
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Eve’s reconstruction P̃ . During an ideal training session, we want s(P, P̂ )→ 0 and
s(P, P̃ ) → ∞, where s(·) is some similarity measure where zero means they are
identical.

The specific losses used are the following:

LEve = 1

m

m∑

i

|Pi − P̃i | (3)

LBob = 1

m

m∑

i

|Pi − P̂i | (4)

LAlice− Bob = LBob +
( |P |

2 − LEve

)2

⌊ |P |
2

⌋2
(5)

where the batch size m is 256 and |P | denotes the size of the plaintext, which is 16
in this case.

Eve’s goal is simple: to reconstruct P accurately by minimizing LEve. Bob
simply wants to reconstruct the plaintext perfectly using the secret key k by
minimizing LBob. Alice and Bob want to communicate clearly by making Alice
produce a code that Bob can recover using the key while preventing Eve from
learning to recover the plaintext without a key.

3 Experiments and Results

During our experiments implementing the architectures shown in Fig. 3, we ob-
served convergence of the network as early as in 3000 training steps (or around
12 epochs), as shown in Fig. 4. The total number of steps shown in the figure comes
from the selected batch size, which is 256, and the total number of epochs, which
was 30; thus, the horizontal axis is from 1 to 7680. The plot shown in Fig. 4 is
produced by overlaying 30 different experiments. A typical single experiment looks
like the one shown in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 4 or Fig. 5, we can see three different lines; each line corresponds
to the loss functions as the training takes place over time, i.e., LEve, LBob, and
LAlice−Bob. As expected, both loses LBob and LAlice−Bob are minimized, while
LEve is maximized. This min–max game is part of the fundamental definition of
adversarial learning [6].

During the training of the models, for each training step, both Alice and Bob are
trained together so that Alice learns to produce a ciphertext based on a unique key,
and Bob learns to retrieve the plaintext from ciphertext and key. Next, Eve is trained
on the ciphertext preventing Alice from adapting its parameters. However, note that
in training Eve, we are drawing twice as many cyphertext samples as with Bob,
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Fig. 4 Loss functions, LEve, LBob, and LAlice− Bob, are minimized over time as training steps are
performed. Results of 30 experiments are shown

Fig. 5 Loss functions, LEve, LBob, and LAlice−Bob, are shown for a single training experiment
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Fig. 6 Histogram that counts the frequency of both Bob and Eve correctly recovering all the bits in
the original plaintext. As desired, Eve has a low percentage, while Bob has a very high percentage.
These frequency counts are based on 30 independent experiments

hoping to have the best version of Eve in every iteration. The parameter updates are
done with a stochastic gradient descent algorithm known as RMS Prop [2, 7], with
standard parameters.

In order to measure the quality of the cipher, we produce pairs of 10,000
binary strings and their keys, (P, k), and observe the percentage of plaintext bits
recovered by Bob and Eve. We performed this experiment 30 times and produced
the histogram counts shown in Fig. 6. We can see that most of the time Bob can
reconstruct the plaintext bits beyond a 99.5% of accuracy. On the other hand, Eve
can usually recover no more than 0.15% of the bits in the plaintext. This is clearly
not a perfect hack of the information encoded.

Beyond the experiments where we have shown that the losses are minimized and
the bit strings are recovered correctly to high accuracy and that the best versions of
Eve cannot perform successful ciphertext-only attacks, now we want to proceed with
our final point that is its applicability in the encryption of images that contain highly
correlated information in neighboring pixels. For this approach, we take images and
encrypt them with Alice, then we present and observe the encoded version looking
for visual clues that might reveal the content of the plaintext (image), and then we
use Bob to try to recover the plaintext using the wrong key, to make sure that Bob
does not reveal details about the plaintext, and then we recover using the correct key
to make sure the image was correctly recovered; the results are shown in Fig. 7.

From Fig. 7, we can see that for the cases in which images are properly encoded
(rows a, b, c, and e) the corresponding image when the wrong key is used is also
good quality. Here, we refer to good quality and properly encoded as a way to say the
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Fig. 7 Test of neural encryption of images. Rows a, b, c, and e are with high-quality ciphers, while
rows d and f are with low-quality ciphers.
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images resemble random noise although some artifacts related to spatial properties
of the original might be visible yet not sufficient to reveal textures, colors, or general
shapes. The figure also shows that the recovered image using the correct key leads
to perfect reconstruction. However, while the results shown are common, we also
take some of the worst models to show that a cipher can reveal information about
the original image both in its encoded form, and in while trying to recover using the
wrong key. Such results are shown in rows d and f. Note however, that in both cases,
with a poor cipher or a good cipher, the wrong key that was used was actually a key
that differed in only one bit, e.g., if the key is originally

[0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1]

then, the wrong key used was

[0,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1]

thus providing with a more accurate representation of a typical scenario in which a
cipher should produce a completely different encoding if only one bit in the key is
changed.

4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied the applicability of adversarial neural networks in the
encryption and decryption of images. The cipher we implemented [1] exhibits
high accuracy, fast convergence, and potential for usage in the protection of data
communications and other similar applications. Our experiments suggest that,
usually, the architecture produces good quality results on images, indicating low
visual correlation in neighboring pixels, which validates the high accuracy of the
models produced experimentally each time. Furthermore, the proposed experiments
validate current studies that show that adversarial training of neural networks has
a great potential in the world of cryptography. The idea that one neural network
can develop its own way of communications while there is a smart attacker that is
listening and learning at the same time is an extraordinary achievement in the field
of deep learning.

While the experiments shown in this chapter were limited to only 16 bits for a
key and plaintext, further research will be focused on using larger keys and larger
blocks to study the impact on the quality of the cipher and its attacker; however,
preliminary research shows that increasing the key and block size increases the
training time exponentially. Therefore, further research must include a more efficient
implementation.
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Application of Modified Social Spider
Algorithm on Unit Commitment Solution
Considering the Uncertainty of Wind
Power in Restructured Electricity Market

Heidar Ali Shayanfar, Hossein Shayeghi, and L. Bagherzadeh

1 Introduction

The unit commitment (UC) problem has a substantial role in economic operation
of power systems. Right time starting or shutting down determination of units
among vast range of possible states will have significant economic savings. Also,
providing sufficient spinning reserve in power system keeps the system in safe
security condition. UC problem includes daily schedule of commitment of power
plants, in which operating costs along with startup and shutdown costs of units
must be minimized, so all limitations and constraints be considered. This problem
contains discrete and continuous variables that show on/off status and economic
dispatch of power generation among units [1–3].

However, due to finite primary energy sources and normally incremental trend
of their prices and low round trip efficiency in power conversion process in power
plants, energy planning experts are persuaded to use energy efficiency policies and
renewable energy sources. On the one hand, there is extensive propensity for use
of renewable energy sources, but on the other hand stochastic behavior of wind
causes uncertainty in UC solving. Therefore, a definitive answer to the UC problem
firstly requires exact modeling of wind stochastic behavior and secondly requires
an intelligent algorithm to obtain optimal solution. So far, heuristic methods such as
neural networks, simulated annealing, fuzzy logic, Tabu search algorithm have been
used to solve energy planning problems. Furthermore, various approaches based on
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the combination of aforementioned algorithms are represented to solve UC, which
have different execution accuracy and convergence speed [4–12].

In this chapter, a method based on modified social spider algorithm (MSSA) for
solving UC problem is adopted so the presence of wind farms are taken into account.
Various practical restrictions of system and power plants are also considered in the
study. The offered algorithm is implemented on a 10-generator test system and the
results are represented.

2 Formulation of Problem

2.1 Objective Function

The main purpose of scheduling is to determine the startup and shutdown time of
thermal units so that total operating costs are reduced as much as possible, and
system constraints be satisfied. Fuel costs of thermal units are usually characterized
by a quadratic equation [13, 14]:

Fi (Pi) = ai + biPi + ciP 2
i (1)

Operating cost consists of two parts: the first part covers the fuel cost and the
second part is startup cost. Since the goal is to minimize the total cost. Thus, the
objective function defines as follows:

MinFT =
T∑

t=1

N∑

i=1

[
Ui (t)× Fi (Pi (t))
+ Ui (t)× (1− Ui (t− 1))× SUCi

]
(2)

2.2 Constraints

2.2.1 System Constraints

Frequency control needs a certain amount of power be kept in reserve with the
ability of re-establishing the balance between demand and generation at all times.
Spinning reserve can be defined as the amount of generation capacity that is able to
be used to generate active power over a specific period of time and which has not
yet been committed to the generation during this period. Operators must consider
sufficient reserve to maintain certain level of security and reliability. The constraints
of power balance, spinning storage, and output power of termal units are presented
by (3, 4, 5, and 6).
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N∑

i=1

Ui (t)× Pi (t)+ PW (t) = PL (t) (3)

N∑

i=1

Ui (t)× Pi(t) ≥ SRR + r%× PW (t) (4)

PL (t)− PW (t) ≤ r%× PW (t)+
N∑

i=1

Ui (t)× Pmin
i (t) (5)

N∑

i=1

Ui (t)× Pmax
i (t)+ PW (t) ≥ PL (t)+ SRR + r%× PW (t) (6)

2.2.2 Thermal Unit Constraints

Each thermal unit has a generation range that can provide only a limited amount
of power at a certain period of time. This capability of increase and decrease in
generation are called as ramping rates [15]:

Ui (t)× Pmin
i (t) ≤ Pi (t) ≤ Ui (t)× Pmax

i (t) (7)

So that:

Pmax
i (t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

{
min

[
Pmax
i , Pi (t− 1)+ RURmax

i

]

ifUi (t) = Ui (t− 1) = 1{
min

[
Pmax
i , Pi (t− 1)+ SRi

]

ifUi (t) = 1, Ui (t− 1) = 0

(8)

Pmin
i (t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

{
max

[
Pmin
i , Pi (t− 1)− RDRmax

i

]

ifUi (t) = Ui (t− 1) = 1{
Pmin
i

if Ui (t) = 1, Ui (t− 1) = 0

(9)

If a unit commits into generation, it is not possible to turn it off immediately. It
should remain on at least for a specific time, which is called (MUT):
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⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Li∑

t=1
[1− Ui(t)] = 0

t+MTUi−1∑

t

Ui(t) ≥ MUT i × Yi(t), ∀t = Li + 1 · · · · T −MUT i + 1

T∑

t
[Ui(t)− Yi(t)] ≥ 0, ∀t = T −MUT i + 2 · · · · T

Li = Min
{
T ,

(
MUT i − U0

i

)× Ui(0)
}

(10)

It is noticeable that if a unit be shut down, it is not allowed to be restarted
up again immediately. It is associated with mechanical stress on power plant’s
equipment. After a unit shuts down, it must stay off for a certain period of time to
prevent mechanical damage to power plant’s equipment, which is called minimum
downtime (MDT) [16]:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Bi∑

t=1
Ui(t) = 0

t+MDUi−1∑

t
[1− Ui(t)] ≥ MDT i × Zi(t),∀t = Bi + 1 · · · · T −MDT i + 1

T∑

t
[1− Ui(t)− Zi(t)] ≥ 0,∀t = T −MDT i + 2 · · · · T

Bi = Min
{
T ,

(
MDT i − S0

i

)× (1− Ui(0))
}

(11)

2.2.3 Wind Unit Constraint

Wind stochastic behavior has led to discontinuous and uncontrollable characteristic
for units. The power of wind units depends on wind speed as well as wind turbine
features. In a wind turbine, wind generation can be obtained from (12). The values
of A, B, and C depend on the turbine features and can be calculate from (13), (14)
to (15) [17]:

PW =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

00 ≤ V < Vci(
A+ BV + CV 2

)
PrVci < V < Vr

PrVr < V < Vco

0V > Vco

(12)

A = Pr

(Vci − Vr)2
[

Vci (Vci + Vr)− 4 (Vci × Vr)
[
Vci + Vr

2Vr

]3
]

(13)
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B = Pr

(Vci − Vr)2
[

4 (Vci + Vr)
[
Vci + Vr

2Vr

]3

− (3Vci + Vr)
]

(14)

C = 1

(Vci − Vr)2
[

2− 4

[
Vci + Vr

2Vr

]3
]

(15)

The wind turbine output power can be obtained from (16):

PWG = PWηW (16)

In the above equation, ηW is the combined efficiency of the gearbox, generator,
and electronic equipment. If a wind farm consists of several models wind turbine,
wind data of speed and wind turbines specifications can calculate wind farm output
power through total output power of all turbines. Unit commitment problem with the
presence of wind farms considering time-related constraints such as MUT, MDT,
RUR, and RDR is more complicated and needs a suitable algorithm for solving
the problem. The purpose of this study is to use modified social spider algorithm
(MSSA).

3 Proposed Method

Social spider algorithm (SSA) is a new optimization algorithm which is recently
studied by [18]. SSA is used for solving continuous unconstrained problems, but
with the modification, we can use it for solving continuous constrained problems.

The basic operating agents of SSA are spiders. Spiders can move freely on
their webs, and so in the SSA, solution space of an optimization problem is hyper-
dimensional space. Each position on the web corresponds to a feasible solution to
the optimization problem. Each spider linked the ith spider in the population by two
ways. Frist its position Pi (t) and second fitness value f (Pi (t)), where t is the current
iteration and f(x) is the objective function. Each spider has several attributes which
guide another spider. Weaken the previous goal vibration. Figure 1 shows modified
social spider algorithm.

4 Case Study

In this chapter, a power system containing 10 thermal units has been used. The
information of production and cost functions’ coefficients is presented in reference
[16]. Figure 2 shows the daily load diagram. In this chapter, multilayer artificial
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Fig. 1 The modified social spider algorithm

neural network (ANN) is employed to predict wind speed, with the consideration of
18 neurons in three layers using nonlinear auto regressive time-series with external
input prediction method. Therefore, 4-year wind speed data is gathered.

This data contain hourly wind speed of a 1460-day period, to insert as input to
neural network. It lets ANN to take long backward steps. Figure 3 illustrates exact
predicted wind speed by the neural network and low-risk forecasted wind speed;
it also shows forecasting error. The capacity of installed wind farms is about 9.4
percent of peak load. The wind unit maintenance costs and wind generation costs
are neglected.
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Fig. 3 Actual and cautious predicted wind speed in wind farm

5 Simulation Results

5.1 Scenario 1: Only Thermal Units (wWithout Wind Units)

In scenario 1, only thermal units are called for supplying. Accordingly, the schedule
determines the contribution of thermal units in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the
economic dispatch among generating units. As expected, as the load increases, more
expensive units commit in generation. The total generation cost of thermal units is
$554065.9865. In this case, due to lack of commitment of wind units, wind units
profit is equal to zero.
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Table 1 Unit commitment in
10-unit test system (Scenario
1)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
15 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
16 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
22 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
23 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
24 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Fig. 4 Hourly economic dispatch in 10-unit test system (Scenario 1)

5.2 Scenario 2: Thermal and Wind Units

In scenario 2, wind and thermal units participate in power supplying. Hence,
for the participation of wind units in a day-ahead power market, risk reduction
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Table 2 Unit commitment in
10-unit test system (Scenario
2)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
14 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
15 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
16 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
19 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
22 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
23 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
24 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

policy is adopted by owners of wind units. Hence, the most pessimistic (cautious)
contribution is undertaken. Therefore, unit commitment program can be calculated
as Table 2. Figure 5 also shows economic load dispatch between committed units. In
this case, the total cost of thermal units is $518177.1879, which represents a %6.477
cost reduction. In this case, the wind units, due to lack of the presence of a large-
scale storage unit and risk reduction of buying from spot market because of deficient
generation, bid cautious forecasted wind generation instead of exact forecast and the
calculations show the profit of $104280.7347 for wind units.

In this scenario, ISO buys the extra generated electricity of wind units at a lower
price and sells them to consumers with market clearing price, which produces a
surplus. Thus, ISO earns some profit. At real time, ISO shuts down most expensive
units which were supposed to have production at real time. If it were considered in
market architectural, a specific detriment could be paid to aforementioned thermal
units due to sudden change in generation schedule. These units receive this money
without burning any fuel. This surplus is usually produced in market transactions
and ISO benefits from it, but it must be spent for expansion of system, and ISO is
not allowed to seek to increase it.
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Fig. 5 Hourly economic dispatch in 10-unit test system (Scenario 2)

6 Conclusion

Participation of renewable units, especially wind units, can reduce thermal units’
commitments as well as environmental emission. However, due to uncertainty of
wind units, there is always a challenge for experts of power system to manage
sources of generation. Therefore, finding a definitive answer to unit commitment
problem with the effects of the presence of uncertain resources such as wind units
needs an appropriate algorithm. In this chapter, MSSA algorithm is used to optimize
the problem. Optimization results show that coordinated operation of wind and
thermal units can decrease thermal generation costs compared with the case without
the presence of wind units. Optimization has been done with the goal of reaching
to maximum wind units’ profit. However, in this scheduling, due to lack of large-
scale storage, wind units bid to market based on cautious predicted generation. This
causes this fact that part of probable profit of wind units be given to independent
system operator.
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Predicting Number of Personnel
to Deploy for Wildfire Containment

John Carr, Matthew Lewis, and Qingguo Wang

1 Introduction

Climate change is causing longer forest fire seasons and more fires in places where
they traditionally were rare [1–3]. According to the Department of Agriculture of
the United States (USDA), the ten largest fires in 2014 cost more than $320 million
dollars [4] and the firefighting costs in 2017 exceeded $2.4 billion, making the
2017 fire season the most expensive ever [5]. The rising cost of wildfire operations
negatively affects the budget and resources of the USDA Forest Service and other
federal agencies. Being prepared to fight forest or wildfires, from the most minimal
to the most catastrophic, as well as the effective management of resources, is vital to
a timely containment of the fire and minimizing the damage to land, property, and
lives.

Between 1995 and 2015 the percentage of the Forest Service’s annual budget
devoted to wildfires jumped from 16% to over 50% and this trend has continued [5,
6]. Along with this shift in resources is a shift in staff – meaning more personnel
being devoted to fighting fires and less to non-fire programs which help take
preventative measures to reduce fire threat. Because of this, the efficiency through
accurate forecasting of personnel needs is vital to the operations of not only the
Forest Service and other federal agencies, but also to private contractors that provide
equipment and services to support wildfire-suppression efforts [7].
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As wildfires occur, personnel are deployed to fight, manage, and contain those
fires. However, moving firefighting assets can be time consuming and expensive,
so getting the correct amount of personnel and equipment to the fire as quickly as
possible is vital. If too few personnel are sent, then the fire could get out of control,
taking longer to contain, and could cause more damage to parks and residential
areas. If too many are deployed to a fire, then expensive resources are wasted,
recovery and prevention methods suffer, and more time and effort will be required
to redeploy those personnel to other locations where they are needed.

In this chapter, we explore the possibility of predicting the number of personnel
needed to effectively fight a wildfire, in an aim to develop a forecasting system in
the future. A model that can accurately predict the number of firefighting personnel
is urgently needed. It can be used in combination with other wildfire forecasting
models to facilitate efficient resource management and decision support, enabling
those fighting the fires to do so more effectively.

2 Related Work

While the scientific community has investigated intensively weather, fires, and fire
size forecasting, much less has been done regarding operations, resources, and
personnel. Wildfire operations are based on wildfire risk analysis and analysis of
effectiveness of mitigation measures. Various models have been proposed to study
wildfire risk [8–11]. For example, Thompson et al. proposed a polygon-based model
to estimate highly valuable resources and assets (HVRA) area burned by overlaying
simulated fire perimeters with maps of HVRA [8]. Their model complements
traditional pixel-based burn probability and fire intensity metrics and has been used
to inform prioritization and mitigation decisions.

In 2013, Lee et al. optimized the shift of firefighting resources among three
planning units in California, from the unit with the highest fire load to the planning
unit with the highest standard response requirements, by utilizing a scenario-based,
standard-response optimization model with stochastic simulation [12]. Through
optimizing the unit whose resources would be deployed, they found increasing
the probability of resource availability on high fire count days resulted in greater
containment success [12]. Their analysis was limited to three individual units.
Models considering multiple resources were also investigated [13–16].

Firefighting is not merely operations and resources, but rather command and
control process of firefighters. McLennan et al. used four methodologies to study
the processes of wildfire Incident Management Team (IMT) [17]. Their findings
increased people’s understanding of the decision-making processes of IMTs and
have implications for issues such as creating IMTs and improving IMTs’ effec-
tiveness. Other aspects of the role of firefighters have also been explored [18–21].
For instance, Cvirn et al. examined the effects of temperature and dehydration
on 73 volunteer firefighters during a simulation of wildfire suppression under
either control or hot temperature conditions [19]. Their results showed cognitive
performance on the psychomotor vigilance task declined when participants were
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dehydrated in the heat and Stroop task performance was impaired when dehydrated
late in the afternoon. This, as well as other similar studies, highlights the need for
effective personnel and resource management.

This chapter evaluates the possibility of predicting the number of personnel
needed to effectively fight a wildfire. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first attempt to predict personnel needs. A model for personnel prediction can
potentially be used to improve resource management and decision support related
to firefighting.

3 Data Collection and Preprocessing

3.1 Data Collection

The data used in our study were downloaded from an online government database
managed by the Integrated Reporting of Wildland-Fire Information (IRWIN) service
[22]. IRWIN is an investment by Wildland Fire Information and Technology
(WFIT) intended to enable ‘end-to-end’ fire reporting capability [23]. It provides
data exchange capabilities between existing applications used to manage wildfire
incident data. IRWIN dataset stores both active and historical wildfire data across
the United States. As far as we know, it is the most comprehensive nonredundant
database of U.S. wildfire data. We gained access to it by acquiring ArcGIS accounts
to access GeoPlatform ArcGIS Online from the office of the Chief Information
Officer in the U.S. Department of the Interior.

The raw fire incident data we pulled from IRWIN covers the period from
June 12th, 2014 to November 2nd, 2019. It consists of 131,881 observations (or
individual wildfire incidents) and 201 features.

3.2 Data Cleansing

The IRWIN data requires extensive cleaning before use for analysis. We began
by dropping homogenous variables that had no variance or were 100% null. After
that, we were left with 168 features, the majority of which were extremely sparse.
Also, many columns had mixed data types that required us to manually identify,
interpret, and replace these values. Of these features, we discarded the ones that
were obviously irrelevant to our purpose of study, too sparse to be useful, or
duplicates of other features, leaving us with 35 final variables from the Incidents
table.

The IRWIN dataset includes a mandatory ID number for uniquely identifying
each fire incident. The ID is required to join the resources table, i.e., to aggregate
personnel, equipment, and other resources associated with each fire. All records
without a valid ID number, which were very few, were dropped from the dataset.
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Lastly, from the existing data, we also engineered new features, such as “time
not contained,” to measure the difference between the start and end times of the
fires (in days). By converting date-time entries into ordinal values, we were able to
include temporal data into our predictive model.

3.3 Data Aggregation

The resources table we pulled from IRWIN includes 16 features, such as the
number of personnel, trucks, planes, helicopters, boats, and agencies supporting
the firefighting efforts. These data were aggregated by grouping by each unique
incident and summing the resources. The aggregation resulted in data such as the
types of resources, their quantity, and the total combined personnel. For fires without
resources we filled those records with zero.

After combining the fire incident table and resources table together, the new
aggregated table contains 47 features to be used for analysis and modeling.

3.4 Exploratory Analysis

After preprocessing the data, we conducted exploratory data analysis. The histogram
in Fig. 1 shows the frequency of total personnel per incident. It indicates that
few fires had more than 250 personnel deployed to fight. Only about 3000 out of
130,000 fires burned more than 1 acre and, hence, required extensive resources and
personnel, which ranged from a few to over 1000.

We also noticed in the IRWIN data that some fires burned longer than average
for the number of acres involved, probably as a result of an insufficient amount of
personnel deployed to contain them.

Fig. 1 Histogram of Total Personnel per incident
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Fig. 2 Monthly averages of personnel deployed

Figure 2 shows the historical trends of the monthly averages of personnel
deployed. It indicates that overall, the personnel being used to fight fires has been on
the rise. This observation is consistent with the trends reported by others [1–3]. The
trend of more, larger, and worse wildfires requires deployment of a proper number
of personnel to contain fires. If too many resources and personnel are deployed to a
fire, there may not be enough left to other ongoing fires.

The distribution of the number of resources deployed to fight fires is provided
in Fig. 3. It shows that the majority of fires required few resources to contain and
the greater spectrum of resources were deployed to a relatively few fires. The few
fires that required more resources were typically the ones that had caused significant
damages and firefighting costs.

This exploratory analysis shows the urgency to deploy a proper number of
personnel and resources to a fire. If a fire is not contained in a timely manner due to
insufficient personnel and resources, it can grow and become more destructive, and
eventually require more agencies and people involved to contain it.

4 Methods

With wildfires getting worse and more costly each year, it is important to have a
model to accurately predict the number of personnel needed to contain the fires, in
particular for the few, yet extremely destructive fires.

In our study, we tested the concept of personnel prediction by using an ensemble
of gradient boosted decision tress (XGBoost) as our predictive model. XGBoost is
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Fig. 3 Histogram of the different types of resources

a widely used optimized python library designed to be distributed, highly efficient,
flexible, and portable [24]. It provides a parallel tree boosting that solves many
learning problems in a fast and accurate way and enables XGBoost to outperform
many machine learning models across a variety of applications. In our study, we
used 100 trees in the ensemble. As hyperparameter tuning resulted in only minimal
improvement, default parameters were used to run XGBoost.

To the categorical variables, we applied a form of label encoding called Rank
Order Label Encoding (ROLE). ROLE provides us with an average of the target
variable for every unique value within each feature. For example, after applying
ROLE to the “POO State” feature (POO: Point of Origin), we had an average
number of personnel for each of the states included in the data. The states can then
be ranked based on these averages, from 1 to 50. By instilling ordinality into label
encoding, ROLE can enhance performance of the model. An alternative method,
one-hot encoding, could be used here as well. But with our high-dimensional
categorical data, one-hot encoding would drastically increase the feature space and
this is not conducive to tree ensembles.

When examining the relationship between each pair of features, we realized all
the resource features are correlated with personnel. For example, four personnel
were typically assigned to an engine. If there were three engines deployed to a fire,
at least 12 personnel would be required to deploy there accordingly. Therefore, we
removed all the resource variables to avoid training the model on features correlated
to personnel. The remaining features were all included in our model.

To evaluate the model on the IRWIN data, we conducted a stratified ten-fold cross
validation using Scikit-Learn [25], a popular Python library for various machine
learning algorithms such as classification, regression, and clustering. The row order
was shuffled to remove the presorted order of the data. We tested the model over 10
folds and applied ROLE encoding consistently to each fold.
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5 Results

After the ten-fold cross validation, we evaluated the accuracy of our model. Its
average coefficient of determination (R2) is 0.61, indicating our model accounted
for 61% of the variation in the data in terms of number of personnel deployed to
fight fires.

The mean absolute error (MAE) of our model is 1.4, meaning that the error from
record to record is off by 1.4 personnel per record on average. Hence, using the
model for prediction, we would expect an average error of ±2 persons.

The root mean squared error (RMSE) of the model was 17.99, significantly
higher than MAE. This is expected as RMSE is more sensitive to outliers and, as
shown earlier, there were relatively few, large-scale fires in the IRWIN dataset. For
these cases where hundreds of personnel could be needed, the margin of error is
therefore much larger.

Next, we used the SHAP Python package to gain insight into the model [26].
SHAP works by building an “explanation model” to shed light on how the model
makes decisions. It assigns SHAP values to features to quantitatively measure their
impact on a model.

Figure 4 shows the SHAP values of the top features of the model that XGBoost
constructed from the IRWIN data. The y-axis of the plot specifies features and the
x-axis denotes their impact on the model. The color signifies the value of each
feature, with blue being a low value and red being a high value. A high SHAP
value indicates that the feature value tends to drive the prediction upward, meaning
a higher personnel count. A negative SHAP value, however, indicates that the feature
tends to drive the prediction downward, toward a lower personnel account. A SHAP
value close to zero denotes that the feature did not have a significant impact on the
model. Figure 4 shows that Fire Code is at the higher end of the spectrum and, thus,
had a higher impact on the model than other features.

We also computed the average SHAP values of the top features, as shown in
Fig. 5. The average SHAP values are more robust than individual values in Fig. 4
and therefore reflect better how much each feature affects the predicting capabilities
of the model.

Figures 4 and 5 show in terms of the SHAP values, a close second to the
aforementioned feature Fire Code is the number of agencies supporting. This is
quite expected, as with more agencies supporting, more personnel are likely to get
involved in firefighting. But some areas clearly have more agencies than others. This
might be an issue to consider in operational decision and shifting of resources.

Moreover, it shows in Figs. 4 and 5 that “POO protecting unit” and “estimated
cost to date” were contributing features too. But their average SHAP values are way
less than those of the aforementioned two features, indicating their relatively low
impact on the model.

Figure 6 shows a scatterplot of the predicted values vs. actual number of
personnel. It shows the model predicted most accurately for the incidents in which
fewer personnel were deployed.
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Fig. 4 SHAP values for the variables in the model

Fig. 5 Top average SHAP values for the features in the model

6 Discussion

With wildfires getting worse and more costly each year, it is important to have a
model to accurately predict the number of personnel needed to contain the fires. A
model that can correctly predict personnel needs can be used to help firefighting
agencies combat wildfires more effectively.
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Fig. 6 Scatterplot of predicted values vs. actual personnel

In this chapter, we explored the possibility of predicting the number of personnel
needed to fight a wildfire. We tested the concept by using gradient boosted ensemble
(XGBoost) as our predictive model and training it on IRWIN data. The results show
that the average coefficient of determination (R2) of the model is 0.61 and mean
absolute error is 1.4. Although the results seem reasonably good, there is still plenty
of room for improvement.

The IRWIN dataset that we used did not provide weather information. But
weather has a great impact on fire containment. We searched but did not find an
open-source API that provides the meteorological services on the scale we needed.
Most sources available today require industry-level accounts ($800+ a month)
to make multiple API requests for every record within our dataset. So, a future
development of this project is to continue to try to incorporate weather data into
predictive model.
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Besides weather data, geographical information could be a valuable addition to
our model. Terrain features, vegetation levels, soil types, etc., could all be beneficial
in increasing the model’s performance. Population statistics based on location such
as population density, number of houses per square mile, etc., which can be acquired
from Census data, could potentially be used to enhance the model as well.

In this chapter, we only tried XGBoost for personnel prediction. Other methods
such as artificial neural networks [27] could be a suitable model too for such purpose
of study. Also, limited by time, we did not perform any substantial model tuning or
feature selection. Feature selection methods, such as recursive feature elimination,
might result in an increased accuracy as well.
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An Evaluation of Bayesian Network
Models for Predicting Credit Risk on
Ugandan Credit Contracts

Peter Nabende , Samuel Senfuma, and Joyce Nakatumba-Nabende

1 Introduction

Credit risk prediction involves the computation of the future status of a credit con-
tract, or specifically the repayment success or failure within a specific timeline [26].
Many financial institutions and individual lenders are often uncertain in the process
of computing the future status of a credit contract. The Bayesian network (BN)
framework has always been and continues to be a favorable approach to handling
uncertainty since its formalization by Judea Pearl [22]; it has been used in various
risk prediction applications including credit risk prediction [1, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19].
The BN framework can be used to define BN models based on expert knowledge and
experience of previous credit contracts; alternatively, the BN models can be learned
from retrospective data that constitutes details of instances of credit contracts and
their respective outcomes. The model learning approach is currently more prevalent
inline with trending data-driven paradigms in developing risk prediction models.

Bayesian network methods have been studied before for predicting credit risk
of credit contract cases from a Ugandan financial institution [20]; however, just a
small subset from an infinitely possible and potentially better set of BN models
have been explored. An in-depth investigation associated with the capabilities
and opportunities that more promisingly appropriate BN modeling methods and
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parameter settings offer still lacks. In this chapter, we apply more BN modeling
methods and parameter settings, which we use to explore a significantly larger set of
BN models for predicting credit risk based on credit contract cases from a Ugandan
financial institution.

The chapter is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents related work, Sect. 3
presents the various Bayesian network methods, Sect. 4 presents the experimental
setup, Sect. 5 presents results and discussion, and Sect. 6 concludes the chapter with
pointers to future work.

2 Related Work

Credit risk prediction is usually used to make a judgment on a general categorical
outcome [5, 25, 28] or to estimate a real number credit limit [9] for a specific credit
contract. This chapter focuses on the former case where various credit prediction
modeling methods have been used [6, 8, 24]. In particular, Bayesian networks
have gathered increasing interest in the recent past. They have been used for
credit risk scoring, and they have proven to perform really well even in extreme
datasets with other problematic issues such as class imbalance issues [17]. The
following paragraph highlights some previous major studies concerned with the use
of Bayesian networks in credit risk prediction.

Pavlenko and Chernyak [21] introduced Bayesian networks for modeling credit
concentration risk where they focused on tree adjoining BNs (TAN) and k-BNs
(where each feature is allowed to have upto k parents). Peng et al. [23] developed a
two-step approach to evaluate classification algorithms for financial risk prediction,
and from their work they show that linear logistic, Bayesian network, and ensemble
methods lead to the best classifiers. Peng et al. [23] evaluate both a Naïve Bayes
model and a Bayesian network model, but they do not provide specific details of the
model in terms of structure learning and parameter estimation. Leong [17] evaluates
the performance of BNs against logistic regression and neural networks while
addressing three key issues in credit scoring (sample selection, class imbalance,
and real-time implementation). Leong [17] uses the tree adjoining Naïve Bayes
model where the Chow–Liu algorithm is employed to find an optimum tree and the
minimum description length (MDL) function is used to determine the best candidate
Bayesian network model. Abid et al. [1] use a hill climbing method and a k2 scoring
algorithm to learn the Bayesian network structure and model on personal loan data
from a Tunisian Commercial Bank. Krichene [15] applies a Naïve Bayes classifier
for loan risk assessment to a database of credits granted to industrial Tunisian
companies over the years 2003–2006. Anderson [2] uses Bayesian networks to
model reject inference where the Bayesian information criterion is used to measure
how well a network fits the training data.

All the studies reviewed in this section evaluate only one or just a small number
of Bayesian network methods for credit risk prediction. In comparison to previous
studies, we apply and evaluate a broader range of Bayesian network methods
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including Naïve Bayes; tree augmented Naïve Bayes; several structure learning
methods such as genetic search, k2, hill climbing, and simulated annealing; and
ensemble methods such as averaged n-dependency estimation, and boosting and
bagging where BNs are base classifiers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first application and evaluation of a broad range of BN models on Ugandan credit
contracts.

3 Bayesian Networks Methods

3.1 Formal Definition

A BN model specifies probabilistic relationships among a set of random variables
(features or attributes) that characterize a specific domain (such as the credit risk
prediction task of this study). Relationships between features in the domain can be
represented graphically by a directed acyclic graph where each node in the graph
contains probabilistic information (parameters) for a feature (based on the values of
its parent/related features); the arcs in the graph represent conditional dependencies
(between features that have a path between them in the graph), and at the same time
conditional independencies (for features with no path between them). Different BN
models are as a result of variations in the types of possible relationships between
features, and in parameter estimation.

3.2 Naïve Bayes

The Naïve Bayes [14] model is the simplest of all BNs because of the conditional
independences assumed between predictor features given the class feature. This
assumption can make Naïve Bayes models limited in cases where there are valid and
significant dependencies between predictor features. On the other hand, it can make
the Naïve Bayes models very effective predictors where more complicated Bayesian
networks are infeasible and when predictor features are indeed mostly independent.
We apply the Naïve Bayes method as well as other semi-Naïve Bayes methods such
as the tree augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) and averaged n-dependency estimation
that partially relax the strict assumption.

3.3 Tree Augmented Naïve Bayes

The tree augmented Naïve Bayes model provides the ability to violate the condi-
tional independence assumption of the Naïve Bayes models by allowing each of
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the predictor features to depend on at least one other predictor feature and the class
feature, thus leading to a semi-Naïve Bayes model [12]. In this chapter, we apply two
immediate methods in this regard: the tree augmented Naïve Bayes (TAN) method
and the averaged n-dependency estimators (AnDE). The AnDE method is covered
under ensemble methods. The TAN method allows a feature to depend on the class
feature and at most one of the other features such that there are at most two parents
for each of the predictor features.

3.4 Structure Learning Methods

The relaxation of conditional independence restrictions presents a larger set of
possible BN structures for a specific domain. We can specify BN structures by hand
if we are very sure of the relationships between features in a domain. However,
we do not know any BN structures that are appropriate for modeling credit risk for
the Ugandan credit contracts. There are several methods for learning BN structures,
and we explore some of the commonly used ones as described in the following
subsections.

3.4.1 Genetic Search

The genetic search method [16] is based on concepts from Darwin’s theory of
evolution. We use the method to find the best scoring BN structure after a number
of iterations (generations). In this framework, each BN structure is encoded as a
chromosome string. The search process starts with an initial population of BN
structures (of a preset population size). The fitness of each chromosome in the
current generation is determined using a fitness function; the fittest chromosomes
in the current population are selected as parent chromosomes. Probabilities are
then used to apply crossover and mutation operations on the parent chromosomes
to produce offspring chromosomes for the next generation. Reproduction takes
place until the number of offspring chromosomes reaches a preset population size
of descendant chromosomes. This process is repeated for a specific number of
generations, and at the end, the fittest chromosome (or the highest scoring Bayesian
network structure) is returned. In this study, it became infeasible to use the method
for all features; however, it was easily applicable for almost half the total number of
features.

3.4.2 k2

The k2 method [7] establishes the parents of each feature up to a maximum number.
For each feature, the other features are tested as possible parents by determining the
probability of the dataset. Parents that result in higher probabilities of the dataset are
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established as parent features of a specific feature in the network. For nf features,
we can vary the maximum number of parents that the algorithm uses up to nf − 1.

3.4.3 Hill Climbing Methods

The hill climbing method [18] starts with an initial structure (usually an empty BN)
and proceeds with local changes in future steps. A local change can be effected by
addition, deletion, or reversal of an arc. Local changes lead to neighboring structures
that are evaluated according to their scores over the dataset. The method chooses
structures with the highest improvements, and the process continues until there is
no further improvement in the scores. The main parameters we explore here are the
maximum number of parents allowed for each feature in the structure and the set of
local changes that can be done.

One limitation with the hill climbing method is the high likelihood of ending up
in local optima. We explore two methods that are specifically aimed at overcoming
this problem. The repeated hill climbing method enables the hill climbing method
to jump out of local optima by letting it to execute a number of random restarts. The
Tabu search method [3] enables the hill climbing method to accept worse solutions
(that are not in a “Tabu” (forbidden) list) whenever it reaches a local optimum. The
parameters above for hill climbing apply for these extended methods as well.

3.4.4 Simulated Annealing

The simulated annealing method [3] is based on concepts from metal annealing
where a metal is melted at high temperatures and then carefully cooled to realize
a stronger nonbrittle structure. In optimization, the simulated annealing method
assigns a problem a temperature T, and the quality of a solution at this tem-
perature can be conceptualized as an energy level, analogous to the state of a
metal. In BN structure learning, the method starts with an arbitrary structure and
recursively selects a new structure from the neighborhood of the current structure.
Neighborhood structures are also generated in a similar way that local changes are
made in hill climbing, that is, addition, deletion or reversal of arcs. If the quality
of a neighborhood structure is better than that of the current structure, then the
current structure is replaced; otherwise, the neighborhood structure is accepted with
a probability = exp (score(neighborhood structure)—score(current structure)/T).
During execution of the method, the temperature is decreased slowly (according
to some cooling schedule) so as to accept fewer and fewer structures that are worse
than the current structure. The best structure is returned at the end of the cooling
process.
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3.5 Ensemble Classifiers

3.5.1 Averaged n-Dependency Estimator (AnDE)

The AnDE method [27] fixes a subset of n features as common parents in addition to
the class feature resulting in an augmented Naïve Bayes structure. The method then
considers the full set of all possible structures on the dataset. The final prediction
from the method is an average over the full set of possible structures. When n = 0,
only the class feature is a parent, and we end up with only one structure (the Naïve
Bayes structure). When n = 1, one of the other features becomes a super parent in
addition to the class feature resulting into what is called a one dependency classifier,
and the final prediction is an average over the full set of one dependency classifiers.
In this study, we apply up to n = 2 (A1DE and A2DE).

3.5.2 Boosting and Bagging

Boosting and Bagging are general ensemble methods that generate various distri-
butions of the training data that are used to learn various prediction models from a
given learning method [4, 11]. The final prediction is an average over the outputs
from the various prediction models. The main differences between the two methods
are associated with the training process and how the final prediction is made.
The training process for the bagging method is parallel whereby each prediction
model is learned independently. The process for boosting is sequential whereby the
training data distributions for successive models are weighted so that incorrectly
predicted cases are prioritized for successive models to focus on. In deciding the
final prediction, boosting applies relatively higher weights to outputs from better
performing models, whereas bagging simply finds the average. In this study, we
configure some of the Bayesian network learning methods described above (such
as hill climbing) as the learning methods for generating prediction models under
boosting and bagging.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 The Dataset

In this chapter, we use the dataset that is described in [20]. The dataset has
12 features: gender (two categories), age (numeric), job (42 categories), work
experience (numeric), amount of credit (numeric), individual credit frequency
(numeric), time period of credit (numeric), type of collateral (8 categories), interest
rates (numeric), value of collateral (numeric), monthly turn over (numeric), and
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Fig. 1 Feature distributions in the credit dataset. Red regions are associated with repayment failure
(bad), while blue regions are associated with repayment success (good)

credit status (the class feature). Figure 1 shows the distribution of features against
the class feature.

We conduct two sets of experiments using this dataset: the first set involves use
of all the features in the dataset and the second involves the use of a subset of
features selected from three common feature selection methods (Pearson correlation
co-efficient, information gain, and learner-based feature selection). As mentioned
earlier, some structure learning methods such the genetic algorithms necessitated
some form of dimensional reduction, although the total number of features in our
dataset (12 features) is much lower than the number of features for cases that
have several dozens or even hundreds of features. Table 1 shows the ranking of
the strength of relationship between the predictor features and the class feature
based on the Pearson correlation co-efficient and information gain. Table 2 shows
the subset of features resulting from the learner-based feature selection method for
three common classification methods (C4.5, Bayesian network using k2 algorithm,
and Naïve Bayes).

Table 1 has four common features in the top five across the correlation-based
measures: time period of credit, individual credit frequency, gender, and age. Table 2
shows three features that are consistently selected across the learner-based methods.

To establish the final feature set, we compare prediction performance between
use of the high ranking features from the correlation measures and all the selected
features from the learner-based methods. Table 3 shows the prediction accuracy
results. It is clear that the selected features from the learner-based methods lead
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Table 1 Feature ranking from Pearson correlation co-efficient and information gain

Rank Pearson correlation co-efficient Information Gain

1 Time period of credit 0.480 Job 0.340

2 Individual credit frequency 0.480 Individual credit frequency 0.166

3 Gender 0.457 Time period of credit 0.166

4 Age 0.247 Gender 0.135

5 Monthly turnover 0.129 Age 0.046

6 Work experience 0.119 Interest rates 0.036

7 Amount of credit 0.115 Monthly turn over 0.025

8 Value of collateral 0.115 Value of collateral 0.015

9 Type of collateral 0.091 Amount of credit 0.015

10 Job 0.090 Work experience 0.013

11 Interest rate 0.071 Type of collateral 0.012

Table 2 Selected features from the learner-based feature selection method

C4.5 Bayesian network Naïve Bayes

Gender Job Job

Job Amount of credit Individual credit frequency

Amount of credit Individual credit frequency Type of collateral

Individual credit frequency Type of collateral

Type of collateral

Table 3 Prediction performance comparison between feature selection methods

Model Correlation-based Learner-based

Naïve Bayes 0.808 0.882

Global K2 (max of 3 parents) 0.828 0.933

Global hill climbing (max of 3 parents) 0.870 0.930

A1DE 0.874 0.918

A2DE 0.875 0.922

to significantly better performing Bayesian network models than the high ranking
features from the correlation-based methods.

4.2 Evaluation

The main aim of the task in this study is to prevent bad outcomes that are
significantly costly than good outcomes. So the prediction of bad cases is very
critical. If the dataset has a reasonable level of balance between classes, then
absolute measures such as prediction accuracy should suffice. We evaluate the
accuracy of the BN models over a balanced dataset we derived by undersampling
the majority class. For the original dataset (which is imbalanced to a ratio of
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0.8), we consider alternative metrics. Firstly, we consider the true positive rate
(TPR) on the minority bad cases class. The TPR on the “bad” class is the ratio
of correctly predicted “bad” outcomes to the total number of “bad” cases in the
test set. We also consider the area under ROC (AUROC) and F1 measure that are
better alternatives than accuracy for evaluating models on imbalanced datasets. The
AUROC measures how much a model is capable of distinguishing between the two
classes. The F1 measure is the harmonic mean between recall and precision. All
metrics vary between 0 and 1 such that values closer to 0 for accuracy, TPR and
F1 suggest “poor” models, whereas those closer to 1 suggest “high quality” models.
For AUROC, values closer to 0.5 suggest poor discriminative capability and those
closer to 1 suggest high discriminative capability. A model that always results in
values closest to 1 for each of these measures should be considered a “high quality”
model.

5 Results and Discussion

We present different sets of results starting with the case where the BN model
learning methods use all features in the original dataset. Table 4 shows the results
for the first set.

Table 4 shows that the Naïve Bayes models post the lowest values for accuracy,
TPR, and AUROC because of their poor performance in predicting instances
associated with the majority class. However, a Naïve Bayes model that uses
kernel estimation and supervised discretization has the highest “bad” class TPR

Table 4 Prediction evaluation results for the case where all features are used

Model Accuracy TPR F1 AUROC

Naïve Bayes 0.849 0.761 0.852 0.893

Naïve Bayes (kernel estimator) 0.875 0.736 0877 0.921

Naïve Bayes (supervised discretization) 0.860 0.777 0.866 0.893

A1DE minus weighting 0.892 0.726 0.892 0.947

A1DE with weighting 0.907 0.706 0.907 0.950

A2DE minus weighting 0.915 0.721 0.913 0.954

A2DE with weighting 0.922 0.716 0.919 0.959

Global (hill climbing) 0.928 0.766 0.927 0.958

Global (K2) 0.931 0.736 0.928 0.962
Global (repeated hill climbing) 0.928 0.736 0.928 0.952

Global (simulated annealing) 0.933 0.751 0.931 0.957

Bagging (BN from hill climbing) 0.938 0.751 0.936 0.957

Bagging (BN from K2) 0.939 0.761 0.937 0.957

Boosting (BN from hill climbing) 0.925 0.751 0.923 0.958

The bold values represent the highest value achieved per evaluation metric
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Table 5 Prediction evaluation results for the case where a subset of features is used

Model Accuracy TPR F1 AUROC

Naïve Bayes 0.872 0.690 0.873 0.892

Naïve Bayes (kernel estimator) 0.876 0.650 0.874 0.898

Naïve Bayes (supervised discretization) 0.882 0.670 0.881 0.894

A1DE minus weighting 0.913 0.665 0.909 0.930

A1DE with weighting 0.918 0.665 0.913 0.938

A2DE minus weighting 0.926 0.716 0.923 0.942

A2DE with weighting 0.922 0.701 0.919 0.944

Global (hill climbing) 0.930 0.716 0.927 0.950

Global (K2) 0.933 0.726 0.930 0.949

Global (repeated hill climbing) 0.933 0.726 0.930 0.948

Global (simulated annealing) 0.929 0.731 0.929 0.952

Global (genetic algorithm search) 0.934 0.726 0.931 0.948

Bagging (BN from hill climbing) 0.935 0.731 0.932 0.954
Bagging (BN from K2) 0.935 0.736 0.932 0.952

Boosting (BN from hill climbing) 0.930 0.736 0.927 0.929

The bold values represent the highest value achieved per evaluation metric

value. Unfortunately, it makes relatively many mistakes on the “good” class, thus
negatively affecting its overall performance. The other models that achieve relatively
high TPR values are those from the hill climbing and simulated annealing learning
methods, and those from the boosting and bagging ensemble methods. The averaged
n-dependency estimators have relatively lower TPR values than the NB models, but
they end up achieving better overall results because of their good performance on the
majority class. The Bayesian network models learned from structure learning and
global scoring algorithms such hill climbing and simulated annealing lead to even
better overall results over the AnDE methods. The ensemble approach of bagging
leads to the highest overall result in this case. However, these results show some
difficulty for all models in correctly predicting the “bad” class cases. The area
under ROC (AUROC) results suggest excellent predictive capabilities for most of
the models. The global k2 algorithm results in a structure with the highest predictive
capability.

Table 5 shows the results for the second set of experiments where a subset
of features is considered. As the number of features involved in this case makes
the model sizes manageable, we were able to apply and evaluate more learning
methods such as genetic algorithms that had proven difficult to use in the first set of
experiments with a relatively larger feature set.

As Table 5 shows, there is no significant gain in predictive performance between
this set of experiments and the first except that the algorithms run faster and
it is feasible to apply those that were previously infeasible for the full feature
set. However, the trend of prediction results is similar to that in Table 4 where
performance generally improves from the simplest BN models (Naïve Bayes), to
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those that relax independence assumptions, through to BN models from ensemble
methods. The AUROC values in Table 5 suggest excellent discriminatory power
of all the other BN models except for the Naïve Bayes models. The Naïve Bayes
models this time also result in the lowest TPR results.

5.1 Error Analysis

The prediction results in the two Tables 4 and 5 show that the Bayesian network
models learned so far can achieve up to a peak TPR value of 0.780 (on the “bad”
class cases) and an accuracy of 0.940. These results are comparable to those in [20].
Usually, an error analysis can help to establish cases where prediction models are
making wrong judgments so that a post-processing solution is designed to handle
these difficult cases. However, we need to first determine whether a post-processing
solution will even be possible. We created ten train and test datasets in a manner
akin to tenfold cross-validation. After that the hill climbing and simulated annealing
(with global scoring metrics) methods were applied to learn Bayesian networks on
each of the ten training subsets. We then evaluated each of the resulting Bayesian
network models on their corresponding test sets and extracted cases where each
of the BN models were making incorrect predictions to see if we could identify
any patterns. We find that the set of features that are associated with the Ugandan
dataset could be the limitation in achieving further prediction quality improvements.
We believe that additional information or features can help to learn better models
that correctly judge the difficult cases.

As a last option, we attempted to find out what would result from a test of
the two best performing models from the folds on each of the other test sets.
Table 6 shows the TPR and AUROC values from these tests. BNf represents the
best performing Bayesian network model for each fold f (f = 1, . . . , 10). In this
case BNf generalizes BN models learned either through simulated annealing or hill
climbing using a global scoring metric. More specifically, the hill climbing method
resulted in better TPR and AUROC results in eight out of tenfolds, and so we chose
the two best performing BN models from twofolds where TPR was highest. As
Table 6 shows, the highest TPR values resulted from the fifth (0.929) and the tenth
(0.905) folds. We use BN05HC+G and BN10HC+G in Table 6 to denote the two BN
models, respectively, and where the HC +G subscript refers to hill climbing using
a global scoring metric. The notation t01, . . ., t10 in the table corresponds to the
test sets for each of the folds f = 1, . . . , 10. Table 6 shows that the two Bayesian
network models can only improve the TPR and AUROC values and in the worst case
achieve the best result obtained by the best corresponding Bayesian network model
on a specific test set. The two models actually result in significant improvements
in discriminative capability as suggested by the AUROC values for each of the test
sets. Figure 2 shows the BN structure for the best performing BN model in this study
(BNHC+G).
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Table 6 Cross-validation results

Model t01 t02 t03 t04 t05 t06 t07 t08 t09 t10

TPR BNf 0.667 0.826 0.875 0.727 0.929 0.727 0.680 0.857 0.727 0.905

BN05HC+G 0.667 0.826 1.000 0.818 0.929 0.773 0.760 0.857 0.727 0.905

BN10HC+G 0.667 0.826 1.000 0.818 0.929 0.773 0.720 0.857 0.773 0.905

AUROC BNf 0.969 0.973 0.987 0.933 0.982 0.962 0.890 0.960 0.953 0.980

BN05HC+G 0.977 0.982 1.000 0.973 0.982 0.990 0.972 0.988 0.977 0.986
BN10HC+G 0.972 0.980 0.999 0.974 0.996 0.984 0.968 0.987 0.976 0.980

The bold values represent the highest value achieved per evaluation metric
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age
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Fig. 2 Structure of the best performing BN model learned using a hill climbing method with a
maximum number of 9 parents and reversal of arcs

The BN structure in Fig. 2 shows that most of the features have a considerable
number of dependencies with other features in the dataset except only two features
(“work experience” and “time period of credit”). The structure suggests that the
presence of this considerable number of dependencies results in better credit risk
prediction quality.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we have applied and evaluated several Bayesian network methods to
modeling credit risk prediction using credit applications from a Ugandan financial
institution. Prediction results show that the resulting Bayesian network models
achieve state-of-the-art results from other prominent classification methods such
as random forests. However, because of class imbalance in the dataset, all Bayesian
network models mostly skewed their predictions toward the majority class, thus
leading to poor true positive rate values for the minority class. We established
that one limitation that complicates any effort to improve TPR values for the
minority class is because the features used were limited toward providing adequate
discriminative quality. We believe that another study that considers additional
features may lead to better TPR values. One approach we took to try to improve
the quality of prediction was to extract different subsets of the dataset for training
and testing in a manner akin to k-fold cross-validation. A Bayesian network model
learned from one of the subsets considerably improved minority class TPR values
so far on most of the test sets. This leads us to believe that by breaking down the
training data into smaller subsets, we may be able to model very difficult to predict
cases; however, it remains to be seen how such smaller models can be integrated
to lead to a more effective predictive system that deals with the class imbalance
problem and with very difficult cases that share characteristics across classes. In
future, we would also like to explore various methods for addressing the class
imbalance in the credit applications dataset we used for this study.
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Applications, and Novel Algorithms



Synthetic AI Nervous/Limbic-Derived
Instances (SANDI)

Shelli Friess, James A. Crowder, and Michael Hirsch

1 Introduction: The Modified OODA Loop

The original OODA loop is a four-step process/approach to decision making focused
on collecting and filtering information (Observing), putting the information in
proper context (Orienting), making the most appropriate, context-relevant decision
available (Deciding), and then executing the decision (Acting) [1] (see Fig. 1).
This process was developed by USAF Colonel (ret.) John Boyd [2, 3]. Colonel
Boyd applied this process for real-time military operational situations. The OODA
loop concept has been more recently utilized across commercial applications and
overall learning processes [4, 5]. When looked at from the artificial cognitive system
perspective, this process is easily adaptable to AI inferencing and decision making.

Many systems utilize AI and machine learning (ML) to augment the OODA loop
process. These steps include:

Observe: data cleansing, metadata creation, data warehousing, and data correlation.
Orient: data analytics, data classification, basic ML.
Decide: decision support, actionable intelligence, AI inferencing.
Act: human/system interface, gathering feedback.
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Fig. 1 The OODA loop [1]

Fig. 2 The Observe, Orient, Decide, Act and Learn (OODAL) loop

The only part missing is an overall learning component for the OODA process.
Every part of the OODA loop lends itself to learning. Learning to observe/collec-
t/generate the right information, learning how to properly orient and provide the
right context, learning what decisions are most appropriate for given situations, and
learning how to execute (Act) on these decisions. For these reasons we introduce a
new version of the OODA loop, called the Observe, Orient, Decide, Act, and Learn
(OODAL) loop, illustrated in Fig. 2.
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1.1 Observe

Early Perception Input arrives through the AI entity’s senses. Specialized per-
ception cognitive perceptrons (CP) descend on the input. Those that find features
relevant to their specialty activate and broadcast their needs to the AI’s system.

Coalition Perception Activation passes from CP to CP within the system. The
attention manager brings about the convergence CPs from different senses and into
coalitions. Relevant contexts are identified (recognized) along with objects, events,
and their relations by the perceptual memory system. This could entail simple
reactive orientations based on a single input or more complex orientations requiring
the convergence of several different CPs.

1.2 Orient

Perception-to-Preconscious Buffer Perception, including some of the data, plus
the context and meaning, is stored in preconscious buffers working memory. These
buffers may involve visual, spatial, phonological, and other kinds of information.
Contextual orientation is part of the preconscious perception written during each
cognitive cycle into the preconscious working memory buffers.

Local Associations Using the incoming perception and the residual contents of
the preconscious buffers as cues, including emotional content and context, local
CP associations are automatically retrieved from transient episodic memory and
from long-term associative memory. Contextual associations are part of the cue that
results in local associations from transient episodic and declarative memory. These
local associations contain records of the agent’s past observations in associated
situations. The more common the occurrence is observed, the more familiar the
association and the stronger the neural pathway.

1.3 Decide

Competition for Consciousness Attention CPs, whose job it is to bring relevant,
urgent, or insistent events and information to the AI entity’s consciousness, view
long-term working memory. Some of them gather information, form coalitions,
and actively compete for access to consciousness. The competition may also
include attention CPs from a recent previous cycle. Present and past contexts
and observations influence the competition for consciousness in each cognitive
cycle. Strong affective content strengthens a coalition’s chances of coming to
consciousness [6], i.e., emotional triggers. One area that has to be resolved is the
case where competing coalitions have the same strength; possible conflicts must
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be adjudicated, and potential a priori knowledge or learning might provide such
adjudication.

Conscious Broadcast A coalition of CPs, typically an attention CP and its covey
of related information CPs carrying content, gains access to the system and has its
contents’ broadcast. This broadcast is hypothesized to correspond to phenomenal
consciousness. The conscious broadcast contains the entire content of consciousness
including the affective portions. The contents of perceptual memory are updated
considering the current contents of consciousness, including feelings/emotions, as
well as objects, events, and relations. The stronger the affect, the stronger the
encoding in memory (emotional triggers). Transient episodic memory is updated
with the current contents of consciousness. At recurring times not part of a cognitive
cycle, the contents of transient episodic memory are consolidated into long-term
declarative memory. Procedural memory (recent actions) is updated (reinforced)
with the strength of the reinforcement influenced by the strength of the affect.

1.4 Act

Recruitment of Resources Relevant behavioral CPs respond to the conscious
broadcast. These are typically CPs whose variables can be bound from information
in the conscious broadcast. If the successful attention CP was an expectation CP
calling attention to an unexpected result from a previous action, the responding CP
may be those that can help to rectify the unexpected situation. Thus, consciousness
solves the relevancy problem in recruiting resources; however, it is possible to erode
other coalitions through diffusion of the boundaries between them. This could lead
to a CP being cut out of consciousness. The affective content (feelings/emotions)
together with the cognitive content help to attract relevant resources (processors,
neural assemblies) with which to deal with the current situation. This drives the AI
entity’s synthetic nervous system (SNS) to increase the current and information
flows to relevant parts of the AI entity requiring the resources. The increase in
current flow results from a stronger robotic heartbeat (explained later) to increase
the mean voltage available to the systems requiring more resources.

Action Chosen The behavior subsystem chooses a single behavior (goal context),
perhaps from a just instantiated behavior stream or possibly from a previously
active stream. This selection is heavily influenced by activation passed to various
behaviors influenced by the various feelings/emotions. The choice is also affected
by the current situation, external and internal conditions, by the relationship between
the behaviors, and by the residual activation values of various behaviors.

Action Taken The execution of a behavior (goal context) results in the behavior
CPs performing their specialized tasks, which may have external or internal
consequences. The acting CPs also include an expectation CP whose task it is
to monitor the action and to try and bring to consciousness any failure in the
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expected results. This exception CP could be due to satisfaction, dissatisfaction,
disappointment, or affirmation.

1.5 Learn

Genetic Learning The genetic learning agents inherit initial states from the mem-
ory system and inherit the initial parameters for behavior from the behavioral center
of the cognitive system. The consciousness mechanism along with the mediator
control the response of the learning agent, and direct its constraints based on the
environment and the problems to be solved currently. This provides the priorities,
preferences, goals, needs, and activation constraints (when you know you’ve learned
something). The genetic agents (called genomes) adapt to the environment and
gather information in order to make conclusions (learn) about the problem to be
solved.

Contextual Learning In the cognitive OODAL environment, drives, priorities,
and constraints influence learning and decision making. The behavioral subsystem
receives situations and computes actions, while memories provide personality pa-
rameters and the various conscious agents’ sensitivities to situational computation.
If we think of the cross-connectivity of the neural layers as a matrix, we can compute
emotional response from the column-wise fuzzy weightings, and the action response
from the row-wise fuzzy weightings.

Anytime Learning Anytime learning is a general approach to continuous learning
in a changing, real-time environment. There are software agents whose learning
module continuously tests new strategies against a simulation model and dynami-
cally update the memories used by the agent based on the results. When the model
is modified, the learning process is restarted on the modified model. The Anytime
Learning System (ALS) is assumed to operate indefinitely, and the execution system
uses the results of the learning process whenever they are available. An experimental
study utilizing a two-agent system of a plane keeping track of a vehicle on the
ground is used [7].

Case-Based Learning The monitor’s task is to decide how well the observed
speeds, turns, and size of the target in the external environment match the current
distributions or values assumed in the current models within the case-based learning
system. Using the 50 most recent samples of the object/event changes, the monitor
computes the observed mean and variance of these samples, and compares the
observed values with the current simulation parameters, using the F-test to compare
the variances and the t-test to compare the means. If either statistical test fails,
the monitor changes the simulation parameters to reflect the new observed mean
and variance of the target speed or turn. When a new event context is detected,
the monitor updates this value in the simulation model. A change in simulation
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parameters then causes the genetic algorithm to restart [8]; i.e., the system must
deal with either new information or new contexts.

Q-Learning An algorithm structure representing model-free reinforcement learn-
ing. By evaluating decisions based on “policies” and using stochastic modeling,
Q-learning finds the best path forward in a Markov decision process. Q-learning, in
this context, provides decision support for course of action execution. Q-learning
algorithms involve a software agent, a set of states, and a set of actions per state.
The Q function uses weights for various steps in conjunction with a discount factor
in order to value rewards. The results of the learning process adjust the weighting
functions. Q-learning plays an important role in reinforcement learning and deep
learning models for AI entities. One example of deep Q-learning is in helping
machine learning systems to learn and adapt strategies for decision support in AI
inference systems, requiring fusion of the AI entities sensors (vision, sound, touch,
etc.). Here, a convolution neural network uses samples of “objects/event of interest”
to work up a stochastic model that provides the input to the “orient” block of the
OODAL Loop [6].

Now that we have established how the functions of the OODAL loop work and
interact, we need to establish what emotions mean to an artificial entity. Q-learning
is of particular use to an AI entity, as it mimics the trial and error learning humans
use constantly and allows the AI entity to learn as it interacts with its environment
over time.

2 SANDI Emotional Contexts

For SANDI’s artificial nervous/limbic system, drives, priorities, and constraints will
all influence emotions. The SANDI behavioral system receives situations and first
computes the locus of control for the observations and contexts. Figure 3 illustrates
this concept. As in humans, SANDI will respond differently if it perceives that the
situation is controlled externally, as opposed to internal control of the situation.

Decisions are governed by how SANDI perceives the context and overall
situation, as well as the appropriate emotion for that situation in that context. Tables
1 and 2 illustrate how we have adapted the definitions of human emotions for the
SANDI artificial nervous/limbic system. Table 1 presents the standard definitions of
human emotions [8]. We note that there have been alternative views presented in the
literature [9, 10], and the standard definitions will continue to evolve over time.

The definitions in Table 1 are adapted (shown in Table 2) to use in the infer-
encing and cognitive control components within the SANDI cognitive processing
infrastructure.
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Fig. 3 External vs. internal locus of control

Table 1 Basic definitions of human emotions

Emotion Human definition

Anxiety A feeling of worry/nervousness about an imminent event or

something with an uncertain outcome.

Contentment A state of happiness and satisfaction.

Sad A feeling of hopelessness or grief over an event. In sadness, the

reason is known, even if it isn’t apparent how to overcome the

event or issue.

Frustration The feeling of being upset or annoyed due an inability to achieve

something; a prevention of progress and/or success.

Curious Inquisitive; tending to ask questions, investigate, and explore. No

strong reason for asking questions other than they want to

understand new situations or information/subjects.

Confident Believe of certain success or feeling that conditions will improve

and solutions will be found. Trust in abilities.

Fear Unpleasant emotion caused by the belief that someone or

something is likely to cause pain or a threat to self or others.

Sense of Self the way a person thinks about and views his or her traits, beliefs,

and purpose within the world. In a nutshell, a strong sense of self

may be defined by knowing your own goals, values and ideals.

Regardless of whether we are conscious of it or not.

Attraction Ability to recognize something that evokes interest or pleasure

form something or someone. Recognition that you have

something to gain by another person or object.
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Table 2 Basic SANDI definitions for human emotions

Emotion SANDI system definition

Anxiety Loss of homeostasis. Either sensor data not well understood resource

management not stable, or anomalies detected within internal systems.

Contentment All systems performing to specification, data incoming from sensors is

understood and resource management in stable (homeostasis).

Sad Loss of resources, inability to repair or restore a loss.

Frustration All resources are allocated and end result cannot be predicted or achieved.

Curious Recognizes some attributes of current situations but not others, equates to

need to fit all the pieces together to make sense and infer about new data.

Confident Has resources to process all incoming data and find solution/inference,

and the algorithms to come to correct inference.

Fear Includes anxiety. Awareness of limits of resources in a given mission or

problem set, system overload or impending failure.

Sense of Self Knowing its own limits, resources, and constraints different from outside

world (internal locus of control). Understands its own operating

environment with both internal and external resources and data.

Attraction Recognition of opportunity to increase resources.

3 SANDI Synthetic Nervous/Limbic System

We develop our synthetic nervous/limbic system concepts by looking at the human
pulmonary cycle, the cycle through the body where blood supplies oxygen to the
cells, allowing the body to function. When the heart pumps blood, it exerts pressure
on the blood forcing it to move out. The cycle repeats continually, although the
rate and pressure exerted changes, depending on the context of the body’s situation.
Heart rate is an important parameter. The same is true for SANDI. The monitor
and controller allow more/less pressure (voltage) to various parts of the system as
needed to satisfy the current actions chosen during the OODAL loop process. The
relationship between the human pulmonary cycle and SANDI are given by:

Human blood flow rate = pressure difference/resistance
SANDI current flow rate = voltage/resistance

This can be represented mathematically as:

∂2W(x,t)

∂t2
− C2 ∂2W(x,t)

∂x2 = 0
d2f (t)

dt2
= −Dc2f (t); d2g(x)

dx2 = −Dg(x)
f (t) = A sin

(
c
√
Dt

)
+ B cos

(
c
√
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)
; g(x)=A sin

(√
Dx

)
+B cos

(√
Dx

)

W (x, t) = 2.5 cos (20πt) cos (2πx)+ 2.5
(1)
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Fig. 4 The SANDI homeostasis robotic heartbeat

Figure 4 illustrates an example of the SANDI robotic heartbeat (not actually a
heart). Different subsystems within SANDI need increased or decreased voltage to
effect movement, or other functionality, based on the decisions and actions chosen.
Figure 4 represents a homeostasis situation. The important consideration is the mean
overall voltage allowed for a given subsystem. It may be necessary to allow less
current to flow in one subsystem in order to increase the flow in another subsystem
that requires increased functionality at a given instance, depending on the context
of the overall SANDI system at any given time. This type of resource regulation
will become increasingly important as robotic systems become autonomous. The
synthetic heartbeat shown in Fig. 4 allows the autonomous cognitive system to
increase or decrease heart rate similar to humans, to increase the overall current flow
(like human blood flow regulation) when the entire system or subsystems (i.e., arms
for lifting, legs for moving, etc.) require more power (voltage potential and current
flow). Using the regulator equations shown in Eq. (1), the architecture provides the
required “cognitive economy” and resource management which will be necessary
in autonomous systems.

Figure 5 is a high-level illustration of the overall SANDI system, mimicking
the human circulatory system. This current mediation circuitry is controlled by
Eq. (1). Part of the current mediation is charging controls to continuously recharge
the batteries that power the robotic entity. This may be solar collectors, hydrogen
generators, etc.
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Fig. 5 SANDI circulatory regulation

3.1 Emotional Learning

The basics of artificial emotions start with the assumption that the SANDI process-
ing framework must perform an action and the ensuing emotion contributes to the
action chosen. We assume an Emotion Matrix E, with matrix element Emotion(a,
j) representing a possible emotion within the SANDI framework. We note that
Emotion(a, j) represents performing action a in situation j. Genetic learning agents
perform an emotional learning procedure which has the following steps:

1. State j: choose an action in situation – (let it be action a; let the environment
return situation k).

2. State k: feel the emotion for state k – emotion(k).
3. State k: learn the emotion for a in j – Emotion(a, j).
4. Change state: j = k; return to 1.

This SANDI learning procedure is a secondary reinforcement learning procedure
for the emotion. The learning constant used in Step 3 (above) is:

Emotion0(a,j) = genome0(inherited)
Emotion1(a,j) = Emotion0(a,j) + emotion(k)

This learning rule adds the emotion of being in the consequence situation,
k, to the emotion toward performing action a in situation j on which k is the
consequence. The above discussion works for emotional learning. But in general, we
need algorithms that provide basic learning capabilities in a real-time dynamically
changing environment, something that is typically difficult for learning systems. The
learning system described in Sect. 1 will drive the SANDI real-time environment.

What is discussed below is the concept and algorithms for the anytime learning
system (ALS) that provides the capability for concept learning in a real-time
environment [11].
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Fig. 6 The SANDI inference high-level architecture

4 The SANDI Agent-Based Processing and Inference
Architecture

The SANDI artificial nervous/limbic system utilizes an intelligent agent processing
infrastructure that provides the processing and inference capabilities required
to handle the emotional processing. Figure 6 illustrates the high-level SANDI
inference architecture. Coming out of the “orient” processing within the SANDI
OODAL loop, possible hypotheses, or contexts, are handed off to the SANDI
inference engine for processing to discover the range of scenarios possible for
decisions/emotions, based on support and rebuttal information available. The
context/situation that has the highest possibility is then transmitted as a “claim”
to the decision engine to create a decision, based on the inference produced [12].

The fuzzy, abductive inference engine shown in Fig. 6 is facilitated using an
intelligent software agent (ISA) processing framework. Figure 7 illustrates this ISA
ecosystem. There are four basic agents:

1. Data steward agent: It takes in and does initial cleaning and processing of data.
2. Analyst agent: It analyzes the incoming data/situations and establishes context.
3. Reasoner agent: It takes the inputs from the analyst agent(s) and infers appropri-

ate emotions and decisions.
4. Advisor agent: It formats the output in appropriate language, depending on the

emotion and context from the decision engine.

5 SANDI Self-Organizing Emotional Maps

The SANDI processing environment utilizes fuzzy topical maps in order to (a)
integrate diverse sources of information, (b) associate events, data, and information
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Fig. 7 The SANDI ISA ecosystem architecture

Fig. 8 (a) Emotional topical map; (b) topical map correlation

and (c) make observations and inferences based on the correlation/integration of
disparate information. When combined with the inference engine shown in Fig.
6, the application of hybrid computing promises to allow the SANDI system to
answer questions and make decisions that require interplay between doubt and
belief [13]. The SANDI fuzzy topical maps allow information to be grouped
by informational topics and those topics mapped to emotional topics. Figure 8
illustrates the conceptual basics of SANDI’s fuzzy topical maps. In Fig. 8b,
information is mapped to topics, based on data coming out of the inference engine.
This information is sent to the emotional topical map, Fig. 8a. The shaded groupings
indicate possible emotional inferences, with darker regions indicating a higher level
of possibility [14].

Figure 9 illustrates an actual example of the fuzzy topical maps. The fuzzy,
semantic, self-organizing topical map (SOM) shown in Fig. 9 is a method for
analyzing and visualizing complex, multidimensional data, the correlation of which
helps formulate an overall context for multi-sensor fusion and allows the inference
engine to make sense of the emotional responses that may be required of SANDI.
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Fig. 9 (a) Actual data relationship connections; (b) emotional topical associations

The fuzzy SOM (FSOM) allows SANDI to index and describe knowledge struc-
tures that span multiple sources. The key features are the topics, their associations,
and their occurrences in the FSOM. The topics are the areas on the FSOM that
fall under a topic name. The associations describe the relationships between topics
and subsequent emotions. The occurrences are the links from the FSOM into the
data sources used to form the FSOM. It enables rapid and sophisticated dialectic
inferences not possible with inductive or deductive logic/inferencing. This proposed
approach is considered dialectic in that it does not depend on deductive or inductive
logic, though these may be included as part of the warrant. Instead, it depends on
non-analytic inferences (see Fig. 9) to find new possibilities based upon warranted
examples. In Fig. 9b, the darker the color, the closer association the information has
to an emotional topic (e.g., anxious).

6 Conclusions and Discussion

There has been much discussion over the last few years on the possibilities of
artificial emotions [14]. There are numerous websites dedicated to this topic. What
is required to facilitate AI systems is the ability to process emotions, read emotional
reactions, and communicate effectively with humans at an emotional level. This
is the processing and analytical framework that SANDI provides. This is just the
beginnings and much more research and development are needed to even scratch
the surface in the facilitation of artificial emotions that mimic human emotions. One
of the issues that need to be thoroughly understand and thought through is “whether
this is even a necessary or advantageous development for robotic systems.” Future
topics to be researched include determining at what point we would want this in our
robotic systems.
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Michael R. Dorothy, Sebastian S. Rodriguez, and Derrik E. Asher

1 Introduction

Like human organizations, agent teams are often formed to take advantage of
supplementary similarities or complementary differences [7]. Similarity is leveraged
by scaling the system size up with homogeneous agents that can work in parallel
to increase the task completion rate. Differentiation in heterogeneous systems
allows for specialization to complete diverse sub-tasks that can be integrated into
completion of the full task. Degree of heterogeneity is a major differentiating factor
among multi-agent systems [15]. In addition to heterogeneity based on form factor
(e.g., a team of ground and aerial robots) or hardware-defined function [13], there
are agent teams with identical hardware but heterogeneous behaviors. For example,
it has been shown that a team of 5 robots with identical hardware, whose labor was
divided between digging (prying boxes away from the wall) and twisting (clustering
boxes in the center of the testbed), was able to cluster groups of boxes more
efficiently than homogeneously programmed agent teams [14]. By altering the mix
of diggers and twisters, they showed different levels of efficiency and reliability
of the resultant systems. Heterogeneous behavior can also be achieved by dynamic
state switching, where agents assume different roles based on their local perception
of the environment and task needs, even if they are all running the same behavioral
algorithms [8]. In the case of human–AI centaur chess teams, amateur human
players and their AI teammates are able to achieve better performance than either
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human grandmasters or supercomputers, by crafting their method of interaction to
leverage one another’s strengths [6].

Heterogeneity has also been shown to naturally emerge from homogeneity. In
some insect species, juvenile members can be deferentially nurtured so that they
show marked dimorphism at maturity, enabling differentiation into soldier ants
and drones [11]. So we see that heterogeneity can substantially improve system
performance and can emerge from various environmental constraints such as nurture
or training, hardware, algorithm, or local temporal dependent on-the-fly behavior
differentiation.

The source of heterogeneity we study here is trained behavioral heterogeneity
from a reinforcement learning (RL) approach. This raises interesting questions. If
multiple agents are trained to complete a task over successive trials, do they learn
to differentiate their behavior and take advantage of complementary differences?
If so, does each agent learn a fixed role, or are the roles distributed dynamically?
If a teammate is lost, changed, or compromised, have the other agents learned
robust strategies to compensate? Partial answers to these questions can be found
in previous results. Changing the reward structure in RL from zero sum to shared
rewards can cause qualitatively different behaviors to emerge from the learning
agents [16], implying that they are learning to cooperate. Agents may be allowed to
train individual heterogeneous algorithms, train as a set with mutually known inputs
and actions, or train homogeneously but with differing sensor information so that
they make decisions locally. Even when agents are allowed to train heterogeneously,
it is difficult to definitively say that they are learning to specialize or even consider
their teammates [1]. They may simply be learning to maximize their own reward
in a way that generally scales well to group settings (i.e., learning complementary
similarities even if supplementary differences are possible) or find strategies that
perform well irrespective of their teammates’ actions.

In the following sections, the concept of heterogeneous strategies emerging from
homogeneous capabilities is demonstrated. In the Methods section, we describe our
simulation environment, where we test agents that are guided either by a learning
algorithm or fixed strategies. Next, agent performance is shown with probability
distributions and statistics for both homogeneous and heterogeneous cases in the
Results section. Finally, the Discussion section points to the conclusions that were
drawn from the results and provides further avenues of research associated with
heterogeneous strategies from homogeneous capabilities in multi-agent systems.

2 Methods

A continuous bounded 2D simulation environment was utilized to train and evaluate
a set of four agents (three predators and one prey, represented as circles) per model
in the predator–prey pursuit task [4, 10], and a visualization of the task is shown
in Fig. 1. The predators scored points (i.e., were given reward during training and
evaluated during testing) every time they collided with the prey. Predator agents
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Fig. 1 Predator–prey pursuit
particle environment

were homogeneous in their capabilities (i.e., same size, velocity, and acceleration
limitations), whereas the prey was 33% smaller, could accelerate 33% faster, and
had a 30% max speed advantage. The simulation environment was built upon
the OpenAI Gym library [5] and developed for use with the multi-agent deep
reinforcement learning algorithm, multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient
(MADDPG) [10]. We assume that the predator agents must cooperate to score a
hit on the prey, given the prey’s capability advantages. Prior work has shown that a
simple greedy policy (i.e., minimize distance to prey) is insufficient for the predators
to succeed [3].

All the agents were trained concurrently using the MADDPG algorithm [10].
MADDPG utilizes a decentralized-actor centralized-critic framework that accounts
for each agent’s observations and actions during training. The predators all received
the same fixed reward (shared/joint reward) when any one of them hit the prey,
while the prey received the negative of the same fixed reward when hit. At the
start of each episode, the initial positions of the agents were randomized, and their
initial accelerations and velocities were set to zero. The state space of each predator
agent contained its absolute velocity, absolute position in the environment, relative
distance and direction to the other predators and the prey, and the prey’s absolute
velocity. The state space of the prey agent contained its velocity, absolute position
in the environment, and relative distance to the predators. The action outputs of
the policy network for an agent are accelerations in the two-dimensional coordinate
system.

In addition to the MADDPG-trained agents, we consider two analytically defined
agents (also referred to in this article as fixed-strategy agents), called a chaser agent
and an interceptor agent. The chaser agent does not leverage any prey velocity
information and only points its own velocity directly at the prey’s instantaneous
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position. In contrast, the interceptor agent considers both instantaneous position
and velocity of the prey. At a moment in time, the Apollonius circle describes the
potential interception locations if both agents continue in a constant direction [9].
Given a prey that is faster than the predator, only a subset of possible constant prey
strategies admit a capture trajectory for the predator [12]. We extend the Apollonius
circle strategy for the predator in the case where capture is not possible. The case
where capture is possible is shown in Fig. 2a. Equal travel time at capture gives
dE
VE
= dP
VP

, and the rule of sines gives dP
sinφ = dE

sin θ , resulting in

sin θ = VE
VP

sinφ. (1)

In the case where capture is not possible, we consider a finite time prediction
for prey trajectory and choose the predator’s strategy to minimize the final distance.
This is shown in Fig. 2b, where the dP circle represents how far the pursuer is able
to travel in the time it took the evader to travel distance R. The optimum position
for the purser to minimize the relative distance at the moment the evader reaches the
R circle is to head straight toward that point. Clearly, ψ = π − θ − φ, and

sin θ

R
= sin(θ + φ)

r
. (2)

The critical case between the capture set and non-capture set is sinφ∗ = VP
VE

,
θ∗ = π

2 , and evaluating Eq. 2 at that point gives

R = r
√

1− V 2
P

V 2
E

. (3)

This value for R will result in a continuous policy across all cases.

To compare heterogeneous and homogeneous team structures, the MADDPG-
trained agents and fixed-strategy agents were subdivided into homogeneous and
heterogeneous teams. We took two previously trained models, independently trained
with the MADDPG algorithm for 100,000 episodes and 25 timesteps per episode
[2], and used them for our evaluations. Trained Model 1 and 2 predator agents were
tested as heterogeneous teams consisting of all three agents (i.e., Agents 0, 1, and 2),
labeled as “All Agents” in Figs. 3a, b, or as homogeneous teams in which all three
actors’ behaviors are driven by the policies of either Agent 0, Agent 1, or Agent 2
from each of the models. Similarly, the fixed-strategy predator agents were tested
against both Model 1 and Model 2 prey agents in several types of homogeneous
or heterogeneous team compositions: 3 interceptors, 2 interceptors and 1 chaser, 1
interceptor and 2 chasers, and 3 chasers. All tests were performed for 1000 episodes
at 1000 timesteps per episode.
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Fig. 2 Pictorial of interceptor strategy for capture and non-capture cases. (a) Capture scenario for
interceptor strategy. (b) Finite R interceptor strategy

3 Results

The simulation results show how group performance changes upon replicating
a single agent’s policy network and thus introducing homogeneous strategies.
Further, the performance resulting from this homogeneous strategy implementation
may provide a means of classifying different trained policies that emerge through
collaboration in the multi-agent reinforcement learning process.

Using the data collected during testing, we generated probability density plots of
the hits the predators achieved on the prey to analyze agent performance for each of
the models (Figs. 3a, b). “All Agents” shows the aggregated or team performance of
three predator agents with their independently trained network policies. “Agent 0”
represents the data generated from the replication of “Agent 0” across the three
predator agents. Similarly, “Agent 1” and “Agent 2,” respectively, represent the
replication of their corresponding agent policies. The x-axis shows the number of
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Fig. 3 Probability density performance plots for learning predators. (a) Model 1. (b) Model 2

hits (i.e., number of times the predators collaboratively contacted the prey agent
throughout an episode). The y-axis shows the normalized frequency or probability
density for the hits per episode. We performed the pairwise 2-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov (KS) test to show that all the distributions were significantly different from
one another at the alpha = 0.01 level (p-values « 0.001).

We can see from Figs. 3a, b that in the case of the MADDPG-trained agent
strategies the heterogeneous predator team (All Agents) is able to outperform all
of the homogeneous predator teams (Agent 0, Agent 1, and Agent 2) where the
same policy is replicated across each agent. Furthermore, as all the homogeneous
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Table 1 Performance of
fixed-strategy predators

Predators’ strategy Mean CI lower CI upper

(a) Model 1

3 interceptors 1.55 1.46 1.65

2 interceptors, 1 chaser 1.16 1.09 1.24

1 interceptors, 2 chaser 0.876 0.824 0.932

3 chasers 0.154 0.145 0.164

(b) Model 2

3 interceptors 1.44 1.35 1.53

2 interceptors, 1 chaser 1.05 0.990 1.12

1 interceptors, 2 chaser 0.998 0.939 1.06

3 chasers 0.144 0.136 0.153

team performances were significantly different, we can infer that each individual
agent policy learned to utilize a different strategy that benefited the team as whole.

The data in Table 1 shows the performance statistics for the fixed-strategy
predator agents playing against the MADDPG-trained prey. The statistics were
generated by fitting an exponential distribution to the probability density functions
of the data from the respective cases. Note that these data are shown in tables rather
than plots as the probability density functions are all visually similar when presented
with x-axis values on the same scale as Fig. 3a, b.

Overall, the tables allow us to see that the performance of the chaser predators
is an order of magnitude worse than that of the interceptor predators when playing
against trained prey from Models 1 and 2, which was also shown to be significantly
different with 2-sample KS tests (p « 0.001). Interestingly, when we combine a
chaser predator with two interceptor predators (i.e., heterogeneous fixed-strategy
cases), the inclusion of chaser predators results in a significant reduction in group
performance (compare 3 interceptors case to the heterogeneous cases in Table 1). In
addition, across both models, combining an interceptor predator with two chaser
predators significantly improves group performance from the three chasers case
(p « 0.001). Together, these results suggest that overall the interceptor strategy is
significantly better than the chaser strategy, especially in the homogeneous cases.
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Artificially Intelligent Cyber Security:
Reducing Risk and Complexity

John N. Carbone and James A. Crowder

1 Introduction: Non-Linearity and Complexity

Traditionally, much research exists for analysis, characterization, and classification
of complex heterogeneous non-linear systems and interactions which historically
have been difficult to accurately understand and effectively model [1, 2]. Systems
that are nonlinear and dynamic generally comprise combinatorial complexity with
changes in variables over time [3]. They may appear chaotic, unpredictable, or
counterintuitive when contrasted with much simpler linear systems. Complex
system interrelationships and chaotic behavior of these systems can sometimes
be perceived as random. However, they are not. Simple changes in one part of
a nonlinear system can produce complex effects. Widespread nonlinearity exists
in nature as well [4]. Micro- and macroscopic examples include collision-based
particles in motion; common electronic distortion; chemical oscillations; weather
modeling; and, for this paper, complex relationships between vast volumes of
seemingly ambiguous and superficially relatable binary cyber event data from a
wide array of systems, users, and networks.

Additionally, advanced cyber research shows that meaningful enhancements are
required to mitigate the ever-increasing volume of intrusion detection system (IDS)
alerts overwhelming human analysts today, thousands of which are received per day,
and 99% of which are false indications [5]. The currently well-known cyber security
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landscape is wrought with many types of cyber security attacks where individuals
and nation states employ a wide array of tactics to attack at every available data,
network, and system access location. Mitigation research appears to be focused on
using network-based intrusion detection systems and fusing their outputs to gain
a more comprehensive understanding of undesired activities on the network [6].
While there has been some success, overall awareness of current network status and
future adversarial action prediction has still not been achieved [6]. Although analysts
are undeniably capable of performing difficult cyber security mitigation tasks,
our understanding of the cognitive processes required by analysts, under current
conditions, to produce more effective protection is very limited and requires new
research [7, 8]. Therefore, as many complex problems generally involve more than
one solution and as innovation is found at the intersection of multiple disciplines [9],
our approach will be multi-, trans-, disciplinary to improve critical cyber situational
awareness, classification, contextual understanding, and decision support [7]. We
survey and heuristically decompose cyber security, axiomatic design, complexity
theory, and novel new AI/ML/ITM learning techniques.

While many disciplines are known to have well-known mathematical formalisms
for describing, predicting, and approximating solution;, historically, however, non-
linear solution accuracy and analysis have generally been problem dependent and
have required significant added effort to simplify and bound [10]. For example,
many current cyber event classification-based techniques rely on an experts’
extensive knowledge of network attack characteristics. Once provided to a detection
system, an attack with a known pattern can then be more rapidly detected. Literature
shows that the ability to mitigate a cyber event becomes highly dependent upon the
fidelity of the attack’s signature [11, 12]. Hence, systems often detect only what is
known and are therefore significantly vulnerable to an environment of continuously
adaptive attacks and vectors. Even if new attack signatures are rapidly incorporated
for improving mitigation, the initial loss is irreplaceable and repair procedures
costly. Mitigations are made even more difficult by the indeterminate validity of
an inherently stochastic nonlinear system attack [13].

Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)
research are well known to be benefitting many disciplines struggling with rapidly
increasing velocity, volume, and complexity of data and systems, and for improving
timely generation of qualitative readily consumable knowledge [14]. However,
AI/ML classification-based approaches generally rely on what is considered normal
or standard baseline data traffic activity profiles generally built and stored over
time. Comparative activities then explore for anomalies which deviate from cap-
tured baseline profiles. However, as vast volumes and high velocity binary data
are individually captured, subsequent significant processing is then required to
correlate/fuse potential complex non-linear inter- and intra-data relationships [15].

The difficult objective is to understand what is considered normal traffic, what
is not already included in an ever-increasing ambiguous cyber knowledge store,
and if an obscure event is nominal, a risk, or an attack. Today, this must all be
accomplished within a given day’s context challenged cyber environments where
99% of Intrusion Detection System (IDS) events can be potentially considered
inadvertent false alarms [5]. Fortunately, the use of iterative methods, followed by
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Fig. 1 Cross discipline engineering

domain−/discipline-specific solution sets, support effective solution generation for
nonlinear problems. The addition of relatable data domains and data sources can
potentially also add context to mitigating cyber threats [16, 17].

As part of our transdisciplinary approach, we therefore first employ axiomatic
design’s iterative design matrix optimization mechanisms to manage, understand,
and simplify existing and future cyber systems, which generally comprise multi-
faceted processing methods and ambiguously related data. We also decrease cyber
security risks by reducing information content with AD analysis processes, which
in turn helps to reduce false positives and false negatives.

In Fig. 1, multi-disciplinary engineering involves engaging methods from other
disciplines to solve a problem within one discipline, inter-disciplinary involves
choosing methods from one discipline and applying it to one or more disciplines.
In contrast, transdisciplinary engineering is the field of study which supports
simplification and optimization by engineering common solutions across many
disciplines [18]. Computer science, mathematics, and cyber security are examples of
disciplines which provide capabilities for many disciplines. Even single-discipline
engineering solutions can be complicated. Multi- and/or trans-disciplinary engineer-
ing solutions can increase the complexity and non-linearity even further, requiring
more robust engineering principles and increased efforts for standard or more
critical implementations.

1.1 Complexity

Exacerbating the problematic design of nonlinear systems are challenging levels of
ambiguity and intricacy. Specifically, complex nonlinear relationships exist between
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vast volumes of seemingly ambiguous, independent cyber events and their poten-
tial relationships across multi-domain data. Additionally, modern manufacturing
systems are increasingly required to adapt to changing market demands, their
structural and operational complexity increases, creating a negative impact on
system performance [19]. Similarly, cyber security systems suffer from increasingly
adaptive adversaries [20] and must innovate in-kind to adapt to the asymmetric
assault on system, data, and knowledge integrity. Significant research and patents
exist to improve knowledge and context reliability with the correlation and fusion
of big data [21]. Thus, the employment of complexity theory and applications of
axiomatic design potentially decrease cyber system and data ambiguity and enable
cyber security systems and their algorithms to become increasingly adaptive.

Axiomatic design (AD) research originated, in the 1990s with Nam P. Suh,
within the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Mechanical Engineering
school. AD has been widely deployed for optimizing industrial and manufacturing
applications. Complexity theory is applied for simplifying and optimizing system
designs for mechanical, manufacturing, industrial, economic, social, and other
systems. We propose that cyber security system designs can similarly benefit from
AD ultimately improving cyber system adaptability and resiliency.

Suh describes that significant confusion exists within the definition of what is
complex and explains that many more attempts have been made to understand
complexity in terms of physical entities stead focusing on what is to ultimately be
achieved. Suh describes complexity as computational, algorithmic, and probabilistic
[3] and employs an approach comprising four complexity types: Time-independent
real/imaginary complexity and time-dependent combinatorial/periodic complexity.
Suh mitigates overall system complexity by employing optimizing actions: Reduce
the time-independent real complexity, eliminate time-independent imaginary com-
plexity where possible, and transform time-dependent combinatorial complexity
into time-dependent periodic complexity for decomposing complex systems into
smaller, more easily comprehensible, operable units. Suh describes this action as
functional periodicity domain determination (e.g., biological, thermal, circadian,
temporal, geometric, etc.).

1.1.1 Managing Complexity

Suh stipulates that complexity must be viewed within the functional domain. There-
fore, fundamental management of complexity within a discipline, project, need, or
gap is a focused process which defines what we want to achieve or understand
within the functional domain. Managing complexity in the physical domain begins
with creating system definitions using the voice of the customer known as customer
needs (CN), which are subsequently translated into functional requirements (FR). To
achieve optimized system design goals a set of design parameters (DP) is iteratively
defined. DPs are analyzed for their individual probability of satisfying FR based
system designs as shown in Fig. 2, probability density function (PDF). For example,
if all required functional cyber system’s DPs are completely encompassed within
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Fig. 2 Design vs. system PDF

the cyber system range, then we know that a cyber system’s FRs are very likely to
be achieved within a bounded design. Therefore, as an existing design or actively
designed system becomes iteratively more well defined, it becomes less complex
and less ambiguous. This is achieved through iterative FR-DP mapping and design
matrix decoupling efforts where system optimization is driven through utilization
of an independence axiom which drives orthogonality analysis. The ultimate design
objectives are to achieve, as close as possible, a completely orthogonal uncoupled
FR-DP design matrix, and the reduction of information content by minimizing
DP random variations which reduce the variance of cyber system function and
consequently reduces time dependent combinatorial complexity and non-linearity
[3].

Moreover, when a system range extends outside of a design range boundary,
a design and the satisfaction of functional requirements become more difficult
to achieve and more complex. Axiomatic design processes achieve optimized
functional designs through the aforementioned matrix decomposition process by
traversing from “what we want to achieve” to “how we hope to satisfy” cyber
system functionality across the following domains: customer, functional, physical,
and process. Two important axioms, eluded to earlier, drive optimized cyber system
functionality. First, the independence axiom helps maintain design independence
and orthogonality of functional requirements and supports minimization of design
overlap where possible to drive solutions to improve minimization and increase cost
effectiveness. Second, the information axiom drives minimizing information content
throughout the iterative design process to provide continuous simplification. The
ultimate cyber system complexity reducing objective is complete uncoupled design
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relationships where all functional requirements are satisfied by independent design
parameters and functions.

Analogously, for managing and securing cyber systems, software, and data,
matrix decomposition provides logical decoupling of dependent interfaces and
supports development of common normalized functional requirement inputs(what)
and design parameter output(how) mappings. Consequently, upon design comple-
tion, physical and logical complex cyber system component tasks are effectively
abstracted and simplified, and their data minimized, increasing successful un-
derstanding and improved correlation/fusion, thereby optimizing cyber sensing,
improving scalability through orthogonal/independent design features, and reducing
overall complexity and cost.

Analogously, supervised machine learning is a process, derived from statistical
learning theory, also used for mapping inputs to outputs by learning unknowns from
example pairs of related information. Hence, machine learning and axiomatic design
are generally well aligned as they both support problem bounding and correlation-
based discovery of unknowns. Each utilizes vectorized learning across a spectrum
of widely varying characteristics. Comparably, empirical risk minimization (ERM)
is a principle of statistical learning which helps bound algorithm performance and
can be characterized by using joint probability distributions. Similarly, in axiomatic
design, a system range correlates to a pre-defined bounded data range where a design
range correlates to an actual range of each design component’s datum. Simply,
if a datum X represents a cyber event which occurred at time t1, while datum
Y represents a cyber event occurrence at time t2, if Y occurred within the time
range for cyber event X, then Y is within the range of X or [(t2–t1) and (t1 + t2)],
there exists a PDF which can represent the overlap of the system vs design range.
Therefore, expanding upon the ML-AD parallels, the proceeding sections examine
combining advanced novel machine-based learning techniques for increasing data
correlation/fusion to further reduce cyber risk and complexity.

2 Artificially Intelligent Cyber

Discipline breadth is required for developing AI systems making AI research and
education inherently multi- and trans- disciplinary [18, 22]. Machine learning is also
supporting the evolution of cognition-based learning within these many domains
[22, 23]. Cognition research employs computer software design analogous to
components of the human brain combined with varying advances in artificial neural
networks (ANN). ANNs are deemed one of the hallmarks of machine learning
and designed to operate synonymously as neurons within a human brain, and as
a group of interconnected nodal relations. ANNs were inspired by neuroscience-
based biological neural networks which are the structure by which chemical-based
ionic electrical signals are passed throughout the body [24]. They are therefore
at the core of probabilistically relating changing levels of data relationships and
recent active research supports their use in developing automated machine- based
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pattern recognition in general and for enhancing the cyber security domain [25,
26]. Thus, we describe the combined use of ITMs and cognitive-based learning
methods to support the challenging processing of high volume, high velocity data,
and improving opportunities for autonomous operations within an overwhelmed
cyber user environment, minimal contextual security, and lacking system stability,
thus improving understanding, transmitting less, and enabling individuals to more
effectively utilize their cyber systems to better control their heterogeneous systems
and data environments.

2.1 Cyber Data Ingest

Moving toward more autonomous self-learning operations requires a more intelli-
gent, normalized, and optimized set of data ingress. The relatively standard extract
transform load (ETL) tasks listed below, among others, are used throughout the
data industry for processing passive and active streaming data (e.g., sensor data).
Generally, learning from any data, including a cyber security scenario, involves
a collection of each varying set of resting or streaming sensor data which is
then compared, contrasted, associated, and normalized against previously captured
content. The efficacy of algorithms being used to try and understand the data,
relies on, among others, the ability to detect change. In short, these changes evolve
into patterns which support improved learning fidelity over time. Ultimately these
processes support learning continuously and evolving toward eventual autonomous
learning and autonomous improvement of system functionality:

• Collect & verify data.
• Analyze for missing data.
• Cleanse data.
• Tag data.
• Organize/correlate/classify data.
• Compare, contrast, normalize with existing data.
• Verify, remember, store analytical results.
• Transmit/display results.

Traditionally, ETL functionality is also included for improving scaling of
input source types (e.g., TCP/UDP Sockets, Filesystems) by understanding and
classifying content prior to, and for improved, system processing. It is well known
that current industry data volume, velocity, and variety vary greatly and can
require significant processing for discovering patterns and context. However, a
perception of high complexity exists in cyber security data, primarily because cyber
data pattern analysis has traditionally been wrought with false positives and false
negatives stemming from minimally included and minimally derivable context.
This challenge increases the difficulty in determining nominal, unscrupulous, or
accidental behavior from the many data, network, or user-based cyber events. As
an example, a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack is a high volume and
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velocity attack attempting to impact user services and is usually directed from many
distributed locations. Understanding whether malicious or accidental is many times
difficult. Other attacks: Phishing, JavaScript, SQL injections are generally small in
data volume and velocity. This type of cyber data can be characterized as more
passive (files per day) or active (streaming sensor data) but can still be difficult to
classify. Important however is that correlation of high volume and/or passive data
requires the proper infrastructure to support collection and processing of both.

As systems and sensors scale up or down, we therefore propose employing
the logical and physical efficiency benefits of a well-known common ingest and
processing architecture known as Lambda Architecture [27]. Lambda is well-
known within many high-volume data architectures for processing individualized
passive/batch and/or active/streaming data. Therefore, cyber sensor input data, like
many varying data types, can be transformed per more well-defined flows and
through a scalable orchestrated ETL process. This ensures proper a priori ingest
curation and formatting required for subsequent cyber-based analytical processing
algorithms, which is common for most modern ETL environments. Once data ingest
analytics have curated and appropriately tagged the input, the resulting curated
output is subsequently correlated, normalized, and/or fused with data within parallel
streams of data and/or passive data including previous results. The algorithmically
infused output is then believed to be of enhanced value (learning from the data) and
becomes synonymous with terms like adaptive system learning, machine learning,
and algorithmic domain terms (e.g., anomaly detection, cyber behavioral learning,
intelligence, surveillance reconnaissance (ISR) fusion, molecular effect correlation,
etc.).

2.2 Machine Learning and Cyber Security

It is well known that machine learning algorithms derive from statistical learning
theory, are therefore inherently statistical in nature, and require significant initial
training within a given bound or context to become qualitatively relevant. Similarly,
finite element analysis within engineering disciplines and many mathematical
concepts have historically supported non-linear solution accuracy and analysis by
also providing problem-dependent bounding and thus simplification [10]. It is also
well known that machine learning algorithm training, to be of consequence, is
time consuming and generally considered a fine art to suitably discover and train
with a sufficiently related problem data. Similarly, qualitative mitigation of cyber
security risk requires proper human and data training to improve anomaly detection
techniques and to adequately build normal activity profiles [28].

The effectiveness of the cyber algorithm training (as for most applications)
then depends greatly upon the availability of completely normalized cyber traffic
datasets, which, in practice, are rare, extremely difficult to keep up to date, and thus
expensive to obtain, especially attack-free instances [5]. It is well known that for ML
algorithms to be of benefit a significant amount of work must be achieved early in
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just understanding the data through a process of problem definition, data analysis,
and data preparation. Understanding the context around the problem, constraints,
assumptions, and motivations around who, what, where, and how the data was
captured is critical to successful and useful subsequent modeling and application.
A large pool of well-known machine learning algorithms and classification-based
anomaly detection techniques are available today for computer vision, natural
language processing, dimensionality reduction, anomaly detection, time series
analysis, prediction, and recommender systems. Although multi-model ML shows
promise in pattern analysis by creating ensemble outputs of multiple classifiers,
herein we discuss traditional single model machine learning examples, their pitfalls,
and subsequently propose information theoretic mechanisms to decrease cyber risk
by significantly improving data-context understanding and thereby also improving
autonomy when analyzing complex cyber systems.

2.2.1 Machine Learning: Value, Characteristics, and Limitations

Traditional machine learning is divided into two groups known as Supervised and
Unsupervised. Additionally, we discuss our proposal for the additional application
of AD. The objective is to drive more mindful initial and continuous interpretation
of data, to help optimize development of common processing, simplification of well-
defined data-analytics pairing, as well as, optimized frameworks for the improved
processing of high volume, high velocity ML data.

ML processing flows can be resource intensive and can come in the form of
data collection exemplars, learning approximations, learning associations, striving
for equality/specificity using sensitivity, and the use of optimization strategies.
Considering recent research into ML, what becomes apparent is that ML’s useful-
ness is measured in a few different ways. ML algorithms are generally employed
to sift through massive volumes of data looking for patterns. Some challenging
characteristics of ML processing can include significant time consumption when
compared against traditional data processing, ambiguous output, improved only
with significant a priori data analysis, and the perceived complexity of data
dependencies. Benefits of ML can include significant mitigation of the relative dif-
ficulty and/or inability of less automated approaches for determining discriminatory
separation and classification of data.

We propose that in order to more fully understand the potential benefits and draw-
backs of ML and in order to significantly improve valuable in-context affiliation
between cyber data, one must account for the context of human interactions taking
place between systems, data, algorithms, and applications. This includes capturing
specific human cognitive states, and simultaneous and continuous correlation of all
information, recursively. The implication is that “ones” and “zeroes” by themselves
are most often analyzed “out-of-context” and hence provide much less is discernible
meaning than when also compared to additive valuable contextual characteristics.

These value-based data characteristics become more visible when considering
the subtle differences between the concepts of presentation and representation, well
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researched within the domains of information theory and physics [22] and used
for improving human decision-making. Representation is simply defined as the
underlying simple and complex relationships that are represented by mathematics,
protocols, and formats. However, representation of simple and complex data
and relationships between data are often not as readily discernible, when data
relationships reach higher dimensions [29]. Hence, a potential use for ML pattern
learning and algorithmic association designed specifically for this purpose.

Pattern analysis performance on high dimensional, most often initially unknown
and unrelated data, is one key factor generally used to determine the value of an
algorithm. Proper presentation/visualization of ML output is also required within
the context of how data is used to support perceived benefits and/or drawbacks
of a given method. These perceived benefits derive from the subjective quality of
decision value derived from both, the a priori knowledge/context of the processed
data, and the expression quality of the output. Perceived value inherently derives
from how separable and discernible the data is and how well expressed the context
around the data becomes after processing. As an example, parallel coordinates, as
described by Inselberg, is a renowned method for discerning multi-dimensional
data relationships through novel visualization for significantly improved decision
making [22]. The objective of multi-dimensional visualization is to vastly improve
the ability to perform multi-dimensional comparisons and context development
whether simple or non-linear and then rapidly transform the visual presentation of
higher order complex mappings into more simply discernible dimension reducing
sets of two-dimensional relationships.

A quick review of ML: Supervised learning (SL), takes as input, data which has
been previously learned and tagged, also known as “labeled.” As an SL algorithm
iterates over and processes each piece of new data, it compares each to previously
learned data. As comparisons are made, exactly or partially, within a certain range or
approximation of an a priori defined boundary, then the resulting response/decision
variable is placed in the appropriate group. Hence, if the SL objective is to estimate
the value of a given variable, then a simple “curve fit approximation” would be
the recommended approach. If the SL algorithm is attempting to discover discrete
categories within the data, then Decision Tree methods are preferred for organizing
decisions, strategies, and possible outcomes.

Unsupervised learning (UL) treats all data equally and its prime directive is not
to estimate the value of a variable but rather to simply look for patterns, groupings,
or other ways to characterize the data that may lead to understanding of the way data
interrelates. Hence, cluster analysis, K-means, correlation, hidden Markov models,
and even factor analysis (principal components analysis) and statistical measures
are examples of unsupervised learning. Unsupervised techniques essentially attempt
a “partitioning” of a large pool of data into smaller chunks of data that are
more related to members of the partition than data outside the partition. Different
methods and different disciplines have varying names for this partitioning, whether
for simple organization like concept maps or more algorithmic, like clustering, a
term frequently used and commonly associated with methods such as (K-means).
“Chunking” and “kriging” are terms for methods that handle the data differently
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but strive for the same organization. There are also methods such as Voronoi maps,
Self-Organizing-Maps, Isoclines, Gradients, and many other approaches that also
strive for separation of data into partitions without regard to what to call (labeling)
members of each partition. It is this lack of requiring an external “label” as criterion
which drives “unsupervised” partitioning.

Therefore, one of the most useful applications of statistical analysis is the devel-
opment of estimators and function approximators (not models) to visually explain
(present) the relationship between many data items (variables). Thus, many types
of estimators have been developed (e.g., linear and nonlinear regression (function
fitting), discriminant analysis, logistic regression, support vector machines, neural
networks, and decision trees). However, Wulpert’s no free lunch (NFL) theorem
describes that each method has advantages only within a particular use case, and
therefore, great care must be taken to understand each use case thoroughly [30].

ML algorithms focus upon similar varying optimization strategies where no
single estimation or approximating method is best for all applications. Therefore, in
order to improve the fidelity of machine-based learning and go further than current
ML allows, we propose that it is uniquely important to understand the difference
between memorizing (not accepted within academia as learning) discovered patterns
and comparing/estimating how well those patterns compare/relate to recent and
well-known information theory innovations and information theoretic methods
(ITM) [31]. These methods strive to “explain” data at higher fidelity for rounding
out the expression of details/context in every case, focusing upon enabling better
realizations and decision-making. Analogously, imagine employing a new, more
highly expressive method that enabled the realization of the exact location of
electrons in space and time as opposed to Shroedinger approximations. The sci-
entific applications and optimizations possible with this new expressive information
would be considered revolutionary because of the wealth of new opportunities and
vastly improved decision-making. Therefore, we discuss objectives to significantly
improve understanding of ambiguous cyber security event data, optimization, and
innovation, by providing higher fidelity-based information context and insights and
for ultimately creating higher quality cyber security mitigation decision-making.

2.2.2 Currently Employed Supervised and Unsupervised Cyber Security
Machine Learning Approaches

Most recently Ferrag et al. [32] analyzed 35 of the most well-known cyber security
data sets with ten significant machine learning algorithms (Fig. 3 [32]) against
performance efficiency for binary and multi-class classification, as well as accuracy,
false alarm rate, and detection rate. Each data set-ML paired analysis yielded a
best algorithm. FFDNN: Feed forward deep neural network; CNN: Convolutional
neural network; DNN: Deep neural network; RNN: Recurrent neural network;
DBN: Deep belief net- work; RBM: Restricted Boltzmann machine; DA: Deep
auto-encoder; DML: Deep migration learning; STL: Self-taught learning; ReNN:
Replicator neural network. Additionally, Eskin describes the use of unsupervised.
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Fig. 3 Current cyber deep
learning approaches [32]

SVM for detecting anomalous cyber events. Example SVM usage approaches:
Registry anomaly detection (RAD) for monitoring Windows registry queries [33],
Robust SVM (RSVM) anomaly detection ignores noisy data [34], confident
anomaly detection [35]. A core assumption of SVMs is that all sample data for
training are independently and identically distributed. Additionally, in ML practice,
training data is often noisy, thereby often invalidating results and driving standard
results into highly non-linear decision boundaries, leading to poor generalization.
Research is also lacking to optimize and reduce anomaly detection and SVM run-
time processing [35]; like many ML methods, SVM benefits and/or drawbacks
are highly tied to a priori, well-defined boundaries and to the homogeneity of
data mapped to equivalent small or large numbers of false detections, hence, our
objective to provide improved machine learning fidelity and efficacy.

2.2.3 Improving Machine Learning Fidelity: Information Theory
and Information Theoretical Methods

Vast systemic complexity and multi-dimensionality issues retard, impede, and pro-
vide significant friction to building advanced systems more capable of managing and
protecting valuable commercial and government assets. Therefore, among a treasure
trove of issues managing and understanding current and exponentially expanding
Big Data and system endpoints, as well as, globally distributed computing, this
chapter confronts the major issue regarding data and system fidelity along with
prescribed solutions.
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Historically, the fidelity of information content combined with representation
and presentation clarity lends itself to improved insights and thus greater potential
for improved decision-making and efficient actions [22]. In the complexity section
above, the information and independence axioms were outlined expressly to provide
background on mechanisms used today that support the optimization and simplifica-
tion of information content relationships. The definition of fidelity is defined herein
as the degree of exactness, accuracy, or precision. Historically, in biochemistry the
ability to see and understand finer grained cellular interactions increases our ability
to make improved decisions on curing disease or the manufacture of specifically tar-
geted rather than generalized drugs. The lack of fidelity of understanding can result
in dire consequences. In nuclear physics the quest for higher fidelity understanding
of the universe drives the search for even smaller particles (e.g., Higgs Boson) which
provide even more globally impacting insights. However, our systems, software,
processing, and hardware are forever built by a third party and most often are not
developed to a common standard. Software intra- and inter- dependencies are not
effectively known or managed. Hence, the continuous lack of fidelity and lack of
real-time insight into comprehensive system, system processing, application, and
data dependencies is one of several core reasons we continue down a path of cyber
frustration and insecurity. Therefore, along with employing axiomatic design for
improving data and system understanding, and dependency mapping for simplifying
system construction, we propose the application of advanced ITM approaches. The
objective is to potentially achieve significantly higher fidelity system dependency
and data anomaly detection/classification understanding for today’s complex multi-
dimensional data issues and cyber security challenges.

2.2.4 Cyber Data: Reducing High Dimensionality and Complexity
of Machine Learning

Remember that data representation is defined as the underlying simple and com-
plex relationships represented as collected, ingested, correlated, protocols, and
data formats. Subsequent fusion of context from additive data sources increases
relational complexity, ranging from clear simple comparisons to more ambiguous,
higher dimensional, complex interrelationships. Stated earlier, parallel coordinates
(PC) [28] provide for visually deriving clarity from complex higher dimensional
relations. However, as in supervised learning, PC assume a priori parameterization
has been normalized across data types, and initial interrelationships have been a
priori defined. As stated above, SL algorithms iterate over and process each piece
of new data, comparing each to previously learned data, thus iteratively adding
complexity and higher dimensionality to data interrelationships.

Therefore, we propose an introductory data context leveling step where we apply
axiomatic design principles for improving ML fidelity of a given SL application.
First, AD should be applied to determine the type of complexity (e.g., time-
dependent, time-independent, complexity, imaginary complexity, combinatorial
complexity) [3] surrounding the creation of a collected data set driving a priori
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SL data labeling and boundary approximation decision-making. AD supports the
development of better indicators for unambiguously attributing truth to applied
labels which increases data definition quality through added context and discerni-
bility. Specifically, since SL processes perform data comparisons within specific
ranges or approximations of a priori defined boundaries, AD’s system design
range correlation mechanism enhances understanding of the types of complexity
which can drive SL range approximations. The added knowledge of which type
of complexity was involved in data creation provides added insight into the value
of a given SL algorithm on said data. Thus, this combined approach provides a
candidate complexity reducing tool for reducing cyber and/or other data relationship
complexities and improved efficacy of SL algorithm utilization.

2.2.5 Increasing Cyber Security Event Understanding with Information
Theoretic Methods (ITM)

Novel Data Characterization Using Fractals

For understanding complex data and relationships, Jaenisch et al. [36] describe how
to apply continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to discrete nth order integrable and
differentiable data, and how to automate derivation of analytical functions which
explicitly describe the data, directly from the data. They prove mathematically how
to automate modeling of disparate data types using a new concept of univariate
fluxion, coined as Unifluxion (UF) [36]. The UF formulation employs adaptive
partitioning of data into fractals and then derives a fractal wavelet parent function
for each partition. This enables automated wavelet transformation (integration or
differentiation) across all partitions in a common repeatable manner, across the
complete set of provided time series data [36]. Jaenisch et.al also compare UF to
classical techniques and provide details on enhanced performance [36]. Hence, we
propose that correlated and sequenced time series-based cyber, network, and user
event data can be similarly described and modeled using fractals and UF.

Jaenisch et al. show how the unique formulation of U(f (x)) enables an automated
data model transformation into either an integral or differential model of any order
(an automatically derived differential equation) [36]. They describe how UF is
defined to be a data model because it provides a continuous predictive model that can
be both integrated and differentiated to any order. UF is also derived incrementally,
as each measurement point is piecewise collected, although the final result is a
continuous analytical function across all the time series data [36].

Subsequently, adding credence to the use fractals for improved cyber understand-
ing, Jaenisch et al. [37] provide research examining the hypothesis that decision
boundaries between malware and non-malware is fractal. They characterized the
frequency of occurrence and distribution properties of malware functions compare
them against non-malware functions [37]. They then derived data model–based
classifiers from identified features to examine the nature of the parameter space
classification boundaries between families of existing malware and the general non-
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malware category. Their preliminary results strongly supported a fractal boundary
hypothesis based upon analyses at the file, function, and opcode levels [37].

Security information and event management (SIEM) data and systems are
used extensively throughout industry, incrementally capturing many system-wide
time series events: Data, Network, User Behavioral, Endpoint, Email, Web, etc.
Additionally, security analytics in big data environments present a unique set of
challenges, not properly addressed by the existing SIEM systems that typically
work with a limited set of those traditional data sources [38]. Thus, we propose the
reasonable application of UF to cyber SIEM time series data. UF’s decomposition
of cyber event content into fractal partitions enables the application of wavelet
transformation which increases fidelity of cyber inter-, intra-, data relationships
through the derived analytical functions which explicitly describe the cyber data,
directly from the cyber data. Simultaneously, UF’s continuous analytical function
provides rapid predictive integration and/or differentiation, thereby improving the
speed of cyber event relationship prediction and understanding. Hence, potentially
traditional time-consuming machine learning classification would not be necessary
(k-means, SVMs, etc.)

Spatial Voting (SV) for High Fidelity Data Characterization

Spatial voting is a multidimensional clustering and grouping algorithm. Individual
spatial measurements (e.g., latitude and longitude) are stacked onto a coarse
resolution SV grid. Similar or closely related points are organized into the same
or within neighboring cell locations on the SV grid. The input features for the SV
grid form the x and y axes of the SV grid. Once measurements are stacked on the SV
grid, if required, a 2-D spatial convolution kernel is used to smooth the stack values
in the landscape and connect isolated regions together into regions (subgroups) [39].
As proposed by Jaenisch et al., SV provides an analog data modeling approach to
provide a solution to the “object to assembly” aggregation problem [40]. Generally,
“object to assembly” refers to the perception of objects within their given spatial
relations. For example, information design in advanced augmented reality (AR)
applications requires support for assembly with high demands of spatial knowledge.
SV is based upon combined principles of voting, geometry, and image processing
using 2D convolution [40]. Voting is defined as a democratic process where the
majority decision rules. Votes equate to hard decisions. For example, if sensors
observe a phenomenon and identify it and then rank based upon each different
hypothesis, then as one sums the number of sensors that declare a hypothesis to
be true, then the largest sum becomes the winner [40]. Hence, voting reduces to
probabilities, and typically, this is where Bayesian and other probabilistic analysis
methods are generally used [40]. A presentation summary of the SV process is
shown in Fig. 4. A shows an example plots of.

spatial events(e.g., UAV locations), B shows the detection grid output after initial
ellipse stacking has been performed, C depicts the identification relationships of
the candidate sub-frames, D represents a graphic output after additional feature
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Fig. 4 Spatial voting process summary

covariance analysis has been performed (e.g. sensor reporting locations), and E
depicts the final results after spatial voting was applied. It should be noted that
additional intermediary feature analysis can be applied to further the exactness of
the final output.

Hence, the difference is that conceptually SV and ITMs strive to “explain” rather
than “learn” flash card style as machine learning aka machine remembering does.
The emphasis is that memorization is not considered in academia as a measure
of learning at all. Learning requires understanding which requires insight, the
ability to synthesize (i.e., restate differently), and then generalize to conclusions.
Neither machine learning nor artificial intelligence is focused on a path to achieve
this. Hence, SV employs a matrix/grid where spatial artifacts are captured and
marked/classified based upon their unique identifying characteristics [40]. Objects
are characterized using recursive forms of higher order highly descriptive parametric
and non-parametric (fractal) features and statistics, and the classifiers are derived
for discrimination and classification. Characterizations and formulations are highly
object and situation dependent. The next step is to create a classifier to practically
associate the individual features. As always classifiers and algorithms which
support it must continue to be chosen carefully. Their research has shown that
SV provides significant characterization, discrimination, and performance benefits
for improving object context in physical operational environments [36, 37, 40]. In
the proceeding sections, we will show that spatial constructs can be extended to
high fidelity explanation and characterization of varying types of digital artifact
interrelationships and highly contextual knowledge creation.
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High Fidelity Object/Data Relationship Modeling

When very few examples are available to discern statistical behavior, data models
can be employed. Generally, data models are constructed using a bottom-up
approach in the form of a knowledge base to collect, capture, identifies, encodes
each example encountered. Data models within systems where little intelligence
initially exists and into which intelligence is injected can contain many data models.
Of course, these myriads of models have varying structures, formats and datum,
all created under the influential context of the data model author. Relating similar
and alien/abstract models and context has historically been challenging for many
reasons. Hence, an inductive self-organizing approach, polynomial neural networks
(PNN) or group method of data handling (GMDH), has been applied in a great
variety of areas for deep learning and knowledge discovery, forecasting and data
mining, optimization, and pattern recognition [41]. GMDH algorithms provide
value in automatically finding interrelations in data, in order to select an optimal
model or network structure and to increase algorithm accuracy. GMDH focus is to
minimize modeling influence of the author and enables the computer to find optimal
model structure or laws of the system acting upon the data.

Extending Spatial Constructs to System Learning and System Knowledge
Development

Improving decision quality autonomy of artificially intelligent systems requires re-
liable information discovery, decomposition, reduction, normalization, and context-
specific knowledge recall [22]. Hence, capturing the essence of any given set of
information content is paramount. When describing how science integrates with
information theory, Brillouin [42] defined knowledge as resulting from exercising
thought. Knowledge was mere information without value until a choice was made
based upon thought. Additionally, Brillouin concluded that a hundred random
sentences from a newspaper, or a line of Shakespeare, or even a theorem of Einstein
have exactly the same information value. He concluded that information content had
“no value” until it had been thought about and turned into knowledge.

Artificially infused robotic systems must be able to integrate information into
their cognitive conceptual ontology [43] in order to be able to “think” about,
correlate, and integrate information. Humans think to determine what to do or how
to act. It is this decision-making that can be of great concern when processing ambi-
guity because of the sometimes-serious ramifications which occur when erroneous
inferences are made. Often there can be severe consequences when actions are
taken based upon incorrect recommendations. Inaccurate inferences can influence
decision-making before they can be detected or corrected. Therefore, the underlying
challenge is to reliably understand the essence of a situation, action, and activity
and to significantly increase capability and capacity to make critical decisions from
a complex mass of real-time information content. Harnessing actionable knowledge
from these vast environments of exponentially growing structured and unstructured
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sources of rich interrelated cross-domain data is imperative [44] and a major
challenge for autonomous systems that must wrestle with context ambiguity without
the advantage of human intervention [23]. The next section comprises combining
ITMs with enhancing understanding ambiguous characteristics using knowledge
relativity threads (KRT) [22]. As SV is employed to “explain” spatial characteristics,
KRTs extend mature physical spatial mechanics for defining adaptive knowledge
object presentation and representation.

2.2.6 Physical Representation of Meaning

Research shows that the community of disciplines researching how humans generate
knowledge has traditionally focused upon how humans derive meaning from
interactions and observations within their daily environments, driving out ambiguity
to obtain thresholds of understanding. With similar goals, spatial voting, information
theory, and complexity theory, as described earlier, focus more closely on explaining
actual information content. Zadeh pioneered the study of mechanisms for reducing
ambiguity in information content, informing us about concepts in “fuzzy logic”
and the importance of granular representations of information content [45], and
Suh focused upon driving out information complexity via the use of axiomatic
design principles [3]. Hence, a vast corpus of cognitive-related research continually
prescribes one common denominator, representation of how information content,
knowledge, and knowledge acquisition should be modeled. Gardenfors [46] ac-
knowledges that this is the central problem of cognitive science and describes three
levels of representation: symbolic—Turing machine like computational approach;
associationism—different types of content relationships which carry the burden of
representation; and thirdly, geometric—structures which he believes best convey
similarity relations as multi-dimensional concept formation in a natural way;
learning concepts via similarity analysis has proven dimensionally problematic
for the first two and is also partially to blame for the continuing difficulties
when attempting to derive actionable intelligence as content becomes increasingly
distended, vague, and complex.

Historically, there are many examples and domains, which employ concepts
of conceptual representation of meaning as geometric structures (e.g., cognitive
psychology [47], cognitive linguistics [48–50], transdisciplinary engineering [22],
knowledge storage [14], computer science, e.g., entity relationship, sequence,
state transition, and digital logic diagrams, Markov chains, neural nets, and many
others. It should be noted here that there is not one unique correct way of
representing a concept. Additionally, concepts have different degrees of granular
resolution as Zadeh [45] describes in the fuzzy logic theory. However, geometric
representations can achieve high levels of scaling and resolution [46] especially for
n-dimensional relations, generally difficult if not impossible to visualize above the
fourth dimension. However, high dimensionality can be mathematically represented
within systems in several ways. Hence, mature mathematics within the physical
domain allows this freedom. Therefore, we show the overlay of physics-based
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mathematical characteristics to enhance relational context and develop a unifying
underlying knowledge structure within information theory. We employ knowledge
relativity threads (KRT) [22] to minimize ambiguity by developing detailed context
and for conveying knowledge essence simply and robustly. The next section
describes presentation formation, representation, and the process of organization of
n-dimensional contextual relationships for humanistic prototypical object data types
with application of the common denominators: time, state, and context.

2.2.7 Knowledge Relativity (KR)

Knowledge relativity threads (KRT) [22] primarily originate from computational
physics concepts as an analogy to Hibeller [51] where the concept of relating the
motion of two particles is a frame of reference and is measured differently by
different observers. Different observers measure and relate what they behold, to
a context of what has been learned before and what is being learned presently.
The reference frame of each knowledge building action contains the common
denominators of time, state, and context—the point in time and all the minutia of
detailed characteristics surrounding and pronouncing the current captured state of
all related context. Historically, organization, presentation, representation of knowl-
edge, and context have been researched across many disciplines (e.g., psychology,
computer science, biology, and linguistics) because of the primal need to survive,
understand, and make sense of a domain. However, most systems we engineer today
are increasingly incapable of processing, understanding, presenting, and structurally
representing the volume, velocity, variety, and complexity of content because first,
they are not built to learn, only to store [52], and second, the content systems store
and filter are what is generally or explicitly known to be true, not the more valuable
and higher fidelity tacit knowledge that is context specific to each frame of reference
or situation [53].

Therefore, we build KRTs upon the concept of “occam learning” [54] to construct
continually renegotiable systems [55] with the simplest portrayal (e.g., present and
represent) capable of encapsulating complex n-dimensional causal structures, within
and between the complex data generated from the observed/captured behavior [14].

The KRT concept was developed to take advantage of mature physical universe
n-dimensional relationship calculations relating any celestial object to another
regardless of size or composition. KRTs extend physics space-time mathematics
and apply to information theory to increase contextual knowledge understanding
through a concept of recombinant knowledge assimilation (RNA) [22] or recursive
spatial data model representations consisting of information object relationships.
The logical concept develops from the following:

• An infinite amount of data and data relationships exists in the universe.
• The infinite amount of data doesn’t increase or decrease; it simply changes in

form (knowledge increases).
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• Fundamental increases in data volume increases decision points, which funda-
mentally should result in, but does not guarantee, increased data maturity and
increased quality decision making.

• As data is consumed or processed, an increase in data quality and maturity
appears, if and ONLY if enough relationships are known or can be discerned,
can be captured, and reused to inform.

• Information explosion has always provided a human challenge.
• Humans, by themselves, are not physically capable of rapidly comprehending

vast complex data sets, and then providing associated solutions to complex
problems, the human brain can only handle approximately 7 events at a time
[56].

• Can we capture and establish understanding of the fundamental relationships
among all types structured and unstructured data?

• Can we extend or abstract premier concepts used to capture physical universe
relationships?

2.2.8 High Fidelity Fusion Using Concepts of Space-Time

In the general theory of relativity, the relationship depends upon the observer. This
is similarly the case for fusing data relationships per Joint Directors of Laboratories
(JDL) Fusion Level 5 [57], where the user serves a primary observer role in support
for “decision-making” and defining actionable relationships. Different observers
of the same data may apply different relationships. This is not dissimilar in
Einstein’s theory of special relativity where it is demonstrated that a “correct”
answer is measured differently by different observers [58] for any independent
event. Therefore, any observer of n-data of n-types can have n-independently
observable relationships. Today, complex systems of data stores are developed
from significant research across many different scientists/observers. Research data
considered mundane or unrelated to one observer might be the ultimate piece of the
puzzle or major discovery for another.

Hence, beginning with Reimann, space-time mathematics with respect to rela-
tivity has been in development for more than a century. Extending n-dimensional
relationship mathematics principles to correlate and fuse non-physical data seemed
intuitive. Here we describe Hendrik Lorentz’s and Schrödinger’s use of manifolds
[59, 60] for application to n-related data objects in a linear or non-linear space. In
systems biology, a cell is made up of many things. A strand of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) is made up of numerous bits and pieces of information which define
a genetic blueprint, as well as, the DNA helix like physical shape. A space-time
object in a Lorentzian manifold can be defined by the tangent vectors or signatures
on the curved manifold. These objects can be represented as tensors or metric
tensors which comprise a vector of eigenvalue attributes which define an object
signature in n-dimensions [59]. Multivariate analysis in n-dimensions is applied
to aspects of complexity in the information theory as well [32, 39]. Employing
tensors as vector relationships to systems biology data, we can describe DNA
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attribute relationships mathematically and can store them in a common manner.
Their pedigree is maintained mathematically as a tensor attribute per data element.
Metric tensors or tangent vectors where a manifold intersects a spheroid at a single
point represent the data that describes the attributes of the intersection. Hence,
if the spheroid space represents a locale where data exists and the point on the
curved surface is a datum, then the vector of coefficients and attributes reflects the
characteristics of that datum.

Lorentzian manifolds also have the concept of causal structure. Causal structure
in space-time can describe ordering, past and future, designated by the directionality
of each tensor vector. Consequently, this can also be applied to digital data. For
example, biology can have time-dependent ordering when describing the time lapse
yeast growth characteristics in cell array experimentation, just as described earlier in
Unifluxion and spatial voting time series analysis. Hence, metric tensors or “vectors
of knowledge” intersect at their point of relation, Fig. 5. Hence, as one vector’s
directionality disperses or moves away from another vector, one can logically
deduce that the strength of that relationship decreases or increases. Therefore,
Newton’s law of gravitation is used as an analogy to compare, contrast, associate,
and normalize representations of relationship strength for any type information
(analog or digital) artifact type. Figure 6 depicts an example representation of two
information objects being compared, contrasted, and associated based upon user
and/or system definable characteristics: importance, closeness. Newtonian gravity
defines that the force of two bodies is proportional to their mass and inversely
proportional to the square of their separation. The calculation is then multiplied
by the universal gravitational constant to achieve the final force of gravity result
between two bodies. For application to information theory, Newtonian mass is
extended to denote relative information importance provided by a person or system
as it pertains to a specific knowledge object to knowledge object comparison or any
other smaller or larger context. The importance measure is a user r system defined
scalar diameter in order to provide relative radius to the separation denominator.
The square of separation is analogous to how close (closeness) the two pieces of
information are relative to the overarching context. Figure 6, knowledge object (KO)
#1, depicts the concept of two internal sub-nested objects of information which if
reviewed would show additional context for KO1. The attractive force, A, of the two
pieces of information in Fig. 6 is shown to equal 10. Lastly, a user or system can also
employ a balance variable as an analogy to the Newtonian universal gravitational
constant multiplier. This type of constant is considered a balance factor/variable of
proportionality would be dependent upon user or system situational context which
KO1 and KO2 are part of.

.

2.2.9 Conclusions and Discussion

This is preliminary work and significant research is still required. Here we have
presented adaptive learning methods for enhancing cyber security risk reduction
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Fig. 5 Vector-based data
relationships

Fig. 6 Knowledge relativity threads

by improving knowledge density (KD) (how much do we know about a given
event or subject) and knowledge fidelity (KF) (how well do we know) to improve
cyber event context and decision quality for improved and more autonomous action.
Axiomatic design axioms and design features were recommended for adding to our
KD data analysis prior to machine learning application. High fidelity Unifluxion
fractals, spatial voting research, and improved performance analysis of time series
data was provided. Spatial voting was shown to also operate against cyber digital
time series data (e.g., malware detection) and their benefit comparisons to cyber
machine learning data classification was also provided.

Tensor vector data and knowledge relativity threads (KRT) were shown to
provide spatial constructs for explaining high fidelity relationships and the use of
manifolds and metric tensor vectors as attribute descriptors was also described.
These methods were combined with axiomatic design concepts to organize and
supply complexity reduction techniques for reducing traditional time-consuming
machine learning classification. Together, it was shown that these capabilities
potentially produce support for more efficient decision actuation, due to improved
explanation and relationship context of data and higher data analysis performance,
thereby providing added insights to cyber systems and analysts to reduce security
risk and reduced non-linearity and complexity. Suggested next steps should proto-
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type, design, and implement an architecture to learn on large cyber datasets. Future
papers will present progress and results as available.
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Procedural Image Generation Using
Markov Wave Function Collapse

Pronay Peddiraju and Corey Clark

1 Introduction

Procedural Content Generation (PCG) is a design technique used to generate content
using a variety of algorithms. PCG techniques are incorporated in use-cases such
as map and narrative generation to allow for randomness in the game content.
Examples of games that utilize such techniques include No Man’s Sky, Dwarf
Fortress [1], and Caves of Qud [2]. Some approaches to PCG include noise-based
content generation using a noise function such as Perlin noise [3]. Although, noise-
based techniques can be used for PCG, some of the drawbacks of this approach is
the reliance on random distributions which are difficult to manipulate [3]. Unlike
noise-based algorithms, constraint solving allows for more controllable PCG tools
that are content agnostic [4].

Wave Function Collapse (WFC) has been used in games including Bad North [2]
to generate maps as well as navigation data in the context of the game. It
provides benefits over traditional PCG techniques in that WFC generates content
based off of rules inferred from contextual information. By comparing against
previously observed patterns, WFC can accurately predict viable choices to use
when generating outputs using texture synthesis. Texture synthesis generates a large
(and often seamlessly tiling) output image with a texture resembling that of a smaller
input image [5]. Implementations of WFC can be seen in multiple programming
languages including C# [6], Python [7], JavaScript, C++ [8], Rust [9] and others
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with applications including 2D map generation [6], 3D map generation [8], poetry
generation [10], 2D image generation, and more. In this paper, we will be discussing
WFC in the context of generating images procedurally and explore some of the
existing methodologies used to generate the same. This paper also proposes a
WFC implementation using Markov random fields and analyzes the benefits and
drawbacks for this approach.

2 Wave Function Collapse

Wave Function Collapse (WFC) is a constraint solving algorithm named after the
quantum physics wave superposition concept. Maxim Gumin first implemented
WFC using C# to incorporate a texture synthesis constraint solving PCG algorithm
[6]. Entropy in WFC is described as the set of all possible color outcomes allowed
by the input constraints for each individual pixel to be generated in the output image.
This means that if a set of n colors were observed in an image, the entropy for any
pixel in that image can be up to n. By following a minimum entropy heuristic, WFC
resolves constraints from a point on the output sample and propagates outwards
resolving entropy to create a final pattern [4]. These constraints determine the
occurrence of specific information in the input data which can be visualized as
neighboring pixel constraints in the case of 2D images. By splitting an image
into uniform chunks called kernels, the WFC algorithm can identify patterns that
exist in the input sample and their rate of occurrence. Using this information,
WFC performs texture synthesis to generate a new output image that follows the
same constraints observed in the input. Figure 1 illustrates some of the inputs
and their corresponding procedural outputs generated by Maxim Gumin’s original
implementation of WFC [6].

This paper discusses 2 existing models used to generate procedural content using
WFC, they are the Overlapping WFC (OWFC) and Tiling WFC (TWFC) models,
and proposes a new Markov WFC (MkWFC) model. In the case of 2D, the OWFC
model splits an input image into smaller N × N sized kernels. These kernels are
then overlapped to determine the possible occurrences of pixels in the output. The
TWFC model, on the other hand, does not identify the kernels by splitting the input
image into chunks, instead, it receives these kernels and their constraints in the form
of meta-data. This meta-data can be used by TWFC to propagate constraints and
solve the entropies of kernels without having to determine them in a pre-compute
step. By eliminating the iterative kernel identification process, the TWFC model
generates procedural outputs faster than the OWFC model. This, however, comes
at the cost of manually generating a meta-data file that feeds the relevant constraint
information to TWFC which is non-trivial; this affects the scalability of TWFC as
increasing the complexity of the input can result in the need for increased investment
of resources in determining the constraints required to generate desired results [11].
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Fig. 1 Samples from Maxim Gumin’s WFC repository [6] highlighting the input provided to the
algorithm on the left side and the random procedural results on the right side for each corresponding
input image

The MkWFC model builds on the TWFC model by using constraint identification
from input samples similar to OWFC while maintaining the performance benefits of
TWFC.

2.1 Overlapping Wave Function Collapse Model

2.1.1 Overview

The OWFC model expects only an input sample as opposed to the other models
which require some meta-data or a combination of meta-data and input samples. The
OWFC model splits the input sample image into N ×N kernels where N is defined
by the user; these kernels are then stored in a list to be used in the generation of the
output image. These identified kernels account for 8 possible occurrences of each
kernel including rotated and reflected versions of the kernel. The requested output
image is allocated in memory but none of the pixels in the output image is assigned
any color information as all the pixels in the requested output can be any of the pixel
colors read from the input. This means they all start at the highest possible entropy
(all of the observed colors from the input) and the entropy of the image needs to be
resolved to finally generate an image where there is only 1 possible color for any
given pixel in the output (i.e., entropy of 1).
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To perform the entropy resolution, an arbitrary pixel is selected in the output and
assigned one of its possible color values. This reduces the entropy of that pixel to
1 and the assigned color information is then propagated to its neighboring pixels.
Each of the neighboring pixels is compared against observed kernels to determine
possible color values based on the previously resolved pixel information. The check
is performed by overlapping the kernel with the neighboring pixel to determine if
the entropy for the neighboring pixel is valid based on the occurrence of color values
in the kernel. If the entropy values exist in the overlapped kernel, the pixel entropy
is maintained, otherwise, all entropy values that cannot occur are eliminated from
the neighboring pixel entropy [12]. This results in the entropy of the neighboring
pixel is either decreases or remains the same. The kernel overlap is performed for all
neighboring pixels; the process continues recursively until all the pixels in the output
image have been resolved to an entropy of 1. Due to the nature of the constraints
used by the algorithm, there are instances where entropy resolution cannot resolve
the output pixel entropies [13]. This occurs when there is not enough information
to identify constraints that can resolve the pixel entropy, in which case WFC cannot
generate a result with the provided input [14].

By arbitrarily picking the first pixel to perform entropy resolution, the resolution
occurs differently on every execution of the algorithm hence generating different
outputs.

2.1.2 Tradeoffs of OWFC

Although OWFC does provide procedural results, due to the iterative nature of
kernel identification OWFC is computationally heavy. By increasing the size of the
kernel, there is a rapid increase in computational time in the order ofN2 whereN∗N
represents the dimensions of the kernel. Increasing the complexity of the image by
using numerous colors or well-defined patterns such as alphabets or symbols causes
results to lose randomness due to there being a larger constraint set. While providing
procedural results, OWFC suffers from high computational cost as well as the lack
of scalability.

2.2 Tile-Based Wave Function Collapse Model

2.2.1 Overview

The TWFC model is very similar to the OWFC model except for the kernel
generation step. Instead of computing the kernels present in an input sample, the
TWFC model relies on a meta-data file that can provide the constraints required to
generate an output image. By doing so, the tiling model can benefit from not having
to use per-pixel entropies; instead, a tile can comprise of a set of pixels that fit on a
fixed tile grid. The constraints are neighborhood relationship information between
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2 distinct tiles and their orientations. The algorithm uses a WFC wave object which
contains all possible tile instances that can occur on the output image. Similar to
OWFC, TWFC still requires the need to resolve the entropies of each tile in the
output image as the WFC wave object considers all tiles to have the highest possible
entropies (i.e., the total number of tiles used by the algorithm) when generating the
output [15].

When comparing the 2 models, OWFC model takes a sample image as input
while the TWFC model takes a meta-data file as input. The meta-data file contains
a set of tiles to be used as subsets of the generated image and some constraints that
determine which tiles can be placed next to each other. By feeding the constraints
and possible tiles in manually generated meta-data to TWFC, the kernel generation
step is not required hence reducing the computational load involved of TWFC as
opposed to that of OWFC. Since TWFC uses tiles on a fixed tile grid as opposed to
pixels in an image, the user has control over the size of the tiles used as well as the
complexity of the output generated as tiles can be simplified or made more detailed
based on usage. Unlike OWFC however, TWFC has no way of identifying the rate
of occurrence for kernels (in this case tiles) occurring in the input as there is no input
image. Instead, to account for a rate of occurrence, TWFC requires this information
to be provided as tile frequency or tile weight in the meta-data file.

2.2.2 Architecture

The architecture used by TWFC is illustrated in Fig. 2. The meta-data is parsed
to identify the set of tiles to be used for texture synthesis and their symmetries
are computed. Once all tiles have been identified and their symmetries computed,
TWFC parses the constraints to be used to solve against. TWFC then uses a WFC
Propagator object which will propagate the entropy resolution information and the
WFC wave which stores an output of the desired size. After creating the propagator
and wave, TWFC can begin the entropy resolution process.

Similar to the case of OWFC, the iterative entropy resolution process cannot
complete if there is not enough constraint information, in which case we set a limit to
the number of attempts to complete entropy resolution. After the entropy resolution
solves for an output WFC wave object, the algorithm then writes the content of the
WFC wave object as an output image of the same size. The result of the TWFC
algorithm returns either a pass or fail output that conveys if the model generated an
output file or not from the given input sample.

2.2.3 Meta-Data Configuration

TWFC uses meta-data comprising tile information utilized by the texture synthesis
step along with constraint information. The meta-data lists a set of tiles to be used
by TWFC as well as their size in pixels and their possible symmetries (rotated and
reflected instances) of the tiles to be used when generating an output. The constraints
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of tiling WFC

in meta-data specify a left tile and its orientation to a corresponding right tile and its
orientation to determine which of these constraints can fit in the output WFC wave
object.
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2.2.4 Improvements Over OWFC

By eliminating the kernel generation process, TWFC does not need to pre-compute
the existing patterns and their rate of occurrence, instead, the meta-data file
provides the required tile information including frequencies, constraints, and sizes
hence allowing the TWFC algorithm to only perform the WFC wave propagation
and entropy resolution. With kernels relationships determined ahead of time, the
computational overhead is reduced while also providing users the opportunity to
control the constraints involved as well as the complexity of the tiles without directly
affecting the WFC resolution and propagation. By doing so, making changes to
tiles being used by the TWFC model does not affect its speed, adding constraints
however would affect the performance of the algorithm due to the need to do fewer
(if neighbor constraints are reduced) or more (if neighbor constraints are increased)
comparisons during entropy resolution.

2.2.5 Tradeoffs of TWFC

Despite having a reduced computationally load and improving on the speed of
generating output using WFC, the TWFC model still has some drawbacks. The
generation of the meta-data file is non-trivial. To identify the required constraints
and how they affect the generated output requires designing possible outcomes by
involving some constraints as opposed to others or by balancing the frequency of
the tiles being used. This can be challenging as the reduction or inclusion of even a
single constraint can change the entropy resolution process significantly. Due to the
determining of neighborhood constraints being a non-trivial process, TWFC also
does not scale well. Increasing the number of constraints or adding more tiles to
the TWFC problem requires re-iterating on the possible outcomes and manipulating
the non-trivial neighborhood constraint set. As the number of tiles and constraints
increases, the complexity also increases which can result in a greater chance of
human error. Similar to OWFC, there are cases where TWFC cannot resolve the tile
entropy and the algorithm fails to generate an output image. This can be a result of
conflicting constraints or human error in curating the manually generated meta-data
file.

2.3 Markov Chain Wave Function Collapse Model

2.3.1 Overview

The proposed Markov WFC (MkWFC) model aims to solve the scalability issues
of TWFC while maintaining the performance benefits it provides over OWFC.
To eliminate this scalability tradeoff, MkWFC performs an automation step to
infer the constraints rather than use a manually generated meta-data file. MkWFC
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uses the tile information to scan input images provided in meta-data to determine
constraints. These constraints are used to create Markov random field that determine
neighboring tile relationships for each instance of a tile in the input image. Although
this introduces an overhead in terms of execution time, by automating the non-
trivial step of constraint identification MkWFC identifies constraints and generates
a Markov random field to be used by the WFC algorithm. Due to this automated
pre-processing step MkWFC can scale better than TWFC with increased input and
output sizes.

There are 2 benefits MkWFC provides over the TWFC implementation. The first
being the elimination of manually determining non-trivial constraint information.
By eliminating this process MkWFC uses the design philosophy of the OWFC
model, which is to observe input images for constraint identification. With tile infor-
mation present in meta-data, the MkWFC model can pre-compute their symmetries
and observe the input images for occurrences of these tiles, thereby determining
its neighborhood relationships to build constraints that can be used for output
generation. The second benefit is scalability in terms of increasing the number
of constraints used by the WFC algorithm. Due to the automation of constraint
identification, increasing the constraint set used by WFC requires adding additional
input images or increasing the size of provided input images to identify a constraint
set with greater coverage over the theoretical maximum of possible constraints. This
also allows for generating results with different constraints by switching between
images that follow the desired constraints as opposed to manually curating new
constraint relationships to be passed as meta-data like in the case of TWFC.

After parsing the meta-data, MkWFC generates all the tile symmetries as is in the
case with TWFC. After generating the symmetries, MkWFC performs an extra step
of analyzing all the input samples provided in the meta-data for tile occurrences. By
analyzing the entire image, MkWFC identifies a set of neighborhood relationships
between 2 adjacent tiles. For each tile, the MkWFC model creates a Markov random
field of compatible neighbors. After identifying compatible neighbors for all tile
occurrences in the input images, these neighborhood constraints are propagated
during entropy resolution.

2.3.2 Architecture

The architecture used by MkWFC is illustrated in Fig. 3. The meta-data is parsed
to identify the set of tiles to be used for texture synthesis and their symmetries
are computed as in the case of TWFC. The difference is in the identification of
constraints. MkWFC uses input images described in meta-data to determine tile
instances and create constraint chains. The constraint chains are then populated into
a constraint set of a Markov random field which are the relationships of each tile
instance in the input image to its corresponding neighbors. MkWFC then creates the
WFC Propagator object which will propagate the entropy resolution information and
the WFC wave which stores an output of the desired size. The result of the MkWFC
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Fig. 3 Flowchart used by Markov wave function collapse model

algorithm returns either a pass or fail output that conveys if the model generated an
output file or not from the given input sample similar to TWFC.

2.3.3 Meta-Data Configuration

Similar to TWFC, MkWFC also needs some meta-data to describe the tiles used by
MkWFC as well as their respective symmetries. So as in the TWFC case, there is a
list of tiles to be used provided in meta-data along with their size in pixels and their
respective symmetries. But unlike TWFC, instead of a list of left tile to right tile
neighborhood constraint information, the meta-data for MkWFC provides a list of
input images. These input images are analyzed in the constraint identification step
and a list of left tile to right tile neighborhood constraints is automated, then fed as
constraint list to the tiling step of MkWFC. The elimination of curating non-trivial
constraint information reduces the size of meta-data file as well as eliminates the
time intensiveness of manually curating the constraint information.
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Fig. 4 Input sample and generated output for circuit generation using MkWFC

2.3.4 Model Usage

To showcase the workings of MkWFC we will consider the use-case of procedurally
generating a circuit board as described in Fig. 4. This image is passed as input to
MkWFC. Its corresponding meta-data file contains a list of 14 tiles that are used
and their corresponding symmetry.

As expected, the meta-data only contains tile information and the input samples
that would be used by MkWFC which in this case is the image in Fig. 4. On
execution of MkWFC, the automated constraint identification step checks against
the input image to identify tile occurrences and creates a list of neighborhood
constraints as a Markov random field. These constraints are then used by the WFC
algorithm to perform the texture synthesis step to resolve the entropy of each tile
instance and generate an output image.

On successful entropy resolution, MkWFC saves the resolved output as an image.
The results of this problem are illustrated in Fig. 4 where the constraints identified
from the input image generated an output image following the same constraints. It
is important to note however that similar to OWFC and TWFC, MkWFC cannot
guarantee the resolution of entropy per tile as there may be conflicting constraints
which may require more than 1 pass to resolve said constraints or the constraint
contradictions are impossible to resolve using the identified constraint set.
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3 Experiment

To compare the scalability and performance of MkWFC against TWFC, 6 different
content generation problems namely Circles, Circuits, Rooms, Knots, Castles, and
Summer were considered. Each of the 6 problems was executed to generate outputs
of 3 different sizes which were 5 × 5 tiled for small outputs, 10 × 10 tiled for
medium outputs, and 25 × 25 tiled for large outputs. Metrics for comparing TWFC
against MkWFC were calculated by executing 10 trials for each of the 6 problems
when generating outputs for each of the 3 output sizes. A total of 180 trials were
performed for TWFC (60 trials each of 5 × 5, 10 × 10, and 25 × 25 tiled outputs).
Similarly 540 trials were performed for MkWFC, where the first 180 trials used 5×
5 tiled input samples to generate outputs of all sizes (60 trials of 5× 5, 10× 10, and
25× 25 outputs), the next 180 trials used 10× 10 tiled inputs to generate outputs of
all sizes, and the final 180 trials used 25 × 25 tiled inputs to generate outputs of all
sizes. By averaging the metrics for all 720 trials, this paper compares the constraint
identification, usage, and execution times in milliseconds for TWFC and MkWFC.

To generate outputs, TWFC used a manually generated meta-data file for each
of the 6 problems which listed the tiles used for that problem as well as the
constraints to be solved against. MkWFC on the other hand used 3 different meta-
data files, 1 for each desired output size, and used 3 images as input samples from
which to determine constraints. When generating outputs, MkWFC performance
was measured when using 3 input samples of size 5 × 5, 10 × 10, and 25 ×
25 to generate outputs of all sizes. All constraints were used as a set of left to
right neighboring tile relationships. In the case of TWFC, these were provided in
the manually generated meta-data file whereas in the case of MkWFC, they were
identified from the input sample images provided to the algorithm. To calculate
the total number of theoretical constraints, it was assumed that all tiles used by
MkWFC and TWFC had 8 possible symmetries. The formula used to compute the
total number of possible constraints ε on an n ∗ n sized grid is described in Eq. 1
such that we compute 4 possible constraints for all tiles in the n∗n image excluding
the boundary tiles where n represents the width and height of the image.

ε = (α + β + γ ) (1)

where α, β, and γ are described in Eqs. 2, 3, and 4 as

α = (n− 2)2 ∗ 4 (2)

β = (n− 2) ∗ 4 ∗ 3 (3)

γ = 4 ∗ 2 (4)

ε in Eq. 1 represents the maximum possible constraint pairs on a tile grid of size
n ∗ n. α determines the maximum possible constraint pairs of all the tiles excluding
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the boundary tiles on the tile grid. The number of tiles on the grid excluding the
boundary tiles is represented as (n− 2)2 and since these tiles have neighbors on all
4 directions top, bottom, left, and right we multiply 4 as the possible constraint pairs
for these tiles.
β represents the maximum possible constraint pairs for the tiles that lie on the

boundary of the tile grid except for the corner tiles. The tiles on the boundary except
for corner tiles can each have 3 constraint pairs associated with them as one of their
4 directions will have no neighboring tile. This is represented as (n − 2) tiles for
each of the 4 sides having 3 possible neighborhood constraints.

Finally a constant γ represents the maximum possible constraints for the 4 corner
tiles on the tile grid. Since the corner tiles have neighbors in 2 out of the 4 possible
directions, the value of C is 4 ∗ 2 and is constant.

4 Results

Figure 6 showcases 1 of the input samples used by MkWFC and the outputs gener-
ated by both TWFC and MkWFC for all 6 problems in 1 of the trials performed. For
the Circuits problem, MkWFC identified insufficient unique constraints resulting in
fail conditions when generating outputs under 2 of the 3 test conditions. MkWFC
was unable to resolve constraints when using small and medium input samples to
identify constraints but was able to generate results using large input samples. This
lack of information for entropy resolution resulted in entropy for tiles in the output
to be higher than 1 which meant that there is more than 1 possible outcome for that
tile in the output resulting in a fail condition. Failure to generate outputs for the
Circuits problem occurred when the number of constraints identified to the possible
constraint pairs on the output image fell below a threshold value. The threshold
value identified was 0.2 when using small input samples and 0.47 when using
medium input samples. The tiles used to generate outputs for the Circuits problem
are shown in Fig. 5 (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5 Tiles provided as inputs for TWFC and MkWFC for the Circuits problem
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Fig. 6 Outputs of TWFC and input sample with corresponding generated outputs using MkWFC
for 1 of the trials
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The TWFC model relies on the use of constraints to be provided in meta-data
which would require the need to explicitly specify the desired constraints to use
whereas MkWFC identifies all constraints existing in an input sample and generates
Markov random field of all the neighborhood tile constraints. As a result, there
are constraints identified by MkWFC which may not be part of the constraint set
provided to TWFC resulting in patterns in output which would not be generated by
the TWFC implementation unless explicitly mentioned in manually generated meta-
data. To highlight the case where new constraints are used in generating outputs
by MkWFC, the Castles trial used by MkWFC is showcased in Fig. 7 where the
tile instances highlighted in red represent the constraints that were identified by
MkWFC which were not present in the TWFC implementation. When comparing
TWFC and MkWFC, there was an increase in the coverage of the maximum
theoretical constraints set for MkWFC when compared to TWFC based on the data
analysis performed.

Generating the constraints in meta-data for TWFC requires the use of reference
images provided by a designer, by automating constraint identification MkWFC
used the same reference images to identify constraints in millisecond range.
MkWFC consistently increased the number of constraints identified as a result of
automating the constraint identification process and scaled with increasing output
sizes. MkWFC introduces an increase in execution time which is nominal to allow
for performance in real-time similar to TWFC.

Fig. 7 Comparison of TWFC and MkWFC outputs for the Castle problem. Red boxes show new
constraints not present in TWFC
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4.1 Constraint Identification

Table 1 is the comparison of constraints received by TWFC to those identified
by MkWFC when generating outputs using 3 image samples as inputs. When
reading constraints, TWFC received 88.76 ± 61.16%(α = 0.05) of the constraints
set identified by MkWFC when using small image samples of size 5 × 5. Each
identified constraint in MkWFC was weighted to determine the frequency of a
pattern that existed in input. As the size of input images increased, the constraints
received by TWFC reduced to 46.95 ± 19.77%(α = 0.05) of the constraint set
identified by MkWFC when using 10 × 10 sized input samples and further reduced
to 36.47± 6.2%(α = 0.05) of the constraint set identified by MkWFC when using
25 × 25 sized input samples.

From Table 1 it is clear that MkWFC manages to identify more constraints when
compared to those read by TWFC with increasing input sizes. As the size of input
sample increases, the constraint set identified by MkWFC also increases whereas
the TWFC model utilizes the same fixed constraint set which needs to be manually
generated for each problem.

4.2 Constraint Usage

Table 2 is the comparison of constraint usage for TWFC and MkWFC when
generating outputs of varying sizes. The table compares the outputs generated when
using 3 different sized inputs with MkWFC. When generating outputs using inputs
of size 5 × 5, TWFC used 42.65 ± 5.72%(α = 0.05) of the constraints used by
MkWFC as the worst case for TWFC. The best case for TWFC resulted in the
usage of 57.38 ± 14.29%(α = 0.05) of the constraints used by MkWFC when
generating outputs of size 25 × 25 with 5 × 5 input samples. In the case of using
5 × 5 input samples, MkWFC provides almost double the coverage of constraints
used when compared to TWFC. When comparing the constraint usage of TWFC
with MkWFC while using 10 × 10 images to generate outputs with MkWFC,
TWFC exhibits a best case of 98.72 ± 152.9%(α = 0.05) of the constraint set
used by MkWFC when generating 5 × 5 sized output images. This drops to a
37.31 ± 7.12%(α = 0.05) of the constraints used in the worst case of generating
10 × 10 image outputs with the metrics for generating 25 × 25 outputs beings
similar where TWFC uses 38 ± 5.4%(α = 0.05) of the constraint set used by

Table 1 Constraint
identification TWFC
compared to MkWFC

Input size Mean (α = 0.05)

5 × 5 88.76± 61.16%

10 × 10 46.95± 19.77%

25 × 25 36.47± 6.2%
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Table 2 Constraint usage
TWFC compared to MkWFC

Input size Output size Mean (α = 0.05)

5 × 5 5 × 5 42.65± 5.72%

5 × 5 10 × 10 45.47± 13.17%

5 × 5 25 × 25 57.38± 14.29%

10 × 10 5 × 5 98.72± 152.9%

10 × 10 10 × 10 37.31± 7.12%

10 × 10 25 × 25 38± 5.4%

25 × 25 5 × 5 64.83± 67.33%

25 × 25 10 × 10 67.45± 82.12%

25 × 25 25 × 25 34.57± 4.68%

Table 3 Execution time comparisons TWFC and MkWFC

Input size
MkWFC constraint identi-
fication time (α = 0.05)

MkWFC tiling step
time (α = 0.05)

TWFC execution time
(α = 0.05)

5 × 5 1.03± 0.09 ms 22.76± 2.94 ms 25.12± 4.77 ms

10 × 10 4.13± 0.38 ms 34.83± 6.03 ms 25.54± 5 ms

25 × 25 28.19± 2.58 ms 60.71± 8.82 ms 25.15± 4.6 ms

MkWFC. The last set of metrics to be compared is when MkWFC uses 25 × 25
sized input samples to generate outputs. The constraint coverage of TWFC exhibits
the best case of 67.45± 82.12%(α = 0.05) of the coverage used by MkWFC when
generating outputs of size 10 × 10. This drops to the worst case of TWFC using
34.57 ± 4.68%(α = 0.05) of the constraints used by MkWFC when generating 25
× 25 sized output images.

From Table 2, MkWFC consistently manages to use a larger constraint converge
to generate outputs irrespective of size when compared to TWFC. The optimal case
for MkWFC is when the size of generated output is the same as the size of the input
samples provided to the algorithm while the worst case is observed when generating
outputs that are smaller than the size of the provided input samples.

4.3 Performance

Table 3 shows the time taken on average by MkWFC for constraint identification
and tiling step when compared to the total execution time of TWFC.

When generating outputs using images of size 5 × 5, MkWFC spent 1.03 ±
0.09 ms on constraint identification and 22.76±2.94 ms on the tiling step. This result
shows there was no statistical significant difference between the 25.12 ± 4.77 ms
TWFC execution times at this size. MkWFC spent 28.19 ± 2.58 ms on constraint
identification and 60.71 ± 8.82 ms on the tiling step for 25 × 25 tiled steps,
which was a statistically significant increase from the 25.15 ± 4.60 ms execution
time of TWFC. Although TWFC performed faster for the same case, MkWFC
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identified almost 3 times the number of constraints manually identified for TWFC.
The increase in constraints identified introduces an increase in execution time in
the range of milliseconds. To provide the same increase in constraints for TWFC,
the manual meta-data generation process would require a substantial increase in
design time. Due to the increasing number of constraints identified, the tiling step
of MkWFC exhibits a slower execution time with increasing image sizes.

5 Conclusion

MkWFC managed to consistently provide larger constraint coverage for both the
constraint identification and usage when compared to TWFC for all 3 image sizes.
The best case usage of MkWFC was exhibited when generating outputs of the same
size as the input samples provided to the algorithm. Due to an increase in constraints
used by MkWFC, the tiling step time was larger than the total execution time of
TWFC when generating outputs of increasing size. The increase in execution time
of MkWFC is in the range of milliseconds maintaining the real-time performance
advantages of TWFC.

Where run-time performance is a priority, TWFC can be used with a substantial
design time to generate meta-data to save on the run-time time overhead of
MkWFC. MkWFC however, consistently provides increased constraint usage across
all image sizes making it better suited for increasing content sizes. The added
performance overhead in automated constraint identification is significantly less
than the design time required to manually generate the constraint set. MkWFC
provides the performance benefits of TWFC over OWFC while maintaining viable
usage in real-time applications.
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Parallel Algorithms to Detect
and Classify Defects in Surface Steel
Strips

Khaled R. Ahmed, Majed Al-Saeed, and Maryam I. Al-Jumah

1 Introduction

Worldwide, steel industry is one of the most important strategic industries. Quality
is an important competitive factor to the steel industry success. Detection of surface
defects devotes a large percent of quality control process to satisfy the customer’s
need [1], and [2]. Defect detection and classification can be accomplished manually
by human labor; however, it will be slow and subject to human-made errors
and hazards. Therefore, automatic traditional-inspection systems were developed
to detect various faults. These include eddy current testing, infrared detection,
magnetic flux leakage detection, and laser detection. These methods are not able to
detect all the faults, especially the tiny ones [3]. This motivates many researchers [4,
5] to develop computer vision systems capable of classifying and detecting defects
in ceramic tiles [6], textile fabrics [7], and steel industries [8]. Achieving defect
detection, localization, and classification in real time is one of the challenges in
the steel production process. Therefore, the main aim of this chapter is to propose
parallel algorithms to detect and classify patches, scratches, and scale defects in
surface steel strips in real time.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related
works. Section 3 illustrates the proposed algorithm. Section 4 discusses the experi-
ment setup and results. Section 5 concludes this chapter.
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2 Related Work

Image processing plays a major role in the steel production industry to enhance the
quality of the products. In the literatures, many image-processing algorithms have
been proposed to detect various defects by features extraction techniques. A plenty
of features have been used including color, texture, shape, geometry features, etc.,
for defect localization and type identification [9]. The common techniques used for
feature extraction in steel images are categorized into four different approaches [10].
These approaches are statistical methods, structural algorithms, filtering methods,
and model-based techniques as shown in Fig. 1a.

Statistical approaches usually used histogram curve properties to detect the
defects such as histogram statistics, autocorrelation, local binary patterns, grey level
co-occurrence matrices [11], and multivariate discriminant function [12]. Image
processing and edge detection algorithms are the basic operations used in structural
approaches. Due to various defects depicting similar edge information, it is hard
to classify the defect types. Filter-based methods involve convolution with filter
masks for computing energy or response of the filter. Filters can be applied in
frequency domain [13], in spatial domain, or in combined spatial frequency domain
[14]. Model-based approaches include fractals, random field models, autoregressive
models, and the epitome model [10] to extract a model or a shape from images.
Figure 2 lists methods utilized to detect two types of surface defects on steel strips.

There are many approaches to extract features in parallel. Lu et al. [15] proposed
an adaptive pipeline parallel scheme for constant input workloads and implemented
an efficient version for it based on variable input workloads; they speed up to
52.94% and 58.82% with only 3% performance loss. Also, Zhang et al. [16]
proposed a model to generate gray level run length matrix (GLRLM) and extracts
multiple features for many ROIs in parallel by using graphical processing unit

Fig. 1 Related work
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Fig. 2 Defects detection and classification techniques

(GPU), and they achieved five-fold increase in speed than an improved sequential
equivalent.

The classification process is the main consideration in the inspection system.
Generally, there are two types of classification methods: supervised and unsuper-
vised as presented in Fig. 1b. In supervised classification, training samples are
labeled, and features are given to the classifier to generate the training model. The
training model predicts the pre-defined classes for test samples [10]. These methods
include SVM, neural networks, nearest neighbors, etc. Yazdchi et al. [17] applied
neural network (NN) to classify steel images that achieved accuracy 97.9%. Yun
et al. [18] suggested support vector machine (SVM) classifier for defect detection
of scale-covered steel wire rods. In unsupervised classification, classifier earns on
its own and it is not fed with labeled data. Classifier just tries to group together
similar objects based on the similarity of the features [19]. Most common types
of methods include K-means, SOM (self-organizing map) [20] and LVQ (learning
vector organization) [13]. Figure 2 lists some defect detection and classification
methods. The key parameters of the defect classification methods are the accuracy
and the efficiency. This paper employs the SVM.

3 Proposed Algorithms

This chapter develops parallel algorithms to detect and classify patches, scratches,
and scale defects in surface steel strip. Figure 3 shows the high-level design of the
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Surface Steel Strip
Image from Database

Pre-processing

Defect detection

Defect Classification

Defect Type

Fig. 3 High-level architecture of the proposed algorithm

proposed defect detection and classification technique. First phase is to preprocess
the image to improve it and remove noises. Second phase detects defects from the
steel image and segments it to defective ROIs. Third phase extracts Haralick features
from gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). Finally, these features will be used
as inputs to the SVM classifier.

3.1 Preprocessing Phase

Surface steel images are subject to various types of noises due to image acquisition
setup, lighting conditions, or material reflections. The preprocessing operation is
an important step to eliminate light reflection and noises. Preprocessing operation
carried out image enhancement and noise reduction. Image enhancement composes
two steps to make image clearer. First, convert the RGB images into grayscale
images and resize the image to M × N. Then apply the contrast stretching operation
to enhance image brightness by stretching the intensity values from 0 to 255. To
remove noises, this chapter uses median filter to remove salt, pepper noises, and
makes images more blurred [21, 22].

3.2 Defect Detection Phase

In this phase the algorithm divides the M × N grayscale steel image into blocks
(ROIs) of size W x H. After that, it extracts statistical features for each ROI by using
multivariate discriminant function [12] to detect either the ROI is defected or not.
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1. Features Extraction: The proposed algorithm divides the M× N grayscale image
into ROIs of size W x H, where W�M and H� N. To characterize the shape of
the surface defects and detect either if the ROI is defected or not, the algorithm
extracts following statistical features for each ROI: difference (δ), mean (μ) and
variance (υ) as in Eqs. (3), (4), and (5). After that, it calculates mean vector
(MV) for each ROI as Eq. (6). Extract features need many operations that may
take long time, which is not suitable to achieve real-time for defects detection.
Consequently, this paper uses Summed Area Table (SAT) [3] to reduce the
required time to compute these features. It quickly generates the sum of values of
a rectangular subset of a grid using Eq. (1). Where i(x, y) is the pixel value from
the given image and S(x, y) is the value of the summed area table [23]. For M× N
image, SAT table is created with O(M × N) complexity. Once it is created, the
task to calculate the sum of pixels in a rectangle that is a subset of the original
image can be done in constant time by Eq. (2) with O(1).

S (x, y) = i (x, y)+ S (x–1, y)+ S (x, y–1)− S (x − 1, y–1) (1)

SUM = S (x0–1, y0–1)+ S (x0 + x1, y0 + y1)

–S (x0 + x1, y0–1) –S (x0–1, y0 + y1)
(2)

Diff _V alue (ROI,W,H) (3)

μ = Mean_SAT (Image, x0, y0,W,H) (4)

υ = V ariance_SAT (Image, x0, y0,W,H) (5)

MV = [δ μ υ]T (6)

Consequently, SAT can quickly iterate pixels and significantly reduces the
required time to process the images. In this paper, we developed SAT algorithm
in parallel using CUDA [24, 25] as shown in Fig. 4.

2. Defect Detection: The defect detection algorithm divides image into ROIs to
detect each ROI either belongs to defective group (G1) or non-defective group
(G2). MV1 and MV2 are mean vectors that contain the statistical features of G1
and G2 respectively. We assume MVROI denotes a mean vector that contains the
features in ROI [12]. The two groups represent defective pixels and non-defective
pixels in the image. To separate the pixels into defective and non-defective pixels,
we create two Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)s [26]. An iterative Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to estimate maximum likelihood and
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Fig. 4 Parallel SAT Algorithm in CUDA

for both GMM1 and GMM2 as in Eq. (7), by guess weight α, mean m
and variance σ values [27]. EM contains three steps. First step chooses initial
parameters values, the second is E-step that evaluates the responsibilities using
the current parameter values, the third is M-step that re-estimates the parameters
using the current responsibilities [28]. By maximum likelihood function ML(p)
in Eq. (8), the pixel belongs to G1 if is larger than or equal to otherwise it
belongs to G2 Eq. (8).
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(7)

(8)

To decide if the image is defective or not, we apply multivariate discriminant
function, �, for each ROI in the image [5, 12]. Multivariate discriminant function
applies Mahalanobis distance rule �2 Eq. (9) [12, 29]. If Mahalanobis distance
between the ROI and G1 more than or equal Mahalanobis distance between ROI
and G2, then the ROI is defective; otherwise, the ROI is non-defective as in Eq.
(10). Multivariate discriminant function in Eq. (11) derived from Eqs. (9) and (10),
where T denotes matrix transpose [12]:

�2 (MVROI,MV) = (MVROI−MV)TCV−1 (MVROI−MV) (9)

�2 (MVROI,MV1) ≥ �2 (MVROI,MV2) (10)

� = (MV1–MV2)
TCCV−1 MVROI–1/2(MV1–MV2)

TCCV−1 (MV1–MV2)

(11)

To apply discriminant function �, we need to calculate covariance vector, CV,
for both groups G1 and G2 by Eq. (12), where Ni denotes the number of pixels in
the group and xij denotes pixel in G1 and G2. Then the common covariance matrix
(CCV) will be calculated by Eq. (13):

CVi = 1

Ni − 1

Ni∑

j=1

(
xij −MVi

) (
xij −MVi

)T for i = 1, 2. (12)

CCV =
2∑

j=1

(
Nj − 1

) CVj
n− 2

where n =
2∑

j=1

nj (13)

The ROI is defective if the value of discriminant function � is positive.
Otherwise, the ROI is non-defective as Eq. (14). To decide either the image contains
defects or not, it must have at least one defective ROI; otherwise, the image is non-
defective [12].

�(block) =
{
def ective block, � ≥ 0
non− def ective block, � < 0

(14)
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Applying the discriminant rule, �, for all ROIs in the image, results would be
like in Fig. 5; the numbers represent the value of the discriminant rule for each ROI
[12]. The image has no defect if all ROIs have negative discriminant value.

To speed up the EM algorithm, this chapter calculates each iteration E-step
and M-step for all pixels in parallel using CUDA [30] as shown in Fig. 6. The
parallel EM algorithm has main function PEM() that launches the GPU kernel
UpdateKernel() to process E-step and M-step for all pixels in parallel as seen in Fig.
7. The UpdateKernel() creates 1D grid and 1D ROIs; each ROI contains MT threads
[25]. Each thread calculates both E-step and M-step for a pixel. Assume an image
has NP pixels, the complexity of the sequential EM is O(Maximum of Iteration ×
NP). However, it is O(Maximum of Iteration) for the proposed parallel EM.

3.3 Defect Classification

In the past decade, different researchers have presented several methods for steel de-
fect classification [31]. Nevertheless, these methods are limited to high computation
and low accuracy. This work proposed a classification algorithm to classify scratch,
patches, and scale defects. The algorithm has two modules. First, features extraction
module takes the defective image and calculates GLCM and Haralick features [32,
33]. Second, once features are extracted, the classification module utilizes support
vector machine (SVM) for the recognition of their corresponding class.

1. Features Extraction Module: GLCM defines the texture of an image by calculat-
ing how frequently pairs of pixels with specific values and in a specified spatial
relationship happen in an image. Each element (i, j) of GLCM denotes how many
times the gray levels i and j occur as a sequence of two pixels located at a defined
distance δ along a chosen direction θ . Haralick defined a set of 14 measures of
textural features [33]. This work selected six textural features shown in Table 1

Fig. 5 Defective image and its discriminant result. [12]
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Preprocessing image

M = number of rows, N = number of columns
Initial value for Maxiterations, Loglikelihood, Precision, a, m, s

Lastloglikelihood = Loglikelihood

i < Maxiterations

global variables a, m, s

Update a, m, s

return a, m, s

Update loglikelihood value

(loglikelihood - lastloglikelihood) <= precision
Yes

 lastloglikelihood = loglikelihood

on CPU on GPU

No

No

Yes

PEM ()

Fig. 6 Parallel EM algorithm

that are used as input to SVM classifier to classify the defect in steel image.
The computation time of texture features depends on the number of gray levels,
between 0 and 255 levels. This chapter develops Haralick features calculation in
parallel to reduce the execution time for the proposed classification algorithms
[34]. To extract the features from GLCM matrix in parallel, this work developed
P_Haralick_Featuers() function that launches the HaralickKernel() kernel with
2D (blocks) ROIs with nx threads in the x-direction and ny threads in the y-
direction [25]. Each thread computes six features for one pixel. To accumulate
features values from threads, kernel uses AtomicAdd() function as shown in
Fig. 8. While a thread reads a memory address, it adds the value of feature to
it, and writes back the result to memory. As GLMC is 256×256 matrix, 256 gray
levels then the complexity to extract Haralick features by sequential algorithm is
O(256x256); however, with parallel algorithm it is O(1).

2. Defect Classification Module: To classify surface steel strip defects, this chapter
uses multi-class classification SVM. The classification process is divided into
two steps: training process and testing process. In both steps the classifier will
use features vectors; in the training step to label different defects and in the test
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Fig. 7 UpdateKernel() invoked by EM algorithm in CUDA

Table 1 Haralick features

Homogeneity F1 =∑

m

∑

n
(m− n)2GLMC (m, n)

Entropy F2 =∑

m

∑

n

1
1+(m−n)2 GLMC (m, n)

Energy F3 =∑

m

∑

n

GLMC (m, n) logGLMC (m, n)

Mean F4 =
√∑

m

∑

n

GLMC2 (m, n)

IDM F5 =∑

m

∑

n

1
2 (mGLMC (m, n) nGLMC (m, n))

step to classify defects [2, 18]. This work extracts features in parallel to reduce
the classification time. In the training phase, we pass these features along with
their corresponding labels to the SVM to generate SVM model. The second and
final step of the proposed system is the testing phase where we have a test dataset
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Fig. 8 HaralickKernel () to extract Haralick features

Training

Steel Surface
Images

Image
Preprocessing

Pre-processed
Image

Defect
Detection

Defective Image
Feature vectors SVM

Defect Type

Image Haralick features
Feature
vectors

SVM Training

Training Process

Testing Process

Fig. 9 Defect classification steps

images of the steel strips. These images are further checked for the defect; if
an image has defective ROIs, then Haralick features must be extracted. These
features are then given to the SVM along with a trained SVM model which was
trained in the first step; as a result, SVM identifies the predicted class of defect.
Figure 9 shows the classification steps.
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3.4 Evaluation Criteria of Defect Detection and Classification

This section introduces the performance criteria to check the effectiveness and
accuracies of the defect detection and classification algorithms.

1. Detection Accuracy: The defect detection accuracy as shown in Eq. (15) is used
to determine the accuracy and the effectiveness of the defect detection algorithms
[35, 36]:

DA = TP+ TN

TP+ TN+ FP+ FN
(15)

where TN is true negative, TP is true positive, FN is false negative, and FP is false
positive. True positive is referred to defective steel image identified as defective.
True negative is referred to defect-free steel image identified as defect-free. False
positive is referred to defect-free steel image identified as defective. False negative
is referred to defective steel image identifies as defect-free.

Classification Accuracy: The accuracy of the classification algorithm could be
calculated as in Eq. (16):

Accuracy(dj) = Nc
(
dj

)

Nt
(
dj

) (16)

where dj is the defect class j, j = 1, ... W, Nc(dj) is the number of images correctly
classified as defect class dj, Nt(dj) is the total number of images in that defect class,
and W is the total number of defected classes. The total accuracy for the defect
classification algorithm is the probability of a correct prediction due to our classifier
for all defect classes over a set of images:

Total accuracy =
∑W
j Accuracy

(
dj

)

W
(17)

2. Performance Criteria: Computing time is the main criteria to study the perfor-
mance of the proposed defect detection and classification algorithm. The required
time to detect and classify defects for steel surface is divided into two main
significant parts: detection time and classification time as shown in Eq. (18):

TotalTime =
B∑

i=1

Dti + Ctj (18)

where the surface steel image has been divided into B ROIs, Dti is the required time
to detect either ROI i in the surface steel image has defect or not, Cti is the required
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time to classify the type of the defects in the defected ROI i in the surface steel
image. Cti equals zero if ROI i has no defects. In addition, this work used speedup
to measure the performance of the proposed algorithm is speedup as in Eq. (19):

Speedup = Ts

Tp
(19)

where Ts denotes the execution time of the sequential algorithms, and Tp denotes
the execution time of parallel algorithms.

4 Experiment Results

This section introduces experiments results of the proposed parallel algorithms for
detecting scratch, patches, and scale defects.

1. Setup: The experiment platform in this work is Intel(R) Core™ i7-8550U with a
clock rate of 1.8 GHz, working with 8 GB DDR4 RAM and a graphics card that is
NVIDIA GeForce 940MX with 2GB of DDR3 and 1122 MHz. All experiments
in this project were conducted in Windows 10 64-bit operating system with
the development environments of Visual C++ 2017 with OpenCV 3.4.3 and
CUDA toolkit 10. NEU dataset has 1800 grayscale steel images has been used. It
includes six types of defect which are inclusion, crazing, patches, pitted surface
and rolled-in scale, 300 samples for each type. Moreover, to study the tolerance
of the proposed algorithm against noises this paper added salt and pepper noises
to about 1%–2% of the steel images dataset. Dataset is divided into 70% for
training set and 30% for testing set.

2. Experiment: The experiments were conducted in three stages: pre-processing,
defect detection, and defect classification. In the first stage, images are pre-
processed as follows. Steel images are resized to 400 × 400 and then a 3 × 3
median filter is used to remove noises. The second stage “defect detection”
includes four steps. The first step creates two Gaussian mixture models for
each image by maximum likelihood to divide the image pixels into two groups:
defective group and non-defective group. Figure 10 shows two GMM for steel
image having scratch defect. The second step calculates statistical features mean,
difference, and variance for these groups. In third step, each image is divided
into ROIs. Each ROI contains 40x40 pixels. Use summed area table to extract
statistical features for each ROI. Finally, use the discriminant rule to decide either
the ROI is defective or non-defective. The fourth step displays defected ROIs if
the steel image is defective or not as shown in Fig. 11. The defect classification
stage is divided into two phases. In the training phase, the SVM classifier takes
vectors of the extracted six Haralick features with associated labels for all images
in the training set and then generates a training model. In the testing phase, the
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Two Gaussian Mixture Models

Two Gaussian Mixture ModelsScratch Defect Steel Image(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Steel image and GMM models

Fig. 11 Defect detection
result

trained SMV takes Haralick features as a vector for test image from testing set
and predicts defect class.

3. Results: This section illustrates gradually the results of the proposed algorithms.
In this chapter we develop three defect detection algorithms: (1) sequential
without SAT algorithm (SEQ) [12], (2) proposed sequential with SAT algorithm
(SSAT), and (3) proposed parallel with SAT algorithms (PSAT) developed by
CUDA. The median execution time for three types of implementations to detect
and classify three defects will be illustrated in this section. Table 2 shows the
median defect and classification time in milliseconds (ms) for SEQ and SSAT and
PSAT algorithms. They detect three defects, patches, scratch, and scale, while
image size is 400 × 400 pixels and ROIs size is 40 × 40 pixels. Table 2 contains
steel images with defected ROIs, defect type, median of the execution time
for defect detection and classification algorithms, and speedup. The rightmost
column in this table displays the speedup of the PSAT compared to SEQ.

Figure 12 shows median execution time for sequential and parallel algorithms
implemented to detect and classify three defects. It depicts that the PSAT algorithm
is the fastest one especially in detecting scratch defect. The PSAT algorithm is
able to accomplish ~1.50x speedup. Figure 13 plots median defect detection and
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Table 2 Execution times for three algorithms

Median execution time in ms Speedup
Steel image Defect type SSAT SEQ PSAT

Patches 22.045 20.094 14.656 1.50

Scratch 22.787 21.697 13.804 1.65

Scale 20.319 20.015 14.577 1.39
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Fig. 12 Median defect detection and classification time

classification time with different dimensions of surface steel images with block
(ROI) size 40×40 pixels. It shows that the median execution increases linearly with
the increase of image size. The proposed PSAT algorithm has exhibited superior
performance compared to the other algorithms while image size is increasing.

The proposed algorithm divides the image into non-overlapped ROIs (partitions).
The number of ROIs is specified based on defect location. Some defect may split
into two ROIs. So, the smaller defect in a ROI may not be classified as a defect type.
In doubt, this case will affect the accuracy of the proposed algorithm. The number
of ROIs must be chosen carefully to reduce the defect splitting. Figure 14 depicts
that PSAT algorithm takes shortest execution time in milliseconds for all bock sizes,
while the SEQ takes significantly long execution time. SEQ divides image into ROIs
with size W × H and handles each ROI separately, while PSAT generates 2D ROIs
with W × H threads. Each thread launches kernel to detect either ROI is defective
or not in parallel. Therefore, PSAT shows 1.4 speedup compared with SSAT and
more than 1.6 speedup compared with SEQ. The accuracy of the proposed defect
detection algorithms SSAT and PSAT is about 95.66%.
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5 Conclusion

The major aim of this chapter is to design and develop a parallel algorithm that
automates the defects inspection process in steel industry. This work employed SAT
to improve the defect detection algorithm in [12] In addition, it demonstrated the
detailed implementation of the proposed sequential algorithm based on SAT and
parallel algorithm. Once defected image is detected, SVM classifier has been used
to classify the type of the defect (scratch, patches, scale). The experimental results in
this article verified that the developed techniques succeeded to speed up the surface
steel defects detection and classification compared with the existing techniques.
Finally, the proposed parallel algorithm speeds up over the sentential algorithms
developed in [12] by about 1.65 times to detect scratch, about 1.5 times to detect
patch and 1.39 times to detect scale defects respectively where the image size is
400 × 400 with about 95.66%.
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Lightweight Approximation of Softmax
Layer for On-Device Inference

Ihor Vasyltsov and Wooseok Chang

1 Introduction

Due to the rapid growth of wireless communication technology, the number
of Internet of Things (IoT) devices has increased dramatically in recent years.
According to a Cisco, 50 billions of IoT devices will be connected to the Internet by
2020 [3]. In addition, it was estimated that data volume generated yearly by those
devices will be more than 40 times bigger than the current global traffic, which
will amount to 850 Zettabytes [7]. Thus, existing cloud computing infrastructure
would be unable to provide good service for the analysis of new data as it simply
has not enough computing power and network capacity for a large number of
computation tasks. In addition, many AI applications (e.g., autonomous driving)
have strict requirement on the latency of computation.

Therefore, it makes more sense to locate computations closer to the data sources,
so called edge computing or on-device computing. On-device computing has better
capabilities in terms of privacy, latency, scalability, reliability, diversity, and costs
compared with traditional cloud computing [8, 14, 18, 19].

Deep learning (DL) tasks are usually computationally intensive and require large
memory footprints. At the same time, end-devices have limited computing power
and small memories to support raw large-scale DL models. Therefore, original DL
models are optimized, compressed, distilled, and quantized to reduce the resource
cost. There are already many methods for optimizing DL models [1, 6, 12], but
most of them are related to quantization of matrix multiplication operations, while
quantization of activations (built as nonlinear functions (NLFs)) has not been
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studied enough. Softmax layer is one of the most popular and important NLFs, but
the complexity of implementation in the platform with limited hardware resources
can be a bottleneck of application performance. Thus, we will focus on the usage of
softmax layer in computer vision tasks as the main application.

In this paper we propose a lightweight method for efficient computation of the
softmax layer at the devices with limited computational power. The method is
based on the approximation of softmax by taking reciprocal of natural exponential
function, which is implemented as 1-dimensional look-up-table (1-D LUT). In
Sect. 2, we consider some preliminaries for understanding softmax, drawbacks
of existing approximation methods, and propose our method. Section 3 shows
the experimental validation of the proposed method with human segmentation
tasks. Section 4 describes a plan for further extension of our research, and Sect. 5
concludes the paper.

2 Softmax Approximation

2.1 Preliminaries

In mathematics, the softmax is a function that takes a vector x of n real numbers
as an input, and normalizes it into a probability distribution P(x) consisting of
n probabilities proportional to the exponential of each input number. Thus, after
applying softmax, each component will be in the interval σ(xi) ∈ (0, 1), and
the components will add up to 1, so that they can be interpreted as probabilities.
Softmax is often used in neural networks, to map the non-normalized output of
a network to a probability distribution over predicted output classes. There are
different representations of the softmax function depending on the application [4],
but the most well-known and widely accepted version is as follows [11]:

σ(xi) = exi

Σexi
(1)

In the real hardware the range of number representation is limited, thus ex

computations can often lead to overflow or underflow. Therefore for practical
implementation to provide stable computation, a normalization of input by x∗i =
xi −max(x) is used [11]1 as shown below:

σ(xi) = exi−max(x)

Σexi−max(x)
(2)

1All major DL frameworks (TensorFlow v1.7, PyTorch (with Caffe2) v0.4.0, MXNET v1.1.0,
Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit v2.5.1, and Chainer v5.0.0a1) are using this safe version for softmax
computation [11].
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2.2 Previous Arts

Softmax layer is one of the most important and widely used NLF in modern AI
models, due to its smooth properties. However, many modern neural processing
unit (NPU) architectures are focused on the acceleration of matrix multiplications
only, as they are a majority of computational functions of a DL model. As a
result, for computation of complex NLF (i.e. softmax layer), the data must be
sent out of NPU to an external host (CPU, GPU, or DSP), which complicates the
software development, and can also negatively impact on the overall performance
and power consumption. In addition, since general purpose interface is used for data
transmission, the internal data can be exposed to malicious user, which may cause
an issue of data privacy.2

To avoid involvement of the host for softmax computation, some NPU pro-
posed dedicated HW accelerators. In many of those implementations, each of the
numerator and the denominator in Eq. (1) are computed first, and then a division
operation is performed, e.g., [10, 15, 17]. In such case, the HW accelerator should
contain a divider circuit (fixed-point, or even floating point), which requires an
additional HW cost. To avoid a big area cost for traditional dividers, the authors
in [5] propose to replace the denominator with closest 2b value.3 Then division can
be implemented just as a simple bit-shift operation. Although the method described
above is decreasing the hardware complexity of softmax computation it still relies
on the division operation, which is not always feasible for end-devices with limited
computational power.

2.3 Proposed Method

In general case, we can consider alternative softmax function σ ∗(xi) as

σ ∗(xi) = score(xi)
norm(x)

(3)

where score(xi) and norm(x) are some scoring and normalization factors (for
original function score(xi) = exi , and norm(x) = Σexi ).

As described in [9], we can list some desirable properties of the alternative
softmax function as below:

– Nonlinearity: for better selectivity of the scored values.
– Numerical stability: to avoid overflow, or underflow during computation.
– Positive: output values all should be positive, to be used for scoring.

2For example, for CCTV or industrial data sensing application.
3Where b is a certain integer constant.
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Table 1 Softmax approximation methods and their properties

Method of Numerical Computational
# approximation Nonlinearity stability Positive Bounded complexity

1 xi Bad Bad Bad Bad Best

2 exi Best Bad Good Bad Good

3 xi
max(x)

Bad Bad Bad Good Bad

4
x2
i

max2(x)
Good Bad Good Good Bad

5
x2
i

Σx2
i

Good Bad Good Best Worst

6 exi−max(x) Best Best Best Best Good

7 1
emax(x)−xi Best Best Best Best Good

– Bounded: output values should be bounded by some constant, ideally, σ ∗(xi) ∈
(0, 1).

– Computational complexity: should be feasible for the implementation into
platform with limited HW resources.

Since we consider softmax approximation for inference task in computer vision
applications where softmax layer is mostly used for scoring the outputs for classi-
fication, the requirements to normalization factor norm(x) can be softer compared
with the original formula Eq. (1), where inputs are mapped into the corresponding
probabilities. Thus, we can use more various factors for normalization in σ ∗(xi).

We have experimented with different approximations for score(xi) and norm(x)
factors, and summarized some of the methods and their properties in Table 1.4

First, we have started with the simple approximations, ignoring normalization
factor at all, i.e. applying norm(x) = 1. We have obtained identity (i.e., σ ∗(xi) =
xi , method 1 in Table 1), and natural exponentiation function (σ ∗(xi) = exi ,
method 2 in Table 1) for approximation. However, despite their low computational
complexity, the numerical stability was not good as the output of function was not
bounded. To counter this issue, we have applied some normalization factors (see
methods 3 to 5 in Table 1), but the numerical stability was still poor. At the same time
we have noticed that method 2 (exponentiation) is showing good selectivity due to
its nonlinear property (refer to the corresponding image in Table A.1 in Appendix),
and can be a good candidate if normalized appropriately. For this purpose we have
performed several transformations as shown in Eq. (4) below:

exi

max(ex)
= exi

emax(x)
= exi−max(x) = e−(max(x)−xi ) = 1

emax(x)−xi
(4)

4For more details, please refer to Table A.1 in Appendix, where statistical results and examples of
images from initial tests are shown.
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First, we kept exi as a scoring factor score(xi) and then we have usedmax(ex) as
a normalization factor to bound the output by 1 and thus we have obtained method 6.
However, in such case, the input values to the exponential function ex will be all
negative due to the xi − max(x) term, and if ex is implemented by LUT (which is
a common approach for HW with limited computation resources), then additional
affine transformation is required to compensate for negative input values. To avoid
this drawback, we propose to use max-normalization in the inverse way as x∗i =
max(x) − xi , then input values to ex will be all positive, which allows them to be
used directly as indices to LUT values. Second, to compensate for the inverse way
of max-normalization, we have used the reciprocal version of ex → 1/ex as shown
in Eq. (4).

In such case neither divider nor multiplier is needed, and only 1-D LUT is
required to compute the approximated value of softmax. As a result, the compu-
tational complexity is reduced significantly, and it becomes more feasible for the
implementation in HW with limited computational power.

Thus, we propose to substitute the original method for softmax computation with
the inverse way of max-normalization and the reciprocal of exponential function:

σ(xi) = exi

Σexi
= exi−max(x)

Σexi−max(x)
→ σ ∗(xi) = 1

emax(x)−xi
(5)

The properties of the proposed method 1
emax(x)−xi are as below:

– Nonlinearity is satisfied with the reciprocal of exponential function 1/ex :
1
eαx
�= α 1

ex

– Numerical stability is satisfied by max(x)− xi term:
(max(x)− xi) ∈ [0,max(x)−min(x)] → 1

emax(x)−xi ∈ (0, 1]
– Positive output values are due to the exponential function:

1
ex
> 0 ∀x ∈ (−∞,+∞)

– Bounded σ ∗(xi) ∈ (0, 1] due to the inverse normalization term max(x) − xi
used together with the reciprocal of exponential function 1/ex :
(max(x)− xi) ≥ 0 ∀x → 1

emax(x)−xi ∈ (0, 1]
– Computational complexity is low, as 1/ex can be implemented with LUT-based

method, where the size of LUT is small.

Indices in LUT can be directly calculated by rounding operation as i =
�max(x)− x�. When input data are quantized by w bits then efficient quantization
boundary xq can be defined as5

5Efficient quantization boundary xq defines the biggest input value, which can be mapped into w
quantization bits.
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e−xq = 1

2w − 1

ln(e−xq ) = ln( 1

2w − 1
)

−xq = ln(1)− ln(2w − 1)

xq = ln(2w − 1)

xq = �ln(2w − 1)�

(6)

Content of LUT is computed as shown below:

LUT1/e[i] =
⌊

1

ei
· (2w − 1)

⌉
,∀i = 0, 1, . . . , xq + 1 (7)

Note, that LUT [i] = 0,∀i > xq due to quantization, as no value can be encoded
with w bits after efficient quantization boundary xq .

If selectivity (precision of computation) is not enough, then LUT can be scaled
linearly by α as

LUT1/e[i] =
⌊

1

ei/α
· (2w − 1)

⌉
,∀i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , α · (xq + 1) (8)

3 Experimental Validation

To validate the proposed method we have used a pre-trained Unet model for human
segmentation and internally prepared dataset with 1000 images. In this model
softmax computation is used to predict the class of every pixel, thus requiring
307,200 computations for typical 640 × 480 image. This model takes the image
as an input, and produces the predicted grey-scale image for segmentation, where
each pixel Pi is in uint8 precision (with values from 0 to 255). To get the binary
mask for segmentation, every pixel in those images was binarized into two classes
(class 0 for “background,” and class 1 for “human”) by using threshold thr = 127,
as follows:

Bmi =
{

0, ∀Pi < thr
1, ∀Pi ≥ thr (9)

In the model we have substituted the conventional softmax layer with the
computation method as described above in Sect. 2. For practical implementation,
we have selected three different precisions (uint8, uint4, uint2) and prepared the
LUTs accordingly to Eq. (7). For evaluation accuracy of segmentation we used the
well-known bit-wise intersection-over-union metric [13, 20] as shown below:
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Table 2 Accuracy of different approximation methods. Full test over 1000 images

Method Size of LUT IoU IoU
# of approximation Precision (Bytes) (class 0) (class 1) mIoU

0 Reference FP32 0.9847 0.9799 0.9823

1
x2
i

max2(x)
FP32 0.9817 0.9746 0.9781

2
x2
i

Σx2
i

FP32 0.9828 0.9765 0.9797

3 exi−max(x) FP32 0.9845 0.9800 0.9823

4 1
emax(x)−xi uint8 8 0.9845 0.9799 0.9822

5 1
emax(x)−xi unit4 5 0.9845 0.9799 0.9822

6 1
emax(x)−xi uint2 3 0.9842 0.9792 0.9817

IoU = area(B
m
gt,i

⋂
Bmp,i)

area(Bmgt,i
⋃
Bmp,i)

(10)

where Bmgt,i is a pixel-group of ground-truth image, and Bmp,i is that of predicted
segmentation image. The mIoU value was computed as a mean value among two
classes.

Table 2 shows the results of our experiments for different methods of approxi-
mation and selected precision (for LUT-based method). As it comes from the table,
the accuracy of human segmentation task based on the proposed approximation of
softmax layer is as high as the FP32 reference. There is no, or negligibly small
accuracy drop (< 0.1% for 2-bit quantization) even for very small size of LUT (3
to 8 bytes).

4 Future Work

Despite its extremely low computational complexity, the current version of the
softmax approximation can be applied only to the applications where softmax layer
is used for scoring (typically last layer in CNN models), calculated within one input
tensor only. Thus, it cannot be directly applied to more complicated and softmax-
intensive applications such as Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks where
cross-tensor probabilities must be computed more often (e.g., multi-head attention
block in Transformer [16], and BERT [2] models). Therefore, we will work forward
in order to extend the proposed method to other classes of AI applications.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed an efficient method for softmax approximation,
which can be implemented at the platform with limited hardware resources (mobile,
IoT, edge devices) for AI inference tasks. We have applied max-normalization to
the input data in the inverse way, which together with the application of LUT-
based method for computation of the reciprocal exponential function 1/ex has
significantly reduced the complexity of softmax layer computation. It also has the
additional benefits as follows:

– does not require any additional multiplier, divider, or adder.
– scalable in terms of accuracy and precision (appropriate LUTs can be pre-

computed off-line).
– fixed latency of computation, which depends only on the size of the tensor.

Thus, the proposed approach provides a good alternative for HW accelerator
design, simplifying the overall process of computing the softmax layer, while
maintaining identical accuracy to the conventional FP32 based computation.

Appendix

In this section there are presented more details about the research on softmax
layer approximation. There are shown more methods for approximation, as well
their results over initial test. The experiments for initial tests were conducted
the same way as in Sect. 3, but over sub-set of 100 images. Also, examples of
images generated by human segmentation model for different methods of softmax
computation are shown (Table A.1).

As it can be seen from the table, imag e generated by human segmentation model
with method 2 (σ ∗(xi) = exi ) shows good selectivity of the method. Thus, we used
it as a base for creating the finally proposed method σ ∗(xi) = 1

emax(x)−xi .
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Table A.1 Accuracy of different approximation methods. Initial test over 100 images

Method IoU IoU Image
# of approximation Precision (class 0) (class 1) mIoU (example)

0 Reference FP32 0.9844 0.9833 0.9838

1 xi FP32 0.1731 0.2274 0.2002

2 exi FP32 0.7320 0.4989 0.6154

3 xi
max(x)

FP32 0.9667 0.9557 0.9612

4
x2
i

max2(x)
FP32 0.9811 0.9778 0.9795

5
x2
i

Σx2
i

FP32 0.9825 0.9800 0.9812

6 exi−max(x) FP32 0.9838 0.9828 0.9833

7 1
emax(x)−xi uint8 0.9838 0.9827 0.9833

8 1
emax(x)−xi uint4 0.9838 0.9827 0.9833

9 1
emax(x)−xi uint2 0.9837 0.9822 0.9829
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A Similarity-Based Decision Process for
Decisions’ Implementation

Maryna Averkyna

1 Introduction

Implementation decisions are one type of decision that must be taken at different
levels of management. This kind of decision-making process is often accompanied
by endless disputes over one and another. One argument used here is a very
convincing but not well-founded statement. Our situation S here is very similar to
the situation S’. It is not sufficiently similar to the situation S” which is in another
case. Therefore, it is necessary to implement what is used where situation S’. One
example is the long and urgent controversy that once existed in the Republic of
Estonia. It approaches technical solutions and legal frameworks for cyber security
of IT systems (see [1, 2]). The same issues were also very seriously addressed at
the (NATO) Cooperative Cyber Defense Center of Excellence, which resulted in
a number of serious research papers and doctoral dissertations. Another example
is the design of public transport systems suitable for small Ukrainian cities such
as Ostroh. There is something in European small cities that should be taken as an
example. It is normal that there will be a discussion about whether something should
establish itself, or reimplement something that is already available elsewhere. In
the latter case, supporters of implementation that already exists elsewhere use the
typical argument: no need to reinvent the wheel.

The following problem must be resolved before appropriate decisions are
made:
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– to what extent are the following two “things” similar or different in the
choice of implementable (e.g., two states, two cities, two critical information
infrastructures, etc.);

– the one in which the existing solution is to be implemented and the one in which
the solution in question is to be implemented.

We should look at how similar the “city geography” is before implementing a
public transport system even if it looks great. Before implementing a social welfare
system, it should be explored how similar are the age structure, income, health
indicators, etc. of both groups.

This problem is important because it is based on the so-called conventional
assumption (that is, one and the other are too different). Then one that fits the first
one may not fit the other. In this work, we will look at

– how to evaluate the aforementioned similarity before implementing decisions,
– what we mean by similarity, and
– what role artificial intelligence could play in this.

2 Descriptive Similarity

Human decision-making is often (not to say always) based on descriptions of things,
situations, and developments. Well-written and practically applicable descriptions
usually consist of relevant statements. Therefore, in the future, we expect the de-
scriptions to be a set of relevant statements. A closer look at the claims often reveals
that they can be “reformatted” into formulas. The system theory of the system
representing the area to be described (e.g., certain things, situations, developments,
etc.) (see [6]). Here we refer to the system as an organized or structured set of some
fixed things. We by order or structure mean that the properties and interrelationship
that we consider important in this case have been selected and fixed for the elements
under consideration. In this case, we call the set of elements to be considered the
basic set of the system and the set of properties or relations selected as the system
signature.

Based on the foregoing, we agree in the following that we will consider as
language assertions those language construction that we can represent as formulas
of a suitable system theory.

In order to evaluate the descriptive similarity of the descriptions or sets of
relevant statements—that is, the descriptive similarity of some things, situations,
developments, etc., we will use the numerical value defined by Lorents below—the
descriptive similarity coefficient:

Sim(P,Q) = E(Com(P,Q)) : [E(P )− E(Com(P,Q))+ E(Q)]
= E(Com(P,Q)) : [E(Spec(P ))+ E(Com(P,Q))+ E(Spec(Q))]

(1)
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According to this formula, it is first necessary to make descriptions of both sets,
which must consist of relevant statements. At the next stage, it is necessary to clarify
what statements from one and another description can be considered equivalent.
There are now three sets of claims:

– P is a set whose elements are statements from the first description;
– Q is a set whose elements are statements from another description;
– Com (P, Q) C is a set of elements that are ordered pairs, where the first position

of the pair has the claim P, the second position has the claim Q, and these claims
have been equalized by each other [5].

3 Descriptive Similarity and Structural Similarity

In addition to descriptive similarity, structural similarity should be mentioned here.
The most important types of this similarity are homomorphism and its special
case isomorphism. The homomorphism of systems (i.e., sets having a certain
structure) is a many-to-one correspondence in which corresponding elements have
corresponding properties or corresponding relationships to each other. If the systems
homomorphous is one-to-one, then the systems are said to be isomorphic (see [6]).
It has been shown that if two systems are homomorphic, then the formulas of the
first system theory that are correct and positive (i.e., contain no logical denials
or implication), the corresponding formulas in the second system theory are also
correct (see, e.g., [6], ch. III, §7, 7.4, Theorem 1). In the case of isomorphism,
however, there is no need to limit the formulas to the requirement of positivity: the
corresponding formulas of the theories of isomorphic systems are always correct
together (see, e.g., [6], ch. III, §6, 6.3, Theorem 1).

These theorems give rise to a kind of “sometimes one-way bridge” between
structural similarity and descriptive similarity.

Suppose the first system S’ is indeed the one in which we would like to
implement the solution in the second system S”. If it turns out that the first system
is homomorphous with the second system, then figuratively speaking, the second
system holds all that the correct positive formulas represent in the first system.
Thus, we could say that the positive description of the first system “covers” the
whole description of the second system. However, for isomorphic systems, it is not
necessary to confine itself to the positive formulas of the first system, and all that is
true if one system applies to the other system as well.

Example We consider two small towns S’ and S”. Describe the towns of the
statements S’ (i) and S” (p) to these towns.

Town S’ Small town which is situated on an island. Its features are: inhabitants—
18000 (10000–199999), density—1500 (at least 300 inhabitants), a minimum
population of 5000, less than 50% of the population living in rural grid cells, less
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Table 1 Towns statements

Equivalent statements

Town S’ Town S”
describes the The wording The wording The wording for describes the
statements from the first from the second both statements

1. The town is
situated on
island

2. Small town Small town Small town

3. Inhabitants—
18000

Inhabitants—
15600

Inhabitants—
(10000–199999)

4. Min. pop. 5000
inhab.

Min.pop. 5000
inhab

Population

5. Density 300
inhab. per sq.km

Density 300
inhab. per sq.km

Density

6. Less than 50%
inhab. lives in
high-density
clusters

Less than 50%
inhab. lives in
high-density
clusters

Concentration

7. Intermediate
area (towns and
suburbs)

Intermediate
area (towns and
suburbs)

Intermediate
area (towns and
suburbs)

8. Three short
transport lines

Two short
transport lines

Short transport
lines

9. The public
transportation is
comfortable

10. Small town that
situated on
mainland

11. The public
transportation is
uncomfortable.

than 50% living in a high-density cluster. There are three short transport lines. The
public transportation is comfortable.

Town S” Small town which is situated on mainland. Its features are: inhabitants—
15600, (10000–199999) density—1430 (at least 300 inhabitants), a minimum
population of 5000, less than 50% of the population living in rural grid cells, less
than 50% living in a high-density cluster. There are two short transport lines. The
public transportation is uncomfortable (Table 1).

We will calculate the similarity rating: 7 : [2+ 7+ 2] = 7 : 11 ≈ 0.64. Perhaps
in this case there is an assessment that can be characterized by words: rather high,
than low.
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4 One Segment of Implementation Decisions from Real Life

In this section we look at one particular area of implementation decisions that still
has opportunities for description and analysis that are appropriate to the human
being. The author’s personal experience confirms that already in this particular
field, it is already perceptible that the description and analysis of slightly larger and
more complex situations is no longer feasible for the human beings to ensure the
credibility of the basis of implementation decisions. In order to create appropriate
artificial intelligence systems that support and increasingly replace human beings.
First, it is necessary to examine carefully those aspects in which the human has been
successful so far. So, we look at a specific area. What would be useful to implement
in Ostroh, based on what is used in the small towns of the Republic of Estonia.

Ostroh is one small university town in Ukraine. It is the small town according
to the criteria presented in Working Paper written by Lewis Dijkstra and Hugo
Poelman, European Commission Directorate-General for Regional and Urban
Policy (DG REGIO) [3]. This town include inhabitants—15700 (10000–199999),
density—1436 (at least 300 inhabitants), a minimum population of 5000, less than
50% of the population living in rural grid cells, less than 50% living in a high-
density cluster. The main “bottlenecks” and problems of the transport system of the
town were identified by M. Averkyna only last year—2019 based on an interview
with Olga Logvin (deputy mayor).

It was made a decision to analyze public transportation in Estonian small towns.
It helps to understand features Estonian public transportation and create a set of
claims that can be implemented in Ostroh. There are only 10 small towns, which
include such criteria in Estonia according to the DG REGIO [3].

It is necessary to have a set of claims according to the proposed approach.
The set of claims consists of the textual information, which describe situation of
public transportation. This information was received from interviews. There were
questions about urban transportation system which allow us to establish the sets of
claims. They are the following:

1. What types of transport are in the town?
2. Are there bridges in the town?
3. How do the residents of the town get to their work?
4. What are the largest cluster points in the town?
5. How are the town’s transport routes developed? Who were the designed by?
6. How many transport lines are there? How do you determine a sufficient number

of buses for the town?
7. What are rush hours in the town?
8. Are the urban transport schedule in place?
9. How are the town’s applications decided?

10. Should you suspend regular traffic in the town?
11. Does the private transport of town residents greatly affect the passenger trans-

portation organization?
12. What is the algorithm of town’s transport system management?
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13. What is the strategic plan for the town’s transport system development?
14. Can I get a document form that produces information about city’s transport

system management?
15. What were the problems and how they were solved in the urban transport system?
16. What is the characteristic of the problems of the town transport system?
17. How public transportations’ problems are sort out in the town?
18. In what property is urban transport (public, private)?
19. What are the bottlenecks of the town’s transport system?
20. Are information technologies used to solve transport problems in the city? If so,

what?
21. How much does it cost to travel in public transport? Who pays for travel

(residents, local council)?
22. Who carries out the control over the quality of the town transport system? What

is the control algorithm?

It helped to create the sets of claims based on interview with persons who are
responsible for the public transportation in Estonian small town. These systems
were a basis for calculating index similarity by P. Lorents and M. Averkyna only last
year (2019). The result obtained showed that the similarity of Ostroh with Estonian
towns is within the range of 0.49–0.6. Ostroh is similar to the Estonian towns for the
statement regarding the town’s specifics (population, density, cells, concentration,
intermediate area, historical town, tourist attraction, cultural and educational town,
town-forming enterprises, diesel engine, thinking about ecological transportation,
transports’ line, frequency per month, rush hours, network of routes, transports’
lines are important, a permit for transportation after competition, frequency per
route, calculation emission level is absent, control is conducted) [in press]. It is
important to understand the similarities between public transportation in order to
create the set of s system for Ostroh (see Table 2).

Table 2 Transport situations’ towns comparisons

Ostroh Haapsalu Rakvere Viljandi Valga SillamäeKuressaareKeilaMaardu Võru Jõhvi

Ostroh 1
Haapsalu 0.37 1
Rakvere 0.47 0.65 1
Viljandi 0.46 0.73 0.66 1
Valga 0.40 0.79 0.63 0.83 1
Sillamäe 0.47 0.71 0.69 0.73 0.80 1
Kuressaare 0.44 0.81 0.59 0.61 0.76 0.74 1
Keila 0.42 0.93 0.62 0.75 0.93 0.78 0.69 1
Maardu 0.44 0.74 0.82 0.62 0.74 0.81 0.60 0.79 1
Võru 0.42 0.89 0.67 0.78 0.89 0.71 0.66 0.92 0.83 1
Jõhvi 0.37 0.85 0.67 0.76 0.74 0.69 0.66 0.76 0,69 0.71 1
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Fig. 1 Economic data

According to the data of the Table 2, we can see that the similarity of transport
situation of Ostroh with transport situation of Estonian small towns is within
the range of 0.37–0.47. The similarities between transportation situation in towns
involve the buses are equipped with diesel engine. The local councils think about
ecological transportation, transports’ line in the towns are short, the frequency of
buses per hour, they have the rush hours, there are the network of routs, trans-ports’
lines of towns are important, permit for transportation after competition, frequency
per route, calculation emission level is absent, control is conducted.

The differences of the transport situation in Ostroh from Estonian small town
include the next claims: private carriers dictate their own terms and conditions for
the provision of transport services, which leads to non-observance of the schedules
on certain routes. The work of private carriers is not satisfactory. Residents are
forced to turn to the services of private vehicles. There is no route information at the
stops to understand the time of a shuttle arrival. The Local Council is not satisfied
with current situation, public transport is not comfortable.

The public situation of the Estonian small towns has features such as comfortable
public transportation, public transport follow by established schedules. It is free of
charge public transportation in some cities (Haapsalu, Viljandi, Valga, Kuressaare,
Keila, Võru, Jõhvi). It depends on the political decision in the towns. There is
time schedule near bus stations in the town, public authorities estimate efficiency
transports’ lines (see Fig. 1). It is possible to track the arrival of the public transport
via the Internet.

The assessment analysis of similar situations in the transport system of town
found out that the use of information technology in the management of transport
systems is quite important for the decision-making process. They are crucial in the
following purposes:
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1. Carriage validation that allows managers to evaluate road congestion at a special
span time. It also has been explained at schools. There are two transport tracking
information systems: www.peatus.ee; www.ridango.com. Managers can quickly
make decisions about redistributing public transport for congested routes.

2. City residents understand the time of arrival and departure of public trans-
port using the Internet www.peatus.ee. Towns’ residents actively interact with
managers responsible for public transportation. The system of transportation of
schoolchildren and residents to the basic infrastructures (workplaces, hospital) is
established in the towns.

5 The Needs and Some Options for the Implementation of
Applied Artificial Intelligence

It is necessary to point out that finding similarity has been quite labor consuming
in the cases studied and investigated. It is clear that, in slightly more “bulky” cases,
such work is beyond the reach of the human being. Especially as far as the assertion
of assertions is concerned. Therefore, you need to look for establishing ways to
rely on the right IT solutions. The first problem here is to transform statements into
formulas that, in principle, cannot be fully automated. However, such a thing is
conceivable to some extent within self-learning dialogue systems, such as the DST
prototype of the dialogue system created by E. Matsak (see [8–10]).

This system is important because it is very crucial to create an artificial system,
which makes the decisions and is based on formulas through the transforming text.
By transforming texts E. Matsak prosed to understand a step-by-step modification
of the original text into logic formulas [7]. The procedure by P. Lorents [4] consists
of applying the steps listed below (the order and the amount of use of the steps is
not important). It follows that in some cases it is sensible to use the same step many
times in many parts of the text. The steps are:

– complementing or adding necessary parts to the text.
– withdrawing or removing unnecessary parts from the text.
– repositioning or changing the relative positions of arguments within the text.
– replacing or substituting some parts of the text with some other (equivalent) texts.
– identifying symbols or finding parts of the text that can be represented as

individual symbols (fully representing individual objects), predicate symbols
(fully representing properties of objects, or relationships between objects),
logic operation symbols (negation, conjunction, disjunction, implication or
equivalence), functional symbols (fully representing functional relationships,
including logic operations), quantifiers (fully representing some part or all
objects under observation) or modality symbols (characterizing the “validity” of
some argument about an object, for example definitely or possibly).

www.peatus.ee
www.ridango.com
www.peatus.ee
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– categorizing symbols or determining whether a symbol belongs to individual,
predicate, functional, logic operation, quantifier, or modality category.

– positioning symbols or reshuffling the symbols according to the rules of creating
formulas.

Example In order to improve the transportation situation in Ostoh we can use
information from Estonian small towns. Then we propose to form the set of claims.

M = {x | claims (. . . .x . . .)}—Set M all such x that satisfies a condition of the
claims.

x1—the buses must be comfortable.
x2—the schedules should be established near buses station.
x3—the public transport should follow by established schedules.
x4—to track the arrival of the public transport via the Internet.
x5—the system of transportation of schoolchildren and residents to the basic

infrastructures (workplaces, hospital) ought to be established.
x6—providing validation system.
x7—providing e-ticket.
x8—encourage maximum use of public transport by residents.
x9—the rejection of private cars.
x10—estimate efficiency transports’ lines.
x11—actively monitoring the availability of public transportation
x12—it is necessary to analyze experience of urban transportation in Viljandi, Valga,

because they faced the decentralization process.
. . .

. . .

xn—analyses the conditions for private companies in order to provide public
transportation. In case of urban transportation implementation in Ostroh we can
write the claims in a formula:

(x1&x2&x3&x4&x5&x6&x7&x8&x9&x10&x11&x12&xn) ⊃ M ′
(2)

Then we receive the new setM
′

M
′ = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9, x10, x11, x12, xn}—Set M

′
that satisfies

condition of public transportation in Ostroh.
This example shows us how to get the formulas you need to apply artificial

intelligence.

6 Conclusion

The decision-making process is crucial for system’s management. Human decision-
making is often (not to say always) based on descriptions of things, situations, and
developments. Well-written and practically applicable descriptions usually consist
of relevant statements. Relevant systems statements allow managers to make the
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decision in order to sort out the issues or improve the situation in the system. In
this case it is crucial to understand how equate the statements are that describe the
systems. The author pointed out that descriptive similarity is the relevant approach
for equation of the statements. The results of the analyses transport situations’
similarities between Ostroh and Estonian small towns permit to implement claims of
positive influence on public transportation. The author indicated that it is important
to transform textual information into formulas. It helped to create the set of claims
that satisfies condition public transportation in Ostroh. In addition, it is crucial for
artificial intelligence, which helps managers to make the decisions. Moreover there
is no a single line of logic and inference rules. In decision-making process human
thinks by inference rules. It can be modus ponens or syllogism. “A bright future”
could deal with:

– An analysis of process thinking and inference rules through investigation works
of well-known scientists.

– Creation AI for the decisions making process and based on formulas through the
transforming text.

Some things should be mentioned in the above context. The theoretical founda-
tions of which and the possibilities for their application should be clarified:

– The DST system for transforming propositions in natural language described
by E. Matsak (see [9, 10]) a formula for transforming predictions into formulas
should be supplemented with a module that enables the equalization or differenti-
ation of propositions. Certainly, such a module cannot work 100% automatically,
but like DST, it could be self-learning and therefore work more autonomously
the more it is used.

– It would also be interesting and necessary to address the (partial!) automation
to one of the most important part of the decision-making process. It is based on
how a qualified expert does it. Specifically, there is a need for a system that
(I) analyzes an expert’s derivation steps to highlight the derivation rules that
that expert uses in his reasoning, and (II) to apply them to the highest degree
of autonomy with increasing degree of justification in natural language. The
inference-steps and inference-rules that the particular person has given in the
justification could be followed.
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Dynamic Heuristics for Surveillance
Mission Scheduling with Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles in Heterogeneous
Environments

Dylan Machovec, James A. Crowder, Howard Jay Siegel, Sudeep Pasricha,
and Anthony A. Maciejewski

1 Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used in many environments to gather
information, such as in active battlefields scenarios. An example of such a scenario
is shown in Fig. 1. In this example, seven UAVs are being used to gather information
about nine targets. Assuming that a UAV can only surveil a single target at a time,
this is an oversubscribed scenario, which means that there are more targets than
UAVs and it will not be possible to surveil all targets simultaneously with the fleet
of UAVs. To gather as much useful information about the targets as possible, it is
necessary to conduct mission planning and scheduling to determine how the UAV
fleet should effectively surveil the targets.

As both the number of UAVs that are active simultaneously and the number of
targets available in an environment increases, it becomes necessary to reduce the
amount of human control and human scheduling required to operate them effectively
[1]. This can be accomplished by designing and deploying heuristic techniques that
can find effective mission scheduling solutions.
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Fig. 1 An example scenario with seven UAVs and nine targets. The UAVs have fixed flight paths,
which follow one of two circular paths around the area containing the targets that are candidates
for surveillance

In this study, our focus is on the design of mission scheduling techniques capable
of working in dynamic environments that are suitable for determining effective
mission schedules in real time. Because scheduling problems of this type are, in
general, known to be NP-Hard, finding optimal solutions is not feasible [2]. Due to
this, we consider fast heuristic techniques to find mission schedules and evaluate
their performance when compared to mathematical upper bounds we derive and
simple baseline heuristics we generate. These techniques are capable of generating
the mission schedules required by our environment in less than a second.

To effectively compare and evaluate these techniques, we measure system-wide
performance using a metric called surveillance value. Surveillance value is designed
to measure the overall performance of all information gathered by the UAVs, based
on the number of surveils that occur, the quality of information gathered by each
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surveil (e.g., image resolution), the overall importance of each target, and the
relevance of the information obtained for a specific target.

This work builds on our previous work in [3, 4], which defined surveillance
value as the system-wide performance measure and explored bi-objective trade-
offs between surveillance value and energy consumption in a static environment
where all mission planning decisions are made once in advance. This work considers
a dynamic (instead of static) environment and attempts to maximize surveillance
value while considering energy consumption as a hard constraint.

The novel contributions in this work include:

• The design of new mission scheduling heuristics that are used to dynamically
determine which UAVs should be used to surveil each target and additionally
which sensors should be used for these surveils

• Extending the model of surveillance targets in [4] to require a minimum interval
of time between consecutive surveils of the same target

• A model for randomly generating scenarios defined by a set of UAVs and targets
for the purpose of effectively evaluating mission scheduling techniques, such as
the heuristics considered in this work

• A detailed analysis and comparison of heuristics across many simulated scenarios
with varied characteristics

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the system model and envi-
ronment are described. The methods used by both the novel mission scheduling
heuristics and the comparison heuristics evaluated in this study are presented in
Sect. 3. Section 4 contains the specific process used to generate all of the scenarios
we use in our simulations. In Sect. 5, we show the results of the simulations and use
the results to analyze and compare the behavior of the heuristics. Related work is
discussed in Sect. 6 and finally in Sect. 7 we conclude and discuss possible future
work that could build on this study.

2 System Model

2.1 Overview

For this study, we use a simplified model of a real environment; our future
studies that build on this research will continue to enhance this model. The system
considered in this study consists of a heterogeneous set of UAVs (with varying
sensor and energy characteristics) and a heterogeneous set of targets (with varying
surveillance requirements). These sets are constant, meaning that UAVs and targets
will not be added or removed dynamically. During the time when we consider
mission scheduling, the UAVs fly in continuous concentric circles at a constant
speed around the target area, which contains the entire set of targets. This is a
simplifying assumption because the techniques we consider in this study do not
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control the flight path of the UAVs. It is assumed that every UAV is always close
enough to every target and has an unobstructed view of every target so that any
sensors available to any UAV can be used to surveil any target at any time. A
UAV can only surveil a single target at any given time. Because UAVs cannot stay
airborne indefinitely, this work considers mission scheduling strategies for a single
day. This means that at the end of the day, all UAVs would be able to return to their
base of operations to refuel or recharge. The problem space we explore is made up of
oversubscribed systems, which means that there are fewer UAVs than targets. This
prevents all targets from being surveilled simultaneously; however, the techniques
designed and evaluated in this study are still applicable to undersubscribed systems.

2.2 Target and UAV Characteristics

In this environment, each UAV has a single energy source with a fixed amount of
total energy available to it. In our subsequent discussions, we normalize this value
so that the maximum amount of energy available to any UAV is less than or equal
to 1.0. Every UAV is equipped with one or more sensors that can be used to surveil
targets. The sensor types considered in this work are visible light sensors (VIS),
infrared light sensors (IR), synthetic-aperture radars (SAR), or light detection and
ranging systems (LIDAR). Each UAV cannot have more than one sensor of a given
type, which is a simplifying assumption in this work. The heuristics presented in
this study can be easily modified to function in environments with multiple sensors
with the same type. Each sensor available to a UAV also has an associated sensor
quality value ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 and a rate of energy consumption, which is
normalized to the total energy available to the UAV and ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. All
sensors available to a UAV draw from the same source of energy. An example set of
characteristics for seven UAVs is shown in Table 1, based on the table in [4].

Targets represent locations of interest to be potentially surveilled by UAVs.
Because the environments we consider are often oversubscribed (there are more
targets than UAVs), it is possible that some targets will not be surveilled. An
unchanging priority value is assigned to each target, which represents the overall
importance of surveilling the target. Priority values can be any positive number,
where higher numbers represent more important targets. Each target has a fixed
surveillance time value, which specifies the number of hours per day that a UAV

Table 1 UAV characteristics

Characteristics UAV 1 UAV 2 UAV 3 UAV 4 UAV 5 UAV 6 UAV 7

Sensor type VIS|IR VIS SAR LIDAR|IR SAR|IR VIS|IR SAR|LIDAR
Sensor quality 0.9|0.7 0.5 0.5 0.7|0.8 0.8|0.7 0.9|0.7 0.8|0.8
Energy used/hour 0.08|0.06 0.08 0.08 0.1|0.06 0.125|0.06 0.07|0.06 0.125|0.08
Total energy 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.6 1.0
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should spend surveilling the target. Because the kind of information that is useful
for each target may vary, targets have a set of surveillance types, which defines the
sensor types that are allowed to surveil the target, and a list of sensor affinity values,
which range from 0.0 to 1.0 and measure how useful or relevant the information
gained from that sensor type is for the target. There is a constraint on the number
of times a target may be surveilled by all UAVs in a day called the surveillance
frequency of the target. Finally, we define a minimum time between surveils for
each target because information gained from back-to-back surveils of a target is
likely to contain repeat information compared to surveils that are spread throughout
the day. Table 2 lists an example set of characteristics for nine targets, which is also
based on [4].

2.3 Surveillance Value

To evaluate the performance of different techniques for assigning UAVs to targets,
it is necessary to measure the worth of individual surveils by a UAV on a target. We
use the concept of surveillance value [4] to achieve this, where for a given surveil,
the value of that surveil is given by the product of the priority (ρ), sensor affinity
(α), and sensor quality (γ ) associated with the UAV (u), target (t), and used sensor
type (s):

value (surveil) = ρ(t) ∗ α (t, s) ∗ γ (u, s) . (1)

The total surveillance value earned over an interval of time is then defined by the
sum of values earned by all surveils performed by UAVs in that interval of time:

surveillance value =
∑

s ∈ surveils
performed

value (s) . (2)

If a surveil is not fully completed during the day due to being in progress when
the day ends, or due to the UAV lacking sufficient energy to finish a complete surveil
of the target, then partial value will be earned for that surveil, which is directly
proportional to the fraction of the surveil that was completed. For example, if a full
surveil of a target takes 4 h and only 3 h of this were completed in the interval of
interest, then the value of that surveil in that interval of time would be 75% of the
value given by the fully completed surveil.
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2.4 Problem Statement

The goal of our proposed scheduling techniques in this environment is to assign
UAVs to targets in a particular order to obtain as much useful surveillance
information as possible. This problem is constrained by the total energy available to
each UAV. In this study, this constraint is only applied to the energy consumed by
a UAV’s sensors. The energy needed for the UAV’s fixed flight plan is not included
in the energy available to the sensors. Because the flight plan is fixed, it is also not
possible for the UAV to refuel at any point during the day, such as while there are
no targets available for it to surveil. Additionally, each UAV can only surveil one
target and only operate one of its sensors at any time; similarly, each target can only
be surveilled by one UAV at any time. This is a simplifying assumption used in this
study. Because there may be duplicate information obtained from surveilling a target
with multiple sensors at once, the surveillance value performance measure would
need to be adjusted to account for this. Once a UAV begins surveilling a target,
this surveil cannot be preempted unless the UAV does not have enough energy to
continue (i.e., the surveil cannot be stopped early to allow the UAV to surveil a
different target). Given the above constraints, the final goal is to maximize the total
surveillance value obtained over a day.

3 Mission Scheduling Techniques

3.1 Mapping Events

Mapping UAVs to targets refers to the process of determining which UAVs will
surveil which targets, which sensors will be used for surveils, and when the surveils
will occur. A UAV is available to be mapped if it is not currently surveilling targets
and has energy remaining. A target is available to be mapped if it is not currently
being surveilled and it is eligible for being surveyed based on its surveillance
frequency and its minimum time between surveils. A sensor of a UAV is said to
be a valid sensor type for a given target if that sensor type is also in the target’s
list of surveillance types. If a UAV has a valid sensor type for a target, it is called a
valid UAV for that target. Only valid UAVs are considered for mapping to a given
available target.

The time when a mapping of available UAVs to available targets occurs is called
a mapping event. When a mapping event happens, a mission scheduling technique
is used to assign available UAVs to surveil available targets based on the current
state of the system. In this study, all techniques presented are real-time heuristics
to allow mapping events to be completed in less than a second for the problem
sizes considered. There are different techniques for deciding when a mapping event
should be initiated, e.g., at fixed time intervals or due to changes in the environment.
In this study, we consider the case where mapping events occur every 6 min during
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the day if there are available UAVs and available targets. By using a time interval
such as 6 min when the minimum surveillance time of any target is 1 h, any delay
where a UAV is not surveilling a target because a mapping event has not yet occurred
is small. This 6 min time interval provides some opportunity for multiple UAVs
to become available during that window, which increases the number of choices
available to the mission scheduling technique. Other values for the time interval
can be implemented instead of 6 min. In a real-world implementation, this interval
of time can be derived based on empirical evaluations of the characteristics of
the actual system. While our resource manager is designed to deal with dynamic
environments, such as those with time-varying UAV and target characteristics, in
this simulation study the environment is non-varying.

3.2 Comparison Techniques

For comparison, two randomized heuristics are considered. Randomized heuristics
are often better points of comparison than heuristics that use extremely simple logic
to make mapping decisions. For example, in high performance computing, simple
randomized heuristics often perform better than simple ordered techniques like first-
come-first-served [5].

3.2.1 Random

At a mapping event, this technique considers available targets in a random order.
For each target, a random available valid UAV and a random valid sensor type of
that UAV are selected. The selected UAV and sensor type are assigned to surveil the
target. This results in both the target and the UAV becoming unavailable for new
assignments until this new surveil completes. If there is no available UAV that has a
valid sensor type for the target, then no UAV is assigned to the target. This repeats
with the next target in the random ordering until there are no more assignments of
UAVs to targets possible in the current mapping event.

3.2.2 Random Best Sensor

The random best sensor heuristic is similar to the random technique, but uses
knowledge about the sensor quality of UAVs and the sensor affinity of targets
to make decisions that are likely to result in higher surveillance value. Like the
random heuristic, available targets are considered in a random order and a UAV
with a valid sensor type for this target is selected at random. However, instead of
selecting a random valid sensor type from the UAV, this heuristic then chooses
the sensor type with the maximum product of the UAV’s sensor quality and the
target’s sensor affinity. Because both of these values are directly used along with
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the target’s priority in the calculation for the value of a surveil, this strategy will
likely select higher value surveils when compared to the random heuristic if they
are available on the selected UAV. After this, the same process used by the random
heuristic is followed: the UAV is assigned to surveil the target with this sensor type
and the heuristic will continue with the next randomly ordered target until no more
assignments are possible.

3.3 Value-Based Heuristics

The value-based heuristics in this study are designed to search through valid
combinations of UAVs, targets, and sensor types to greedily assign UAVs to surveil
targets based on the surveillance value performance measure. A valid combination
is represented by an available target, a valid available UAV for that target, and a
valid sensor type of the UAV for the target.

3.3.1 Max Value

At a mapping event, the max value heuristic starts by finding a valid combination of
a UAV, target, and sensor type that results in the maximum possible value for a single
surveil. If there are multiple valid combinations with the same maximum possible
value, then any of these combinations can be selected arbitrarily. The heuristic then
assigns the UAV from the selected combination to surveil the selected target with
the selected sensor type. This process of finding the maximum value combination
and starting a surveil based on the combination repeats until no more assignments
of available UAVs to available targets are possible in the current mapping event.

3.3.2 Max Value per Time

The max value per time heuristic is identical to max value except for one difference.
Instead of selecting the valid combination that results in the maximum possible
value for a surveil, max value per time instead selects the valid combination that
results in the maximum possible value divided by surveillance time of the target
(based on a complete surveil of the target).

3.3.3 Max Value per Energy

The max value per energy heuristic is identical to max value except for one differ-
ence. Instead of selecting the valid combination that results in the maximum possible
value for a surveil, max value per energy instead selects the valid combination that
results in the maximum possible value divided by the projected energy consumed
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by the UAV. The projected energy consumption can be easily calculated from the
energy consumption rate of the selected sensor type and the surveillance time of the
selected target (based on a complete surveil of the target). We have used the general
concept of performance per unit time and performance per unit of energy in prior
work in a high-performance computing environment, e.g., [5, 6].

3.4 UAV-Based Metaheuristic

The value-based heuristics described in Sect. 3.3 are designed to perform well in
specific situations, and using the wrong heuristic for a scenario could result in
performance that is worse than using random. Because there may be insufficient
information to predict which heuristic should be used, we design a metaheuristic
to intelligently combine the best performing value-based heuristics. This does not
include the max value per time heuristic because in the scenarios we consider, max
value per time never performs better than both max value and max value per energy.
The UAV-based metaheuristic uses a two-phase process to find good surveillance
options. This is similar in concept to the metaheuristic we designed in [5] for a
different environment.

In the first phase, the heuristic selects a candidate target and valid sensor type for
each UAV. To make this selection, the UAV’s remaining energy is used to determine
if the strategy used by the max value or max value per energy heuristic would
be most effective. If the remaining fraction of the UAV’s energy is greater than
the remaining fraction of time in the day, then its energy has been consumed at
a relatively slow rate during the day and it makes sense to use the strategy from
max value to make decisions without considering energy consumption. Otherwise,
the UAV has been consuming energy at a relatively high rate and the strategy from
max value per energy can be used to make energy-efficient decisions. Based on this
choice, either the valid combination using the UAV that results in the maximum
possible value or the maximum possible value divided by energy consumed is
selected as the best candidate combination for the current UAV. The first phase ends
when every UAV has a candidate combination selected. Note that multiple UAVs
can select the same target as their candidate.

The second phase is used to determine which UAV from the first phase should
be assigned to its candidate target and sensor type. Unlike the first phase, it is
unnecessary to use strategies from multiple value-based heuristics in the second
phase. This is because energy is a constraint for individual UAVs and not for the
overall system. At the system level, all that is relevant to maximizing surveillance
value is the value of each surveil. Thus, we choose the UAV with a candidate
combination that results in the maximum possible value earned by its corresponding
surveil. This chosen UAV is assigned to surveil its target. This process of selecting
candidates in the first phase and making an assignment of the best candidate in
the second phase is repeated until no more assignments are possible in the current
mapping event.
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4 Simulation Setup

4.1 Generation of Baseline Set of Randomized Scenarios

Each scenario that we use to evaluate the heuristics is defined by a set of UAV
characteristics and a set of target characteristics. For example, a small sample
scenario with seven UAVs and nine targets is defined in Tables 1 and 2. To compare
and evaluate the heuristics, we consider a wide variety of scenarios to understand
the kinds of scenarios for which each heuristic is most effective.

We randomly generate 100 baseline scenarios by sampling from probability
distributions for the number of UAVs and targets in a scenario, in addition to the
value for each characteristic of the UAVs and targets. In each case, distributions
were selected in a way to attempt to model distributions of parameters that may
occur in real-world environments. The details of these distributions are as follows.

The number of UAVs available during the 24 h period of a scenario is sampled
from a Poisson distribution with the Poisson parameter λ = 70. The characteristics
of each UAV are then generated. The total energy available to the UAV is sampled
from a beta distribution with a mean of 0.8 and a standard deviation of 15% of
the mean. The energy consumption rate for each sensor is sampled from a beta
distribution with a mean of 0.1 and a standard deviation of 30% of the mean. The
total energy and energy consumption rates are sampled in this way so that UAVs
can be expected to operate for an average of 8 h, which is enough to allow multiple
surveils during the day for most UAVs. The number of sensors available to each
UAV is generated by using a Rayleigh distribution with a scale parameter σ = 2.
Any values <1 are increased to one and any values >4 are decreased to 4.

The sensor type for each sensor is selected using probabilities of 0.5, 0.2, 0.2,
and 0.1 for the VIS, SAR, IR, and LIDAR sensor types, respectively. Once a sensor
has been assigned a type using the listed probabilities, that sensor type is no longer
a candidate and the next sensor is chosen among the remaining sensors types after
normalizing their probabilities so that the sum is 1.0. The quality of each sensor is
found using a beta distribution with a mean of 0.8 and a standard deviation of 10%
of the mean.

The number of targets available to surveil during the 24 h period is obtained using
a Poisson distribution with λ = 90. Because the number of UAVs was generated
with λ = 70, this means that these scenarios in general will be oversubscribed. The
priority of each target is sampled from a gamma distribution with a mean of 4 and a
standard deviation of 20% of the mean. To obtain the required surveillance time for
each target, we use a uniform distribution ranging from 1 to 4 h. Differing from what
was used for UAVs, we obtain the number of surveillance types for each target by
adding 1 to the value obtained from a binomial distribution with p = 0.5 and n = 3.
The surveillance types selected to match this number are uniformly selected from
VIS, SAR, IR, and LIDAR. To get the sensor affinity for each surveillance type,
we use a beta distribution with a mean of 0.7 and a standard deviation of 20% of
the mean. A discrete uniform distribution allowing values of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is used to
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find the surveillance frequency for each target. Lastly, a two-step process is needed
to generate the minimum time between surveils for each target. We sample a value
from a gamma distribution with a mean of 2 h and a standard deviation of 20% of
the mean. When generating scenarios, we require that it is possible for a target to be
fully surveilled a number of times equal to its surveillance frequency within 24 h.
The total time (T) needed for these surveils can be calculated from the surveillance
time (τ ), surveillance frequency (ω), and minimum time between surveils (δ). It is
given by:

T = τ ∗ ω + (ω − 1) ∗ δ. (3)

To ensure that the total surveillance time for a UAV does not exceed 24 h, the
minimum time between surveils is set to the smaller of the sampled value from the
gamma distribution and the maximum time between surveils (�):

� = 24 h− τ ∗ ω
ω − 1

. (4)

4.2 Generation of Additional Scenarios for Parameter Sweeps

Because the baseline set of 100 scenarios in Sect. 4.1 may have characteristics
that are favorable to the performance of individual heuristics, we use parameter
sweeps to evaluate the heuristics in a diverse set of environments. We generate 22
additional sets of 100 scenarios each for the parameter sweeps of five characteristics
of the UAVs and targets. The characteristics we vary are the mean time between
surveils of targets (five sets in addition to the baseline), the mean number of targets
in a scenario (four sets in addition to the baseline), the mean number of UAVs
in a scenario (four sets in additional to the baseline), the mean rate of energy
consumption for sensors (five sets in addition to the baseline), and the mean total
energy available to each UAV (four sets in addition to the baseline). The number of
sets for each characteristic was selected such that the impact of each characteristic
on the performance of the heuristics is clearly shown.

To vary the minimum time between surveils of targets, we vary the mean of
the gamma distribution used over the integers ranging from 1 to 5. Additionally, we
consider the case where the minimum time between surveils is 0 h for all targets. For
each of these cases, 100 scenarios are generated. We examine the effect of varying
the number of targets and number of UAVs by generating 100 scenarios each for
the cases with λ values of 50, 70, 90, 110, and 130 for the number of targets and
30, 50, 70, 90, and 110 for the number of UAVs. Finally, we vary the mean energy
consumption of sensors and mean total energy available to each UAV. Instead of
sampling all of the distributions again in this case, we take the 100 baseline scenarios
from Sect. 4.1 and scale the values to match the new means.
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5 Simulation Results

5.1 Upper Bounds on Performance

We calculate upper bounds on the possible surveil value that can be obtained in
each scenario. While the optimal result is likely significantly below these bounds,
they provide additional insight when evaluating the results. Two different methods
of calculating upper bounds are used. The minimum of these upper bounds is then
selected for each scenario to produce the final upper bound shown in our results.

The target-based upper bound is found by first calculating the maximum possible
surveillance value that can be earned by each target individually. This is done by
assuming that the UAV that would produce the most value for a single surveil
will surveil the target the maximum number of times allowed by the surveillance
frequency of the target. For example, consider using UAV 1 from Table 1 to surveil
Target 1 from Table 2. The valid sensor types are VIS and IR. Following the process
for calculating surveil value in Sect. 2.3, VIS results in a surveillance value for
a single surveil of 1.0 * 0.9 * 0.9 * = 0.81 and with IR the surveillance value
is 1.0 * 0.7 * 0.6 = 0.42. The best option for this UAV is to use the VIS sensor
with 0.81 surveillance value for a single surveil. This is greater than or equal to the
surveillance value from a single surveil for all UAVs that can surveil Target 1. If we
assume that UAV 1 is used to surveil Target 1 four times (the surveillance frequency
of Target 1), a total of 3.24 surveillance value will be gained, which is an upper
bound on the surveillance value earned by Target 1. This process can be repeated
for all targets to find an upper bound on surveillance value for the entire scenario.

The energy-based upper bound is calculated by finding an upper bound for each
UAV individually and then summing the results. For a given UAV, this method finds
the best possible way that the UAV’s energy can be spent assuming there are no
other UAVs surveilling targets in the scenario. To do this, we first construct a list of
all possible valid combinations of targets and sensor types that can be surveilled
by the UAV. The surveillance value divided by projected energy consumed for
each combination is then calculated and the list is sorted in descending order
based on these amounts. This list is then traversed in order starting with the most
energy-efficient combination. For each combination, assume that the UAV spends
as much energy as possible on that option. This is constrained by the surveillance
frequency of the target in addition to the total energy remaining for the UAV. For
example, consider the simple example of UAV 1 from Table 1 and the first three
targets from Table 2. The most energy-efficient option here is using UAV 1 to
surveil Target 3 with its sensor of type VIS. Each surveil of Target 3 takes 1 h
and the VIS sensor consumes 0.08 units of energy per hour of surveillance. This
would result in a surveillance value per unit of energy of (6 * 1.0 * 0.9)/(1 *
0.08) = 67.5. This target can be surveilled at most five times. Each surveil requires
1 h and consumes 0.08 units of energy per hour. This results in 5 * 0.08 = 0.4 of
the UAV’s 1.0 total energy. This set of surveils earns 27 surveillance value with
Target 3. As the UAV still has 0.6 of its energy remaining, we move to the next
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best option in terms of energy efficiency, which is Target 1, again with the VIS
sensor resulting in 0.81 value for each completed surveil. This target can only be
surveilled 2.5 times before UAV 1 will consume the rest of its energy. Considering
half of a surveil worth of value for the partial surveil, this will result in 2.5 *
0.81 = 2.025 surveillance value for Target 1. Considering just this set of three
targets, the maximum possible surveillance value that can be earned by UAV 1 is
27 + 2.025 = 29.025. After repeating this process for all UAVs, we sum up the
resulting maximum possible surveillance values from each UAV to get the energy-
based upper bound on surveillance value for an entire scenario.

5.2 Comparisons of Mission Scheduling Techniques

As described in Sect. 4.2, the results shown in this section consist of parameter
sweeps where the means of the distributions described in Sect. 4.1 are varied. In
addition to the upper bounds on performance (Sect. 5.1) for the results that quantify
value obtained, the results that quantify energy consumed also include upper bounds
on energy consumption. Calculating the upper bound for energy consumption is very
simple: By summing the total energy values from all UAVs. This upper bound can
be obtained because the total energy of each UAV acts as a hard constraint on the
energy it can expend. It is important to note that the upper bounds for energy and
for values (performance) shown in the result figures are average upper bounds over
the 100 scenarios considered. This means that in some cases, individual scenarios
will surpass these upper bounds, but the average over all 100 scenarios will not. It is
also possible that the 95% mean confidence intervals shown for each set of results
will surpass these upper bounds for the same reason.

5.2.1 Effect of Minimum Time Between Surveils

In Fig. 2, we vary the mean minimum time required between surveils. Because this
value is sampled from a gamma distribution and a mean of 0 is not possible for
a gamma distribution, the set of bars marked with a 0 mean corresponds to the
case where all targets have no time required between surveils. There are three main
points to observe from this comparison. First, as the minimum time between surveils
is increased, the value earned by max value per time decreases significantly and
becomes less than the value earned from the random heuristics. This occurs because
the max value per time only considers the time the UAV spends surveilling a target
and not the time afterwards where the target will be unavailable. Due to this, max
value per time is generally not a suitable heuristic for the environment considered
in this study where the minimum time between surveils is not 0. Second, the other
value-based heuristics are always the three best heuristics and earn similar amounts
of value. Third, despite the max value per energy heuristic earning a significant
amount of value, it consumes far less energy than most other heuristics, which
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Fig. 2 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean minimum time between surveils for targets is varied
from the baseline set of scenarios with a mean minimum time between surveils of 2 h. Except for
the minimum time between surveils, which is varied, the other parameters have the same value as
the baseline case described in Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal black
lines above each set of bars and 95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

always consume energy close to the upper bound for these scenarios. This means
that as the minimum time between surveils increases and max value per energy
consumes less energy, max value and the metaheuristic start to earn more value.

5.2.2 Effect of Energy Consumption Rate

Results of simulations where the mean energy consumption per hour is varied are
shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that when the rate of energy consumption is low, none
of the heuristics is able to reach the upper bound for energy consumption because
there is not enough time in the day for the UAVs to do so. These cases also get much
closer to the upper bound on value earned because energy is no longer a significant
constraint. It can be observed that the max value heuristic earns high value when
the energy consumption rates are lowest and drops below the max value per energy
heuristic when the energy consumption rates are at their highest. This shows that
both heuristics are working as designed and was the motivation for creating the
UAV-based metaheuristic, which can intelligently use the strengths of both options.
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Fig. 3 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean energy consumption per hour for each UAV sensor is
varied. This variation is achieved through scaling the energy consumption values from the baseline
with a mean energy consumption per hour of 0.1. Except for the mean energy consumption per
hour, which is varied, the other parameters have the same value as the baseline case described in
Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal black lines above each set of bars and
95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

In these results, it can be seen that the metaheuristic always performs as well or
better than both max value and max value per energy.

5.2.3 Effect of Total Energy

The results in Fig. 4 show what happens when the mean total energy available to
each UAV. These results show similar behavior to the results with varied energy
consumption rates, except that the difference among the max value, max value per
energy, and UAV-based metaheuristic heuristics is not as large. This is partially
because none of these scenarios result in the heuristics consuming significantly less
energy than is available. This can be seen when comparing the energy consumption
upper bounds in Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 4 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean total energy of each UAV sensor is varied. This
variation is achieved through scaling the total energy values from the baseline with a mean total
energy of 0.8. Except for the mean total energy, which is varied, the other parameters have the same
value as the baseline case described in Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal
black lines above each set of bars and 95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

5.2.4 Effect of Number of Targets

In Fig. 5, a comparison of different scenarios with a varied mean number of targets
is shown. When there are few targets available, it is not possible to consume all
of the energy available to the UAVs because there are more UAVs than targets on
average and some UAVs will not be able to surveil targets for a significant portion
of the day because all targets will be under surveillance already by other UAVs. As
the number of targets in a scenario grows, it can be seen that it becomes very easy
to consume all of the energy available to the UAVs. This is because there are many
targets and all UAVs are likely to be able to surveil targets continuously. The upper
bounds for value earned increase significantly as the number of targets increase. In
addition to UAVs being able to operate simultaneously, this effect is due to the fact
that with more targets there is a higher probability that a high priority target with a
sensor affinity that matches up well with each UAV will appear in a scenario. Lastly,
it can be seen that the UAV-based metaheuristic again performs as well or better than
both max value and max value per energy in all cases.
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Fig. 5 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean number of targets is varied through generating new
scenarios in addition to the baseline, which has a mean of 90 targets in a single scenario. Except
for the mean number of targets, which is varied, the other parameters have the same value as the
baseline case described in Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal black lines
above each set of bars and 95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

5.2.5 Effect of Number of UAVs

Figure 6 shows simulation results for a set of randomized scenarios where the mean
number of UAVs in a scenario is varied. These results show the biggest variance in
value earned between max value and max value per energy. When there are a small
number of UAVs, it is important to use each UAV efficiently, which means that max
value per energy performs well. When there are many UAVs, it is more important to
carefully pick which UAVs will get the most useful information for each target and
energy is no longer a significant constraint because there will be unused UAVs still
available when some UAVs start running out of energy. In this case, max value is
most effective at picking the best target for each UAV. Once again, the UAV-based
metaheuristic still earns value similar to the better of max value and max value per
energy.
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Fig. 6 A comparison of the average total energy consumed and average surveillance value earned
for 100 randomized scenarios where the mean number of UAVs is varied through generating new
scenarios in addition to the baseline, which has a mean of 70 UAVs in a single scenario. Except
for the mean number of UAVs, which is varied, the other parameters have the same value as the
baseline case described in Sect. 4.1. Average upper bounds are indicated by horizontal black lines
above each set of bars and 95% mean confidence intervals are shown for each bar

5.3 Discussion of Results

The results in Sect. 5.2 indicate that depending on the scenario, either max value or
max value per energy is an effective real-time heuristic for maximizing surveillance
value. The UAV-based metaheuristic combines the strengths of both heuristics and
is effective in all scenarios. The max value per time heuristic was shown to be
ineffective in scenarios where there is a minimum time between surveils of targets,
and resulted in poor performance in most of the scenarios that we considered.
Additionally, when considering scenarios where the energy of UAVs will not be
fully consumed during the day, max value per energy is ineffective. Based on these
results, our proposed metaheuristic is the best option to use in all cases where the
characteristics of the scenario may change unexpectedly.
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6 Related Work

Developing a complete mission schedule for UAVs involves solving multiple
problems, many of which have been studied in the past such as planning the
specific routes used by UAVs, which we do not consider in this study, and assigning
specific tasks to UAVs. Some studies solve these problems through time-consuming
optimization techniques such as mixed integer linear programming (MILP), while
others use techniques ranging from expensive metaheuristics like genetic algorithms
(GAs) to fast and efficient greedy heuristics to find effective solutions.

In [7], mission planning is divided into two subproblems: task scheduling and
route planning. The task scheduling problem is the one we consider in our study.
The task scheduling problem is solved using a MILP approach to minimize the
completion time of all tasks as opposed to our work which aims to maximize
surveillance value. This also differs from our work in that our environment does not
have a specific set of tasks that must be completed and finds solutions in real time,
while the MILP approach is time consuming and is used to construct a solution
in advance. Similarly, in [8] a swarm of UAVs is also optimized to perform tasks
while minimizing total completion time using a MILP approach. In [9], UAVs are
assigned to attack and attempt to destroy clusters of targets through expressing three
objective measures into one weighted measure (the success probability of the attack,
the cost of the attack, and how well the timing of the attack will match a desired
window), which is used to apply integer programming methods to find a solution.
No-fly zones are considered in [10], which compares MILP and heuristic techniques
to solve a task assignment problem where UAVs must complete a sequence of tasks.
A solution here is represented by a DAG. In comparison to all these techniques,
our methods can compute in real time and can be adapted to incorporate changes
in the environment, such as dynamically adding and removing targets and UAVs.
Furthermore, our performance measure considers the attributes of individual sensors
and the energy consumption by individual UAVs.

Mission planning for UAVs is sometimes studied as an orienteering problem [11,
12]. For example, in [11] the authors utilize a model where UAVs originate from a
depot and gain profit from traveling a path through nodes and back to the depot at
the cost of fuel. Robust optimization techniques are used to maximize profit while
taking uncertainty into account to avoid running out of fuel early. This work differs
significantly from ours because distance between targets and UAVs is considered
and the focus is on optimization of UAV movement instead of sensing. In [12],
UAVs again depart from a depot, but before departure can select a specific set
of sensors, which will impact their weight and the information they can gather.
The authors solve this problem using both a MILP approach when ample time is
available for finding solutions and several heuristic techniques for larger problem
sizes that cannot be solved in a reasonable amount of time using the MILP approach.
Our work differs significantly from these studies in part because a full mission
plan is generated by the MILP approach and it is not modified during the day. In
our work, the heuristics dynamically schedule UAVs to assign targets many times
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throughout the day and these decisions depend on the current state of the scenario.
Additionally, our work considers the energy consumption of each sensor, which can
greatly impact scheduling decisions.

Some studies have a greater focus on motion planning of the UAVs, which is
beyond the scope of our contribution in this work. The work in [13] considers an
environment where UAVs must keep track of targets moving throughout regions.
This is done by probabilistically sending the UAVs to regions where useful
information is likely to be found. A detailed three-dimensional space is considered
in [14] where a single UAV must minimize the expected cost of ignorance, which is
a measure of the information that was not gathered in a timely matter by the UAV.
This is done using a greedy agent-based heuristic approach. In [15], MILP and a
GA are used to minimize the total travel distance required for the time-constrained
surveillance of objects with known flight paths. Base stations are also present in the
field, which can be used to refuel the UAVs as needed.

In [16], UAVs launch with heterogeneous loads taken from bases and must scout
targets using those loads. The goal of this study is to minimize the number of UAVs
needed to fully scout all targets, which is achieved by seeding a genetic algorithm
with an initial solution from a greedy heuristic. In [17], possible solutions for
mapping a UAV to any combination of targets is represented by a tree where moving
from the root to a node represents assigning the UAV to the target corresponding
to that node. A best first search (BFS) method is used to find solutions to this
problem. This differs significantly from our work because this heuristic produces
a full mission plan for the UAV while our heuristics make decisions for a single
surveil only for each UAV at mapping events throughout the day. The work in [18]
is to design a method for assigning UAVs to targets in a disaster response scenario.
UAVs originate at rally points and use a greedy approach to find short paths to move
to and surveil targets based on the capabilities of each UAV.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We designed a set of value-based heuristics used to conduct mission planning for
UAV surveillance of a set of targets (max value, max value per time, max value
per energy, and the UAV-based metaheuristic). We conducted a simulation study
to evaluate, analyze, and compare these heuristics in a variety of scenarios. We
found that while max value and max value per energy are each good techniques in
a subset of the scenarios considered, the UAV-based metaheuristic found solutions
with among the highest surveillance value for all scenarios. In environments where
the best approach is not known, this makes the metaheuristic the obvious choice to
employ.

In the future, we are interested in exploring more dynamic environments where a
scenario experiences significant changes throughout the day. For example, changes
in weather could dynamically affect the quality of outputs produced by different
sensors. This is something that could be handled with a performance measure that
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can capture how the weather will affect the quality of outputs (sensor quality) and
how useful different outputs are for different targets (sensor affinity). Additionally,
some real environments will have targets of interest that are not in static positions. To
address this, the model we use in this study could be expanded to accurately model
the movement of both UAVs and targets. Lastly, the mission scheduling techniques
in this study are heuristics with relatively simple functionality to allow mission
schedules to be constructed in real-time. In the future, we would like to consider
more complex techniques that can be used to produce better mission schedules in
some cases when there is enough time available to do so.
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Would You Turn on Bluetooth for
Location-Based Advertising?

Heng-Li Yang , Shiang-Lin Lin, and Jui-Yen Chang

1 Introduction and Research Backgrounds

Smart phones have become an indispensable mobile device in daily lives and
changed models of advertising. Traditional advertising media such as print ads,
radio, and TV commercials have been transformed into mobile advertising models.
Advertisers now can deliver messages that contain information of products, services,
or promotion directly to mobile users on the basis of current location and specific
time, who might read the advertisements and then become motivated for shopping
[1]. Currently, mobile advertising agencies are able to deliver advertisements to
customers in targeted locations and provide product and service information of
their local businesses. This type of push advertising that delivers local shopping
information to potential customers is called location-based advertising (LBA) [2].

LBA service can provide ads that are from businesses in the neighborhood of
consumers and provide them with more relevant and quicker shopping information,
which enhances the accuracy of advertisement delivery [3]. The service delivers
higher-quality advertisements to users through certain components in a mobile
device such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Globe Positioning System (GPS) and collect
users’ information of their current locations. It is helpful for a business to customize
the contents of their advertisements. Compared to GPS, Bluetooth is the short
distance positioning method. The commonly applied Bluetooth version 4.x Class
2 radios has a range of 10 meters and the accuracy of positioning can reach 2 to
5 meters, and the Class 3 and 4 have better positioning accuracy. Many studies
have indicated that the effectiveness of mobile advertising would be enhanced if
the location of advertising store is near the mobile device users (i.e., “location-
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congruency”) [4, 5]. In other words, via the Bluetooth positioning users’ location
and calculating the distance between a local store and the users, then pushing
relevant advertisements to the customers, it can efficiently improve click-through
rate and wiliness to consume. However, for pushing more accurate advertisements
to consumers, the LBA service requires consumers to provide their current location,
which increases the risk of personal information leakage. Some studies have pointed
out that most young mobile users are willing to receive advertisements through
Bluetooth, but are concerned about the frequency of advertisement delivery. As a
result, while collecting personal information, an advertising agency may need to
take good care of users’ privacy issue [6].

Although LBA service can increase the exposure and click-through rate of
advertisements among consumers, and give advertisers more opportunities to reach
consumers, its technologies are still developing and expected to make progress in
application in the future [7]. In view of this, understanding customers’ needs and
considerations and further developing an effective LBA push strategy are essential
for the popularization of LBA services in the future.

The purpose of this study is to explore the key factors customers would concern
about while they decide whether to turn on Bluetooth on their mobile devices to
receive LBA services. With multi-layered considerations, this decision problem is
a typical multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problem. Among those popular
MCDM methods, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is commonly applied to
solve decision-making methods with multiple evaluation dimensions and factors
([8–10]). However, the AHP method has several limitations. First, in real life, people
normally do not rely on an absolute standard to compare and consider the priorities
among various factors. To solve this concern, when using AHP to evaluate the initial
data from surveys, it is suggested combining with the concept of fuzzy theory to
avoid the problem of surveyed participants being over-subjective and extreme while
considering the priorities among various factors [11]. Second, although AHP can
find out the weights of each consideration factor on the overall decision-making
problem, the considerations under different dimensions are independent. In other
words, the AHP method cannot verify the existence of interrelationships between
the consideration factors under different dimensions. Therefore, the decision-
making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) can find out the possible
interrelationships between the factors in the evaluation hierarchy and calculate the
degree of impact through the matrix operation method [12, 13].

In summary, this study uses Fuzzy AHP in conjunction with DEMATEL to
explore the key factors customers would concern about while they decide to use
Bluetooth on their mobile devices to receive LBA services and proposes suggestions
to advertisers and businesses based on the analysis results.
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2 Research Methodology

For the customers who are willing to receive the LBA, it is necessary to turn on
the location-identifying function on their mobile device to allow businesses and
advertisers to find the current location of customers more accurately. But not all
customers would turn on Bluetooth just for receiving LBA. As a result, this study
uses Fuzzy AHP and DEMATEL methods to analyze the decision-making factors
involving customers turning on the Bluetooth function on the mobile device to
receive the LBA, and the interrelationships and cross-impacts between factors.

2.1 Selection of Evaluation Dimensions and Factors

Based on consumption value theory [14], fashion theory [15], and the characteristics
of location-based service [16], this study categorizes customers’ considerations
about turning on Bluetooth to receive LBA as two dimensions, which are “functional
value” and “popularity value.” In addition, since customers may try to use LBA
services because of curiosity or the desires to get notices about store events in
their nearby area, the dimension of “psychological value” is also included [17].
Meanwhile, to receive LBA, it is required that users’ mobile devices are well
supported by decent software and hardware to get the most instant personalized
LBA. This may also cause the issue of leaking the user’s current location and
personal privacy information [18, 19]. The study also adds the dimensions of
“mobile device support” and “privacy considerations.” In total, five dimensions are
evaluated in this study.

2.2 Establishment of Hierarchical Evaluation Framework

Based on the dimensions described above and the characteristics of the LBA service,
this study selects a total of 18 consideration factors under dimensions, defines each
factor, and establishes the evaluation hierarchy, as shown in Table 1.

2.3 Analysis Approach Operation

According to the evaluation hierarchy from Table 1, this study designs and
distributes an AHP interview questionnaire, and applies the Fuzzy AHP method to
analyze the importance weight of each consideration factor. After that, a DEMATEL
questionnaire based on matrix operation method is distributed to participants to
find out the interrelationships between the consideration factors and how much they



Table 1 Definition of evaluation dimensions and factors

Dimension Factor Definition

D1
Functional
value

F1.1
Get ads at right time and
right place

Through LBA services, customers can access a variety
of products/services/brand information provided by
surrounding businesses, such as experience, trial, sales.

F1.2
Get information about
saving money at right
time and right place

Through LBA services, customers can obtain various
discounts/discounts/free information provided by
surrounding businesses, such as coupons, free parking,
promotions, card discounts, etc., to save money.

F1.3
Time saving

Through LBA services, customers can save time
searching for daily supplies information, such as
planning a route to a nearby store or finding a local
restaurant for dining.

F1.4
Convenience for
decision-making

Through LBA services, customers can have more
precise choices that meet personal preferences and the
highest cost performance (CP value) when making
consumption decisions.

D2
Popularity
value

F2.1
Popularity

Customers use LBA service because it has been highly
accepted by users and gets a large number of positive
reviews.

F2.2
Following social network

Customers use LBA service because many of their
friends and family have used LBA service.

F2.3
Showing personal style

Customers want to show their unique choice and
personal style by using LBA service.

F2.4
Following the trend

Customers want to experience fashionable and
cutting-edge services by using LBA.

D3
Psychological
value

F3.1
Early adopting

Customers choose to use LBA as earlier adopters
because they are curious about how they may receive
advertisements at right time and place.

F3.2
Exploration

Customers choose to use LBA because they want to
explore and learn about unfamiliar shops,
product/service experiences, and promotions around
their location.

F3.3
Perceived playfulness

Customers choose to use LBA because they expect to be
able to obtain more information, videos, or interactive
games from surrounding stores, thereby enhancing the
pleasure and satisfaction of shopping experience.

D4
Mobile
device
support

F4.1
Push stability

LBA provides customers with stable pushing and
receiving advertisement services.

F4.2
User-friendly interface

LBA provides customers with user-friendly and plain
interactional surface for clicking advertisement.

F4.3
Response time

LBA provides quick response to customers’ clicks
without taking much page loading time.

F4.4
Battery durability

Customers’ mobile devices have durable battery power
that keep Bluetooth/GPS to consistently receive LBA.

F4.5
Screen size

Customer’s mobile devices come with ideal screen sizes
which are able to well present the information from
LBA.

D5
Privacy con-
siderations

F5.1
Personal preference
privacy

Customers are concerned about leaking their shopping
history related to promotion, purchased products, and
visiting stores by using LBA.

F5.2
Personal location privacy

Customers are concerned about leaking their present
locations to stores through LBA.
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impact one another. By cross-checking the results from these two methods, we made
some conclusions.

3 Analysis Results

3.1 Descriptive Statistics Analysis

The targeted survey participants in this study are college students who have been
currently using LBA applications. A total of ten participants were interviewed. Five
of them are male college student and the other five are female college students.
In addition, the study also obtained participants’ relevant experience and habits of
using LBA services, as described in Table 2.

3.2 AHP Analysis

This study developed questionnaires based on AHP and interviewed participants
by using 1–9 scale pairwise comparisons developed by Saaty [10]. Each interview
result was reviewed to make sure that the C.I. and C.R. values of each question
are less than or equal to 0.1 so that the responded answers are in accordance with

Table 2 Interviewees’ experiences in using LBA

Item Sub-items Count Percent

Motivations to turn on Bluetooth on mobile device Get directions 3 30.0%
Sending files 9 90.0%
Search for stores 2 20.0%
Connect
accessories

6 60.0%

Others 1 10.0%
Types of frequently used LBA applications Food and restaurant 7 70.0%

Tea parlor/coffee
shop

8 80.0%

Hotels 2 20.0%
Transportations 1 10.0%
Shopping 2 20.0%
Others 1 10.0%

Frequency of using cellphone to receive LBA ads weekly 1–5 times 4 40.0%
6–10 times 2 20.0%
11–15 times 1 10.0%
More than 15 times 3 30.0%
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consistency. If a question fails the inconsistency test, the participant was requested
to take the survey again and the responded answers were adjusted.

After all valid questionnaires are analyzed by Fuzzy AHP, the local fuzzy weights
(LW) of each evaluation factors are obtained. Further, by multiplying the LW
of the dimension levels and the factor levels, the global fuzzy weight (GW) of
each consideration factor in the overall evaluation hierarchy can be calculated, and
according to the weight value, the importance ranking of each consideration factors
is created. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 3. It indicates that the GW
of the top three key consideration factors (F5.2 “personal location privacy,” F1.2
“get information about saving money at right time and right place,” F5.1 “personal
preference privacy”) takes more than 40% of the overall GW. It can be seen that
these evaluation factors have a great influence on the customers when considering
whether to turn on Bluetooth on the mobile device to receive the LBA services.

3.3 DEMATEL Analysis

This study further explores the interrelationships and impacts between consideration
factors through the DEMATEL method. This study first established a correlation
matrix between consideration factors, as an interview questionnaire for the DEMA-
TEL analysis, and then conducted a questionnaire interview for the selected ten
respondents. The scale of the questionnaire is based on the 0–3 scale proposed by

Table 3 Fuzzy weight of dimensions and factors

Dimension LW Factor LW GW

D1Functional value 0.338 (1) F1.1 0.138 (4) 0.047 (9)
F1.2 0.460 (1) 0.156 (2)
F1.3 0.210 (2) 0.071 (4)
F1.4 0.192 (3) 0.065 (5)

D2Popularity value 0.059 (5) F2.1 0.389 (1) 0.023 (14)
F2.2 0.265 (2) 0.016 (15)
F2.3 0.208 (3) 0.012 (17)
F2.4 0.138 (4) 0.018 (18)

D3Psychological value 0.152 (4) F3.1 0.414 (1) 0.063 (6)
F3.2 0.285 (3) 0.043 (11)
F3.3 0.301 (2) 0.046 (10)

D4Mobile device support 0.185 (3) F4.1 0.192 (3) 0.036 (12)
F4.2 0.333 (1) 0.062 (7)
F4.3 0.255 (2) 0.047 (8)
F4.4 0.151 (4) 0.028 (13)
F4.5 0.069 (5) 0.013 (16)

D5Privacy considerations 0.266 (2) F5.1 0.358 (2) 0.095 (3)
F5.2 0.642 (1) 0.171 (1)
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[20]. The larger the score is, the greater the mutual influence between each factors
would be [21]. Finally, through a series of matrix calculation, the study compiles
the results from all questionnaires and obtains a total influence-relation matrix (T)
as shown in Table 4.

In addition, by summing the values from each column and row of the total
influence-relation matrix (T), the sums of all columns (Di value) and all rows (Ri

value) pop out. The results of Di + Ri and Di − Ri are shown in Table 5.
Here, Di represents the total influence of factor i on other factors, and Ri

represents the total influenced intensity of factor i that is influenced by other factors.
In addition, Di + Ri is called “prominence” that represents the sum of influences
strength of factor i including both the strength influencing other factors and the
influences from other factors. Di − Ri is called “relation” that divides factors into
“cause group” and “effect group.” If Di − Ri is positive, it means the factor i
dispatches the influence to other factors more than it receives; thus, factor i belongs
to the “cause group.” On the other hand, if Di − Ri is negative, it means the factor
i receives the influence from other factors more than it dispatched; thus factor i
belongs to the “effect group” [21].

4 Conclusions

Identifying the locations of potential customers, mobile advertising can send useful
advertisements to them. Many studies have indicated that it can effectively stimulate
consumers’ purchasing intentions [22]. However, for pushing the advertisements
to customers accurately, the first condition is that they are willing to turn on the
positioning service on their mobile devices. This study applies the FAHP and
DEMATEL methods to analyze the consideration factors of customers while making
the decision whether to turn on Bluetooth on mobile devices to receive the LBA
service.

The analysis results generated in this study indicate that “Functional Value”
(D1, weight 0.338) is the most important consideration dimension for customers
while considering turning on Bluetooth to receive LBA services, followed by
“privacy considerations” (D5, weight 0.266). As to ranking of consideration factors,
“personal location privacy” (F5.2, weight 0.171), “get information about saving
money at right time and right place” (F1.2, weight 0.156), and “personal preference
privacy” (F5.1, weight 0.095) are the top three consideration factors. In addition,
the results from DEMATEL analysis show that “exploration (F3.2),” “get ads at
right time and right place (F1.1),” and “convenience for decision-making (F1.4)”
are ranked as the top three consideration factors with highest prominence among all
decision-making questions in this study.

According to the above analysis results, it can be found that when customers are
willing to turn on Bluetooth to get LBA, one of their major consideration factors
is to get chance of saving money anytime, anywhere. The study also finds that
although “exploration” (F3.2) and “get ads at right time and right place” (F1.1)
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Table 5 Row and column
operation in T matrix of each
factor

Factor Di Ri Di + Ri Di– Ri

F1.1 2.917 3.584 6.501 −0.666
F1.2 2.405 3.033 5.437 −0.628
F1.3 1.955 2.739 4.693 −0.784
F1.4 3.258 3.135 6.393 0.123
F2.1 1.880 3.063 4.943 −1.183
F2.2 2.357 2.763 5.119 −0.406
F2.3 2.209 2.657 4.865 −0.448
F2.4 2.764 3.098 5.862 −0.334
F3.1 2.492 3.577 6.070 −1.085
F3.2 3.328 3.508 6.836 −0.180
F3.3 2.765 2.985 5.751 −0.220
F4.1 3.370 2.540 5.910 0.830
F4.2 2.816 2.343 5.159 0.473
F4.3 3.338 2.517 5.855 0.820
F4.4 3.739 1.849 5.588 1.890
F4.5 1.956 1.230 3.186 0.726
F5.1 2.948 2.479 5.427 0.468
F5.2 3.388 2.785 6.173 0.603

are not ranked on the top of the importance ranking. However, they are highly
prominent consideration factors in the whole evaluation framework. As a result, this
study suggests that LBA advertisers could cooperate with various businesses and
provide customers with LBA that contains activities of product/service experience,
shopping promotion, and discount information from stores near customers’ current
location. In this way, customers might experience the shopping surprises when they
use the LBA service. In addition, it can save customers’ money, thereby stimulating
consumption and increasing the profit for the businesses.

However, the analysis results also indicate that customers are concerned about
giving out personal privacy information when considering turning on Bluetooth to
use LBA services. This study suggests that LBA advertisers should not only design
proper contents of advertisements, but also develop better strategies and implement
fair practices to improve privacy protection, which might relieve the concerns of the
customers while providing personal location information.

In addition, from Table 5, the DEMATEL analysis indicates that “battery
durability” (F4.4) has the highest Di score; i.e., it would have the highest influence
to other factors. It is noticed that many customers would turn off location positioning
in order to save battery life. Thus, it is suggested that LBA advertisers could focus on
more relevant and customized advertisements instead of pushing too many irrelevant
advertisements to the users.

In the future, the evaluation hierarchy proposed by this study can be applied
to analyze other customer groups with different work background and ages. In
addition, it is expected to further explore the factors that may influence customers’
decisions to click and watch advertisements after receiving LBA messages.
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Adaptive Chromosome Diagnosis Based
on Scaling Hierarchical Clusters

Muhammed Akif Ağca, Cihan Taştan, Kadir Üstün, and Ibrahim Halil Giden

1 Introduction to Feature Extraction and Chromosome
Classification on Massive Data

Healthcare analytical applications generate massive data including text/image/video
in both batch and streaming contexts, which consist of a growing volume in
petabytes for a single average-size city hospital that possesses micro-macro scale
real-time tracking/monitoring devices. Furthermore, such hospital systems require
tracking real-time responses both during diagnosis and historical analytics for
trusted results. Therefore, the veracity of the growing datum is highly controversial,
in which trust is an obligation to give vital decisions.

In this study, we unify the resources and apply real-time trusted analytical models
just by focusing on scalable chromosome diagnostic models. Picture archiving
and communication systems (PACS) are considered as storage data formats and
HL7/similar ones to unify the resources. PACS are a prerequisite in data-exchange
mission in modern hospitals to enable routing, retrieving, and storing medical
images [1]. Specifically, images from radiology department such as X-ray, mag-
netic resonance imaging, and computed tomography are the main tasks of PACS
systems to facilitate the workflow. Here, we integrate the chromosome karyotyping
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Fig. 1 Chromosome image
with its geometrical features

resources, which are used for disease characterization, and our analytical models in a
trusted manner to co-operate with other resources by considering the trustworthiness
of the overall system for the vital decisions.

Chromosomes are organic structures found in the cell nucleus that carries genetic
information. A healthy human cell includes 23 chromosome pairs (22 pairs of
autosomes, classes 1–22; a sex genosome, either XX for females or XY for males).
Microscopic images of the chromosomes are taken at the metaphase stage of
the cell division for identification of chromosomes as well as their classification,
i.e., karyotyping, since the chromosomes can be easily distinguished at that stage
[2]. Genetic disease diagnosis at an early stage is an important task for proper
medical treatment processes, and thus, morphological analysis of chromosomes
becomes very crucial. Chromosomal abnormalities that cause genetic diseases can
be exemplified as having an improper number of chromosomes (monosomy/tri-
somy), translocation, deletion, or inversion of chromosomes. Such morphological
abnormalities of chromosomes could be associated with genetic diseases and,
especially, with many cancer diseases [3].

In feature extraction systems, a reliable chromosome classification is possible if
feature vectors are defined appropriately. The common features used in automatic
chromosome classification algorithms are mainly geometrical and banding pattern-
based features [4]: The length of the chromosome and its centromeric index (CI), a
ratio of the short arm (p) with total length of the chromosome (p + q), are widely
used geometrical features. As an example, an individual chromosome is given in
Fig. 1 with its geometrical features {p,q}.

Efficient chromosome diagnosis systems require dynamic feature extraction and
object detection mechanisms. Multiple-object detection is one of the challenging
problems in computer vision application domains. Furthermore, real-time object
images may not be sufficiently clear and separation of the objects from the
background may usually not be adequate, which can be considered as other arising
problems in computer vision systems. In order to circumvent such limitations,
different object detection algorithms have already been developed in the literature
[4–9]. Adaptive sub-modularity can be considered as one of prominent image
processing techniques for the detection of multiple objects [10]. As a solution to
dealing with large-scale data sets, a submodular function maximization method is
proposed in a distributed fashion, whose effectiveness in massive data such as sparse
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Fig. 2 (a) Typical Q-band chromosome images taken at metaphase of cell division and (b) their
karyotyping [15]

Gaussian process inference and exemplar-based clustering is demonstrated in [11].
As additional types of chromosome classifiers, different algorithms have already
been studied in literature such as artificial neural network-based classifiers [12],
support-vector machine [13], and fuzzy logic–based classifiers [14].

In this study, a scalable and dynamic feature-extraction model is developed
to manage the specified features in chromosome dataset. A distributed clustering
system and a memory-centric analytical infrastructure are implemented for high-
speed data processing of chromosome images, which can be built on the current
PACS systems in hospitals. Every class of chromosomes in different cells is
compared in terms of their features and with its homolog chromosome and the
cell having potential genetic disorder is diagnosed, accordingly. The chromosomal
features are firstly extracted from publicly downloadable (BioImlab) chromosome-
image dataset [15], which includes 119 human cells with 5474 individual Q-band
chromosome images. A typical chromosome cell at mesophase and its karyotyping
is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

The remainder of the chapter is as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the scalable trusted
computing technique briefly employed in this study for the classification process
of the chromosomes. In Sect. 3, the feature extraction model is discussed in detail;
the raw chromosome images, feature selection techniques, and the establishment
classification models based on the features are presented. Finally, a conclusion is
provided in the last section.
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2 Proposed Chromosome Classification Model

In this study, a hierarchical multi-layer neural networks and tree structures are
considered as a chromosome classifier that processes the genome data in hierar-
chical fashion. Each layer gathers the chromosome image features as an input data;
automatically vectorizes and merges the matrices; analyses the feature of genes and
encodes the data; and sends the feature sets to the next layer.

As universal health standardization, Health-Level Seven (HL7) information
modeling is implemented for the genome analyses [16]. HL7 follows an object-
oriented modeling technique that is organized into class diagrams (graphs) with
attributes of classes. The extracted genomic data in our study will be transported
in the distributed system via predefined encapsulating HL7 objects and the raw
genomic data will be sorted out for the selection of specific genes at the memory-
centric section of the system. Later, the feature extraction of the specified genes
will be provided with the distributed system via training algorithms, and then, new
genetic data will be classified comparing with formerly collected genetic features.

As a network communication model in HL7 standards, Open System Intercon-
nection (OSI) reference model is used. As a hierarchical network architecture, the
OSI model includes seven layers in a logical progression (see Fig. 3). Briefly stated,
the seven OSI layers have the following assignments [17]:

• Application layer includes network software (user interface and application
features) directly served to users.

• Presentation layer converts the information into specific formats (encryption,
compression, conversion, and so on). In our case, the raw genomic data is
processed.

• Session layer controls end-to-end connections between the applications in
different nodes.

• Transport layer converts the received genome data from the upper layers into
segments.

• Network layer is responsible for path determination and datagrams generation.
• Data links provides error control as well as “transparent” network services to

physical layer.
• Physical layer enables direct communication with the physical media.

Comparing both TCP/IP and OSI reference models, TCP/IP has four layers—
combining the application, presentation, and session layers into one top layer; taking
both data-link and physical layers as a bottom (Network) layer (see Fig. 3).

Storing, printing, and transmitting of chromosome image information is handled
by the Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) protocol, which
includes application protocol in TCP/IP model to communicate among the system.
Each chromosome image is defined as a data object and the data exchange is
conducted in image format. Complete encoding of medical data is standardized by
DICOM protocol with attributes named as “DICOM data dictionary.”
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Fig. 3 Hierarchical
architectures of OSI and
TCP/IP reference models
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DICOM stores the images from the archive, and if they are needed, DICOM
provides association between service class users (SCUs) and service class providers
(SCPs). Different protocols are also available for specific purposes like disease
names, clinical context management, and hospital data acquisition aims. The
current global standards can be exemplified as ICD (International Classification
of Disease), NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology), HL7 CDA
(Clinical Document Architecture), CCR (Continuity of Care Record), CCOW (Clin-
ical Context Management Specification), LOINC (Logical Observation Identifiers
Names and Codes), ELINCS, EHR-Lab (Electronic Health Record - Lab), X12,
SNOMED (Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms), NCPDP
(National Council for Prescription Drug Programs), IHE (Integrating the Health-
care Enterprise), CCHIT (Certification Commission for Healthcare Information
Technology), HITSP (Healthcare Information Technology Standards Panel), CMMI
(Capability Maturity Model Integration), ISO 27001, TS 13298, OHSAS 18001,
Medical Data Interchange Standard (MEDIX), ASTM E1238, IEEE 1073 and ASC
X12N. Furthermore, ASTM E31.17 and ASTM E31.20 standards are applied for
data security and privacy. The standards are explored to manage the transactions in
a scalable/trusted manner.

The studied feature extraction method will be described in detail in the following
subsections.

2.1 Proposed Feature Extraction Method

For high-precision classification, it is very important to have best-characterized
chromosome images. For that reason, better features should be selected to improve
classification performance. It is also critical to note that well-described features
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Fig. 4 Original image of
Chromosome 1 pair [15]

Fig. 5 Chromosome 1 pair
image (in Fig. 4) after
binarization. Solid rectangles
indicate the region above the
predefined threshold

reduce the processing workload and thus offer greater success of chromosome
classification in less processing time.

2.1.1 Adaptive Thresholding to Individual Chromosome Images

An adaptive threshold value must be determined because the quality of each
chromosome image may differ. A boundary detection-based thresholding is applied
for efficient feature extraction. Chromosome 1 pair is chosen as an example for the
application of the proposed feature extraction method (see Fig. 4).

2.1.2 Chromosomes-Image Binarization and Skeletonization

After thresholding with an adaptive value for each chromosome image as in Fig. 4,
binarization of the image is conducted and the chromosome region is detected from
the image (see Fig. 5). Later, a skeletonization algorithm is carried out for the binary
version of the chromosome image, which can be considered as a landmark for the
feature extraction (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Skeletons of
Chromosome 1 pair image (in
Fig. 4) extracted by using the
skeletonization algorithm

Fig. 7 Binary images of
Chromosome 1 pair with its
medial axes

2.1.3 Medial Axis Estimation of Chromosome Pair

Determination of medial axis is an essential task for the feature extraction of chro-
mosome pairs. Medial axis estimation provides detection of centromere location and
its indexing, chromosome length estimation, and density profile extraction [18]. For
that purpose, the chromosome image in Fig. 5 is scanned with lines to determine
boundaries of the binary image. The mid-points of every scanned line are found
using a mid-point algorithm, which enables an accurate medial axis estimation.
Estimated medial axes for the binary images in Fig. 5 are drawn and represented
in Fig. 7.

2.1.4 Gray Level Extraction Along Medial Axis

After the determination of medial axes, a curve-fitting is performed with a 5th-
degree polynomial function. Using this approach, the chromosome alignment can
be mathematically derived. The next step is to resolve the chromosome image by
slicing an equal number of perpendicular lines to the medial axes (see Fig. 8 for
detailed representation). For that purpose, the norm of the polynomial curve is
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Fig. 8 Polynomial
curve-fitting of medial axes
on the chromosome images
and their slicing with
perpendicular lines

determined, and the curve is sliced equally for every adjacent perpendicular line.
It should be noted that the solid lines are in parallel, and hence, they do not intersect
with each other. The distance vector r is given as an inset in Fig. 8.

The next step is extraction of the gray levels through the norm of medial curve.
To do this, a new parameter called Histogram, H(r), of the chromosome image is
calculated by the following equation:

h(r) =
n∑

k=1

−→
gk · −→uk
n

, (1)

where −→gk denotes the gray-level vector along the perpendicular line −→uk and n is
the number of perpendicular lines, viz. pixels. Corresponding histogram function
dictates the average density of pixels along the medial axis. The h(r) calculation
is conducted for the chromosome pair in Fig. 4 and plotted in Fig. 9. Some
important remarks could be gathered from the histogram plot: (1) End-points of
the chromosome pairs could be inferred from the histogram plot; (2) centromere
position, which is the lowest point of the curve, could be precisely determined by
using the histogram plot. In this case, corresponding centromere-index (CI) could
also be calculated from Fig. 9, which is found to be CI = 0.46 for chromosome 1a
and CI = 0.49 for chromosome 1b.

2.1.5 The Feature Extraction from Histogram Information

As a common shape signature extraction of image data, frequency response calcu-
lation is implemented in image processing systems [19]. Therefore, discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of the histogram function is taken as a feature extractor H(f ) for
precise chromosome classification. The feature extractor function is calculated via
the following equation:
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Fig. 9 Histogram function calculation along the length of the medial curve

H(f ) =
n∑

k=1

hk(r)e
−i2πkr/n. (2)

Absolute values of |H(f )| is plotted in terms of frequency (see Fig. 10). There
are two critical points to infer from Eq. (2): The centromere location, i.e., CI of the
chromosome, directly influences the frequency of the main peak, which is found to
be 4 Hz for Chromosome 1a whereas that value equals 4.02 Hz for Chromosome
1b (see Fig. 10). It is important to note that the reason of being the two frequencies
nearly the same is due to the nearly equal values of CI. Another important remark
can be inferred while comparing Figs. 9 and 10 that the average value of histogram
function h(r) affects the absolute value of corresponding feature extractor, |H(f )|.

As an alternative, the feature extraction model can be extended by using hyper-
spectral images of the chromosomes. Namely, chromosomes images under different
wavelengths of illumination can give us additional information for the diagnosis
of disease carrying/faulty chromosomes. It is known that biological molecules and
cells have footprints in the mid-infrared and terahertz parts of the electromagnetic
spectrum [20]. Combining the image and spectral data at these wavelengths would
improve the performance of the classification algorithm significantly. We discuss
further improvements on feature extraction and classification in detail in Sect. 2.3.
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Fig. 10 DFT function |H(f )| as a feature extractor calculation for the Chromosome 1 pair in Fig. 4

2.2 Chromosomal Abnormalities–Related Disease Diagnosis
by Spectral Chromosome Information and Other Novel
Features

Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes which have various numbers of genes
and differ in their structures and sizes (i.e., male Y and female X chromosome).
Structural and numerical chromosomal alterations are identified in ~0.6% of births
[21], which frequently cause developmental disabilities, mental retardation, birth
defects, and dysmorphism [22]. Many genetic or rare diseases are caused by the
chromosomal abnormalities, which are diagnosed with a determined gain or loss of
some genomic materials coding hundreds of genes. Unlike single-gene mutations,
the gain or loss in chromosome complexes directly influences gene expression doses
which can cause imbalances in phenotype and human body functions.

Alternative abnormalities can be microdeletion or microduplication of chro-
mosomes, all of which can be identified via conventional visual analysis of
chromosomes under microscope (karyotyping). In contrast to numeric chromosomal
abnormalities, which occur when three copies of chromosome present rather than
two such as Down syndrome (trisomy of chromosome 21), structural abnormalities
are caused from the breakage or rejoining of chromosome arms. This can result in
deletions of chromosome segments.

The chromosomal alterations can cause the imbalances in a contiguous gene
syndrome, in which multiple genes are negatively influenced, resulting in com-
binatorial abnormalities in clinical phenotype [23]. On the other hand, most of
the chromosomal deletion syndromes (such as Williams syndrome, Miller-Dieker
syndrome and DiGeorge syndrome) result in haploinsufficiency of a gene or genes
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in the lost segment where single copy of other allele gene does not express
sufficient doses of the gene product for a normal and healthy state phenotype [22].
Chromosomes can be visualized as lighter and darker bands which are considered
as sections/segments following certain staining protocols and classical microscopy.

However, the newly developed spectral chromosome technologies enable the
characterization of the disorders in a high throughput manner via super-resolution
visualization with lab-on-a-chip (LOC) microfluidics and microscopy in a real-
time fashion. The chromosome imaging and spectral analysis platform can address
disease-related abnormalities with respect to healthy and homolog chromosomal
information. Therefore, any subtle alterations or rearrangements of the segments
in a chromosome (micro-level deletions or reunions syndromes) can be easily
imaged and detected using high-resolution chromosome spectral analysis, enabling
the identification of unbalanced abnormalities that are invisible under conventional
microscopy technique.

The use of high-resolution LOC spectral chromosome analysis can allow cy-
togenetic field both to diagnose the pre-characterized genetic syndromes and to
identify new disorders. With an automated chromosome spectral analysis through
an adaptive optimization method of karyotyping schemes, numerical or structural
abnormalities in chromosomes can be detected highly efficient and robust manner
while diagnosing cancers and other genetic disorders. For instance, in diagnosed
chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) patients, abnormal pattern named t (9;22) chro-
mosomal translocation is identified in one chromosome 9 and one chromosome 22
[24].

A study reported a developed computerized scheme to automatically identify the
unbalanced alteration in one chromosome 22 of abnormal cells in CML patients
by analyzing and image-processing karyotypes of metaphase cells from bone
marrow patient specimens [25]. Extracting novel spectral features for real-time
diagnostic requires using maximum available computational resources in minimum
physical space. The minimization of physical space can be achieved via various
innovations such as 3D-Stack packaging OBCs and ASICs including micro-channel
cooling/transfer, nano-sensing, custom processor CPU/GPU/FPGA on a single
board, which we discussed in the last chapter.

Extracted genetic disorder features can be efficiently characterized and diag-
nosed using a genetic algorithm, artificial neural networks and statistical models
along with graph construction for genetic syndrome-related chromosomal spectral
information, extended data flow blocks and computational units’ path tracking like
in biological system design tool, BioGuide [26]. The software tool standardizes
genetic elements and provides graph data structures of all possible genetic element
interactions to allow molecular biologists to estimate and characterize phenotyp-
ically functional genetic circuits. BioGuide constructs a massive graph structure
G = (V,E), where V = {g1, g2, g3, . . . , gn} each element is a part of genetic circuit.
E = {e1,e2,e3, . . . ,em} each edge em = {gs,gt} represents the possible connections
between the elements, which build a genetic circuit. In this way, complex sequence
relations can be modelled effectively.
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Nevertheless, tracking the complex sequences requires scalable data flow and
transaction flow management in a trusted manner. Both analytical models and
the system are needed to scale at a massive level. As illustrated in Fig. 14, the
transaction is managed by layered system components. Scaling the models and the
system requires memory-centric analytical approaches, which is tracking the lineage
of datum, transaction, and the models. In another study, we proposed a Memory
Centric Analytics (MEMCA) system that provides a holistic abstraction to ensure
trusted scaling and memory speed trusted analytics. Initial results are shared in [27]
MEMCA used for satellite and space data. The results evidenced the potentials for
spectrum analysis of satellite and space datum. Thus, the use of MEMCA approach
for other kinds of high-resolution spectral imagery data may have great potential for
novel studies.

The proposed scalable analytical model for chromosome diagnosis can be
utilized in cytogenetic fields as well to diagnose the pre-characterized genetic
syndromes and to identify new disorders, which will be further discussed in the next
section. The system architecture will be explored in Sect. 2.3 to track the complex
sequences and to apply the analytical models on the massive data at memory speed
in a trusted manner.

2.3 Genetic Disorder Detection via Spectrum Analysis
and Scalable Multi-layer Neural Networks

In this study, an open-public data set is [15] used for single-chromosome images
of different human cells. The chromosomes of the same class are analyzed with
the abovementioned spectral analysis approach in the cases of different cells,
and the obtained FFT spectra are compared altogether. Important outcomes are
gathered from the spectral information comparison: The shape of chromosome as
well as density profile of genes directly influences the spectral feature. For that
reason, comparing the FFT spectral feature enables to detect corresponding genome
diseases, chromosome diagnostic, and so on. Spectral feature extraction could be
performed via OBCs and ASICs (2D/3D Stacks) including nano-sensor plates,
which will be discussed later in detail.

Combining the image and spectral data from different types of measurement
systems would improve the performance of the classification algorithm significantly.
Specifically, the feature extraction stage can be extended by using hyper-spectral
images and other spectroscopic data related to chromosomes. Namely, images of
the chromosomes under different wavelengths of illumination can give us additional
information for the diagnosis of decease carrying/faulty chromosomes. It is known
that biological molecules and cells have foot-prints in the mid-infrared and terahertz
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum [20].

Another option is to use Raman spectral response of chromosomes to gather
extra features for the classification algorithm. Indeed, Ojeda et al. [28] have
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Fig. 11 A simple analytical
model of neurons as a binary
threshold unit

managed to differentiate the Raman spectroscopy response of three different types
of chromosomes by optical tweezing and exposing the chromosomes to a laser
beam; an interesting method for differentiating colon cancer cells is just measuring
the dry mass of chromosomes by tomographic phase microscopy (actually the
refractive index distribution is measured) [29].

Another important method which is very beneficial for analysis of chemical and
biological substances is Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). FTIR is
already proposed for the diagnosis of cancer [30]. In one of the studies, FTIR is
used for comparing the chromosomes taken from breast cancer cells and healthy
cells [31]. As another genetic diagnostic imaging approach, quantum dots such
as gold nanoparticles are used for in vivo bio-imaging of subcellular organelles
as well as genetic diagnosis [32]. Nanowires are another alternative platform for
efficient label-free nano-sensing of DNAs and selective electrical detection of
genetic disorders [33]. Graphene-based bio-devices can also be considered as a
powerful biosensor for monitoring the chromosomes’ behaviors as well as extracting
their electro-chemical features [34].

The datum, including the features, has varying resources and computational
complexity/cost increases the complexity of analytical model and training process.
We define a multi-layer neural network to classify and embed the new features dy-
namically obtained from available data sources. Neural computation is an efficient
method to represent complex sequences inspired from neuroscience. Analytically,
a neuron can be simply modeled as a binary threshold unit, w: Each neuron model
computes the weighted sum of its inputs from other connected units and outputs
either “0” or “1” according to the threshold level, μ (see Fig. 11). The output state
of neurons, n, is calculated via the following formula:

ni (t + 1) = �
⎛

⎝
∑

j

wijnj (t)− μi
⎞

⎠ . (3)

Here, � is a unit step-function representing the following characteristic:

�(x) =
{

1, for x ≥ 0
0, elsewhere.

(4)
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Fig. 12 Illustration of MNNs intra-node and intra-layer interaction

The output state ni becomes either “1” (firing state) or “0” (not firing state)
depending on the inputs as well as the threshold level. In this way, real neurons could
be translated as computing units since the output states are described as binary units
[35].

In reality, it is not as simple as in Eq. (3) to determine the behavior of real
neurons since (1) the input/output relationships are nonlinear, (2) neurons produce
continuous output pulses rather than a simple output level, and (3) neurons do not
works synchronically as Eq. (3) states. For that reason, the output state, ni, should
be defined as continuous-valued function like the following formula:

ni = g
⎛

⎝
∑

j

wijnj − μi
⎞

⎠ . (5)

In this equation, a new function g called activation function is added to the neural
system.

Human brain itself can be described as a parallel system of billions of processors
(neurons), which are highly connected into each other via synapses and operate
simultaneously. Therefore, neural networks can be considered as an efficient
way for parallel processing of massive data. For that purpose, neural network
systems are described as multi-layer architecture (perceptron) to make applicable
in computational networks (see Fig. 12).

In the studied feature extraction model, each chromosome is taken as a neuron
and operates as a feature vector generator in the multi-layer neural network system.
The implemented image feature classifiers such as binarization, skeletonization,
gray-level and medial axis detection, thresholding, histogram, and DFT vectors are
set to be multi-layers of the proposed neural network system. At every layer, the
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activation function g is adaptively selected to infer spectral chromosome feature for
real-time diagnostic purposes.

Each neuron takes as input wi1, wi2, wi3, . . . , win, feature sets and outputs an
activation function g(.), triggering the function according to μi threshold value. As
illustrated in Fig. 12 perceptron/multi-layer architecture is defined to denote layer-
wise implementation. There are L number of scalable layers denoted as L = {l1,
l2, . . . , ln}. Connection between layers is denoted as w(l)ij , where unit j in layer l is
connected with unit i in layer l + 1. The activation of unit i in layer l is denoted as
μ
(l)
i . Activation function computation is as follows:

μ
(2)
1 = g

(
w
(1)
11 + w(1)12 + w(1)13 + . . .

)

μ
(2)
2 = g

(
w
(1)
21 + w(1)22 + w(1)23 + . . .

)

μ
(2)
3 = g

(
w
(1)
31 + w(1)32 + w(1)33 + . . .

)

. . .

Each layer is trained dynamically; training sets, test sets, and activation functions
are updated according to upcoming extracted features. Below is generalized sudo-
code for the multi-layer neural network building/training process.

1. Set initial feature sets w
(l)
ij = 0 for each neuron and all l

2. Embed new features to each neuron
3. Extract new features with CNN/RNN
4. For i = 1 to n

1. Update activation function g(.) for each w
(l).
ij

2. Update features w
(l)
ij for each neuron

3. Update output state ni for each neuron

Repeat until
∑
jw
(l)
ij of each neuron >= μi

Activating the functions g(.) in appropriate layer, hidden layer or upper ones,
improves the training performance and decreases computational cost notably.
Reference [36] is discussing the placement of activation functions, recommending
the replacement of activation functions of lower layers with MNNs in a limited
computing resources case.

To extract new features based on the available sets, limit the interaction between
the neurons to computationally feasible level, we restrict the connections between
hidden layers inter/intra layers, and define stimulus locations for the images and
activation functions. Layer-wise implementation of multi-layer neural networks
enables efficient abstraction of stimulus features like centromere indexes, skeleton,
polynomial curves, histograms, discrete Fourier transform (DFT), and additional
spectral features we pursue research. Convolutional/subsampling layers are defined
in the fully connected MNN structure; 2D structural advantage of images/signals is
used with the local connections.
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Fig. 13 First layer of CNN with mean/max pooling

The image sets are given as input to convolutional layer as m*m*r image,
where m = height/width, and r = 3, RGB channels in this set (see Fig. 13)
for the illustration of CNN multi-layer system architecture. Other channels with
spectral and signal features can also be added into the system modeling. There
are kernels/filters k have size n*n*q, where the size of kernel n < m and q ≤ r.
Kernel size raises the locally connected structure, convolved with the image to
produce k feature maps with the size of m − n + 1. The maps are sub-sampled
with mean or max pooling over p*p contiguous regions. Size of pool is variant,
2 ≤ p ≤ 5 up to size of image, greater for larger input images. Bias and sigmoidal
nonlinearity is applied to each feature map, before or after subsampling layers. After
the convolutional layers, there may be any number of fully connected layers.

The implemented neural network system needs a training feature set
{t1,t2, . . . ,tn}; in our case, tn denotes known image features of either healthy
chromosomes or with genetic diseases. A cost function can be described with
the following equation to prevent possible over-fitting conditions:

J (l)n =
∥∥∥μ(l)n − tn

∥∥∥
2
. (6)

Equation (6) implies that the implemented CNN model tries to converge the
output feature set to the training set by minimizing the differentiation between the
two sets and thus reducing the overall cost function J (l)n . The train and output feature
datasets/matrices are vectorized dynamically and served to a scalable memory-
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Fig. 14 A healthcare analytical cloud system overview

centric clustering algorithm, which is implemented at the output and training feature
datasets in a distributed and trusted manner. In this way, new anomaly detection
and classification is provided with the help of disjoint computational nodes, and
hence, the requested genetic feature comparison can be conducted in real time
with faster data processing. Further hierarchical system architecture is schematically
represented in Fig. 14.

Placement of activation functions is a non-deterministically triggering compu-
tational resource. We implemented our memory-centric analytical approach for
trusted analytics as illustrated in Fig. 14. MEMCA is a holistic abstraction to ensure
trusted scaling and memory speed trusted analytics [37]. Using Markovian chains
and distributed ledger-based structures is an effective way to keep the data sources
fresh and to execute the transactions trustfully. Managing non-linearly growing
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transaction in trusted manner ensures scalability and elasticity of the system as much
as possible up to currently available hardware and physical constraints. Trusted
execution of the system enables trusted scaling of algorithms in real time. We extend
the analytical models in trusted manner via the MEMCA abstraction. Large feature
sets/matrices are dynamically embedded to the growing models. The transactions
including private data are verified with checksum values at appropriate check-
pointing locations. Thereby, the integrity between cloud, gateway, fog nodes, and
edge nodes layers is ensured. The proposed system is highly scalable and trusted to
manage the growing datum and emerging edge devices to extract new features like
spectral data and other custom ASIC and OBC devices.

ASIC designs congregate different types of detectors and processing units.
These detectors may belong to different physical domains such as pressure,
heat, and electromagnetics. Moreover, electromagnetic wave detectors can also
be classified according to the wavelength (frequency) band of operation, lying
between microwave regime and up to ultraviolet and X-rays. Especially, infrared
and terahertz bands are extremely useful for the characterization of chemical and
biological samples due to their specific footprints [38]. Their integration to ASIC
systems is very important in that respect. Infrared detectors are mostly based on
semiconductor technology and hence their integration to the ASIC integration is not
very challenging, except in some cases where the detectors should be cooled down
to ultra-low temperatures.

In the terahertz detector case, there are many different detector types with dif-
ferent operation principles. Here we are interested in the photoconductive antennas,
because of its simple design and low cost. These antennas would occupy a planar
region in the order of the wavelength of operation (e.g., 1 THz corresponds to a
wavelength of 300 μm). However, a lens system and a detector array may be needed
for far-field imaging systems, which can be useful for defense and testing. The size
of the detector array and the lens may differ according to the target resolution and
image size, where increasing the size may show some integration problems to the
ASIC architecture.

On the other hand, such far-field detection systems may become separated
from the ASIC system and a communication link may be established for the
control and date transfer between these modules. 3D-Stack packaging enables novel
miniaturized OBCs and ASICs into highly space-efficient architectures, where the
micro-channel cooling/transfer can remedy any extreme heat generation and hot-
spot issues (references above). The space efficiency can be further improved by
nano-sensing, custom processor CPU/GPU/FPGA/Storage on a single board, and
memory speed compact storage given the available physical limits [39]. The novel
micro-machines packaged with the innovative method is handling computational
bottlenecks in limited physical space and enabling to extract novel features for real-
time diagnostic applications. We develop customs ICs for specific purposes up to
requirements, which will be discussed in detail in another study.

The datum/transaction flowing in the system is verified with periodical check-
sums at available check-pointing locations to enhance overall trustworthiness
of the system. Lineage data enhances fault recovery and decreasing up-time to
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milliseconds in case of any failure, which enables memory speed scalable/trusted
analytics on the massive datum processed by thousands of transactions in real time.

3 Conclusions

Chromosomal abnormalities are identified using conventional microscopy tech-
niques after classic karyotyping protocols. Fast, efficient, and trustable bioinformat-
ical tools can help genetic diagnosis laboratories to characterize genetic disorders
with a high-throughput manner. Here, we developed an adaptable and dynamic
feature-extraction model, which utilizes scalable and hierarchical chromosomal
data sets. Chromosomal alterations include numerical (i.e., trisomy) or structural
rearrangements (i.e., micro-deletions or rejoining) of chromosomes, which can be
identified by comparing with healthy homolog chromosome. Our study character-
ized chromosomal structures by spectral analysis in detail, where solid rectangles,
skeletons, medial axes, polynomial curve-fitting of medial axes, length of the medial
curve, and DFT functions of regions of the chromosome pair were extracted. This
deep information of the chromosomal spectral analysis for a chromosome pair
provides a massive data set for an efficient characterization of a chromosome pair.
Different soft computing techniques are developed to classify chromosomes based
on the extracted features using the Copenhag data base.

We further improved our classification and feature extraction algorithms with
multi-layer networks and convolutional neural networks. The proposed classifi-
cation system is compatible with HL7 standards and efficient for massive data
acquisition and storage as well as real-time data-stream processing. It is also
compatible with spectral analyses and edge computing methods, which could be
considered as another superiority of the proposed chromosome classifier tool. The
proposed system operates via a distributed and scalable algorithm, which provides
elasticity on the number of edges/clients.

Placement of activation functions differentiates the behavioral pattern of com-
putational resource triggering non-deterministically. We implemented our MEMCA
(memory-centric analytical) abstraction for trusted analytics so that chromosome
feature data is transferred to clients in a trusted manner and the behavioral
pattern of computational resources is optimized most efficiently up to the resource
requirements. Initial results indicate a promising performance of trusted scaling with
the trust metrics to ensure the trustworthiness of the overall system. Furthermore,
ASICs and OBCs could be developed to extract new electrochemical features
and identified in the case of using nanoscale sensors based on nanomaterials like
graphene and quantum dots, which is the future direction of our study besides from
memory speed trusted and scalable analytic models of the massive datum.
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Application of Associations to Assess
Similarity in Situations Prior to Armed
Conflict

Ahto Kuuseok

1 Introduction

Very often decision-makers while planning for actions in critical situations that are
happening, for example, in process of business process management or in military
mission control are relaying on experience.

Therefore, when it comes to a new situation, it is worth looking at whether similar
situations have occurred in the past, how were decisions made and how the situations
evolved.

This chapter focuses on situation assessment and action control in military
conflict situation assessment on the eve of military invasions. Unfortunately, the
material available is scarce, problematic, and often fictional. Moreover, the volume
of material available is too small to employ suitable methods for analyzing
numerous examples. Therefore, tools must be found and implemented that allow
at least something to be evaluated in a clearly justified way, and at least some
explanation of how and on what basis it was decided. In previous works tools have
been tried to use applying a descriptive similarity coefficient for situations taken in
pairs. Unfortunately, it became clear that similarity estimates that emerged when
comparing pairs of descriptions available for study turned out to be somehow oddly
variable, with surprisingly little value.

I also got some inspiration from news article, which described situation of
prediction. With the help of Artificial Intelligence, computer systems were able to
predict a takeover of large Biomedical Corporation 5 days before that fact officially
announced [11]. Although the methodology is not naturally the same or even close,
it is tempting to go further with the idea and try to combine solutions of artificial
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intelligent (e.g., neural networks) and method of evaluation of descriptive similarity,
to create some kind of predictions and compare them with our results. Right now,
so fare it is purely “manual paper-based process” and it takes a lot of work to get
results. However, it is reasonable to turn into a dialog system, where human and
machine act in collaboration.

One of the inherent features of our approach is the fact that we need to evaluate
similarity based on a very modest amount of information (human-accessible).
Therefore, methods suitable for the analysis of voluminous data were initially
excluded.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 describes eves of military
conflicts, which we observed, and some results we came to. Section 3 refers to
highlights previous works and authors that I have relied on in this work. Section 4
explains and reveals the methodology I have used in this work. Section 5 presents
some conclusions and brief description of the results and problems to be addressed
for future work.

2 Military Domain

Some time ago, at the beginning of this research topic, I started with observations of
numerical evaluations of situations and developments. We elaborated similarities
from structural and descriptive aspects. The basis of the structural similarity is
homomorphism of algebraic systems. Under observation was mainly of descriptive
similarities – claims in descriptions of situations, expressible with formulas of
calculations of the predictions.

The situations we observed were prior military conflicts, since Second World
War II up to these days. The conflicts we chose to investigate were somehow related
to the region of interest or related to the subject of the country under study (Estonia).
In addition, we concentrated to the cases where one state (or group of states) were
aggressor and attacked another, just a matter to make procedure of picking situations
more clearly [4].

In later work, I did formalize the procedure of mining relevant examples of armed
conflicts [3].

However, the results of pairwise evaluated situations were surprisingly scattering,
and with surprisingly low numerical similarity indices [5]. Some of the observed
pairs we expected to have very high indexes turned out low, and there were
examples to the contrary. Some examples. “Gulf War” (02.08.1990–28.02.1001)
was a conflict between coalition forces and Iraq; and Suez Crisis (10.1956–03.1957)
armed conflict between Coalition and Egypt. Looking at the history of the conflict,
the eve of the outbreak of the conflict, and even the underlying causes, the similarity
should be quite high. In fact, the similarity index calculated by the above method
was only 0.111. In addition, contrary to expectations, in some cases the calculated
index turned out to be higher than expected. For example, the story of the Vietnam
War (between coalition leaded by the US and coalition leaded by Soviet Union
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1964–1972) and the outbreak of the Russo-Georgian War (between Russia and
Georgia – August 7–15, 2008) and the eve of it should not have had much in
common. However, the calculated similarity index came out 0.363.

In addition, it emerged that it was not possible to separate the intersection part in
the descriptions of the situations available for examination. This made it necessary
to find a more appropriate method of dealing with sets of claims from descriptions
that may not all have an intersection part.

3 Related Works

Situations and developments dealt with as “sets of statements” that characterize
them. These are finite number of finite sets that could estimate by the descriptive
similarity coefficient of the descriptions of the situations. Defined by P. Lorents as
following: SimLT(A,B) = E(equT(A,B)):[E(A) + E(B) – E(equT(A,B))], where

• E(H) is the number of elements of a set H, T this is the way of equalization,
• equT(A, B) is such a set, where x∈A or y∈B do belong to in case, if x and y,

are equated [4]. Remark: basis (and method) of the equalization will be selected
and fixed by the implementer of the current method (expert, analyst, etc.). For
example, based on logical equivalence, if there are suitable tools to “rewrite”
the respective statements into formulas of the predicate calculus [2, 9]. On the
other hand, for example, based on the ability to define statements with the same
meaning by fixing the corresponding definitions in the appropriate table [4, 6, 7].

It is important to note that the same and identified are essentially different
concepts. The same things may turn out to be the identified; the things that identified
may not be the same.

The approach described above has already been implemented in areas other than
security. For example, to investigate the circumstances of IT project failure, to assess
the actual similarity of certain Federal and Estonian legislation [4]. It has also been
used for comparative study of the public transport situation in small towns [6, 7].

4 Proposed Methodology

Treating situation descriptions as a set of relevant statements. Definition of simi-
larity of statements. For example, in one case based on logical equivalence of the
predicate calculus formulas which express those statements [12, 13]. In the second
case, for example, based on the common meaning of the statements. Association of
certain things, including texts with meanings, is essentially the formation of relevant
knowledge [14].

If there are two comparable descriptions, then we can use the descriptive
similarity coefficient to assess the similarity of the situations (equ.) [4]. However,
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if there are more than two comparable descriptions, then the association similarity
coefficient (cos) should be used (see Def. 4).

To use multiple sets of similarity coefficients, it is necessary to define asso-
ciations of sets (situation descriptions). As well as interset contacts, connectors,
associators, contact networks, etc. (see Def. 1, 2, 3).

The results of pair-wise observation of situation descriptions immediately pre-
ceding armed conflicts were not suitable to provide practically usable assessments
of the similarity of situation descriptions. This method explained more closely in
previous research work, see citation [5].

Consequently, a number of new (mathematical) concepts and appropriate proce-
dures had to be defined so that even in the absence of a common element, it would
be possible to quantify the similarity of some final sets, including sets of statements
derived from situation descriptions. Such terms were, for example, associations,
associators, connectors, contact network, etc. of finite sets, as well as overhead
networks of association sets, and finally the coefficient of similarity of association
sets and the procedure for calculating it [8].

5 Definitions and Procedures

It is important to note it again that same and identified are essentially different
concepts. Therefore, the “intersection-like set” is not automatically the same what
could be considered as set–theoretical intersection.

The proposed method of assessing similarity between situations happening in
armed conflicts is based on set–theoretical mathematical apparatus introduced in [4,
5, 8].

In the following, let us state that for sets, we speak of finite sets. We use the
symbol E(H) to denote the final number of finite set H elements. A set whose
elements are other sets we call a class.

One of the most important classes in this work is the sets of the descriptions
of situations. To identify sets that belong to a class K, we use a fixed method of
identification, such as representation of pairs of objects that been identified by an
appropriate table, see reference [5].

Let it be a sign of this equalization ε. During the identification process, pairs of
elements formed. We know from set theory that a set of pairs of elements of any set
forms some kind of binary relationship between the elements of these sets [10].

The relation created by the identification method (proposed by P. Lorents) ε we
denote by a symbol ≡ε. The relations under consideration could possess different
algebraic properties, such as symmetry, different forms of transitivity (e.g., weak
transitivity [15]) etc. Inter alia, those properties often used as constraints for building
reasoning mechanisms over situations.

Definition 1 Let A and B be two sets in class K. We call contact between sets A
and B a pair {α,β}, where α∈A, β∈B, and α ≡ εβ. Elements α and β will be called
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connectors. All connectors from the set A are constitute a binder of A, and denoted
as binA. We call set H isolated in class K, unless H is directly associated with any
other class of K.

Definition 2 The two sets A and B of class K are called associate sets by the method
of equalization ε in short associate sets. If (I) these sets are directly associated,
that is, there is at least one contact between these sets (II) there is a set C, which
also comes from class K, where sets A and C are associated and sets C and B are
associated [8].

Definition 3 As the associator of the class K association G we call the
binH’∪binH”∪ . . .∪binH”’, that is, the set whose elements are all the connectors
that come from the sets H ‘, H’ ‘, ..., H’ “forming the given association. We
designate this associator with the symbol assG. In the network G of association G,
we refer to the number of contacts that occur between sets in that association. We
designate this network with the symbol netG.

The associator of some sets is what could be considered as an expression of the
intersection, even if, if there is no “pure intersection” by set theory.

Definition 4 The similarity coefficient of the sets of the association G, which we
denote by cosG, is called the ratio E(netG):E(∪G), where E(netG) is the number of
all contacts in the network netG, and E(∪G) is the number of all elements derived
from union ∪G. We denote the similarity coefficient of association G by the symbol
cosG. While doing so, cosG = E(netG):E(∪G).

Below we will deal with sets of class K elements that contain descriptions
of 16 situations immediately preceding the military conflict. Elements of these
descriptions, in turn, are relevant statements, which are identified/unidentified by
using an appropriate table that contains pairs of identifiable statements. These 16
conflicts selected by appropriate procedure [3]. This procedure is based on a certain
direct or indirect connection with the security of the Republic of Estonia, the strict
formulation of which (i.e., the procedure) follows certain clearly formulated criteria.

Based on the fixed form of identification in the form of a table and the
relationship of the identification equalized with it, we formed associations in class
K. In addition, exactly one isolated set revealed. We then found out the number
of contacts that make up the overhead network of contacts, as well as the number
of all the elements in each set of associations. It is necessary to assess the overall
similarity of situations that have arisen prior to the military conflicts addressed.

Based on clearly and rigorously formulated terms and the formulas needed to
implement them, inequalities and equations, it is possible to explain what could
be similar in descriptions of many different situations. Defining, handling, and
applying in some sort of common or somehow similar set to several sets proved
to be problematic. Especially when it turned out those descriptions of situations
from a larger class of situations did not contain identifiable statements that could
be found in all relevant (i.e., situations in a given class) descriptions. What was
particularly irritating was the fact that, although all of these situations were followed
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exclusively by armed conflict, comparisons between these (i.e., a small numerical
value of the similarity coefficient). However, again, it was clear that some claims
or their equivalents were present, sometimes in groups, in descriptions of many
and many different situations. It took quite a long, laborious journey to notice such
strange “common-like” collections, and to define them precisely. In doing so, one
had to create and integrate, on the one hand, carefully collected, structured, and
analyzed empirical material, and, on the other, mathematical constructions that often
did not want to fit together. The result, however, was eventually to find the relevant
concepts, tools, and obtain numerical estimates. In doing so, the results, including
the concepts of association, associators of this association, and the coefficient of
similarity of the catenary and finally the association, helped. Their implementation
helped to produce some noticeable and partly surprising results. Including pleasant
surprises. For example:

In previous work, Kuuseok [3] has developed procedure of mining proper and
suitable cases as examples. Because there is an unimaginable amount of data on
the topic of interest to us in publicly available materials, it needs to be prefiltered.
The purpose of the filtering is to exclude from consideration such cases where the
historical, military–political, and other such aspects would not fit in the case of the
country under investigation, in this case Estonia. Geopolitical, military–political,
historical, and other aspects have been considered. The analysis of the original
material revealed the following dimensions and boundaries:

• Dimensions of Time: II MS to Contemporary
• The geopolitical dimension: On the one hand, delimited by the geopolitical

characteristics of its immediate neighborhood and allied countries
• The military–political dimension is limited to potentially hostile neutral, friendly

and allied countries

It is important that at least one condition is met, but there may be a number
of conditions, all of them. The application of the appropriate procedure ultimately
left the sieve under scrutiny, leaving 15 military conflicts in which these conditions
were met. We can take the example of the Russo-Georgian War in 2008, where
for Estonia have met several conditions – a close neighbor (Russia) and military–
political cooperation (Georgia).

Their implementation helped to produce some noticeable and partly surprising
results. Including pleasant surprises. For example:

• It turned out that if we allowed only two sets (D′ and D′′) of G to be considered
as association G, the cosG value of the coefficient would be equal to the
corresponding descriptive (discussed and used in previous works) similarity
coefficient to Sim (D′, D′′).

• The sets of numbers in the figure provide a description of the situations. In
sets (Fig. 1), numbers represents the statements. The numbers in the colored
squares represent the connectors. The arcs between the connectors indicate
the contacts. If different sets have squares of the same color, then this means
that the corresponding statements represented by the numbers in the squares
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equalized to each other. All statements from a description of a situation, with
corresponding numbers in colored squares, form the binder of the set of the
statements describing that situation. All colored squares in the figure represent
the associator of the class under observation. However, all arcs represent the
corresponding contact network.

• Of the observed armed conflict descriptions, one of them remained an iso-
lated set. There was 145 statements from the 15 cases observed. During the
identification process, 28 identifiable statements constituting contacts emerged,
while the isolated set contained seven statements, which not identified in the
case descriptions of any of the other claims. Unexpectedly, allegations emerged
that were not technically much related to the military invasion of one country
by another. An example that has repeatedly been stated is: “high international
condemnation but no real action.”

• And 83 contacts emerged between the 28 statements identified in the body of
allegations that formed the association. Interestingly, when using the terminology
of graph theory [1], the degree of vertices of associated statements as vertices of
a graph varied up to seven (!) times, ranging from 3 to 20.

• Unexpectedly, the assertion “prompted international condemnation, but nothing
realistic” came up frequently. Certainly different experts would have found these
descriptions of correlated relationships, but it was not primary in this study.

• If the pairwise comparison turned out to have an average of 0.28 similarity ratings
for claims derived from descriptions of military conflict eve, then the value of the
similarity coefficient used in this work is considerably higher: 0.601 (see Fig.
1). This confirmed the intuitively perceived situation: When in a given set of
situations each of which grew into a real armed conflict, there had to be, and as
it turned out to be, more similarity than it seemed when comparing individual
situations to only two.

6 Conclusions and Future Works

In this work, we studied possibilities to assess numerical similarity of several
descriptions of situations immediately preceding the outbreak of a military conflict.
The descriptions of the situations considered as sets of relevant statements. The
central problem turned out to be the absent of an intersection (in set theoretical
meaning) of the sets mentioned above. A mentioned intersection of descriptions
would perhaps have been a clearer way of highlighting the more general character-
istics of the outbreak of armed conflict. It was necessary to compensate for this lack
of intersection.

We did it with a number of new concepts and proper definitions, and procedures
for relevant assessments. For example, contacts between sets, associations of the
sets, contact networks, coefficients of similarities of the sets from associations.
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Fig. 1 Isolated Set and Similarities

However, there are already more problems that need to be addressed. For
example:

• How does the change in the composition of the association (e.g., the addition of
new pools or the removal of existing pools) be reflected in the change in the value
of the coefficient of similarity of the association sets?

• How to interpret the changes just mentioned?
• What is the relation between the values of the similarity coefficient of the

association sets to other conceivable numerical values, which, to one degree
or another, arise from the treatment of associations (such as the mean of each
descriptive similarity coefficient obtained by pairwise comparisons of sets)?

• What could be the interpretations of the aforementioned relationships?
• How interpret the cooperation dialog system, where human and machine act in

collaboration.

One key issue here is the creation of a system based on the decisions of a
particular expert and learning how to assert claims from different sources as a
specific expert would do. What is important is that the system would allow equalize
claims from different sources as expert would do. One approach would be to
transform step-by-step the statements into suitable predicate calculus formulas.
Basically in the same way as it was implemented in the Matsak 2010 prototype of
the DST system [13]. Basically in the same way as it was implemented in the DST
system prototype created by Matsak 2010 [13]. However, it must be acknowledged
that neither DST nor other systems of this kind can in principle be so-called fully
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automatic. Unfortunately, this is due to algorithm–theoretical considerations. As
mentioned above, it should be a self-learning system whose “mentor” is a particular
expert, or team of experts, using that system. In a sense, this is the most genuine
example of human–computer interaction where neither human nor computer is fully
autonomous. People because data volumes and processing speeds are not feasible.
Computers, however, because equalization of statements is not algorithmic.
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A Multigraph-Based Method for
Improving Music Recommendation

James Waggoner, Randi Dunkleman, Yang Gao, Todd Gary,
and Qingguo Wang

1 Introduction

With the transition from physical to digital music distribution, streaming platforms
have become the main source for musical listening. With online music streaming
platforms like Spotify, Pandora, and Apple Music making tens of millions of songs
available to hundreds of millions of subscribers, music recommendation systems
(MRS) have become a critical component of providing a satisfactory listening
experience for users. Developing a recommendation system that satisfies a variety
of user needs in such a growing and dynamic space is becoming increasingly
challenging in the industry and appealing to academia [1]. Though MRS have made
considerable gains in efficacy over the last decade, the challenges to deliver a truly
personalized user experience remain to be illuminated [2].

Current MRS can be broadly classified into three categories: collaborative
filtering (CF) based, content based (CB), and hybrid systems that blend both CF and
CB techniques [3, 4]. All three methodologies are heavily dependent on information
and, importantly, comparisons, in order to make a particular recommendation. CF-
based applications typically rely on rich data sets of user interactions in order to
draw a recommendation from the comparison of user listening habits, playlists,
song ratings, and so on. Similarly, effective content-based recommendations require
considerable information on the characteristics of a song, artist, or user in order
to develop a recommendation. Hybrid systems, as a combination of CF and CB
techniques, also require external user information as part of the recommendation
process. As a result, many MRS tend to recommend music from the short tail of the
available music catalog but fall short of music discovery [2].
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Although the majority of existing systems perform well within the context of
creating low effort “set-and-forget” playlists, due to the nature of the algorithms
used by MRS, most users are likely to encounter a stream of songs and artists with
which they are already familiar. Additionally, most of these MRS implementations
do not adequately address other potentially important listener use cases, primarily
in the domain of automated music discovery. On many music streaming platforms,
a novel discovery is a somewhat rare occurrence that requires artists and albums
to gain significant streams, likes, follows, or plays to gain enough traction to be
recommended to listeners. The effect is especially pronounced for older or less
common areas of a catalogue that may become consigned to the so-called “long-
tail” of obscurity [5]. Ultimately, discovery still requires a significant amount of
listener effort to seek out new and novel pieces of music.

In this chapter, we explore the viability of a network graph-based method,
with an emphasis on novelty and music discovery. The proposed method takes
into consideration the relationships between musical groups, which are defined
as two groups sharing at least one artist. In exploring these relationships from a
network perspective, then we generate an artist recommendation that requires little
or no preexisting artist or listener information. By avoiding the popularity-bias
inherent in existing MRS, our artist graph allows broader, but still relevant, artist
recommendation with greater diversity and novelty.

2 Related Work

Due to the massive variety and quantity of musical options available to users, much
progress has been made in the field of MRS and the capabilities and shortcomings
of traditional MRS are well documented [2]. For example, MRS were shown to
bias toward popular artists at the detriment of less-known artists. In an audio
content-based (CB) networks, users tend to listen to more music independent of
the quality or popularity of the music [5]. Additionally, though good at long-
tail recommendations, CB networks can cause musical-genre-based bias. In a
collaborative filtering network, however, users tend to listen to more mainstream
music.

As the widely used CF-based MRS is affected by the disadvantage of cold start
caused by the lack of user historic data, Van den Oord et al. developed a latent factor
model for music recommendation [4], which predicted the latent factors from music
audio when they could not be obtained from usage data. Their results showed that
predicted latent factors produced sensible recommendations.

Network graphs have also been used to improve music recommendation [6–9].
For instance, Zhao et al. proposed genre-based link prediction in bipartite graph
for music recommendation [7]. They enhanced recommendation by representing
complex numbers and computing users’ similarity by genres weight relations
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[7]. With music-genre information, they demonstrated that user similarity and
link prediction ability were improved and accordingly overall recommendation
accuracy was increased. In another study of bipartite graph, they revealed that
the performance of recommendation can be significantly improved by considering
homogeneous node similarity [9].

A common issue encountered by many different recommendation systems is
the need to incorporate information about users and subjects that may be implicit,
unknown, or otherwise missing. Tiroshi et al. addressed this issue by representing
the data using graphs, and then systematically extracting graph-based features, with
which to enrich original user models [8]. Their results showed features derived from
graph increased recommendation accuracy across tasks and domains.

In this chapter, we explore network graphs that make recommendations with
emphasis on novelty and music discovery. The remainder of the chapter is organized
as follows. First, we describe the data to use and how we preprocess it. Then, we
describe the generation and analysis of our artist-based networks. Next, we provide
our results and lastly suggest directions for future development.

3 Data Collection and Preprocessing

The data for constructing our artist networks was downloaded from the MusicBrainz
Database, a freely available open music encyclopedia [10]. The database contains
a wealth of user-maintained meta-data for over 143,111 music artists. In particular,
we utilized two data fields for building and enriching our artist-based networks: an
artist’s membership in a musical group and user-submitted descriptors called “tags.”

The database defines an artist as an entity that can be an individual performer,
a group of musicians, or other contributors such as songwriters or producers.
We limited our discussion of artist-artist relationships to musical groups and
their current and past group members, as well as other members who may have
contributed or played with the group in some meaningful way. With respect to
group membership, we did not weigh or otherwise discriminate between member
“categories” (current member, past member, touring, recording, etc.); i.e., we
consider all associated members to be equal for simplicity.

User-submitted tags allow users to attach various categorical identifiers to artists.
Table 1 shows the tags associated with artist The Who. The primary artist tags
are related to the musical genres and typically are used to describe the artist’s
music. Secondary tags, labeled “Other tags,” are used to more broadly categorize
an artist, e.g., countries of origin or periods of time and may refer to certain musical
movements with which the artist is typically associated. For the convenience of
analysis, we did not weigh or discriminate between tags or their types, meaning we
considered all tags to be equally informative.
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Table 1 Tags submitted by
users for the artist The Who

Artist Genre Other tags

The Who Rock British
Hard Rock Mod
Art Rock Freakbeat
Classic Rock Rock Opera
Pop Rock British Invasion

Classic Pop and Rock
UK

Table 2 Description of seven Spotify playlists used in our experiment

Playlist name URL
Total
songs

Unique
artists

All Classic Hits open.spotify.com/playlist/4C9mWYjVobPsfFXesGxYNf 80 70
2004 Hits open.spotify.com/playlist/3pM6OEFeTo4L1yd4eRltjL 135 94
Rock Classics open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DWXRqgorJj26U 150 76
Rock Hard open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DWWJOmJ7nRx0C 100 86
Pure Rock N Roll open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DWWRktbhJiuqL 100 65
Power Pop open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DX5W4wuxak2hE 43 30
Punk Playlist open.spotify.com/playlist/7Jfcy1H82lsTIzhpL4MZXu 200 180

Using the artist-artist relationship and tag data described above, we created two
subsets of data for our experimentation and analysis. The first was created by
mapping all artists to the musical groups to which they belong, resulting in a simple
dictionary of 143,111 unique musical groups and 495,291 of their related group
members. In much the same way, we mapped user-submitted tags to their parent
artists, generating a second dictionary of 143,111 musical groups and 352,180 their
associated tags. The Python code for processing the datasets, together with the
processed data files, is publicly available at GitHub website (at https://github.com/
jrwaggs/music/blob/master/Data%20Gathering.ipynb).

Using Spotify API (see our code in Github), we also collected Spotify’s music
data, which includes user-generated playlists, artist info, album data, musical genre
data, and data specific to individual tracks. Although we had planned to select
playlists of varying length and genre content, with limited time we were able to
examine only seven playlists in our experimentation. Table 2 below provides a brief
description of the seven Spotify playlists. The unique artists extracted from these
playlists are used to construct our test data sets.

4 Method

Different from other methods that exploit similarity among users, in this chapter
we propose to create multigraphs based on the relationships between individual
artists and musical groups. This design enables us to create models even in the

http://open.spotify.com/playlist/4C9mWYjVobPsfFXesGxYNf
http://open.spotify.com/playlist/3pM6OEFeTo4L1yd4eRltjL
http://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DWXRqgorJj26U
http://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DWWJOmJ7nRx0C
http://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DWWRktbhJiuqL
http://open.spotify.com/playlist/37i9dQZF1DX5W4wuxak2hE
http://open.spotify.com/playlist/7Jfcy1H82lsTIzhpL4MZXu
https://github.com/jrwaggs/music/blob/master/Data%20Gathering.ipynb
https://github.com/jrwaggs/music/blob/master/Data%20Gathering.ipynb
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absence of user attribute or preference data, which are not always easy to obtain.
More importantly, as shown by our results later, our graphs can effectively avoid
low novelty exhibited by existing MRS methods.

Network Graph Concept
Our network graph contains two basic elements: vertices or nodes that represent the
objects in the graph, and edges or links that connect vertices. When multiple types
of relationships exist between objects in a network, multilayer or multidimensional
graphs are required. The multidimensional graph G used in our study is defined as:

G = (V ,E,D)

where

V = A finite set of Vertices or nodes
E = A finite set of labeled Edges or links connecting vertices
D = A set of labels representing each Dimension or layer [11]

In our model, each node represents a unique musical group, each edge represents
a single labeled relationship between the two, and the dimension of the layer is
expressed as either artist or tag. This definition allows for creating and layering
together two separate networks: (1) networks in which the relationship between two
music groups is defined as having a shared artist or band member, and (2) networks
in which the relationship is defined by a shared tag. Edges in our graph are thus
represented as tuples (u, v, d) or in our case (Artist, Artist, Dimension: label) where
Dimension is either artist or tag. For instance, below are two such types of edges:

(The Yardbirds, Cream, artist: Eric Clapton)

or

(The Rolling Stones, The Who, tag: British)

Graph Construction
Our approach to constructing artist and tag-based network graphs follows a breadth-
first-search-style procedure: we begin with a root node and systematically traverse
an entire level of a graph structure before moving on to the next level [12]. But
rather than searching for a single type of nodes in a network, we build alternating
layers of artists and musical groups, from which a graph structure is created. The
flowchart of our graph construction is depicted in Fig. 1.

As show in Fig. 1, we start with a single seed music group, from which we
retrieve a list of all artists that have ever been a member of the group. These artists
will make up the first artist level in the tree structure. Next, we traverse the first
artist level, retrieving all musical groups of which an artist has been a member. By
repeating this process for each successive layer, we are able to construct a fully
connected artist-based graph. By traversing each band level and appending the band
to a separate list, we create a set of music groups that serve as the node set in a graph
and are the foundation of our graph building method.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of graph construction procedure

It is important to note that, to obtain a manageable graph with decent depth and
breadth, we first use artist-artist relationships to generate our initial artist graphs.
Because an artist may be labeled with as many as 20 user tags, the use of tag-based
relationships can result in tree structures that are incredibly shallow (only a few
layers “deep”) and wide, in comparison with artist-based graphs of the same size.
Our experimentation showed that wide, shallow trees were too large and contained
far too much variation to be able to produce any meaningful result.

With the nodes in our initial artist graphs, the process of generating the sets of
artist and tag edges is straightforward. Similar to artists, tags represent a set of user-
submitted descriptors assigned to groups and artists. For example, the tags for the
group The Who include “rock,” “classic rock,” “mod,” and “British invasion” [13]
(see Table 1). We compare each music group’s artists or tags against every other
music group in the node set. If they share a common artist or tag, an undirected,
labeled edge is then added to the graph. All of our undirected, multidimensional
music graphs are created in this way by combining node, artist-edge, and tag-edge
sets.

When experimenting with different artist-based graphs of varying size and
complexity, we found that a flaw in the aforementioned procedure is: an ideal level
of musical variety may not be reached efficiently in certain cases. For example, to
obtain a desired level of variety for a graph that contains two groups associated
with very different genres, we may have to create incredibly large graphs that are
inefficient to work with and evaluate. In other cases, “natural” connection between
two bands or artists may not exist at all.

To address this issue, we layer together multiple artist-based multidimensional
graphs to form combined multilayer graphs that may contain any number of
specified artists. We develop such graphs by first creating separate artist-based
graphs, and then repeating the process to incorporate tag-based edges to each graph.
With a fair number of graphs of varying origin and size, the shared user-submitted
tags will be more likely to connect two artists whose natural relationship either does
not exist or requires an unreasonably large graph to find a path between them. For
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example, creating a network to link the artists The Who and The Cure requires a
very large network graph. With the use of the ‘Pop Rock’ user tag, however, the two
graphs containing either artist can be easily connected.

Measuring Node Importance
To evaluate the importance of nodes in a graph, we calculate a number of graph
connectedness measures, such as degree centrality, load centrality, and PageRank
score. PageRank score is calculated using Python code NetworkX (https://github.
com/jrwaggs/music/blob/master/Network%20Graph.ipynb) [14]. Of these metrics,
PageRank consistently produced more relevant results than others. For example,
the bands Cream, Eric Clapton, and The Yardbirds all have many artists and tags
in common and are relatively important to that era of music. Their scores are
more similar with PageRank than they do with other centrality measures. The
performance of PageRank can be explained by its design, which considers not only
the number of connections a node has in a graph, but also the relative importance
of neighboring nodes [15]. It is important to accurately measure the importance of
each node in the graph, because the top-ranked artists in a graph are used by our
method to produce artist recommendations.

To verify the efficacy of artist-based networks, in conjunction with PageRank,
we constructed two multigraphs and examined the top 25 ranked artists produced
by each. The results of the two multigraphs are provided in Appendix A. The first
graph was constructed using five root artists commonly found together in a classic
rock playlist: The Rolling Stones, The Who, The Eagles, Van Halen, and Boston.
To demonstrate the ability of our method to link disparate musical groups, the
second graph is constructed using five root artists that are more varied in genre and
musical era: R.E.M., Abba, Megadeth, The Spice Girls, and The Cardigans. Both
graphs were constructed using the same specifications: a graph of size V = 200 was
constructed with both artist and user-tag edge sets for each artist and then individual
graphs were combined into a single multigraph.

Graph Evaluation
We employed two commonly used performance metrics, accuracy, and novelty, to
evaluate our multigraph models.

Accuracy A recommendation system should maintain a level of user comfort by
recommending artists with some of whom they are familiar. Accuracy is used
to measure the similarity of the recommended artists to the artists in the user’s
playlist. Let UAu be the set of artists in the original user playlist and RAu the set of
recommended artists. We define the accuracy of an individual playlist as:

Accuracy = |RAu ∩ UAu|
|RAu| (1)

The accuracy of our recommendation model is defined as the average of the
accuracy of individual playlists, which is calculated using the Eq. (1) above.

https://github.com/jrwaggs/music/blob/master/Network%20Graph.ipynb
https://github.com/jrwaggs/music/blob/master/Network%20Graph.ipynb
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Novelty Together with a number of other metrics, novelty was used by Chou et al.
to evaluate several MRS [16]. A user is better served if recommendations include
new and novel songs or artists. Novelty measures music discovery by quantifying
the recommended artists not in the original playlist. Let UAu be the set of artists
in the original playlist and RAu the set of recommended artists. The novelty of an
individual playlist is defined as:

Novelty = |RAu\UAu|
|RAu| (2)

To measure method novelty, we compute the novelty for each individual playlist
and take the average as the novelty measurement of our method [16].

From Eqs. (1) and (2), we can see that accuracy and novelty are complementary
and, thus, negatively correlated. Hence, in the section below, we just focus our
discussion on novelty.

5 Results

Firstly, we evaluated the node importance metrics used in our model (see Appendix
A), by calculating the correlation coefficient between them and Spotify popularity
score, which is in the range of 0–100. The result in Table 3 shows PageRank
and degree centrality are moderately correlated to Spotify popularity score, with
correlation coefficients being 0.39 and 0.51, respectively.

Using the graph for the Rock Classics playlist, Fig. 2 shows a scatterplot
of PageRank and Spotify popularity score. It confirms the moderate correlation
between artists’ PageRank and Spotify popularity scores.

Next, we evaluated artist recommendation by mimicking a real-world context.
For each of the seven Spotify user playlists in Table 2, we generated a number of
multigraphs and computed the average novelty of the artists in the graphs against
the original playlist. We also evaluated two parameters used in graph construction –
number of seed artists and size of individual graphs – and assessed their influence
on model accuracy and novelty.

Below is the description of our evaluation process. We applied the same
procedure to each playlist and assessment:

1. Let UA be the set of artists in the original user playlist. We used a random number
generator to select N random seed artists from UA.

Table 3 The correlation between node importance metrics and Spotify Popularity Score

Measure PageRank Degree centrality Centrality
Correlation 0.393 0.507 0.034
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Fig. 2 Scatterplot of PageRank and Spotify Popularity scores

• To study the effect of seed artist selection on novelty, we selected 2, 5, 7, 10,
and 15 artists, respectively, for our test.

• To study the impact of graph size on novelty, we selected 10 artists in our
experiment.

2. For each artist, we built graphs of size V and combined them to form a single
multigraph.

• For the study of the effect of seed artist selection on novelty, we built graphs
of size V = 100.

• For the study of the impact of graph size on novelty, we built graphs of size V
= 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, and 250, respectively.

3. We evaluated the graphs and calculated a PageRank score for each node.
4. Let RA be the set of recommended artists derived from the graphs and let |RA| =
|UA|. Then we computed accuracy and novelty against the original playlist.

5. We repeated this process 10 times for each playlist to compute average accuracy
and novelty.
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Fig. 3 Multigraph novelty by nodes

Figure 3 shows the average novelty of our recommendations for the seven
playlists. The x-axis of the plot represents the number of nodes (artists) in the
resulting multi-graphs. It shows with the increase of graph size, the novelty of
our recommendations decreased significantly for two of the playlists, and stayed
relatively flat for other playlists. This is expected, as the two playlists exhibiting
drastic decrease in novelty have a higher percentage of multi-member bands
and thus more artist-artist relationships to build graphs. This figure indicates our
recommendations are affected more by artist-artist relationships than by artist tag
data.

The impact of the number of seed artists used for building graphs on recommen-
dation novelty is provided in Fig. 4. With the increase of the number of seed artists
used, as shown in the figure, the novelty drops uniformly. Therefore, for listeners in
favor of novel music, fewer seed artists should be used for graph construction.

Finally, we compared our results to the published work by Chou et al. [16]. In
general, our average novelty, which is from 64% to 98%, is comparable to their
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results, which fell between 89% and 97%. Chou’s study, however, used KKBOX
dataset, different from our MusicBrainz dataset. More comprehensive evaluation is
needed to better understand the capability and limitation of our method.

6 Discussion

In this chapter, we developed a multigraph method for music recommendation.
We built graphs by utilizing artists’ relationships and user-submitted tags, which
reinforce artists’ relationships and therefore help identify more relevant recom-
mendations. Comparing with current MRS, whose recommendations are generally
positioned within the most popular artists/groups, our recommendations provide
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improved novelty and diversity and, hence, are more representative of the spectrum
of musical groups and artists. Our method is ideal to be used as an add-in or
user-controlled option for popular streaming services. This added diversity would
provide a more unique listener experience. Our method can also be used as a
component of an MRS to help overcome cold-start issue in the CF-based streaming
services.

Our recommendations could be negatively affected by the ambiguity of artists’
names. There are multiple bands with the same names. It is difficult to determine
which one is referenced, in particular in the use of Spotify popularity scores. This
challenge can be potentially cracked by assigning a unique ID to each artist. But
we did not do it due to time constraints. In addition, we used the MusicBrainz
data as our test data set. If there is an artist missing, we have to manually add
it to the dataset. This is an arduous process and our work could be alleviated
by combining MusicBrainz with additional data sources. A more comprehensive
dataset can potentially promote the accuracy of recommendations further.

For future development, graph structure can be optimized to generate more
consistent recommendations. In our graph model, the edges that represent artist-
artist relationships are clearly more relevant than tag-based edges. So a way to
refine the model is to distinguish two types of edges by associating edges with
weights. Another direction is to integrate other relationships into the model, such
as songwriter, producer, or other behind-the-scene contributors, and this would
be particularly helpful in identifying stronger relationships for single artists or
new groups with few or no artist-artist connections. Lastly, to improve our music
recommendation, it is necessary to have it evaluated by real-world users. The level
of satisfaction of users can be used to fine-tune the model.
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A Low-Cost Video Analytics System with
Velocity Based Configuration Adaptation
in Edge Computing

Woo-Joong Kim and Chan-Hyun Youn

1 Introduction

As video cameras are pervasive as a CCTV or a mobile device, many researches
attempt to utilize the potential of these cameras and develop various intelligent
systems and services with Video Analytics (VA), which is a generic term for
various methods of video analysis [3, 11]. Deep Neural Network (DNN) recently
has been a key technology for video analytics due to their high accuracy and various
applications such as object detection and tacking, action recognition and instance
segmentation, etc. [2]. A desired video analytics quality requires high accuracy
with low latency, but the high accuracy of DNN requires a prohibitive cost on
latency [1, 4]. DNN based VA involves high complexity computation which cannot
be performed at high speed on the limited computing resource of end devices,
such as CCTV or mobile device [5]. For example, on Qualcomm Adreno 530 GPU
which is the embedded GPU of end devices, the processing time per image of big-
yolo, a DNN based object detection model with 22 convolution layers, is about
600∼4500 ms (1.6∼0.2) fps and those of tiny-yolo, a DNN based object detection
model with 9 convolution layer, is about 200∼1100 ms (5∼0.9) fps [9].

In this regard, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) has been emerged as a promising
solution to address these issues. The MEC provides computing resources located in
close proximity to end users within the Radio Access Network. The latency on DNN
based VA in the limited computing resource of end devices would be significantly
improved by offloading the computation to the MEC. However, since multiple video
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cameras are usually served concurrently for VA in the MEC, even the computing
resources (i.e. GPUs) of the MEC are limited to handle each video stream.

Many VA systems efficiently utilizing the limited computing resources of the
MEC shared by multiple video cameras have been proposed. Their main target
application is object detection, which is the basis of various high-level VA applica-
tions such as scene graph detection and instance segmentation. In order to guarantee
the VA performance in real time, several systems address these issues by adapting
configurations [3, 11], such as frame resolution, frame sampling rate and detector
model. However, they have a high profiling cost problem derived from an online-
profiling technique, which is essential due to the dynamics of the configuration’s
impact on video analytics accuracy [3].

In this paper, we propose a low-cost VA system analyzing multiple video streams
efficiently under limited resource. The objective of our proposed system is to find
the best configuration decision of frame sampling rate for multiple video streams
in order to minimize the accuracy degradation while guaranteeing the real time VA
in the shared limited resource. Firstly, the frame sampling rate knob of each video
stream is adapted optimally based on the velocity feature of objects extracted from
its video context in low-cost. Its objective on each video stream is to find the best
frame sampling rate for reducing the resource demands as much as possible while
guaranteeing a desired accuracy. Secondly, the frame sampling rate knob of each
video stream is adapted additionally in a greedy way, considering a limited resource
shared by multiple video streams. Its objective is to reduce the resource demands of
each video stream in fairness to analyze multiple video streams in real time in the
shared limited resource while minimizing the accuracy degradation of each video
stream.

2 Low-Cost Video Analytics System

We introduce our VA system which supports multiple camera feeds fairly under
limited resource capacity. Figure 1 shows the structure of our VA system for edge
computing environment. It consists of a pre-processor, an object detection model,
and a configuration controller [3]. It is implemented on a GPU-enabled edge server
attached to a small cell base station and its input video streams are generated from
multiple cameras. Let [n] = 1, . . . , n denote the set of integer numbers which has a
cardinality of n.

There are I multiple video streams, each of which has its default frame rate
and resolution. Each video stream is split into smaller segments, each of which is
a contiguous set of frames spanning a T -second interval (By default, T = 4). Let
Si = {Si,1, Si,2, . . . , Si,j , . . . , Si,J } denote the segments of i-th video stream whose

size is J . The raw frames of Si,j are denoted as Si,j = {f 1
i,j , f

2
i,j , . . . , f

ls
i,j }, where

the number of frames in Si,j is ls . Let fpsdef be the default frame rate of all cameras
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Fig. 1 An illustration of our proposed video analytics system

(By default, fpsdef = 30),1 respectively. The generated raw frames are transferred
to the VA system. We assume ls is same with fpsdef .

The pre-processor samples the received raw frames of each video stream in
a certain frame rate. The frame rate is considered as a main configuration knob
and controlled by the configuration controller. Let f si,j denote the frame rate
of i-th video stream for j -th segment. There are allowable candidates which
the configuration controller can decide for frame rate knob. The candidate set
of frame rate is denoted as S and are sorted in a descending order (e.g. S =
{30, 15, 10, 6, 5, 3, 2, 1}fps. For simplicity, we use the divisors of fpsdef for S.
Then, the frame rate knob of i-th video stream for j -th segment is defined as f si,j .
Let Cj = {f s1,j , f s2,j , . . . , f sI,j } denote the configurations of I video streams on
j -th segment, decided by the configuration controller.

The sampled frames of each video stream are fed into the queue and processed
on a single GPU for VA by an object detection model (i.e. Yolo). A GPU is entirely
occupied by a video stream at a time and the usage time of the GPU is used as
a resource. We assume that the processing time of the object detection model on
a frame is static since the GPU tends to be stable and static for processing each
operation of the object detection model.

Lastly, the model recognizes objects and draws bounding boxes around them in
each sampled frame of video streams.

Based on the detection results on the sampled frames of each video stream from
the object detection model, the system predicts and finalizes the detection results of
all frames in j -th segment of each video stream (including the frames not sampled).
The accuracy of the j -th segment in each video stream is calculated as the average
accuracy per frame of a segment. In the same way as existing VA systems, the

1We assume that the default frame rate of all cameras is same.
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detection results of the last sampled frame are used for the frames not sampled in a
segment.

2.1 System Objectives

We formulate the VA problem to optimize the average accuracy of analyzing live
video streams by adapting configurations under limited resource capacity over the
time horizon.

We divide the continuous time to discrete time slots. The length of a time slot
is defined as τ , which is defined as the segment length ls . Therefore, the j -th time
slot is defined as the time at which the j -th segment, which has generated during
(j − 1)-th time slot, have to be processed. Then, in the j -th time slot, the problem
is to process the j -th segments of video streams, denoted as {Si,j |∀i ∈ [I ]}.

The objective of our VA system is to make an optimal configuration decision
for its VA problem over video streams at each time slot. Then, the configuration
decision vectors for j -th segments is defined as follows:

Cj = {f s1,j , f s2,j , . . . , f sI,j }. (1)

The total processing time on the GPU for all frames sampled in the configuration
Cj for j -th segments of video streams is modeled as follows:

PT (Cj ) =
∑

i∈I
f si,j ∗ lp, where f si,j ∈ S. (2)

Here, f si(t) is decided among the candidates of S.
The accuracy of analyzing a video stream is affected by several factors: the video

context, the object detection model, the frame resolution, rate and bitrate of the
video stream [9]. Since we assume that our VA system receives each video stream in
high enough bitrate and uses a single object detection model, which has a fixed input
size, the accuracy depends only on the video context, the frame rate of the video
stream. Then, the accuracy model is defined as ai,j (f sj ) which represents the VA
accuracy on j -th segment of i-th video stream with f sj . In i-th video stream, there
is a trade-off between the accuracy ai,j (f si,j ) and the processing time f si,j ∗ lp.
Increasing the frame rate may increase the accuracy but will also increase processing
time.

Then, we formulate the VA problem to find the configuration decision vector Cj
optimizing the trade-offs of video streams as follows:

maximize
Cj

∑

i∈I
ai,j (f si,j ) subject to PT (Cj ) ≤ τ. (3)
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The objective is to maximize the sum of the accuracies of I video streams for j -th
segment. The constraint says that the total processing time cannot exceed the time
slot length τ , in order to keep the queue stable. The VA problem is a multiple-choice
knapsack problem (MCKP). A brute-force solution to the VA problem would take a
running time ofO

(
I · |S|). Obviously, it is impractical to search a large space of the

configuration by profiling the accuracy models of video streams in each segment.
Moreover, the accuracy model ai,j (f si,j ) is non-linear function and cannot be
formulated cleanly in analytic form with the lack of analytic understanding on
theoretical properties of the object detection models. It is necessary to design an
efficient algorithm resolving the time complexity and the non-linearity.

2.2 Velocity Based Configuration Adaptation Algorithm

In this procedure, we consider the ls raw frames of j -th segment generated from
each live video stream. Then, we decided the sampling frame rate f si,j for the ls
raw frames of each live video stream, using the velocity of objects on 1-th raw frame,
f 1
i,j . Firstly, since f 1

i,j is sampled in default, we have the bounding boxes of detected

objects B1 = {b1,1, b1,2, . . . , b1,q , . . . , b1,Q} on f 1
i,j , where b1,q is the bounding

box of q-th object detected. We extract K tracks on f 1
i,j , denoted as {tr1,k|∀k ∈

[K]}, using an optical flow method which extracts many tracks of feature points over
contiguous frames. Let tr1,k = {p1,k, p2,k, . . . , pl,k}, k ∈ [K] denote the track of k-
th feature point at f 1

i,j where l is the track length ( l = 5) and ph,k = {valxh,k, valyh,k}
is the coordinates of k-th feature point at h-th time.

Secondly, we estimate the velocity of each object by calculating the average
movement distance per frame of feature points included in the detected bound-
ing box of an object on f 1

i,j . The tracks of M feature points included in the

detected box b1,q are denoted as T Rq1 = {tr1,1, tr1,2, . . . , tr1,M} where tr1,m =
{p1,m, p2,m, . . . , pl,m},m ∈ [M]. The delta of the track of m-th feature point
over its track length is calculated and denoted as (Δtrx1,m,Δtr

y

1,m) = pl,m−p1,m
trackLen

=
(valxl,m,val

y
l,m)−(valx1,m,valy1,m)
trackLen

. Based on it, the estimated velocity of b1,q is defined as
follows:

v1,q = (vx1,q , vy1,q ), (4)

where
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vx1,q =
1

|M|
|M|∑

i=1

Δtrx1,i ,

v
y

1,q =
1

|M|
|M|∑

i=1

Δtr
y

1,i .

(5)

As a result, we estimate how objects on f 1
i,j move per frame in a segment with

{v1,q |∀q ∈ [Q]}. In order to decide the best frame rate intuitively which maximizes
the accuracy with minimum resource consumption, we focus on the velocity of
the fastest object qmax = argmaxq∈Q{v1,q} and, based on it, adapt the sampling
frame rate f si,j for j -th segment. First, we predict the qmax-th object’s bounding
boxes over j -th segment by shifting the qmax-th object’s bounding box on f 1

i,j ,
b1,qmax , with its velocity of v1,qmax . Let {b∗t,qmax |∀t ∈ [ls]} denote the predicted
bounding boxes of qmax-th object over the ls frames of j -th segment. It is performed
by shifting the coordinates of b1,qmax based on v1,qmax and predicting those of
{b∗j,qmax |∀t ∈ [ls]}, as defined as follows:

rect∗t,qmax =
(
x∗t,qmax , y

∗
t,qmax

, w∗t,qmax , h
∗
t,qmax

)

= (
x1,qmax + t ∗ vx1,qmax , y1,qmax + t ∗ vy1,qmax ,

w1,qmax , h1,qmax

)
,∀t ∈ [ls].

(6)

Here, (x∗t,qmax , y
∗
t,qmax

, y∗t,qmax , w
∗
t,qmax

) is the left and top coordinates of the
predicted bounding box b∗t,qmax . We assume that the width and height of b∗t,qmax
are static in this short time. Finally, we decide the sampling frame rate f si,j based
on the reciprocal of the longest interval from 1-th frame to the t-th frame whose
predicted bounding box b∗t,qmax shows IoU above the desired threshold ηv (By
default, ηv = 0.5)with b1,qmax . In practice, we choose the closest one among S
for the sampling frame rate f si,j .

f si,j = fpsdef

max{t |IoU(b∗t,qmax , b1,qmax ) > ηv,∀t ∈ [ls]}
. (7)

To minimize the accuracy degradation, we prevent the prediction from being far
from b1,qmax in a certain level with the desired threshold and adapt the sampling
frame rate depending on how fast the prediction exceeds the desired threshold over
ls frames.

By default, our VA system runs only based on the frame rate f si,j of each live
video stream decided by the aforementioned algorithm for j -th segment. Then, the
default configuration of video streams is denoted asC0

j = {f s0
1,j , f s

0
2,j , . . . , f s

0
I,j }.
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However, if PT (C0
j ) exceeds τ , we additionally adapt the frame rates of video

streams in C0
j . That is, in order to remove the total exceeded time ET = PT (C0

j )−
τ , the configuration C0

j is adapted to be cheaper.
Firstly, ET is split into I smaller segments, denoted as ETi, i = 1, . . . , I , and

distributed to all live video streams. Then, each live video stream is required to
reduce ETi from PT (C0

j ). ETi is decided in proportion to f si,j fairly because
f si(t) reflects the resource demand of i-th live video stream, defined as follows:

ETi =
(
PT (C0

j )− τ
) ∗ f si,j∑

i∈[I ] f si,j
. (8)

Secondly, each video stream i = 1, . . . , I independently starts to adapt its frame
rate f s0

i,j cheaper for reducing ETi . The adaptation is conducted one by one
iteratively in a greedy way for maximizing the resource consumption reduction
while minimizing the accuracy degradation until ETi ≤ (f s0

i,j − f si,j ) ∗ lp. As
a result, Cj = {f s1,j , f s2,j , . . . , f sI,j } is determined.

3 Evaluation

In our experiment, we deploy our implemented VA system on the physical machine
equipped with CPU, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz, GPU, GeForce
GTX 1080(8 GB), memory 16 GB in order to process all analysis tasks on video
streams. The VA task is a DNN based object detection. We use CUDA 9.0 and
cuDNN 7.0 [7] to accelerate the DNN speed based on a GPU. We use Keras 2.2.4 [6]
APIs with Tensorflow framework 1.12 [10] in order to execute an object detection
model of Yolov3. We determine a particular DNN called Yolo, which input size is
608×608. It can detect 80 object classes and are pre-trained on the COCO image
dataset. We use a subset of surveillance videos and annotations from VIRAT 2.0
Ground dataset [8]. Based on them, we construct 9 video streams from nine real-
world static cameras deployed in different area. Each video stream generates 10800
frames totally in 30 fps and 1920×720p (for 6 video streams) or 1280×720p (for 3
video streams). We implement optical flow algorithm used in the proposed algorithm
by Lucas–Kanade method.

In these experiments, the proposed algorithm was compared with existing
aforementioned well-known algorithm in existing VA systems such as Chameleon,
which are based on online profiling. For the existing algorithm, we use the original
parameters and configurations described in its paper, such as segments of profiling
window w = 4, segment interval T = 4, profiling interval t = 1. We assume
the maximum performance we can achieve is the analytics performance with the
expensive configuration (i.e. 30 fps) and it is denoted as Pure in this paper. In order
to evaluate the VA performance of the proposed algorithm on accuracy and resource
consumption, we measure F1 score, the harmonic mean of precision and recall,
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and average GPU processing time per frame. We calculate an accuracy of a single
frame by comparing the detected objects with the ground truth box. We identify true
positives in the F1 score using a label-based condition, which checks if the bounding
box has the same label and sufficient spatial overlap with some ground truth box.
This IoU threshold is set as 0.5.

In this experimental environment, we evaluate the VA performance of each
algorithm by measuring accuracy (F1 score) and resource consumption (GPU
processing time) for multiple video streams in limited resource scenario. We apply
several video streams concurrently (from 2 video streams to 9 video streams) among
9 video streams. Figure 2 shows the accuracy and normalized accuracy performance
of proposed algorithm over multiple video streams. The x-axis represents the
number of streams to be processed, ranging from two to nine. The proposed
algorithm shows higher accuracy in every cases compared to existing VA systems.

In Fig. 2a, b, the proposed algorithm shows higher accuracy for multiple streams
in every cases. In Fig. 2b, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is almost constant
above five streams, since the configuration is already adapted to the cheapest one
decided within the proposed algorithm’s constraint. By relaxing this constraint we
impose, it is possible to reduce the resource consumption although the accuracy
decreases. However, we judge that the accuracy below the certain level is not
meaningful, so this constraint is needed to guarantee the least desired accuracy.

Figure 3 shows the latency performance of the proposed algorithm over multiple
video streams. The proposed algorithm also shows better performance on resource
consumption in every cases. However, as the number of streams increases, the
resource consumption of Chameleon drops sharply from two streams to eight
streams while those of the proposed algorithm falls and stops to a proper level
from six streams. Compared to Chameleon, the proposed algorithm finds better
configurations on accuracy and resource consumption by profiling. Meanwhile,
Chameleon, which profiles limited configuration candidates basically, profiles fewer
configuration candidates feasible in divided resource allocated to each video stream.
Obviously, it is not enough to find efficient configurations and realize a desired
accuracy. Especially, as the number of video streams increases and the resource
allocated to each video stream decreases, configuration candidates to be profiled
decreases. Consequently, although reducing significantly its profiling load and
resource consumption, it shows unacceptable accuracy with this deficient profiling.
The resource consumption of the proposed algorithm is also almost constant from
five streams with its aforementioned constraint.
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Fig. 2 Accuracy performance of the proposed algorithm over multiple video streams, (a) F1 score,
(b) Normalized F1 score by Pure
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Fig. 3 Latency performance of the proposed algorithm over multiple video streams (Average GPU
time per frame)

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a low-cost VA system with velocity based configuration
adaptation to find the best configuration decision of frame sampling rate for multiple
video streams in order to minimize the accuracy degradation in the shared limited
resource. Firstly, the frame sampling rate knob of each video stream is adapted
optimally based on the velocity feature of objects extracted from its video context
in low-cost. Secondly, the frame sampling rate knob of each video stream is adapted
additionally in a greedy way, considering a limited resource shared by multiple
video streams. As a result, the proposed VA system outperforms the existing VA
systems in terms of accuracy and resource consumption.
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Hybrid Resource Scheduling Scheme for
Video Surveillance in GPU-FPGA
Accelerated Edge Computing System

Gyusang Cho, Seong-Hwan Kim, and Chan-Hyun Youn

1 Introduction

A smart-city is a city that provides the information needed to efficiently manage
assets and resources using various types of electronic data collection sensors. The
data used in smart-city is in various forms, e.g., IoT(Internet of Things) sensor
data, crowd-sourced data. To process the various kinds of data, lots of brand-new
technologies incorporate to develop the quality of life to the citizens. One of the
most important application that was widely explored was the video surveillance
system, since the system itself can ensure safety and detect illegal behavings of
others. Under several applications [3, 5, 8, 21], we focus on the scenario of detecting
illegally parked vehicles with object re-identification. Several studies explore this
area. [8, 21]. We focus on the scenario of [8], which considers multi-observer-
environment, since it is considered more applicable to adapt to the real-world
problem.

The illegally parked car detection system proposed in [8] consists of multiple
stages as shown in requests in Fig. 1. Stage 1 is the object detection stage, and
single shot detection(SSD) [13] is used to detect object from the frame of video.
The shots of cars are extracted from the videos in this stage by SSD. Next in
stage 2, we extract additional features from different frames. The extracted features
are Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT) [14] features and Convolution Neural
Network(CNN) features. When applying SIFT, we acquire points of local extremas
from the image. We then pool the points by VLAD pooling [7], and adjust the
dimension of the feature vector. CNN features are extracted by AlexNet [11], with
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Fig. 1 The flow of video surveillance system. The images or frames recorded by observers are
processed at edge server and cloud. We aim to design a scheduling algorithm shown in the figure
with red box

excluding final soft-max layer. In stage 3 and 4, we compare the extracted features
with the reference object which was priorly in the city database. We use Euclidean
distance to compare with the reference feature. In this way, we detect the illegally
parked vehicles and refer them to the vehicle of the city database.

The video surveillance system has huge workload, including computationally
intense jobs such as image processing stages and deep learning stages. We aim
to schedule the video surveillance system at servers located at edge computing
system rather than cloud computing system, to accelerate the whole process by
general purpose processors and reduce the communication cost. However, when the
edge server is full of task, we aim to offload the rest of the process at cloud. This
approach is well explored in numerous applications [6, 10]. The whole task flow and
its process in edge server and cloud are shown in Fig. 1.

The contribution of this paper is as follows.

• We develop a scheduling algorithm applicable to the video surveillance system,
with considerations of the limited heterogeneous accelerators in the edge server
with considerations of cloud offloading.

• We develop a volume-based execution time model for the convolutional neural
network, which is applicable to both accelerators, GPU(Graphics Processing
Unit), FPGA(Field Programmable Gate Array).
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2 Problems in Resource Scheduling in the Heterogeneous
Accelerated Edge Environment

In this section, we identify the hardships of scheduling the video surveillance system
to the heterogeneous accelerated edge servers.

2.1 Task Graph Complexity

Tasks such as illegal parking detection or other real-world tasks include combination
of different stages, due to the demanded high quality from users. Especially, the
real-time services require the deadline of few hundred milliseconds. To preserve
the quality and capacity of the service of presenting it real-time, it is inevitable to
assemble a successful graph which is complex, to accomplish the given problem.

Complex task graphs, also known as directed acyclic graph(DAG), include the
serial and parallel tasks. Serial tasks should be accomplished in order, while parallel
tasks can be achieved in different machines concurrently. Including homogeneity
in resources and queueing time, scheduling the tasks from complex task graph is an
NP-hard problem [19] with yielding a complicated version of the knapsack problem.

When executing the task graph, unexpected situation such as machine failure,
or performance degradation can happen. Especially with numerous tasks in a single
task graph, the probability of deadline matching to a single request will dramatically
be higher than a graph of single task. To target this issue, we reschedule the
remaining tasks to the accelerators to adjust to the deadline.

2.2 Scheduling Hardships

Here we introduce hardships that come from setting the constraints in the scheduling
algorithm.

2.2.1 Heterogeneity in Accelerators

Deep learning task is commonly processed and scheduled to the general purpose
processors. The two different accelerators, GPUs and FPGAs, have different
sequence to process the same task.

One of the most famous processors is GPUs, with convenience of processing
matrix-wise floating point operations. GPUs optimize the operations with basic
linear algebra subprograms(BLAS) with CUDA [16] or OpenCL [20], depending on
the vendor. Deep learning frameworks such as Tensorflow [1], Pytorch [18], Caffe
[9] then implements the deep learning layers or optimizers with the methods.
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The other approach is to use FPGAs. Recent researches spotlight FPGAs as the
new accelerators to deep learning applications. FPGAs yield less kernel time for the
deep learning operations because the device is simply hard-coded with Hardware
Description Language(HDL). However, the effort for developing on FPGAs is quite
considerable compared to GPUs, because low-level language such as OpenCL [20]
is required. Likewise, the characteristics of the accelerators are different, and thus
have different processing time.

2.2.2 Resource Limitation in Edge Environment

The next constraint is that the resources are not always available. The number
of resources is limited, which is different from the cloud environment, where we
consider that available resource exists at anytime. Then assumingD as the deadline,
the relaxed version of scheduling of the task to minimize the latency for the user can
be transformed into a knapsack problem [15], where

maximize �Rj=1(�
n
i=1witi),

subject to �ni=1witi ≤ D, ti ≥ 0, and wi ∈ {0, 1}
(1)

which is proven to be NP-complete while making the decision and NP-hard to be
optimized [15].

In the task graph scheduling problem, we need to consider more of the objectives
such as Quality of Service(QoS), average latency, or first-come-first-served manner.
Therefore number of good heuristics are suggested [4] to solve the given application,
which would be introduced in the next sections (Fig. 2).

3 Proposed Scheduling Algorithm for Heterogeneous
Accelerators

In this section, we first derive an estimation time model for profiling layers in
convolutional neural network. Based on the model, we partition the CNN task into
subtasks layer by layer, and schedule the subtask to the proper accelerator. This is to
adapt to the heterogeneous environment, where GPUs and FPGAs exhibit different
processing time. We explore the detailed scheduling scheme afterwards.

3.1 Profiling Layers in CNN Network

The execution time for each layer is derived based on the [2, 12], with summation
of computation time and communication time. Denoting gl as number of operations
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the resource scheduling module shows the specific functions in using GPU
and FPGA

in layers, I as size of input, and B as the bandwidth of device, we formulate the
execution time model as T (exec) = P × gl + Q × I/B + R. For heterogeneous
devices, we try to acquire hyperparameters P,Q,R experimentally. I, gl would be
determined when the layer is specified. We partition the task Ti into subtasks, and
leave each subtask to include convolution layer or fully connected layer. This is
because the two layers are most computing-intensive.

3.1.1 Convolution Layer

Different deep learning frameworks such as Pytorch [18], Tensorflow [1], Caffe [9]
implement convolution layer differently. They use different libraries to optimize
the operation, so various kinds of convolutions such as direct convolution, GEMM
based convolution, FFT-based convolution exist. However, the number of operations
is neglectable, and we only consider the direct convolution.

The authentic way of performing convolution is by computing matrix multiplica-
tion directly. It follows standard convolution algorithm as it is. We denote the input
I is of 3-dimension, with size Ix × Iy × Iz. The number of K × K sized filters in
convolution layer is denoted as Nf . A single computation as one multiplication, the
total number of computations can be calculated as

gl ∝ K2Nf IxIyIz (2)

with assuming filter size is small compared to input size.
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The communication time can be formulated by memory operation size. The value
can be determined by input size I and the size of the weight of the layer Sl =
K2 ×Nf . Overall, the convolution layer execution time can be written as Eq. 3.

T (Conv) = P ×K2Nf IxIyIz +Q1K
2Nf +Q2IxIyIz + R (3)

3.1.2 Fully Connected Layers

We denote the vector size of input and output as UI ,UO . With similar procedures
as the convolution layer, we derive the execution time of the fully connected layer
as,

T (FC) = P × UIUO +Q1 × UI +Q2 × UO + R (4)

By Eq. 4, we can acquire the processing time of fully connected layer.

3.2 Assumptions and Constraints

m denotes the number of present GPUs in the edge servers, and n denotes the
number of present FPGAs in the edge server. The deadline D is pre-announced by
the users to the whole system. Each resource is represented assj , where j with value
1 to m stands for GPU, and m+ 1 to m+ n stands for FPGA. The tasks are denoted
as Ti , with tasks image preprocessing, CNN feature extraction, SIFT extraction,
VLAD pooling, object re-identification, and distance comparison process as T1 T6,
respectively. Each resource contains task queue, and the estimated ending time of
the queue belonging to resource sj is T

sj
q . We assume that the scheduling of the

whole video surveillance system is scheduled at GPUs or FPGAs in edge computing
environment. We assume that the cloud has infinite resources, and always has a
possible vacant resource that the service can be started right away. Also we assume
that only a type of GPU or FPGA is used, and the CNN feature extraction task, T2,
is available of use of FPGAs. Single task is scheduled at a single resource, except
for T2, while T2 can be layer-wise partitioned and scheduled at other device. The
first assumption is about setting up the environment. Other assumptions are made to
simplify the problem, but can be generalized afterwards.

First we leave out FPGAs, since task 2 only considers the usage of FPGAs.
The scheduling scheme is divided into 3 phases. The first phase is initiated on
request. Phase 2 and phase 3 are called for rescheduling, which is initiated when
the subdeadline violation occurs.
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3.3 Phase 1: Compute Subdeadline, and Schedule

In the first phase, the preparation for all tasks is made to be scheduled to the proper
resource. We assign subdeadline for each task, in order to keep track of the task to
be done in time.

3.3.1 Estimate the Execution Time

In the first step in phase 1, we estimate the execution time for each task. We suppose
that the execution time is pre-defined, with executed several times before and
already measured. We take the average execution time, with denoting the execution
time for the resource as T eesj (Ti).

T ee(Ti) = �mj=1T
ee
sj
(Ti)/m (5)

3.3.2 Find the Most Time-Consuming Path

The most time-consuming path is determined at next step. We first identify paths in
the task graph, and find the most time-consuming graph by adding the average task
execution time for all paths. In this application, we can find two of the pathsL1, L2
in the task graph.

For path Lv , we compute the execution time of the path by Eq. 6,

T L(Lv) = �Ti∈LvT ee(Ti) (6)

Next, we compute the most time-consuming path with the value T L(Lv), by
Eq. 7,

T dlL = max1≤v≤L(T L(Lv)) (7)

T dlL here will be the average full execution time of whole system, with no delay
with no use of FPGAs.

3.3.3 Find the Subdeadlines to Each Task

We define subdeadlines to each task, to manage the occurrence of the deadline
violation. When the subdeadline violation happens, it can be used as a signal of
possible deadline violation. Then the situation can be handled by rescheduling
phases which we will discuss later in the paper.

The subdeadlines can be distributed proportionally to each task’s average
execution time. We denote T sdl(Ti) as the subdeadline for the task Ti . Then
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the subdeadline for the task Ti in most time-consuming path will be distributed
following Eq. 8,

T sdl(Ti) = D × T ee(Ti)

�Ti∈LT ee(Ti)
(8)

The subdeadlines are computed proportionally to each step. We denote T sdl(Ti)
as the subdeadline for the task Ti . The subdeadlines can be computed as the Eq. 9.

Additional subdeadlines for the tasks that are not included in the most time-
consuming path can also be distributed proportionally to the average execution time
of the parallel tasks on most time-consuming path. We denote Lsub as the sub-path
of most time-consuming path, and the subdeadline for Lsub as Dsub.

T sdl(Ti) = Dsub × T ee(Ti)

�Ti∈LsubT ee(Ti)
(9)

3.3.4 Schedule to the Fastest Resource

Based on the subdeadline acquired from above steps, we actually schedule the tasks
to the proper resources. The scheduling happens in the greedy-manner, i.e., the task
is scheduled to the fastest vacant resource.

In the resource point of view, each resource sj (1 <= j <= m) has its task queue

with tasks. The task queue of resource sj is filled with tasks Wj1 ,W
j

2 , . . . ,W
j
kj

. We

first compute the task queue ending time, T
sj
q .

T
sj
q = �kjk=1T

ee
sj
(W

j
k ) (10)

Then the task Ti is scheduled to the fastest-vacant resource with smallest task
queue ending time, T

sj
q .

Ti → argjminsj (T
sj
q ) (11)

3.4 Phase 2: Runtime Rescheduling to Use FPGAs

In this phase, we make a slight modification to the to-be-scheduled resource in
order to make FPGAs in use. By this phase, we can make the algorithm sturdy
to unexpected situations.
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3.4.1 Runtime Rescheduling Task 2 for Use in FPGAs

In this step we delve into task 2, which is a stage of CNN feature extraction.
We run an inference task on pre-trained AlexNet [11] based model. We split task
2 into subtasks with including one convolution layer or fully connected layer to
the subtask. In this case, we split into 8 subtasks. This is because convolution
layers and fully connected layers are the most computing-intensive, and could be
accelerated in FPGAs. By the information of execution time model of each subtask
we derived at Sect. 3.1, we can approximate the execution time of the subtask on
heterogeneous accelerators. We look into available resources, compare the ending
time, and reschedule the subtasks using the FPGAs.

Next, we compute the subtask execution time on both resources. We estimate by
computing from the formulation in Sect. 3.1. The scheduling is done similar to the
step 4 in phase 1, but this time we compare the fastest subtask ending time.

Subtasks are denoted as STi , and for each subtask, the average execution time
based on Sect. 3.1 can be denoted as T eeGPU (STi), T

ee
FPGA(STi). Then we can refer

to T eesj (STi) with T eeGPU (STi), T
ee
FPGA(STi), with just identifying what the resource

sj is.
We compute the task queue ending time for each accelerator again, as Eq. 12,

T
sj
q = �kjk=1T

ee
sj
(W

j
k ) (12)

where we assume the task queue of resource sj is filled with jobsWj1 ,W
j

2 , . . . ,W
j
kj

.
We compute the ending time to each resource by calculating,

T
sj
est = T sjq + T eesj (STi) (13)

where T
sj
est denotes the ending time of the resource. We schedule to the shortest

ending time resource.

STi → argjminsj (T
sj
est ) (14)

3.5 Phase 3: Runtime Rescheduling for Deadline Adjustment
with Cloud Offloading

In phase 3, we reschedule the violated tasks. By applying this, we might enhance
the performance of the whole system, and can meet the deadline. This phase can be
initiated when subdeadline violation happens, or when the task 2 is terminated with
shortening the execution time with usage of FPGAs.
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3.5.1 Re-Computing Subdeadlines and Re-Assigning

As in steps 1 to 3, we recompute the most time-consuming path to the rest of the
task graph. Denoting Lnew as the new path andDnew as the new deadline, which the
value would be the full deadline D minus the current time. The new subdeadlines
are again proportionally spread to each remaining task. After that, the rest of the
task graph is scheduled to the fastest-vacant resource. We consider offloading to the
cloud if the estimated task ending time exceeds that of processing at the cloud. In
other words, cloud offloading happens when the Eq. 15 is true.

argjminsj T
sj
q +�Tk∈LnewT eesj (Tk) > tcloud (15)

Algorithm 1 Resource scheduling scheme of video surveillance system on hetero-
geneous accelerated edge computing system
Input: Tasks Ti , Deadline D
Output: Scheduled Resource sj
1: Compute expected execution time T ee(Ti) // Phase 1
2: Find the most time-consuming path L
3: for i = 1 to 6 do
4: Assign subdeadline T sdl

5: end for
6: for i = 1 to 6 do
7: for j = 1 to m do
8: Calculate T

sj
q

9: end for
10: Schedule Ti to the sj with smallest T

sj
q

11: end for
12: for Subtasks STi do
13: Calculate T eeGPU (STi), T

ee
FPGA(STi) // Phase 2

14: T
sj
est (STi)← T

sj
q + T eesj (STi)

15: Schedule to the sj with smallest T
sj
est (STi)

16: Update T
sj
q (STi)

17: end for
18: if Task Ti ends with exceeding T sdl(Ti) then
19: if argjminsj T

sj
q +�Tk∈LnewT eesj (Tk) < tcloud then

20: for Left tasks Ti do
21: Reschedule to possible resource sj // Phase 3

22: T sdl(Ti) = Dnew ×
T eesj
(Ti )

�Tk∈Lnew (Tk)
23: end for
24: else
25: Offload to the remaining tasks to the cloud
26: end if
27: end if
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Table 1 Edge server hardware information

Type Device name Specification

GPU NVIDIA Quadro M2000 768 NVIDIA Cores 4 GB GDDR5 GPU Memory PCI
Express 3.0×16 Interface Max Power Cons.: 75 W

FPGA Intel Altera Arria 10 GX Dual ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore Processor 1.5 GHz Logic
Core 500 MHz 53 Mbit DDR4 SDRAM Memory PCI
Express 3×8 Interface

CPU Intel E5-2620v4 2.1 GHz

RAM DDR4, 24 GB

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experiment Environment

We set up a simulation environment for evaluating the scheduling algorithm. We
used a single type of GPU, and a single type of FPGA. We used GPU of NVIDIA
Quadro M2000, and FPGA of Intel Altera Arria 10 GX. The specifications of the
memory, processor frequency could be found at Table 1. We compared average
processing time, resource utilization, queue waiting time, and deadline violation
rate with the other scheme, so called as Bestfit algorithm [17].

For the requests, we assume that the requests arrive in Poisson distribution, with
varying λ . The scheduling is simulated in the environment of 3 GPUs and 3 FPGAs.

4.2 Performance Metrics

Good scheduling scheme should yield good use of resources, and guarantee good
quality of service. We first compare resource utilization rate for each scheme in
regards of request arrival interval, to examine whether the scheduling scheme
holds well of resource usage on different circumstances. Next, to observe quality
of services, we measure average processing time, queue waiting time, deadline
violation rate. The average processing time and deadline violation time can ensure
the distribution of the processing time. Also to increase user convenience, queue
waiting time should be small of which can be considered as redundant time.

For the assessment of average processing time and queue waiting time, we
examine how the value changes over the increase in request arrival interval.
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4.3 Experimental Results

4.3.1 Impact of the Proposed Scheme

We compare performance of the considered scheme at different task arrival rates.
First we take a look at Fig. 3. Figure 3 shows the resource utilization. Without cloud
offloading, increasing utilization of all possible accelerators in edge computing
system will be time and energy efficient. According to the plot, the resource
utilization of GPU does not differ at every time interval. However, the resource
utilization of FPGA does seem to be different in the high request arrival rate, with
low request arrival interval. Resource utilization is the productive use of resources.
With the high request arrival rate, the proposed scheme yields better utilization than
that of BestFit algorithm.

We next compare average processing time, queue waiting time, deadline violation
rate in Fig. 4. The above metrics are obtained with When the edge server is not
full of work with high request arrival interval, the two algorithms show similar
performance. However, when the edge server becomes busy with low request
arrival interval, proposed algorithm has smaller average processing time than the
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Fig. 3 Comparison of resource utilization with respect to request arrival rate
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Fig. 4 (a) Average processing time, (b) Queue waiting time, (c) Deadline violation rate with
respect to request arrival interval. Deadline D is set to 500 ms, and the cloud offloading time is
set to 300 ms
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BestFit algorithm. Queue waiting time, which represents the length of the request’s
idle time, where the task of it is not being processed and waiting for its turn in
the resource queue. Each of the task Ti which is the part of a request can have
its queue waiting time, and we compute the summation of them. According to
the experimental result, in the high request arrival rate, with low request arrival
interval, the queueing time is preserved at most 100 ms, with the proposed algorithm
compared to the BestFit algorithm. Proposed algorithm exhibits more freedom to the
task, with the resource selection. Also, the proposed algorithm exhibits at most 40%
difference in deadline violation rate, when the request arrival interval is 87.5 ms.
The proposed algorithm is more robust to meeting the deadline.

4.3.2 Impact of the Cloud Offloading

We include cloud offloading scheme. When the edge servers reach the point of
incapability in work, it is better to offload the tasks to the cloud server. From Fig. 4,
we can examine that average processing time dramatically decreases at low request
time interval. These cases can be seen as when the queue waiting time exceeds the
cloud communication time. We can successfully decrease the workload for edge
servers and send the jobs to cloud servers. Also, deadline violation rate decreases
with offloading, when the deadline is set to 500 ms, which is meetable when the task
is offloaded at the beginning.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a video surveillance system task graph scheduling
scheme for heterogeneous GPU-FPGA accelerated edge server. We also delved
into the layers of the CNNs to be processed at GPU and FPGAs, and estimated
execution time for the proposed scheduling algorithm. To our best knowledge, there
are no scheduling scheme considering edge servers, cloud offloading, heterogeneous
accelerators with GPUs and FPGAs, deep learning based task-partitioning, and task
graph scheduling in the same time. Our proposed algorithm suggests a heuristic to
support the above constraints, and provides scheduling in a greedy-manner. Our
proposed algorithm schedules the partitioned subtasks of Convolutional Neural
Network according to the derived formulation of execution time of each layer.

To verify the performance of the algorithm, we have conducted a simulated
experiment to support large environment. Results are derived from the experiments
and it outperforms than the prior scheduling scheme in performance metrics of
average processing time, resource utilization, queue waiting time, and deadline
violation rate.

We leave optimizing other tasks to FPGAs to future work. Object detection,
SIFT or VLAD pooling can also be processed at FPGAs. The predictable difficulties
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might be difficulties such as, optimizing the whole tasks to the size of the reference
board, or deriving heuristics for allocating each resource with extended allocation
scheme.
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Artificial Psychosocial Framework for
Affective Non-player Characters

Lawrence J. Klinkert and Corey Clark

1 Introduction

A challenging task for video game designers is to make a realistic world for the
player. One way to achieve a realistic world is to improve the human characteristics
of a Non-Player Character (NPC). The 2018 AI Summit at GDC had a panel of
video game designers discussing the necessary improvements for future NPCs [1].
The developers expressed several needs, and this paper addresses the following:

• AI that focuses on non-combat and allows NPCs to react to inputs at unpre-
dictable moments.

• A system based on creditable research that covers the topic of human develop-
ment.

• Working with NPCs that are not just good or bad but have varied characteristics.
• A framework implemented in a game engine that enables developers to balance

values and create content.

Researchers in recent studies have advanced the understanding of NPC cognition
by incorporating concepts from psychology [2]. In this paper, we define this new
NPC class as an “Affective NPC” (ANPC). Bourgais et al. surveyed the progress
in emotional modeling for social simulations to inform others of the potential
architecture of ANPCs [2].
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A simple version of emotional modeling is reactive creation. The emotions felt
by an ANPC are directly created by the perception of an event. The works from both
Le et al. and Luo et al. demonstrate reactive creation for ANPCs in the context of
an emergency evacuation of a building [3, 4]. If an ANPC perceives a threat, then
its fear increases. As the fear increases and passes a threshold, then its behavior
alters. The simplicity of this model allows for ease of implementation; however, this
method does not rely on any emotional theory described in psychology [2].

A different approach to emotional modeling considers using fuzzy logic rules.
Kazemifard et al. worked on COCOMO, a way to determine the cost of software
development via simulating developers in a company [5]. The ANPCs (the
developers) had pair values joy/distress and gratitude/anger with a value between
0 and 100, along with other metadata such as technical knowledge and level of
soft skills. Fuzzy inference rules transform the values to calculate the emotional
state, which, in turn, generates a mood for the ANPC. As the ANPC simulated
the work and generated a mood, their behavior altered accordingly; for example, if
an ANPC were in a good mood, they would work faster than one in a bad mood.
Jones et al. also used fuzzy logic for emotional modeling but in the context of traffic
simulation [6]. The calculation of fuzzy sets comes from the ANPCs perception of
objects and events, such as their current speed, number of surrounding vehicles, and
the percentage of trucks from the vehicles. From these perceptions, the desirability
is calculated based on satisfying the ANPCs current goal, resulting in the ANPCs
current emotional state. However, similar to reactive creation, fuzzy rules do not
rely on any psychological theory about emotions [2].

Keeping psychological theories in mind, designers have integrated emotional
behaviors for their ANPCs by using the “Cognitive Appraisal Theory” (CAT). From
the works of Zoumpoulaki et al., ANPCs would calculate their emotions based on
the appraisal of a situation, and in this case, are in the context of evacuations. The
ANPC’s appraisal of an event comes from the consequences of their current goal,
modified by their personality. A 5-tuple vector represents the ANPC’s emotional
state, which holds a positive or negative value for each emotion. Multiplying the
appraisal, personality, and current emotions, a final emotional intensity is calculated.
The ANPC uses this emotional intensity to determine how to fulfill its current desire.
Ochs et al. takes a step further and incorporates a social relationship for the ANPC
with other ANPCs [7]. Ochs et al. implemented a complete version of the OCC
model. However, the number of appraisals the designers have to assign, for every
event, for each ANPC, will exponentially increase [2].

Lastly, designers are interested in the evolution of emotions over time. An ANPC
starts with an initial emotional state, and the designers focus on the changes of
emotions over time to observe how those changes affect their behavior. Faroqi and
Mesgari evaluated ANPCs evacuating from an open square using different levels
of an emotion [8]. Each ANPC had six transitions in fear, from calm to hysteria.
Once an ANPC reached hysteria, they would run in random directions. NPCs were
added to the simulation to calm the ANPC as well as inform them of an exit.
Suvakov et al. proposed that emotions be generated on a two-dimensional plane
to simulate the spread of an emotion in an online social network [9]. While ANPCs
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram of APF, starting from input data, representing an ANPC, a psychological
evaluation, and then the continuation of the game loop

communicated through an online social network, variable valence and arousal were
used with stochastic equations to model the evolution of their emotional state. This
method makes a link to emotional generation and appraisal as well as the dynamic
behavior using formal notation. The drawback from the evolutionary works is that
the creation process is not fully explained, and would be much harder to implement
into a system [2].

This paper presents the “Artificial Psychosocial Framework” (APF), an extension
of the work proposed by Ochs et al. [7], which based their work on the CAT.
Having APF based on the CAT allows developers to focus on creating content for
the ANPC, such as dialog or voice-overs. Developers would assign values to the
ANPC to represent their feelings towards other game objects, interactions, or other
ANPCs. APF extends the works of Ochs et al. by utilizing an ambivalent hierarchy
of emotions, classification in vector space, and intended for game engine integration.
In psychology, ambivalence is the phenomenon of an individual feeling both positive
and negative emotions at the same time. Hierarchical refers to the conditions that
the actions experienced can alter the character’s mood, emotions, and feelings. The
classification allows designers to have a reference point to interpret the set of values
when used in each model. Lastly, APF is implemented as a library so that developers
can integrate the framework into their existing game engine as a plug-in (Fig. 1).
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2 Overview

The principle of APF is on the psychological theory of the CAT. A cognitive
appraisal states that a person evaluates a situation based on their criteria [2].
Consequently, due to personal criteria, individuals can experience a similar situation
with different emotions, resulting in different actions. From this foundation, APF
chains together psychological models to generate different states.

APF uses two popular psychological models, along with a third supplemental
model. First, is the Big Five personality traits model: “Openness, Consciousness,
Extroversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism” (OCEAN). Second, is emotion
representation by the “Ortony, Clore, and Collins” (OCC) model. There is a third
model used to represent social relations, which is from the works of Ochs et al.
It Uses a 4-tuple to represent the “Liking, Dominance, Solidarity, and Familiarity”
(LDSF) model [7].

Vectors are used to decompose each model, i.e., the OCEAN personality model is
a 5-tuple vector where each element is in the range [0.0, 1.0]. The benefits of using a
vector are that one can apply equations to manipulate the values and provides an ease
of implementation into a program. The drawback is that the vector represents some
point in n-dimensional Euclidean space that, at first glance, does not have contextual
meaning. Thus, using named reference points, APF uses Multidimensional Scaling
(MDS) to classify the point of interest. The classification gives meaning to the point
and offers a better understanding of its interpretation.

Lastly, APF takes a step further from previous emotional agent frameworks for
its development as a library. Previously, these frameworks were implemented as
custom applications to solve theoretical problems. APF is a plug-in that works with
commercial engines, such as the Unreal Engine, or proprietary engines. APF can
work in tandem with other AI techniques, such as Fuzzy Logic, Behavior Trees,
and Goal-Oriented Action Planning. Utilizing APF with AI allows developers to
work on decision making from a different perspective and focus on emotion-centric
gameplay.

3 Background Information

In psychology, a concept called Psychosocial focuses on the individual’s psyche
and their interactions with their social environment. The concept primarily focuses
on how individuals conduct themselves based on the influences of relationships
with other people, places, experiences, and themselves [10]. Maintaining these
relationships will have varying repercussions and will inevitably come back around
to the individual. Nearly all of us want to have a safe environment, but there are
multiple variables to determine safety [11]. Do we have a sense of control in our
lives, can we build a meaningful connection with others, do we feel safe from harm’s
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way, or support ourselves or those closest to us? Answering these questions will
require an understanding of valence.

Valence is defined as an affective quality that is expressed on a scale of attractive-
ness to aversion towards an event, object, or situation [12]. The amount of valence
generated from a stimulus is subjective. Hence, when different people face the same
situation, they can feel different emotions, which leads to performing different
actions. For example, when given a photo of an individual and a few seconds to
determine whether to talk to that individual or not, the decision is influenced by
the valence generated from the appearance of the person in the photograph. APF
attempts to quantify valence and is used as the base unit to calculate the emotions
generated from a stimulus. Additionally, ambivalence is another term analogous
to valence but infers conflicting emotions generated by a stimulus. Ambivalence
causes individuals to have mixed feelings towards something, such as a love/hate
relationship with someone. Having the base unit defined, we can now describe the
evolutionary proses it goes through to generate an emotion, known as the “Cognitive
Appraisal Theory” (CAT).

A cognitive appraisal is a subjective interpretation made from a person towards
a stimulus in the environment [13]. The subjectivity is explicitly the valence
emotion that the person has associated with the stimulus. Cognitive appraisal allows
for a person’s emotional state to be directly linked to the situation, rather than
their physical response. Additionally, the connection between emotional state and
situations allows an individual to respond to the situation, rather than instinctively
react.

Stepping outside of Psychology and into Data Science, there is a technique
called Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). MDS is a cluster analysis method that
reduces the dimensions of a complex dataset. Complexity is explicitly referring to
the data being represented as a four or higher-dimensional vector. The reduction in
dimensions allows for the vector to be drawn onto a 2D or 3D graph, making the
data easier to interpret and determine common groups. Using a vector allows for
ease of manipulation with formal equations. One of the benefits and drawbacks of
working with vectors is that we have an ample n-dimensional Euclidean space to
manipulate the values. To a designer, there is no context in representing a point in
this space. APF uses MDS to give the designer meta-information about the dynamic
vectors used. It does this by using reference points authored by the designer. The
reference points represent the center of a hypervolume. Within that hypervolume,
other potential points are closely related to the reference point. Because the
reference point and the generated point are so close to each other, APF labels
the generated point with the same name as the reference point. Additionally, this
process also allows designers to reverse engineer a vector, rather than to handwrite
them. Designers can choose a reference point that feels right for their ANPC. Once
selected, APF uses that point, but random offsets each axis by a small amount. The
slight randomization allows the designers to continue to work with their creativity,
rather than interrupt their thought process to think about mathematics.
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4 A Priori Setup

For APF to work, there needs to be a set of vocabulary known to the system. The
vocabulary is made up of all the living, nonliving, and potential actions to perform
in the virtual world. Following the concept of Psychosocial, the vocabulary needs to
have relationships with each other. The relationship depicts the valence an ANPC
has with a vocabulary. Thus, a subset of these relationships, along with a personality,
are the characteristics that make up an ANPC.

Defining the vocabulary describes what inhabits the virtual world and what the
inhabitants can do. Three main sets make up the vocabulary: Objects, Actions, and
ANPCs. Objects are things that have no cognition and are props used by the player
and an ANPC. These include, but are not limited to, cars, work tools, chairs, and
laptops. For APF to know what an object is, it just needs to be represented by a name.
Actions are all the things that both the player and an ANPC can do within the virtual
world. These include, but are not limited to, commuting, hacking, complementing,
and bartering. For APF to know what an Action is, it must be represented as a name
and an effect onto the virtual world. The effect is a value from 0.0 to 1.0, where 0.0
is a negative outcome of the action for the ANPC who experiences it, while 1.0 is
a positive outcome. The last set is the ANPCs, and these are all the characters that
will inhabit the virtual world. For APF to know what an ANPC is, it is represented
with their name and personality. The personality is represented by a vector, where
each dimension is a trait. Each trait is between the value of 0.0 and 1.0, where 0.0
means the opposite of the trait, and 1.0 is fully resembling that trait.

With the vocabulary defined, the connections are left to form the web of
relationships. The entire set of relationships forms the psychosocial aspects of the
ANPCs. A single relationship represents a cognitive appraisal of an ANPC. A
relationship can be one of the three types: Attitude, Praise, or Social.

An Attitude relation is between an ANPC and an Entity. Specifically, the
relationship is between an ANPC and an Object or another ANPC. An Attitude
relation represents the ANPC’s thoughts towards the game object or the other
ANPC. The value can be calculated automatically for the other ANPC via the
social relation’s liking trait; however, the attitude value represents the original biased
thought of the ANPC. The valiance from the Attitude is between 0.0 and 1.0, where
0.0 means the ANPC vehemently hates the entity, while 1.0 means an uncontrollable
love towards the entity.

A Praise relation is between an ANPC and an action. A Praise relation represents
the ANPC’s beliefs against the action. The action can be as general as “arguing”
or “hugging.” Taking into consideration of satisfying a goal, an option that the
ANPC can pick is “killing.” However, the developers should consider specifying
the action so that the ANPC can view it in different situations, for instance,
“killing_for_money” with low praise versus “killing_to_save_human_life” with
high praise. The valiance is between 0.0 and 1.0, where 0.0 means the ANPC views
the action as something that goes against their moral belief, and 1.0 is praiseworthy.
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The difference between the effect of an action and the praise of action is the
objective and subjective point of view. The effect represents the general outlook
of undergoing the action, either being painful or pleasurable. The praise is the
ANPC’s perception of the action, either being reprehensible or admirable. The
distinction allows ANPCs to express their biases for action while also experiencing
the consequence of the action.

Social relations are the connections between ANPCs. A social relation describes
how an ANPC should present themselves and how they should treat the other ANPC.
However, these kinds of relations are more complicated than the previous and will
need more information than a single value. The social relationship follows the same
model as Ochs et al., using the LDSF model [7]. A 4-tuple vector represents the
LDSF model. Each trait is between the range [0.0, 1.0], where 0.0 is the opposite
trait, and 1.0 is the full trait. Liking is the degree of affinity towards another
ANPC. Dominance is the power that an ANPC can exert onto another ANPC.
Solidarity is the degree of “like-mindedness” or having similar behavior dispositions
with another ANPC. Furthermore, Familiarity is characterizing the type, private
or public, and the amount of information comfortably exchanged between the two
ANPCs.

5 Character Makeup

With the vocabulary defined, APF now has enough information to create instances
of the ANPCs. Instancing an ANPC is different from instancing a game object or
action. The ANPC file is treated as the unique cast of actors, meaning each line
in the file is a different character in the virtual world. The game objects and actions
files are the definitions to make as many copies as the designer needs, meaning if the
designer needs nine copies of baseball bats, then only the line that defines a baseball
bat is read nine times. To instantiate an ANPC, APF goes down the list of ANPCs
to gather their metadata first and then find the corresponding relations to populate
the ANPC. From the list of ANPCs, we set their names and their personalities.

APF uses the OCEAN model to represent the personality of the ANPC. The
OCEAN model is a 5-tuple vector where each element is in the range [0.0, 1.0].
For example, with the Openness trait, 0.0 means the ANPC is non-curious and less
intellectually driven, while 1.0 means the ANPC is inquisitive and is insatiable in
their quest to know more. Stated earlier, MDS is used to give designers additional
information about the vector. APF is given 32 reference points, which are mapped
from the OCEAN model to the Myers-Briggs Personality Types (MBPT) model
[14]. Some of the names are “Turbulent Architect,” “Assertive Mediator,” and
“Turbulent Executive,” just to name a few [15]. The mapping turns the 5-tuple
personality vector into a label to quickly understand it is contextual meaning.
Understand that the mapping that was selected was by designer choice. If there is
another list of personality reference points and is mapped from the OCEAN model
to the designer’s convention, APF will use those labels and hypervolumes instead.
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Additionally, if APF parses a valid label of a reference point in the ANPC set, rather
than a vector, then the reference point will be used and will be randomly offset.

The relations are all that is left to instantiate an ANPC. The Attitude and
Praise relations are assigned to their ANPC accordingly. If an ANPC is missing
a relationship with a game object or an action, APF assigns the valence of that
relationship to neutral, 0.5. These values are not dynamic and will stay the same
throughout the entire playthrough. The social relation is assigned to the ANPCs, but
because they are vectors, MDS can be used. Like personalities, a list of reference
points is used to label the vector. The names used are “Parent-Child,” “Child-
Parent,” “Boss-Worker,” and “Stranger.” Notice how these labels are pairs of titles.
The first title is how the source ANPC is presenting themselves, and the second title
is how they are treating the other ANPC. The exception to this rule is stranger, which
acts as the default social relation for any missing pairs. Like the other reference
points, these are designer specific. A different list of reference points mapped to the
LDSF model can be used to better suit the context. Additionally, if a label is parsed,
rather than a vector, then the random offset is applied to the relation and is set

6 Psychological Evaluation

At this point, the virtual world is defined and populated. ANPCs are walking around
the virtual world and interacting with game objects and other ANPCs. For an
ANPC to evaluate their psychological state, they first need to have some means
of perception. In APF, the perception is the same event handling from Ochs et al.,
which uses a Sowa graph [7, 16]. The representation of an event is a 4-tuple node
(Agent, Action, Patient, Certainty). The Agent is the source of the event and can be
either an ANPC acting, an unknown ANPC, or no ANPC. Action is the performance
that is taken place during the event. The Patient is an entity, either a game object or
another ANPC. The Certainty is used to represent either seeing the action in person,
1.0, hearing about the action 0.0–1.0, or confirming that the action did not happen
0.0.

When an ANPC registers an event, it goes through a psychological evaluation.
The first step in the evaluation is determining the emotional state of the ANPC.
APF uses a modified OCC model to evaluate the emotion an ANPC felt caused by
the event. The modified version is based on the works of Steunebrink et al. and
their revised version of the original OCC model. Their revised version kept the
emotions as pairs, hate/love, approving/disapproving, fear/hope, and so on. The pair
representation meant that the value would be from a range [−1.0, 1.0]. For example,
using hate/love, a −1.0 means a feeling of hatred, and 1.0 means a feeling of love.
An issue that arises from this representation is when we update the emotional history
of an ANPC.

Let us say that an ANPC was to undergo a practical joke. When the joke is
initiated, the ANPC will be distressed from what happened. Once the ANPC realizes
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Fig. 2 Modified OCC model based on the works of Steunebrink et al. [17] taking into account
ambivalence and psychological ideology with the hierarchical nature

the joke, the ANPC should be joyful. In the revised version, the emotions of distress
and joy are paired together. The pairing means that the emotional value can be from
[−1.0, 1.0], as well as the emotional history for the ANPC. Let us say that the
ANPC hated the joke’s start so that they would generate an emotion of hatred of
−1.0. However, once they realized it was a joke, and they liked the joke, they would
generate an emotion of joy of 1.0. When updating the emotional state, we would
simply add the current state to the emotional history and add the new emotional
value to the current state. Now, the ANPC has gone from really hating the joke,
−1.0, to being neutral about the joke, 0.0. The current emotional state does not
correctly reflect the amount of joy that the ANPC generated. Furthermore, we lose
the opportunity to track how angry the ANPC is since the start of the joke. With the
modified version, we track both hatred and joy separately. This separation allows for
ambivalence, the state of having mixed emotions. Going through the scenario again,
the ANPC will generate hatred from the start of the joke and store it accordingly.
When the ANPC generates joy, hatred is not modified, but instead continues to decay
over time. Joy is stored accordingly, and now we make a simple comparison of
which emotion has a higher value.

In the work of Steunebrink et al., they mentioned that the original model had a
hierarchical property. They wanted to preserve this property, but as an inheritance
hierarchy for object-oriented programmers [17]. In doing so, we can represent each
height of the hierarchy as a different idea from psychology. From Fig. 2, we can split
the modified model into four sections and denote them as follows:

(1) From the CAT, we have a valence, our positive or negative input value. Valence
is the subjective spectrum of positive to negative evaluation of an experience an
individual may have had [12].

(2) Mood, an affective state heavily influenced by the environment, physiology, and
mental state of the individual. Moods can last minutes, hours, or even days [12].

(3) The basic emotions, the chemical release in response to our interpretation of a
specific situation. It takes our brains a quarter of a second to identify the trigger,
and another to produce the chemical [12].
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(4) Feelings, what we analyze after experiencing the generated emotion, which can
last longer than an emotion [18].

Using the modified OCC model is similar to using the previous versions. The
model starts with a valence; this is the summation of all the relations involved
and is bounded between 0.0 and 1.0 for both the positive and negative valences
experienced. Next, the mood queries the Sowa node for the action performed, the
ANPC acting, and the affected object. The valences from the relative relations of
the ANPC are used to calculate the new mood. When calculating the new emotion,
queries are made to the Sowa node, the social relation, and the values from the new
mood. Lastly are the feelings; however, due to time constraints, this section was not
fully implemented in APF.

Going through the OCC model, the personality of the ANPC is also taken into
consideration when generating an emotion. An ANPC with a high Neurotic trait will
increase negative emotions, such as disapproving, disliking, reproach, and distress.
An ANPC with a high Extraversion trait will increase positive emotions, such as
liking, pleased, love, and hope. An ANPC with a high Agreeableness trait will
positively influence the consequence subtree and action subtree. An ANPC with
a high Openness trait will have a positive influence on the aspect and action subtree.
An ANPC with a high Conscientiousness will have a positive influence on the
consequence subtree.

Using the terms from the Sowa node, when generating the new emotion from
the event, if an Agent ANPC was involved in the event, then the social relation
from the Patient ANPC to the Agent ANPC is updated. Note that the social relation
from the Patient ANPC to the Agent ANPC is not the same as the Agent ANPC to
the Patient ANPC. Thus the social relation has a non-commutative property. From
Fig. 3, any positive emotions will positively influence the liking trait, while negative
emotions will negatively influence the trait. In Fig. 4, certain positive emotions
will cause the dominance trait to increase, while certain negative emotions will
decrease it. However, if the Agent ANPC reacts to the Patient ANPC and expresses
negative emotions, this will increase the Patient ANPC’s dominance trait. From
Fig. 5, if the Agent ANPC generates the same emotion as the patient ANPC, then
the solidarity trait is increased. If they are not the same, then the solidarity trait
decreases. However, negative emotions from the consequence subtree and the action

Fig. 3 Updating the liking trait from the LDSF model
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Fig. 4 Updating the dominance trait from the LDSF model

Fig. 5 Updating the solidarity trait from the LDSF model

Fig. 6 Updating the familiarity trait from the LDSF model

subtree will negatively influence the solidarity trait. Lastly, Fig. 6 shows that over
time, the more interaction an ANPC has with another ANPC, the Familiarity trait
will increase; otherwise, it will decrease slowly over time.
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7 Formal Grammar

The purpose of this section is to understand the general structure of each model
used in APF. An ANPC is continually changing, so referring to it is relative to a
time t . The moment an ANPC is created is defined by t = 0. For this section, let
us refer to one ANPC at a given moment as it , that is from the set of all ANPCs in
our world, I . From the works of Eggs et al., personality, mood, and emotional state
form the PME model [19]. We are extending their work by adding valence, attitude
relations, praise relations, and social relations. Personality, attitude relations, and
praise relations are constant and initialized at t = 0. The valence, mood, emotional
state, and social relation are dynamic and initialize to 0 at t = 0. Thus we define it
as a 7-tuple (m,Ai, Pi, γt , πt , ξt , Sit ) wherem is the personality, Ai is the subset of
attitude relations for an ANPC i, Pi is the subset of praise relations for an ANPC i,
γt is the valence at time t , πt is the mood at time t , ξt is the emotional state at time
t , and Sit is the subset of social relations for ANPC i at time t .

There exist several personality models, each consisting of a set of dimensions,
where each dimension correlates to a specific attribute towards the makeup. In
APF, the personality model used is the OCEAN model, which has five dimensions.
Generalizing the theory, we assume that a personality has n-dimensions, where
values represent each dimension in the interval [0.0, 1.0]. A value of 0.0 is the lack
of that dimension in the personality, while a value of 1.0 is the greatest presence of
that dimension in the personality. The following vector can represent the personality
m of an individual:

mT = [μ1, μ2, μ3, . . . , μn],∀x ∈ [1, n] : μx ∈ [0.0, 1.0] (1)

As we mentioned earlier, we must define a priori to the game a vocabulary, the set
of game objects,O, the set of ANPCs, I , and the set of actions, C. The set of vocabs
is V oc = O ∪ I ∪C. Object o ∈ O is a game object that has no cognition, versus an
ANPC that can. An ANPC i ∈ I is the non-player character that simulates human
affects. Action c ∈ C, are couples (name, eff ect), where name uniquely identifies
the action, and eff ect denotes the effect of the action onto an ANPC ranging from
[0.0, 1.0]. 0.0 means a negative impact on the ANPC, and 1.0 a positive impact.
Additionally, let us define E to be the set of entities within the game. The entire set
of entities is from both sets of objects, O, and ANPCs, I , thus E = O ∪ I . A single
entity, e ∈ E, can either be an object or an ANPC.

With the vocabulary and entity set, we can define the set of Attitudes and Praises.
The set of attitudes is the combination of all ANPCs with all entities. An attitude
also is denoted from the range [0.0, 1.0], where 0.0 means the ANPC vehemently
hates the entity, while 1.0 means an uncontrollable love towards the entity. The set
of praises is the combination of all ANPCs with all actions. Praise is denoted from
the range [0.0, 1.0], where 0.0 means the agent views the action as something that
goes against their moral belief, and 1.0 as praiseworthy. So the formal notation of
the set of attitudes, A, and the set of praises, P , is as follows:
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A = I × E = (i, e)→ [0.0, 1.0] : i ∈ I, e ∈ E = (O ∪ I ) (2)

P = I × C = (i, c)→ [0.0, 1.0] : i ∈ I, c ∈ C (3)

Ai ⊆ A and Pi ⊆ P (4)

Valence is the bias experience an ANPC feels. In APF, valence is a tuple for positive
and negative experience coming from the attitude and praise. In general, this can
be a list of physical or mental values that the individual enjoys or dislikes based
on a specific moment. We define the valence γt as a k-dimensional vector, where
values represent all k valence intensities in the interval [0.0, 1.0]. The value 0.0
corresponds to the absence of the valence, while 1.0 is the maximum intensity. The
vector is given as follows:

γ Tt =
{
[η1, . . . , ηk],∀x ∈ [1, k] : ηx ∈ [0.0, 1.0], if t ≥ 0

0, if t = 0
(5)

Furthermore, we define the valence history �t that contains all valances until γt ,
thus:

�t = 〈γ1, γ2, γ3, . . . , γt 〉 (6)

The mood is an affective state of the ANPC. In APF, the mood is defined by a
6-tuple vector, (pleased, displeased, approving, disapproving, liking, disliking). The
mood could also be represented as either good or bad, similar to valence. We define
a mood πt as an h-dimensional vector, where values represent all hmood intensities
in the interval [0.0, 1.0]. The value 0.0 corresponds to the absence of the mood,
while 1.0 is the maximum intensity. The vector is given as follows:

πTt =
{
[ν1, . . . , νh],∀x ∈ [1, h] : νx ∈ [0.0, 1.0], if t ≥ 0

0, if t = 0
(7)

Similarly, we define the mood history  t that contains all moods until πt , thus:

 t = 〈π1, π2, π3, . . . , πt 〉 (8)

The emotional state is the biological state of the ANPC. In APF, the emotional
state is defined by a 12-tuple vector, (hope, fear, joy, distress, pride, shame,
admiration, reproach, love, hate, interest, disgust). The six basic emotions are these
same values, however, as pairs, and from a range of−1 to 1. We define an emotional
state ξt as a y-dimensional vector, where values represent all y emotional intensities
in the interval [0.0, 1.0]. The value 0.0 corresponds to the absence of the emotion,
while 1.0 is the maximum intensity. The vector is given as follows:
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ξTt =
{
[ε1, . . . , εy],∀x ∈ [1, y] : εx ∈ [0.0, 1.0], if t ≥ 0

0, if t = 0
(9)

Similarly, we define the emotional state history !t that contains all emotional
states until ξt , thus:

!t = 〈ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, . . . , ξt 〉 (10)

The formal model of social relations continues its representation from the works
of Pecune et al. [20]. Social relations are a 4-tuple vector (Liking, Dominance,
Solidarity, Familiarity), represented as sit for the social relations of ANPC i, towards
a different ANPC at time t . sit ∈ Sit , is the set of Social relations for ANPC i, at time
t . We can also define the social relation history �t , that contains all social relations
until Sit for an ANPC, thus:

�t = 〈Si1 , Si2 , Si3 , . . . , Sit 〉 (11)

As the ANPC perceives the world, events are registered based on the actions
performed onto entities. APF calculates the valence based on the Sowa node
describes in section VI and following the OCC model. We define this information
as a desired change in valence intensity for each valiant, defined by a value in the
interval [0.0, 1.0]. The valiant information vector V (or valance influence) holds the
desired change of intensity for each of the k valances after evaluation in the first
height of the OCC model:

V T = [η1, η2, η3, . . . , ηk],∀x ∈ [1, k] : ηx ∈ [0.0, 1.0] (12)

The valence can then be updated using a function D(m,�t , V ). This function
calculates the change in valence, based on the personality, m, the valence history,
�t , and the valence influence, V . To represent internal valence changes to the ANPC,
such as the decay rate or balancing modifications, is given as F(m,�t ). Given these
two functions, the new valence γt+1 can be calculated as follows:

γt+1 = γt +D(m,�t , V )+ F(m,�t ) (13)

Given the new valence and the event, the mood is updated. The mood influence
vectorM holds the desired change of intensity for each of the hmoods in the second
height of the OCC model:

MT = [ν1, ν2, ν3, . . . , νh],∀x ∈ [1, h] : νx ∈ [0.0, 1.0] (14)

The mood is updated using a function G(m, t , �t+1,M). This function calcu-
lates the change in mood, based on the personality, m, the mood history,  t , the
new valence history, �t+1, and the mood influence M . Additionally, to represent
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internal mood changes, either decay rate or balancing modifications, to the ANPC
is given as H(m, t , �t+1). Given these two functions, the new mood πt+1 can be
calculated as follows:

πt+1 = πt +G(m, t , �t+1,M)+H(m, t , �t+1) (15)

Lastly, we update the emotion. The emotion influence vector J holds the desired
change of intensity for each of the y emotions in the third height of the OCC model:

J T = [ε1, ε2, ε3, . . . , εy],∀x ∈ [1, y] : εx ∈ [0.0, 1.0] (16)

The emotion is updated using a functionK(m,!t , t+1, �t+1, J ). This function
calculates the change in emotion, based on the personality, m, the emotional
state history, !t , the new mood history,  t+1, the new valence history, �t+1,
and the emotion influence J . Additionally, to represent internal emotional state
changes, such as decay rate and balancing modifications, to the ANPC is given as
L(m,!t , t+1, �t+1). Given these two functions, the new emotional state ξt+1 can
be calculated as follows:

ξt+1 = ξt + K(m,!t , t+1, �t+1, J ) + L(m,!t , t+1, �t+1) (17)

The social relations are updated similarly to the works of Ochs et al. [7]

8 Implementation

Running the APF library, we construct a scenario with two ANPCs with different
personalities. In this scenario, we use the context of the 1960 comic book “Dennis
the Menace.” Dennis is a young, 6-year-old boy who is trying to learn about the
world. Dennis’s parents, the Mitchells, and his neighbors, the Wilsons, are his role
models that try and steer Dennis to the right path. For this scenario, the player plays
as Mr. Wilson, and the ANPC is Dennis.

We can understand the ANPCs’ social relationships by graphing their emotional
state. As time passes, actions are performed by the player, and the ANPC reacts
to the action. In Fig. 7, there are six graphs with three different examinations over
time for both experiments. The first set of graphs is the ANPC’s emotional state
history, plotting the twelve emotions the ANPC can generate. The second set of
graphs shows the social relationship history from Dennis to Mr. Wilson. The social
relationship is based on the emotional state at that time, and the graph plots the four
dimensions of a social relationship. For clarity, only liking and dominance from the
social relationship are plotted. The third graph is using MDS to show the certainty
of classifying the current relationship.
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Fig. 7 Two experiments running APF with a Dennis the Menace setting, testing the heterogeneity
of two ANPCs undergoing the same scenario, one Dennis with a turbulent Campaigner personality
and the other Dennis with an assertive executive personality

The abscissa for all graphs is the time passing and the name of the action
performed by the player. The ordinate for each graph ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. The
first set of graphs, the emotional state history, tells the amount of an emotion felt
by the ANPC at that time. The second graph, the social relationship history, tells
the amount of a trait visible by their relationship. The third set of graphs, the
relationship type, is a percentage of similarity between the reference points of social
relationships and the current social relationship between Dennis and Mr. Wilson. In
other words, the social relation with the highest value is considered to be the current
relationship.

The scenario plays out as follows: Mr. Wilson catches Dennis uprooting one of
his turnips. Mr. Wilson scolds Dennis for picking his crop too early and tells him
to wait as he grabs some tools. Mr. Wilson comes back and works with Dennis to
plant new turnips. Once they finished, they both celebrate that the garden is back to
normal.

With this scenario, we can change Dennis’s personality to see how he will react to
Mr. Wilson. To represent Dennis’s personality, APF was given 32 reference points
to map the OCEAN personality to the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator [14]. In the
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first experiment, Dennis has a Turbulent Campaigner (ENFP-T) personality. In the
second experiment, Dennis has the Assertive Executive (ESTJ-A) personality.

In the emotional history graph, there are distinct differences between the
Campaigner Dennis and Executive Dennis. As the Campaigner is experiencing the
Scolding from Mr. Wilson, he generates emotions of hate and fear, Point A. The
Executive, on the other hand, only generates hatred, point B, and does not fear
Mr. Wilson, point C. The reason for this is because of the Neurotic trait of their
personality. The Campaigner’s Neurotic level is at 0.620, giving him qualities of
anxiousness and prone to negative emotions. The Executive’s Neurotic level is much
lower, at 0.153, giving him qualities of being calm and even-tempered. Both the
Campaigner and the Executive generated hatred because of their Extraverted trait,
0.875, and 0.956, respectively, giving the Dennises the qualities of being sociable
and assertive. At point E, the Campaigner is generating love and enjoyment when
they are celebrating with Mr. Wilson. The Executive, however, only generates love
and not enjoyment at point F. The lack of enjoyment is because of the Openness
trait. For the Campaigner, Openness is at 0.940, giving him qualities of curiosity
and having a wide range of interests. For the Executive, Openness is at 0.122, giving
him qualities of being practical and conventional.

In the social relations history graph, we see how the Dennises view Mr. Wilson
based on how Mr. Wilson treats Dennis. With the Campaigner, Denis at first likes
Mr. Wilson at point G because he started with an abundance of joy. However,
since the Campaigner is generating fear and hatred up to point A, the liking starts
to decrease. With the hatred increasing, the dominance increases as well. When
Mr. Wilson leaves to grab his tools at point H, there are more negative emotions
generating than positive, and so the liking for Mr. Wilson continues to drop. While
Mr. Wilson is looking for his tools, fear is decreasing, so the dominance continues
to rise. When they start working on the garden at point I, there is an inflection point
for dominance because of the decrease in pride and reproach. At point J, there is
another inflection point for liking because of the increase in love and a decrease in
hatred and reproach. Finally, since the Campaigner generated emotions of love and
enjoyment, liking rises.

Looking at the social relations history graph for the Executive Dennis, there is
still an increase in liking at point K because of the abundance of joy. However,
because fear was not generated, the liking flat lines at point L before the scolding
finishes. Similarly, because of the decrease of fear and an increase in hatred,
dominance rises much quicker. During the silence, the dominance maxes out while
the liking continues to flatline because a relatively equal amount of positive and
negative emotions are decreasing. While they are working together, joy decreases a
little faster than love, making them intersect at point M. The intersection influences
the liking at point N so much that it starts to decrease. Once the garden is done, and
they are celebrating, the Executive is generating love, admiration, and hope at point
F. The generation of positive emotions increases liking at point O, but because of
the increase in admiration, there is a decrease in dominance at point P.

In the last set of graphs, the relation type shows how the Dennises are associating
themselves and how they would treat Mr. Wilson. The Campaigner, in the beginning,
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views Mr. Wilson as a stranger. At point Q, during the scolding, the Campaigner
believes he is a child and should treat Mr. Wilson as a parent. At point R during
the silence, the Campaigner presents himself as a boss and treats Mr. Wilson as a
worker. The reason the Campaigner chose the boss-worker relation is because of
the enormous gap between the liking and dominance from the social relation. The
boss-worker relation gives the feeling that the Campaigner is impatient and wants to
start working without Mr. Wilson. It is not until they celebrate does the Campaigner
presents himself as a child, and Mr. Wilson as a parent once more at point S.

For the Executive, we start the same with a stranger, and then the child-parent
relation similar to the Campaigner. The difference shows at point T when the
Executive presents himself as a parent and treats Mr. Wilson as a child. The
Parent-Child relation was chosen because of the smaller gap between the liking
and dominance from the social relation. The Executive continues with the Parent-
Child relation for the remainder of the scenario. The Parent-Child relation gives the
feeling that the Executive wants to take responsibility but is forced to work with an
overdramatic person.

9 Conclusion

The “Artificial Psychosocial Framework” (APF) is an emotional modeling tool
to help create “Affective Non-Player Characters” (ANPC) in-game engines. The
principle of APF is the CAT and is supported by psychological models to generate
emotions and social relations with other ANPCs. Developing ANPCs will help
create realistic virtual worlds and allow for the conception of further emotion-centric
gameplay for designers. APF was created as a library for developers to use as a plug-
in for any game engine. From Fig. 8, one can see an example of how a developer
can use APF with the visual programming tool, blueprints, from the Unreal Engine.

Future works include optimizations to allow for thousands or millions of ANPCs
within a virtual world. In this case, one file of valence values would represent a
colony. One can also use a random number offset to modify the ANPCs’ valences
within the said colony. Balancing is necessary for each game to determine the
correlations between personality vs. emotion, personality vs. social relation, and
emotion vs. social relations. APF allows for social relations to update over time. One
can consider updating the other relations, Attitude and Praise, to allow for dynamic
opinions.

After integrating APF into a game engine, we can consider unique gameplay
features. Like Valve’s zombie apocalypse title, “Left 4 Dead,” their AI director
guides the gameplay based on the players’ dread [21]. APF would monitor ANPCs’
emotions, and either changes the virtual world, using a director or arbiter system,
or influence NPCs’ decisions, such as animal or zombie. From the works of Brinke
et al. with their project, “The Virtual Storyteller,” we can use their idea of out-of-
character knowledge with in-character knowledge to influence ANPC choices [22].
An ANPC would select actions that result in an intended reaction from another
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Fig. 8 And example blueprint that uses the APF plug-in to import the social relations

ANPC, leading to exciting scenarios. Alternatively, APF can enhance the tension
of 11 Bit studio’s title “This War of Mine,” where the player has to consider the
ANPC’s opinions and well-being before sending them off to complete a moral
dilemma [23]. Integrating APF into a game engine will allow for novel game
mechanics that focus on human emotions and social relationships.

To access the Library and data presented in the paper, please visit https://gitlab.
com/humin-game-lab/artificial-psychosocial-framework.
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A Prototype Implementation of the
NNEF Interpreter

Nakhoon Baek

1 Introduction

Recently, the machine learning and big-data analysis applications are among the
most important key issues in the area of computation and data handling [2]. One of
the distinguished characteristics of the target data is that they are too large and/or too
complex to be dealt with traditional data analysis tools. Thus, we need brand-new
data handling tools for those large-scale data processing.

The neural networks and their related tools are actually one of the most suitable
tools for the machine learning applications and large-scale complex data analysis,
at this time. Combining the neural network tools with large-scale data processing,
we can achieve remarkable results. As the result, we now have many neural network
frameworks, including TensorFlow [1], Caffe [4], Keras [5], and others.

In the field of neural networks and their handling, the NNEF (Neural Network
Exchange Format) [3] is one of the de facto standard file formats to exchange the
trained data and the computation network itself, as shown in Fig. 1. At this time,
NNEF file loaders and exporters are widely used in a variety of areas, including
neural network applications, big-data handling, vision processing, and others.

In this work, we present an approach to directly execute the described operations
in the NNEF files, similar to the programming language interpreters. Our goal is
to build up a framework to support the execution and the translation of the NNEF
files. As the first step, we show that the computation result of NNEF files can be
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Fig. 1 The role of NNEF files

calculated directly from our prototype implementation of the NNEF interpreting
system.

2 Design and Implementation

For the ease of NNEF file handling, the Khronos group provides some tools to
generate and consume NNEF documents, on the GitHub repository [6]. Among
those tools, the NNEF parser provides a standard way of parsing the standard NNEF
files.

When successfully parsed, the Khronos NNEF parser generates a computational
graph corresponding to the input NNEF file. An NNEF computational graph is
actually represented with the following three major data structures:

• nnef::graph—contains the computational graph itself, which consists of lists of
tensors and operations;

• nnef::tensor—contains a specific tensor, which can be an activation tensor or a
variable tensor in the computational graph;

• nnef::operation—represents a single pre-defined operation in the computational
graph.

The NNEF standard specification [3] shows that the tensors may have arbitrary
dimensions. Additionally, the original NNEF standard already specified more than
100 operations, and additional extensions can be applied to those operations.

Starting from those computational graphs, our system can do the required actions,
such as directly executing the NNEF computation graph, or generating translated
programming codes. Our overall design for this work flow is summarized in Fig. 2.

As the first step of our NNEF handling system, we targeted an NNEF interpreter:
a single program executing the NNEF computations in a step-by-step manner. Our
NNEF interpreter takes the computational graph from the Khronos NNEF parser, as
the most important input.
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Fig. 2 Overall architecture of our NNEF interpreting system

In the next step, it traverses all the NNEF operations (or nnef::operation nodes),
through the given order in the NNEF file. For each NNEF operation, it takes all the
corresponding input tensors (or nnef::tensor nodes) and does the computations.
The computation results are again stored into the tensors in the computational
graph. Thus, the values of tensors in the computational graph can be updated after
executing the computational graph itself.

3 Results

As an example case, we selected the famous MNIST hand-writing training [8] and
used the very simple Python implementation, which is available in [7].

The input of the example NNEF file is a 1D array with 784 floating-point
numbers, which actually represents 28-by-28 pixel images for hand-written decimal
numbers from 0 to 9. Using the trained values of the internal neural networks, from
the disk files of “mnist-wih” and “mnist-who,” we can calculate the results as given
in Fig. 3.

After executing the example NNEF file in Fig. 3, with selected samples as its
input values, our NNEF interpreter gets the result shown in Fig. 4. Since the result is
actually the same to that of the original Python program, we can consider our NNEF
interpreter works well at least for the MNIST examples.
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NNEF file

version 1.0;
graph mnist_query( input ) -> ( output ) {

input = external<scalar>( shape=[784,1] );
wih = variable<scalar>( shape=[200,784], label="mnist-wih" );
who = variable<scalar>( shape=[10,200], label="mnist-who" );
hidden = sigmoid( matmul( wih, input ) );
output = sigmoid( matmul( who, hidden ) );

}

Fig. 3 An example NNEF file

result

0.04075291
0.00826926
0.05436546
0.02137949
0.01371213
0.03757233
0.00205216
0.90605090
0.02076551
0.03548543

Fig. 4 An example result from our NNEF interpreter

4 Conclusion

For the machine learning applications and also for the big-data handlings and their
related works, the most intuitive computational tool may be the tools based on neural
networks. To support neural network computations, NNEF is the de facto standard
from the Khronos Group.

At this time, NNEF handling tools are focused on the data loading and the
file format conversions. In contrast, we tried to directly execute the contents of
NNEF files, after interpreting them. Our prototype implementation shows that our
approach works for real examples. Other kinds of NNEF handling tools, including
code generations and NNEF training tools, are also possible in the near future.
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A Classifier of Popular Music Online
Reviews: Joy Emotion Analysis

Qing-Feng Lin and Heng-Li Yang

1 Introduction

Since the Web 2.0 site began to flourish, many user reviews accumulated every
day on the web. More and more users would collect these online reviews to
compare the advantages and disadvantages of candidate products before making
purchasing decisions. As data grows on the network, the problem of information
overload is getting worse. With the development of data and text mining technology,
many automatic opinion-oriented classifiers have been proposed to solve the
problem of information overload. However, although most of opinion analyses
can find attributes (features)-opinion pairs rules, such as sound quality-very good,
graphic quality-very poor, they could not fit well for hedonic products, such as
music, novel, story, film, dance, painting, etc. Products can be classified into two
categories: hedonic product and functional products [5]. Functional products refer
to either tangible goods (e.g., computers, cars and mobile phones), or intangible
transportation services or financial products, which are designed to expect users
to obtain pre-designed functional values by operating such things. Such products
usually do not directly trigger multiple emotions. For example, in normal conditions,
people should not feel like “a car is sad to drive” or “this phone really scares me.”
However, hedonic products (e.g., movie) would invoke different emotional feeling
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for customers, such as sadness, joy, excitement, shock, love [14]. For such products,
the general attribute evaluation rules are not enough to describe consumers’ likes
and dislikes. The providers of hedonic products would like to know “how their
products can bring what kind of emotion to people.” This study proposes a system
framework to analyze the emotion feeling embedded in the online reviews, and uses
“popular songs” as an example hedonic product and “joy” as the interested emotion
to build a joy emotion classifier.

2 Literature Review

Opinion mining, sentiment analysis, or sentiment classification is to collect the
evaluations on products or services, and apply statistical or machine learning
methods to identify the positive and negative orientation or emotion excitation status
[9]. Opinion mining techniques are widely used, for example, analyzing news to
understand how competitors operate [15]. More and more attention is being paid
to analyze online reviews on products/services, such as electronics [11], movies [1,
15], and restaurants [13]. The reviews could come from fan groups, social network
sites, forums, or micro-blogs [3, 7]. There were some previous studies targeting on
music. For example, some research tried to analyze the emotions inherent in the
lyrics [2, 6, 10, 12] or audio feature [4]; some research used reviews to determine
the music category [8]. They are different from our study that tried to identify the
emotion embedded in the online reviews.

3 The Proposed System Framework

The goal of this study is to create a system to understand what emotions are
embedded in the music online review. A system framework is proposed in Fig. 1.
There are two stages: the first is the classifier training phase, and the second is the
review summary phase. The objective of the classifier training phase is to complete
the training of accurately classifying single review. A pre-processing system would
automatically scan and retrieve online reviews, clean and filter for valid comments,
and apply English/Chinese word segmentation facility to process the reviews to
obtain “formatted” comments. Since in most cases, the online reviews do not
explicitly indicate the inspired emotions of the authors after listening to the song
and because we adopt supervised learning method, we need to ask some experts
to annotate them. Another parallel job is to analyze those keywords of reviews to
judge their emotional meaning, which we call them as keyword characteristics (i.e.,
distances from a particular emotional word, for example, the distance between word
“lonely” and “joy”). Using the experts’ annotated values as the criteria, the keyword
characteristics of each comment would be fed into the sentiment classifier which can
be built via SVM (support vector machine). If the classification correct rate is not
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Fig. 1 Proposed system framework

acceptable, we would change the parameters and then re-train. If the classification
rate is satisfactory, we can apply the well-trained classifier for prediction. A new
review would be formatted and analyzed to obtain its keyword characteristics. Then,
the emotional opinion tendency of the new review would be classified as “trigger”
or “no trigger.” Finally, we need summarize the opinions of all reviews to the same
target product.

4 Prototype System

As an example, a prototype was built for a joy emotion classifier. Using the
ontology ConceptNet to calculate the relationship strength between emotion key
words and basic emotions, this study applied supervised SVM machine learning
method training to build our classifier. First, as our data set, from https://www.
xiami.com/, we used the pre-processing system to receive 483,427 reviews for 320
Chinese pop songs from the hot list of the last 20 years. Each review contains data
such as comment identifier, user identifier, username, targeted song, comment time,
comment content, number of likes (number of other users expressing agreement),
number of dislikes (number of other users expressing disagreement), etc.

https://www.xiami.com/
https://www.xiami.com/
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Next, we need some experts to judge the author’s emotional tendency for each
review. Because the data amount is huge, it would be unrealistic to expect experts to
annotate all reviews. We wish to have annotations for the “important reviews.” The
importance was ranked by the “identity number,” which is “number of likes” minus
“number of dislikes.” From those 320 songs, we screened and picked out 71 songs,
each of them had more than 10,000 identities. For these 71 songs, there were 7029
reviews, which annotation burden would still be unbearable to experts. So, we set
the second screening criterion: for each song, we chose at least 3 reviews, at most 7
reviews; and stopped choosing if we had chosen more than 3 reviews and the total
number of identities reached 70%. Finally, we selected 341 reviews for these 71
songs, and the 341 reviews accounted for 72.38% identities of all 7029 reviews.

We invited 171 college students, who were accustomed to read online reviews, to
judge the emotion expressed by these 341 review authors. Via a computing assisted
system, the students were prompted only the texts of each online review and marked
1 (joy) or 0 (no joy). All other information (e.g., the review author, number of
endorsements, lyrics, singer) was not disclosed to the students. Finally, we obtained
8941 valid answers (the minimal number of answers for single review was 23).
We computed the average marking for each review and judge “triggered joy” if the
average value is greater than 0.5.

At the same time, we handled the keyword analysis of the review. With the
processing of the part-of-speech tagger SINICA CKIP (http://ckipsvr.iis.sinica.
edu.tw/), we obtained 9,063,647 words from the whole corpus (483,427 reviews).
There were 27,662 different words, 2004 words of which were possible emotional
words (nouns, verbs, adjectives) and appeared more than 30 times in the corpus.
With manual judgement, we selected 508 words from the above 2004 words
as the frequently used keywords in the song reviews. We translated them to
English and applied ConceptNet (http://conceptnet.io/) to compute the “keyword
characteristics,” that is, distances between them and the targeted emotion “joy.” For
each review, we obtained its emotional characteristic matrix, which elements are
weighted by the number of times the keyword appeared in the review.

With the expert annotation value as the target, we applied SVM to train the joy
classifier. The 5-fold cross-validation method was adopted, that is, 341 reviews were
divided into 5 data sets, at a time one data set as test data, the other 4 data sets as
training data. We set the cost value to 10 and gamma to 0.5 as the SVM training
parameters. Thus, we achieved precision 67.41%, recall 86.89%, and F-Measure
75.92% in the training phase, and precision 68.57%, recall 79.08%, and F-Measure
73.45% in the testing phase.

Finally, we need to summarize the review opinions for each song. For example,
#3 song had three reviews: review 1 included “joy” with 10 identities, review 2
included “joy” with 5 identities, review 3 did not include joy with 3 identities. Thus,
the “joy value” of the #3 song was (10*1 + 5*1 + 3*0)/(10 + 5 + 3) = 83.33%.

http://ckipsvr.iis.sinica.edu.tw/
http://ckipsvr.iis.sinica.edu.tw/
http://conceptnet.io/
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5 Conclusions

Music consumer behaviors have been changed drastically. Audiences are increas-
ingly paying attention to online reviews. This study successfully established an
acceptable joy-emotion classifier from the real-world online Chinese music reviews,
from which it was able to summarize the emotional percentage values for each single
song. This article only introduces the online review joy classifier, but the method of
establishing other emotions is similar.
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A Design on Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) Neural Network for Digit
Recognition

Isaac Westby, Hakduran Koc, Jiang Lu, and Xiaokun Yang

1 Introduction

The subject of creating a computational model for neural networks (NNs) can
be traced back to 1943 [1, 2]. Until 1970, the general method for automatic
differentiation of discrete connected networks of nested differentiable functions has
been published by Seppo Linnainmaa [3, 4]. In 1980s, the VLSI technology enabled
the development of practical artificial neural networks. A landmark publication in
this field is a book authored by Carver A. Mead and Mohammed Ismail, titled
“Analog VLSI Implementation of Neural Systems” in 1989 [5].

The real-world applications of NNs mainly appeared after 2000 [6]. In 2009,
the design on the network with long short-term memory (LSTM) won three
competitions of handwriting recognition without any prior knowledge about the
three languages to be learned [7, 8]. And in 2012, Ng and Dean created a network
being able to recognize higher-level concepts such as cats [9].

Today, NNs have shown great ability to process emerging applications such as
speech/music recognition [10, 11], language recognition [12, 13], image classifi-
cation [14, 15], video segmentation [16, 17], and robotic [18]. With the artificial
intelligence (AI) chip market report published in May 2019, the global AI chip
market size was valued at 6638.0 million in 2018, and is projected to reach
91,185.1 million by 2025, growing at Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)
of 45.2% from 2019 to 2025 [19]. Therefore, to make NNs high speed and efficient
will have a profound impact on transportation, sustainability, manufacturing, city
services, banking, healthcare, education, entertainment, gaming, defense, criminal
investigation, and many more.
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Under this context, in this paper a case study of a low-cost design on a MultiLayer
Perceptron (MLP) neural network is proposed. This work is a preparation of
a hardware implementation on field-programmable gate array (FPGA), aiming
to accelerate the network computation within milliseconds. The design on the
network is based on the database of Modified National Institute of Standards and
Technology (MNIST), which was developed by Yann LeCun, Corinna Cortes, and
Christopher Burges for evaluating machine learning models on the handwritten digit
classification problem [20]. The main contributions of this work are:

– We present a low-cost design on MLP neural network with one input layer, one
hidden layer, and one output layer. By feeding in 28 × 28 MNIST images of
handwritten digits, this network is able to identify the digits with over 93%
accuracy. The final goal of this work is an implementation and demonstration
on FPGA to make the design as a real-time system.

– The network training is based on the MNIST handwritten digit data using the
stochastic gradient descent method [20]. And the accuracy is estimated by Matlab
on designs with half (16-bit), single (32-bit), and double (64-bit) precision. This
platform is scalable to establish different design architectures of the MLP neural
network, which is able to find the optimal energy-quality tradeoff of the hardware
implementation.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the
related works and Sect. 3 presents our work with design architecture. Section 4
discusses the implementation of the proposed system. In Sect. 5, the experimental
results in terms of hardware cost, power consumption, and FPGA prototype are
shown. Finally, Sect. 6 presents the concluding remarks and future work in our target
architecture.

2 Related Works

To date, many designs on digit recognition have been presented on algorithm
level [21, 22] and hardware level [23, 24]. For example, a recurrent neural network
(RNN) has been proposed in [25] to recognize digits, and in [26] the designs on
Deep Neural Network (DNN), Convolutional neural networks) (CNN), and Bidi-
rectional Recurrent Neural network (RNN) have been implemented and evaluated.
As a result, the accuracy can reach 99.6% with the CNN and 97.8% with the four-
layer DNN. The accuracy of RNN is 99.2%. All these researches were focused on
exploring the accuracy of the implementations. In this paper, we present a simple
architecture on MLP neural network, targeting to a low-cost design on FPGA in
terms of less slice count and power cost, and high speed of the digit recognition.
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3 Proposed Design Architecture

In this work, the database of MNIST is used to evaluate the MLP network models
and obtain the weights and biases on the handwritten digit classification [20].
Generally, the input image of this database is a 28 by 28 pixel square (784 pixels
total). A standard split of the dataset is used to evaluate and compare models, where
60,000 images are used to train a model and a separate set of 10,000 images are
used to test it.

A perceptron of the MLP is a linear classifier which is able to classify input by
separating two categories with a straight line. Input is typically a feature vector x
multiplied by weightsw and added to a bias b: y = w∗x+b. Due to the nature of the
output being binary, it makes it very hard to “train” these perceptron networks. This
is where the sigmoid neuron comes in. The sigmoid neural network works similar to
the perceptron network, except that the output is a value between 0 and 1.0, instead
of a binary value of 0 or 1 [27]. The output for the sigmoid neuron is shown below.

sigmoidneuronoutput = 1

1+ exp
(
−

n∑

i=1
wi × xi − b

) (1)

where wi is the weight corresponding to the input xi , and b represents the bias.
This sigmoid neuron solves the problem with training. By making small changes

to the weights and biases of the sigmoid neuron, we are able to make small changes
to the output, eventually converging on a “correct” or most effective set of weights
and biases. Because of this fact, sigmoid neurons are used in this paper to build the
network as shown in Fig. 1. It can be observed that only one hidden layer with 12
neurons has been used to this network. For the input and output layers, there are
28× 28 input pixels in the input layer and 10 output results in the output layer.

4 Implementation

In this section, the weights and biases of the MLP neural network are obtained, and
a simulation result is discussed as an example when running the program.

4.1 Network with Weights and Biases

Once a design had been chosen, the next step was to prove the approximate design
with single-precision floating point numbers. This step is important in ensuring the
weights and biases trained in Python work in the approximate design. The input
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Fig. 1 The design architecture on MLP network

image to the network is a 28 × 28 grayscale pixels of matrices. The way that these
pixels are numbered is shown in Fig. 2a.

The implementation of the design begins with the weights and biases that were
generated in Python. The setup of all the weights for the hidden layer neuron
is shown in Fig. 2b, being distributed in 12 rows and 784 columns. Each row
represents the 786 weights associated with one of the 12 neurons in the hidden
layer. Additionally 12 biases—one for each neuron is shown in Fig. 2c.

The output for the hidden layer neurons is then:

output (x) = 1

1+ exp
(

−
786∑

i=1
w(x)i × pi − b(x)

) (2)
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Fig. 2 The hardware design on sobel engine

where in the above equation, pi , refers to the input pixel of index i (1–786), and
w(x)i denotes the corresponding weight of the x hidden layer neuron. x ranges
from 1 to 12 with the 12 hidden neurons.

Once all 12 of the outputs of the hidden layer neurons are found, these values act
as inputs to the 10 output layer neurons. A similar process in finding the outputs
takes place as for the first hidden layer neurons, except this time we are using
weights shown in Fig. 2d and biases shown in Fig. 2e.
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The table in Fig. 2d is laid out the same as weights for the hidden layer, except
this time there are 10 rows for the output neurons, and 12 columns for the inputs.
The table biases in Fig. 2e is similar to biases for the hidden layer as well, except
there are only 10 values (one for each output neuron).

The output for the output layer neurons is then:

output (x) = 1

1+ exp
(

−
12∑

i=1
w(x)i × hiddenouti − b(x)

) (3)

where in the above equation, hiddenouti , refers to the output from the i (1–12)
hidden layer neuron, and w(x)i denotes the corresponding weight of the x output
neuron. The value, x, refers to the output layer neuron (1–10) that the output is being
calculated for.

In summary, the 784 input pixels are used with the corresponding 9408 weights,
and 12 biases to find the 12 outputs of the hidden layer neurons. The outputs of the
hidden layer are then used with the corresponding 120 weights, and 10 biases to find
the 10 outputs of the hidden layer neurons. Once this entire process has completed,
the network has processed and classified one image.

4.2 Network Implementation

The way the results are extrapolated from the neurons is shown in this section. In
general, with each correct identification the value of the number that the network
classified could be any value from 0 to 1.0. The number that is output from each
neuron can be described as the “strength” of the result. With a value of 1.0 meaning
the network has classified that as being the result with the highest probability, and a
value of 0 meaning that it has the lowest chance of being that value.

The neurons are assigned such that output(1) = 0, output(2) = 1, until output(10)
= 9. An example output when running the program can be seen in Fig. 3. The way
the program works is it goes through each value of the outputs (0–9) sequentially,
and if the current value is greater than the previous, it sets the value for variable
“answer” equal to that number. That is why we see the output “The answer is 1,”
when that number is processed, because the value for 1 (0.0001626174), is greater
than the value for 0 (0.000000007). We can see for the number 6, we have a value
of 0.9999223948. Because this number is the highest, we can determine that the
network has processed the input image, and classified it as a “6.”

In another example, for each input image, all 10 of the outputs were compared
and the highest value was determined to be the result. For instance, if we have
the outputs shown in Fig. 4, the answer would be 3 even though the number for
3 (0.6894786954) is not as strong as it could be 0.9999223948 in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 An example output when running the program with an input of 6

Fig. 4 An example output when running the program with an input of 3
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Fig. 5 Comparison of half, single, and double precision results in Matlab

5 Experimental Results

The implementation described above was run in Matlab using IEEE-754 double (64-
bits), single (32-bits), and half (16-bits) precisions. The network was tested using
the 10,000 MNIST test images. These are the same 10,000 images that were used to
test the accuracy of the network in the Python program.

5.1 Accuracy Analysis

By running for all 10,000 of the MNIST test images, the results in Fig. 5 show how
many images were correctly identified for half, single, and double precision data
types. It can be observed that the designs with half-, single-, and double precision
achieve similar accuracy of average 9325/10,000 images being correctly recognized.

In what follows, Fig. 6 shows the “strength” of the images that were classified
correctly. Specifically in Table 1, we can see that for both single and double
precision data types there are 8524 out of 10,000 images correctly identified with a
‘strength’ of 0.9 or above. This data was examined further to find any differences
between results with these data types.

5.2 Further Analysis

Figure 7 looks at the 8524 correctly identified results in Table 1, then breaks this
data down further into different ranges. More specifically, the data in Table 2 is
broken down such that the first column represents which of the values are >0.9
and <=0.99, the second column represents values >0.99 and <=0.999, and so on.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the “strength” of single and double precision data types

Table 1 Corresponding data used for comparison of “strength” of single and double precision
data types

Accuracy
0–
0.9

0.1–
0.19 0.2–0.29 0.3–0.39 0.4–0.49 0.5–0.59 0.6–0.69 0.7–0.79 0.8–0.89 0.9–1.0

Single 14 19 36 36 57 91 89 155 304 8524

Double 14 19 36 36 57 91 89 155 304 8524

Then the last column is values >0.99999999 and <=1. Experimental results in this
table show a minor difference between the implementations with signal-precision
and double precision. In the fifth column the number of single-precision design
identifies 644 images and the double precision design recognizes 643 images; and
in the sixth column the single-precision design identifies 71 images and the double
precision design recognizes one more image.

Another difference is that for the single-precision results there are 5 correctly
identified results that are equal to 1.0, and no results >0.9999999 that are not equal
to 1.0. Meanwhile for double precision, there are no results equal to 1.0 and 5 results
>0.9999999.

This difference can be attributed to the fact that doubles are more precise than
singles, just as the name would suggest. For single-precision numbers, any values
with precision of 0.99999998 or greater are not able to be represented. These
numbers are then converted to 1.0 when represented in single-precision floating
point. For double precision numbers meanwhile, these numbers are able to be
represented. This is why the for double precision values, there are 5 numbers that
are >0.9999999 and <1.0, and for single-precision there are no values and 5 that
are equal to 1.0.
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Fig. 7 Further comparison of the “strength” greater than 0.9 of single and double precision data
types

Table 2 Corresponding data used for comparison of “strength” greater than 0.9 of single and
double precision data types

Accuracy 0.9 0.99 0.999 0.9999 0.99999 0.999999 0.9999999 0.99999999 1

Single 2832 2867 2067 644 71 38 0 0 5

Double 2832 2867 2067 643 72 38 4 1 1

5.3 Accuracy Comparison

The accuracy of the Matlab implementation of the neural network can be compared
with the Python results obtained when training the network. This is because the
network has the same weights and biases, and we are using the same 10,000 MNIST
test images in order to test the network. The comparison of results is shown in Fig. 8.
In Python, the weights and biases are created using 64-bit floating point numbers,
therefore all the weights and biases are 64-bit, and must be converted to 32-bit
and 16-bit for single and half-precision. From this data we can see that the Python
results, single, and double precision results are all the same.

Surprisingly, the half-precision results in Matlab correctly identified 9326 values
out of the 10,000. This is one better than all other results and is unexpected.
Therefore the discrepancy seen in the results above is most likely associated with
a slight change in internal numbers when changing to lower granularity at half-
precision.

Overall, the results have proven the proposed network design for half, single, and
double precision data types. Comparing all of these results with the initial Python
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Fig. 8 Comparison of digit recognition accuracy of Matlab implementations with Python results

results, we can see that there is no discernible difference when using different
precision data types.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents a low-cost design on MLP neural network for recognizing
handwritten digits, including one hidden layer, as well as the input and output
layers. The accuracy of the designs with half-, single-, and double precision have
been evaluated by Matlab. Experimental result shows that there is no big difference
between the different designs. All of them achieve an accuracy of more than 93%
by running 10,000 images with the MNIST database.

In the future work, the same design including the neurons’ weights and biases
will be used to implement a hardware core by FPGA, which has a great potential
to accelerate the computation speed with an edge device. By integrating the open
source platform with an OV7670 camera and VGA-enabled interface [28, 29], it is
able to further demonstrate a real-time system to recognize handwritten digits.
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An LSTM and GAN Based ECG
Abnormal Signal Generator

Han Sun, Fan Zhang, and Yunxiang Zhang

1 Introduction

The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a record of the heart muscle movement and has
been widely used in detection and treatment for cardiac diseases. Different from
normal ECG signals, arrhythmia signals can be harbingers of some dangerous
heart diseases. Early diagnosis helps early detection of chronic disease and starts
treatment as soon as possible. For emergency heart attack such as ventricular
fibrillation, timely detection can significantly improve the survival rate [1]. There-
fore, efficient and effective ECG arrhythmia detection and classification is very
important. However, arrhythmia beats usually occur sporadically and unexpected,
which makes them extremely difficult to record. The rarity of arrhythmia data
limits the training quality of classifiers and becomes a hindrance on the road to a
comprehensive diagnosis system [2].

To enable auto-diagnosis with limited real arrhythmia data, an efficient model
to generate ECG signals with high confidence and quality, especially the abnormal
ECG signals, is necessary. To build a system that can mimic arrhythmia signal, we
choose long short-term memory (LSTM) and generative adversarial nets (GANs) as
main components. The GANs were first published in 2003 by Goodfellow et al. [3].
In the system, there is a generator (G) that will continuously produce fake signals
to approach real database, while there is a discriminator (D) that can determine
whether the input is real or from the generator. Both G and D will be trained at
the same time until the discriminator cannot define the true label. Instead of using
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the original ECG signal, we use the feature got from an LSTM encoder to train the
generator.

LSTM is a special recurrent neural network model, which can selectively
remember the important information of the input. It is good at dealing with
correlated data sequence and commonly used on speech recognition [4] and
sequence translation [5]. In our system, the LSTM encoder and decoder are trained
to find the commonality of a group of data and exclude the effort from differences
among individuals. To learn and mimic arrhythmia signals, a GAN model [3] is
included between LSTM encoder and decoder to learn the commonality within
hidden states. Previous study shows that GANs can generate similar output based on
input efficiently [6]. So we choose GANs as the generative model to synthesize the
commonality given by LSTM encoder. After enough training, it can generate fake
states and pass them to LSTM decoder to produce high quality fake signals.

Our main contributions are listed below: (1) We proposed an LSTM and GAN
based arrhythmia generator, which can learn from a small data set and produce high
quality arrhythmia signals. (2) We optimize the system performance by studying
the correlation between training iteration and training samples. (3) We verify the
effectiveness of our method on MIT-BIH data set with random forest classifiers.
Compared to classifier trained with only real data, the same classifier that is trained
with both real and fake data achieves an accuracy boost from 84.24 to 95.46%.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 is the related work
about both mathematical and machine learning based ECG models. In Sect. 3, our
method will be discussed in detail. Section 4 describes the classifier in order to test
our method. And the result is shown in Sect. 5. Discussion about future work is
given in Sect. 6. The paper is concluded in Sect. 7.

2 Related Work

2.1 Mathematical ECG Models

Mathematical ECG models use a set of dynamic equations to fit the ECG behavior.
In [7], a realistic synthetic ECG generator is built by using a set of state equations
to generate a 3D ECG trajectory in a 3D state space. ECG signal is represented
by a sum of Gaussian functions with amplitudes, angular spreads, and locations
controlled by the Gaussian kernel parameters as in Eq. 1. In [8], a sum of Gaussian
kernels are fitted to a normal ECG signal and then used to generate abnormal signal.
Switching between normal and abnormal beat types is achieved by using a first-
order Markov chain. The state probability vector (P) is trained to be changed based
on factor such as R–R time series. According to the P and the ECG morphology
parameters, the next ECG beat type can be determined.
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Fig. 1 A typical normal ECG signal wave
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In [9] to apply the model to filtering arrhythmia, a new wave-based ECG dynamic
model (WEDM) by separating different events of the ECG has been introduced.
In this model, the ECG signal was separated into three events as the P, C, and
the T that represent the P-wave, the QRS complex, and the T-wave, respectively.
Beside the (P,Q,R,S,T) events, there are also parameters needed for R-R process
used in the wave-based synthetic ECG generation, which are mean heart rate,
the standard deviation of the heart rate, the mean normalized low frequency, the
standard deviation of the normalized low frequency, the mean respiratory rate, the
standard deviation of the respiratory rate, and the low frequency to high frequency
ratio. By controlling the set of parameters, it is possible to generate abnormal
signals.

Mathematical models can generate high quality ECG signal with enough data
to extract the parameters. These parameters are often more than just standard
parameters P, Q, R, S, T as marked in Fig. 1. More parameters, such as mean heart
rate, the standard deviation of heart rate, the mean normalized low frequency, etc.,
are often necessary to configure the models. However, lack of enough ECG data
for each type of abnormality causes extreme difficulty on parameter extractions
and makes mathematical models inappropriate for general abnormal ECG signal
generation.
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2.2 Machine Learning ECG Models

The generative adversarial networks (GANs) [3], based on the mini–max two-
player game theory, show a great superiority in generating high quality artificial
data. In [10], a GAN based inverse mapping method has been produced. Instead
of cooperation between the constructed and original image space, the latent space
has been used to update the generator. The similarity of the reconstructed image
to original image is around 0.8266, which is higher than direct training. In [11],
personalized GANs (PGANs) are developed for patient-specific ECG classification.
The PGANs learn how to synthesize patient-specific signals by dealing with the
P, Q, R, S, T events. The results are used as additional training data to get higher
classification rate on personal ECG data. Three types of arrhythmia are considered
in the work with an average accuracy rate about 93%. However, the models are
only trained to produce personalized ECG signals. As sporadic types of arrhythmia
are even harder to collect for each individual, it is impractical to train GANs for
personalized abnormal ECG signal generation.

Long short-term memory (LSTM) can solve the vanishing gradient problem
caused by the gradual reduction of the back propagation. It has high performance
when dealing with time series related issues such as speech recognition, machine
translation, and encoding/decoding [4]. For ECG signal classification, LSTM
encoder/decoder classifier can achieve 99.39% for ECG signals [12]. However, it
only studies common arrhythmia that is equally distributed and ignores rare cases.

Although those models can generate both normal and abnormal signals, there are
still limitations. For the mathematical model, there are too many parameters needed
for computation. On the other hand, the input real data need to be analyzed before
it can be used for calculating. For the VAE and PGAN models, the models are only
trained to produce personalized ECG signals. However, for those sporadic types of
arrhythmia, it is hard to record and cannot be used for training. Therefore, a general
purposed ECG signal generator is needed.

3 Methodology

Figure 2 illustrates the overall flow of our LSTM and GAN based ECG signal
generator. Instead of using LSTM as classifier, we use two LSTMs, one is as encoder
to translate ECG signal data x into hidden states h, and another is as decoder to
convert h back to x. Not only more data, but also more iterations can help improve
the quality of the LSTM encoder and decoder. To generate fake ECG signals, we
insert GANs between LSTM encoder and decoder and train it to generate fake latent
vector hf that is similar to h. The LSTM encoder, decoder, and GANs are trained
separately for each type of abnormal signals. For abnormal signal type that has less
than 1000 beats, the iteration is increased to improve performance. After enough
fake ECG data are generated, a random forest classifier is trained with both real and
fake ECG data.
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Fig. 2 Proposed approach for ECG signal generator. Part (a) is the logic flow of our system. Part
(b) is the LSTM encoder and decoder training process. Part (c) shows how GANs work

3.1 LSTM Encoder and Decoder

In this section, we describe the LSTM unit and how to train LSTM encoder and
decoder. Figure 2b shows the general diagram of LSTM encoder and decoder. Each
unit represents an LSTM cell. It takes the input signal x(t), the previous unit output
h(t), the previous cell state C(t − 1), and the bias vector b as inputs. Inside a unit,
three gates (f,i,o) work together to calculate the hidden state h. The gates’ activation
value vectors are calculated to determine whether the input information should be
used. The W is the separate weight matrices for each input. The activation of three
gates is calculated in the following way: the forget gate (f ) first determinates whether
the previous memory should be used. The total input of the cell passes through the
input gate (i) and sigmoid function (tanh) and then multiplies with the activation
value of the input gate. After adding input value to the cell state C, the final output
hidden state h is calculated by multiplying the output gate activation value (o) and
tanh(C). h is used to update W for each gate.

The decoder is formed as an inverse process of the encoder, and it works by
taking the final hidden state h as the first input. The conditional decoder takes the
last generated output as one of the inputs that is represented as the dot line in Fig. 3b.
The final output of the decoder is an ECG signal restored based on the hidden state
h. All parameters including weight W and bias b are the same as the encoder unit
but in reverse order.
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Fig. 3 LSTM cell units

3.2 GANs for Fake Hidden State Generation

The GANs are used to generate fake hidden state that can pass to the LSTM decoder
to produce fake ECG signal waveform. The basic idea of the GANs is a mini–max
game of two players: the generator (G) and the discriminator (D). D exterminates
the samples to determine whether they are valid (real hidden states) or invalid (fake
hidden states), while G keeps creating samples with similar distribution to real
hidden states. We implemented the generator and discriminator in the following
way: Generator(G): The generator is a 2-layer feed-forward fully connected ANN
with ReLu. It takes a random noise as input and gives the fake hidden state hf
as output. Discriminator(D): The discriminator is a 4-layer feed-forward fully
connected ANN with ReLu between each layer. It is trained to distinguish the real
and fake states.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the training of GANs. The output of the function D(x)
is the predicted label from the discriminator of input x, while the MSE(Y, Ŷ ) =
1
n

∑n
i=1(Yi − Ŷi )2, Y is the predicted label, and the Ŷ is the ground truth. A

mini-batch of real state and a mini-batch of fake state made from the former step
variables are chosen. The training is based on two simultaneous stochastic gradient
descending processes. At each step, mini-loss functionsGloss andDloss are all given
by D. Dloss shows the ability of D in different real and fake states. A 0Dloss means
it can perfectly distinguish the inputs, and the higher Dloss is the worse situation
it will be. The Gloss represents how much the G can “cheat” D. Gloss equals to 0
means all the fake states given by G are considered as real, the higher, the worse. A
learning rate of 0.0002 is chosen [6].
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Algorithm 1 GAN training

4 Random Forest Arrhythmia Classifier

The random forest (RF) classifier used to classify different types of abnormal ECG
signals. The RF is a method that brunch of decision trees work together. Each tree
votes independently, and the final decision is made with the class that gets most
votes. The decision tree is built by randomly choosing n features from the total m
characteristics of the samples, where (n = √

m). The child nodes are decided by
using those n features until the current n features have been used in its parent node.
Multiple decision trees are built independently based on randomly picked samples
of n features. Combination of all the decision trees forms a random forest. The
contribution of RF works as follows:

(1) Randomly pick N samples from the original data set with replacement.
(2) Train the root node of the decision node based on the N samples.
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(3) Randomly choose m features from the totalM(m = √M) characteristics of the
samples. Use the m features as the split nodes until the current m features have
been used in the parent node.

(4) Independently build multiple decision trees following steps 1–3, while all trees
are built without pruning.

(5) Combine those decision trees with counters.

The feature for RF classifier in our system is the signal itself. The classifier is trained
based on real data only to classify each arrhythmia type, and then another classifier
is trained to prove the effect of real and fake data used together.

5 Result

5.1 ECG Database

In experiments we use MIT-BIH arrhythmia database [13]. In the MIT-BIH
database, total 23 types of annotations have been record. The 4 types we used are:
left bundle branch block beat (LB) with 8011 beats, right bundle branch block beat
(RB) with 6425 beats, aberrated atrial premature beat (AA) with 6548 beats, and the
atrial fibrillation (AF) with only 310 beats as the rare ECG type.

5.2 Result for LSTM and GANs

Figure 4 shows the output of decoder for type AF with different iterations. As
iteration number increases, LSTM decoder can better capture the commonality of
AF signals. Figure 5 gives the error vs. iteration curves for all four types. Figure 6
shows the fake hidden states generated by GANs and its fake ECG signal generated
by the LSTM decoder. We can see that GANs+LSTM decoder can produce similar
but not exactly the same abnormal ECG signals, which are suitable for the later
training of the RF classifier.

5.3 Classification with Fake ECG Signal

Here we compare the qualities of training based on real data only vs. training on both
real and fake data. Table 1 summarizes the training result with or without fake data
and also comparisons to other existing methods. RF stands for RF classifier trained
with only real data. It achieves an average 84.24% accuracy in total 21,298 testing
samples. And for each abnormal ECG type, the classifications rates are: 95.33%
for LB, 61.34% for RB, 96.29% for AA, and 0.18% for AF. RLG stands for RF
classifier trained with both real and fake data. Fake signals are added to data sets
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Fig. 4 Encoder result with different training steps. (a) The real signal. (b) Decoder output after
5000 steps. (c) Decoder output after 10,000 steps. (d) Decoder output after 20,000 steps

of each type to an equal number of 8200. After training, the average classification
accuracy rate increases to 95.46%. Moreover, for each type, we have 95.28% for LB,
95.39% for RB, 95.85% for AA, and 93.55% for AF. Note that testing is only done
on real data for a fair comparison, and we can see a significant boost in accuracy
especially for AF. The huge difference between with or without fake data on AF
classification shows the importance of data balance for training as well as verifies
the effectiveness of our approach.

6 Future Work

Although ECG based arrhythmia test is attracting more and more attentions and
more and more ECG databases are created, the arrhythmia beats included in are still
not comparable to normal beats. In the MIT-BIH database [13], only 16 beats of
110,000 are recorded as atrial escape beat. On the other hand, all the annotations are
given by two cardiologists artificially, and some of the public databases such as [16]
do not include arrhythmia annotation. Therefore, mathematical models can be used
as auxil. In [17], new models based on probability density function are created to
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Fig. 5 Encoder_Loss of different iterations

Fig. 6 Real vs. fake state and signal for AA. Real ones are listed on top, and fake states/signals
are at bottom
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Table 1 Performance comparison of the proposed method with other studies

Paper Method Class Beats Accuracy/%

Neuro-morphic model [14] RF 3 154 92.16

[15] SVM 4 44,258 86

[11] LG 3 Unknown 93

Mathematical model [8] VFCDM 3 61 88

Our method RF 4 21,298 84.24

RLG 95.46

make more detailed divisions about ECG signals. In that case, neural network can
participate in adjust parameters.

There are research that show that ECG signals vary from person to person [18],
and arrhythmia ECG models can also be created to adapt to different persons. With
the development of wearable ECG detect device [19], personalized ECG signal can
be collected easily. Since our system can generate ECG beat from few input real
signals, we can build a personalized classification system within few periods of
testing.

Hardware based ECG application is another field with good development pre-
spects. In [20] a 65-nm CMOS is used for personal cardiac monitoring. A classifier
is trained based on the MIT-BIH database and then tested with connected ECG
processor. With the hardware based neural network implementation method [21]
and database extended by our generator, a faster arrhythmia can be trained to get
higher accuracy.

Therefore, we will consider in future the feasibility of this hardware–software
co-operated application. We want to create a wearable device with pre-installed
arrhythmia classifier that can be adjusted by users’ ECG signal to finish the personal
cardiac monitoring.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we present an LSTM and GAN based ECG signal generator to improve
abnormal ECG classification especially for rare types. Our LSTM encoder can
extract the hidden states that represent the commonality between individuals of the
same ECG type. With fake states from GANs, our LSTM decoder can produce high
quality fake signals for later detection and classification. We implemented a random
forest classifier to verify the effectiveness of our approach. With the help of fake
ECG signals, the average classification rate improves from 84.24 to 95.46%, with
classification accuracy for rare ECG types (AF) boosted from 0.18 to 93.55%
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An IoT-Edge-Server System with BLE
Mesh Network, LBPH, and Deep Metric
Learning

Archit Gajjar, Shivang Dave, T. Andrew Yang, Lei Wu, and Xiaokun Yang

1 Introduction

In the last decade, the applications of embedded systems have boosted in the field
of Internet-of-Things (IoT). Typically, IoT systems with multiple sensors including
computation devices scattered over an enormous area [1]. While the advent of
IoT solved many hitches, several inevitable problems were invited as well [2, 3].
The amalgamation of IoT and cloud requests facilitated the formation of edge
computing, in which computing befalls at the network edge where there is no
limitation of devices in terms of hardware type [4, 5]. In other words, the computing
hardware device can be anything such as Raspberry Pi [6], Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) [7], System-on-Chip (SoC) [8], Application-Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC) [9], general-purpose Central Processing Unit (CPU), or server [10].
For better understanding, a comparison between edge computing and traditional
cloud computing systems is shown in Table 1.

Under the described idea, many research groups are working on edge computing
in the hunt for further exploration and improvement. The edge computing is,
currently, one of the most popular topics, and with the trend of machine learning,
scholars are combining two ideas in order to achieve desired goals that are men-
tioned above [11, 14]. In the field of edge computing, the major focus of the research
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Table 1 Cloud computing vs. edge computing

Parameters Cloud computing Edge computing

Architecture Centralized Distributed

Data processing Far from the source Adjacent to the source

Latency High Low

Jittering High Low

Data privacy Low High

Accessibility Global Local

Mobility Limited Feasible

No. of nodes Few Extremely high

Data exploitation risk Global Remains in edge network

Communication with devices Over the Internet Local through edge node

work is on the software side, which includes performance improvement [19–
21], algorithm optimization [12, 15], and increased efficiency with better task
scheduling [13]. Comparatively, there is much less flow where scholars are working
on the FPGA [17, 18], digital circuit [16], embedded systems [24], and hardware
architecture [25, 26].

On that front, this literature proposes a promising architecture on IoT-Edge-
Server based embedded systems with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) mesh system,
surveillance system, a couple of processors and a server. In a generic manner, we
have two platforms: (a) a BLE mesh network and (b) a surveillance demonstration.
These systems are able to fetch data, at one instance, to Intel i7-7700HQ CPU
and to Raspberry Pi on the other instance. The entire system has, virtually, three
layers: (1) disposed layers, (2) edge computing network, and (3) cloud computing
network [27].

The edge computing is boon to the IoT, but it also brings veil challenges that
inspired us to propose a pioneering architecture. The main contributions of this work
are as follows:

– To provide a robust architecture of IoT-Edge-Server embedded systems that
can be implemented on extensively scattered environments such as agricultural
farms, smart cities, or commercial/industrial buildings.

– Depending upon the application-specific tasks, we provide a system with an
architecture that has two conceivable methods of computation: 1) traditional
cloud computing and 2) edge computing.

– An implementation of two of the innumerable face recognition algorithms on
Raspberry Pi and Intel i7-7700HQ CPU. There were few publications where they
had performed a similar task on the comparably likewise hardware setting, but
there is no mention of computation time or accuracy [28–30]. While our work not
only delivers computation time and accuracy but also provides those data with an
assortment of multiple face recognition algorithms, cameras, and computation
devices as well.

– Improved data privacy—edge computing enables computation at the edge nodes,
which requires personal data to be on the edge nodes rather than storing them on
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Fig. 1 Two channel computation options

a cloud. In other words, data remains at the network edge, which restricts data
being hacked by anyone from the server.

– Improved computation speed—Performing any type of computation at any edge
node prevents extreme back-and-forth of data to the cloud server and also
improves the computation speed by reducing the latency. We provide benchmarks
for computation time of cloud computing and edge computing for the same task
to prove our hypothesis.

– We design communication commands for BLE mesh fabricated boards, which
are reserved for only these boards.

2 Proposed Architecture

In this section, we propose the design architecture as shown in Fig. 2, and we
also provide various computation options as shown in Fig. 1. The computation
options can be decided based on the requirements in terms of computation time
and responsiveness.

Figure 2 displays the proposed architecture of the IoT-Edge-Server based
embedded system. More specifically, the architecture consists mainly of three virtual
layers. These layers are depicted in Fig. 1: (1) disposed layer, (2) edge computing
network, and (3) cloud computing.

2.1 Disposed System

In Fig. 2, the disposed system is labeled with the multiple disposed systems, which
are BLE mesh network and surveillance system. Generally, the disposed layer is an
integrated system to the edge computing network depending upon the applications
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Fig. 2 Proposed architecture

and requirements. As mentioned earlier, for our proposed architecture and mainly to
test our hypothesis, we implemented a BLE mesh network and surveillance system.

The BLE mesh network is a creation of four semi-customized boards using the
APlix CSR 1020 modules that are suitable for low-power and restricted-complexity
IoT applications. In this typical system, there is one master host connected to three
slave boards. Each board possesses components to perform a designated task: (1)
temperature and humidity sensor, (2) light-emitting diode (LED), and (3) motor.

On the other side, the surveillance system manifests a passive infrared (PIR)
sensor associated with a camera to detect and recognize a face(s) in the milieu.

2.2 Edge Network

As shown in Fig. 2, the green-colored area named as edge nodes consists of all the
computation devices for the architecture. Such devices are connected to the disposed
systems and cloud server that apparently creates an edge computing network. For
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time being, we neglect the orange-colored area to visualize a simple embedded
system without any cloud server. For our system, we propose three types of edge
nodes that include FPGA, CPU, and Raspberry Pi. These devices will provide
assistance in the improvement of latency for the task and sieving data that needs
to be stored on the server eventually. The filtration of data includes the removal of
repetitive data, duplicated logs, or any junk data.

2.3 Cloud Network

The entire orange-colored system titled as traditional cloud computing, as displayed
in Fig. 2, is envisioned as a cloud computing network where all the data from the
disposed systems can be transferred to the server for the computation to take further
steps. When the computation is completed, the decision or data will be sent back to
the disposed systems. We would like to emphasize that the orange-colored portion
in Fig. 2 is a traditional cloud computing architecture where all the computing and
data would be sent to cloud for any kind of processing. For the proposed research
work, the server specifications are as follows: Intel(R) Core (TM) i3-7350K @ 4.20
GHz with 8 Gigabyte (GB) Random Access Memory (RAM).

3 Implementation

In this section, details of the design of the whole platform are introduced including
the BLE mesh system, surveillance system, and server-side execution.

3.1 BLE Mesh System

As mentioned before, the BLE mesh system has, currently, four self-designed boards
accomplishing varied tasks creating the complete system on the foundation of the
BLE low energy protocol. As shown in Fig. 3, using the mesh-topology method
and abundant sensors, we can establish a large-scale environment. Figure 3 visually
elucidates the arrangement of all the sensors in the giant setting. Moreover, the
maximum distance between two boards to be able to communicate is around 57
feet as our experimental result. As shown in Fig. 3, the BLE mesh host/server is
only able to communicate with an actuator that is in the same group 2. Furthermore,
the actuator works as a relay for groups 1 and 2; in that manner, the BLE mesh
host/server is able to communicate with the LED and temperature/humidity sensor
boards. With the use of a relay between two boards, the maximum-communication
distance can be increased to 77 feet as our results. Thus, a large network with
numerous sensors can be deployed for wide-range habitats.
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Fig. 3 Mesh topology

Fig. 4 Data packet

The above-mentioned boards communicate on specific commands with each
other. Due to the self-manufactured PCB boards, they are not, commercially,
available in the market and also should interact with each other on the private set
of commands that are reserved for these typical boards only [22, 23]. Figure 4 is a
generic hexadecimal command, which includes required data types with their pre-
defined size, content, and description for better understanding.

Figure 5 presents a particular hexadecimal command to turn on/off the LED.
Figure 6 demonstrates a particular hexadecimal command to control the LED,

and the output is the mixed color of Red, Green, and Blue.
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Fig. 5 LED ON/OFF

Fig. 6 LED control

Fig. 7 Mesh network check

Fig. 8 Motor control

Figure 7 is mainly used to check the network connection between the host and
other devices. Note that device numbers hexadecimal 02, 03, and 04 allow to check
network connection with LED, a thermal sensor, and motor, respectively.

Figure 8 displays the command to control a motor in which direction has two
input values: hexadecimal 00 or 01 for clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation,
respectively. The strength represents the speed of the motor that has a total of six
input values: hexadecimal 00 stops the motor and hexadecimal 01 to 05 changes the
speed of the motor from low to high.

Figure 9 provides ability to control the sensor. Here, hexadecimal 00 stops
data receiving from the sensor and hexadecimal 01 activates data receiving, which
provides current temperature and humidity.

The command, shown in Fig. 10, transmits current humidity and temperature
value data to host that has 16-bit resolution for each, the most significant bit (MSB)
to least significant bit (LSB). The sensor data is 10 times of the real humidity. On
the other side, the MSB is the sign bit for temperature, where 1 and 0 represent
negative and positive temperature, respectively. The other 15 bits are the value of
temperature that is again 10 times of the real temperature.

– An example for humidity:
Humidity range: hexadecimal 0000 to FFFF

– 0000 0010 0101 0011 (Binary) = 0253 (Hex)
0253 (Hex) = 2 × 256 + 5 × 16 + 3 = 595
Real humidity = 59.5% RH
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Fig. 9 Sensor control

Fig. 10 Sensor data

– An example for temperature:
Temperature range: hexadecimal 0000 to FFFF

– 0000 0001 0010 0001 (Binary) = 0121 (Hex)
0121 (Hex) = 1 × 256 + 2 × 16 + 1 = 289
Real temperature = 28.9◦ C

– 1000 0000 1000 0011 (Binary) = 8083 (Hex)
8083 (Hex) = 0 × 256 + 8 × 16 + 3 = 131
Real temperature = -13.1◦ C

3.2 Surveillance System

When such a big system is deployed on the large environments, security becomes
one of the main concerns [31–33]. Keeping security, a crucial factor of our system,
we implemented an intelligent control system that can detect motion with a PIR
sensor. Moreover, a detected motion enables the camera that captures an image on
that instance of motion to detect and recognize a human face(s) in that typical image
frame. If an unknown human is detected, the system creates an alert and notifies to
the designated person via email. Upon the recognition of a known person from the
database, there will be no alert generated.

There are plentiful algorithms available to recognize the face but for the sake of
simplicity we chose two of them to test on our system: (1) the Low Binary Pattern
Histogram (LBPH) and (2) the Deep Metric Learning (DML).

3.2.1 Low Binary Pattern Histogram

The LBPH is one of the algorithms open-sourced in the Open-CV library [34]. Post-
implementation, we noticed that LBPH provides lesser accuracy compared to the
Deep Metric Learning algorithm but at the same time it also has lower computation
time for the equal setup. We implemented LBPH on Raspberry Pi 3 and Intel(R)
Core (TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80GHz with 16 Gigabyte (GB) Random Access
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Memory (RAM). We also need to create and train the dataset in order to recognize
the face(s) using the algorithm. Training of the dataset is performed every time
changes occur in the dataset; otherwise, we do not need to train and directly run the
algorithm to recognize a face(s).

Due to the lower computation time, it was feasible to contrivance LBPH on the
Raspberry Pi. For the LBPH, the lighting of the surrounding, distance of humans
from a camera, and many other perilous situations may affect the accuracy of
recognizing a person from the given image frame.

3.2.2 Deep Metric Learning

DML is a face recognition algorithm from the dlib C++ library, which is an open-
sourced collection of machine learning applications and algorithms [35]. The DML
delivers surprisingly higher accuracy but at the same time drains out the computation
power of a processor compared to LBPH. The requirement of the computation
resource on DML is high; thus, as a case study the execution was successfully
achieved on the Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80 GHz with 16 Gigabyte
(GB) Random Access Memory (RAM).

As shown in Fig. 13, for DML based face recognition system, which identifies
the human face if it is in the image frame, there is no need to train the dataset as the
open-source library is pre-compiled with human facial features. Hence, it directly
allows implementing inference on the desired platform.

Furthermore, on top of the face recognition systems, we have implemented an
alert system that notifies the designated person if the recognized face(s) is not in the
dataset. To accomplish such a task, we instigated a script using Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) that enables us to send an alert in the email to the authorities
to initiate safekeeping regarded action. The benefit of such notification is that the
nominated person can choose to take contemplating safety action without physically
being in the range of the system if needed.

3.2.3 Server-Side Execution

As shown in Fig. 2, we set traditional cloud computing architecture to measure
the computation time for each task such as recognition time for both LBPH and
DML algorithms as well as BLE mesh network commands. We create a server
using Node.js, a JavaScript run-time environment to execute JavaScript, scripting
on an Intel(R) Core (TM) i3-7350K @ 4.20 GHz with 8 Gigabyte (GB) Random
Access Memory (RAM). In Fig. 11, steps to create a server on a processor are shown
including all the project environments, which must be followed by “nodemon app”
command where the “app” is our project name.

As represented in Fig. 12, whenever web request is triggered by task or user,
an appropriate Node.js script runs to request data on the cloud from the disposed
systems. In a follow-up after that processed request, data is transmitted toward
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Fig. 11 Creating server on processor

cloud from the disposed systems. Depending upon the requirements, the cloud
server executes a task or performs computation and sends back data to the disposed
systems, if needed. For this work, the cloud server will be performing all the tasks
or computations in a python scripting environment. Also, for any continuous task,
such a process could have back-and-forth data transmission from cloud to a disposed
system or vice versa.

To control the whole system, we create a simple web page to perform all the tasks
using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) and Node.js. A screenshot from demo
web page is shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 14 is a screenshot from the web page after a task being executed on the
BLE mesh system, and it also shows the time of execution for a task on cloud
computing.

Figure 15 displays a screenshot of a web page when the database is stored on the
cloud for LBPH algorithm based face recognition. The database stores 300 images
each for every person.

As mentioned before, every time we change the database, the algorithm is
required to train the new database, and for the status update, screenshot is shown
in Fig. 16.

Finally, after receiving the database and training them, the algorithm would
be able to recognize the face(s) from the image/video frame. Figure 17 shows a
correctly recognized image together with a screenshot and execution time.

In Fig. 18, we share a screenshot of the face recognition system using the DML
algorithm including the total computation time.
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Fig. 12 Cloud server request
flow

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we display results from the conducted experiments on the system
to bolster our hypothesis. We share the distance improvement of the BLE mesh
system with a node between them functioning as a relay. We provide accuracy
results for the LBPH and DML algorithms on various computing devices including
their performance results in terms of computation time.

Table 2 represents the maximum distance between two mesh boards, which is 57
feet. Interestingly, any board would not be able to communicate with other boards if
the distance is greater than 57 feet, but it can be, definitely, increased up to 77 feet
using other boards as a relay between those boards.

Table 3 represents computation time for a specific task on a couple of computa-
tion devices as well as a cloud server. While execution time on the Raspberry Pi and
CPU for a specific same task is quite negligible, the execution time cloud server is
terribly high even for such a low-data-rate task execution.
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Fig. 13 Demo web page

Fig. 14 BLE mesh
system—task execution
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Fig. 15 Capture dataset for LBPH

Fig. 16 Trained dataset

Table 4 displays the time taken, in seconds, by different devices along with
both the recognizing methods for the edge computing as well as execution for
cloud computing. The computation time utterly relies on the hardware, and it is
the processing speed. Furthermore, the time taken by the cloud server is fairly high
compared to any edge computation devices.

Table 5 is the accuracy of recognizing the face(s) on the different systems with the
same environment setting. The LBPH provides extremely lower accuracy compared
to the DML method that consists of potential raise to a certain percentage by training
more datasets and also replacing with better camera quality. Although there is a
plausible way to increase accuracy, we exceedingly doubt about LBPH’s capability
to imitate the accuracy of DML.
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Fig. 17 Face recognition using LBPH

Fig. 18 Face recognition using DML

5 Conclusion

The proposed architecture presents favorable fallout as far as wide-range habitats
are concerned with plausibility to deploy long-range BLE mesh system, scalable
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Table 2 Distance results for
mesh network

Maximum distance No. of node(s)

57 feet 0

77 feet 1

Table 3 Task execution on
BLE mesh system

Device Task execution time(s)

Raspberry Pi ≥ 0.07

CPU ≥ 0.06

Cloud server ≥ 0.2

Table 4 Face recognition
performance for edge/cloud
computing

Device Recognition time(s) Method

Raspberry Pi 0.41–0.45 LBPH

CPU 0.035–0.037 LBPH

CPU 0.391–0.398 DML

Cloud server ≥ 6 LBPH

Cloud server ≥ 9 DML

Table 5 Face recognition accuracy

Devices Recognition accuracy(%) Webcam Method

Raspberry Pi 50–60% Logitech C270 LBPH

CPU 50–60% Logitech C270 LBPH

CPU 60–70% 720p HD Laptop LBPH

CPU 99.38% 720p HD Laptop DML

Cloud server 50–60% Logitech C270 LBPH

Cloud server 99.38% Logitech C270 DML

surveillance system, and an email alert system. A large-scale BLE mesh system
can be established using mesh topology. A scalable surveillance system means
using a different combination of face recognition algorithms, camera quality, and
hardware’s computation speed, and one can use such a setup depending on the
requirements. With the implementation of the proposed architecture, there are
many application-specific large-scale sites that can be benefited such as commercial
buildings, agricultural farms, industrial factories, etc.

6 Future Scope

The proposed architecture has many future research directions. The manufactured
boards can be replaced with ASIC chips with research funding. As demonstrated
in the proposed hardware architecture figure, all these computations can be done at
a logic level using FPGAs that can be, eventually, replaced with ASIC chips, too.
Alert system upgrades are also possible where mobile applications could be created
rather than web page based control methods. Since the proposed work has a lot of
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potential research opportunities in the emerging field of artificial intelligence, it is
likely to create a big impact on the design of such an application-specific integrated
circuit for offering low-latency and inexpensive computations.
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An Edge Detection IP of Low-Cost
System on Chip for Autonomous Vehicles

Xiaokun Yang, T. Andrew Yang, and Lei Wu

1 Background

No doubt, the wide use of autonomous vehicles will significantly enhance the human
mobility and change our lives [1–3]. It has a great potential to benefit the world by
increasing traffic efficiency [4], reducing pollution [5], and eliminating up to 90%
of traffic accidents [6].

The first autonomous vehicle can be traced back to 1980s—Carnegie Mellon
University’s Navlab and autonomous land vehicle (ALV) projects in 1984 and
Mercedes-Benz and Bundeswehr University Munich’s Eureka Prometheus Project
in 1987 [7, 8]. Until 2007, the first benchmark test for autonomous driving in realis-
tic urban environments was completed [9, 10]. And in 2010, Google announced that
its self-driving car was able to cover thousands of miles of real-road driving [11].
To date, the large-scale adoption of sensors [12–14] and artificial intelligence [15–
17] brings a chance to make autonomous vehicles being widely used a reality in the
coming years. However, many challenges to modern vehicles still remain, such as
the security of the connected systems [18] and the real-time decision making with
complex intelligent algorithms and systems [19, 20].
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2 Introduction

Under this context, we propose a system-on-chip (SoC) design by using a low-cost
and low-power on-chip bus architecture [21]. Compared to the previous designs
on the SoC for autonomous vehicles [22–24], our work has a great potential to
reduce the chip size and power cost by using a novel bus transfer mode and on-
chip topology for security cores and road detection engines [25]. Furthermore,
several intellectual properties (IPs), including an advanced encryption standard
(AES) engine presented in [26, 27], and multiple SoC interfaces and peripherals
in [28–30] will be integrated to the SoC. Most of these works are open-source
designs and ready to be integrated. In this chapter, we focus on exploring the design
on the edge detection IP, aiming to show a demonstration on detecting the edge of
320× 240 size frames of images within 0.8 milliseconds per frame.

Generally, edge detection is an image processing algorithm for finding the
boundaries of objects within images by using a variety of mathematical approaches.
It can be mainly used for image segmentation and data extraction in object detection
such as road lane detection [31, 32], interactive model predictive control [33], smart
parking [34], and traffic analysis [35]. More specifically, the contribution of this
chapter is as follows:

– Compared to previous works focusing on algorithm optimizations and software
level implementations on edge detection [36–39], this work is an open-source
design with multiple hardware IPs, which are able to be integrated and demon-
strated on Xilinx Nexys 4 FPGA. We expect that the public release of this
platform will lead to better demonstrations in the future, as well as to serve
teaching courses and research projects in the fields of integrated circuit design,
robotics, and artificial intelligence.

– Using the video processing platform proposed in [28], the edge detection speed
can reach 1302 frames per second (fps). Additionally, the experimental results
in terms of simulation, synthesis schematic, slice count, and power consumption
have been discussed in this chapter.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 3 presents our work
with design architecture, and Sect. 4 discusses the implementation of the proposed
system. In Sect. 5, the experimental results in terms of computation speed, slice cost,
and power consumption are shown. Finally, Sect. 6 presents the concluding remarks
and future work in our target architecture.

3 Proposed Design Architecture

This section presents the design architecture of the entire system, including the
image capture module, I2C controller, VGA master, memory controller, and more
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Fig. 1 The MSBUS SoC architecture

important, the sobel engine for edge detection. The camera-buffer-vga data path has
been presented in [28], and the sobel engine is mainly performed in this chapter.

3.1 System-on-Chip Architecture

In Fig. 3, the SoC architecture is shown with two on-chip buses, one control bus, and
one data bus [25]. The name of the control bus is master bus (MBUS), since only
one master is located on the control bus which is the ARM processor. Similarly, only
one slave is located on the data bus which is the DMA combined with the memory
controller, so the data bus is termed as slave bus (SBUS).

The control bus performs the functional register configuration with the ARM
core. Due to the incompatible bus protocols between the ARM processor and the
IPs, an AXI-to-MBUS wrapper is needed to the IP integration [40]. For the data
bus, four IPs will be integrated, including the SoC peripheral I2C master, the image
capture module, the VGA master, and the edge detection engine. The MSBUS
architecture [25] and the three IPs were publicly available and presented in prior
works [28, 41]. This chapter focuses on the design on the edge detection IP, which
will be integrated to the SoC in the future work (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 The FPGA design architecture

3.2 Design and Interconnection of Edge Detection Core

Figure 3 shows the design and interconnection between the three IPs and the edge
detection engine. Generally, the I2C master is used to configure the OV7670 camera.
After being enabled, the camera is able to send frames of images into the buffer#0
through the image capture interface. At the same time, the sobel engine reads pixels
out of the buffer#0, converts the color pixels into grayscale then into edge detection
results, and finally stores the results in buffer#1.

The original color images from the OV7670 camera are in the 320 × 240 pixels
in byte, so the sizes of buffer#0 and buffer#1 are 76,800 bytes. The color images in
buffer#0 will be displayed in 1/4 of the 640× 480 screen. Hence, a VGA master is
designed to perform the window splitting for refreshing the VGA-interfaced monitor
(Fig. 2).

3.3 Sobel Algorithm

Sobel edge filter is one of the most commonly used edge detectors. It is based on
convolving the image with a small and integer-valued filter in horizontal and vertical
directions and is therefore relatively inexpensive in terms of computations. As a case
study, the sobel filter is thus performed for edge detection in this section. It mainly
works by detecting discontinuities in brightness or, in other words, by calculating
the gradient of image intensity at each pixel within the image.

A pseudocode of the sobel algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The iterative
f or − loop between line#1-2 and line#17-18 is used to sweeping on a 320 × 240
image by 3×3 matrix. During line#3-11, the values in each 3×3 matrix are assigned
to p0− p8. As an example in Fig. 3, the first matrix from the top left is specifically
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the Sobel Algorithm
Require: p[i,j]: pixel with index i and j; gx, gy: gradient; abs_gx, abs_gy: absolute gradient;
1: for i = 0; i < 318; i ++ do
2: for j = 0; j < 238; j ++ do
3: p0 = I (i, j);
4: p1 = I (i, j + 1);
5: p2 = I (i, j + 2);
6: p3 = I (i + 1, j);
7: p4 = I (i + 1, j + 1);
8: p5 = I (i + 1, j + 2);
9: p6 = I (i + 2, j);

10: p7 = I (i + 1, j + 1);
11: p8 = I (i + 2, j + 2);
12: gx = ((p2− p0)+ ((p5− p3) ∗ 2)+ (p8− p6));
13: gy = ((p0− p6)+ 2 ∗ (p1− p7)+ (p2− p8));
14: absgx = abs(gx);
15: absgy = abs(gy);
16: out = absgx + absgy;
17: end for
18: end for

Fig. 3 Matrix-based Sobel filter

data in array [0, 0], [0, 1], [0, 2] in the first row, [320, 0], [320, 1], [320, 2] in the
second row, and [640, 0], [640, 1], [640, 2] in the third row.

The gradient of the matrix in horizontal and vertical is computed in line#12-13
of Algorithm 1, and the absolute values are computed in line#14-15. Basically, the
sobel filter uses two 3 × 3 kernels: one for changes in the horizontal direction, and
the other for changes in the vertical direction. The two kernels are convolved with
the original image to calculate the approximations of the derivatives. Assume that
Gx and Gy are the two images that contain the horizontal and vertical derivative
approximations, respectively, and the computations are
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Gx =
⎡

⎣
1 0 −1
2 0 −2
1 0 −1

⎤

⎦× P (1)

and

Gy =
⎡

⎣
−1 −2 −1
0 0 0
1 2 1

⎤

⎦× P (2)

where P is the input source 3× 3 matrices. Finally, the result with edge image is the
sum of the two absolute values as shown in line#16.

4 Implementation

As discussed in Algorithm 1, the design on sobel engine is presented in this section,
and the functions of the register-transfer (RT)-level design are tested by comparing
the design-under-test (DUT) results with the Matlab results.

4.1 Design on Sobel Engine

Figure 4 depicts the hardware design for the implementation with Xilinx Nexys
4 FPGA. The target device used in this work is Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA with
xc7a75tcsg324-1 part.

Basically, it contains five stages, and in each stage, we maximize the computation
in parallel to reduce the critical path in order to achieve higher operational fre-
quency. Ignoring the latency of inverter, logic gates, multiplexers, and the connected
wires, the critical path of the entire design is the propagation delay of one subtractor
and four adders.

For the gate count, totally six subtractors, seven adders, three multiplexers, and
some logic gates are performed for the design of the sobel engine.

4.2 RTL Design and Edge Detection Results

The design on the sobel engine is based on the Verilog hardware description
language (HDL), and a testbench is provided to verify the functions of the design.
The golden model is generated by Matlab, including the original color image in
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Fig. 4 The hardware design on Sobel engine

Fig. 5 Color-grayscale-edge results. (a) Original color image. (b) Grayscale image. (c) Edge
detection results

Fig. 5a, the grayscale image in Fig. 5b, and the final results with edge detection in
Fig. 5c.

By comparing the results from design under test and from Matlab pixel by pixel,
the functions of the RT-level design are verified.
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5 Experimental Results

This section shows the simulation and synthesis results in schematic. The simulator
used in our work is Mentor Graphics ModelSim—Intel FPGA 10.5b, and the
synthesis tool is Xilinx Vivado 2017.2. In what follows, the FPGA resource cost
in terms of slice count and power consumption is evaluated.

5.1 Simulation and Synthesis Schematic Results

After simulation, the latency for processing 320× 240 size of images is calculated.
To make the edge pixel output in pipeline, totally 76,800 cycles are spent for one
320×240 image. The clock frequency of the Nexys 4 FPGA is 100 MHz as specified
in the constraint file. Hence, to detect the edge of 320 × 240 size of images takes
less than 0.8 milliseconds per frame. In other words, the speed of the sobel engine
is 1302 frames per second.

In Fig. 6, it shows the synthesis schematic result, containing six subtractors (or
RTL_SUB in the figure), seven adders (or RTL_ADD in the figure), and three
multiplexers (or RTL_MUX in the figure). It can be observed that the synthesis
result with Xilinx Vivado is the same as our expectation in Sect. 4. The analysis to
the design in Fig. 4 is justified.

5.2 Resource Cost on FPGA

In what follows, the slice count on Nexys 4 FPGA is summarized in Table 1. It takes
77 slices of LUTs and 72 IOs as a computational core.

In Table 2, the total power is depicted as 4.637 W, including 0.114 W of static
power and 4.523 W of dynamic power. The dynamic power is composed of power
cost on the switching activities of signals (1.084 W), logic (0.997 W), and IOs (2.442
W).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter proposes a design on edge detection engine, which will be a submodule
of the road-edge detection demonstration as the future work. The earlier demonstra-
tion of the video date path is shown in Fig. 7 [28]. In Fig. 7a, the platform including
the Nexys 4 FPGA, the OV7670 camera, and the VGA-connected monitor is shown.
And in Fig. 7b, a 320 × 240 size of original color frame of images is shown in 1/4
of the screen. As the future work, the grayscale images will be shown in another
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Fig. 6 The synthesis schematic

Table 1 FPGA resource cost Resource Utilization Available Percentage

LUT 77 47200 1%

IOB 72 210 34%

Table 2 Power consumption
on FPGA

TPa(W) SPb(W) DPc(W)
Signals Logic I/O

4.637 0.114 1.084 0.997 2.442

100% 2% 23% 22% 53%
aTotal power consumption
bStatic power consumption
cDynamic power consumption

1/4 of the screen, and the final results of edge detection will be shown in the other
1/4 of the display. This integrated SoC will be demonstrated on FPGA for real-time
obstacle detection for an autonomous vehicle or robot.

Most of the IPs for this SoC design are publicly available. We expect that the
public release will lead to multiple designs in the future and serve as a framework
to projects of research and education.
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Fig. 7 FPGA demonstration on image data path. (a) FPGA demonstration. (b) Four regions based
image processing
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Engineering & Math) Education
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Xiao Qin, Bo Liu, Zhimin Gao, Shan Du, and T. Andrew Yang

1 Introduction

An overwhelmingly large portion of STEM knowledge is skill knowledge [1].
Skill knowledge learning emphasizes the capability to dynamically use learned
knowledge to solve problems rather than pure memorization facts. We define skill
knowledge as tasks that require repetition and application of existing knowledge to
master, such as computer programming, playing a sport, or playing an instrument.
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We also define static fact knowledge; these are facts that can be memorized and
recited through repetition, but do not require consistent reinforcement for mastery.
Proficiency in skill knowledge requires a different approach than memorization of
fact knowledge. Logically, the way skill knowledge is taught should be different
than the way fact knowledge is taught. However, STEM subjects are commonly
taught as content to be remembered rather than skills, expertise, and habits to be
developed [2, 3]. As a result, many students perceive STEM disciplines as difficult,
arcane, and irrelevant, which further hinders their academic performance in STEM
fields, limiting career options [4].

2 Crisis of Common STEM Teaching Method

Common practices for STEM education do not promote habits that nurture skill-
building routines, and hands-on opportunities for students to depict, replicate, and
interact with the concepts being taught.

A conventional educational method of lecturing to a large number of students
with the sole interaction being student questions is a teaching method that is much
more suitable to conveying fact knowledge; students inevitably become audiences
forced to only rely on passive learning to master skill knowledge. The major
challenges of skill knowledge STEM teaching rely on the following:

• One teacher oversees many students.
• Lecturing becomes the primary teaching mode.
• Teaching ultimately becomes a monologue by the instructor (Fig. 1).

As a result, conventional teaching leads to extremely low direct learning effects
in the classroom. Educators have to request extra time and resources beyond the in-
class learning time period which squeezes the limited time available for learners to
participate in other activities and learning outside of the classroom.

Fig. 1 Conventional teaching methods have transformed the lecture into the “instructor’s personal
talk show” to the detriment of conveying skill-based knowledge. (Photo sources: [5, 6])
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Failure to effectively teach skill knowledge is the quintessential factor that leads
to American students’ exceptionally low performance in STEM education, in public
K-12 schools & universities.

3 Act-STEM Skill Knowledge Teaching Technology

Computing has become an integral part of science, technology, mathematics,
and engineering. We seek the usage of computational thinking in K-14 STEAM
education. Our pilot project “Realistic Drawing & Painting with Geometrical and
Computational Methods (Fun-J oy)” applies AI-aided computational thinking
with geometrical methods to visual art skill development for learners new to
drawing. Since its debut on Google Play, the software designed for this project
has been downloaded by more than 5 million learners, and has been translated into
65 languages; more than 110,000 learners have given review comments on Google
Play; the average score is 4.5 out of 5.0 scale, topping the highest in its category.

The second pilot project that we have successfully conducted is “High Efficiency
Skill Knowledge Learning with Computational Methods for STEM (HE-STEM).”
The sample was drawn from a dimensional analysis module in a college general
chemistry course with a student pool of 182. HE-STEM successfully converted the
average score of at-risk students from 45/100 to 85/100, an average 88.9% improve-
ment in STEM learning. A similar study of at-risk students in another semester with
a student pool over 300 saw an average improvement rate as high as 90.3%. Act-
STEM largely uses four cornerstones to build its two major design and development
modules. Computational thinking addresses a complex problem by breaking it
down into a series of smaller, more manageable problems (decomposition); each
of these smaller problems can then be looked at individually and related to how
similar problems have been solved in the past (pattern recognition). By focusing
only on the important details, while ignoring irrelevant information (abstraction);
eventually, simple steps or rules to solve each of the smaller problems can be
designed (algorithms). There are four key major components in Computational
Thinking (CT) [7]:

• Decomposition – breaking down a complex problem or system into smaller, more
manageable parts

• Pattern recognition – looking for similarities among and within problems
• Abstraction – focusing on important information only, ignoring irrelevant details
• Algorithms – developing a step-by-step solution to the problem, or the rules to

follow to solve the problem

Our Act-STEM approach further expands the research findings from the two
pilot projects. It combines (i) the computational thinking approaches [8], (ii) the
latest innovative pedagogical discoveries in STEM education [1, 2, 8, 9], (iii)
phenomena in natural computing, including biological computing and physical
computing, and (iv) the project-based interactive cyber-learning communities, to
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construct a holistic formal and informal educational software environment that
stimulates the curiosity of young leaners ranging from K-14 grades (including firs
2 years college students) within and far beyond school districts and universities.
Students therefore will be able to spontaneously develop an in-depth understanding
of computational thinking as a way to creatively approach learning in STEM fields.

4 Taxonomy of Knowledge Levels

There are four major levels of knowledge based on Anderson and Krathwohl’s
Taxonomy [10, 11] – which is a revision of Bloom’s taxonomy of educational
objectives [12]:

A. Factual Knowledge: “The basic elements one must know to be acquainted with
a discipline or solve problems.” It refers to fundamental and essential facts,
terminology, details, or elements one must know or be familiar with in order
to understand a discipline or solve a problem in it.

B. Conceptual Knowledge: “The interrelationships among the basic elements
within a larger structure that enable them to function together.” The knowledge
of classifications, principles, generalizations, theories, models, or structures is
pertinent to a particular disciplinary area.

C. Procedural Knowledge: “How to do something, methods of inquiry, and criteria
for using skills, algorithms, techniques, and methods,” etc. It refers to specific
or finite skills, algorithms, techniques, and particular methodologies.

D. Metacognitive Knowledge: “Knowledge of cognition in general, as well as
awareness and knowledge of one’s own cognition.” It contains strategic or
reflective knowledge about how to go about using appropriate skills and strate-
gies to solve problems, cognitive tasks, to include contextual and conditional
knowledge and knowledge of self.

5 Fact Knowledge

The first two levels, both factual and conceptual knowledge, constitute a static
What type of knowledge, including either essential and tangible facts, such as “All
mammals have hair,” “The tallest grass, some as tall as 50 m (164 ft), is bamboo”;
or conceptual and abstracted ideas, theories, such as “One cannot step twice in
the same river – Heraclitus,” “A day without laughter is a day wasted - Charlie
Chaplin,” etc. They can be summarized as fact knowledge with some distinctive
characteristics:

1. Hard to ask “why”: “1 foot = 12 inches,” “Circumference of any circle divided
by its diameter is a constant value, known as Pi or π,” etc.; an in-depth
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explanation for the reasoning beyond the simple heuristic fact is comparatively
difficult to learn.

2. Received through humans’ five basic senses: Sight (vision) –“rose is red”; sound
(hearing) – “thunder is loud”; smell (olfaction) – “jasmine is fragrant”; taste
(gustation) – “sugar is sweet”; and touch (tactile perception) – “ice is cold” [13].

3. Mainly acquired through the first two senses: Sight (vision) – such as visual
illustration, representation, recording, etc.; and sound (hearing) – such as narra-
tive, lecture, etc., which are exclusively used in the traditional mass education
environment: classroom or auditorium settings. For example, “Can a killer whale
(orca) hunt seals on ice without breaking, penetrating, or climbing on it?” The
answer is yes, and can be further illustrated with photos, recorded videos by using
only visual and audio facilities.

4. Mostly depends on brain (intellect, conscious memory) rather than hand (prac-
tice, spontaneous muscle memory) to master this type of knowledge. To better
experience that, try to use hand rather than brain to master following fact
knowledge: “A chain is as strong as its weakest link,” “Refused by King John
II of Portugal, Italian explorer Christopher Columbus reached America in 1492
with the support from Spanish monarch.”.

5. Easy to forget: Without reinforcement, most fact knowledge has a tendency to
be learned quickly. An unfortunate reality is that after a few months, students
are likely to have forgotten most of the fact knowledge they have learned in any
given course.

6. Easy to teach to a large number of audiences simultaneously: It could be quite
feasible, enlightening, and even entertaining to educate fact knowledge to many
students in large classroom with the support of audio and visual (photo, video,
etc.) facilities, for example:

• Killer whale (orca) kills other whales by drowning its victim with its belly.
• The largest toy distributor in the world is McDonald’s.
• Humans are born without kneecap bones; only develop them around the age

of 3.
• The Greenland shark has an average lifespan of 272 years; some of them can

even live as long as 500 years.
• There are a lot more trees on the earth than stars in the galaxy. NASA estimates

there could be from 100 billion to 400 billion stars in the Milky Way galaxy.
The earth has more than 3 trillion trees.

6 Skill Knowledge

The last two levels, procedural and metacognitive knowledge, constitute dynamic
How-to types of knowledge, including the distillation of such kind of how-to
capabilities into a cognition in general, and being able to apply previously learned
ideas to new situations. Examples include: “How to calculate the circumference of
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any circle provided you know its radius,” “How to perform vibrato when playing
the violin,” etc. These levels of knowledge can be simplified as skill knowledge with
some distinctive characteristics:

1. Capability of problem-solving: Available fact knowledge is not simply recited,
but applied through a series of steps that leads to an answer to the problem.

2. Staged process: Since the challenge is usually not that simple to be resolved in a
single-punch approach, with conditional discretion, it normally involves a series
of sequential phases (steps) to conduct logical transition, procedure, deduction,
evolvement, inference, etc., to eventually reach a resolution.

3. Exhibits mastery of skills, dexterity in problem-solving: Repetition of tasks
leads to mastery through cognitive and muscle memory. Examples include the
ability to effectively solve problems in math/chemistry/physics; write well-
expressed essays; play proficient tennis/golf/the violin; create impressive art
work in painting/sculpturing; compose exquisite pieces of music; have a beautiful
handwriting, etc.

4. Heavily depends on hand/muscle (practice, spontaneous muscle memory), to-
gether with brain (intellect, conscious mental memory), vision and hearing, to
successfully master skill knowledge. For example, it is almost impossible to
master swimming by only watching videos of swimming; you must experience
the actions involved with movement in the water in order to achieve competence
and eventual mastery.

5. Difficult to forget: Although it is hard to learn skill knowledge, once mastered, it
is hard to forget. Many such skills can last for a lifetime. For example, after one
has mastered riding a bicycle, as long as physical condition allows, one will be
able to ride a bike for the remainder of their life.

6. Difficult, even impossible to teach to a large number of learners simultaneously:
It could be quite challenging, infeasible, and even impossible to educate skill
knowledge to many students together in a classroom. For example,

• Teaching two students learning the violin simultaneously could be extremely
difficult. There’s no problem for two, or even 200 students to listen to and
watch the instructor’s live lecture and demonstration at the same time in a
classroom. However, it is impossible for the instructor to listen to and observe
two or 200 students’ practice together, and still be able to tell which pupil
makes what mistakes, and give the instant feedback on detected errors to each
learner, in order for students to reduce the mistakes and to improve in the next
round of practice.

• The same situation happens in public schools and universities when teaching
skill knowledge (math, chemistry, physics, etc.) to 20 or 200 students together
in a classroom. The instructor is not able to provide instant feedback to each
student for each mishandled step. All major practice has to be assigned as
homework. Feedback is returned day(s) or even week(s) later. If a homework
contains 10 questions, and a student made errors in each of them, then that
student has practiced and reinforced the wrong ways to solve problems 10
times. By misinterpreting the teacher’s instruction, the student has reinforced
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the incorrect ways to solve problems and mistakenly believes that they have
achieved mastery. The student will only be able to figure out their own
mistakes after the teacher returns the homework day(s)/week(s) later. After
receiving the feedback, the student will likely think that they understand and
will never make the same mistake again. This is unlikely, as their experience
up to this point of training the skill has been attempting a problem with
incorrect results. The student would have been better off learning nothing at all
rather than reinforcing an incorrect procedure. In summation, the old saying
of “practice makes perfect” does not apply if the practice is imperfect. Under
the conventional mass education model, it is really challenging for students to
successfully master skill knowledge in STEAMS domain.

7 Goal, Pedagogy, and Service Audiences

Our approach pursues four main goals: (1) stimulate young learners’ profound
curiosity in STEM learning by using computational thinking, biological and
physical computing in nature, (2) effectively integrate computational modeling and
simulation in math and science with project-based learning (PBL) modules, (3)
develop students’ strong capability of applying computational thinking in nature
& engineering drawing which benefits the spatial geometrical thinking, visionary
& imaginative design, and analytical logic in STEM disciplines, and (4) enhance
students’ engagement, particularly among those from groups underrepresented,
in STEM and computing domain. Act-STEM approach uses modeling-centered
inquiry and project-based learning in the study (Fig. 2).

The professional development experiences at the center of this initiative follows
a participatory approach that engages teachers as partners in research, expanding
their computational vision that leads to the success for all students. It produces
data on how the integration of biological and physical computing in nature with
computational modeling and simulation in math and science can improve students’
deeper understanding and interests in STEM and computing fields. Through
strategic curricular design, transformative teacher training, and close monitoring of
student learning outcomes in formal classroom and informal out-of-school settings.
This study paves the way for effective learning journey for students and broadens
the pipeline of students prepared for STEM and computing careers.

The direct service audiences are from our partner public school district which
contains four school campuses’, 1200 K-12 grades students, and 70 teachers.
According to STAAR 2016 Statistics data, 96.6% of our four partner schools’ stu-
dents are Hispanic/African American; 76.9% are from economically disadvantaged
families, 49.3% are categorized as at-risk students of dropping out of school. We are
optimistic that the potential results from this research project are to be of sufficient
significance and quality. The educational resources developed in this study will be
available to K-14 researchers, teachers, students, and school districts nationwide.
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Fig. 2 Act-STEM training modules
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Realistic Drawing & Painting
with AI-Supported Geometrical
and Computational Method (Fun-Joy)

Lei Wu, Alan Yang, Han He, Xiaokun Yang, Hua Yan, Zhimin Gao, Xiao Qin,
Bo Liu, Shan Du, Anton Dubrovskiy, and T. Andrew Yang

1 Introduction

Research studies have shown that drawing is a key to help students’ engagement in
STEM disciplines, because many concepts in science, technology, engineering and
math are so often visual and spatial in nature. Drawing is a key activity, alongside
modelling, role-play and digital simulation to focus collaborative reasoning and
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Fig. 1 Research studies show that drawing is a critical skill in STEAM learning

generation of meaning [1, 2]. A research study published in Life Science Education
Journal [3] shows that:

• Drawing of visual representations is important for learners and scientists alike,
such as the drawing of models to enable visual model-based reasoning.

• It is the core competency skill of Vision and Change report’s modelling and
simulation capability [4].

• The power of visual drawing has been used by scientists from the representational
anatomical and engineering design works of Leonardo da Vinci to the theoretical
phylogenetic work of Charles Darwin.

In the “Spatial Skills: A Neglected Dimension of Early STEAM Education,”
published at Education Weeks, February 2017 [5], the following points on STEM
were made:

• Spatial skills predict success in STEM fields out to adulthood.
• The importance of spatial skills is often overlooked as a key feature of STEM

education.
• Frequent neglect of spatial development creates an additional barrier to children’s

STEM learning (Fig. 1).

2 Insufficient Public-School Visual Art Education for STEM

In nationwide public K-12 education, visual art focused on drawing and painting
has been significantly downplayed with an average of one 50-minute lesson every
2 weeks. A common misconception of the visual arts is that an individual needs to
be gifted to master it – a perfect excuse to deprive visual art education for public
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K-12 grade students. Recent studies show that drawing skill development for young
learners has been intentionally and systematically neglected [5].

Theory of action 1 Certain key skills, such as drawing for STEM learning, have
been purposefully overlooked and systematically neglected with a severe lack of
education resources.

3 Fun-Joy Visual Art Education for STEM

Built upon literature, prior practice, and research, our Fun-Joy project applies
computational thinking (CT), computing methods, technology and CT-enriched
curriculum to promote desire and competency in the areas of visual arts development
for K-12th grade learners. The National Research Council has documented the
nature of young leaners’ intrinsic desire to discover, explore and solve problems
[6]. However, research on students using computational thinking with intrigu-
ing nature computing phenomena towards visual art, math and science learning,
among the pre-kindergarten to 8th grade demographic, in a multi-year, formal
and informal learning environment is relatively unexplored. As Wing pointed out,
computational thinking benefits society in a much broader perspective, especially in
early education [7]. A growing number of researches on integrating CT into early
STEM learning has shown that new perspectives for studying and assessing the
effectiveness of applying computational thinking in K-12 education is urgent [8–
12].

Fun-Joy project is built upon above solid research base [13, 14], increasing
the probability that we will much better understand how to combine visual art,
computational thinking and nature computing phenomena into an effective early
STEM education practice, and increase STEM literacy.

4 Research Questions

• RQ-1: What pedagogical environments and learning strategies are needed for
integrating computational thinking skills into drawing and painting learning from
an early age (K-8th grade)?

• RQ-2: What are the learning progressions in computational thinking that can be
identified from the early ages of kindergarten (5 years old) through middle school
(6th–8th grades, 12–14-year-old)?

• RQ-3: How does computational thinking significantly improve drawing skill
development, and how does drawing skill development greatly affect students’
learning performance in STEM learning from the early grade pre-K to 12 grades?
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• RQ-4: Under what conditions does the integration of computing into drawing
and painting increase student interest, motivation, content acquisition and per-
formance in STEM learning?

5 Design and Development Efforts

Theory of action 2 Certain vital habits and skills are best learned at a young age
between kindergarten to 8th grade; past 8th grade, those skills take longer to learn,
and teaching those skills becomes less effective.

Based upon the theory of action 1 and 2, we have conducted the first major design
and development module and built our successful pilot project titled “Drawing &
Painting with AI-supported Geometrical and Computational Methods Fun-Joy.” It
heavily uses the four key components in computational thinking [7]:

1. Decomposition – breaking down a complex drawing object into smaller, more
manageable parts

2. Abstraction – level by level, focusing on the important geometrical shapes only,
ignoring irrelevant drawing details

3. Pattern recognition – looking for similarities among and within drawing objects,
and apply patterns in drawing

4. Algorithms – developing a step-by-step solution/rules to follow to solve the
drawing challenge

Computational thinking conquers a complex problem by breaking it down into a
series of smaller, more manageable problems (decomposition); each of these smaller
problems can then be looked at individually and compared to previously solved
problems (pattern recognition). By focusing only on the important details, while
ignoring irrelevant information (abstraction), eventually, simple steps or rules to
solve each of the smaller problems can be designed (algorithms). The cornerstone
of our theory of action is: the most effective teaching and learning happens when
teacher deeply inspires students’ curiosity, and motivates their desire with guidance
to explore, depict, replicate and interact with the amazing external world using the
leaner’s own hands. New education approaches should capture this human nature of
learning and correct the flaws inherited from traditional public education practices
[15–17] (Fig. 2).

Our major research methods include:

• Integrating computational thinking approaches into STEM disciplines, including
visual arts education

• Applying modelling-centred inquiry and project-based learning into the study
• Applying the fascinating phenomena in nature computing, including biological

and physical computing, to stimulate young learners’ desire to learn and discover
• Applying the project-based online interactive cyber-learning communities, to

promote students to spontaneously develop an in-depth understanding of com-
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Fig. 2 Teaching software developed in our pilot project “Realistic Drawing & Painting with
Geometrical and Computational Methods (Fun-Joy)”

putational thinking as a way of creative approach towards learning in STEM
fields

• Imposing professional development experiences at the centre of this project to in-
clude school teachers, social and learning scientists, out-of-school practitioners,
informal educators, education media and technology developers, into the research
work

• Applying a participatory approach that engages teachers as partners in research,
expanding their computational vision that leads to the success for all students

• Producing data on how integration of visual art, biological and physical comput-
ing in nature with computational modelling, simulation in algebra, geometry and
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science can improve students’ deeper understanding and interests in STEM and
computing fields

• Developing strategic curricular design, transformative teacher training, and close
monitoring of student learning outcomes in formal classroom and informal out-
of-school settings

Theory of action 3 At a young age, especially from K-8th grades, one is:

I. Curious about the world
II. Eager to sense every element the world has

III. Keen to mimic, depict and replicate with one’s own hands
IV. Ardent to draw, paint, evolve, innovate and invent one’s own counterparts of the

nature and human world

Theory of action 4 Humans have instinctual interest in nature phenomenon and
their causes.

Theory of action 5 Unexplained phenomena will stimulate innate inquisitiveness
and trigger one’s intense desire to discover and understand.

Fun-Joy’s approach is based upon the theory of action 3, 4 and 5, together with
computational modelling and simulation. We have conducted the major design and
development which applies the visual art skill knowledge with fascinating nature
phenomena caused by biological computing and physical computing, to improve
students’ deeper understanding, interests and mastery in targeted STEM fields. It
has profoundly stimulated young learners’ intrinsic desire and deeply promoted the
mastery of exploring, discovery and innovation.

6 Preliminary Results

Our pilot project Fun-Joy heavily applies AI-aided computational thinking with
geometrical methods in visual art skill development for learners who lack inborn
artistic talents in the visual art domain. Since its debut on Google Play, the software
designed for this project has been downloaded by more than 5 million learners,
and has been translated into 65 languages; more than 110,000 learners have given
written review comments on Google Play; the average score is 4.6 out of 5.0 scale,
topping the highest in its category (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Students’ work after 1-week summer camp with Fun-Joy, the visual art skill knowledge
teaching software in our pilot project “Realistic Drawing & Painting with Geometrical and
Computational Methods”
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Training-Data Generation
and Incremental Testing for Daily Peak
Load Forecasting

Jihoon Moon , Sungwoo Park , Seungmin Jung , Eenjun Hwang ,
and Seungmin Rho

1 Introduction

The smart grid system aims at optimizing the energy efficiency between suppliers
and consumers through bidirectional interactions, and accurate electric load fore-
casting is essential for its operation [1]. Because a typical smart grid consists of
an energy management system with renewable energy; an energy storage system;
and combined cooling, heating, and power, it is necessary to establish operational
plans based on short-term load forecasting (STLF) [1, 2]. STLF includes total daily
load forecasting, daily peak load forecasting (DPLF), and very STLF (with a lead
time of < 1 d) [2]. DPLF is an essential procedure for unit commitment, security
analysis of the system, and tight scheduling of outages and fuel supplies in smart
grid applications [3].

Accurate DPLF is a challenging issue because energy consumption has various
patterns and involves uncertainty due to unforeseeable external factors [4]. Ad-
ditionally, when predicting electric loads, it is necessary to adequately consider
the very complex correlation between the historical data and the current data
[5]. Therefore, several studies have been conducted to achieve accurate DPLF
based on artificial intelligence (AI) techniques such as the naïve Bayes (NB)
classifier, support vector regression (SVR), adaptive boosting (AdaBoost), random
forest (RF), artificial neural networks (ANNs), fuzzy neural networks (FNNs),
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Table 1 Summary of DPLF based on AI techniques

Author
(year) Dataset AI techniques

Training set
period Test set period

Son et al.
[4] (2015)

Korea Power
Exchange

FNN 5 years 1 year

Hsu et al.
[6] (2018)

Taiwan Power
Company

ANN 5 years 1 year

Yu et al.
[7] (2019)

EUNITE GRU 104 weeks 5 weeks

Saxena et al.
[8] (2019)

RIT Campus ANN 2 years
4 months

1 year

Sakurai et al.
[9] (2019)

TEPCO Power
Grid

ANN 4 years 1 year

Liu and Brown
[10] (2019)

IESO NB, SVR, RF,
AdaBoost, CNN,
LSTM network,
Stacked Autoencoder

5 years 1 year

convolutional neural networks (CNNs), long short-term memory (LSTM), and gated
recurrent unit (GRU) neural networks [4, 6–10]. Previous DPLF-related studies
based on AI techniques are presented in Table 1.

Most of these studies depended on sufficient datasets. However, when the
collected datasets are insufficient for prediction, we must make the best possible
use of the collected datasets to build an accurate electric load forecasting model.
For this purpose, we propose a novel day-ahead DPLF model to handle insufficient
datasets. We first configured various input variables that exhibit a high correlation
with the daily peak load. Then, we constructed AI-based DPLF models using time-
series cross-validation (TSCV) to achieve high accuracy.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe
the input variable configuration of the DPLF models. In Sect. 3, we explain the
construction of our DPLF model, which is based on various AI techniques. In Sect.
4, we present the experimental results to demonstrate the superiority of our model.
Finally, we end with conclusions in Sect. 5.

2 Input Variable Configuration

In this study, we considered four different types of building clusters located in a
private university in South Korea, because they exhibited typical usage patterns of
diverse buildings [11, 12]. We collected their daily peak load data from September 1,
2015 to February 28, 2019. Table 2 presents information about the building clusters.
Additionally, we gathered other data, including the weather conditions and holiday
information, which are known to be closely related to the electric load [8]. By
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Table 2 Building cluster information

Cluster type No. of buildings Cluster description Duration (day)

A 32 Humanities and social science 1277
B 20 Science and engineering 1277
C 5 Science and engineering 1277
D 16 Dormitory 1277

utilizing them, we configured diverse input variables to perform a day-ahead load
forecasting.

Because time is closely related to the trend of the electric load, we considered
all the variables that can represent time factors, such as months, days, and days
of the week. Time data in the sequence form cannot reflect periodic information
when they are applied to AI technology [13, 14]. Therefore, we enhanced them to
obtain continuous data in the two-dimensional (2D) space using (1), (2), (3), and (4)
[13]. LDMMonth in (3) and (4) represent the last day of the month to which the day
belongs:

Monthx = sin ((360/12)×Month) (1)

Monthy = cos ((360/12)×Month) (2)

Dayx = sin ((360/LDMMonth)× Day) (3)

Dayy = cos ((360/LDMMonth)× Day) (4)

Data with different numbers of dimensions have different advantages. One-
dimensional (1D) data can better reflect categorical data information, and 2D data
can better reflect periodic information [5]. Hence, we used both 1D data and
continuous 2D data, to exploit their advantages.

Buildings of higher education institutions have different energy use patterns on
weekdays, weekends, and holidays, depending on the type of building. To reflect
these differences, the day of the week and holiday data, which were nominal
measures, were reflected in the DPLF model. To represent a nominal scale, we
defined a vector of 0 or 1 for each building cluster depending on the eight-
dimensional (8D) feature vector composed of the 7 days of the week and holidays.
Here, it was essential to know the day of the week as well as the periodicity of the
days. For this reason, we used both the data configured with an 8D feature vector and
the data represented in the 2D space through the periodic function. Table 3 presents
all the input variables that we considered, and their types.
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Table 3 Input variables of time factors

No. Input variables Variable type No. Input variables Variable type

1 Month Continuous 9 Monday Binary
2 Day Continuous 10 Tuesday Binary
3 Monthx Continuous 11 Wednesday Binary
4 Monthy Continuous 12 Thursday Binary
5 Dayx Continuous 13 Friday Binary
6 Dayy Continuous 14 Saturday Binary
7 Day of the weekx Continuous 15 Sunday Binary
8 Day of the weeky Continuous 16 Holiday Binary

Fig. 1 Example of a short-term forecast provided by the KMA

In general, the electric load increases in summer and winter, owing to the heavy
use of air conditioning and electric heating appliances, respectively. In South Korea,
the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) provides a short-term weather
forecast for most major regions [14]. The short-term forecast includes weather
forecasts for 3 days from the present day, as shown in Fig. 1. Because our DPLF
model focuses on day-ahead load forecasting, we used the short-term forecast
provided by the KMA. In general, the temperature, humidity, and wind speed
significantly affect electric loads. To reflect them in our DPLF model, we collected
weather forecast data; calculated the average temperature, minimum temperature,
maximum temperature, average humidity, and average wind speed; and used them
as input variables.

Historical electric load data are particularly important in electric load prediction
because they exhibit the trend of recent electric loads [8, 15]. To reflect the recent
trend in the prediction, we used the daily peak loads of the previous 7 days as input
variables. Moreover, the electric load trends of weekdays and holidays can differ.
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To reflect such differences in the model, we added a holiday indicator to signify
whether the day is a holiday [5]. Additionally, to reflect the recent electricity usage
trend more effectively, we added the average and deviation of the daily peak electric
loads for the previous 7 days as input variables. We used a total of 37 input variables
to build our DPFL model. In the next section, we describe the overall architecture
of our DPLF model.

3 Forecasting Model Construction

In this section, we describe the overall architecture of our DPLF models. To
construct our DPLF models, we used as many datasets as possible by applying
TSCV. Additionally, we used principal component analysis (PCA) and factor
analysis (FA) to define more input variables that were closely related to the daily
peak load. Then, we constructed the DPLF models using various AI technologies
and compared their performance.

3.1 Time-Series Cross-Validation

When constructing a forecasting model, datasets are usually divided into a training
set and a test set. Then, the forecasting model is built using the training set and
verified using the test set. However, conventional time-series forecasting methods
exhibit unsatisfactory prediction performance when there is a significant gap
between the training set period and the test set period [12]. Additionally, when the
dataset is insufficient, it is challenging to obtain satisfactory prediction performance
using a small amount of training data [15].

To solve these problems, we utilized TSCV based on a rolling forecasting origin.
TSCV focuses on a single forecast horizon for each test set [16]. In our approach,
we used different training sets, each containing one or more observations than the
previous training set, depending on the scheduling period. Hence, we used one-step-
ahead TSCV to construct the day-ahead peak load forecasting model, as shown in
Fig. 2.

3.2 Input Variable Generation

Even though we configured as many input variables as possible using time infor-
mation, weather data, and historical electric loads, it was challenging to construct
sophisticated forecasting models because the 2D matrix had small training datasets.
To increase the size of the 2D matrix for training the DPLF models effectively,
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: Training data : Forecast time

Fig. 2 One-step-ahead TSCV

we augmented the input variables by using PCA and FA, which are widely used
multivariate techniques [11, 17].

PCA converts a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of
linearly uncorrelated variables known as principal components. When the data are
projected onto a single axis, a linear transformation is performed to a new coordinate
system based on the size of the dispersion. FA assembles similar variables by
considering the correlation among the variables. It identifies factors that have a
significant impact on the data collection composed of several variables.

Because PCA and FA exhibit different values whenever the 2D matrix size
increases, it is not appropriate to use PCA and FA for all the data of the test set
(unseen data). Hence, when performing TSCV, we used PCA and FA with only the
input variables from the training set and the forecast period and then added them
as new input variables. To configure new input variables based on PCA and FA, we
applied the number of dimensions sequentially, from one to one less than the number
of input variables, and identified the optimal number of dimensions by returning the
average value of the log-likelihood.

As mentioned previously, we considered various input variables; however, they
had different scales. For smoothing the imperfection of the AI-based DPLF model
training, normalization is needed to place all the input variables within a comparable
range [18]. Therefore, we performed min–max normalization for all the input
variables using (5). Min-max normalization is commonly known as feature scaling,
where the values of a numeric range of data are reduced to a scale between 0 and 1,
where z is the normalized value of a number of the set of observed values of x, and
Min(x) and Max(x) are the minimum and maximum values in x given its range:

z = x– Min(x)/Max(x)– Min(x) (5)

3.3 DPLF Model Construction

To construct our DPLF models, we used a total of 10 AI techniques, including two
conventional machine learning methods, four ensemble learning methods, and four
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ANN methods. The conventional machine learning methods included decision tree
(DT) and SVR. The ensemble learning methods included RF, gradient boosting
machine (GBM), extreme gradient boosting (XGB), and light gradient boosting
machine (LightGBM). The ANN methods included shallow neural network (SNN),
deep neural network (DNN), LSTM network, and attention-based LSTM network.
We determined the hyperparameters of each AI technique using a grid search.

4 Experimental Results

For the experiments, we performed preprocessing for the dataset and forecast
modeling in a Python environment. We divided the dataset into parts: a training
set (in-sample) spanned from September 1, 2015 to February 28, 2018 (912 days),
and a test set (out-of-sample) spanned from March 1, 2018 to February 28, 2019
(365 days). We used the peak load data from September 1, 2015 to September
7, 2015 to configure input variables for the training set of the day-ahead load
forecasting model. The data from September 8, 2015 to February 28, 2018 were
used as the training set. The data from March 1, 2018 to February 28, 2019 were
used as the test set:

MAPE = 100/n×
∑

| (At–Ft) /At | (6)

To compare the prediction performances of the forecasting models, we used the
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The MAPE is easier to understand than
other performance metrics such as the root-mean-square error and mean-squared
error (MSE) because it represents the accuracy as a percentage of the error [15].
The MAPE is defined by (6), where n represents the number of observations, and At

and Ft represent the actual and forecasted values, respectively.
Tables 4 and 5 present several experimental results for day-ahead peak load

forecasting. “Hold-out” indicates the splitting of the datasets into training and test
sets. The training set was used to train the model, and the test set was used to
determine how well the model performed on unseen data. The TSCV exhibited more
accurate peak load forecasting than the hold-out because not only was it trained with
more data, but it also adequately reflected recent electric load patterns. Additionally,
in most cases, we confirmed that training with both existing input variables and new
input variables from PCA and FA yielded more accurate peak load forecasting than
training with only existing input variables.

To demonstrate the superiority of our method, we performed a Friedman test [15].
The Friedman test is a multiple comparison test that aims to identify significant
differences between the results of three or more forecasting methods. To verify
the results of this test, we used all the MAPE values of hold-out, TSCV, and
our method, respectively. The result of the Friedman test confirmed a p-value of
3.493363 × 10–17. We can observe that our method significantly outperforms the
other methods because the p-value is below the significance level.
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Table 4 MAPE comparison of day-ahead peak load forecasting for Clusters A and B

AI techniques Cluster A Cluster B
Hold-out TSCV Proposed Hold-out TSCV Proposed

DT 7.61 7.32 6.23 7.45 6.82 6.66
SVR 7.11 5.93 5.49 5.04 3.89 3.64
RF 6.11 5.75 4.64 4.99 4.82 4.71
GBM 5.96 5.65 3.72 5.04 4.85 3.88
XGB 6.10 5.29 3.66 5.08 4.35 3.57
LightGBM 5.17 4.89 3.05 4.47 4.19 2.86
SNN 12.07 10.57 9.15 7.57 6.30 5.17
DNN 6.33 3.45 2.66 4.84 4.56 2.39
LSTM network 5.16 5.08 4.41 5.20 4.90 3.67
Attention-based LSTM network 3.29 2.50 2.21 2.71 2.48 2.22

Table 5 MAPE comparison of day-ahead peak load forecasting for Clusters C and D

AI techniques Cluster C Cluster D
Hold-out TSCV Proposed Hold-out TSCV Proposed

DT 4.32 3.83 3.97 6.46 5.50 6.01
SVR 3.25 3.02 3.02 5.55 4.94 3.44
RF 3.15 2.80 2.79 4.51 4.33 4.24
GBM 3.06 2.73 2.38 4.29 4.15 3.47
XGB 3.02 2.73 2.23 4.25 3.93 3.24
LightGBM 2.79 2.52 2.22 3.96 3.79 2.25
SNN 4.43 3.35 2.42 5.80 3.74 2.58
DNN 3.33 3.10 2.58 4.73 3.58 2.02
LSTM network 5.64 5.04 4.26 6.21 6.15 4.54
Attention-based LSTM network 3.52 3.43 2.44 6.41 5.59 3.14

5 Conclusion

We proposed a novel approach for accurate DPLF using insufficient datasets. We
first collected three and a half years of peak electric load data for four building
clusters on a university campus. Additionally, we obtained weather and holiday
information, which are closely related to the electric loads. We considered a day-
ahead peak load forecasting and configured input variables using various types of
data preprocessing. To use more training datasets and reflect recent electric load
patterns, we utilized one-step-ahead TSCV for constructing the day-ahead peak
load forecasting model. We generated new input variables based on PCA and FA
to increase the size of the 2D matrix for training the DPLF model effectively.
Experimental results based on various AI techniques indicated that the proposed
method provided more accurate peak load forecasting than hold-out and TSCV,
which used existing input variables.
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Attention Mechanism for Improving
Facial Landmark Semantic Segmentation

Hyungjoon Kim, Hyeonwoo Kim, Seongkuk Cho, and Eenjun Hwang

1 Introduction

Smart city refers to an urban area that is efficiently managed by bigdata, Internet
of Things, and information communication technology. To achieve the goal, various
digital technologies are used into diverse domains. For instance, face recognition
technology can be used in a variety of domains such as searching for missing
persons, tracking criminals and suspects, and controlling building access. In order to
recognize the face, the main features of the face should be detected and represented.
One of the most popular features for face recognition is facial landmarks such as
eyes, nose, and mouth as they are the most visually distinctive features. So far, many
works have been done to detect such landmarks precisely, but it is still challenging
due to diverse factors such as image resolution, occlusion, and face orientation.
Recent works usually represent facial landmarks using several key points [1] by
using convolutional neural networks (CNNs). These approaches have the advantage
that landmarks can be detected quickly and accurately and processed in real time in
a general hardware environment [2, 3]. In our previous works, we extracted facial
landmarks as pixel units by using the semantic segmentation method [4–6]. This
method requires more computational resource than detecting landmarks as points,
but it can extract landmarks that are difficult to express with several points, such
as hair. In particular, the landmark extraction performance, we proposed network
architecture, class weights, and post-processing method to overcome the limitations
of existing semantic segmentation techniques and achieved an excellent facial
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landmarks extraction. To make further progress here, we investigate the concept
of attention, which is popularly used to improve the performance of the networks.

Attention is known to improve the performance of the networks by giving
networks information about where to focus in the input vector. It complements the
point that the size of the receptive field, a limitation of CNNs, is determined by the
size of the convolution filter. In detail, it calculates the relationship among every
pixel across the image without significantly increasing the parameters. This method
shows a good performance in image classification, object detection, semantic
segmentation, and even recently panoptic segmentation.

In this chapter, we improve facial landmarks extraction performance by adopting
attention mechanism. The base mechanism is the squeeze-excitation network [7]. It
calculates channel attention and provides information on which channel the network
should focus on. To improve its advantages, we divide the input vector into two
vectors then, use two squeeze-excitation process. We call it decouple squeeze-
excitation.

This chapter is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces several studies related to
facial landmark detection, semantic segmentation and attention. Section 3 describes
our proposal in detail, and in Sect. 4 we evaluate our approach experimentally.
Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this chapter.

2 Related Works

2.1 Facial Landmark Detection

Dlib [8] is one of the most popular methods for facial landmark detection. It uses
an ensemble approach of regression trees and represents facial landmarks using 68
key points. As the method is simple and shows a reasonable performance, it has
been used as a baseline in other studies. Recently, various facial landmark detection
methods have been proposed based on CNNs and their main topics are: (i) how
to improve facial landmark detection performance [9], (ii) how to recognize facial
landmarks in real time [10], and (iii) how to segment facial landmarks for all pixels
that are not specific coordinates [11].

2.2 Semantic Segmentation

The first semantic segmentation method based on CNNs is fully convolutional
networks [12]. It extracts features from the input image by using the same
convolution and pooling as CNNs. Then, through convolution and interpolation, the
feature vectors are upscaled, and then finally, pixel-based classification is carried
out. Diverse studies used this encoder-decoder structure; some used more powerful
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CNNs or proposed new encoder-decoder structures to improve the performance [13,
14]. Other studies have improved segmentation performance by using new schemes
such as dilated convolution, conditional random field (CRF), and atrous spatial
pyramid pooling (ASPP) [15, 16].

2.3 Attention Mechanism

In the computer vision field, attention was initially used for generating image
captions [17]. Then, the concept has been used to improve the performance of
CNNs [9, 18]. More recently, the concept of self-attention was applied to CNNs
[19], and the self-attention in CNNs demonstrated excellent performance in the field
of panoptic segmentation [20].

3 Proposed Method

Squeeze-excitation calculates channel attention in each block. The calculated atten-
tion is used for the network to focus on a specific channel. It calculates the average
value among channels by using global average pooling. Then, each channel weight
is calculated through the fully connected, relu, and sigmoid layer. The calculated
channel weights are element-wisely multiplied with the input.

Figure 1 illustrates this process, and the effect of squeeze-excitation for four
channel input is described in Fig. 2. In the Figure, H, W, and C denote height, width,
and channel of the input vector, respectively, and r is reduction factor. In our work,
we set r as 4. The brightened feature maps in the output indicate that the channels
have a large weight.

Motivated by [19, 20], we assumed that depending on the feature maps such as
X, Y-axis, queries, keys, and values, the channel on which the network should focus
could be different. So, we redesign squeeze-excitation block in parallel as shown in
Fig. 3. We divide the input vector into two vectors by using two 1 × 1 convolution
layers. Each vector has half the channel size compared to the original input vector.
Two channel attentions are calculated through two squeeze-excitation blocks and
concatenated. We call this decouple squeeze-excitation, and Fig. 4 shows the effect
of decouple squeeze-excitation.

As shown in Fig. 4, decouple squeeze-excitation can calculate the channel
weights differently from the original squeeze-excitation for the same input. A
comparison of the effects of decouple squeeze-excitation and squeeze-excitation will
be covered in detail in the next session.
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4 Experiment

In the previous section, we proposed decouple squeeze-excitation for improving
facial landmark semantic segmentation. To investigate the effect of our proposal,
we construct a network with decouple squeeze-excitation and train it using a pixel-
annotated facial landmark dataset. The dataset, which is the same one used in
FLSNet [8], has a total of 59,428 facial images for training, and 5876 facial images
for tests. The backbone architecture is VGG16 base SegNet [14]. Both encoder and
decoder adopt decouple squeeze-excitation block. Also, in [8], we proposed three
methods for improving landmark extraction performance. In particular, by using
sub-network and weighted feature map, we could achieve remarkable performance
improvement in facial landmark extraction. The weighted feature map is a post-
processing step that does not increase the processing time or the number of
parameters a lot. So, we used it in the experiment. For comparison, we also
considered several popular semantic segmentation methods for facial landmark
extraction. They are SegNet [14], FLSNet [6], and Deeplabv3plus [16]. We sum-
marized the experimental result in Table 1. As shown in the table, facial landmark
extraction performance is improved clearly when adopting squeeze-excitation block.
In addition, decouple squeeze-excitation showed better performance than its original
form. Finally, the best mIoU (mean Intersection over Union) was achieved when
using the weighted feature map and decouple squeeze-excitation both.

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed an attention-based scheme for improving the per-
formance of facial landmark extraction. Our key idea was to modify the original
squeeze-excitation block into parallel structure. The experimental result showed
that our proposed decouple squeeze-excitation is effective in facial landmark as it
improved the extraction performance greatly when combined with other techniques.

Acknowledgment This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea(NRF)
grant funded by the Korea government(MSIT) (No. 2020R1F1A1074885).
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Person Re-identification Scheme Using
Cross-Input Neighborhood Differences

Hyeonwoo Kim, Hyungjoon Kim, Bumyeon Ko, and Eenjun Hwang

1 Introduction

Intelligent CCTV-based surveillance technology is becoming an essential element
in smart cities because of its many possibilities. For instance, the technology can be
used to find missing persons, track criminals, or detect accidents effectively. As the
number of CCTV installed for security purposes has been increased explosively, an
effective method to monitor numerous CCTVs is required.

Person re-identification is a technique to find an image in disjoint camera views
that contains the previously detected pedestrian. This technique can also be used
in copyright protection of commercial videos by detecting actors that appear in
videos. Conventional methods for person re-identification used the similarity based
on hand-crafted features and their performance heavily relies on lighting or camera
angle. In recent years, as deep learning has shown overwhelming performance in
the field of image processing [1–3], various attempts have been made for person
re-identification using deep learning algorithms and shown good performance [4,
5].

Most deep learning-based person re-identification models used networks for
image classification, such as ResNet [6], VGG [8], and Inception [7] to extract
features from each image. As these image classification networks were designed
to classify different types of objects, it may be difficult to tell whether the objects
are the same or different. For this reason, a network was added to compare the
features extracted by using the existing model [9, 10]. In [11], IDLA was proposed
to construct feature maps using cross-input neighborhood differences. These feature
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maps were used for training the model, and determining whether the images are
the same or different in the test. In this model, as only two images were used in
determining whether they are the same or not, there is a limitation in that similarities
and differences cannot be considered simultaneously when training the model.

On the contrary, in [12], they showed that a model trained by triplet loss [13] can
improve the performance of person re-identification significantly. In the triplet loss
function, the distance of positive pairs is added and the distance of negative pairs is
subtracted. This trains the network to place images of the same person close together
in a multi-dimensional space and the images of other people farther away. This
shows that using both positive and negative pairs to train the network is effective
for improving performance. Therefore, in this chapter, we proposed a model that
uses three input images so that it can simultaneously consider positive and negative
pairs. Also, cross-input neighborhood differences were calculated between features
extracted from each image and used for model training.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the dataset used in
the chapter, and Sect. 3 describes the overall content of our proposed person re-
identification model. Experimental results for the proposed model are described in
Sect. 4, and Sect. 5 concludes the chapter.

2 Dataset

In this study, the CUHK03 dataset [14] is used to train and evaluate the model. This
dataset has two versions: one was made automatically through a pedestrian detector,
and the other was created manually. In our study, we used the second version. In the
dataset, 12,221 images of 1260 people were used for training and 943 images of 100
people were used for test. In addition, positive and negative pairs were sampled at
the same rate from the dataset.

3 Person Re-identification Model

Figure 1 shows the structure of our proposed network. As shown in the figure, we
use three images as input, including an anchor image. Since the anchor image is
compared with two images, and it can be divided into four classes depending on
whether they are the same. In this process, cross-input neighborhood differences are
calculated as in Eqs. (1) and (2).

Ki (x, y) = fi (x, y)1 (5, 5)−N [
gi,n (x, y)

]
(1)
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Fig. 1 Network architecture
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Fig. 2 Cross-input neighborhood differences

Ki
′ (x, y) = gi,n (x, y)1 (5, 5)−N [fi (x, y)] (2)

fi is a feature map extracted from an anchor image through a convolution layer, and
gi, 1 and gi, 2 are feature maps extracted from comparison images (Image1/Image2).
1 (5, 5) is a 5 × 5 matrix consisting of 1, which is the value at (x, y) in the fi, and
N[gi, n(x, y)] is a matrix centered at (x, y) in the gi, n matrix. Figure 2 shows an
example when cross-input neighborhood difference is applied to the feature maps.
Each feature map is enlarged five times differently before calculating the difference.
This allows the model to consider global and local differences between feature
maps.

In this study, since we use three images as input, two pairs of feature maps are
created as shown in the Fig. 1. These feature maps are reconstructed in the cross-
input neighborhood differences layer through Equations (1) and (2). Then, these
feature maps are extracted through the convolution layer, and finally, it is classified
into four classes through the fully connected layer and Softmax.
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4 Experimental Results

This section describes the experiments we performed to evaluate our scheme. We
measured the rank accuracy of our model and compared it with IDLA. CUHK03
data is used for training our proposed model and the IDLA [11]. In the experiments,
we used Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-8700 CPU, 32G DDR4 memory, NVIDIA Geforce
GTX 1080ti, Python 3.5 environment.

We evaluated the performance by measuring the accuracy of Rank-1, Rank-5,
and Rank-8. Rank refers to the score rank of the images recognized as the same
person as the query image in the gallery set. Figure 3 shows an example of finding
the same person as the query image in the gallery. Rank-1 is the ratio of the correct
answer to the image with the highest similarity, and Rank-5 is the ratio with the
correct answer to the top five images with high similarity scores.

Figure 4 shows the Rank-1, Rank-5, and Rank-8 accuracy of the two models, our
proposed model, and IDLA. As shown in the figure, our proposed model has about
a 10% improvement in Rank-1 accuracy than the previous model. In addition, it can
be seen that the overall performance is improved, including Rank-1 accuracy.

Fig. 3 Result example
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Fig. 4 Test result

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a person re-identification method of using three human
images as input and reconstructing them into two pairs of feature maps, which
enabled the model to learn while reflecting the differences and commonalities
between the three images. To evaluate our method, we extend the existing person
re-identification model, and the model was trained using the CUHK03 dataset.
In addition, the accuracy of Rank-1, Rank-5, and Rank-8 was measured in a
comparison experiment, and we confirmed that the overall performance of the
proposed model was improved.

In this study, we conducted the experiments by extracting the features of the
image using the shallow networks. In the next study, we plan to use a variety of
person re-identification datasets for training the model with proven networks such
as ResNet, VGG, and Inception.
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Variational AutoEncoder-Based Anomaly
Detection Scheme for Load Forecasting

Sungwoo Park, Seungmin Jung, Eenjun Hwang, and Seungmin Rho

1 Introduction

With recent advances in MEMS (micro electro mechanical systems) technology,
the size of sensors has been significantly reduced. As it has become easy to embed
sensors into a variety of devices, diverse data such as temperature, humidity, and
pressure can be collected continuously from diverse devices through the sensor [1].

Most data collected from such devices are time-series data as they are collected
regularly or periodically. Many systems of smart cities also utilize time-series data
for developing applications [2]. In particular, typical smart grid systems optimize
energy operations by analyzing data collected from all processes of power utilization
in the smart city [3]. A smart grid is an intelligent power grid that combines
information and communication technologies with existing power grids. Through
the smart grid, consumers can reduce electricity bills, and suppliers can optimize
energy efficiency by solving the imbalances between demand and supply through
real-time information sharing and control [4].

Anomaly detection is one of the essential technologies of the smart grid [5]. If the
data is damaged during transmission or tampered with hacking, various problems
such as malfunctioning and incorrect billing can occur. To detect anomalies, it is
necessary to monitor the data collected by the smart meter in real-time and check
for any abnormality.
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Fig. 1 Overall structure of our scheme

IQR (interquartile range) method is one of the most commonly used statistical
methods for identifying abnormal data [6]. However, as high leverage anomalies
can skew the median of the IQR, some types of anomalies may not be detected.
If the normal value is replaced by another value due to incorrect classification and
used in a predictive model, its predictive performance may degrade. To solve this
problem, in this chapter, we propose VAE (Variational AutoEncoder)-based scheme
for accurate anomaly detection. Figure 1 shows the overall structure of our scheme.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the input variable
configuration. Section 3 explains the construction of the VAE-based anomaly
detection model. Then, we explain the construction of the ANN (artificial neural
network)-based load forecasting model in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we present some
experiments to evaluate the performance of our scheme. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the chapter.

2 Input Variable Configuration

In this study, we focused on detecting anomalies in electric load data. For electric
load data, we used LBNL (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory) building’s
electric energy consumption data from January 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015. LBNL
data includes missing data, and the data immediately after the missing data occurs
has a slightly different pattern. We experimented with this part assuming abnormal
data. Table 1 summarizes some statistics of the LBNL data.

In addition, we used time data and weather data which are obtained from NOAA
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration).

Time data consists of the month, day, hour, minute, and day of the week. It
is difficult to reflect periodic information in machine learning algorithms when
time data are in a sequential format. Therefore, we enhanced the time data to
2-dimensional data using Eqs. (1) and (2). Since using both 1-dimensional and
2-dimensional data can represent the time factor more effectively, we used both
data [7]:
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Table 1 Statistics of electric
load data

Category Value

Count 46,111
Missing data 6305
Maximum 224287.4
Minimum 11.5
Mean 36.74151
Standard error 1044.429
Median 29

timex = sin ((360/cycle)× time) (1)

timey = cos ((360/cycle)× time) (2)

In the equations, cycle represents the period of time data. For example, when time
indicates month, the cycle becomes 12, and when time indicates hours to minutes,
cycle represents 48.

Weather data consists of temperature, daily maximum temperature, and daily
minimum temperature. Temperature is closely related to the operation of equipment
with high power consumption, such as air conditioners and radiators [8]. Due to this,
we used weather data as an input variable.

3 Anomaly Detection Model Configuration

In a typical AE (AutoEncoder), reconstruction errors are used as a loss function
to obtain the same output data as the input data [9]. AEs are trained to minimize
loss function values. Latent variables compressed by the encoder preserve the
characteristics of the input data, so it is possible to measure the similarity between
data or solve the classification problem using the latent variable.

If the latent variable generated through the encoder has a specific distribution,
such as a normal distribution, the latent variable can be sampled from the normal
distribution, and new data can be generated using a decoder. VAE is a model
that follows a specific distribution using variance inference to train input data
and generate new data through sampling from this distribution [10]. AE outputs
the latent variables directly, but VAE outputs the mean and variance of the
latent variables and then generates the latent variables through sampling. As VAE
can learn the probability of latent variables, it is a suitable model for anomaly
detection [11].

In general, AE-based anomaly detection uses reconstruction errors of the entire
input variables. However, if the anomaly of the load data is detected using the
reconstruction error of the entire input variables, the normal load data may be
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Fig. 2 Typical structure of ANN model

classified as abnormal data. So, after calculating the reconstruction error of each
input variable in VAE, we only used the reconstruction error of the load data.

4 Forecasting Model Configuration

An ANN, which is also known as MLP (multilayer perceptron), is a machine
learning algorithm that imitates the human brain and consists of three layers: an
input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer [12]. Each layer consists
of several nodes called a perceptron. Each node receives values from the nodes on
the previous layer, determines its output, and gives it to the nodes on the next layer.
As this process is repeated, the nodes of the output layer give the values we want.
Figure 2 represents a typical structure of an ANN model.

We constructed an ANN-based load forecasting model by using interpolated load
data and the same input variables used in anomaly detection. In our model, we used
the scaled exponential linear unit function as activation function, and set the number
of hidden layers to five [13]. In addition, we set the number of neurons in the hidden
layer to two-thirds of the number of input variables [14].

5 Experimental Results

For the experiments, we divided the dataset into a training set collected from January
1, 2014 to April 30, 2015 and test set collected from May 1, 2015, to June 30, 2015.
Also, we used MAE (mean absolute error), RMSE (root mean square error), and
RMSLE (root mean square logarithmic error) to evaluate the performance of the
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proposed scheme. MAE, RMSE, and RMSLE can be defined by using Eqs. (3), (4)
(5), respectively:

MAE =
∑n

i=1 | yi − xi |
n

(3)

RMSE =
√∑n

i=1 (yi − xi)2
n

(4)

RMSLE =
√∑n

i=1 (log (yi + 1)− log (xi + 1))2

n
(5)

We constructed diverse ANN-based load forecasting models using different
combinations of anomaly detection and data interpolation methods. We consider
five different anomaly detection methods; IQR, isolation forest, k-means clustering,
one-class support vector machine, and VAE. We also considered three different data
interpolation methods; zero filling interpolation, linear interpolation, and random
forest-based interpolation.

Table 2 MAE, RMSE, RMSLE comparison of load forecasting

Model MAE RMSE RMSLE

Original 8.24 65.39 0.38
Interquartile range Zero 6.49 43.65 0.28

Linear 4.21 37.56 0.19
Random forest 3.55 37.02 0.17

Isolation forest Zero 7.01 57.81 0.32
Linear 924.65 2939.82 3.41
Random forest 121.30 10369.19 0.63

K means clustering Zero 4.75 40.14 0.22
Linear 11.01 51.13 0.35
Random forest 6.45 40.07 0.24

One-class support vector machine Zero 4.73 30.05 0.22
Linear 11.02 51.15 0.35
Random forest 6.39 40.04 0.23

Variational AutoEncoder Zero 5.78 41.92 0.25
Linear 3.73 37.20 0.18
Random forest 3.18 36.86 0.17

Values in bold font indicate the best forecasting performance for each combination of anomaly
detection method and data interpolation method
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Table 2 shows the result. From the table, we can see that the ANN model that
used interpolated data by VAE-based anomaly detection and random forest–based
data interpolation gives the best performance in the three metrics. Overall, using
interpolated data showed better performance than using original data.

Other machine learning–based anomaly detections using random forest–based
data interpolation method showed worse performances than zero filling or linear
interpolation. This is because random forest model was trained using data classified
as normal data by anomaly detection technique. If the accuracy of the anomaly
detection technique is low, the proportion of anomalies in the data increases; it
reflects the characteristics of the anomaly when data is interpolated.

6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a VAE-based scheme for anomaly detection and
applied the scheme for electric load forecasting. To do that, we constructed a
dataset composed of time, weather data, and electric load data. To evaluate the
performance of our scheme, we compared our scheme with other anomaly detection
methods in terms of MAE, RMSE, and RMSLE. The experimental results showed
that interpolating outliers detected by VAE for load forecasting gave the best
performance.
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Prediction of Clinical Disease
with AI-Based Multiclass Classification
Using Naïve Bayes and Random Forest
Classifier

V. Jackins, S. Vimal, M. Kaliappan, and Mi Young Lee

1 Introduction

Due to modern lifestyle, diseases are increasing rapidly. Our lifestyle and food
habits lead to create impacts on our health causing heart diseases and other
health issues. Data mining technique is one of the most challenging and leading
research areas in healthcare due to the high importance of valuable data. It also
accommodates the researchers in the field of healthcare in development of effective
policies, and different systems to prevent different types of disease and early
detection of diseases can reduce the risk factor. The aim of our work is to predict
the diseases among the trained dataset using classification algorithms. It has been
trained the Naive Bayes and Random Forest classifier model with three different
disease datasets namely – diabetes, coronary heart disease and cancer datasets and
performance of each model are calculated.

Data mining is a growing field that transforms piece of data into useful
information. This technique help the authorized person make informed options
and take right decisions for their betterment. It used to understand, predict, and
guide future behavior based on the hidden patterns among huge datasets, Artificial
Neural networks are the best effort classification algorithm for prediction of medical
diagnosis due to its best efficiency parameter. The neural network comprises of the
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neurons with three layers such as input layer, hidden layer, and output layer for the
efficiency attainment.

2 Related Work

Variety of classification and clustering algorithms play a significant role for
prediction and diagnosis of different types of diseases. Bayesian network classifier
and Random Forest classifier are used to diagnose the risk for diabetes [1–3]. The
prediction accuracy of the k-means algorithm is enhanced using both class and
cluster method and making it adapt to different dataset [4]. A group of classification
algorithms excluding Random Forest algorithm is applied on diabetes data to
diagnose the risk. On comparing the performance of each method, the outcome
shows that Random Forest was performed well in both accuracy and ROC Curve
[5–7].

The Classification algorithm from various experts [8–11] Suggests that the data
mining techniques such as k-means algorithm provide the Clinical observation in a
clear way. Purushottama et al. [12] it helps a nonspecialized doctor can make the
right decision about the heart disease risk level by generating original rules, pruned
rules, classified rules, and sorted rules.

3 Proposed Work

The proposed method has been used with Anaconda tool (Jupyter Notebook IDE)
for data analysis. Anaconda a package management system manages the package
versions for predictive analysis and data management. It has been taken three
disease patient data such as diabetes, coronary heart disease, and breast cancer data
as input. These data are loaded and checked to see whether it has any missing values
or not. If any missing values are found they are replaced to a null value. Then it has
been checked whether any columns in the data have any correlation with another
column in the data individually. If any correlation is found between two columns,
one of those column is removed. If any true and false value is found in data, it
is replaced with 1 and 0, respectively. It has been have split the original data into
training data which has 70% of original data and test data which has 30% of the
original data (Fig. 1).

It has been have taken few sample test data separately for each class data.
Applying this sample data on each trained model of that disease shows us the results
whether the data is identified with that disease or not. While comparing the results
of both model for each class data, it has been can see that the model trained with
Random Forest gives the accurate results of classification.
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Fig. 1 Block diagram for proposed method

3.1 Dataset

Here, it has been have multiple disease data such as diabetes, coronary heart disease
and breast cancer. The dataset has been collected using the wearable devices and the
prediction data.

3.1.1 Coronary Heart Disease

This dataset is used by Framingham Heart study which includes several demo-
graphic risk factors:
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• Age: Current age of the patient.

The dataset also includes behavioral risk factors associated with smoking:

• Smoking nature: The patient is a current smoker or not.

Medical history risk factors:

• BPMeds: Whether the patient was on blood pressure medication or not.
• PrevalentStroke: Whether the patient had a stroke previously or not.
• PrevalentHyp: hypertensive or not.
• Diabetes: Patient has diabetes or not.

Risk factors from the first physical examination of the patient:

• Cholrange: Total cholesterol level.
• BPs: Systolic blood pressure.
• diBl: Diastolic blood.
• BMI: Body mass index.
• HR: Heart rate.
• GL: Glucose level.
• CHDRISK: CHD coronary heart disease.

3.2 Filling in Missing Values

Missing value in any data means that the data was not available or not applicable or
the event did not happen. Here, it has been replaced the missing values not available
into null values.

3.3 Correlation Coefficient

Correlation coefficients are used in statistics to measure how strong a relationship is
between two variables. It is the statistical measure of the linear relationship between
a dependent variable and an independent variable. It is represented by a lowercase
letter “r.”

Here, the correlation between all the columns of the datasets is calculated to
measure their relationship. The results give the correlation value of each column in
a dataset against another column in that dataset. If two column in a dataset has same
correlated values, then one among them is removed to avoid repetition of values.

In the below mentioned figure the Positive coefficients are indicated with the blue
color and negative coefficients in red. The color intensity is found proportional to
the blue and red indicted (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 The legend colors show the correlation coefficients and its corresponding colors

3.4 Algorithm

3.4.1 Naive Bayes Classification Algorithm

Here it has been used Bayes theorem for classification purpose and assumes that
classification is predictor independent. It assumes that Naive Bayes classifier in the
presence of a particular feature in a class is unrelated to any other feature.

Naive Bayes model is compatible for very large data sets to build and for further
analysis. This model is very simple and sophisticated classification method it is
performed well even in complicated scenarios. By using Bayes theorem, calculate
the posterior probability using the equation below:

4 Results and Discussion

A confusion matrix having the information or data about actual and predicted
classifications finished by a classification process. The performance is evaluated
using the available data in the matrix. The confusion matrix for a two-class classifier
is shown in the Table 1 (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Confusion matrix

• Always Positive (AP): The classification model correctly find class positively.
• Always Negative (AN): The negative class exactly labeled by the classifier.
• Always Least Positive (ALP): The classification model were incorrectly pre-

dicted and labeled as positive.
• Partial Least Negative (PLN):These are the positive classes that were incorrectly

predicted as negative one.

Accuracy Calculation
The prediction accuracy is calculated using the formulae:

Accuracy = (AP+ AN) / (M+ N)

where M = AP + AN and N = ALP + AN. OR AP + AN/(TOTAL)
For heart disease data, Naive Bayes algorithm gives 82.44 and 82.35 accuracies

for training and test data, respectively. Random Forest algorithm gives 97.96 and
83.85 for training and test data, respectively (Fig. 4).

5 Conclusion

Data mining can be effectively implemented in medical domain. The aim of this
study is to discover a model for coronary heart disease, among the available dataset.
The dataset is chosen from online repositories. The techniques of preprocessing
applied are fill in missing values and removing correlated columns. Next, the
classifier is applied to the preprocessed dataset then Bayesian and Random Forest
models are constructed. Finally, the accuracy of the models is calculated and
analyses based on the efficiency calculations. Bayesian classification network shows
the accuracy of 82.35 for coronary heart disease. Similarly, classification with
Random Forest model shows the accuracy of 83.85. The accuracy outcome of
Random forest model for the three diseases is greater than the accuracy values
of Naïve Bayes classifier. When performing classification in the trained model by
applying sample test data of each disease, the Random forest model gives accurate
results.

Our proposed methodology helps to improve the accuracy of diagnosis and
greatly helpful for further treatment.
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Fig. 4 Heart disease train and test data accuracy for two algorithms
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A Hybrid Deep Learning Approach for
Detecting and Classifying Breast Cancer
Using Mammogram Images

K. Lakshminarayanan, Y. Harold Robinson, S. Vimal, and Dongwann Kang

1 Introduction

Breast cancer causes the most common cancer type in women in the world, and
this disease is dangerous whenever there is a delay in the diagnosis process. The
malignant tumor expands rapidly and spreads the tumor in abnormal shapes [1].
Figure 1 demonstrates the malignant breast cancer.

Mammography is the enhanced technique for detecting the breast cancer very
early that will reduce the energy for X-ray to diagnosis the breast cancer [2]. It is the
way of digital X-ray image of the breast that is utilized for disease identification. The
Computer-Aided Diagnosis techniques were constructed to assist the radiologists
for enhancing the accuracy for breast cancer detection [3]. The feature extraction
technique is used for evaluation and classification. The deep learning–based hybrid
technique is constructed for breast cancer diagnosis system.
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Fig. 1 Malignant breast cancer

2 Related Work

The classification of breast cancer from the input image has been completed using
the k-means clustering technique that the feature extraction to apply the several
parameters [4]. The Extreme Learning Machine Classifier [5] utilizes the classifica-
tion by obtaining the specificity and sensitivity of the enhanced performance. The
lesion annotations are utilized to implement the initial training time by performing
the classification process [6]. The linear kernel function with the threshold value
has provided the region-related segmentation process [7]. The machine learning
algorithms have been utilized for providing the classification process from the image
dataset to minimize the dimensionality feature for performance evaluation [8]. The
uncertainty in the process of diagnosis has been eliminated with the median filtering
and the histogram procedure [9]. The Feed Forward Neural Networks have been
trained using the classifier to achieve the better sensitivity and specificity of the input
image [10]. The MLP-based procedure [11] has been utilized to achieve the better
breast cancer diagnosis. The principle component analysis [12] has been processed
to identify the breast cancer from the dataset. The k-nearest algorithm [13] has
implemented the classification procedure to diagnose the breast cancer from the
ultrasound images. The efficient machine learning technique [14] and the enhanced
supply vector machine [15] have been used for diagnosing the breast cancer more
accurately.

3 Proposed Work

The novel hybrid technique proposed in this chapter joins the deep learning
technique with the random forest classifier. The input image is preprocessed to
eliminate the unwanted noise from the image and ROI is extracted with AlexNet.
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Fig. 2 Proposed system architecture

The feature vectors are generated for implementing the classification process, the
random forest classifier is classifying the image and identifies the breast cancer type,
and the whole process is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

The AlexNet CNN has been pretrained by the dataset to complete the classi-
fication process. The classification is more complicated for the medical images
that the transfer learning procedure is used to provide the better solution for the
deep learning–based issues. The dense part is eliminated from the image using the
AlexNet and the random forest classifier to require the training process. The fully
connected network is being trained according to the newly included layers. The final
fully connected layer is eliminated from the CNN and to be replaced by the random
forest classifier. The complexity has been minimized by the reduced amount of time
and produces the enhanced accuracy. The AlexNet CNN architecture for feature
extraction is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Here, the random forest classifier is included
after the completion of the Max pooling layers in the convolutional neural network.

The ROI extraction from the input image after performing the preprocessing
is illustrated in Fig. 4. The adaptive histogram equalization is generated to be
capable of increasing the contrast value from the image for implementing the feature
extraction procedure.
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Fig. 3 AlexNet CNN architecture

Fig. 4 ROI extraction

The random forest classifier is the supervisor learning–based technique to
classify the images with the CNN-based classification process. The ensemble
technique has been combined with the Bootstrap Aggregation mechanism to provide
the sample replacement. The bagging technique is utilized to minimize the variance
without reducing the bias value.
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Fig. 5 Image classified as malignant

4 Performance Evaluation

The hybrid CNN–based random forest classifier is implemented in MATLAB to
validate the dataset of large amount of images. The ROI as the input deep learning–
based features are extracted with the AlexNet and the classification is completed
using the random forest classifier to segregate the input images as the breast cancer
types. The classification output is demonstrated in Fig. 5 as the input image has the
malignant type of breast cancer. The confusion matrix is evaluated to specify the
breast cancer classification that provides the details about the types of breast cancer
in the actual stage and also the prediction stage.

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the proposed hybrid deep learning technique has analyzed the root
cause for the breast cancer of the women according to the mutations and also aging
conditions. The proposed technique has classified the mammogram images and
produced the efficiency from the pretrained CNN for feature extraction through
the connected layer using the random forest classifier. This method has achieved
the better accuracy compared with the related techniques. The experimental results
show that the proposed technique providing the best solution for early detection of
breast cancer.
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Food-Type Recognition and Estimation
of Calories Using Neural Network

R. Dinesh Kumar, E. Golden Julie, Y. Harold Robinson, and Sanghyun Seo

1 Introduction

In recent years, the numbers of diabetic patients are increasing due to lack of
knowledge in diet control. The most important cause of diabetes is the less insulin
production in the human body. This leads to many of the diseases like continuous
urination, increased blood pressure, loss of weight, and sometimes cardiac arrest.
These enable us to develop the system to educate the people to have proper healthy
foods every day. The proper system is built in MATLAB to food-type recognition
and estimate food calories consumed.
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2 Related Work

The clustering techniques have been proposed to identify the food types. To segment
the food item, affinity propagation and unsupervised clustering method have been
adopted. The affinity propagation with agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC)
obtains 95% of accuracy. The Monitoring of Ingestive Behavior model has built to
monitor and estimate the calories [1]. The input food images have been taken from
smartphones with single and mixed food items and fed into training and testing.
The preprocessing steps are carried first, followed by vision-based segmentation
done, and deep learning algorithm applied to estimate calories [2]. In the input
food image, chopstick is used as a reference for measurement. The density-based
database of the food is considered to evaluate the food volume, weight, and calorie
estimation. The estimated weight and calories’ relative average error rate are 6.65%
and 6.70% [3]. The two datasets have been collected and trained with single-task
and multitask CNN. The above multitask CNN classifiers achieved good results in
food identification and calorie estimation than single-task CNN [4]. The top 10 Thai
curries are considered. The segmented image is fed into the fuzzy logic to identify
the ingredients based on their intensities and boundaries. The calories are calculated
by sum of all the ingredient calories [5].

3 Proposed Work

The proposed technique has been divided into two phases as the training phase and
the testing phase. The input image is resized using the scaling technique. Feature
extraction consists of the SIFT method, Gabor Filter, and color histogram. The
feature extraction is converted into the classification that implements the segmented
process and MLP, and these processes are implemented in testing phase. After the
classification procedure, the total area computation and the volume measurements
are identified for producing the calorie estimate. The entire process is demonstrated
in Fig. 1.

3.1 Algorithm – Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks

Initialize all neurons (vih) and weights (whj.)
Run=1
While (Run)
Do{
Store all w and v.
Epoch=epoch+1 /*training*/
For all (xt, rt) ∈ Xtraining in random order.
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Fig. 1 Proposed system architecture

For all hidden nodes zh,

zh = sigmoid

(∑d

j=0
whjx

t
j

)

For all output nodes yi

yi = softmax

(∑H

h=0
vihzh

)

For all weights vih

Δvih = η
(
rt
i − yt

i

)
zh

vih = vih +Δvih

For all weights wih

Δwih = η

(
K∑

i=1

(
rt
i − yt

i

)
vih

)

zh (1− zh) xt
j

wih = wih +Δwih

For all (xt, rt) ∈ XValidating
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For all hidden nodes zh,

zh = sigmoid

(∑d

j=0
whjx

t
j

)

For all output nodes yi

yi = softmax

(∑H

h=0
vihzh

)

err (epoch) = 1

2

∑

xεXValidating

(∑K

i=1

(
rt
i − yt

i

)2

If err(epoch)>err (epoch-1)
Run=0
}
For all (xt, rt) ∈ Xtesting
For all hidden nodes zh,

zh = sigmoid

(∑d

j=0
whjx

t
j

)

For all output nodes yi

yi = softmax

(∑H

h=0
vihzh

)

If y==r
“Successfully recognized”
Else
“Failed to recognize”

3.2 Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network

Multilayer perceptron neural network working principle is relatively based on the
human brain and belongs to feed forward NN. Normally a human brain stores the
information as the pattern and gains the knowledge to solve the complex problems
by experience and it is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

The multilayer perceptron neural network recognizes the patterns by supervised
training algorithm fed forward from input to output layers. Activation function is
computed as given in Eq. (1).
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Fig. 2 Multilayer perceptron neural network

xm+1
i (n) = f

⎡

⎣
M∑

j=1

Wmij xj (n)

⎤

⎦ (1)

4 Performance Evaluation

The proposed work is carried out in MATLAB with six food classes. Here, precision
and recall are identified for different food classes for SVM and MLP based classifier
to have better results. The accuracy is tested using F-measure. The F-measure is
calculated by taking the precision and recall values of each class and is shown in
Table 1.

5 Conclusion

In this proposed work, identification of food type is made and estimation of calorie is
done using MLP and the results proposed. Single food item types were considered
previously, but here mixed food item types are taken to have better results. The
implementation is processed in MATLAB with 1000 fruit images containing 6 food
classes with good accuracy. The automatic dietary control is made available for
diabetic patients.

Acknowledgments This work has supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea
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Table 1 Performance comparison

Class
Precision
SVM

Precision
MLP

Recall
SVM

Recall
MLP SVM= 2*(p*r/p+r) MLP = 2*(p*r/p+r)

Apple 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.70 0.80
Banana 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.80 0.90
Bread 0.8 1 0.9 1 0.85 1
Guava 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.60 0.65
Pizza 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.79 0.90
Pomegranate 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.60 0.75
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Progression Detection of Glaucoma Using
K-means and GLCM Algorithm

S. Vimal, Y. Harold Robinson, M. Kaliappan, K. Vijayalakshmi,
and Sanghyun Seo

1 Introduction

The natural characteristic eye is an organ of vision that expects a noteworthy activity
in life just as the human body. Various basic infections may impact the retina
provoking vision mishap. The symptoms of by far most of the eye diseases are
not adequately evident until it makes a huge impact on vision. Glaucoma could be
a tireless eye malady that prompts vision loss. Perceiving the disease in time is
critical. Glaucoma is an eye disease that hurts the optic nerve of the eye and gets
the chance to be not kidding over some time [1]. It is caused by the development of
pressure inside the eye. Glaucoma will, in general, be gained also and may not show
up until a short time later throughout everyday life. The revelation of glaucomatous
development is one of the principal, basic, and most testing view focuses to maintain
a strategic distance from vision incident. Glaucoma is an eye illness of the common
nerve of a vision, called the optic nerve, and it is frequently related with raised
intraocular weight, in which harm to the optic nerve is dynamic over a long period
and leads to the misfortune of vision [2]. Glaucoma could be an infection of the eye
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in which liquid weight inside the eye rises if cleared out untreated the understanding
may lose vision, and indeed gotten to be daze. The illness, by and large, affects both
eyes, even though one may have more extreme signs and indications than the other.
There are two sorts of glaucoma:

(i) Open-angle glaucoma: The passages to the eye’s waste canals are clear, but a
blockage creates inside the canal, catching liquid and causing an increment in
weight within the eye. Vision misfortune is as a rule moderate and progressive.

(ii) Angle-closure glaucoma: The entrance to the canal is either well limit or
is closed totally. Weight can rise exceptionally rapidly. The known tests to
distinguish glaucoma are tonometry (internal eye weight), ophthalmoscopy
(structure and color of the optic nerve), and perimetry (total field of vision)
[3].

2 Related Work

A method that proposed that the wavelet includes extraction has been trailed by
streamlined hereditary component choice joined with a few learning calculations
and different parameter settings. Not at all like the current research works where
the highlights are considered from the total fundus or a sub-picture of the fundus,
this work depends on include extraction from the divided and vein evacuated optic
plate to improve the precision of ID [4]. The exploratory outcomes introduced right
now that the wavelet highlights of the sectioned optic plate picture are clinically
progressively noteworthy in contrast with highlights of the entire or sub-fundus
picture in the discovery of glaucoma from fundus picture [5]. The precision of
glaucoma recognizable proof accomplished right now 94.7% and a correlation with
existing techniques for glaucoma recognition from fundus picture show that the
proposed approach has improved exactness of arrangement. The programmed OC
and OD division utilizing a novel strategy has been implemented to depend on
CNN [6]. The proposed strategy utilized entropy inspecting for choosing to examine
focuses that are professed to be superior to uniform testing. They chose to examine
focuses that are additionally used to plan a learning arrangement of convolutional
channels. The separated OC and OD can be utilized for CDR count which can
additionally be utilized for glaucoma conclusion [7]. The implemented method that
the automated analyze the referable diabetic retinopathy by characterizing shading
retinal fundus photos into two grades. An epic convolutional neural system model
with Siamese-like engineering is prepared with an exchange learning strategy.
Unique about the past works, the proposed model acknowledges binocular fundus
pictures as information sources and learns their connection to assist with making a
forecast and proposed to consequently order the fundus photos into 2 kinds: with or
without RDR [8].
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3 Proposed Work

3.1 Preprocessing

Image pixel analysis and preprocessing step glaucoma diagnosis, in around 10%
of the retinal pictures, ancient rarities are sufficiently huge to hinder human 38
reviewing. Preprocessing of such pictures can guarantee a satisfactory degree of
achievement in the mechanized variation from the norm identification. In the
retinal pictures, there can be varieties brought about by the variables remembering
contrasts for cameras, brightening, procurement edge, and retinal pigmentation. The
preprocessing step evacuates varieties because of picture securing, for example,
inhomogeneous brightening. Changing conditions during picture catch, noise,
uneven brightening, and 21 complexity varieties are the additional difficulties
of mechanized optic circle restriction. To deal with these pictures self-rulingly,
preprocessing must be applied. The accompanying explanation expounds on the
preprocessing techniques embraced for our work. Grayscale is an information grid
whose qualities speak to powers inside some range. MATLAB stores a grayscale
picture as an individual grid, with every component of the matrix corresponding to
one picture pixel. For changing over RGB picture to grayscale, it demonstrates the
pixel brightness (Fig. 1):

Inrgb = imread ([pathnamef ilename]) ;
X = rgb2gray (Inrgb)

3.2 Detection of MA

Microaneurysms (MAs) are typically the main side effect of DR that causes blood
spillage to the retina. This injury typically shows up as little red round spots with
a width of fewer than 125 micrometers. Since microaneurysms (MAs) are one of
the primary side effects of the sickness, recognizing this difficulty inside the fundus
pictures encourages early DR location. Right now, the programmed examination
of retinal pictures utilizing a convolutional neural network (CNN) is presented. It
demonstrates noteworthy improvement in MA identification utilizing retinal fundus
pictures for observing diabetic retinopathy.

i1 = Inrgb (:, :, 2) ;
im = medf ilt2(i1);

isub = imsubtract (im, i1) ;
It performs the median filtering of the picture i1 in two measurements that each

outcome pixel contains the middle an incentive in a 3-by-3 neighborhood around
the comparing pixel in the given picture.
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Fig. 1 Proposed technique

4 Performance Evaluation Using K-means Algorithm

K-means algorithm is an unaided grouping calculation which arranges the informa-
tion points into numerous elements dependent on innate intervals from one another.
The calculation accepts that the information highlights structure a vector space and
attempts to discover common grouping in them. K-means calculation is a grouping
algorithm that arranges the information of data points into various classes dependent
on their characteristic intervals from one another. This technique for segmentation is
to get an exact limit depiction. In optic disc and cup division, histograms and focus
surround statistical are utilized to characterize every superpixel as disc or non-disc;
the area data is likewise included in the component space to support the presentation.
The calculation accepts that the information highlights structure a vector space and
attempts to discover common grouping in them. The points are bunched around
centroid i = 1 . . . k which are acquired by limiting the goal:

K∑

J=1

X∑

l=1

||Xi(j)− cj ||2
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where||Xi(j) − cj||2 is a picked interval (length) measure.

• Calculate the intensity distribution (moreover it’s also called a histogram) of the
intensities.

• Initialize the centroid with k irregular intensity.
• Repeating the accompanying strides until the grouping marks of the picture don’t

change any longer.
• Group the points dependent on the separation of their intensity from centroid

powers imitated with the mean an incentive inside every one of the clusters, and
afterward the separation lattice for the distance matrix is determined.

• Calculate the new centroid for each of the clusters.
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5 Conclusion

Glaucoma is extraordinarily risky as it causes perpetual visual impairment and
shows up at the last stage. Sadly, there is no known remedy for glaucoma at cutting
edge stages. Customary screenings and glaucoma recognition at beginning periods
can spare vision. For the most part, existing mechanized glaucoma identification
frameworks use fundus pictures and CDR to distinguish glaucoma at later stages.
Computerized glaucoma recognition utilizing fundus pictures at the last stages is at a
full-grown level yet tragically neglects to perceive glaucoma at beginning times. The
manual screen for glaucoma is testing and sensitive and relies upon the capability
of experts.
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Trend Analysis Using Agglomerative
Hierarchical Clustering Approach for
Time Series Big Data

P. Subbulakshmi, S. Vimal, M. Kaliappan, Y. Harold Robinson,
and Mucheol Kim

1 Introduction

Road traffic accident (RTA) is an important factor to consider in research as it
contains many factors and injuries lead to disability and other personal affections
[1]. A report generated by World Health Organization shows that about 2 million
accidents are happening throughout worldwide and it may lead to various segment
of road safety and injuries [2]. The main focus on road accident is to ensure safety
in road and emergency reporting [3]. The time sequence data analysis helps in
encouraging the user to predict the emergency service, and accident rate can be
predominantly reduced in there forth [4]. Data mining technique has been applied
to statistically survey the accident rate [5]. The challenges of big data are capture,
storage, search, sharing, transfer, analysis, and visualization [6]. These data are in
various formats such as structured, unstructured, and semi-structured [7]. These data
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are not handled by the traditional data processing tools [8]. In this paper, we take the
huge amount of data generated in the road accidents for finding the factors causing
them. This can be handled by the clustering and association rule mining techniques
[9]. The trend analysis in PTS is more helpful for finding the factors of the accident
since accident ratio increases every year. This can be efficiently identified with the
time sequence data in every location. These data are needed to be normalized and
then used for the processing with the help of the data mining techniques [10].

2 Related Work

Time series performs a group of related data points gathered within the specified
interval [11]. Monthly basis road accident is measured to store the time series data
for revealing the future trend. This will help to identify the dissimilar regions of road
accidents for providing the trend analysis [12]. This analysis contains 11 leading
cities in India for using the dataset. It is very hard to analyze the time series data of
the leading cities independently and also relate to the nature and trend of the road
accidents in the similar other cities in India [13].

3 Proposed Work

3.1 Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing is a prior task is to analyze the data in every data handling
techniques. The techniques of data preprocessing remove the unwanted noise or
other constraints in the network. Here, this time sequence data was preprocessed,
and an analysis has been normalized [14]. The data transformations have been
performed to implement data available for the time series-related analysis. The time
series information needs the enhanced data preprocessing in spite of getting the data
useful for the specific analysis. The time series information uses the normalization
technique for assisting the difficulties in the preprocessing technique. Hence, the
analysis is used to get the efficient result for normalizing the time series information
based on the time series.

3.2 Similarity Measure for Time Sequence

Dynamic time warping (DTW) measures the correlation between two time sequence
data objects even if their lengths are not the same. DTW is used to minimize the
metrics of two time sequences ri = {r1, r2, . . . , rn) and fi = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}which are
of length x and y, respectively, and have to align ri and tj. The dynamic programming
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establishes a cluster approach using the infinity matrix, and the parameters are
computed in Eqs. (1) and (2):

mean (fi) = 0 (1)

SD (fi) = 1 (2)

where mean (fi) is the mean value and SD(fi) is the standard deviation for producing
the normalization time series. The normalization is computed in Eq. (3).

Norfi =
n∑

t=t

t imei −mean(fi)
SD(Fi)

(3)

3.3 Hierarchy-Based Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis is done using the similar objects to be grouped in a single forum or
groups based on their attributes and properties. A lot of clustering algorithms such as
agglomerative clustering are used in statistical data prediction. There may be a va-
riety of algorithms for clustering a time sequence data. Agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm is designed to map reduce framework for clustering of time
sequence data. The space and time complexity using agglomerative hierarchical
clustering is P(n3), and the other one is P(2n). The proposed AHCTB is used to
predict the road accident data as shown in Fig. 1.

Algorithm for simple hierarchical agglomerative clustering
Input: Preprocessed Road Accident dataset
Output: PTS for each cluster
Initialization:

Set line, month, district as Object
Preprocessing:
Tokenize dataset
Line=get line from the dataset
Month=get the Month value from the line
District=get the District value from the line

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm for mapper and
reducer: (mapper)

Do until reach the Month & District
Set district = district value of line
If Month Exists
Set Month as Key
Set month = month value of line
End If
End
Merge month and district value
Set month and district value into another variable
Map the variable to the reducer
(Reducer)
Set sum=0
For each get value from the key
Calculate Euclidean mean for each district = PTS
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Road Accident
Data

Data
Preprocessing

Cluster
formation

Cluster 1

Paradigmatic
Time Sequence 1

Paradigmatic
Time Sequence 2

Paradigmatic
Time Sequence N

Trend Analysis

Cluster 2 Cluster N

Fig. 1 Proposed system model

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Monthly Predıctıon

The clustering of districts makes the time sequence data to be visualized to perform
the normal conditions over the trend analysis. In Fig. 2, the accident rate is high
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Fig. 2 Accident rates in Ahmedabad city

Fig. 3 Accident rates for Indian cities

because it is a metropolitan city which has a high population rate, results in high
traffic which tends to maximum accident occurrence. Here, in each month, the
trend rate varies depending on the accident count. The high peak of accident rate
is recorded in the months of July and November.

Figure 3 demonstrates the accident rates for 1 single year for 11 important cities,
and it illustrates that the cities of Ahmedabad, Surat, and Rajkot are having highest
amount of accident rates. The cities of Bhavnagar, Gurgaon, Haridwar, Porbandar,
Uttarkashi, and Vijayawada are having the lowest amount of accident rates. The
cities of Dehradun and Gandhinagar are having the medium amount of accident
rates.
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Fig. 4 Weekly analysis

4.2 Weekly Analysis

Fig. 4 demonstrates the weekly analysis for the road accident rates for the 11 Indian
cities in detailed manner.

Figure 5 analyzes the time of accident percentage for the cities, and it is measured
that at the time of 12–2 pm, the accident rates are high. At the time period of 2–4 pm,
the accident rate is around 19 percentages. At the time between 8 and 10 am, the
accident rate is 15%, and in all the other timings, the accident rate percentage is 10
or less.

5 Conclusion

The progress of the system includes preprocessing of heterogeneous data which
are classified and clustered based on the district-wise grouping of the road accident
rates. Consequently, in each cluster, attributes are merged based on the monthly
analysis, and paradigmatic time sequence is predicted which is then fed for the trend
analysis of the accident rate. Here, AHCTB is proposed for the clustering of each
district, and trend analysis is done to each cluster using PTS. The trend analysis
shows the variation of the accident rates in each cluster. It also shows that accidents
are prone to increase in metropolitan and industrial cities where the population and
transportation are very high in nature, whereas in rural areas, the accident rate is
low.
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Fig. 5 Time of accident
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Demand Response: Multiagent System
Based DR Implementation

Faisal Saeed, Anand Paul, Seungmin Rho, and Muhammad Jamal Ahmed

1 Problem and Motivation

It is very crucial to come up with a real-time forecasting model which can give
primary instruction to evaluate DR. Previous works have some limitations that
should be overcome for better implementation. There is a strong need to come
up a model for peak demand forecast because hourly power consumption forecast
may miss very important information. Similarly, we also need power consumption
prediction for every home as every smart home has different pattern of power
consumption. Meanwhile we also need real-time energy price prediction as well
as scheduler which can schedule power accordingly. These all works should be in
heterogeneous.

2 Background and Related Work

Demand response is a technique which is designed to condense the peak demand
and to make awareness in the people that they should consume the power when
renewable energy is accessible in terms of PV panels. It is beneficial for grid
operators, electrical customers, and many load serving entities. It is very difficult for
an end user to have the track of dynamic pricing. So effective DR implementation
always depends on its enabling technologies. Generally, in housing societies, these
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enabling technologies are present in smart home situations where smart appliances
like smart meters, smart refrigerators, and washing machines worked. EMS (energy
management system) is classified as one of the DR-enabling technologies which
is a pure smart home topography which has the ability to control household loads
very intelligently using connotation between smart appliances like smart meters,
fridges, AC, washing machine, etc. Implementing the efficient DR model to see the
usefulness of its policies is very effective to boost up the energy efficiency as well as
power system constancy. Nowadays, research has a trend that DR implementation
is moving toward distributed systems where many heterogeneous mechanisms exist
[1–3]. There is a need to come up with an efficient DR model which should have the
ability to implement intelligent distributed algorithms, optimizing these algorithms
and load forecasting aiming to evaluate power systems on large scale.

MAS (multiagent system) is a combination of different autonomous agents
working cooperatively for effective design objectives [4–6]. Every agent in MAS
has heterogenous components, and each component can interact with each other.
IEEE Power Engineering Society’s Multi-Agent Systems Working Group passes
comprehensive review from the IEEE that a multiagent system has an ability to
provide two novel methods for power engineering, i.e., developing efficient systems
which should be flexible and extensible and can simulate and model the algorithms
[1, 7]. Generally, MAS is appropriate for developing heterogeneous components
while implementing the DR application for smart grids. In this paper, we proposed
multiagent system to device DR which is based on RTP. In our model, we proposed
a MAS for implementing DR as a residential DR where primary participants are
named as HAs and RAs as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 we can see that the black
line is the power connections and the red lines are the LAN connection which
is used for communication between HAs and RAs. HAs are connected with each
other, so security is also retained. Every agent has heterogeneous components like
residential load prediction model, price prediction model, real-time pricing, and
power scheduling. There are two main purposes of our multiagent system algorithm,
e.g., demand response policies and their enabling technologies. To make prediction,
we used artificial neural network concept. We used LSTM to make load forecast and
price prediction. The detail of our model is given below.

3 Approach and Uniqueness

3.1 Home Agent

The environment of an HA includes real-time prices prediction, real-time load
forecast, scheduling the power for better energy management, and demanding the
power from retailer by having the communication with its corresponding agent.
We used multipurpose LSTM model in HA, which has the ability to predict each
appliance load. Then the agent checks his own renewable energy in the form of
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Fig. 1 Overview of proposed model

batteries or solar. If the predicted load is manageable, then electricity request is
scheduled by the control load action, or if it is not manageable, then it can ask for
power by making demand to RA immediately. LSTM model also predicts the overall
load used in home and by using RTP predicts the price of electricity. It also has the
ability to predict the solar energy. The primary purpose of the control load action
is to minimize electricity bills which are based on our predicted real-time prices or
our DLC requests.

3.2 Retailer Agent

The features of a retailer agent atmosphere comprise of real-time prediction of used
electricity, available power, aggregated loads, service scope, and the manpower
capacity. An RA has the functionality to aggregate power demand based on HA
demand according to their services and purchases electricity from wholesale market.
After that RA then trades power to the HAs according to their need in a retail market.
Sometimes according to firm circumstances such as abundant renewable energy,
transmission limitations, and power deficiency, the RA may demand DLC.

Our idea emphasizes on ideal implementation of residential DR in a distribution
network; therefore, we also introduced WMA (wholesale market agent) and GA
(generator agent). RAs demand power from the wholesale market agent, and
generator agent according to their capacity. The electricity generation capacity after
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Table 1 This table is
showing specific software and
hardware specification during
the experiment

Name Experiment environmental parameters

OS Windows 10
CPU Intel(R)Core(TM)i5-3570CPU@3.40GHZ3.80GHZ
GPU NAVIDIA GeForce GTX1050
RAM 24GB
DT Python 3.6 (PyCharm)

Fig. 2 Simulated MAS results

having the lowest price will be allocated first in the market. In conclusion, this
mechanism influences the market in stable state, and a peripheral price is attained.

4 Simulation and Result Discussion

In order to test the performance of proposed MAS, we need agent execution
environment. We need LSTM model for predicting load and prices of electricity.
We run our LSTM model on PC having the attributes described in Table 1. We used
LSTM models to predict load, price, and energy with real-time data. provided by
US power control department for training and testing of LSTM model. We used
real-time data provided by US power control department for training and testing
of LSTM model. To implement MAS-based DR, we consider one RA which is
responsible for 100 HAs in a spread network. While implementing we accept that
the RA can demand and obtain enough energy from a wholesale market and all
broadcast restrictions are fulfilled. In our MAS, the retail market is balanced with
respect to budget, i.e., the RA cannot generate revenues. As in our model home,
agents can schedule the manageable power to abate the electricity prices, so Fig. 2
shows its simulated LSTM model results. First figure is the predicted price, and the
second figure is the predicted load.
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t-SNE-Based K-NN: A New Approach for
MNIST

Muhammad Jamal Ahmed, Faisal Saeed, Anand Paul, and Seungmin Rho

1 Introduction

Nowadays the terms “artificial intelligence,” “deep learning,” and “machine learn-
ing” are thrown around by associations in every single industry. It might come into
one’s mind that these words seemed to have appeared overnight and are new; it’s
the hard work of many within the field that has really moved it into the spotlight
as the latest tech trend, but the truth is that they’ve been around for a while. One
of the applications of machine learning, i.e., data mining, constitutes most of data
analysis tools to regulate the previous effective patterns, unidentified patterns, and
relationships in big data. These tools comprise of mathematical algorithms, machine
learning methods, and statistical models. Accordingly, data mining not only consists
of more than managing and collection data, but it also comprises prediction and
analysis.

Classification technique is artistic adequate to process a huge variety of data
than regression and is growing in distinction. In several fields, the visualization
of high-dimensional, large datasets is important. van der Maaten and Hinton
(2008) introduced t-distributed stochastic neighborhood embedding (t-SNE), and
it has become immensely prevalent in various fields. To signify high-dimensional
dataset in a low-dimensional space of two or three dimensions so that we can
visualize it in the form of spectral clustering, a dimensionality reduction technique
t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) is used. In comparison to
other dimensionality reduction techniques like PCA which merely exaggerate
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the variance, t-SNE constructs a compact feature space where alike samples are
demonstrated by neighboring points and contradictory samples are demonstrated
by distant points with immense probability. At an immense level, t-SNE paradigms
for the high-dimensional samples a probability distribution in such a way that alike
samples have a high possibility of being chosen while unlike points have a really
minor possibility of being chosen. In the low-dimensional embedding, t-SNE states
an alike distribution for the points. Finally, t-SNE minimizes the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between the two distributions with reverence to the locations of the
points in the embedding [1].

2 Background and Related Work

According to Sahibsingh A. Dudani, among the most intuitively and simplest
appealing classes of those classification procedures which are non-probabilistic
are those that weigh the evidence of closed sample information most heavily [2].
More precisely, one might demand to weigh the evidence of a neighbor close to an
unclassified observation more heavily than the evidence of another neighbor which
is at a greater distance from the unclassified observation.

When we have a given classification problem, we might find ourselves in
one of the extreme situations. In one situation, we may have complete statistical
knowledge of the basic or hidden joint distribution. In second situation, we may
have a collection of n correctly classified samples; then there no classification
procedure exists. The transparent majority k-nearest-neighbor rule will be worthy
of comparison to first formulation of a rule of the nearest-neighbor type. The
problem of classifying an unknown pattern on the basis of its nearest neighbors
in a trained dataset is addressed from the point of view of evidence theory also
known as Dempster-Shafer theory. Suppose we have a sample to classify, and each
neighbor of that sample is treated as an evidence that supports firm hypotheses
regarding the class affiliation of that pattern. Between the two vectors the degree of
support is defined as a function of the distance. Through the means of Dempster’s
rule of combination, the neighbor or evidence of the k-nearest neighbors is then
pooled together. This method offers a comprehensive treatment of such issues
such as distance rejection and ambiguity and defective knowledge regarding the
class membership of training patterns. This procedure is effective classification
scheme as compared to the voting and distance-weighted k-NN. The procedure of
D-S theory provides a global treatment of important issues that are there in the
previous methods, like the consideration of the distances from the neighbors in the
decision, distance rejection and ambiguity, and the consideration of imprecision and
uncertainty in class labels. This is accomplished by setting the problem of merging
the evidence provided by nearest neighbors in the conceptual framework of D-S
theory or evidence theory.
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A new nonparametric technique for pattern classification has been proposed,
based on the conceptual framework of D-S theory [3]. This technique essentially
considers each of the k-nearest neighbors of a pattern to be classified as an item of
evidence that changes one’s belief regarding the class membership of that pattern.
D-S theory then provides a simple mechanism for pooling this evidence in order to
compute the uncertainty attached to each simple or compound hypothesis. Evidence
theory provides a natural way of modulating the importance of training samples
in the decision, depending on their nearness to the point to be classified. It allows
for the introduction of ambiguity and distance reject options that receive a unified
interpretation using the concepts of lower and upper expected costs.

3 Approach: K-NN for Classification Using t-SNE

One of the vital methods in data mining is clustering, because it can be used for data
compression and database segmentation. Clustering can also be active for data pre-
processing of data mining. Clustering is intended to cluster a set of samples in such
a way that samples with high similarity are grouped in the same group (cluster), that
is, samples with low similarity between clusters and samples with high similarity
within a cluster. We will apply t-SNE for the required spectral clustering, and then
we will use K-NN. We have to use an optimal number of clusters “m” because
large number of “m” increases the overhead of clustering; hence at the same time,
classification accuracy will be lower. Consequently, we need an optimal value for
the number of “m” selection. Normally, the larger the number of “m,” the better
the accuracy, but if the dataset distribution is concentrated comparatively, it will
approach toward lesser accuracy. The value of small “m” is what prohibits standard
K-NN to be used on big data.

4 Simulation and Result Discussion

In this section, for appropriate selection of k value, a collection of trials was directed
on dataset with m = 10 with respect to different number of k’s. From Table 1 with
the value of k = 10, the overall accuracy of classification is very good. But as we
increase the number of k, the classification accuracy gradually falls down; as you can
see in Table 2, we selected k = 15, and the overall accuracy dropped. And in Table
3 as we increase more and more the number of k, the overall accuracy decreases
(Figs. 1 and 2).
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Table 1 Table I: K-NN with
k = 10 and m = 10

Precision Recall f1 score

0 1.00 1.00 1.00
1 0.93 1.00 0.96
2 1.00 0.94 0.97
3 1.00 0.94 0.97
4 1.00 0.96 0.98
5 1.00 1.00 1.00
6 1.00 1.00 1.00
7 0.93 0.97 0.95
8 0.93 0.97 0.95
9 0.98 0.96 0.97

Table 2 Table I: K-NN with
k = 15 and m = 10

Precision Recall f1 Score

0 0.97 1.00 0.99
1 0.86 1.00 0.93
2 1.00 0.97 0.98
3 1.00 0.97 0.98
4 1.00 0.96 0.98
5 1.00 1.00 1.00
6 1.00 0.97 0.99
7 0.97 0.97 0.97
8 0.95 0.90 0.92
9 0.98 0.96 0.97

Table 3 Table I: K-NN with
k = 20 and m = 10

Precision Recall f1 score

0 0.97 1.00 0.99
1 0.86 1.00 0.93
2 0.97 0.94 0.95
3 1.00 0.94 0.97
4 1.00 0.96 0.98
5 1.00 1.00 1.00
6 1.00 0.97 0.99
7 0.93 0.97 0.95
8 0.89 0.87 0.88
9 1.00 0.96 0.98

5 Conclusions

Concluding the paper, we have proposed a K-NN classification technique. We
conduct spectral clustering using t-SNE, to divide the data into different clusters,
and then we did classification through K-NN. We analyzed the optimal value for
arguments such as k and m. The results showed that it is better in terms of efficiency
and accuracy; hence it is good to use it on big data.
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Fig. 1 t-SNE with m = 10

Fig. 2 Mean error
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Short- to Mid-Term Prediction for
Electricity Consumption Using Statistical
Model and Neural Networks

Malik Junaid Jami Gul, Malik Urfa Gul, Yangsun Lee, Seungmin Rho,
and Anand Paul

1 Introduction

Electricity load balancing and supply and demand management are required by the
electricity suppliers to utilize the power plant’s ability up to required demand level.
In terms of predictions, forecasting is divided into three categories (1) long term,
(2) mid term, and (3) short term. These studies can save electricity expenditures
by analyzing the data and the pattern of electricity from approximate values of
future consumption. Analyzing the approximate future values, electricity suppliers
can manage the prices of electricity [1], which eventually helps in the economy of
the country. Properly planned electricity load and consumption can save money that
can help in building economy[2].

Statistical as well as machine learning models are resourceful to get insight of
the electricity consumption from dataset. Generally, these consumption datasets
have time series representation. Time series data can be obtained from domains
where data figures change with respect to time like in stock market[3]. Statistical
or machine learning models can be applied to other fields also as [4] introduces an
approach to analyze churn dataset with respect to geographic locations.
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Auto-regressive and moving average models are widely used for such forecasting
studies, but models from artificial intelligence can also be utilized to increase
the forecast accuracy. ARIMA stands for “Auto Regressive Integrated Moving
Average.” The ARIMA system is described with 3 terms: p, d, and q. The approach
is that computing the differential value from the prior and the present values.
ARIMA is used in studies like forecasting wheat production, infant mortality rate,
automated modeling for electricity production [5–7], and many more.

Forecasting electricity can impact industries that are directly linked to electricity
production. Prices can go up and down in such industries like oil and gas industry
[8], which helps in electricity production. This statement emphasizes the cruciality
and importance of the study as many other factors can get affected with improper
management of electricity load balancing, production, supply, and demand.

In this study, the authors investigated comprehensive models for related dataset.
Authors identified the hyperparameters for models, conducted experiments, and
compared results on the basis of MSE and RMSE metrics. The structure of the paper
is as follows: Sect. 2 provides related work and much better understanding of the
models like ARIMA and neural networks. Section 3 provides material and methods
that have been used while conducting this study. Section 4 provides information of
the experiments and discusses certain results that are observed. Furthermore, results
are discussed for future work.

2 Literature Review

Neural networks are mostly known for image processing especially in medical
image processing. Different models with certain parameters have to be analyzed
to determine the best outcomes. The study of [9] shows good progress in terms of
medical image processing as they analyze 5 thousand to 160 million parameters
with a certain number of layers to evaluate their large scale dataset that eventually
helps in computer aided vision (CAD). Neural networks can help in understanding
the personality dynamics and can determine state of personality is stable or not [10]
and what are the variables that can affect the personality variable. Photovoltaic (PV)
integration can help in economic growth as it is a promising source of renewable
energy and thus requires prediction and forecasting to help in taking future decision.
Forecasting PV based data can be done by neural network model named as LSTM.
LSTM-RNN is analyzed by Abdel-Nasser and Mahmoud [11], which can determine
temporal changes in PV output and can be evaluated through hourly dataset for
a year. Electricity being considered as a key role player in economy thus studied
by many researchers with different models and approaches. An approach used by
Bouktif et al. [12] utilizes LSTM along with genetic algorithm to get better results
and performance with time series data for short-term and long-term forecasting.
Considering electricity plays an essential role, [13, 14] also propose a model with
LSTM that is capable of forecasting load for single residential as there are certain
other parameters that are involved.
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Table 1 Abbreviation table sr# Acronym Detail

1 ARIMA Auto-regressive moving average

2 MSE Mean square error

3 RMSE Root mean square error

3 Material and Methods

We have chosen core i7 processor along with NVIDIA GPU with 8GB memory,
in terms of hardware utilized, to speed up the computational time. To develop
prediction models, we have used Python along with Python integrated environment
along with TensorFlow and Keras libraries for neural network and statsmodels’
libraries to implement statistical models (Table 1).

4 Building the Forecasting Model

We have performed statistical as well as machine learning algorithm to fetch the
information from the dataset. To evaluate our experiments, we have considered
performance metrics like MSE and RMSE.

4.1 ARIMA Model

ARIMA is a statistical model to forecast the values. Combining the AR and MA
model formulas, we get general formula as

ŷt = μ+ φ1yt−1 + · · · + φyt−p − θ1et−1 − · · · − θqet−q . (1)

Figure 1 indicates that our data is not fully stationary, and we have to do some
data preparation before we can use ARIMA model. It can also be observed that there
are a number of spikes that are not within the critical range. This phenomenon can
determine the P and D values for the ARIMA model.

Figure 2 provides results of different hyperparameter values that are determined
from Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, it can be seen that the suitable value for p,d,q is 3,1,1
respectively. Figure 3 provides pictorial view of ARIMA model with hyperparam-
eter (p,d,q) values as (3,1,1) with a MSE of 0.028. This shows that model was
successfully executed with hyperparameter setting and yielded good results.

Figures 4 and 5 show the 4-month predicted values in a grey area that is 95%
interval and forecasted values that are in blue line.
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Fig. 1 ACF and PACF

Fig. 2 ARIMA(3,1,1) result for GURO district
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Fig. 3 ARIMA(3,1,1) result for GURO district

Fig. 4 Four-month prediction with ARIMA(3,1,1)
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Fig. 5 Enhanced 4-month prediction with ARIMA(3,1,1)

5 Conclusions

The main focus of the study is to determine whether statistical models or neural
networks can perform better with provided dataset. To compare all the models, we
maintain the consistency of hyperparameters so comparison can be most realistic.
ARIMA requires heavy data preprocessing, while neural networks are easy to adopt.
This study will expand to find results from different neural network models that are
applicable in time series prediction. Results produced by ARIMA are certain and
can be applied into real world application where data pattern does not change most
of the time. Meanwhile, LSTM and other neural network models are difficult to train
but produce better results.
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BI-LSTM-LSTM Based Time Series
Electricity Consumption Forecast for
South Korea

Malik Junaid Jami Gul, M. Hafid Firmansyah, Seungmin Rho,
and Anand Paul

1 Introduction

Electricity power plants require efficient load balancing that heavily depends on
electricity consumption. Future forecast based on historical data can provide insight
for future so the government and power plant can take decision to balance demand
and supply chain. Statistical analysis can provide simple solution in terms of
computation and short-term prediction but heavily suffer from data preprocessing
like stationarity issue. Neural networks on the other hand can provide a model based
on various parameters that can be tuned and applied in the real-world scenario for
better accuracy.

Forecasting of electricity consumption can provide future insights so power plant
can manage their electricity production, which can save the resources for holding
the economy. This can directly impact on the prices of other fuel resources like
gasoline and liquefied petroleum gas [1]. This emphasizes and motivates us to find
better forecasting model that can predict future values effectively. In this study, the
authors conducted comprehensive models for related dataset. Authors identified the
hyperparameters for models, conducted experiments, and compared results based on
RMSE metrics. These models provide enough insights for the dataset to get more
accurate forecasting. Authors also contributed more by combining LSTM with Bi-
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LSTM to create a new model to forecast and analyze the electricity consumption.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides related work about
neural networks. Section 3 provides material and methods that have been used
while conducting this study. Section 4 provides information of the experiments and
discusses certain results that are observed. Furthermore, results are discussed for
future work.

2 Literature Review

Neural networks are mostly renown for image processing especially in medical
image processing. Different models with certain parameters have to be analyzed
to determine the best outcomes. The study of [2] shows good progress in terms
of medical image processing as they analyze 5 thousand to 160 million parameters
with a certain number of layers to evaluate their large scale dataset, which eventually
helps in computer aided vision (CAD). Neural networks can help in understanding
the personality dynamics and can determine state of personality is stable or not [3]
and what are the variables that can affect the personality variable. Photovoltaic (PV)
integration can help in economic growth as it is a promising source of renewable
energy that thus requires prediction and forecasting to help in taking future decision.
Forecasting PV based data can be done by neural network model named as LSTM.
LSTM-RNN is analyzed by Abdel-Nasser and Mahmoud [4], which can determine
temporal changes in PV output and can be evaluated through hourly dataset for a
year. Electricity being considered as a key role player in the economy thus studied
by many researchers with different models and approaches. An approach used by
Bouktif et al. [5] utilizes LSTM along with genetic algorithm to get better results and
performance with time series data for short-term and long-term forecasting. Further
improvement in forecasting with LSTM is done in article from [6] where author
combined the CNN with Bi-LSTM to get better forecasting result for electricity for
households. Considering electricity plays an essential role, [7] also propose a model
with LSTM that is capable of forecasting load for single residential as there are
certain other parameters that are involved. They proposed a framework with LSTM
and evaluated the framework with real residential smart meter data. Residential
usage is considered to be important, and many researchers are looking deeper
to find patterns in residential electricity usage. Forecasting long-term electricity
demand for residential user is also affected by other variables. As electricity demand
and supply forecasting is divided into short, mid-, and long term, researchers are
getting their hands-on granularity data to forecast hourly and daily with the help of
artificial neural network. Modeling with granularity is quite challenging as shown
by Rodrigues et al. [8]. Recurrent neural networks (RNN) can be used for dynamic
modeling for the non-linear data. Data plays an important role in overall modeling
and experimentation, so [9] make simple modification into RNN to work along with
non-linear spatio-temporal data for forecasting applications. Computational time is
also an important factor in the overall forecasting process, and time factor can be
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Table 1 Abbreviation table sr# Acronym Detail

1 RNN Recurrent neural network

2 LSTM Long short-term memory

3 Bi-LSTM Bi-directional long short-term memory

4 RMSE Root mean square error

5 RELu The rectified linear unit

heavily improved if we decrease the number of variables as [10, 11] did it in their
study by relying only on past data of solar energy consumption.

3 Material and Methods

We have chosen core i7 processor along with NVIDIA GPU with 8 GB memory,
in terms of hardware utilized, to speed up the computational time. To develop
prediction models, we have used Python along with Python integrated environment
along with TensorFlow and Keras libraries for neural network and statsmodels’
libraries to implement statistical models (Table 1).

4 Building the Forecasting

We have tested neural network model with Bi-LSTM layer with 50 units along with
LSTM layer with 25 units. We choose loss as our model evaluation metrics with
mean squared error (Fig. 1).

4.1 LSTM

LSTM requires data reshaping according to samples, timestamps, and feature. Data
has been reshaped accordingly and sent to two layers of LSTM and is configured
with 50 neurons to boost the learning process. RELu activation function has been
used with return_sequences equal to true so data can be passed from one layer to
another. After 200 epochs, we got a train score 0.15 RMSE and a test score 0.21
RMSE.

Figure 2 shows the LSTM result with 120 observations 70–30%. Seventy percent
for training and 30% for test.
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Fig. 1 LSTM results

Fig. 2 LSTM model loss
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4.2 Bi-LSTM-LSTM Model

Our experimentations also include combined model of Bi-LSTM and LSTM
layers. Configuration is the same as we have utilized for our previous models’
experimentation. We have used one layer of Bi-LSTM and one layer of LSTM for
this experimentation. After 50 epochs, we get a training score as 0.15 RMSE and a
testing score as 0.26 RMSE.

Figure 3 shows the results of the model for training and testing for 120
observations, while Fig. 4 shows the model loss. It can be seen that model loss is
fluctuating as compared to Bi-LSTM model and trend can be seen to go downward.
This means over the time this model will produce less loss. Like other models, this
model can also be re-tuned to work for mid-term forecasting applications.

5 Conclusions

The main focus of the study is to determine the performance of LSTM and Bi-
LSTM with LSTM layers in neural networks time series prediction. To compare all
the models, we maintain the consistency of hyperparameters so comparison can be
most realistic. This study will expand to find results from different neural network
models that are applicable in time series prediction. Our model shows RMSE scores
of 0.15 on training and 0.19 for testing with tuning hyperparameters that are in
process of tuning for better accuracy and less loss. In future, we are planning to
extend our study to build a model that can perform better with provided dataset.

Fig. 3 Bi-LSTM-LSTM results
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Fig. 4 Model loss
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Inside Blockchain and Bitcoin

Simon Fernandez-Vazquez, Rafael Rosillo, Paolo Priore, Isabel Fernandez,
Alberto Gomez, and Jose Parreño

1 Introduction

Bitcoin was introduced in 2008 as a peer-to-peer payment system used in elec-
tronic transactions. Through this mechanism, middlemen (or central banks) were
suppressed from the interaction in such transactions [1].

The idea of an electronic system in which payments can be made without the
central authority is possible through the use of public ledgers, which function in the
blockchain. The value of this currency in which payments are made (Bitcoins) is set
by the market price. This market takes into account not only the nodes involved but
also all participants. The value is achieved by consensus within the players of this
virtual currency [2].

Cryptocurrencies are very diverse in name and form nowadays. They can be
defined as a digital asset that stores value and serves as a medium of exchange
for buying goods and services. Another use is the issue of digital coins, which
helps some of the companies raise funds [2]. This aspect will be looked into in
the following sections.

Due to the characteristics of blockchain, which include decentralized mining,
it becomes a transparent and unregulated technology. The reward of the miners
comes in the form of Bitcoins. This reward, added to the fact that the value of this
cryptocurrency is growing and soon there will be scarcity, has attracted more and
more miners in pursuing these activities. This has increased competition among
them [3].

The trust in blockchain is supported by the consensus of the miners, which is
achieved by solving cryptographic puzzles. But this trust comes at a price, as some
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Fig. 1 A blockchain structure. Each has (or unique identification) references its previous block

developing organizations have tried to corrupt the system by launching 51% attacks
or acting as selfish miners. These issues have started to emerge, and they need to be
tackled if the cryptocurrency system wants to move forward.

Figure 1 shows a typical blockchain structure. The first block in the chain is
known as the genesis or root. New transactions are incorporated into the chain
through the solving of cryptographic puzzles by its miners, also known as proof-
of-work (PoW) [4].

2 Blockchain-Based Applications

Blockchain has many kinds of applications for which it can be used. Below are just
some of the main applications using this system:

1. Wallet
In order for users to exchange and store Bitcoins, the use of wallets is

important. Wallets are secured through the use of cryptographic private and
public keys. When a user sends a message to another user, it can only be
decrypted by the latter using its private and public keys. Users can generate an
infinite number of wallets [5].

2. Initial coin offerings (ICOs)
ICOs are mechanisms by which enterprises produce and issue their own

tokens. In exchange of these tokens, investors give away funds. This process
allows companies to raise capital by selling, or preselling, entrance to a new
product within the market. Some of the biggest ICOs have risen as much as $12
billion during 2018 [6].

3 Bitcoin: Main Advantages

Below are some of the main advantages of the use of Bitcoin:

1. Anonymity
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When using encrypted wallets of Bitcoin, the holder can use it without
identification or verification. Bitcoins are sent and received in an anonymous
manner. The identity is encrypted; nevertheless, the transactions are kept in
a public available ledger. This is why sometimes Bitcoin is considered to be
pseudonymous and not fully anonymous [7].

2. Noninflationary
Governments have the power to print fiat currencies when needed. They can

inject money into the economy to pay, for example, debt, having a direct effect
in the economy, decreasing the value of the currency, and creating inflation.
This cannot happen in the Bitcoin world. The creation of Bitcoins is fixed to
21 million, which tackles the problem of inflation [8].

3. Resilience
Due to the fact that Bitcoins are issued without the intervention of a

central authority, they are less exposed to attacks. Therefore, the system is less
vulnerable to assaults from the parties involved [9].

4. Transparency
In Bitcoin, transactions are available and verifiable to all users, through what

is known as the blackchain. This provides a level of transparency and verification
of all transactions that makes it very powerful [10].

5. Secure information
As opposed to many credit card systems, in which the user needs to enter a

secret code to validate a transaction, Bitcoin does not require the use of any secret
code in order to make a purchase [9].

6. Transaction costs
Today, Bitcoin has become an accepted means of payment for goods and

services. Transaction fees when using Bitcoin are minimal and in many cases
do not exist. When operating with traditional payment systems, users need to
pay a transaction fee when they want to send money or make a payment in a
different currency. Through the use of Bitcoin, cost savings are direct and create
a new, more efficient market structure for the user [8].

4 Bitcoin: Main Challenges

There are many challenges that need to be faced by Bitcoin, some of which are listed
below:

1. Instability and volatility
This is one of the main challenges that this cryptocurrency faces. Unlike most

well-known fiat currencies, Bitcoin has experienced huge volatility in its price.
This will probably discourage many users and investors to invest in Bitcoin [10].

2. Trust and security
One of the main challenges that Bitcoin has to face is trust. The main reason is

that this cryptocurrency is not backed by any entity of trust (i.e., governments);
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therefore investors are reluctant to buy Bitcoins. Another concern is insecurity
due to fraud in some exchange platforms. Due to the fact that Bitcoins are not
backed by central governments, when theft occurs, investors usually lose their
money, as it is not covered by deposit insurance [11].

3. Cyberattacks and hacking
Although less common nowadays, cyberattacks have become rather common

in previous years, creating to a decrease in the value of the Bitcoin. These attacks
have damaged the reputation of Bitcoin, and once again it has a negative image
due to these types of criminal activities [12].

4. Lack of consumer protection
Although blockchain is a deregulated system, in order to guarantee the

protection of consumers within the industry, there is a need for protection. The
possibility for a user of losing all of his Bitcoins is by far one of the biggest fears
for investors [11].

5. Illegal activities
Due to the novelty of this virtual currency, major frauds have emerged which

place Bitcoin at the heart of illegal activities. Such activities are [11]:

(i) Tax avoidance
Anonymity and the lack of bank account associated to the sending and

receiving of Bitcoins make this system attractive for users willing to avoid
taxes. Only a few countries have issued rules and guidelines on the taxation
of Bitcoin transactions, although it is still early to have a shared view
regarding all countries.

(ii) Money laundering
Money laundering through the use of Bitcoin occurs when there is no

uniformity regarding financial jurisdictions around the world. Important
organizations such as the European Central Bank or the European Banking
Authority have pointed at Bitcoin as one of the major sources of money
laundering.

6. Scalability
The number of transactions in Bitcoin is increasing every day. In order for

a transaction to be validated, this transaction needs to be stored, and due to the
fact that the Bitcoin blockchain can only process seven transactions per second,
this becomes a challenge when scaled into a worldwide network. Also, many
small transactions are delayed as they provide lower transaction fees than bigger
transactions for miners [12].

5 Future Directions

Bitcoin has shown its potential throughout the years. Nevertheless, due to its issues,
it is important to trace a roadmap about future directions that it may take, such as:
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1. Increase speed
One of the main efforts by the community of Bitcoin developers is to increase

the performance of its protocol. While it can reduce scaling, one of its main
issues, it does not prevent forks from occurring. Even though delay might be
reduced, this cannot prevent security breaches [13].

Making the process more efficient for the user can help decrease the collision
window. Making the process more efficient for the user can help decrease the
collision window, which is the is the time lapse that occurs when node X hears
node Y has found a block [14]. Nevertheless, there are limitations to the increase
in speed, as if the processing speed increases to, let’s say, 300%, it will tolerate
a block size increase of the same percentage at the same fork rate [13].

2. Inclusive blockchain
Another approach could be replacing the actual structure of the blockchain

by the blocks making references to trimmed branches that include as well their
transactions. This could improve the mining power usage as well as achieving a
higher degree of fairness [15].

3. Alternative solutions
Some alternative solutions, such as performing off-chain transactions, have

been also suggested by some authors. This would mean allowing for payment
networks to be placed on top of a certain blockchain. These networks would
guarantee their privacy and security in comparison to Bitcoin’s current protocol.
In the event of a computer crash by the nodes performing the transactions, the
information would be lost as this information never managed to make it to the
blockchain [15].

Some protocols, such as GHOST, are designed to improve the scalability of
Bitcoin through a change in the chain selection rule. In Bitcoin, the longer chain
(with the higher amount of work) is the main blockchain. In GHOST, whenever
a fork occurs, the nodes would choose the sub-tree with the biggest amount of
work [16].

4. Incentive
One of the main discussions regarding Bitcoin, and all cryptocurrencies as

a whole, has been the way in which miners are rewarded. Incentives have
been analyzed through different perspectives. Some authors propose a different
blockchain structure, which would encourage the participation of unconnected
miners. Other authors point that an incentive that would arise naturally would
diminish the formation of big mining pools [17].

5. Decentralized centers
Some investigations point toward the idea of data centers which centralize and

authorize information. These centers have the capacity to offer as well cloud-
mining services. Services such as trust cues, through the data centers’ website,
can help increase the level of trust among miners. Also, some tools can help
support miners and feed them with users’ feedback [18].
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6 Discussion

One of the widest uses of Bitcoin is related to cryptocurrency payments, but there
are a number of areas where it can also be used in a near future. Blockchain
as a whole can be used in a wide range of platforms, such as transportation or
energy. The introduction of this technology in smart homes and smart cities can
help expand the Internet of Things (IoT) system. Acting as a distributed data sharing
platform, it guarantees a transparent accountability of a company’s sources of
revenue. Other areas where blockchain has not developed might see the introduction
of this technology soon, such as in underground mining or firefighting [19].

In order to tackle the limitations of IoT resources, accessible computer resources
are needed. Many authors have addressed the expensive entry barriers to blockchain,
for example, in terms of equipment. A use of a lighter consensus algorithm,
which would store a summary of the transactions instead of whole blocks without
scarifying the user’s trust, could be a solution [20].

7 Conclusions

Blockchain and Bitcoin are currently gaining an increase in interest in both
academia and the industry. Nevertheless, it faces challenges that need to be solved
before further expansion is reached. A more thorough investigation and bigger
investment will help scaling and securing the system. We are far from using
blockchain as a solution to many existing problems, but its characteristics set
grounds for hope in the years to come.
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Smart Marketing on Audiovisual Content
Platforms: Intellectual Property
Implications

Elisa Gutierrez, Cristina Puente, Cristina Velasco,
and José Angel Olivas Varela

1 Introduction

Since its creation, Internet has been a wide market for information exchange. All
technologies associated and all the applications created have changed in many forms
the way that human beings are connected and related. Therefore, information plays
a key role. The speed of access to information nowadays and the use of it have
posed a new forest of opportunities but have also brought new legal problems never
expected before. For this purpose, we propose some legal questions associated to
searching technologies and the way that information is treated.

The idea of dealing with information in a smart way was raised by Salton [1],
considered as the father of modern search technology. His studies in the 1960s about
how to manage huge amounts of information for searching and the development of
one of the first information retrieval systems, SMART [2], with modern techniques
in this field such as the use of tf-idf, vector space model, or relevance feedback,
opened the door to a new via to explore and exploit information.
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Fig. 1 Archie search engine interface

Over the years and with the advancement of the Internet, more sophisticated
tools appeared. The increase of websites launched the first search engine, Archie
[3], created by a student, Alan Emtage, in 1990, and rather simple while retrieving
information, Archie basically matched query entries with filenames stored in a
database of filenames. Archie provided a textbox to introduce the query and the
appearance remained in modern search engines, as seen in Fig. 1:

As the World Wide Web was expanding, new forms of searching were emerging.
That is the case of ALIWEB [4], created in 1992 by Martijn Koster and considered
as the first search engine able to retrieve websites. Its working was based on
the description of the websites provided by users, being indexed in a database
in according to this manual description. But soon, the exponential expansion of
the web made this procedure obsolete, so automatic bots were created to retrieve
information about webpages and index them properly. But was this indexing process
legal? It depends, though there will be other factors to be taken into account.

As consequence of the unstoppable growth of the Internet, more sophisticated
search engines emerged, such as WebCrawler, Lycos, AltaVista, Yahoo, and Google,
later with intelligent searching techniques or the first approach of question answer-
ing system based on natural language like Ask Jeeves. All of them had their own
army of bots crawling the net, their own indexation system, their own interface, and
their own raking policies.

But what happens when this information is “stolen”? Is it legal to get the
information from another search engine or another website? That is the case of
metasearch engines. In this work, we will analyze how engines process data from
a legal point of view, presenting cases where intellectual property is protected and
some others where it is not.

2 Metasearch Engines and Recommender Systems

Using its definition, a metasearch engine is an engine that uses other engine’s
information to provide its own results. As seen in Fig. 2, the architecture of a
metasearch engine is feed by the results of other search engines, reordering their
information to its convenience:
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Fig. 2 Architecture of a metasearch engine [5]

This procedure is legal as far as programmers use the search engine’s APIs to
retrieve and gather the information and use their software to reorder and present
it to the user. The other way to collect information is via web scraping and is
not always permitted by law. Although this process can sound controversial, it is
widely used nowadays, as in the case of the airline Ryanair versus the web portal
site Atrapalo [6] in the Supreme Court of Spain. In this case, Atrapalo included
Ryanair flight information into its portal allowing searching for the information of
flights and moving this information into the Ryanair portal to book the flight.

But what happens when the object of search has intellectual property rights,
mainly copyright and trademarks? Is it legal in this case the use of web scraping?
To this extent, we can find on the Internet some cases such as Netflix, where its
recommender system provides a set of “similar films” to the one searched in case
this one is not in their catalogue, as seen in Fig. 3.

But is this practice legal? Can a system recommend related content titles with the
one sought? In the next sections, we will analyze the legality of these questions.

3 Copyright

According to the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), “[c]opyright
(or author’s right) is a legal term used to describe the rights that creators have over
their literary and artistic works” [7]. The expression “literary and artistic works”
may contain creations of a very varied nature. Among them, we must understand
cinematographic and audiovisual works.
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Fig. 3 Example of search in Netflix, when the film is not in their catalogue and they propose a set
of similar items

The copyright recognizes a kind of monopoly for the author on his work, so that
no one can use it without his consent, except for exceptions stated in the applicable
law. But not any creation will be protected by copyright nor will any creator be
considered an author for legal purposes.
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In addition to being expressed, this creation must be sufficiently original. The
requirement that the work must necessarily be original is a common criterion at the
international level in the field of copyright, even though it is often not reflected in
national legislation or in regional or supra-regional legal texts [8].

The ways of interpreting the notion of originality are different from country to
country. In some countries, it is understood from a subjective point of view and in
others from an objective point of view. Although there is no standard definition of
the term original, for practical purposes, it is indifferent to differentiate between the
two approaches [9]. Halfway among them, roughly speaking, we can understand that
a creation is original when it is an expression of the artist’s personality (subjective
criterion) that it is not a copy of a previous work by another author and that it is
different from other analogous creations already in existence (objective criterion)
[10].

When a creation is sufficiently original, different national laws protect it as a
work of copyright and its creator as the author. From the point of view of our paper,
it should be borne in mind that, depending on the country, copyright protection
may extend to the titles of the works. In this respect, different laws provide unequal
answers to the same question, although there are mainly two main perspectives.

In many countries, like most European and South American countries, which are
highly protectionist toward authors, titles are protected by copyright, provided that
they are original. In these territories, the title is protected in an independent way in
relation to the work it identifies, as in France [11], or more frequently as part of the
work, as in Spain [12]. In these territories, regardless of originality, the title may
also be registered as a trademark, if it complies with the applicable legislation to
grant it express content additional protection.

In other countries such as the USA or the United Kingdom, the titles of the works
are not protected by copyright in any case [13]. They are countries that have a way
of understanding copyright from a very mercantilist perspective. These countries
understand that the adequate protection for the titles of the works is directly the
trademarks, since, from their point of view, they lack enough originality to be
protected in any case [14].

An important difference between these two solutions or ways of protection is that
the rights over a work and its title, when it is original, arise by the mere fact of the
creation, so its protection is automatic. However, rights over a trademark usually
arise if the trademark has been registered. The copyright or the trademark rights
will limit or prohibit the use that can be made of the work or trademark without the
permission of the corresponding owner, who in both cases is usually the audiovisual
producer.

Audiovisual works are the main or only content of audiovisual content platforms,
such as Netflix, HBO, Amazon Prime Video, or Disney+. Their vocation of
universality implies that they are subject to as many laws as the countries to which
they provide their services, since in matters of copyright, as of trademarks, the lex
loci protectionis applies, i.e., the law applicable is the law of the place for which
protection is claimed in each case, where the work is exploited, not the law of
the country from which the platform can provide its services. So the same title
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of an audiovisual work may be automatically protected in a given territory and
unprotected in another, without any registration by the author or owner.

If a content platform wishes to exploit a third party’s audiovisual work, the owner
of the audiovisual work must first authorize the exercise of certain exploitation rights
over the work and, where appropriate, over the trademarks related to the creation
under certain minimum conditions that allow the platform to develop its economic
activity. Under these conditions, the platform may include the title of the licensed
works that make up its catalogue in search engines and recommendation systems to
facilitate access by users.

No legal audiovisual content platform makes available to users a work of which
it is not the owner or which has not been licensed to it temporarily. However, it
is a common practice for these platforms to include in their search engines and
recommendation systems, in addition to the titles of the works available in their
catalogue, titles of works that have not been licensed to them and over which they
do not have any exploitation rights (neither rights of authorship over the work itself
nor over the trademarks linked to the work). The intention of this is that in the event
that a user enters a work that is not part of the platform’s catalogue of contents in
the search engine, the results returned or the future recommendations will be the
contents available in the catalogue, at present or in the future, with which the work
being searched for maintains some proximity (plot, subject matter, genres, actors,
directors, etc.).

As we know, copyright grants to the owner a certain exclusive rights to his work
and to the title of the work, if it is protected in the country concerned. The fact that
titles are protected by copyright means that they cannot be reproduced or copied
without the permission of the title holder. This prohibition generally extends to the
introduction of the title of a work into an intelligent recommendation system or
search engines, at a programmatic or internal level, that is to say, without it being
shown to the user and whether or not the audiovisual work is made available to the
public or any other use is made of the work it identifies.

On the contrary, if the title of the work is not protected by the corresponding
legislation or is not sufficiently original, no such infringement would occur.

Then, the same use of a mere title by a content platform may be a copyright
infringement or not, according to the title and depending on the case and on place
from where the search is performed and for which protection would be claimed,
being the applicable law, so it is not a recommended practice from this point of
view.

4 Trademarks and Unfair Competition

In some cases, as we have introduced, the titles of audiovisual works may be pro-
tected as trademarks. However, although registration of the titles of an audiovisual
work is a widespread practice, it should be noted that a trademark is any sign capable
of distinguishing the goods or services of one undertaking from those of other
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undertakings [15]. Therefore, although trademark protection is not excluded for
protecting titles of audiovisual works, only those titles that are capable of indicating
certain commercial origin of the concrete work can be protected as trademarks. So
it must be distinctive in relation to the good or service they identify in order to be
registered as a trademark.

The foregoing means that trademarks which consists only of a description of the
plot of the audiovisual works (e.g., Love for a romantic comedy), which are too
generic (e.g., The Others) or which are equal to an expression identifying a popular
story or film that has become customary for the relevant public, in most cases
may not be protected by trademarks (e.g., The Jungle Book or Cinderella) because
are considered incapable of distinguishing the certain origin. These “expressions”
would not have the sufficient distinctive character that a trademark requires for its
protection in relation to the work they wish to identify.

Unlike copyright, which duration of protection is linked to the person of the
author or his first publication and is intended to provide an incentive for creation,
trademarks, whose purposes are strictly commercial, can be renewed indefinitely
for specified periods. The potentially infinite monopoly on a trademark is justified
as long as the trademark (the title of an audiovisual work, in this case) is being
commercially exploited (or, failing that, there is a sufficiently justified reason for
not having used it in commercial traffic despite being registered), i.e., as long as the
required genuine use is carried out.

In this regards, while in the USA, the trademark owner must file a declaration of
use (and/or excusable nonuse) between the 5th and 6th years after the registration, in
the EU, the trademark may be renewed, without submitting such declaration, every
each 10 years from the date of filling the application (although the trademark is
vulnerable due to lack of genuine use after 5 years from its date of registration).

From the trademark perspective, the use of another’s trademark in an audiovisual
platform should only be carried out with the express consent of its owner, unless it
does not meet the requirements to be legally considered as a trademark (because
it is generic and descriptive or coincides with a well-known classic story for the
public, mainly). However, if there is an appropriate trademark to distinguish films or
series, an unauthorized use of the title might not be advisable, since registration of a
trademark provides the owner an exclusive right to use the mark on or in connection
with the goods/services listed in the registration. By way of clarification, when a
mark is registered, the goods and/or services for which the trademark is to be used
are determined in the application.

Unlike in the field of copyright, the perceptive registration of trademarks (with a
few exceptions) in those territories where you want to protect means that there is a
register in each country or region that provides third parties with full certainty as to
whether a trademark is actually registered.

However, it should be borne in mind that a trademark infringement requires that
the use of another’s trademark is made in the course of trade, in relation to similar
goods or services, and causes confusion or association about business origin on
the consumer. Based on this premise, it is at least doubtful that the search engines
or recommender systems included by the audiovisual platforms would entail a
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trademark infringement in any case, firstly, because the searches for titles are carried
out on the platform’s own search engine and, therefore, a contractual relationship
between the platform and the effective user already exists and, secondly, because
when the related results are displayed, the consumer does not confuse the titles of
the audiovisual works actually available in the platform’s catalogue with the one
entered in the search engine.

A different matter would be if the title of the audiovisual work that is not available
in catalogue, and over which there is no right of use, were to be used before the
service is hired by the consumer, i.e., in the sales process or in the advertising of the
platform, including those cases in which the search engine could be used without
a previous hiring or identification in the platform, with the aim of promoting one’s
own titles or encouraging the contracting of the services offered by the platform by
using, for example, the knowledge or notoriety of the titles of the audiovisual works
not currently available.

In such cases and in the absence of a trademark infringement, an unfair
competition practice could be developing that is considered illegal by the legislation
of the corresponding country in which such practice is taking place. The criteria for
prosecuting such a practice from the perspective of unfair competition, which is also
subsidiary in the absence of copyright infringement, may be more or less flexible
from one country to another, so that there would also be no full certainty as to the
legality of this practice.

5 Conclusions

Unlike trademarks, whose registration is mandatory in most cases, where there is
a “list” of the titles of works that constitute a trademark, copyright protection is
automatic, and registration is optional, so there is no such “list,” and there will
never be full certainty of whether or not a title will be protected in a territory. This
decision will remain in the hands of the judge, who will assess the originality of
the title of the work and whether its protection complies with the legislation of the
country in each case.

In view of the above, from a copyright perspective, it would be advisable to
(i) adjust search engines and recommendation systems to the catalogue available to
each platform in those countries where titles of works may be protected by copyright
or (ii) refrain from using the title of any work over which no exploitation rights are
held. Even if originality in the title is additionally required to understand a copyright
infringement with such a practice, the infringement becomes potential. Since the
appreciation of originality is subject to a certain arbitrariness that will depend on
the judge in each case, there will be no full assurance that such infringement is not
taking place.

Although the titles of the audiovisual works are not protected by copyright
and despite from a trademark perspective it is questionable whether the practice
prosecuted is unlawful because there is a prior contractual relationship between the
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user and the platform, and the user is not being misled about the content available
on the platform, other acts of unfair competition may be committed through this
practice in the programming of the recommender systems of the search engines,
which will also be assessed by the judge in each case. In view of the above, the
recommendations made regarding copyright would also be extendable to the present
case, and the recommender systems should be limited to the works available on the
platform.
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Priority Management in a Cybernetic
Organization: A Simulation-Based
Support Tool

J. C. Puche-Regaliza, J. Costas, B. Ponte, R. Pino, and D. de la Fuente

1 Introduction

‘Time management is an oxymoron. Time is beyond our control, and the clock keeps ticking
regardless of how we lead our lives. Priority management is the answer to maximizing the
time we have’, attributed to John C. Maxwell [1]

Priority management is fundamental for organizations of any kind and scale; see,
e.g. Westbrook [2], Jin et al. [3] and Kim [4]. Managers need to perceive the key
stimulus from the environment, as well as to consider the organization’s resources
and capabilities, in order to assign the available assets to the most appropriate tasks.
In this sense, they constantly need to manage a queue of pending tasks in an efficient
manner by defining an appropriate workload prioritization policy. Defining such
policy is a complex challenge, as factors of different types, related to both the task
itself and the customer should be simultaneously taken into consideration with the
aim of maximizing organizational value.
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In this work, we show how a model-driven decision support system (DSS) can
be developed to assist organizations in the efficient management of priorities. To
develop our solution, we use discrete-event simulation (DES) and apply principles
from Beer’s Viable System Model (VSM).

2 Methods

Organizational cybernetics is a system approach, developed by Stafford Beer [5],
that applies the control principles of cybernetics to enterprises. One of its key
components is the VSM [6]. This allows managers to design good-performing
companies that are equipped with effective regulatory, adaptive, and learning
capabilities [7]. In doing so, five systems are defined to deal with the complexity
of the environment.

System One, which includes the operational units, produces and delivers the
goods and services by carrying out tasks. System Two plays a key role in the
coordination of System One, making it work effectively. Systems Three and Three*
monitor and control the performance of System One and optimize its performance
by managing the insides of the organization. System Four considers the future of the
organization, by constantly analysing the meaningful changes in the environment.
Lastly, System Five formulates the strategic goals of the system.

3 Our Solution

We assume that the prioritization policy should consider four main factors:

1. Customer importance. Prioritizing the tasks related to some customers is often
the ‘name of the game’ for organizations. In this regard, we assume that the
company categorizes customers using A to D scale (A being the highest).

2. Nature of task. We define three different types of tasks. First, P-tasks are
those that directly generate revenue for the company. Second, CP-tasks refer to
those that do not generate direct revenue but allow the organization to improve
its performance, including innovation and continuous improvement (e.g. total
quality management initiatives). Third, 5S-tasks denote those tasks that neither
generate direct revenue nor increase the company’s performance. Rather, they
avoid an erosion in the organization’s resources and capabilities.

3. Value of task. We assume the value of the task can be quantified, or at least
estimated, by the managerial team.

4. Window of opportunity. This refers to the period of time during which the task
achieves the ‘optimal’ outcome. Once this period is over, the desired outcome is
no longer possible, and the value of carrying out the task reduces.
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To develop the model-driven DSS, we use DES techniques [8]. Importantly, we
consider that System One receives as follows: (i) 5S-tasks from System Two; (ii)
P-tasks from System Three; and (iii) CP-tasks from System Four.

In our DES system, System One is initially ‘idle’. Once a task arrives, it instantly
moves to ‘preparing’ mode, where the resources are allocated to the specific task.
After some (random) time, it moves to ‘active’ mode, in which the task is carried
out. As soon as the task finishes, the resources are released, and System One returns
to ‘idle’ mode. At that moment, more than one tasks may be waiting in the queue.
When this happens, the prioritization policy decides which task to perform. Note
that at any point in time, System One may need to move to the ‘out-of-service’
mode.

The prioritization policy considers the four criteria defined before according to
a setting introduced by the user. The simulation model allows managers to evaluate
different prioritization policies and select the most appropriate setting according to
the most relevant key performance indicators for the organization.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this work, we have shown how DES techniques and the VSM approach can be
effectively combined to develop a DSS aimed at improving prioritization strategies
in companies. Further work can be done to explore in detail the performance of
different prioritization policies based on the set of factors defined before.
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A Model for the Strategic Management
of Innovation and R&D Based on Real
Options Valuation: Assessing the Options
to Abandon and Expand Clinical Trials
in Pharmaceutical Firms

J. Puente, S. Alonso, F. Gascon, B. Ponte, and D. de la Fuente

1 Introduction

Appropriately managing innovation in pharmaceutical firms not only is essential
for improving the economics of these organizations but also is integral for the
advancement of societies given the health implications of these innovations; see, e.g.
Schmid and Smith [1] and Zhong and Moseley [2]. In this regard, it is important to
highlight that R&D projects in pharmaceutical companies are characterized by key
differentiating features, including as follows: (1) having a clearly defined sequential
development (in phases); (2) being subject to a wide range of sources of uncertainty,
related not only to their processes but also to the performance of competitors; and
(3) having discretionary capacities to decide on the future evolution of a series of
circumstances during and after the development process of a new drug.

Therefore, the evaluation of R&D projects in these companies requires the
application of flexible assessment tools that are capable of accommodating these
differentiating characteristics. From this perspective, the literature has long pro-
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moted the application of investment selection techniques based on the real options
approach to the valuation of R&D projects, given that real options valuation is well
known as a valuable tool to assess projects that have an intrinsic flexibility and face
strong uncertainties; see, e.g. Lo Nigro et al. [3].

A very good example of this stream of literature that uses real options to evaluate
R&D projects in the pharmaceutical sector is the work by Brandao et al. [4]. These
authors propose a real options-based model for the assessment of innovations in
this industry and apply it to a numerical example of R&D investment they develop
based on data from different data sources. The procedure they use for considering
abandonment and expansion options when developing new drugs is based on the
least squares Monte Carlo (LSM) model proposed by Longstaff and Schwartz [5] in
the field of financial derivatives, which combines Monte Carlo simulation, dynamic
programming and statistical regression. Finally, we note that another paper that need
to be mentioned, who indeed inspired Brandao et al.’s [4] work, is that one by Hsu
and Schwartz [6], who developed a real options-based R&D valuation model for the
pharmaceutical industry that considers the uncertainty in the quality of the output,
the time and cost to completion and the market demand for the output.

2 Objectives

In this work, we conceptually propose a valuation model, based on real options, that
allows pharmaceutical laboratories to adequately assess their R&D projects. This
would have implications both on the laboratory’s pipeline of clinical trials and its
portfolio of innovative drugs, helping the organization to determine whether they
should promote or abandon clinical trials and new drug developments.

From this perspective, our approach follows the steps defined by Brandao et al.
[4], although we have included relevant modifications that allow us to adapt the
model for a wider set of empirical applications in the development of new drugs. In
this short research paper, we describe how we will carry out the implementation of
our proposal, putting special emphasis on the differences with Brandao et al.’s [4]
work. At this point, we note that, along with the real options valuation method, we
employ simulation and fuzzy techniques. In this regard, we have made use of recent
advancements in the area, such as the work by Puente et al. [7] that shows how fuzzy
techniques may define a very powerful approach to study R&D decision-making in
pharmaceutical companies.

3 Background: Developing New Drugs

The development process of a new drug consists of different sequential stages; see,
e.g. Friedman et al. [8] for a large amount of detail. First, the preclinical testing
phase refers to the discovery of lead compounds, that is, chemical compounds
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whose pharmacological activity experts consider to be potentially useful in thera-
peutic terms.

Second, the clinical trials in turn consist of three main phases. In phase I, the
drug is tested on a reduced number of volunteers (generally, 20–100), with the aim
of determining whether the drug is safe to check for efficacy. In phase II, the drug
is tested on a higher number of patients in order to assess efficacy and side effects.
Thus, the success rate is significantly lower than in the previous phase. Finally, phase
III involves a study with a wider sample of patients (up to 3000) to confirm, or not,
the findings derived from phase II in terms of efficacy, effectiveness and safety. This
phase normally takes several years to complete.

It is important to note that while progressing between the different clinical
trials phases, successive abandonment options are considered by pharmaceutical
companies (generally, at the end of each phase). On the one hand, this occurs
because each phase of testing provides the company with additional information
on the usefulness of the compound. On the other hand, the passing of time may
have affected (reduced) the economic viability of the R&D project; this is common,
for example, when other pharmaceutical laboratories are investigating on the same
disease. Taking both aspects into account, successful laboratories need to decide
whether to continue or abandon the clinical trial.

According to Adams and Brantner [9] and Holland [10], the whole process
of drug development—which spans from preclinical testing to commercialization,
which may be understood as the last phase—often takes 12–18 years and costs in
average $1.2 billion (value estimated for the US market in the early 2010s). Last, it
should be underlined that once a R&D project has overcome all the clinical trials,
the post-marketing surveillance needs to be carried out. This involves monitoring
the safety of the drug after it has been released on the market.

Finally, we note that the term of patent—that is, the period of protection—for
a new medicine is 20 years from the filing date, both in Europe and in the USA.
However, patents need to be filled before public disclosure (which typically occurs
before human testing); therefore, the average time in which the pharmaceutical
laboratory has exclusivity in the market is significantly lower, as an average,
13 years [11]. After that, it may be assumed that there is no residual value.
Nonetheless, at this stage, the possibility of expanding the commercialization of
the product to other groups of patients can be contemplated, which would boost the
income. In this sense, evaluating this expansion option involves estimating the rate
at which the flows would increase if expansion were to be carried out to other groups
of patients.

4 Methods

In the evaluation of the different real options that need to be considered in the
R&D process of developing a new drug (basically, abandonment in each of the
development phases and expansion in the commercialization phase), our model
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proposes the adoption of the optimal strategy according to the most likely outcome.
This requires comparing the estimated value of the stream of cash flows that the
project is expected to generate (incomes minus commercialization costs), provided
that it reaches the commercialization phase, to the estimated value of the R&D costs
that are expected to be incurred in the different stages of the new drug development
project.

Each of the income and cost stream depends on a number of parameters, some
of which will be modelled stochastically, while others will be estimated from a
fuzzy inference system (FIS). We first focus on the evolution of the future stream
of cash flows that the project is expected to generate, V, assuming its stochastic
behaviour. This is the key variable on which the decision rights (abandonment and
expansion options) available to the company are defined. We will estimate the cash
flows during a time interval of T, which spans up to the expiration of the patent.
Thus, and given that the stochastic value of the stream of cash flows is the only
source of systematic risk in the R&D project, it will also be necessary to estimate
the risk-adjusted discount rate.

4.1 Estimation of Commercialization Cash Flows

To estimate the potential cash flows derived from the commercialization of the new
drug, it is necessary to consider the ultimate sources of uncertainty on which they
depend, namely, (i) the volume of final product obtained and (ii) its sale price
in the market. Initially, the company makes an estimate of the specifications and
quality standards that the finished product needs to achieve the (ideal) blockbuster
status, which helps to estimate the present value of the expected cash flows in the
commercialization phase.

As the clinical trial phases progress, pharmaceutical companies have more
information, which they can use to update the specifications and quality standards
and thus the cash flow estimations. In this sense, a key difference between our
proposal and that of Brandao et al. [4] is that we incorporate the active learning from
the FIS. Thus, at the end of each R&D phase, the level of adjustment to the ideal
quality specifications will be estimated based on two input variables: the previous
volume of clinical trials in that disease and the volume of drugs authorized in that
area. In doing so, the knowledge base of this FIS would vary depending on the
phase of drug development, and its conditional rule structure would tend to estimate
increasing levels of adjustment to those pharmaceutical laboratories with higher
volumes of both clinical trials and authorized drugs in the corresponding disease
area.

Additionally, the expected value of the future flows generated by the project,
V, may be affected by other sources of model uncertainty. Hence, we consider the
existence of risk associated with a catastrophic failure event. Thus, at any time, the
project may lose its value due to different events—for example, a competitor that
becomes substantially ahead in that area or a decisive regulatory change. If this
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happens, then the value of the project becomes null. This circumstance is modelled
with a Poisson process where, at each moment, we assume that there is a probability
of the catastrophic event occurring.

A second important avenue of contribution with respect to the work by Brandao
et al. [4] is that our model also includes the possibility of exploiting the external
capacity of R&D. This contemplates the possibility that, during the phases of
clinical trials, a financial transaction may be carried out to improve the company’s
position in the development of the new drug. This feature is also modelled through a
(second) FIS. Thus, a pharmaceutical laboratory could analyse its corporate tree and
use financial transactions to improve its positioning in the development of new drugs
in a given disease area. The FIS would then estimate the degree of improvement of
the laboratory’s positioning in each development phase based on two variables: (i)
the volume of financial transactions of the laboratory oriented towards that disease
and (ii) the extent and coverage of its corporate tree in that context. Again, in this
case, the knowledge bases would give better ratings to those laboratories with higher
levels of financial transactions and with a more suitable corporate tree for a given
disease.

Lastly, it is important to note that as a result of the exploitation of external R&D
capacity, there could be a reduction in development times, which would result in an
extension of the period of commercialization of the drug and a beneficial effect on
the estimated value of the flows.

4.2 Estimation of R&D Costs

To estimate the volume of costs involved in the development of each of the phases
discussed in Sect. 3, we use information available from different data sources,
including historical data from the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (see, e.g. [12]). We assume that there
is uncertainty in the amount of cost and the duration of each phase.

5 Final Remarks

Managing innovation and R&D is a highly complex and dynamic task in phar-
maceutical firms that has significant effects on the health of societies. In this
work, we have suggested how to devise a valuation model for assessing new
drug development projects by using real options analysis, fuzzy techniques and
simulation. Specifically, the model would act as a support system that would assist
decision makers in determining whether to promote or abandon clinical trials based
on different uncertain factors. As we have discussed in the previous section, our
model differs from previous approaches in the literature by including additional
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capabilities to better accommodate some important real-world uncertainties faced
by pharmaceutical organizations.
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The Contrastive Study of Spatial
Constructions na NPloc in the Russian
Language and在在在NP上上上 in the Chinese
Language in the Cognitive Aspect

Irina M. Kobozeva and Li Dan

1 Introduction

According to the [1], there are 204 preprepositions in the Russian language. In [2],
the analyses of 60 prepositions and their typological classification are proposed.
Even on this basis we can expect that the Russian language reflects the relationship
between objects including spatial ones in more detail, and the Chinese language
does that in a more integral way.

Spatial relations (further SR) between the phenomena and processes of the
world around us are encoded in the languages of the world by various grammatical
and lexical means. In Chinese, the SR are mainly expressed by prepositions and
postpositions ([3]: 93). Given the peculiarities of the SR expression in Chinese,
Lu Danqing proposed the concept of a ‘frame construction’. According to Lu
Danqing, the framework is formed by a preposition and a postposition, between
which there stands a name (i.e. a nominal unit) [4]. We will be considering the
frame structures such as在+NP + P with the preposition在在在, meaning a common
location (LOC), such as 在在在桌子上(zài zhuōzi shàng) ‘on the table’, 在在在水中中中(zài
shuı̆ zhōng) ‘in the water’,在在在房子里(zài fángzi lı̆) ‘in the house’ and so on. In the
Russian language, prepositions are used to express the SR. The peculiarity of the
prepositions in Russian is that not only the preposition itself but also the case form is
involved in the expression of a certain meaning. Russian preposition-case structures
correspond in their function to Chinese frame structures. We will compare the
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Russian construction na NPloc and the Chinese construction在NP上(zài NP shàng)
expressing the superessive (SUPER) spatial meaning in order to identify similarities
and differences in the sets of spatial situations reflected by these indicators.

These constructions will be compared on the basis of a cognitive approach. We
will examine their basic spatial use, consider the underlying cognitive schemas and
identify the main similarities and differences between them.

Cognitive linguistics is a trend in linguistics that explores the role of language in
the conceptualization and categorization of the world, in cognitive processes and
in generalization of human experience. Interacting with the world, man masters
the existing spatial relationships in it: inside-outside, top-bottom, right-left, etc.
M. Johnson called the basic abstract cognitive structures that were formed as a
result of human interaction with the surrounding world ‘image schema’ [5]. E.V.
Rakhilina proposed to translate this term as ‘topological schema’, thus emphasizing
that such schemas were originally formed on the basis of spatial sensations and
motor reactions of a person ([6]: 364–365). R. Langacker, who described the
semantics of spatial prepositions using such generalized schemas presented in
the form of drawings, coined the terms trajector and landmark [7, 8]. L. Talmy
used the concepts of figure and ground for the same purpose [9].We will use the
terms trajector and landmark to describe the image schemas that correspond to the
preposition na ‘on’ in a locative meaning, i.e. the one it has in the construction
na NPloc and the frame construction在NP上(zài NP shàng). In a simplest locative
spatial situation, a static trajector (TR) being in the focus of attention is localized
by reference to a static landmark object (LM), which is a secondary focus, for
example, Na stole (LM) lezhit kniga (TR) – On the table (LM) there is a book
(TR). In a more complex case, the moving TR is localized by a relatively static LM,
for example, Na stsene (LM) tantsuet devushka (TR) – lit. On the stage dances a
girl ‘On the stage (LM) there is a girl (TR) dancing’. The difference between the
locative situation with the mobile TR and the directional spatial situation expressed
in Russian and Chinese by other means is the following. In a locative situation, the
mobile TR either moves without changing its spatial coordinates (e.g. spins, bows,
squats, sways) or makes multidirectional or unidirectional movements, remaining
within the boundaries of LM, conceptualized as a surface (e.g. walking on the
ground, running in the stadium). In a directional situation, TR moves in order to
achieve a stationary LM, conceptualized as a point (e.g. go to the ground, run to the
stadium). We will represent graphically the local image schemas for situations with
a stationary TR, and the situations with moving TR will be described verbally. In
this paper, we do not consider situations in which not only TR but also LM is on the
move, e.g. jekhat’ na avtobuse ‘go by bus’.

The prototypical uses of locative structures na NPloc in the Russian language
and 在NP上(zài NP shàng) in Chinese include the idea of contact between TR
and LM. Their respective image schemas vary in spatial configuration of TR and
LM. At the same time, it is important to pay attention to such aspect of image
schemas as topological types of TR and LM because this often determines whether
the translation equivalence of the locative structures in question will remain.
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The concept of topological type was introduced by L. Talmy to simulate the
linguistic conceptualization of space. He showed that in the linguistic picture of the
world, the variety of real-world forms of objects is reduced to a limited number
of schematic and abstracted geometric forms, which he called topological types. In
later work [10], the term ‘geometric schema’ is used in the same sense, but we will
continue to use the ‘topological type’ term, as it has been entrenched in the use
of Russian linguists (see, e.g. Rahilina [6]). L. Talmy mentions such topological
types as POINT, LINE, PLANE, CIRCLE, LIMITED SPACE (ENCLOSURE),
CYLINDER, HOLE and their fixed-orientation options, e.g. VERTICAL CYLIN-
DER, and/or an additional marker of isolation, such as BOUNDED LINE (i.e. a
line segment) ([10]: 245–252). These semantic units are used when he describes
semantics of structures with spatial propositions in English and other languages.
E.V. Rahilina describing in terms of topological types the compatibility of the
Russian dimension adjectives employs the semantic metalanguage that in addition
to topological ‘primitives’ of L. Talmy includes the names of prototypical physical
objects, which in addition to geometric characteristics, orientation in space and
isolation can indicate other properties, for example, flexibility/rigidity, e.g. the type
ROPES vs. the type BARS.

Talmy showed that for the linguistic conceptualization of space, it is more
important to specify the topological type for LM (ground in his terminology), while
TR (figure in his terminology) in most spatial configurations is reduced to the type
of DOT (see this also in ([11]: 147)). That is why the image schemas of TR in most
cases given below are depicted uniformly, i.e. in the form of a three-dimensional
rectangular figure.

2 Contrastive Study of Image schemas Encoded
by the Constructions na NPloc and在在在NP上上上(zài NP shàng)

2.1 The schema in which TR is in contact with LM, LM is horizontally oriented and
TR is located above the LM. In this spatial configuration, LMs can be of different
topological types. In view of translation from Chinese into Russian, it is important
to distinguish between three cases.

2.1.1 LM is expressed by a noun with the meaning of a place (geographical object),
e.g. land, sea and field; a physical name (which in this context denotes a place
covered by a layer of some ‘substance’), e.g. ice and grass; or a name with an object
meaning: a table, a chair, a shelf, a bed, etc. The object LMs, e.g. a table in the
context of the structures in question refer to the type SURFACE (PLANE) because
the main functional part of the objects they designate (in the case of the table, it is
the table top) refers to this topological type. A TR is usually expressed by a common
noun. The area of contact of TR and LM is not significant (cf. a person lying on the
bed, a cup on the table). In this case, presented in Fig. 1, the preposition na ‘on’ is
used, and its Chinese equivalent is在NP上(zài NP shàng).
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Fig. 1 An image schema of
the ‘on’ localization for LMs
of the type SURFACE

All Chinese examples below are taken from the Corpus of Beijing University
of Language and Culture (BLCU Chinese Corpus, abbreviated BCC) and glossed
according to the Leipzig system of glossing rules [12]: CLF is for a classifier, a
count word; LOC is for a locative marker; POSS is for a possessive particle; PROG
is for progressive marker; SUPER is for superessive marker, and a BA gloss is added
for the particle used in a direct object inversion. Chinese examples are translated into
Russian and English by the authors of this article.

(1) 信纸 和 钢笔 在桌子上。

Xìnzhı̆ hé gāngbı̆ zài=zhuōzi-shàng. (Chin.)
paper and pen LOC=table-SUPER
Bumaga i ruchka na stol-e. (Rus.)
paper and pen SUPER=table-LOC
Paper and a pen are on the table.

(2) 小刘 躺 在床上。

xiao-liú tang zài=chuáng-shàng. (Chin.)
Xiao Liu lie LOC=bed-SUPER
Xiao Liu lezhal na krovat-i. (Rus.)
Xiao Liu lie SUPER=bed-LOC
Xiao Liu was lying on the bed.

In (1) and (2), the predicate of the sentence is stative. In (1) it is the expressed by
在(zài) in Chinese and by the zero form of the verb byt’ ‘to be’ in Russian and
denotes location proper. In (2) we have the verbs of position with the meaning
‘lie’ indicating the location plus the orientation of TR in relation to LM. But these
locative constructions can also be combined with dynamic predicates. Consider
example (3):

(3) 黑色的 船只 在在在水水水上上上 漂浮摇晃。

Hēisè=de chuánzhı̄ zài=shuı̆-shàng piāofú-yáohuàng. (Chin.)
Black=ATR boat LOC=water-SUPER swim-swing.
Na vod-e kachaiutsia chern-ye lodk-i. (Rus.)
SUPER=water-LOC sway black=PL boat-PL.
Black boats are swaying on the water.
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Here we have a predicate of oscillatory motion. As one can see, the mobility of
an object, which is not connected with its moving to another point in space, does
not change the way the image schema is coded in both languages, and it is the same
as in the situation where the localized object is immobile. Another case is presented
in (4).

(4) 他 把 瓦莲卡的 相片 放 在在在自己桌子上上上。

Tā ba Waliánka=de xiàngpiàn fàng zài=zìjı̆-zhuōzi-shàng. (Chin.)
He BA Varen’ka=ATR photo put LOC=his-table-SUPER.
On postavil u sebia na stol-e foto Varen’k-i. (Rus.).
He put at himself SUPER table-LOC Photo Varen’ka-GEN.
He put on his desk a photo of Varen’ka.

In (4) LM is still a SURFACE (of the table), but the locative group fills in this
case the valency of the causative verb of moving the object with the meaning of
‘put’. In the semantic structure of such verbs, there are two predications: ‘Subject X
did something with the object Y, and as a result Y moved to the place Z’. Provided
that Z refers to the type of SURFACE, the valency of the end point of movement
in the Russian language is usually encoded by the construction na NPÃÔc, cf. On
postavil portret Varen’ki sebe na stol (acc. case) ‘He put a photo of Varen’ka on
his desk’. The logical consequence of Y moving to the point Z is the location
of Y at the point Z. This consequence is the third, implicit, predication in the
semantic structure of sentences with the causative verb of movement. This is already
a locative predication in which Z is an actant with the role of place, and such a role
is encoded for Z of the type SURFACE by the construction na ‘on’ NPloc. This
resulting location of the object is fully consistent with the image schema in Fig. 1.
Thus, the variable government of the causative verbs of movement in Russian, e.g.
postavit’ ‘to put’, povesit’ ‘to hang’, usadit’ ‘to seat’ and polozhit’ ‘to lay’ (na chto-
l./na chem-l. ‘onto smth/on smth’), is explained by the presence in their meaning
of the movement component and the component of the resulting location implied
by the movement. Each of the government model variants profiles (accentuates)
the semantic component corresponding to it: na NPacc profiles moving to some
point, and na NPloc profiles the resulting location at that point. In Chinese, it is
also possible to encode a movement causation with the profiling of the movement
(to the point) component using the construction 到NP上上上(dao NP shang) with the
directional marker到(daÑ, also used as a noun with the meaning ‘path’) instead of
locative在(zài).

2.1.2 With the same reciprocal location of TR and LM, LM is represented by nouns
denoting objects conceptualized as one-dimensional, i.e. belonging to topological
type LINE by [10] (cf. BAR or ROPE by [6]) and at the same time serving as
SUPPORT for the TR (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 An image schema of
the ‘on’ localization for LMs
of the type LINE

(5) . . . tovarisch tants-uet na provoloke s sabliami. (Rus.)
. . . the comrade dance-PRS on wire with sabers.
. . . the comrade is dancing on the wire with sabers.

(Here and further, Russian examples, which are not Chinese translations, are
taken from the National Corpus of the Russian Language [NCRL].)

(6) 他 穿着 溜冰鞋 在在在钢丝上上上 滑行。

Tā chuān-zhe liūbı̄ngxié zài=gāngsı̄-shàng huáxíng. (Chin.)
He wear-PROG rollers LOC=wire-SUPER skate.
On na rolikakh kata-et-sia po provolok-e. (Rus.)
He on rollers roll-PRS-REFL along=wire-LOC.
He is roller-skating on a wire.

Example (5) shows that even if LM does not belong to the type SURFACE,
but serves as a SUPPORT for TR, the location of the TR relative to the LM is
indicated by using na NPloc in the case of both static and dynamic TR (in this case
dancing person). It is important that TR be perceived as remaining in one place. The
Chinese equivalent of the na NPloc construction in such cases will be, as usual, the
frame construction ‘在NP上’(在在在钢丝上上上zài=gāngsı̄-shàng ‘on a wire’). However,
in (6), this equivalence no longer holds. The same Chinese construction with the
same LM can no longer be translated with the help of na NPloc (*On na rolikakh
kataetsia na provoloke). The PP po NPdat. with the preposition po ‘along’ is the
only possibility in Russian for such cases. The choice of po ‘along’ instead of na
‘on’ is obligatory in Russian for spatial adverbial constructions with LM of the type
LINE (+ SUPPORT) in the context of ‘multiple motion’ verbs (motorno-kratnyje
in Russian terminology), a subgroup of multidirectional movement verbs (see about
this subgroup in [13]. The verb katat’sia ‘roll, skate’ is just one example of these.
Such verbs can govern the group na NPloc but only if NPloc denotes LM of the type
SURFACE, as in (7):

(7) My kataemsia na katke pod bravurnye melodii nashikh liubimykh marshei...
We skate on the skating-rink to the bravura melodies of our favourite marches . . .
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Fig. 3 An image schema of
the ‘on’ localization for LMs
of the type SURFACE
oriented as a slope

Multidirectional movement on the surface can have an arbitrary trajectory. The
construction na NPloc ‘on NPloc’ indicates only the area within which the TR moves
in various directions. But the wire refers to the type of LINE and in this context
also to the type of SUPPORT. A multidirectional movement on the LINE, which
is a SUPPORT, is only possible if TR (many times) moves in a direction strictly
defined by that line and then returns in the opposite direction. Otherwise, TR will
lose contact with the SUPPORT and will no longer be able to move in the same
way that it had moved before (e.g. it will no longer ride or crawl but fall/fly down).
In the Russian language, both unidirectional and multidirectional movement of TR,
defined by a linear trajectory, is encoded by the prepositional construction po NPdat

‘along (NPdat)’, cf. idti/hodit’ po doroge (*na doroge) ‘go/walk along (*on) the
road’; lezt’/lazat’ po kanatu (*na kanate) lit. climb along (*on) the rope ‘climb the
rope’, etc. Thus, in contexts where LM belongs to the type LINE+SUPPORT, the
Russian and Chinese constructions under consideration lose their equivalence if the
multidirectional movement along the LM is described.

2.2 A schema in which TR is in contact with a LM that is a topological SURFACE
type oriented as a slope (see Fig. 3).

(8) Doma vs-e na gor-e. (Rus.)
Houses all PL on mountain.
The houses are all on the mountain.

(9) 白天, 儿 散 在在在坡上上上。

Báitiān yángér sàn zài=pō-shàng. (Chin.)
Day sheep walk LOC=slope-SUPER
Dni-om ovts-y pasutsia na sklon-e. (Rus.)
Day-INS sheep-PL graze SUPER slope-LOC.
In day time the sheep graze on the slope.
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Fig. 4 An image schema of
the ‘on’ localization of TR
which is in contact with the
smaller upper surface of the
vertically oriented PLATE
type LM

As with horizontally oriented LM of the SURFACE type, the TR location
in contact with such LM is encoded by the constructions under consideration,
regardless of whether the TR is still (8) or moves within LM (9).

2.3 The schema in which LM belongs to the topological type of PLATE, the largest
of the LM surfaces is vertically oriented and TR is in contact with its smaller upper
surface, oriented horizontally and located above it (see Fig. 4). This schema is
represented in example (10).

(10) 几只 麻雀 在围墙上。

Jı̆-zhı̄ máquè zài=wéiqiáng-shàng.
Several-CLF sparrow LOC=fence-SUPER.
Vorob’-i sid’at na zabor-e. (Rus.)
sparrow-PL sit-PRS SUPER fence-LOC.
Sparrows are sitting on the fence.

In static situations, as in (8), the constructions na NPloc and zài=NP-shàng are
equivalent, but in situations in which TR performs (variously) directed movements,
the equivalence is lost (cf. 2.1.2). The upper surface which is the smallest one of all
the surfaces of an object belonging to the type PLATE relates to the topological type
STRIP. The trajectory of TR movement on the STRIP which serves as a SUPPORT
for TR is determined by the location of this strip, and in the Russian language in
such cases, not na ‘on’ NPloc but rather the construction po ‘along’ NPdat is used,
cf. Po verkhnemu tortsu monitora polziot/polzaet muravei ‘Along the top end of the
monitor an ant crawls’ vs. *Na verkhnem tortse monitora polziot/polzaet muravei –
‘*On the top end of the monitor an ant crawls’.

2.3 A schema in which the LM of the SURFACE type or the largest of the LM
surfaces of the PLATE type is vertically oriented and the TR is in direct or indirect
contact with that surface (see Fig. 5). This schema is a transformation of image
schema 2.1 which consists in turning it by 90 degrees. In schema 2.1 (Fig. 1), the
TR was situated higher than LM above the ground and relied on LM, which ensured
that TR was at rest. In schema 2.3, LM itself is no longer a support for TR. For
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Fig. 5 An image schema of
the ‘on’ localization of TR
which is somehow fixed on
the vertically oriented LM of
the type SURFACE

the stability of this configuration, it is important that TR does not lose contact with
LM under the influence of gravity. Therefore, as a rule, TR is somehow fixed on the
surface of the LM, like a cage on the wall in (11).

(11) 一只 鸟笼 挂 在在在墙上上上。

Yì-zhı̄ niao-lóng guà zài=qiáng-shàng. (Chin.)
One-CL bird-cage hang LOC=wall-SUPER
Odna kletka dl’a ptits visit na sten-e.
One cage for birds hang SUPER wall-LOC
One bird cage hangs on the wall.

Note that in this case, only a mount (e.g. a hook) can be in direct contact with
LM, while TR may not have direct contact with LM. Thus, if the cage hangs on a
long hook, hammered into the wall, and does not directly touch the wall, it will still
be said that the cage hangs on the wall – na stene (Rus.),在在在墙上上上(Chin.). Ignoring
the possible distance between TR and LM in such cases is a typical manifestation of
idealizing real spatial configurations in the process of their language schematization.

In such a spatial configuration, there is no need for special fastening only for
the TRs, which are traces of matter accidentally left or intentionally applied to the
surface of LM, such as inscriptions (by chalk a or marker) on a school board in (12).

(12) 老师 在在在黑板上上上 写字。

Laoshı̄ zài=hēiban-shàng xiězì. (Chin.)
Teacher LOC=board-SUPER write.
Uchitel’ pish-et na dosk-e (Rus.).
Teacher write-PRS.3Sg SUPER=board-LOC.
The teacher writes on the board.

As we can see, the constructions under study encode this schema not only
with state predicates of position in space (see ‘hang’ in (11)) but also with action
predicates denoting the coating of the surface with writings or drawings: ‘write’,
‘draw’, etc. In the latter case, locative constructions, just as in the case of movement
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Fig. 6 An image schema of the ‘on’ localization of TR which is contact with LM that is situated
higher above the ground level

causation predicates in 2.1.1, profile the resulting state: the position of various
‘traces’ of the substance inflicted on the surface.

2.4 A schema in which TR comes into contact with a LM that belongs to the
topological type of SURFACE or PLATE and is located higher than TR and higher
than the observer. In this case, the contact of TR and LM can be direct or indirect.
See Fig. 6 in which the grey colour indicates the level of the initial count point on
which the observer is located.

schema 2.4 is obtained by the transformation of schema 2.3 which consists in the
rotation of the latter by 90◦. So just one example will suffice:

(13) 光秃秃的 灯泡 挂 在在在 天花板 上上上。

Guāngtūtū-de dēngpào guà zài=tiānhuāban-shàng. (Chin.)
Bald-ATR light bulb hang LOC=ceiling-SUPER
Lysaia lampochka visit na potolk-e.
Bald light bulb hang SUPER=ceiling-LOC
A bald light bulb hangs on the ceiling.

It should be noted that in Russian such spatial configurations as in (13) are
more often described with the help of the construction pod ‘under’ NPins (e.g. pod
potolkom ‘under the ceiling’). In NCRL there are 11 na potolke ‘on the ceiling’ vs.
45 pod potolkom ‘under the ceiling’), which reflects not the subsuming of the same
real spatial configuration under another image schema but a change in the focus
of attention. In the case of na ‘na’, the contact between TR and LM is in focus,
and in the case of pod ‘under’, the TR location below LM (relative to the reference
(ground) level) is in focus. In Chinese, the construction 在在在NP上上上(zài NP shàng) is
regularly used in such cases.

2.5 The schema in which LM is a SURFACE or a PLATE and TR is a HOLE.
Since the orientation of LM in this case is of little consequence, we will consider
only one specific example of the implementation of such a schema – a hole in the
sole of a shoe (see Fig. 7) – interesting because in the Russian language, the same
spatial configuration can be also subsumed under another schema. Although the
basic orientation of the LM ‘sole’ (the one that it has when the shoes are being
worn) is horizontal, in contact with the surface (land, floor, etc.), but it can be easily
changed if, holding a shoe in your hands, you turn it. In this case, the position of the
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Fig. 7 An image schema of
the ‘on’ localization of HOLE
TR with respect to the
SURFACE or PLATE LM

shoe will not affect the way the spatial relationship between the hole and the sole is
expressed.

In Chinese, this schema is encoded by the construction在在在NP上上上. In Russian one
can use a corresponding construction na ‘on’ NPloc, as example (14) from the NCRL
shows, but for such cases, v (in) NPloc is more commonly used, and in a number of
contexts, v (in) NPloc becomes mandatory, as in (15):

(14) dyrk-u na podoshv-e ya vsio vremia
hole-ACC.SG SUPER=sole-LOC I all time
zakle-iva-l plastyr-em.
stick-IPFV-PST band-aid-INST
The hole in the sole I have been all the time plastering with the Band-Aid.

(15) 她 在在在鞋底上上上 戳 一个 眼儿。

Tā zài=xiédı̆-shàng chuō yí-gè yanér. (Chin.)
(S)he LOC=sole-SUPER pierce one-CL hole.
Ona protknula dyrk-u v /*na=podoshv-e
She pierced hole-ACC INESS /*SUPER=sole-LOC
zhelezn-ym shil-om. (Rus.)
iron-INS.SG awl INS.SG.
She pierced a hole in (*on) the sole with an iron awl.

The Russian locative equivalent in (15) demonstrates that the same spatial
relationship can be subsumed under another image schema, in which LM is
conceptualized not as a PLATE but as a CONTAINER within which the TR of the
type HOLE is situated. At the same time, the corpus data show that the second way
for the Russian language is the main one. Since there were only two examples of
this particular schema in the NCRL, which is clearly not enough to conclude about
the comparative frequency of the constructions, we turned to a much larger body of
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Fig. 8 TR is located higher
than the LM relative to the
reference level, and there is
no contact between them

the General Internet Corpus of the Russian Language (GICRL) in which requests
for a combination dyrka/dyrku na podoshve ‘a hole-NOM/a hole-ACC on the sole’
gave only 3 examples and dyrka/dyrku v podoshve ‘a hole-NOM/a hole-ACC in the
sole’ gave 21 examples, which clearly shows which of the variants prevails.

2.6 A schema in which TR is located higher than the LM relative to the reference
level and there is no contact between them (see Fig. 8)

Consider the following examples:

(16) 他们 看见 日本 飞机 在在在头上上上 绕。

Tāmen kàn-jiàn rìběn fēijı̄ zài=tóu-shàng rào.
They see-PFV Japan aircraft LOC=head-SUPER about.
Oni uvideli yaponskiy samoliot nad golov-oy. (Rus.)
They saw Japanese plane over=head-INS.
They saw a Japanese plane overhead.

(17) 海鸥 在海上 飞翔。

Haiōu zài=hai-shàng fēixiáng (Chin.)
Seagull LOC= sea-SUPER fly.
Chaiyk-i letaiut nad morem. (Rus.)
Seagull-PL fly over=sea-INS.
Seagulls fly over the sea.

(18) 晨 雾 在田野上 轻轻地 飘动。

chén wù zài=tiányě-shàng qı̄ngqı̄ngde piāodòng (Chin.)
morning mist LOC=field-SUPER slightly sway
Utrenniy tuman slegka kolyshetsia nad pol-em. (Rus.)
morning mist slightly sways over field-INS
Morning mist sways slightly over the field.

We can see that this image schema can be encoded with the 在 NP 上, but in
Russian, it will be matched not with na ‘on’ NPloc but with nad ‘over’ NPins. In
Russian, the image schemas 2.1.1 (Fig. 1) and 2.6 (Fig. 8) expressed by na NPloc and
nad NPins, respectively, are contrasted by the parameter ‘contact between LM and
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TR’. The preposition na ‘on’ indicates the presence of a direct contact between LM
and TR, and the preposition nad ‘over’ indicates the absence of it. The preposition
nad ‘over’ in the Russian translation of the example (18) indicates that the mist layer
is perceived as being separated from the surface of the field. But if it is perceived as
touching this surface, the preposition na ‘on’, as in example (19) of the NCRL, will
be used:

(19) Prikhodila osen’ so svoimi dozhdyami, nizkimi
come: PST.F autumn with PRON.REFL rains, low
tumanami na polyakh . . . (Rus.)
fogs on field:INS.PL
Coming was autumn with its rains, low fogs on the fields . . .

It should be emphasized that the Chinese language has a way of expressing the
lack of contact between LM and TR in the image schema in question, but it is used
when the expression of this component meaning is essential for communication.
Consider example (20):

(20) 在桌子上方 有 一盏 灯。

Zài=zhuōzi-shàng-fāng yǒu yì-zhan dēng (Chin.)
LOC=table-SUPER-fang have one-CLF lamp
Nad stolom lampa. (Rus.)
over table: INS.SG lamp.
Above the table there is a lamp.

We can see that a submorph 方(fāng) is added to the superessive morpheme
上(shang), and thus we obtain a postposition that is similar to the Russian nad
‘over’. If there had been no element 方there, (20) would have activated not the
schema 2.6 but the schema 2.1: TR is above LM and is in contact with it, and then
the Russian equivalent would be the phrase ‘On the table there is a lamp’.

3 Conclusion

We have considered the main image schemas activated by the constructions 在NP
上and na NPloc in their direct spatial meaning, and we have demonstrated that the
set of schemas encoded by the Russian construction is a subset of the schemas
encoded by the Chinese construction. Firstly, this happens because the preposition
na ‘on’ excludes the schemas in which there is no (at least indirect) contact between
the object-trajector and the object-landmark. A schema in which the trajector is
above the landmark and there is no contact between them, in the Russian language,
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is encoded by the preposition nad ‘over, above’. Secondly, in two cases, where
in principle the use of na NPloc is possible in Russian, still the use of other
constructions is preferable.

This happens, first, in the case of indirect contact of the trajector with the land-
mark located above (schema 2.4, Fig. 6), when the construction pod ‘under’ NPins is
preferred (cf. l’ustra na potolke/pod potolkom ‘chandelier on the ceiling/under the
ceiling’), which profiles not the presence of a contact but the position of the trajector
(or of its main functional part) below the landmark.

Secondly, it occurs when the same spatial situation allows alternative ways of
schematization. Thus, the position of the trajector HOLE in relation to the landmark
PLATE can be correlated with the schema ‘TR is in contact with the larger one
of the LM PLATE surfaces’ (2.5, Fig. 7), but more often it is conceptualized as a
different schema: ‘TR is within the boundaries of the LM of CONTAINER type’
(cf. dyrka na/v podoshve ‘hole on/in the sole’). Finally, the possibility of using the
na NPloc construction may be constrained by the mode of movement of the trajector
in relation to the landmark as in schemas 2.1.2, Fig. 2 and 2.3. Figure 4: ‘TR is in
contact with LM of type LINE or STRIP acting as a SUPPORT for it’. Thus, if TR
moves in opposite directions along the LM of such types, its spatial relation to LM in
Russian should be expressed by the po ‘along’ NPdat construction. All the observed
differences between the constructions under consideration can be explained, on the
one hand, by the non-identical distribution of universal image schemas between the
means of their verbalization in different languages and, on the other hand, by the
possibilities of subsuming the same real spatial configuration under the alternative
image schemas. The analysis of the use of the two similar spatial constructions in
terms of their respective image schemas confirmed the observation about the greater
degree of generalization of spatial meanings in Chinese and demonstrated the need
to take into account more contextual factors in the verbalization of spatial relations
in the Russian language.
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Methods and Algorithms for Generating
Sustainable Cognitive Systems Based
on Thematic Category Hierarchies for
the Development of Heterogeneous
Information Resources in Technological
and Social Spheres

Michael M. Charnine and Elena B. Kozerenko

1 Introduction

Automatic construction of high-quality sustainable topic hierarchies is an extremely
important and urgent scientific problem necessary to solve a wide range of
artificial intelligence tasks, including the automatic construction of reviews of mass
media sources, advertising targeting, the development of universities’ curricula,
the development of thesauri, ontological representations and classifications, writing
encyclopedic articles, identifying misinformation, and forecasting promising direc-
tions of science and technology development.

The approach presented in the paper combines methods of generating hierar-
chical semantic representations (poly-hierarchies) and setting ontology and vector
spaces which contain the characteristics of contexts (distributions) of language
objects; special attention is paid to the research of methods based on vector models.
Most modern text analysis systems are focused on one language, usually English.
However, as the Internet grows around the world, users write comments in different
languages. Multilingual methods of tuning the training of neural networks have been
developed to analyze text data in different languages. The applications of the results
relate to scientific and technical forecasting and analysis of social networks.

New methods are employed that consist in collecting data on the prospective
research and development and psychological state of the society from a variety
of sources, including texts, photo and video content, and databases unifying all
the information of interest. The Mathematical apparatus introduced by the authors
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provides the methods of expert and automatic assessment of cognitive sustainability
of the materials analyzed. The software toolkit has been designed and implemented
for monitoring social-economic interactions in difficult critical situations, such
as epidemiological situations and extremism threat, using artificial intelligence
technologies and cognitive approach.

The theme is a set of semantically close terms. The hierarchy of topics for
a collection of texts is based on methods of hierarchical clustering and neural
networks which extremely, accurately, and subtly calculate the semantic similarity
of terms. The research and development presented in the paper creates a new
clustering algorithm for the semantic likeness of terms’ matrix, which does not
require the task of the number of clusters but integrates information from all levels of
detail of cluster splitting. The algorithm generates meaningful interpreted clusters
close to the manual work of experts by identifying the densest spherical clusters
in the vector space based on a neural network built on a collection of millions of
scientific articles, patents, and texts of social communications and mass media.

The new concept of impact factor of the term and theme is introduced calculated
on the basis of citation and with proven prognostic properties, to predict the
future scientific directions. Popular topics with a high impact factor from the
scientific hierarchy of thematic categories in the future are also likely to have high
citations and comprise prospective research directions. In addition to the hierarchy
of scientific themes, other thematic hierarchies are similarly constructed.

Basing on social networks and the open Internet materials, the hierarchies of the-
matic categories are being built for such fundamental fields as Science, education,
healthcare, industry, etc. From the analysis of the dynamics of these hierarchies,
their components, and relationship growth, the most relevant concentrating topics
that determine the future directions of national and international development are
identified. This intelligent algorithm is implemented by calculating and evaluating
prospective areas of development for one of the areas/topics of computer science,
in particular, the National Technology Initiative and the Digital Economy Program.
The Internet data collection method is based on the original Internet knowledge
retrieval system KeyCrawler [1] developed by Michael M. Charnine.

2 Semantic Vector Spaces in Establishing the Proximity
of Meanings

Vector models are successfully used for semantic processing and clustering of
large text data. Since in our studies we use an approach that combines methods of
generating multiple hierarchical semantic representations that provide ontological
structures and vector spaces that characterize the contexts (distributions) of language
objects, we have focused on the research of methods based on vector models.

The concept of semantic vector spaces (SVS) was first implemented in the
SMART information and search engine. The idea of the SVS is to present each
document from the collection as a point in space (Fig. 1), i.e., a vector in the
vector space. Points closer to each other in this space are considered to be closer
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Fig. 1 Vector space model

in meaning. The user request is seen as a pseudo-document and also appears as a
point in the same space. Documents are sorted in the order of increasing distance,
i.e., in the order of decreasing semantic proximity to the request, and in this form are
provided to the user. Subsequently, the concept of SVS was successfully applied to
other semantic tasks. For example, in the work [2] contextual vector space was used
to assess the semantic proximity of words. This system achieved a result of 92.5%
in the test of choosing the most suitable synonym from the standard TOEFL (Test
of English as a Foreign Language) test, while the average result of passing the test
by a human was 64.5%. Active research is conducted nowadays to unify the SVS
model and to develop a common approach to various tasks of extracting semantic
links from text corpora [3].

In computational linguistics, various statistical measures, i.e., association mea-
sures, calculating the power of connection between elements in collocations are
used to establish meaningful phrases [2–11]. The literature mentions several dozen
measures of associative connection [2–9, 11–14], mutual information (MI), t-score,
and log-likelihood being the most popular instruments. The MI measure introduced
in [4] compares dependent context-related frequencies with independent frequencies
of words in the text. If the MI value exceeds a certain threshold, the phrase is
considered statistically significant.

The methodology developed in our research is an artificial intelligence tool that
uses clustering to process big data (texts, audio, video materials) in order to obtain
a “general picture” and present it as a hierarchy of themes and sub-themes (Fig. 2).

The constructed hierarchy contains answers to complex questions of semantic
and cultural analysis, such as “what topics are represented in the collection of
texts,” “what to read primarily on these topics,” “what is there at the intersection
of these topics with related areas,” “what is the structure of a subject area,” “how
it developed over time,” “what are the latest achievements,” “where are the main
centers of competence/development,” “who is an expert in the topic,” and so on.
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Fig. 2 Data structures based on hierarchy

3 Hierarchy Establishment Procedure

By processing a large amount of heterogeneous/diverse data, a Charged Hierarchical
Space (CHS) is built in which a semantic distance is calculated between the
individual elements of the hierarchy (categories) using the neural network, and a
certain numeric value (i.e., charge) corresponds to each element. The charge can
be either some emotion or hatred and extremism or cultural values or finances or
scientific impact factor.

Basing on the proposed methods and models, a prototype of cognitive technology
is being created to perform the following:

• Automatically build significantly different and well-interpreted thematic repre-
sentations.

• Determine the optimal number of topics, hierarchical subdivision of topics into
subtopics.

• Consider not only individual words but also thematically significant phrases as
well.

• Consider the heterogeneous metadata of documents: authorship, time, categories,
and tags.

• Define the emotional tone of texts, video, and audio.

On the basis of the constructed hierarchy and its dynamics and correlations,
information systems are developed to make predictions and support decision-
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Fig. 3 Visualization of semantic similarity

making. In particular, taking into account the citation, the impact factor of scientific
topics is predicted, and promising directions for investments are identified (Fig. 3).

The research also uses methods of distributional semantics and corpus linguistics
and methods of statistical processing of large text volumes, such as Word2Vec,
Doc2Vec, and others. The main applications of distributional models are as fol-
lows:

• Resolution of lexical ambiguity
• Information search
• Clustering of documents
• Automatic formation of dictionaries (semantic dictionaries, bilingual dictionar-

ies)
• Creation of semantic maps
• Modeling of periphrasis
• Establishing the subject of the document
• Identification of the tone of the statement
• Bioinformatics

The theoretical basis of this direction goes back to the distributional methodology
of Z. Harris [10]. Similar ideas were put forward by the founders of structural
linguistics Ferdinand de Saussure [15] and Ludwig Wittgenstein [16]. Distributional
semantics is based on the hypothesis that linguistic elements with similar distribu-
tions have close meanings.

One of the current tasks carried out within the framework of our research is to
develop the collection of text corpora describing human values. This work involves
the definition of a semiotic structure of values that reflects the balance of affective
and cognitive elements of the human mental sphere.
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Fig. 4 Optimal keyword weights for automatic classification

The operation of classification using the key words and phrases is involved in the
process of semantic analysis; it is essential for the representation of user interests.

Primary and secondary keywords (associations) of the category tree are estab-
lished with the help of the KeyCrawler engine [1, 7]. Calculation of the weights of
primary and secondary keywords (associations) is carried out, and classification pro-
cedures employ the optimal keyword weights for automatic classification (Fig. 4).

Determining the interests of a user is based on the information extracted from
the history of his visiting the sites and queries. User interests can be represented as
a set of pairs <keyword, weight>. Thus a shopper can have the following interests:
<dress, 70> <cosmetics, 40> <handbag, 20>. The interests of the sports fan can be
represented as follows: <sports, 30> <football, 60> <volleyball, 20>, etc.

Semantic similarity calculation is based on the following models and tech-
niques:

• Distributional semantic models
• Statistical analysis of Web texts
• Special lexical-syntactic patterns

(e.g., x “is a” y | y “including” x | x “such as” y)

• Context vector of terms/keywords
• Cosine similarity measure

Values and other elements of the future profile are extracted by the program
in the form of an ordered set of key terms and phrases similar in meaning in a
multilingual semantic field. The terms are organized into topics, and the topics
comprise supertopics. Consider several examples from particular subject areas.

The list of supertopics:
SEMANTIC, CLASSIFICATION, SPEECH, RECOGNITION, AUTOMATIC,

TOPIC, NEURAL
SuperTOPIC: SEMANTIC
TOPIC: ONTOLOGY OWL METADATA ONTOLOGICAL SEMANTIC

LINKED
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– Ontology Learning from Text Using Automatic Ontological-Semantic Text
Annotation and the Web as the Corpus.

TOPIC: CONTEXT KNOWLEDGE CONTENT LANGUAGE

– Improved Semantic-Based Human Interaction Understanding Using Context-
Based Knowledge

– Using context- and content-based trust policies on the semantic web

TOPIC: DISTRIBUTIONAL SYNTACTIC DOCUMENT TEXT SIMILARITY
SYNTAX

– Verb Classification using Distributional Similarity in Syntactic and Semantic
Structures

TOPIC: REPRESENTATION INTERPRETATION DESCRIPTION

– Beyond cluster labeling: Semantic interpretation of clusters’ contents using a
graph representation

. . .

SuperTOPIC: CLASSIFICATION
TOPIC: REGRESSION CLASSIFIER DISCRIMINANT KERNEL MULTIL-

ABEL CLASSIFICATION

– Combining Instance-Based Learning and Logistic Regression for Multilabel
Classification.

TOPIC: CLUSTERING BAYESIAN SENTIMENT NEURAL

– A feature selection Bayesian approach for extracting classification rules with a
clustering genetic algorithm

– A hybrid ensemble pruning approach based on consensus clustering and multi-
objective evolutionary algorithm for sentiment classification

. . .

SuperTOPIC: SPEECH
TOPIC: VOICED CONCATENATIVE ASR SPEECH PRONUNCIATION

PITCH

– Uniform concatenative excitation model for synthesizing speech without
voiced/unvoiced classification.

TOPIC: HMM DNN SPEAKER

– Model Integration for HMM- and DNN-Based Speech Synthesis Using Product-
of-Experts Framework
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4 Semantic Clustering Techniques in the Tasks of Social
Computing

The development of technology and the digital transformation of all aspects of
human life and society show the difficulty of formalizing modern tasks and the need
to present problems from a position of interdisciplinary approach. In these condi-
tions, the creation of multi-parametric analysis tools for poorly formalized tasks will
reveal connections, mechanisms, and patterns in heterogeneous data, determine the
vector of structural changes. These tools will be the starting point for the formation
of new knowledge and the creation of a unique methodology for monitoring the
state in various sectors of science and technology, establishment of the meaningful
value of research and development, the psychological state of society, dynamics
and methods of regulation of social-economic interactions, regional and industrial
relations, monitoring of the social sphere in difficult situations.

Vector space models are increasingly being used in studies related to semantic
natural language processing and have a wide range of existing and potential
applications.

Semantic clustering techniques have been applied to thematic modeling, mon-
itoring, and forecasting of terrorist activity in the Internet information field using
a virtual environment, including the creation of theoretical and technological
frameworks for automation of building a new measure of the degree of extremism of
a site, i.e., the Ideological Influence Index (III), which can predict the future values
of the Terrorist Threat Degree Index (TTDI), calculated on the basis of collective
decisions of experts.

As part of this area, we have conducted research and development:

• Creating an algorithm for calculating the Terrorist Threat Degree Index (TTDI)
based on the collective decisions of experts

• Construction of a model that uses the system of machine learning on the lexical
characteristics of the studied Internet site and its direct connections helps to
evaluate the TTDI

• Creating a probabilistic model of the dependence of future TTDI values on
the number of implicit references and their parameters that determine the
Ideological Influence Index (III) and the study of optimal frequency and temporal
characteristics of implicit references, in which the maximum correlation between
the III index and future TTDI index values is achieved

• Building a dynamically updated dictionary for a number of languages, including
terms related to the subject area (SA) of terrorism and extremist groups, and
building a hierarchy of topics containing terms and key phrases for each topic

• Creating a method of automated reporting on the goals, objectives, and activities
of extremist groups

The method is implemented in a combination of interdisciplinary approaches, on
the basis of which a single automated technology is created.

The main modules implemented in the layout are as follows:
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• The algorithm creating a dynamically replenished collection of extremist texts
from the Internet including social networks

• The collection of text samples identifying terrorist communities and links
between groups and individual users

• Neural networks, machine learning, and crowd sourcing
• The method of automated identification of extremist documents with the help of

lexical analysis
• The method of automatic calculation of the semantic proximity of texts, including

cross-lingual similarity [12], which allows to group texts/sites
• The language implicit link processor (LILP) which works on the method of

relevant phrases to identify explicit and implicit links between texts, sites, and
blogs

• The method of automatic calculation of the III index based on the analysis of
implicit connections with the help of lexical databases using the III predictive
analysis of the formation and growth of extremist groups

Currently, a large number of scientific publications are devoted to the problem
of creating methods and means of semantic navigation in the Internet. Within the
framework of this research, a targeted semantic search is being developed as the
creation of a dynamically replenished collection of lexical resources. The search and
data collection algorithm is divided into general Internet monitoring and specialized
monitoring of social networks.

5 Key Terms and Topics Establishment

The Internet data collection method is implemented by means of the Internet
knowledge retrieval system KeyCrawler [1, 7]. The texts from the Internet totaling
47 GB on the topics connected with extremism and others have been processed.

The social media data collection method uses the monitoring system of the
IQBuzz. Texts from the Internet totaling 26 GB focus on topics: hate, terror,
and extremism. The language implicit link processor (LILP), which works on the
method of relevant phrases, has been improved to identify explicit and implicit links
between texts, sites, and individual blogs.

To analyze formal references in the articles of the collection, the authentic lin-
guistic processor BREF (Book Reference), which is part of the linguistic processor
of the LILP, is used. The BREF processor uses Word2Vec-based proximity to the
Word2Vec, neural network technology, and the Word Mover’s Distance (WMD)
which well assesses the distance between multiple terms to compare semantic
similarities.

The method of building a collection of extremist texts has been developed, and a
collection of more than 500 texts has been compiled:

1. Choosing key terms (e.g., Kafir, Jamaat).
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2. Extracting key phrases from the Internet that contain the given terms, such as: “I
am a young man from Egypt, and I joined the Jamaat.”

3. Expert selection of informative phrases and detection of source code on the
Internet through a search engine (Yandex, Google) requests.

4. Discovery of the relevant documents.
5. Expert assessment of the TTDI of the found text.
6. Adding text to the relevant collection of extremist texts.
7. Singling out key terms from the found text (“weapons and money”) and

replenishing their original set of p. 1.
8. Training the automatic classifier by a ranked collection of texts (building

collections of texts via the KeyCrawler and IQBuzz database by precedents).
9. Expert assessment of the TTDI of the found texts, replenishment of their ranked

collection, and highlighting new key terms.

The machine learning algorithms used in the targeted thematic text data analysis
are as follows:

• Support vector method (SVM).
• Bayesian classifier.
• A probabilistic classifier based on the principle of maximum entropy.
• Conditional random fields.
• Decision tree learning was used to clarify the ontology and subject terminology.
• Random forest was used to classify texts.
• K-nearest neighbors method (k-nearest neighbors, nonparametric copy-based

learning algorithm, based on the tags of the K-nearest training instances).
• The neural network was used to study how news and advertising information

influence nonprofessionals’ discussions on the social media platform (Twitter).

Thus the methods and algorithms for generating sustainable cognitive systems
are based on thematic category hierarchies, and the development of heterogeneous
information resources in technological and social spheres rests on the following:

• Primary and secondary keywords of the category tree are established.
• Users interests are classified by the category tree (taken from the Internet).
• Each category is linked to a set of primary and secondary keywords by triples:

<keyword, category, weight>.
• Primary keywords are discovered from a training set of categorized documents.
• Secondary keywords are discovered in the Internet texts using the distributional

semantic methods.

6 Conclusion

The performance of machine learning algorithms depends not only on a specific
computational task but also on the properties of the data that characterize the
problem. Support vector method (support vector machine, SVM) at present proved
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to be the most popular choice of researchers for content analysis and sentiment
analysis of statements in social networks. Further research will focus on the
development of software to find implicit references that determine the similarity
of the meanings of phrases and texts, which will be determined by the methods
of thematic modeling, grammatical transformations, and translation and synonym
establishing programs, as well as through associative connections and methods of
constructing an associative portrait of the subject area developed by the authors’
team.

The current research efforts are focused on the following tasks:

• Developing the methodology for identifying sites with the greatest outreach,
as well as the method of identifying hierarchical links between sites and the
structure of the social community

• Study of the functional relationship between implicit references from open
Internet documents and the correlation of the III index and future TTDI index
values

• Research in the impact of transformation, synonymy, and translation when
looking for similar phrases in the correlation between the III index and future
TTDI index values
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Mental Model of Educational
Environments

Natalia R. Sabanina and Valery S. Meskov

1 Introduction

Modern educational environments can no longer be considered in isolation from the
information and communications technologies. At the same time, the educational
environment is not just any environment. This is an environment purposefully
modeled by the subjects themselves, in the process of cognition and creation, in
order to increase the degrees of freedom of man and humanity as a studied form of
life, possessing consciousness, i.e., a conscious life form (´LF). The formation of
consciousness is an inherent purpose and value, including in the process of forming
educational environments.

However, we can hardly say that a group of people, or even a certain community,
is a factor that can direct human development (and even humanity) in a certain
direction; rather, on the contrary, excessive efforts can only limit development. At
the same time, it should be noted that the process of education is non-monotonous
(i.e., it must be described as using non-monotonous logic). Thus, if, in the initial
stages of the development of consciousness of life forms, it is set by a limited
number of factors, then as it becomes more complex, in the philo- and ontogenesis
of man, the complexness of the relationship between these factors and the quality
of new levels are so complicated that they can no longer be described in the
categories of structures or systems and their mathematical and semiotic models.
A fundamentally new environmental approach is needed.

Thus, the creation and study of the mental model of educational environments
can become a method of describing the formation of man and humanity at different
levels of reality in the context of the Great History [1].
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Mentality (from lat. mens or (kind of case) mentis, soul, spirit (in a narrower
sense, mind)) is a set of characteristics of man as part of a certain social group
(people, community, state). Mentality can be considered a generalized indicator of
the results of the conscious activity of the represented communities, i.e., the concept
of mentality is meaningful solely in connection with the emergence of a conscious
ability to form life.

The emergence of consciousness is a natural process in the universe at a certain
stage of its evolution, namely, at a certain segment of the space-time continuum
(taking the beginning of coordinates, the moment of “The Big Bang”). We believe
that the emergence of consciousness is due to the fact that some form of life acquires
a qualitatively new negentropy property of energy, matter, and information (EMI).
This statement is verifiable if it is possible to create a model that meets the principles
of systematization in the post-non-classical scientific paradigm.

The purpose of the study is to describe the possible mechanism of this qualitative
transition to a form of life that has an attribute of consciousness.

The creation of a mental model of educational environments (MMEE) will allow
to take into account the variety of activities (forms of cultural representation)
mastered by man during its cultural evolution, as well as to consider ways of
operating EMI objects by the subjects of educational activity.

To build MMEE, we will need to establish the relationship between the objects
of the EMI world and the model of the world of culture, as manifestations of
the attribute of the form of life – consciousness. Next, you need to identify
the prototypes and set the characteristics of the processes of operation of EMIs.
Moreover, the formation of the subject will be considered up to the level of
feasibility of “temporoformation” on the basis of self-transference in the process of
cognition: Temporoformation characterizes the process of body transformation due
to the characteristics of conscious ability person. A possible measurable indicator
for this process can be the calculation of the intensity of temporoformation, where
it is necessary to take into account the factor of energy, matter, information, and
time that is spent on its implementation [2, p. 48]. The basis for the introduction
of this concept is research in the modern philosophy of consciousness: “... a new
idea of the bodily nature of consciousness (realized mind) appears. The corporeality
of consciousness does not at all mean a denial of the ideality of its products, but
indicates the need to take into account the bodily determinants of spiritual activity
and cognition. A holistic body-consciousness approach is needed: the consciousness
is bodied, embodied mind, and the body is inspired, animated by the spirit” [3]. The
criterion of the feasibility of temporoformation determines the attainability of the
formation of the body-cognitive-value paradigm of education.

There is an opinion that the education system is an institution of modern culture,
which allows for more intensive education of a person, transmitting him a systematic
set of knowledge. In addition, it brings his scientific model of the world to a common
denominator, which allows you to synchronize the activities of people in solving
certain problems, in particular professional ones. At the same time, we see that the
picture of the world is not allowed and is not aimed at the fact that the person goes
to other levels of mutual interaction besides the narrow professional. This rule is
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with the exception of what we all know: there are special educational institutions
in all countries of the world in which people are trained who are responsible for
implementing mutual cooperation at the state level.

Today, there is an acute problem of cooperating at the global level in order to
solve environmental problems, including those related to the ecology of thinking,
namely, the formation of biological, cognitive, and spiritual sustainability of
human and human development. Thus, not only the educational systems of various
countries but a global educational environment is necessary for the implementation
of productive interaction between people at any necessary level.

You can also hear the opinion that the children are not able to carry out the
“elementary school curriculum,” and you – “Avon where you swung!”. However,
such a remark has nothing to do with the nature of man; moreover, man has already
grown from a disciplinary, school approach to education. In many countries of the
world, standards have been adopted that “prepare a person for life” (both in school
and in higher education). How justified is this approach compared to the traditional,
subject-specific one for Russia? The relevance of solving this issue in the education
system can be regarded as one of the prerequisites for the formation of the bodily-
cognitive-value paradigm of education. The multidimensional model that we are
creating, MMEE, can be used as an argument in answering this question, which is
not as unambiguous as it might seem.

The energy-matter-informational model of the world (EMI-mw) [2, p. 49]
is considered together with TWIMM (Trinitarian World Information Model and
Methodology (Meskov V.S.) [4]). Relations between EMI objects set the conditions
for the restoration of the integrity and existence of the world, as necessary attributes
of consciousness.

It will be shown that many EMI objects are in relation to association on the
basis of complexness both to information objects and to hypothetically possible
energy objects and material objects. Experimentally, it has been established that in
order to capture quantum states (which can be regarded as prototypes of energy
objects – N.R. Sabanina) and the transition of their manifested (prototypes of
physical objects (M), N.R. Sabanina), it is necessary to exchange information
(information objects) between quantum particle and environment or observer (the
latter in case of identification of it with specific content and vice versa). This process
is accompanied by “fixing states” to the manifested (Fig. 1).

If we carry out extrapolation on the principle of conformity to other levels of the
implementation of the form of life (in particular – the conscious), we can assume
that consciousness (as a tool of operation of information) is a specific way for the
form of life to fix energy conditions in the physical equivalent and vice versa.

Moreover:

E (energy) is what sets the vector of action, activity, or mutual assistance which
determines the strength of the direction of the processes and is a characteristic
of EMI-mw. It is important to note that the term mutual assistance (or inter-
cooperation) as opposed to simple interaction is used as a unifying term for
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Fig. 1 Theoretical and methodological assumptions in constructing the EMI model of the world

“consciousness” and “understanding” as a characteristic of synchronization of
activities in tiered environments [quoted by 2, p. 34].

M (matter) is the common thing that unites everything “manifested” for man and
will be a representation of the existence of the EMI object.

I (information) is a characteristic of the integrity of the EMI object. “... in classical
and quantum physics, a different meaning is embedded in the concept of
‘information.’ In classical physics, the information itself and its material medium
are separated. It is believed that information cannot exist without a material
medium. In quantum physics, information is a physical value that characterizes
a system, similar to volume, mass, entropy, etc.” [5, p. 198]. In this article, E, M,
and I are considered as philosophical categories.

And integrity will be set by the elements in relation to trinitarianity; existence is a
relationship of complexness.

We will enter the EMI object, based on ontological assumptions regarding EMI-mw.
Ontological assumptions reflect the general relationship that sets the relationship

between man (as a form of life possessing consciousness) and elements of
possible worlds of his being, ontologically represented by EMI processes in the
universe. Modeled EMI objects in this consideration are in the relationship of
part and whole, and the EMI model of the world satisfies the following principles:
generation, subjectivity, formation, self-development, and n-dimensionality.

2 EMI Model of the World

The world is such that it consists of EMI objects.
The world of EMI objects is holistic.
EMI objects have a form.
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The form of EMI objects is determined by existence, n-dimensionality, and self-
organization.

The form of the EMI object is an EMI object.
EMI world (EMI0) is an EMI object.
The world of EMI objects has characteristics of structure, system, and environment.
The integrity of the EMI world is determined by the possibility of making transitions

between its objects (elements of forms of existence): energy objects (E), physical
objects (M), info-objects, e. i. information objects (I), EMI objects, EM, MI, MI,
etc.

The existence of EMI objects is determined by the possibility of forming and self-
organizing in n-dimensional structures, systems, and environments.

The assumption for structures, systems, and environments is the ability to move
from one form to another.

Life can be interpreted as an integral attribute of the universe.
The EMI world is the case of the universe exemplification.
Life arises at a certain stage of the formation of the EMI world.
The manifestations of structures, systems, and environments in the EMI world are

inanimate, living, conscious, and spiritual (spiritual life).
EM, MI, and EI can be presented as objects, relationships, or transitions depending

on the evolution stage of the form of existence.

Ontologically, the EMI world (EMI0) is characterized by existence, integrity, and
continuity. EMI0 is a paradoxical object because it is an analogue of the one and
many paradoxes. All paradoxical objects – ideal and at the same time EMI0 – exist,
and it is continuous.

In other words, it is impossible and, at the same time, generates the world of EMI
objects.

EMI1, EMIE2..., EMIn are the born objects of EMI world. The consequence of
the generation is the emergence of boundaries, and thus the possibility/need for the
implementation of transitions is given.

The principle of “creation” sets the relationship between EMI0 and the objects
it generates. We will call the procedure of implementing these relationships
“transitions” (further denoted as “→,” the sting of which indicates the direction
of the transition; “↔” denotes a two-way direction of the transition).

Let us set the relationship between elements of EMI-mw.
The method of reasoning about the types of transition is a “thought experiment”

which is an experiment, reasoning, and actions in virtually impossible but theoreti-
cally possible situations [6].

The types of transitions are:

I. For the inanimate: abiogenesis (birth of life), EMI (M) → E/MI; and dying,
E/MI→ EMI (M).

EMI – the condition of objects corresponds to M (matter), and E are
in potential state, due to the fact that the conditions of their active self-
implementation have not yet arisen or have already disappeared. This means
that, by definition, the integrity and direction of the EMI world processes are in
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a potential state, at a time when it itself is manifested for the life form of the
possessing consciousness (observer of the EMI world).

(MI) is the first constant (I): the transition between M and I is impossible, as
for the inanimate MI is an object, not an attitude or a transition.

II. For the living: energy extraction to continue life (establishing a “relationship
of life” between elements of forms of existence), E ↔ MI; anabiosis (slowing
down the processes of life in which death does not yet occur), MI→ E (energy
“goes away”); and dying, there is no relationship between the elements of E and
MI.

(E) Second constant (II): The evolution of the living occurs by fixing the
“relationship of life,” in the direction of realizing the readiness of the life form
to implement the B-I transition.

The inter-level task of I and II – mastering the energy operating, set by
external factors (the environment) – defines the “border outside.”

III. For the conscious (CLF):
Third constant (III): the attribute of CLF – cognition as a way of operating

E/M/I.
Exercise a conscious life form.
Consciousness is interpreted as (M↔ I) transition.
Cognition: E information transition (ME→ I) and joint energy transition (or

fulfillment) IE→M, where the joint is set by a couple (ME, IE).
“Info-transition” and “Fulfillment” are fundamental relationships for EMI-

mw (ontologically) and, accordingly, necessary prototypes for the construction
of the relations “Naming” and “Creation” in the PNCC and, accordingly, in
the PNC-texts. Post-non-classical text (PNC-text) is an artifact of the Sexta-
paradigm of the post-non-classical concept of culture (PNCC). Sexta-paradigm
is what each form of cultural representation (FCR) sets: cultural actor (Ak),
value (V), law (L) and regularity (FCR) development, artifact (Af) (subjects and
processes specific to each FCR), and language (Lg) FCR. The PNCC, in turn,
is assigned to EVI-Mm. Elements of the PNC-text can be similar to elements of
EMI-mw [2].

The inter-level task of II and III is to master the operation of information for
the purpose of conscious (internally conditioned) mastery of energy (Fig. 2).

IV. For the spiritual: the realization of spiritual life (I↔ E): the transition (soul) as
a result of self-transcendence (movement from “Self” to “God”). The inter-level
task of III and IV: mastery of CLF operating (E), this operation is equivalent to
the implementation of controlled temporoformation by man.

Each of the crossings is set at the objects of EMI world.
Temporoformation (possible prototype – “theosis”): Ascension I → E;

resurrection of E→M; revelation of E→ I. Theosis, or holiness, is the teaching
of the Orthodox Church about the connection of man with God, the communion
of man’s non-modern divine life through the action of divine grace.

How is it possible to maintain the life form?
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Fig. 2 The self-transcendentation of the form of life possessing consciousness

The law of life-saving – whenever there is a transition procedure that translates
integrity into a multitude (partially ordered) and a corresponding transition
that organizes the multitude of things to integrity at this level of EMI-mw
implementation, the preservation of EMI takes place.

How is it possible to generate EMI objects?
EMI0 = df World (existence, integrity, continuity).
Existence (EMI0) (E, M, I). The existence of EMI0 is the perception, understanding,

and awareness of the object as having energy- and matter-information character-
istics.

Integrity (EMI0) (I). The integrity of EMI0 is the perception, comprehension, and
awareness of the object as having information.

Continuity (EMI0) (no boundaries, monotony of expansion). Continuity – no
boundaries, therefore monotony.

The act of generating EMI involves the violation of the equilibrium (law of
preservation of life form) on one or more grounds previously generated by EMI
objects by virtue of the structure of relations between elements of EMI, namely:

E is characterized by the power of direction, so it determines the change of state.
And the preservation of a certain level of information saturation determines the

occurrence of boundaries and translates the EMI object into a qualitatively
different state (non-monotonous); continuity is disturbed.

Thus, it is necessary to describe:

The law of redistribution of EMI (generation) – whenever the inter-level task reaches
its resolution, there is an inter-level transition.

The first act of the creation of EMI0 is a paradox.
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3 Types of Transitions

The types of transition are as follows.

I. EMI is inanimate.
II. The generation of the living:

1. The generation of life: EMI→ E/VI.
2. Dying: E/MI→ EMI.
3. “Relationship Life”: E↔MI.
4. Anabiosis (slowing down the processes of life in which death does not yet

occur): MI→ E (energy “goes away”).

III. The birth of a living conscious:

1. Consciousness is interpreted as (M↔ I) transition.
2. Self-transtranscention of the conscious life form (CLF): ME → I informa-

tion transition and the joint implementation of IE→M.

IV. The birth of the spiritual:

1. (I↔ E) transition is the soul.
Temporoformation (theosis) of the CLF:

2. Revelation E→ I.
3. Resurrection E→M.
4. Ascension I→ E.

Complexness 1 (for EMI objects):

1. The principle of creation implies complexness as a condition for the implemen-
tation of the other four principles. This principle is based on the paradox of the
EMI world.

R Complexness 1 (EMI0, EMI1) = df(generation (n-dimensionality, forma-
tion, development, subjectivity (EMI0, EMI1)).

2. The principle of development determines the conditions and patterns of repro-
duction and improvement of EMI objects.

3. The principle of subjectivity is a subject who recognizes the world and recognizes
himself and the world as holistic and existing. Subjectivity (EMI1) (integrity,
existence (EMI1)). Integrity – perception, comprehension, and awareness of
the object as having information characteristics. Existence is the perception,
comprehension, and awareness of the object as having energy- and utility-
information characteristics. It is a good thing (EMI1) (E, M, I).

4. The principle of n-dimensionality – EMI objects have signs: existence and
multi-levelness (i.e., a certain organization – inanimate, living, living conscious,
spiritual). N-dimensionality (EMI1).

5. The principle of becoming determines the possibility of forms of existence to
transition (overcoming borders) and, further, to implement them at new levels.
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Becoming (EMI1, EMI2) = df Transition (EMI1, EMI2) and Existence
(EMI2).

4 Post-non-classical Model of Culture (PNCC)

The post-non-classical model of culture is an EMI object of EMI-mw and is similar
to them.

PNC-text is an artifact of the Sexta-paradigm of the PNCC, as well as an EMI
object. A PNC-text, like an EMI object and its elements, can be similar to the
elements of EMI-mw.

The basic elements of the model – EMI objects – are described as ontological and
gnoseological entities. The result of the operation of EMI objects is the construction
of PNC-texts. The nature of these objects involves identifying the relationship
between these entities, as well as designing ways of reasoning about the operation
of EMI objects in the PNC-texts on the basis of Complexness 2 relationships. At the
same time, the most complex element of such design is the subject. The subject is
not an EMI object, but operates EMI objects through conscious ability. Moreover,
the focus of such operation is the consistent implementation of the level transitions
EMI-mw.

Based on the classification of many forms of cultural representation, it can
be concluded that the most appropriate, basic scientific language of research and
building a model of the world of culture is the relevant logic, which most fully
explains the relationship in the world of culture. Moreover, in this sense, A is
relevant to B, only if by interpreting A as a whole (holistically) and B as a whole,
we can distinguish in A and B the total part – Q. And it is essential that between
Q and A, as well as between Q and B, the relationship of part and whole, but not
subclass to class. The logic of fractals, the logic of extras, and non-monotonous logic
will be considered as sections of non-classical logic. Moreover, on the basis of the
introduction of axiological modalities, the PNC´ can talk about the introduction
of post-non-classical logic, in which the subject is an integral element of logical
construction.

When considering the process of creating PNC-texts, we see that in them,
in addition to true and false statements, there are also uncertainness in various
modalities (modal logics) and hidden parameters of the subject of reasoning.
Previous research has shown that when discussing this type of object, the law of
the third is usually no longer meaningful.

The logic on the basis of which the creative process, which includes the formation
of information-iconic environments by subjects, as well as the PNC-text can be
considered probabilistic. In the structure of such logic, the final conclusion is not
clearly defined by the link between the conclusion and the assumptions on which it
is based. Thus, another law of classical logic – distribution – also does not work in
the logic of creating a post-language text.
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The main problem is the establishment of cause-and-effect relationships. At the
same time, for non-classical causality, it is defined on the principle of additionality,
while for “active” “post-non-classical” logics, it is necessary to use the very
subjectivity – self-transcendence – as causation [2, p. 203; 3]. This process requires
the addition of a new element that takes the way of existence of the subject to a
fundamentally new level, and therefore it is an intensive logic. It is clear that creation
is a non-monotonic procedure.

The evolution of the conscious form of life, coupled with its spiritual formation,
requires the formation of a special way of thinking based on values. Value,
considered from the point of view of its specificity, more or less holistically
determines the mental state that sets a person’s ability to exercise transcendental
synthesis. Accordingly, reasoning, based on a value argument, makes it possible to
construct a coherent text of human existence, reflecting his individual existential
and transpersonal meanings. When considering the process of creating PNC-texts,
we see that in addition to their true and false statements, these can also be considered
uncertain in various modalities (modal logics) and hidden parameters of the subject
of reasoning.

The problem of describing the system of values of the subject of cognition is
solved by supplementing the seven biological structures of the subjective compo-
nent, reflecting the attitude of “sense-name” and “sense-thing” that will describe the
individual meanings of the subject, including the value component of his activity.

Complexation of complex levels is set by analyzing the relationship between
“nested models” (see Table 1). And “nesting” is created by the relations of naming
and creation carried out by the aÔtor of culture (Ak). The measure of complexness
of systems is dependent on the degree of knowledge, understanding, and values of
the subject of knowledge, a particular subject, or process. Moreover, in the post-
non-classical paradigm, the subject is not eliminable from the observation process,
which causes the effect of “complexness.”

Relationship Complexness 1 and 2 (Table 2) show the following: Firstly, the
types of operation of E/M/I for EMI-mw in the world of culture correspond to
the levels of civilizational and cultural development; inter-level tasks are levels of
mutual assistance. If the central committee defines differences and uniqueness, the
levels of mutual assistance indicate the general fact that is inherent in the actors of
activity; secondly, if R Compl. 1 is included in the description of the EMI world as
the relationship between EMI objects and R Compl. 2 characterizes the relationship
in the model of culture (PNCC), then, as shown in Table 2, Compl. 1 corresponds to
Compl. 2 to Compl. 3 model of consciousness and vice versa.

Based on the meta-theorem on compliance [7, p. 63], the results of the application
of the Compl. 1 relationship will be identical to Compl. 2 on the PNC-texts and to
Compl. 3 vice versa.

For example, infotransition and implementation are fundamental relationships in
EMI-Mm and, accordingly, necessary prototypes for building naming and creation
relationships in PNC-texts.

Thus, we have the opportunity to formulate a complexness for these two types of
models.
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Table 1 EMI world model level table

Prototype and
model Relationship

Relationships of
complexness

Level 1 EMI-mw
(prototype –
universe)

Transitions based on
EMI surgery

R Compl. 1
(between EMI
objects)

MR Compl. – The
model of complexness
relationship is what R 1
and R 2 can be given

Level 2 Meta-model
PNCC
(prototype –
civilization)

Relationship
between FCR

R Compl. 2
(between
elements of the
PNC-text)

Level 3 CRF model
(prototype –
differences
between forms
of culture)

Differences of
relations (Ak, V, L,
P, Af, Lg) in culture
forms of
representation (or
groups of FCR)

Level 4 Sexta-
paradigm (R)
(prototype is
common to all
and every form
of culture)

Common in
relationships (Ak, V,
L, P, Af, Lg) in
culture forms of
representation (or
groups of FCR)

Level 5 Sexta-
paradigm
elements’
characteristics

Relationships
between the
characteristics of
each of the
Sexta-paradigm
elements

Level 6 Model of
consciousness
characteristics

Relations of naming
Relations of creation
Self-
transcendentation
Temporoformation

R Compl. 3
(between
elements of the
consciousness
model)

Four-plane complexness semiotics (FPCS) ((Environment 1 (sense, meaning) (R

Compl.)
R compl.↔ Environment 2 (sign, significance). This means that the four-plane

semiotics is set by the environments of the subject’s inner world (Environment
1) and the external environment (Environment 2), which is in relation to the
complexness, where R Complexness = Compliance (Compl. 1, Compl. 2, Compl.
3), that you need to consider by setting a relationship of syntax, semantics, and
pragmatics.
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Table 2 Correlation of elements of complex environments and revealing the nature of relation-
ships at different levels

PNCC:
Sexta-paradigm

EMI-mw
(Complexness 1)

PNC-text
(Complexness 2)

Model of
consciousness
(Complexness 3)

Actor of culture
(AÔ)

CLF (conscious life
form)

Man/personality/culture
actor/subject/I am (self)

The process of
cognition and
self-transference

Value (V) The characteristics of
the environment that
make it possible to
make transitions

Values I, II, and III – PNC Define boundaries
between levels of
self-
transcendentation
(subconscious/con-
scious)

Law (L) of
development

Types of operation of
EMI CLF

Operating PNC-texts at
various civilizational
cultural levels

The results of
cognition

Pattern (P) of
development

Solving “inter-level
problems” by
operating EMI CLF

Operating by PNC-texts at
different levels of mutual
assistance

The results of
cognition

Artifact (Af) EMI objects have a
form

The meaning of the
PNC-text

Relations of creation
and naming (for Af
as a PNC-text)

Language (Lg) Infotransition
ME→I jointly the
implementation of
IE→M, where the
joint is set by a
couple (ME, IE)

Creation and reading of the
PNC-text, in the process of
cognition and
self-transference

Relations of creation
Relations of naming

Model of cultural
representation
forms (CRF
model)

Compl. 1 = df CLF
(methods of
operation (E/M/I),
the formation of an
environment to solve
the inter-level
problem,
preservation of life
form)

Compl. 2 = df
Human/personality/actor
culture/subject/I am (self)
(mastering values,
operating PNC-texts in
different cultures and
levels of mutual assistance,
forming environments of
self-transcendence, saving
life)

Compl. 3 = df
Temporoformation
(for CLF, T. is
defined as the ratio
of the intensity of
handling EMI
objects to the energy
and time spent on the
implementation of
the process of
changing the states
of the body (matter))

5 The Mental Model of Educational Environments
of the Subject of Knowledge

The mental model sets the way EMI objects operate by the subject of cognition.
If we assume that the result of such surgery is the solution of the problem of the
level transition of life form, the environment within this model will be set by the
following characteristics:
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FPCS

(
Environment 1 (sense,meaning)

Rcл.↔ Environment 2 (sign, significance)

)

where for the model of four-plane semantics (FPCS) can be distinguished: Env.1 –
the inner environment (subject (sense, meaning)); Env.2 is external (sign and
significance), boundary, transition.

1. The improvement of the process of cognition by the actor of culture is in
accordance with the development of his ability, readiness, and motivation to
make the transition from the pre-language to the information-sign (language)
and post-language forms of representation of culture in the process of creating
and creating PNC-texts [8].

2. The non-classical semiotic model, which includes three main elements, the
meaning, sign, denotation, meaning, as a set of characteristics of an object
defined in a language, should be supplemented by another pragmatic element,
which also requires naming and definition, the non-linguistic object of the inner
world of the subject of the PNC-text. Let’s label this element by the term
“feeling.” The initial classification of “feelings” objects will apply to each of
the three levels of the PNC-text, namely: 1 level: pre-language – installations,
sensations and corresponding emotions, representations, images, values of
the First order; Level 2 – intuition, intellectual feelings and corresponding
emotions, values, order; Level 3: post-language – values of the third order
(ontic).

3. The state of faith creates conditions for a person to move the “focus of
attention” from rational to irrational, internally conditioned causes of its
existence (transcendental deduction, I. Kant). Moreover, this internal subjective
reality, in turn, is formed on the basis of a special kind of categories: ontic
values. Ontic values of human existence are similar to the original conditions
of human creation in the universe and, together, can set the integrity of his
thinking and existence (i.e., correspond to ontological assumptions regarding
EMI-mw).

4. The syntax of the PNC-text will be set – elements of the alphabet, the rules of
education, and conversion of expressions of the language of the PNC-text.

5. If we use EMI-mw as a “statement” model in the PNC-text, it is a description
of the process and the result of the ACT of operation of EMI objects. The
specificity of this text is that it holistically presents the totality of the EMI
transformation cycle – energy, matter, and information – in connection with
the activities of the cultural actors. The intensity of the “B-I transition”
implementation (based on the realization of conscious ability) determines the
level of “energy security” of the process of operation of EMIs.

6. The semantics of the PNC-text will be set by the “Sign-Sense-Meaning-
Meaning” attitude. Unlike the classic “Sign-Meaning” path, the subject of
reading the PNC-text gets the opportunity to “read” not only verbalized but also
nonverbal information. This, in turn, allows you to take into account the hidden
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meanings of the message, which determines the accuracy and effectiveness of
further operation of EMI objects.

7. Continuity is inherent in the “relationship of time” between the elements of the
subject world, while the definition of words and concepts, discursivability, and
discreteness are signs of belonging to the “relationship of space.” Existing in
two worlds at the same time and changing the direction of contemplation, man
connects himself with the world, maintains his boundary with it permeable. In
this way of existence, there is an understanding of the whole world.

8. Consciousness is an attribute of the multiple form of life, for it is aimed at
developing ways of joint self-realization in the environments of existence.
Maintaining autonomy, the subject seeks synchronization, as it gives him the
opportunity to achieve on orders of order more energy-efficient states, which
are accompanied by positive experiences, which are fixed by consciousness as
values II and III.

9. Consciousness of oneself (uppercept) is a simple representation of I (by I.
Kant), which determines the inner integrity of the subject and its boundary with
what/who is not the “I am” (observer of Complexness 2). The knowledgeable
subject explores himself, self-expanding his subject to the boundaries of the
world-in-general (EMI-mw), “becoming” together with this world. Cognition
is based on a model that is created by the subject (Difficulty Observer 1). The
nature of the relationship between the subjects of education, including, can be
described as follows: “Me” and “not-Me” are “recursively connected... This
situation can be transmuted in the context of inter-subjective communication in
the ‘I am – Other’ system... At the same time, it is very important to take into
account at least two points: (1) this situation itself should be considered again
in the process of its formation, ‘self-development’, i.e. recursially, fractally,
self-similar, as evolutionarily driven by changing contexts; (2) the boundary
between ‘designated’ and ‘indesignated,’ ‘internal’ and ‘external’ in the situa-
tion of formation should not be erased, but each time renewed as a fundamental
prerequisite of creativity, innovation of intersubject communication. Moreover,
in the context of the complexness paradigm, the main task of a flexible
methodology of interaction with evolutionary processes is not so much the
ability to erase the old differences (forget them) but to create them without
turning them into barriers” [9 , p. 79].

10. The way of forming the boundaries of transitions is presented by different types
of uncertainties overcome by the subject of cognition: aporias, antinomy, con-
tradictions, paradoxes, cognitive failures, creative failures, and value failures.

11. The general meaning of creating and reading the CLF’s PNC-texts is the
formation of the self-transcendence of text actors. Individualizing the contri-
bution to the formation of environments sets the characteristics of a complex
environment. In particular, four-plane semantics can provide methodological
grounds for solving the problems of the medium approach and modeling
educational environments in the context of complexness.
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As part of the EMI model of the world and methodology, we will set “the
mental model of educational environments” with a coherent threesome subject-
environment-PNC-text.

Definition:

mental model of educational environments (x)
there is a coherent trio “Subject -Environment – PNC-text”, Emi (x)
if and only if

x∈Emi (PNCC), where Emi (PNCC) has a meta-model (PNC-text) – post-classical
text;

At the same time, Emi (x) has attributes:

1. Generation
2. Subjectivity (existence of integrity)
3. Becoming
4. Self-development (self-reproduction, self-improvement)
5. N-measure

Emi (x) present in the form of:

Emi (x) (Sub., Env., EMI (PNC-text)), where:

Sub. (subject) – element Emi (PNC-text) corresponding to the ontological aspect
of subjectivity.

Env. (Environment) is an Element of Emi (PNCC) that corresponds to the
ontological aspect of existence, represented by the PNC-text.

PNC-text – an element of the PNCC,
Emi (PNC-text), corresponding to the Sexta-paradigm element of the PNC – FPC

language; Sub. by Ak, who has a “naming and creation” relationship; the
result of the creation and reading of the PNC-text is the self-transcendence
of the subject of cognition.

R.L. – attitude of complexness
FPCS – four-plane complexness semiotics.

6 Conclusion

1. FPCS (Environment 1 (sense, meaning) (R Complexness)
Rcл.↔ Environment 2

(sign, significance)).
2. PNC-text is a transcendental object, which includes pre-language, linguistic, and

post-language elements, built on the basis of complexness semiotics. The use
of EMI-mw and the creation and reading of the PNC-text are necessary and
sufficient conditions for the realization of the body-cognitive-value paradigm
of education in the context of complexness of the mental model of educational
environments.
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3. Considering the PNC-text as having a property of integrity, it was shown that it
is the basis of the existence of the subject. At the same time, complex cognition
is the result of operation of the PNC-text. Thus, it can be concluded that the
main competence of the subject of knowledge is the development of its makings,
ability, readiness, and motivation to create and read the PNC-texts.
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An Adaptive Tribal Topology for Particle
Swarm Optimization

Kenneth Brezinski and Ken Ferens

1 Introduction

PSO was first introduced by [1] and has grown to be one of the most widespread
evolutionary metaheuristics. The inspiration for PSO is drawn from the behavior
of schools of fish or flocks of birds, where each individual member of the
swarm operates independently but is wholly motivated by the necessary need to
communicate in order to increase the chances of finding a source of food. This
motivation allows for the algorithm to converge to solutions when a select few of
the swarm members come into the vicinity of local minima. Through this simple
concept, various PSO strategies have been adopted, which optimize the diversity of
the population, as well as the exploration and exploitation capabilities of the swarm
as a whole.

Various PSO strategies have stimulated the use of PSO in a wide variety of
applications, which include multiplexing sensor networks [2], production schedul-
ing [3, 4], ship hydrodynamics [5], temperature control in distillation units [6], fire
evacuation [7], fuel management [8], and improving k-means clustering [9].

This work introduces a novel tribal coefficient that dynamically manages the size
of the swarm population as the algorithm progresses. This coefficient dictates the
rate at which swarm members are killed or spawned, in accordance with a personal
fitness evaluation that penalizes large tribes that perform poorly in objective function
evaluations, while stimulating smaller tribes with a demonstrated ability to find
better solutions.
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This strategy was evaluated for a series of benchmark problems, each with unique
solution spaces and local minima. In Sect. 2, the relevant literature pertaining to
PSO and genetic algorithms (GA) is given. Section 3 provides the rationale for the
adaptive strategies used in this work, while Sect. 4 presents the performance results
following testing on four benchmark functions.

2 Relevant Literature

PSO is especially effective for local exploitation [3] and, when combined with
global search strategies such as simulate annealing (SA) [6], can effectively balance
global exploration with local exploitation of the solution space. On its own,
PSO possesses many drawbacks due to the presumptive nature of the algorithm.
Drawbacks include premature convergence [10], lack of search operator, and no
directional related information conveyed [11]. Performance is also heavily subject
to initial parameter dependence, such as the number of members in the swarm,
initialization of inertia and velocity, as well as balancing swarm coefficients that
dictate the degree to which members communicate with each other [5]. Researchers
have made strides to correct for some of these drawbacks, by either creating
hybridized PSO variants to prevent premature convergence or developing time-
or performance-based strategies to eliminate the need for parameters. In the
work carried out by [11], a multi-swarm approach was developed without the
determination of the velocity vector—which is typically a key implementation in
PSO. A chaotic implementation was used in [12] to improve the initial placement of
particles in the search space. If particles are initialized to position too close together,
the swarm may undergo premature convergence before adequate exploration can
occur. The need for hyperparameters was all but removed in the approach taken
by [13], who used machine learning to develop predictive models to adjust the
required hyperparameters based on performance for any given problem. One
noteworthy shortcoming being the required computational overhead required for
such an approach to work.

Newer implementations of PSO have utilized a multi-swarm strategy, whereby
multiple swarms independently operate with separate goals or strategies in mind,
but together they communicate the best possible objective optimization. In [14],
this was identified as a solution to the “two-steps forward, one step back” be-
havior that typically occurs in PSO, where progress is ultimately made in due
time but at a cost to efficiency. In [14], multiple swarms were deployed with
separate learning strategies: one local and the other global. A similar adoption
was carried out in [15] where two populations focused on local and global search
independently. Global search was implemented using the information provided from
the swarm’s best solution, while local search was driven by the personal best
of each particle. A more sophisticated implementation of multi-swarm behavior
has been the Pareto dominance and decomposition multi-objective approach. The
work of [16] demonstrated better improvements in both convergence and swarm
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diversity as a result. Similar findings were shown in [17], whereby solving multi-
objectives simultaneously promoted diversity. The use of multiple swarms can also
be extended to include swarms adopting different learning strategies all together,
as carried out in [18] where each generation modified its learning strategy based
on performance. Performance was based on balancing recall and precision and had
showed great improvements in benchmark evaluation compared to other state-of-
the-art algorithms.

Another practical solution to the issue of population diversity can be provided
through the GA. This heuristic benefits from the idea that better performing particles
are in some way more fit—perhaps in terms of their location in solution space,
or their inertia or velocity—therefore, their information should, in some way,
be translated to other members of the population. This use of electing exemplar
particles as a means to improve performance is then carried over to the next
generation [17]. Compared to other heuristics such as SA, GA looks for the best fit
of the population instead of relying on the performances of the swarm as a whole,
thereby preventing local minima localization. Use of GA can even be translated
to solve discrete problems such as the travelling salesperson problem [19], where
continuous variables can be mapped to discrete ones. Since reliance on exemplar
particles has the additive potential of early convergence, various mutation strategies
can be used to introduce random diversity. Two very common mutation strategies
are crossover and mutation [20], which both improve local search as they draw
from information of other swarm members. In [19], several forms of mutation were
used, including trigonometric mutation, and several mutation strategies that would
take the difference between 2 and 4 other random vectors within the population,
and mix those with personal and swarm best vectors. In the work of [21], the
researchers took an alternative approach: learning from the worst experience of the
population, and adjusting the swarm to coordinate around poor solutions found.
The use of exemplar’s personal best is one way in which solutions can be improved,
but another strategy involves removing the presence of swarm members that are
inhibiting progress. This idea was used in practice in [22], where a replacement
strategy was used to remove trapped members in local minima. The authors also
utilized a competitive selection scheme to promote the exemplars, which introduces
a stochastic influence to encourage further population diversity.

3 Tribal PSO Implementation

3.1 Conventional PSO

In a standard PSO environment, the swarm members are initialized randomly in
the search space with a corresponding position and velocity represented as vectors
Xi = (Xi,1, Xi,2, . . . , Xi,d ) and Vi = (Vi,1, Vi,2, . . . , Vi,d ), respectively, for a d-
dimensional search space. Each swarm member has knowledge of its own personal
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best denoted as pbesti,j , where j = 1, 2, . . . , d, and that of the swarm as a whole

denoted as gbest . The velocity is updated on each iteration, see Eq. (1), to account
for a particle’s personal inertia and velocity, ω and Vi , respectively, its own personal
best, Xbesti,j as well as that of the swarm best, gbest . The expression for the velocity
update is carried out according to Eq. (1):

Vi,j (t + 1) = ωVi,j (t)+ c1,t r1(Xbesti,j −Xi,j (t))
+ c2,t r2(gbest −Xi,j (t)), (1)

where r1 and r2 are randomly distributed in the range [0,1]; c1,t and c2,t are personal
and social best coefficients, respectively, at iteration t .

The process continues until a user-defined stopping condition is met. At each
iteration t , the objective function is evaluated as a cost function C[·] and is denoted
as Ci(t) for particle i. An illustration of the competing influences involved in
conventional PSO is shown in Fig. 1.

In this work, personal and social coefficients, c1andc2, respectively, were
updated adaptively at each iteration, according to the value of χ of Eq. (2), to
accelerate convergence tendencies, as adopted in prior work [1]:

Fig. 1 This figure demonstrates conventional PSO, where each particle’s next position at iteration
t + 1, Xi(t + 1), depends on a linear combination of different influences, including its current
inertia and velocity, ω and Vi(t), respectively, its personal best, Xbesti , as well as the global best
position of the swarm, Xbestg
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Algorithm 1 Conventional PSO
1: procedure PSO(P , T , ω)
2: Initialize population members
3: for all i ∈ P do
4: Xi ← rand(D)

5: Vi ← rand([2,D])
6: end for
7: Initialize c1, c2 according to Eq. (2)
8: while t �= T do
9: for all i ∈ P do

10: Vi,t+1 ← according to Eq. (1)
11: Xi,t+1 ← Xi,t + Vi,t+1
12: Ci,t+1 ← f (Xi,t+1)

13: if Cbesti > Ci,t+1 then
14: Cbesti , Xbesti ← Ci,t+1, Xi,t+1

15: if gbest > Ci,t+1 then
16: gbest , Xbestg ← Ci,t+1, Xi,t+1
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: ω← αω

21: t ++
22: end while
23: end procedure

c1/2,tχ = c1/2,t

⎛

⎜
⎝

2κ
∣∣∣2− φ −

√∣∣φ2 − 4φ
∣∣
∣∣∣

⎞

⎟
⎠ , (2)

where κ ∈ (0, 1] and φ = φ1 + φ2. In this work, a κ of 1 and a φ1 and φ2 of 2.05
were used as they best approximated a global optimum when tested over a series
of benchmark problems. Pseudocode for the conventional PSO implementation is
shown in Algorithm 1.

3.2 Tribal PSO

In the proposed tribal PSO implementation, each particle is initially assigned to one
of the tribes, si = s1,2,..,S , where the total number of tribes, S, is a user-defined
parameter set at compile time. In the conventional PSO, the social coefficient used
to navigate the swarm to the swarm best is replaced with a tribal coefficient, gbests ,
which attracts tribe members to a tribe best in the proposed tribal PSO. As our
results demonstrate, this small change to Eq. (1) allows different tribes to find their
own local minima by simultaneously investigating different regions of the search
space. Compared to conventional PSO, which trends toward exploiting a single local
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minima, tribal PSO has a better chance at finding the global minima, simply because
many local minima are in consideration simultaneously. Tribal PSO is illustrated in
Fig. 2 for a 3-tribe, 6-member swarm population—with additional changes shown
in Algorithm 2.

Fig. 2 Tribal PSO implementation that adopts a tribal best influence Xbests for each tribe s

Algorithm 2 Tribal PSO
1: procedure TRIBAL PSO(P , T , ω, S)
2: Initialize population members
3: for all i ∈ P do
4: \\ Code from Algorithm 1
5: si ← randi[1, S]
6: end for
7: for all i ∈ P do
8: \\ Code from Algorithm 1
9: if Cbests > Ci,t+1 then

10: Cbests , Xbests ← Ci,t+1, Xi,t+1
11: end if
12: end for
13: end procedure
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3.3 Spawn Behavior

3.3.1 Particle Fitness

Besides the typical position and change in position updates, as expressed in Eq. (1),
a fitness evaluation is carried out at each iteration in order to assess a novel fitness
of each particle with respect to the swarm as a whole. This evaluation takes into
account changes in the evaluation of the objective function from iteration t to t + 1,
as well as the current velocity, Vi,j (t), shown in Eq. (3):

fi(t + 1) = (1− Ŝs)Vi,j (t) |Ct+1 − Ct | , (3)

where |Ct+1 − Ct | is the absolute difference between the current and previous
evaluations of the objective function, respectively; Ŝs corresponds to the normalized
fitness of the tribe s. Using this method, Eq. (3) accounts for three influences on the
fitness evaluation:

(1) (1− Ŝs) will take into account the total fitness that each member of tribe s has
relative to that of all tribes in existence. This in effect will penalize tribes who
garner a larger fitness relative to that of other tribes, and prevent them from
otherwise overtaking the swarm. Conversely, small and well-performing tribes
are given a boost to fitness.

(2) |Ct+1 − Ct | will account for the change in objective evaluation made from
iteration t to t + 1. When Ct+1 is approximately equal to Ct , the fitness will
evaluate to approximately 0. This will penalize tribes whose members are
stuck in local minima. A large change to the proposed objective evaluation,
irrespective of improvement, will coincide with a larger fitness by design.

(3) Vi,j (t) will account for the particle’s ability to traverse surface space, but
without considering any improvements gained or lost in objective evaluation
(as carried out in (2)).

For each member of the swarm population, a fitness is evaluated at each iteration,
fi(t), as well as stored as a cumulative sum over the particle’s lifespan f cumi . These
two fitness variables will be used to assess the spawn behavior of future swarm
members.

3.3.2 Spawn Decision Variables

Taking the particle’s cumulative fitness f cumi into account, as outlined in Eq. (3),
following each iteration a determination is made for either spawning a new swarm
member or deletion of an existing swarm member. This evaluation is carried out
using the following method given by Eq. (4):
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f cumi =
{
spawn(pn+1) : f̂ cumi (t) > τ spawn

delete(pi) : f̂ cumi (t) < τkill ,
(4)

where f̂ cumi (t) corresponds to the normalized cumulative fitness evaluation of the
particle i relative to that of the swarm as a whole; τ spawn and τ kill act as bounds
that control the rate at which swarm members are spawned and killed, respectively.
If more than one particle meets either criteria set out in Eq. (4), then the particle
is selected based on roulette selection proportional (or inversely proportional in the
case of τ kill) to the cumulative fitness of the candidates. The process by which the
spawned member is initialized is described in Sect. 3.3.3.

Since values for τ spawn and τ kill cannot be known and regulated a priori, a
constriction function was used to regulate the swarm population. In Eq. (5), # is
determined based on the initial swarm population N , current swarm population n,
and a regulation coefficient σ .

#(n, σ,N) = exp(N − n)− exp(n−N)
σ

. (5)

As shown in Fig. 3, decreases in σ produce greater values for #. By fine tuning
σ , the degree to which the population deviates from the initial starting population is
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Fig. 3 Constriction coefficient # being evaluated for several values of σ for a starting population
N of 5. Based on Eq. 5
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managed dynamically. Values for # are then used to make changes to τ spawn and
τ kill , where τ spawn(t + 1) = τ spawn(t) + # and τ kill(t + 1) = τ kill(t) + #.

3.3.3 Spawn Child Initialization

Following the selection of the exemplar particle in Eq. (4), the child spawn is
initialized based on the exemplar particle using the following set of procedures:

(1) Copy Cbesti and Xbesti from exemplar swarm member i to child swarm member
n+ 1.

(2) Heighten inertia wp+1 to a higher value than the exemplar swarm member ωi at
random, where wp+1 = rand(wi, 1]. Dampen inertia of parent swarm member
to a lower value using a similar convention: wi = rand(0, wi].

(3) Assign child swarm member to new tribe at random, sp+1 = randi[1, S].
This prevents rivaling tribes from approaching extinction and provides a small
chance an extinct tribe recovers.

(4) The new position vector Xp+1 is derived from the parent swarm member best
position Xbesti , as well as the best of the assigned tribal swarm Xbests . This is
expressed in Eq. (6).

Xp+1 = X
best
s +Xbesti

2
. (6)

(5) Finally, the cumulative fitness of the parent swarm particle f cumi is halved and
is added to the cumulative fitness of the assigned swarm f cumsp+1

. Additionally,
the cumulative fitness of the parent swarm particle is subtracted from the parent
tribe f cumsi . This reduces the tendency for tribal fitness to accumulate and lead

to early extinction through the evaluation of (1− Ŝs) in Eq. 3.

These additions to spawn behavior, as well as the alterations made to tribal
influence, are summarized in Algorithm 3.

3.4 Test Functions

3.4.1 Benchmark Functions

To test the efficacy of the tribal implementation, a series of benchmark problems
were selected. The problems, summarized in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 4, repre-
sent a series of optimization problems with several local minima present. Therefore,
in order for the algorithm to successfully traverse the solution space, sufficient intra-
tribal exploration is required, with enough tribal diversity to encourage thriving
tribes to expand, while minimizing the impact that poorly performing tribes have
on the algorithms performance.
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Algorithm 3 Tribal Spawn PSO
1: procedure TRIBAL SPAWN PSO(P , G, ω, S)
2: Initialize population members
3: for all i ∈ P do
4: \\ Code from Algorithms 1 and 2
5: fi,i ← according to Eq. (3)
6: f cumi + = f cumi
7: if f cumi < τkill then
8: delete(pi)

9: end if
10: if f cum > τspawn then
11: Cbesti+1 , X

best
i+1 ← Cbesti , Xbesti

12: wi ← rand(0, ωi ]
13: si+1 ← randi[1, S]
14: ωi+1 ← rand(wi, 1]
15: f cumi ← f cumi /2
16: f cumsi , f cumsp+1

←−f cumi /2, f cumi /2
17: Xi+1 ← according to Eq. (6)
18: end if
19: #← according to Eq. (5)
20: τ kill , τ spawn+ = #
21: end for
22: end procedure

3.4.2 Benchmark Performance and Evaluation

Over the course of the performance evaluation, a series of metrics will be used to
both test the diversity of the tribal population, and the performance of the tribes
in finding improved objective evaluations. Four metrics will be the focus of the
analysis:

(1) Tribal best will track the overall performance of the swarm in finding better
evaluations of the objective function.

(2) Tribal fitness will track the cumulative fitness of the tribe as a whole, which
impacts the evaluation of Ŝs and fitness of the individual swarm members
according to Eq. 3.

(3) Tribal count will count the number of members in each tribe, which is
indicative of the current survival rate.

(4) Coefficient values will track the changes in τ spawn and τ kill as changes are
made according to the value of # at each iteration.

By combining these metrics, a better understanding of the evolving nature of the
tribes can be visualized given the constant or changing nature of the solution space.
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Fig. 4 Contour plots for the (a) Langer, (b) Schwefel, (c) Holder, and (d) Eggholder benchmark
functions. Expressions and bounds are defined in Table 1

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Unmodified Benchmark Functions

4.1.1 Impact of σ

As discussed previously, the value for # has the effect of moderating the swarm
populations by constricting values for τ spawn and τ kill through the coefficient σ .
This was illustrated in Fig. 3, where larger values of σ provide lower changes to
#, and vice versa. In Fig. 5, the evaluation metrics are displayed for the Schwefel
function evaluated for a σ of 5.

One thing to note is that while the value for σ is sufficiently high, the tribal
population count remains relatively steady (Fig. 5c) once the tribes approach a
steady state cost (Fig. 5a)). Additionally, corrections are made to the coefficient
values initially from their initial starting values and then remain steady when the
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tribal finesses rise relative to one another (Fig. 5b) as no improvements are made to
objective function evaluations.

In contrast, Fig. 6 illustrates the performance, while the value of σ is closer to
2. Several tribes approach and become extinct as shown in Fig. 6c, while several
changes are being made to the coefficients to account for the deviation from the
initial starting population (Fig. 6d). Even if no improvements are seen to tribal
fitness, a lower σ promotes more exploration even if the tribes are themselves stuck
in local minima.

4.1.2 Impact of Benchmark Function

Shown in Fig. 7 are the performance metrics for the four benchmark problems
defined in Table 1. Several takeaways can be made from the results. Firstly, while
all tribes converged to the global minima early on in their deployment, only
select benchmark functions continued to increase in tribal fitness. This includes the
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functions LANG and EGG shown in Fig. 7a and d, respectively. This trend was
shown to be the case when tested over several run times. In examining the solution
spaces for these functions in Fig. 4a and d, we find that these functions have fewer
deep local minima than their benchmark counterparts. This would coincide with the
algorithm jumping between local minima, with improvements to short term cost, and
therefore greater fitness through the evaluation of |Ct+1 − Ct |, but no improvements
to global exploration. Several of these parameters will be tweaked and optimized in
the following section.

4.1.3 Benchmark Objective Evaluation and Parameter Tuning

In testing the efficacy of the algorithms, the ability for the tribes to converge to the
global minima was evaluated over several values of total population P , number of
tribes D, and σ . Table 2 demonstrates the results of this evaluation, with the value
indicating the proportion of total run times where at least one of the tribes converged
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Fig. 7 Performance metrics for the (a) Langer, (b) Schwefel, (c) Holder, and (d) Eggholder
benchmark functions. σ was set to 5

to the global solution. It is worthy to note that instances where more than one tribe
converged to the global minima were not recorded separately, as at least one of
the tribes reaching the global minima would suffice as a global solution search. Two
functions that were the most difficult to explore were the EGG and LANG functions,
the same two benchmark problems discussed in the previously section. It is not clear
whether or not this is due to the proximity of local minima, the relative depth of
local minima, or the sheer number of local minima that create the discrepancy in
performance between benchmarks. The scenario also creates the possibility that a
stop condition can be created that is based on the decrease in relative tribal fitness.
As demonstrated in Fig. 7c and 7d, no change is shown in tribal fitness when these
tribes converge to global solutions, but while the algorithm is still exploring, tribal
fitness increases as tribe members continue to make changes to their current and
previous cost found.
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Table 2 Objective function evaluations for the four benchmark problems, where the value indicates
the proportion of total run times where at least one of the tribes reached the global minima. Unless
otherwise noted, the default total population P , number of tribes D, and σ are set to 16, 4, and 5,
respectively

Parameter LANG SCHWEF HOLD EGG

Regulation coefficient (σ ) 2 0.12 1.0 0.69 0.06

5 0.16 1.0 0.62 0.09

7 0.17 1.0 0.60 0.07

Total population (P) 8 0.09 1.0 0.40 0.05

12 0.11 1.0 0.51 0.07

24 0.16 1.0 0.75 0.12

Tribe number (D) 3 0.17 1.0 0.64 0.07

5 0.15 1.0 0.62 0.07

7 0.14 1.0 0.60 0.06

In regards to the regulation coefficient σ , a value of 5 outperformed the
performance of either 2 or 7. This trend was discussed at length in Sect. 4.1.1.
While performance overall was very poor for both the LANG and EGG benchmarks,
increased population N did lead to better performance (see Table 2) as more
particles were assigned for exploration. When run time was measured between
N values of 8, 12, and 24, the time difference was proportional to the popula-
tion number, indicating no additional overhead is introduced that interferes with
algorithm scalability. Run time was also tested between values for tribe number S,
and no statistically significant difference was found. It was found that decreases
in the number of tribes S did coincide with decreased performances across the
board. Since tribes are the main driving force between inter-tribal interactions, this
parameter will heavily impact the performance for global exploration. While lower
S did follow with better performances, these were all taken with a total population
N of 16 and may reflect the number of tribe members per tribe as the main driving
factor for performance than for the value of S itself. Since tribe number would be
a parameter that is extremely problem specific, proper tuning would be required in
order to optimize for additional benchmark problems.

5 Conclusion

In this work a tribal implementation of PSO was implemented to solve a series
of benchmark functions. A novel constriction coefficient was adopted to manage
the number of members of the swarm population as the algorithm progressed.
New swarm members were introduced based on exemplar particles in the existing
swarm, while poorly performing swarm members were killed off to prevent swarm
stagnation. This heuristic was successful in encouraging new local minima to be
explored and was found to exploit the global minima in two of the benchmarks
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tested in over 50% of the run-time instances. The other two benchmarks tested had
solution spaces that the algorithm could not exploit in over 12% of the run times,
leading the authors to believe parameter tuning according to the number of members
in the swarm population, or the number of tribes initialized at run time, is warranted.
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The Systems AI Thinking Process (SATP)
for Artificial Intelligent Systems

James A. Crowder and Shelli Friess

1 Introduction

Every cognitive entity, human, whale, dog, mouse, or artificial intelligent entity
(AIE), there are lower executive functions required to keep the entity at a basic
functioning level. In humans, and other living entities, we call these lower brain
functions which take on such functions as keeping the heart pumping, therefore
supplying blood to the body, keeping the entity breathing, etc. [1]. Within an AIE,
there are analogous lower-level executives required to keep the AIE functional [2].
These lower-level brain functions are autonomous and are required for the entity to
survive. These include functions like breathing, heart rate, etc. In an artificial entity,
these functions, like regulation of resources, regulation of movement of the entity,
and access to memory systems, function in the background as artificial subconscious
processes [3]. Here we present an Intelligent Software Agent (ISA) architecture for
subconscious control and regulation of an artificial entity, including subconscious
functions like cognitive economy and action control. This includes background
processes like artificial neurogenesis, the creation of new neural pathways as new
concepts and memories are created from experiential-based activities [4]. Figure 1
illustrates the overall systems-level AI architecture, presenting the artificial AI
entities’ subconscious regulatory system and a control system [5].
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2 Systems Theory and Intelligent Agents

For an AI entity to be autonomous, all the conscious and subconscious mechanisms
that drive a living entity must be in place and available for the artificial entity
to function within its environment [6]. In order to facilitate these conscious
and subconscious processes, we designed an Intelligent Software Agent (ISA)
processing infrastructure that communicates constantly throughout the artificial
entity, providing information, goals, inferences, memory management, reasoning,
and other functions required for autonomous functionality [7].

2.1 The ISA Processing Framework

The ISA processing framework is general-purpose software architecture providing
for configurable software agents with dynamically loadable components that pro-
vide application-specific processing [8]. The framework defines how components
interact while an application implemented using the framework defines the agent
functionality and how they operate. The ISA processing framework (IPF) functions
as a distributed intelligence model within the artificial entity that allows multiple, as-
needed entry and exit points while providing reasoning and inferencing capabilities
required for autonomous control of an artificial entity [9]. This is required for
real-time autonomous systems which will operate in dynamically changing envi-
ronments. There are five ISA archetypes that are utilized within the IPF and are
described below (Fig. 2).
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ISA Processing Framework

Data Steward Reasoner Advisor Analyst Interface

Fig. 2 The systems-level IPF processing framework

ISAs acquire, remove, and modify functional capabilities at birth and during
operation in order to evolve based on conditions of their environment and rules
associated with both agent and system goals [10]. These are facilitated through ISA
service nodes described below. The five ISA archetypes within the IPF are:

1. Data Steward Agent (ADS): The data steward agent’s primary duty is the
collection and storage of incoming sensor information to support dynamically
changes sources. The data steward agent (called an ADS) forwards data to a
service data flow (SDF) which generates metadata for the incoming data and
stores these data in the long-term storage. A configuration service (SCO) is used
to specify which node needs the available data.

2. Advisor Agent (AAD): Advisor agents disseminate the right information to the
right place at the right time; it provides capabilities that allow collaborative
question asking and information sharing by agents and end-users. AADs generate
and maintain topical maps required to find relative information fragments,
memories, and “expert” ISAs.

3. Reasoner Agent (ARE): The reasoner agent pulls from short-term memory to
perform signal processing, reasoning evaluation and traces, and feature extraction
of the data, applying configured and generated goal reaching tasks for the purpose
of initial data manipulation or as part of condition monitoring. Reasoner agents
utilize goals provided through a user interface (UI). Strategies (algorithms)
implement learning and adaptation applied to configured goals. Reasoner agents
provide state data as output from processing [11]. The output is made available
for retrieval by other agents (e.g., an analyst agent).
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Fig. 3 The ISA available services

4. Analyst Agent (AAN): Analyst agents are fed by reasoner agents and utilize the
developed ontologies and lexicons to expand upon questions and answers learned
from collected information.

5. Interface Agent (AIN): The interface agents provide human operator interactions.
They provide the necessary input and output mechanisms that allows the SATP
IPF to configure and provision agents and services within the agent network
as well as retrieve reports from the agents representing ongoing behaviors and
actions that the system has taken. Interface agents provide the primary input of
loadable components – nodes and services – once the system is already running.
The IPF can provision new agent types, new services, and new nodes to the
system via an interface agent that communicates with the system mediator’s
plugin archives.

The ISAs are specifically designed to support distributed data collection, process-
ing, reasoning, and dissemination across a highly distributed processing environ-
ment within the artificial entity. Each ISA consists of a well-defined set of services
which are mandatory, but which can be extended to support additional functionality
on a per-use-case basis. Figure 3 illustrates the current list of available ISA services.

Each ISA archetype has a minimum set of services required for executive
functions as that ISA archetype. Each agent can have more services than the
minimum but must have at least these services. Figure 4 illustrates the mandatory
services per ISA archetype.

Each ISA service is composed of a set of service nodes. A family of service nodes
constitutes an ISA service plugin. Figure 5 shows the nodes currently available for
service plugins.
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Fig. 4 Mandatory services for each ISA archetype

Fig. 5 Currently available
nodes for ISA services

Each IPF ISA service requires a minimum set of nodes to be called a specific
service type. A service may contain more than the minimum nodes but must contain
at least the nodes shown in Fig. 6.

2.2 Self-Adapting ISAs

Intelligence reveals itself in a variety of ways, including the ability to adapt to
unknown situations or changing environments as would be the case for virtually
any autonomous AI entity [12]. Without the ability to adapt to new situations, the
IPF could only rely on a previously written set of rules. For a truly autonomous AI
entity, it cannot only depend on previously defines set of rules for every possibly
contingency [13]. In order to be truly autonomous, there must be a set of cognitive
system roles that the ISAs must function within, based first on the ability to create
new artificial neural pathways and ending with these new capabilities being added
to the overall AI entities’ resources and resource management [14]. The IPF self-
adaptive system roles are illustrated in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6 Minimum nodes required for each ISA service plugin
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Fig. 7 The IPF SATP self-adaptive system roles

To function at a conscious and subconscious level, the SATP IPF agents must
have mechanisms to facilitate systems-level collective thinking [15]. This requires a
well-defined collective thinking process, which is illustrated in Fig. 8. This process
defines the roles, authorities, skill, activities, and shared states for ISAs across
the IPF processing infrastructure. Operating within this collective thinking process
allows autonomous operation – but within defined bounds [16].

Within this process, self-organizing topical maps categorize and classify infor-
mation into topics of interest to the SATP IPF system. This allows changing external
environments to be processed and that knowledge added to the artificial entity’s
overall knowledgebase, which then drives behavior emergence based on this new
set of knowledge. Figure 9 illustrates this SATP adaptive behavior flow.
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Fig. 10 The SATP IPF communication ecosystem

Fig. 11 The SATP IPF communication classes

3 The SATP Artificial Neurogenesis

Communication throughout the IPF system and subsystems provides a continuous
flow of information through the ISAs [11]. This ISA high-level SATP ecosystem is
illustrated in Fig. 10.

The continuous subconscious SATP communication threads provide the artificial
entity’s informational system [17]. Figure 11 illustrates the current communication
classes within the IPF processing infrastructure.
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Fig. 12 The SATP artificial neurogenesis process

When it has been determined that new information has been learned or experi-
enced and explained, new neural pathways must be created to accommodate the
new knowledge and inferences. This is facilitated within the IPF with multiple
learning systems. Two major learning systems required for SATP are PAC1 learning
and Occam learning. These drive the evolution of new neural pathways that are
then added to the collective intelligence of the artificial entity and available for
processing. Figure 12 illustrates the artificial neurogenesis process [19].

1In this framework, the algorithm receives samples and must select a generalization function,
hypothesis, from a class of possible functions. The goal is that, with high probability, the selected
function will have a low generalization error or be approximately correct.
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4 Dynamic SATP Consideration

Real-time systems are intrinsically dynamic. They can arrive at answers and fulfill
objectives and goals in many ways, some of which must be adaptive and creating.
Autonomous AI entities are no different. Plasticity or multi-level adaptivity must
be designed into the autonomous AI entity in order to achieve any real level of
autonomy [19]. They must adapt to new circumstances and contexts, and they must
happen at a system level so that the knowledge and contexts can be driven to all
parts of the cognitive system.

Each part has interactions within and among systems (interaction with its
environment). Reactions may be both homeostatic and spontaneous. This would
require adaptability, in order to react to the different feedback both within the system
and among systems [3]. The ISA IPF processing infrastructure must constantly
consider the abilities and restrictions of the agent types within the SATP system.
Each type of agent has limitations. Figure 13 illustrates this. The three main
attributes that make the AI entity’s autonomous SATP IPF function is the ability
to be autonomous, the ability to learn, and the ability to cooperate. Not all agents
can do all three all the time. The reasoner and analyst agents must have these
capabilities all at once, but the advisory, interface, and data steward function do not.
This is necessary for resource management within the AI entity, since no system has
unlimited power, processing, or memory [20].

5 Conclusions

Fully autonomous AI entities are not a reality (we are not counting self-driving cars).
In order to facilitate real, thinking, reasoning, inferencing, and communicating AI,
we must bring their design considerations up to the system level and not just a
collection of algorithms and processing boards [21]. Every aspect of systems-level
intelligence needs to be thought through and designed in. The results of not doing
this could be disastrous . . . “No Dave, I don’t think I can do that . . . .” Much work
is left to do; we must design, build, test, tear down, re-design, rebuild, and retest
until we have achieved a systems-level thinking AI entity that is autonomous and
functional within the world at large, whether that’s this world or exploring a far off
planet or moon.
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Fig. 13 The IPF ISA functional Venn diagram
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Improving the Efficiency
of Genetic-Based Incremental Local
Outlier Factor Algorithm for Network
Intrusion Detection

Omar Alghushairy, Raed Alsini, Xiaogang Ma, and Terence Soule

1 Introduction

Outlier detection is an important process in big data, which has received a lot of
attention in the area of machine learning. The reason is that it is important to detect
suspicious items and unusual activities. Outlier detection has a significant impact on
many applications such as detecting fraud transactions for credit cards and network
intrusion detection [1].

Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [2] is the most common local outlier (anomaly)
detection algorithm; it is a nearest-neighbor-based algorithm [3]. LOF has become
popular because it can detect an outlier without any previous knowledge about the
data distribution. Also, it can detect outliers in data that has heterogeneous densities
[4, 5]. However, LOF is designed for static data, which means the size of data
is fixed. LOF needs very large memory because it requires storage of the whole
dataset with the distances’ value in memory. Therefore, LOF cannot be applied to a
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data stream, where the size of data is increasing continuously [6–8]. To overcome
this issue, the Incremental Local Outlier Factor (ILOF) has been developed that
can handle data streams [9]. Nevertheless, ILOF also needs to store all the data in
the memory. Moreover, it cannot detect the sequence of outliers in the data stream
such as unexpecting surges of outliers in several streaming segments. However, it is
important to detect the sequence of outliers in a data stream; if they are not detected,
many problems may occur, such as network attacks and sensor malfunctions. For
instance, the KDD Cup 99 HTTP dataset has several outlier sequences. This dataset
contains a simulation of normal data with attack traffic on an IP scale in computer
networks for testing intrusion detection systems.

To solve the issues with ILOF, several algorithms have been proposed that are
Genetic-based Incremental Local Outlier Factor (GILOF) [10], Memory Efficient
Incremental Local Outlier Factor (MILOF) [11], and Density Summarization Incre-
mental Local Outlier Factor (DILOF) [12]. The GILOF demonstrates an efficient
performance in the state-of-the-art LOF algorithms in data streams. Our work aims
to further improve the performance of the GILOF algorithm by proposing a new
calculation method for LOF, called Local Outlier Factor by Reachability distance
(LOFR). In LOF, the resulting score is based on the local reachability density,
while in LOFR, the resulting score is based on the reachability distance. The
newly proposed algorithm is Genetic-based Incremental Local Outlier Factor by
Reachability distance (GILOFR). GILOFR includes two stages: (1) the detection
stage and (2) the summarization stage. The detection stage detects the outliers and
updates the old data information in the memory (window) and determines whether
a new data point is an inlier or outlier. The summarization stage summarizes the old
data in order to reduce the memory consumption and takes into account the old data
density. Thus, GILOFR is able to work in limited memory. This new calculation
method (LOFR) is the main contribution of this research paper. In this research,
GILOFR was evaluated via a series of experiments by using real-world datasets.
The results show that the performance of GILOFR is better than GILOF on several
of the datasets.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: The related work is reviewed in Sect. 2;
Sect. 3 describes the GILOFR algorithm; Sect. 4 presents and discusses the results
of the experiments; and Sect. 5 presents the conclusion of our research.

2 Related Work

Outliers have two categories: global outliers and local outliers. If the data point p0 is
far away from other data points, it is considered a global outlier [13]. Local outlier
is a data point that is outlier with respect to its k-nearest neighbors. LOF introduced
the idea of local outlier. It is considered a means of density-based outlier detection
because it makes a comparison between the density of data points in the dataset and
their local neighbors. To determine the local outlier score, LOF assigns a measured
degree of the density of data points and their local neighbors [14] (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 A two-dimensional example illustrating the outlier’s categories, where p2 and p3 are global
outliers and p1 is a local outlier

2.1 LOF with Its Extensions in a Data Stream

LOF is a powerful algorithm for detecting local outliers in a static environment. This
algorithm aims to calculate the LOF score for every data point in the dataset. The
score of LOF indicates whether the data point is considered as an inlier or an outlier.
The following steps define the LOF [2]. First, it determines the k-distance (k-dist) of
the data point p, where k-dist is the distance between the two data points, p and o, by
using the Euclidean distance. Second, it determines the k-nearest neighbor of p. The
significance of the k-nearest neighbor of data point p is that each data point q has a
distance from data point p that is not greater than the k-dist(p). Third, it determines
the reachability distance (Rd) of p in relation to o. In fact, the Rd of a data point p in
relation to the corresponding data point o is used when the distance is greater than
the k-dist(p). Fourth, it calculates the local reachability density (Lrd) of p. The Lrd
of the data point p is calculated by using Eq. (1):

LrdMinP ts(p) = 1/

(∑
o∈NMinP ts (p) reach− distMinP ts (p, o)

|MinP ts(p)|

)

(1)

Finally, the LOF score of data point p is calculated by using Eq. (2):

LOFMinP ts(p) =
∑
n∈NMinP ts (p)

LrdMinP ts (o)
LrdMinP ts (p)

| NMinP ts(p) | (2)

However, the LOF must have a lot of memory to store all of the data points in the
dataset. It also needs to keep all distance values between data points. Additionally,
it was developed to work on static data and is not applicable for a data stream [6].
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ILOF extends the LOF algorithm with respect to the data stream. The idea of
ILOF is to update and calculate the score of LOF in a data stream to determine if
the newly incoming data point is an inlier or outlier. The method of insertion by
ILOF handles the newly incoming data point np by the following two steps. First, it
calculates the values of reachability distance (Rd), Lrd, and LOF of np. Second, it
updates the values of the k-distance (k-dist), Rd, Lrd, and LOF for the existing data
points. For example, k = 3 and np is inserted. Then, Rd is calculated to the three
nearest neighbors of np. After that, Lrd is calculated. The insertion of np might
change the k-dist for points that have np in their k-nearest neighbors. K-dist has an
effect on Rd. As a result, if k-dist is updated, Rd will be updated too. When Rd
is updated, Lrd needs to be updated, which leads to the update of the LOF score.
For more detail about ILOF, readers can refer to [9]. However, ILOF still needs
to store all the data points in memory in order to calculate the LOF score, which
requires a large memory and significant time. The sliding window in [15] is used to
detect the change in data behavior. Although the algorithm can detect the change in
data behavior, it is difficult for it to differentiate between the new data behavior and
outliers.

To overcome the issues of ILOF, three algorithms are proposed for outlier
detection for a data stream. The MILOF algorithm summarizes the old data by using
k-means [11]. However, this method usually performs badly because clustering old
data points by using k-means does not retain the density. The DILOF algorithm
shows better performance than MILOF by summarizing the old data using gradient
descent. However, gradient descent can get stuck in local minima [12]. GILOF
is based on the genetic algorithm (GA) [16], which has demonstrated better
performance in several real-world datasets [10]. GILOF summarizes the old data
by using a GA, which is a population-based search technique and uses crossover
and mutation operators to more widely explore the search space; these are generally
better than the simple gradient descent for searching complicated spaces with
many local minimums. GILOF contains two stages: the detection stage and the
summarization stage. The detection stage aims to detect the outliers and update
the old data points when new incoming data points are inserted. The incoming data
points are calculated based on the ILOF algorithm alongside a skipping scheme
[12]. In the summarization stage, the sliding window is used with a specific size to
limit memory usage. Then, the Genetic Density Summarization (GDS) is used to
summarize the old half-data points in the window (W) [10].

2.2 Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS)

The basic purpose of using data mining techniques for intrusion detection in net-
works is to detect security violations in information systems. To detect an intrusion
in networks, data mining processes and analyzes a massive amount of data [17].
Data mining and the knowledge extracted from big data have become more efficient
with the new developments in machine learning [18]. Many new algorithms in data
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mining have been developed that can be applied to datasets to discover clusters,
profiles, factors, relationships, predictions, and patterns. Nowadays, data mining
algorithms are widely used in different domains, such as business, marketing,
laboratory research, weather forecasting, and network intrusion detection [19]. Our
work is related to the network intrusion detection system (NIDS). In order to test
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in NIDS, we used the KDD Cup 99
HTTP service dataset, which is a subset of the KDD Cup 99 SMTP dataset [19].
This HTTP dataset has surprising surges of outliers in several streaming segments
[20].

The intrusion detection system is classified by two categories: misuse detection
and outlier (anomaly) detection. In outlier detection, it aims to recognize the
suspicious items and unusual activity of the network or host. The NIDS monitors
and tests the activity in the network, which provides the necessary security for the
network of a system [21]. For instance, it detects malicious activities like a denial-
of-service attack (DoS) or a network traffic attack. The LOF algorithm has been used
in different models and methods for NIDS [12, 22–25]. Despite the researchers’
interest in outlier detection, they focus more on global outlier detection in a data
stream rather than the local outliers, which have been less studied [26]. Therefore, it
is difficult to use this traditional LOF algorithm in data streams for NIDS. However,
the ILOF algorithm addressed the limitation of the LOFs in data streams, and
other algorithms, such as GILOF, addressed the limitation of time complexity in
the ILOFs by summarizing big data streams. The aim of our proposed algorithm
GILOFR is to achieve more accurate performance than other state-of-the-art LOF
algorithms in data streams for NIDS.

3 Proposed Algorithms

3.1 Local Outlier Factor by Reachability Distance (LOFR)

In this section, we introduce a new calculation method for LOF, which is named
LOFR. In fact, LOFR is like LOF [2], except the LOFR does not use the local
reachability density when calculating its score. The score of LOFR is based on the
reachability distance of the data point p and its nearest neighbors. Below are the key
definitions of LOFR; note that the first three definitions are the same as for the LOF
[2].

Definition 1 Calculating the k-dist of the data point p

The distance between two data points p and o in a Euclidean is calculated using
Eq. (3).

d (p, o) =
√√√
√

n∑

i=1

(pi − oi)2 (3)
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Let D be a dataset. For the data point p, the k-dist(p) is the distance between (p)
and the farthest neighbor point o (o∈D) with the following conditions:

k is a positive integer, (1) with regard to at least k data points o′∈D \ {p}, it
maintains that d(p, o′) ≤ d(p,o) and (2) with regard to at most k-1 data points o′∈D
\ {p}, it maintains that d(p, o′) < d(p, o) [2].

Definition 2 Calculating the k-nearest neighbor of p

In this situation, the k-nearest neighbors of p are each a data point q whose
distance to p is equal or smaller than the k-dist(p). The k-nearest neighbor is
described in Eq. (2).

Nk−distance(p)(p) =
{
q ∈ D\ {p}| d (p, q) ≤ k− dist (p)

}
(4)

Definition 3 Calculating the reachability distance (Rd) of p in relation to o

The Rd between two data points such as p with regard to o is defined in Eq. (3).

reach− distk (p, o) = max
{

k− dist(o), d (p, o)
}

(5)

Some examples of Rd when k-nearest neighbor = 5 are represented in Fig. 2.
When the distance between two data points (e.g., p2) and o is not larger than the

Fig. 2 The reachability distance for different data points (p) with regard to o, when k equals 5
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k-dist(o), then the k-dist(o) is the Rd. On the other hand, when the distance between
two data points (e.g., p3) and o is larger than the k-dist(o), the actual distance
between them is the Rd.

Definition 4 LOFR score of p

After all the previous steps, the score of LOFR is calculated by using Eq. (6).

LOFRk(p) =
∑

o∈Nk(p)

Rdk(p)(
Rdk(o)
k

) (6)

LOFR takes the reachability distance (Rd) of data point (p) and divides it by the
average Rd of its neighbors. This method of calculation can provide a little lower
“outlierness” score than LOF.

3.2 Genetic-Based Incremental Local Outlier Factor
by Reachability Distance (GILOFR)

The main objective of GILOFR is to find the outlierness score in the following
instances: (1) when detecting the local outlier with no prior knowledge about the
data distribution; (2) when only a small part from the running dataset will be stored
in memory; (3) when detecting that the outlier of data point (p) has to be finished
at current time T; and (4) when the algorithm does not have any prior knowledge
about future incoming data points when it detects the current outliers.

The designed GILOFR has two stages: detection and summarization. In the
detection stage, the ILOFR and skipping scheme are used together to detect an
outlier. Note: ILOFR is like ILOF [9], except the ILOFR uses the new calculation
that is mentioned above. In the summarization stage, the Genetic Density Summa-
rization (GDS) is applied to summarize the old data points in memory (the window).
Algorithm 1 is the GILOFR, which works in the following steps: (1) it determines
the window (W) size, where the W size equals the amount of data points; (2) it uses
the LOFR threshold θ to detect outliers; and (3) during the summarizing stage, GDS
is applied to summarize the data points. Then, when the new data point np occurs,
GILOFR detects the outliers by using ILOFR along with the skipping scheme (lines
4–6 in Algorithm 1) [10, 12]. GILOFR will keep detecting outliers and calculating
the score of LOFR for every new data point until the present window reaches the
W size. Thereafter, the GDS algorithm is applied on the window to summarize the
50% of older data points in the window through choosing 25% of data points from
that older 50%. After that, the 50% of older data points will be removed from the
window, and the chosen 25% will be transferred to the window; this 25% of data
points will be combined with the remaining data points in the window (lines 9–13
in Algorithm 1). At this point, the window contains 75% of data points. This 75%
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Fig. 3 GILOFR process for a data stream in 2D from time T0 to Tcurrent [10]

of data points will be chosen to combine with the new streaming data points. This
process is repeated when the window becomes full again (Fig. 3).

3.3 Genetic Density Summarization (GDS)

GDS depends on the genetic algorithm (GA). A GA is a search algorithm in the
evolutionary computation field, which is based on biological evolution [27, 28]. GA
includes several components, population, chromosome (or individual), objective (or
fitness) function (Of ), selection, crossover, and mutation [29, 30]. The chromosomes
are an array of numerical or binary values that represent the genes evolving and are
known as candidate solutions. A population contains a set of chromosomes, which
are set randomly as the initial population. The objective function aims to calculate
the fitness value for every chromosome in the population. The goal of selection
is to find two chromosomes that acquired above-average fitness values. There are
many types of selection, which include roulette wheel selection (RWS), linear rank-
based selection (RNK), tournament selection (TNT), stochastic universal sampling
selection (SUS), and linear rank-based selection with selective pressure (RSP) [31].
Crossover combines the characteristics of the two chromosomes based on a cut-off
point to produce new chromosomes. Crossover has several types, as well, such as
one-point, two-point, and uniform crossover [32]. Mutation aims to preserve the
population diversity and prevent the population from becoming stuck in the local
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minima. There are also several types of mutation, such as single-point mutation,
uniform mutation, and boundary mutation (BDM) [33].

To find the optimal data points, the GDS algorithm is going to summarize
50% of old data points in the window to balance the density differences between
the chosen old 50% and the new candidates, which are 25% of data points. The
GDS algorithm begins by producing a population, where the population contains
random chromosomes assigned with data points. Then, the objective function (Of)
is executed to evaluate each chromosome. The Of is the sum of ak(x′n).

Of =
50%W∑

n=1

ak
(
x′n

)
(7)

where ak(x′n) is the density of x′n according to its kth-nearest neighbors and x′n is
the 50% of old data points in the window.

After that, in every generation, GDS executes the selection operation on the
present generation. Then GDS executes a crossover operation on two chromosomes.
Thereafter, the GDS executes the mutation operation on two chromosomes as well.
When GA operations are completed for each generation, GDS stores the best results.
After the above steps, the chosen chromosomes are converted into S. After that, S is
projected into the binary domain, and the better 25% of sn in S is adjusted to 1, and
the rest to 0. The GDS is going to choose a data point x′n in X′ if its corresponding
sn in S equals 1 (Fig. 4). Finally, the chosen data points will be presented as Z, which
is 25% of the new data points. For more detail, refer to [10].

3.4 Skipping Scheme

The purpose of the skipping scheme is to keep data points in the dataset in a lower
density of the region. Therefore, when the new data points emerge into a new class,
that data point will have no effect on the outlier detection accuracy. Because of the
benefit of the skipping scheme in outlier detection, it combines with ILOFR to detect
any long sequence (series) of outliers [12].

Let a ∈ A; the skipping scheme works by using Euclidean distance in two steps:
(1) the average distance d1(A) is computed according to the distance between the
data point a with its first nearest neighbor d1(a) and (2) the distance between a new
data point (p) and the latest detected outlier lo is calculated. If the distance between
p and lo is less than the distance between p and d1(A), the data point p is considered
an outlier [12]. Otherwise, the data point p will be an inlier.
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Fig. 4 GDS framework
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Algorithm 1: GILOFR

Inputs: unlimited data streams P={p1, p2, ..., pt , ...}, 

The max window size W
The threshold scores θ of LOFR 

The population size PS
The number of chromosomes NC
The number of generations NG

1   X ← {}// is the data points in the memory 

2   X’← {}// is the oldest 50% data points in the memory

3   O ← {}// is the detected outliers 

4   Skipping_Scheme 

5   For each pt ∈ P do

6        LOFRk(pt) ← ILOFR(pt,o,O,θ) 

7        If LOFRk (pt ) > 0 then

8 X ← X ∪ {pt} 

9 If |X | = W then

10 Z ←GDS(X’,PS, NC,NG)

11 Delete the oldest 50%W data points in X
12 X’←X’ ∪ Z
13 End

14        End

15   End

4 Empirical Experiment

In this section, the experiment results for GILOFR are presented. We compared
the GILOFR results with the results of GILOF, and we compared both algorithms
without the skipping scheme (GILOFR_NS, GILOF_NS). The metrics that are used
in the experiment are the execution time and the accuracy of outlier detection. For
the accuracy of outlier detection, we used the area under the ROC curve (AUC) [34,
35]. All algorithms in the experiment were implemented in C++ on a machine that
has an Intel(R) Core(MT) i5-8250U CPU, 250 GB SSD hard disk, 8GB RAM, and
Windows 10 (64-bit).

The GILOFR is tested with different window sizes on unnormalized and nor-
malized datasets, described in Table 1. Those datasets are available in the machine
learning database repository [36, 37]. The Vowel dataset is modified to the format of
the data stream, such as that in [10, 38]. The five percent of uniform noise is added
to the Pendigit dataset, so any noised data point will be considered as an outlier [12].
For the KDD Cup 99 SMTP datasets, the same settings as in [39] are used, where
the network attacks are the outliers.

The hyperparameters of GILOF were set as in [10], the population size (PS) is 2,
the number of generations (NG) is 4, and the selection type is RWS. The crossover
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used a two-point crossover at a rate of 0.7, and the mutation used a BDM mutation
at a rate of 0.07 for each dataset [40]. For the GILOFR algorithm, we used the same
hyperparameters of GILOF, except the number of generations (NG) was changed to
2. The k-nearest neighbors for each dataset were determined as the following for
all algorithms: for the Vowel dataset k = 19; for the Pendigit dataset k = 18; for
the KDD Cup 99 SMTP dataset k = 8 when the dataset is normalized and k = 9
when the dataset is unnormalized for GILOFR and GILOFR_NS while k = 8 for
GILOF and GILOF_NS; and for the KDD Cup 99 HTTP dataset k = 9 when the
dataset is normalized and k = 8 when the dataset is unnormalized in all algorithms.
In addition, we determined ten window sizes for all datasets, W = {100, 200, 300,
400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000}.

4.1 Experiment Results

4.1.1 Accuracy of Outlier Detection

The accuracy of all algorithms was tested by applying them to several real-world
datasets (Table 1). Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the AUC of all algorithms for the four
datasets. In the unnormalized Vowel dataset, all algorithms were close to each other,
but GILOFR_NS was better in most W sizes and demonstrated the highest accuracy
result (95.3%). In the normalized dataset, GILOFR_NS was also a little better in
most W sizes and demonstrated the highest accuracy result (96.2%).

In the unnormalized Pendigit dataset, all algorithms showed poor results for
accuracy. By contrast, for the normalized dataset, all algorithms were close to each
other when W ≤ 400, but GILOF and GILOF_NS were better when W ≥ 500, and
they demonstrated the highest accuracy result (98.7%).

In the unnormalized KDD Cup 99 SMTP dataset, all algorithms were in
competition when W ≤ 500; therefore, there is a specific algorithm that surpasses
others in each W size. GILOFR and GILOFR_NS showed better results, and
GILOFR_NS demonstrated the highest accuracy result (88%) in W = 300. In
the normalized KDD Cup 99 SMTP dataset, all algorithms were in competition.
Every algorithm showed better accuracy in specific W sizes, while GILOFR_NS
demonstrated the highest accuracy result (89%) in W = 200.

In the unnormalized KDD Cup 99 HTTP dataset, GILOFR showed better results
for accuracy in all W sizes, except when W = 700. However, GILOFR demonstrated

Table 1 The real-world dataset characteristics

Datasets Number of data points Dimension Class

UCI Vowel dataset 1456 12 11
UCI Pendigit dataset 3498 16 10
KDD Cup 99 SMTP dataset 95,156 3 Unknown
KDD Cup 99 HTTP dataset 567,479 3 Unknown
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Fig. 5 The comparisons of outlier detection accuracy for unnormalized real-world datasets in all
window sizes, where GILOFR and GILOFR_NS demonstrated the highest accuracy result in UCI
Vowel, KDD Cup 99 SMTP, and KDD Cup 99 HTTP

Fig. 6 The comparisons of execution time for unnormalized real-world datasets in all window
sizes
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Fig. 7 The comparisons of outlier detection accuracy for normalized real-world datasets in all
window sizes, where GILOFR and GILOFR_NS demonstrated the highest accuracy result in UCI
Vowel, KDD Cup 99 SMTP, and KDD Cup 99 HTTP

the highest accuracy result (79.3%). Moreover, GILOFR_NS and GILOF_NS
showed poor results for accuracy in most W sizes, while GILOFR_NS demonstrated
a moderate result for accuracy in W = 800 (65.3%). For the normalized KDD
Cup 99 HTTP dataset, GILOFR showed better results for accuracy in all W sizes
except when W = 900. However, GILOFR demonstrated the highest results for
accuracy (93.6%). GILOFR_NS and GILOF_NS became better when the dataset
was normalized, in which case GILOFR_NS surpasses GILOF_NS in all W sizes.

Finally, the experiment results prove that our new method of calculation can
improve the GILOF algorithm, where GILOFR and GILOFR_NS show better
results for accuracy than GILOF and GILOF_NS in several datasets, especially in
the UCI Vowel and the KDD Cup 99 HTTP datasets.

4.1.2 Execution Time

In Figures 6 and 8, results for the execution time are presented for all algorithms
in the unnormalized and normalized datasets, respectively. In the experiments,
execution times are measured by seconds. Generally, all algorithms are close to each
other in most W sizes. In the UCI Vowel dataset, GILOFR took 0.73–12.3 s, and
GILOF took 0.75–12.4 s. In the UCI Pendigit dataset, GILOFR took 1.96–47.19 s,
and GILOF took 2.05–47.12 s. In KDD Cup 99 SMTP dataset, GILOFR took 45.09–
1442.1 s, and GILOF took 46.2–1420.4 s. In KDD Cup 99 HTTP dataset, GILOFR
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Fig. 8 The comparisons of execution time for normalized real-world datasets in all window sizes

took 269.7–8436.5 s, and GILOF took 274.5–8356.6 s. Moreover, GILOFR_NS and
GILOF_NS were very close to GILOFR and GILOF in execution time for most W
sizes.

5 Conclusion

The objective of the proposed GILOFR algorithm is to further improve the
accuracy of outlier detection in the GILOF algorithm for data stream mining. Like
GILOF, GILOFR addresses the limitation of the LOF algorithm in a data stream,
but GILOFR further improves GILOF. Accordingly, GILOFR does not need to
recalculate all previous steps when a new data point occurs. Additionally, it does not
require the storage of all the data points in memory, because it can work under the
limited memory. Our new calculation of LOF, which is called LOFR, has a positive
impact on the GILOF algorithm and leads to more accurate results. The outcomes
of experiments demonstrate that GILOFR and GILOFR_NS are better than GILOF
and GILOF_NS for the accuracy of outlier detection in real-world datasets that have
sequence of outliers and high-density region, i.e., data points are very close to each
other. Specifically, this is true for the KDD Cup 99 HTTP dataset, which includes
a simulation of normal data, with abnormal data as attack traffic, on an IP scale in
computer networks for testing intrusion detection systems.
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Variance Fractal Dimension Feature
Selection for Detection of Cyber Security
Attacks

Samilat Kaiser and Ken Ferens

1 Introduction

Our everyday life is dependent on cyber systems one way or the other. The world
of communication uses some form of cyber networks be it a critical infrastructure,
telecom sectors, monetary transactions, or mere everyday emails or networking on
a social platform. Hence, protecting the cyber network against threats or attacks
is important to safeguard the government, economies, information security, and
data privacy. But the data that we share are ever growing in terms of volume and
complexity. Various machine learning techniques are used for extracting valuable
and useful information out of this big data that also contains huge amount of
meaningless data.

Over the past decade, data posed perhaps the single greatest challenge in the
field of cyber security. The global Internet population growth went from 2 billion
in the year 2012 to 4.3 billion in the year 2018. And by January 2019, the Internet
reached 56.1% of the world’s population. For every minute in 2019, 188 million
emails were sent, and 4 million Google searches were conducted. The world uses
a staggering 4,416,720 gigabytes of Internet data per minute [1]. According to a
big data statistic carried out by IBM in 2017, 90% of all the data in the world back
then had been created in the last 2 years. On the other hand, the frequency and
damage caused by novel cyber-attacks are increasing with time. Since the cyber-
attacks occur simultaneously with usual cyber operations, this adds onto the high
volume of data created per day. Such large-scale data poses a challenge in terms of
the four data quality dimensions, namely, volume, variety, velocity, and veracity.
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Traditionally dataset contains many features that carry information of the system
activities. However, it also contains redundant and irrelevant features that are
the two primary factors which result in large volume and high-dimensional data.
High-dimensional data poses several downsides. To begin with, redundant and
irrelevant features consume more computational resource. Then, such volume
of data negatively affects the performance of machine learning algorithm. Also,
they increase the computational time for the learning algorithm. Moreover, such
large volume of data will require large storage capacity. Finally, high-dimensional
sparse data affects the accuracy of machine learning algorithm due to curse of
dimensionality [2]. All these reasons validate the need of dimensionality reduction
which can be attained by removing the features that possess no discriminating
power. If we can select the discriminative features from the dataset, the machine
learning algorithm is expected to achieve optimal result in machine learning model.

Typically, data and/or security analysts do feature selection based on their
human intelligence, domain knowledge, and expertise which corresponds to their
cognitive ability. However, the human cognitive approach also involves the ability
to analyze complexity that exists in the data. This work hence focuses on depicting
this cognitive aspect by using variance fractal dimension as a tool to complexity
analysis to identify the discriminative features of an Internet dataset. The resultant
discriminative features enhance the classification performance of the artificial neural
network in terms of detection accuracy and computational time.

This section is ended by an outline for overall structure of remainder of this
paper. An overview of feature selection methods and a brief literature review
of feature selection in cyber security are provided in Sect. 2. Here cognitive
analysis and complexity are also discussed in brief. Section 3 presents our proposed
discriminative feature selection method. Section 3 also describes the dataset that
was used for this experiment. Next, in Sect. 4, the experiments and results are
discussed that summarize the findings and performance of our derived reduced
features versus performance for all features of the dataset. Section 5 provides the
concluding remarks.

2 Literature Review

Dimensionality reduction techniques play an indispensable role to help improve
the learning performance. Feature selection and feature extraction are the two
techniques of dimensionality reduction [3]. In this section, we discuss about some
related works on feature selection as our research focuses on feature selection.
Feature selection in dimensionality reduction is achieved by removing redundant
and irrelevant features. It denotes the process of feature subset selection that can
describe the specified problem without dropping of performance [4]. There have
been many studies on three different evaluation-based categories of feature selection
models, namely, (i) filter model, (ii) wrapper model, and (iii) Eembedded model [3].
The filter model performs independent of classifier algorithm while relying on the
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general characteristics of the training data. In [5], the authors have introduced pair-
wise correlation analysis-based filter method for feature selection. The correlation
between continuous and discrete features was measured by removing weakly
relevant, irrelevant, and relevant but redundant features. On the other hand, the
wrapper algorithm uses classifiers as a selection process to assess the quality of
a given feature subset [6]. Authors in [7] proposed an algorithm that alternates
between filter ranking construction and wrapper model iteratively. The model seems
promising as it analyzes few blocks of variables that decrease the number of wrapper
evaluations drastically. The embedded model for feature selection is directly linked
to classification stage training process [8]. An embedded model was used for
selection method to a variance-based classification model construction in [9]. The
comparative analysis of the experiment was done using real-world benchmark
datasets and industrial dataset. The authors used relevance vector machine model
based on an automatic relevance determination kernel using variance-based infer-
ence for regression in hierarchical prior over the kernel parameter setting. Another
feature selection model is hybrid model that merges the filter and wrapper-based
methods. Authors in [10] have used a hybrid model to select optimized feature set
of protein-protein interaction pairs in. The mRMR filter and a KNN wrapper were
used in the hybrid feature selection model.

Researchers have also applied other techniques as selection models. In [11, 12],
the authors have identified and analyzed different features that can distinguish
between phishing website and legitimate ones. While [11] have developed a
computerized tool to automatically extract features, [12] have used Kaiser-Meyer-
Olkin test to select features. Feature clustering was used as a selection process using
minimal-relevant-redundancy criterion function in [13, 14] used forward selection
ranking or backward elimination ranking to determine the feature correlation, and
support vector machine function was used for feature ranking. The model was able
to select the feature set independent of the classifier used. In [15], the authors
have used auto encoder and principal component analysis (PCA) to select low-
dimensional features of the CICIDS2017 network intrusion dataset. Later linear
discriminant analysis, random forest, Bayesian network, and quadratic discriminant
analysis classifiers were used to design an IDS. From the literature, we can observe
machine learning and mathematical and statistical analysis are applied for feature
selection; however, the threat landscape is ever evolving and still poses a threat when
it comes to zero-day attack. Hence, processing of features or attributes still requires
manual human involvement to identify the desired features that are discriminative,
independent, and informative.

Cognitive analysis refers to the combination of artificial/machine intelligence and
human intelligence. Cognitive systems are machines that are inspired by the human
brain [16]. Hence, cognitive analysis replicates the human’s analysis approach. One
of the philosophies used in cognitive analysis is the concept of complexity where
complexity can be interpreted as components that are dependent in such a way that
it is impossible to distinct the influence of one from another where decomposition
of the system into independent components would destroy the whole system [17].
The cognitive complexity measure hence should be based on information theoretic
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analysis or using computational approaches. Application of fractal dimensions can
model the complexity of an object or component where higher fractal dimension
would refer to more complexity. Hence, in this experiment, the authors have chosen
variance fractal dimension (VFD) to measure the feature complexity.

3 Proposed Methodology

Our approach to variance fractal dimension (VFD) feature selection for the detection
of cyber-attacks consists of six consecutive steps: data preprocessing, computation
of the VFD, analysis and comparison, selection of discriminative features, applica-
tion of artificial neural network classifier, and evaluation.

3.1 Dataset Preprocessing

To make the data suitable for the machine learning model, the training data needs to
be preprocessed.

(a) Removing missing data: Missing data refers to an attribute’s field value that is
missing due to the data was not captured or improperly captured. These fields
were removed as they do not contribute much.

(a) Encoding of data: Data contains both numeric and non-numeric attributes.
The non-numeric attributes were converted to numbers so that mathematical
calculations can be performed for the machine learning model.

(b) Normalization of data: Data samples were normalized following the feature
scaling process (Fig. 1).

During the preprocessing stage, 3 out of 47 features were excluded due to data
irregularities in them and to ease the computation process.

3.2 Computation of the VFD

Fractal dimensions are significant in the context of fractals since it measures
the complexity of fractals. This work focuses on identifying features that show
significant difference in terms of complexity in normal and attack data. Here,
the authors have used variance fractal analysis (VFD) as a tool to measure the
complexity of normal and attack samples with respect to each feature. One of
the advantages of VFD is that it can be used for real-time application. Further,
the unique identification for each class that it provides can be adopted in both
segmenting data and extracting features as it is able to emphasize the underlying
complexity [18].
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Fig. 1 Proposed framework
for variance fractal dimension
feature selection method

In this step, VFD values of all 47 features were calculated for normal and
individual attack types. First, the normal samples and nine individual attack samples
were separated from the dataset, and ten separate subsets of datasets were created.
Then we have calculated variance fractal dimension of each feature for eight
different attack datasets. Here we excluded the attack type “worm” due to its
insufficient number of data samples. After that, we have calculated variance fractal
dimension of each feature for the normal dataset. The resultant VFD values of
features for individual attacks and normal data will be the basis for the complexity
analysis of our proposed feature selection method.

3.3 Analysis and Comparison

For each attack type, a comparative analysis was done for the VFD values of each
feature to the VFD values of each feature for normal dataset. This was denoted with
Vdiff in the below equation. To find out the Vdiff value for individual attacks, we plot
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a feature v/s VFD graph and further proceed for the complexity analysis. For each
attack type, the features that are more significant will have greater Vdiff value hence
discriminative in nature. For each attack type, we established a threshold to identify
up to which Vdiff value we will consider the feature as discriminant.

Vdiff = |Vattack − Vnormal| (1)

3.4 Selection of Discriminative Features

Now that we have calculated the Vdiff values, i.e., the difference between VFDs of
features in attack samples with the normal samples, the next question is how to
define the threshold for selection of significant features. We have already signified
in the previous sections that the higher the difference between VFDs for normal and
attack, the greater the discriminative nature of a feature. However, for the algorithm
to be effective, we need an objective way to find a threshold to determine which
features are significant. In other words, we need to set a threshold for the Vdiff; any
Vdiff greater than the threshold will be considered important, and the features with
Vdiff lower than this threshold will be considered insignificant. We can utilize the
classic midline approach; in this case, we can find an optimum range by finding the
midline between the two extrema. Below is the equation for the threshold. The Vdiffth
is the threshold, which is the midline between the maximum Vdiff and the minimum
Vdiff. Any feature having a Vdiff value higher than the midline, i.e., features with
Vdiff > Vdiffth value, will be considered as significant. In the example provided in
the below figure, the highest Vdiff is 0.864, and the lowest value is 0.123; hence, our
threshold is (0.864 + 0.123)/2 = 23,423 (Fig. 2).

The threshold for Vdiff is given by (2):

Fig. 2 Sample of Vdiff threshold selection
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V diffth = V diffmax − V diffmin

2
(2)

The discriminative features for each type of attack are maintained in a different
list, and this list of significant features is used in later phases to train a neural
network.

3.5 Application of Artificial Neural Network Classifier

The concept of the proposed model is to perform human cognitive and complexity
analysis and distinguish the significant features of cyber-attack data. After the
algorithm has autonomously filtered the significant features based on discrimina-
tiveness, they are now are used to train the artificial neural network (ANN). Then
we test the neural network which is already trained with reduced features to evaluate
the detection performance. This step is performed for each attack type. For the
comparison, for each attack type, we use an ANN to detect the attack using a dataset
with all the features and then use the same model and dataset with only the selected
features. We capture the performance metrics and then compare the outputs.

Artificial neural network is a simple, easy-to-use, well-established method with
great learning capabilities and effectiveness in capturing anomalies. ANNs are
well known in the field of machine learning for its ability to process and classify
information faster. Further, they have ability of self-organization. These are the
reasons why ANNs can increase the accuracy and efficiency of intrusion detection
model. Our sample ANN used logistic activation function.

Results were compared with the detection performance when used all features of
each attack type (Fig. 3).

3.6 Evaluation

The intension of the proposed method of discriminative feature selection as a prepro-
cessing step is to achieve enhanced performance of machine learning classification
algorithm. This also gives an efficient solution to the best response that should be
taken into consideration with regard to the individual intrusion type. Hence, the
ANN classifier performance for each attack type with its reduced number of feature
set was fairly evaluated and later compared with the performance of all features
of each individual attack. The following metrics were considered to evaluate the
performance.

True positive rate = T P

T P + FN
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Fig. 3 Structure of a basic artificial neural network model

True negative rate = TN

TN + FP

False positive rate = FP

FP + TN

False negative rate = FN

FN + T P

Accuracy = T P + TN
TN + T P + FN + FP (3)

These include accuracy, training time, and false positive rate. Our goal is to obtain
a decently high accuracy while lowering the training time.
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Table 1 Dataset record distribution and brief attack description [19, 20]

Type of data
samples

No. of records or
samples

Description

Normal 2,218,761 Natural transaction data
Fuzzers 24,246 Attempting to cause a program or network suspended

by feeding it the randomly generated data
Analysis 2677 It contains different attacks of port scan, spam, and

html file penetrations
Backdoors 2329 A technique in which a system security mechanism is

bypassed stealthily to access a computer or its data
DoS 16,353 A malicious attempt to make a server or a network

resource unavailable to users, usually by temporarily
interrupting or suspending the services of a host
connected to the internet

Exploits 44,525 The attacker knows of a security problem within an
operating system or a piece of software and leverages
that knowledge by exploiting the vulnerability

Generic 215,481 A technique works against all block-ciphers (with a
given block and key size), without consideration about
the structure of the block-cipher

Reconnaissance 13,987 Contains all strikes that can simulate attacks that gather
information

Shellcode 1511 A small piece of code used as the payload in the
exploitation of software vulnerability

Worms 174 Attacker replicates itself in order to spread to other
computers. Often, it uses a computer network to spread
itself, relying on security failures on the target
computer to access it

3.7 Dataset

In our experiment, we have used the publicly available UNSW-NB15 dataset. The
dataset was created utilizing the IXIA PerfectStorm tool in the cyber range lab of the
Australian Centre for Cyber Security (ACCS) at UNSW in Canberra. A hybrid of
normal and abnormal data can be found in the network traffic dataset [19]. Around
2.5 million data samples are distributed in 4 CSV files and consist in 49 different
features including class label. Further, detail description of the features can be found
at [19, 20]. This dataset contains nine different types of attacks, namely, fuzzers,
analysis, backdoors, DoS, exploits, generic, reconnaissance, shellcode, and worms.
In this work, we find out the discriminative features for individual attack type.
Table 1 shows the distribution of attack and normal samples in the UNSW-NB15
data files and their brief description.
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4 Experiments and Results

The experiment was performed using Python engine running on a 64-bit operating
system. The data was processed using various Python libraries, i.e., pandas and
scikit-learn.

The proposed variance fractal-based feature selection algorithm was executed on
the UNSW-NB15 dataset containing both attack and normal samples. As detailed in
the above section, first, the variance fractal dimensions of each feature for only the
normal data samples were calculated. Then we have calculated the variance fractal
dimension of each feature for each of the eight different attack datasets. Hence, we
have nine VFD values for every feature, one for only normal traffic and one for each
of the eight attack types.

The graphs (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11) depict the feature-wise difference
of the VFD values of the normal and attacks. The blue line denotes the VFD values
of features for the normal dataset, and the orange line denotes the VFD values of
features for the attack dataset. The features in the x-axis are organized in increasing
order of the difference of VFD values of attack and normal, i.e., with the features
with the smallest VFD differences appearing on the left and the ones having the
most differences appearing in the right. That is why the blue line and the orange
line appear closer in the left and grow apart toward the right. Therefore, the most
significant features with the most discriminative characteristics are the rightmost
features in the graphs.

Table 2 shows the reduced number of features that are selected as the discrimi-
native features for each attack type.

Fig. 4 VFD v/s feature graph for normal and reconnaissance
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Fig. 5 VFD v/s feature graph for normal and shellcode

Fig. 6 VFD v/s feature graph for normal and analysis

For example, 11 features have a difference of VFD values greater than the
midline threshold for analysis attack, and for exploit, there are only 3 features that
have VFD difference greater than the midline threshold.

In order to evaluate the algorithm, we then train and test an ANN using only
the reduced number of features. Among the 8 attack types that were considered in
the experiment, most of the attacks have attack rows of 10,000 or higher. For these
attack types, we construct our data subset by randomly selecting 30,000 normal
rows and 10,000 attack rows. And for the attack types like analysis, shellcode, and
backdoor, with smaller attack samples in the original dataset, in the range of 10,000
or less, we construct the dataset with 1000 randomly chosen attack rows and 3000



Fig. 7 VFD v/s feature graph for normal and backdoor

Fig. 8 VFD v/s feature graph for normal and generic

Fig. 9 VFD v/s feature graph for normal and exploits
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Fig. 10 VFD v/s feature graph for normal and fuzzers

Fig. 11 VFD v/s feature graph for normal and DoS

randomly chosen normal rows. Out of each data subset, we choose 70% for training
and 30% for testing. Hence, for the larger datasets, we have 12,000 rows for testing,
and for the smaller datasets, we have 1200 rows for testing. Further, the detection
performance of minimized dataset was compared with non-minimized dataset.

As shown in Table 3, the accuracy for supervised learning has been very high.
Scikit-learn-based supervised learning models are known to provide high accuracy.
It is observed that with the decrease in the number of features, the accuracy drops,
and the rate of the decrease remains sporadic in nature; however, despite the
significant data loss, the accuracy doesn’t suffer too much.

Accuracy for shellcode suffers the most at 91.83%, and the accuracy of analysis
remains quite high at 99%. For all the other attack types, the accuracy decreases
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Table 2 Reduced features of
each attack

Attack name Reduced no of discriminative features

Fuzzers 6
Analysis 11
Backdoors 6
DoS 7
Exploits 3
Generic 4
Reconnaissance 8
Shellcode 6

Table 3 Testing accuracy Attack type Accuracy (%)
All features Reduced features

Reconnaissance 99.92% 96.05%
Shellcode 99.72% 91.83%
Analysis 99.79% 99.08%
Backdoor 99.99% 92.92%
Fuzzers 99.59% 96.10%
Generic 99.97% 95.22%
Exploits 99.39% 97.94%
DoS 99.93% 98.04%

Fig. 12 Training time for attacks with reduced feature and all features

around 1–7%. The results show that losing the attributes was worthwhile; it is
because those attributes were non-discriminatory in nature, which is why losing
them did not decrease the accuracy substantially. The proposed method reduces
the training time taken for reduced features in comparison to the time taken for
all features (Fig. 12). Figures 13 and 14 show the confusion matrix for each attack
type.
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Fig. 13 Confusion matrix for fuzzers, generic, exploits, and DoS

It should be noted that not only the proposed method performs well for the
classification problem at hand but it also reduces computational complexity while
identifying features that are important to individual distinct attack types instead of
an indefinite or collective attack types.

5 Conclusions

In this work, the authors have proposed a variance fractal dimension-based feature
selection technique for identifying discriminative features of cyber-attack dataset.
The experiment was carried out for eight different attack types of UNSW-NB15
dataset, namely, fuzzers, analysis, backdoors, DoS, exploits, generic, reconnais-
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Fig. 14 Confusion matrix for reconnaissance, shellcode, analysis, and backdoor

sance, and shellcode. An artificial neural network was used to compare detection
performance with resultant minimized dataset features of each attack type with
non-minimized dataset. The experiment with variance fractal dimension as a tool
for cognitive complexity-based analysis shows a promising result. It improves the
detection performance of the classification algorithm in terms of computational
complexity and detection time while giving substantial accuracy rate. However,
fractal-based method involves computation time for fractal analysis which motivates
the authors to further work in the future to assess a workaround to optimize the
computation time in feature selection stage.
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A Grid Partition-Based Local Outlier
Factor for Data Stream Processing

Raed Alsini, Omar Alghushairy, Xiaogang Ma, and Terrance Soule

1 Introduction

The demand for data is increasing in the big data era. Massive data is generated
through various sources such as smart home, sensor, mobile application, communi-
cation, and finance, which all lead to an increase in processing the data. One of the
challenges in big data processing is how to measure outliers in streaming data. Data
streams change every second, and the size is potentially infinite because it keeps
increasing constantly. Subsequently, it is difficult to store the entire datasets in the
memory and process them with older algorithms [1]. The density-based method
is a well-known method used to find the outlier in the multi-density data. Local
Outlier Factor (LOF) is currently the most utilized density-based method. It handles
the data without assuming any underlying distribution. Moreover, it is capable of
finding the dataset in the data with heterogeneous densities [3–5]. However, LOF
faces some limitations in data stream processing. First, it works only on static data
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that does not change over time and only scans the data at one time to process the
whole dataset. Also, for any change in the data points that occurred by adding or
deleting data points, LOF needs to be recalculated on the whole dataset. Because of
the limitations of LOF, it can’t be used in data streams as the size of data streams is
potentially infinite and the data are changing over time.

To overcome the limitation of LOF for data stream processing, an incremental
version of LOF (ILOF) was introduced [6]. However, it needs the entire data points
to detect outliers in a data stream. Therefore, the authors in [3] proposed the MILOF
algorithm, which stores a subset of the whole data points by clustering the old data
using the k-means algorithm. However, MILOF has a weakness when it clusters
the old data, that is, the k-means method cannot maintain the low density [7]. The
Density summarizing ILOF (DILOF) algorithms were proposed by summarizing
the old data using the gradient descent method and skipping schema [8]. DILOF is
by far the best developed method to detect the local outlier in data streams.

To further improve the accuracy of outlier detection and performance in the data
stream, we propose a new technique called Grid Partition-based Local Outlier Factor
(GP-LOF). The proposed technique has the following characteristics. First, GP-LOF
works with limited memory. Therefore, a sliding window is used to summarize the
points. Second, a grid method splits the data points for the processing phases. Third,
it detects outliers using LOF.

In this paper, GP-LOF is evaluated through a series of experiments with real-
world datasets. Based on the experimental result, the GP-LOF algorithm has shown
better performance in accuracy and execution time compared with the DILOF
algorithm [8]. The rest of this research paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives a
review of related works. Section 3 describes the structure of the GP-LOF algorithm.
Section 4 explains the experimental result. The conclusion is presented in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Several reviews have described the outlier detection method in data mining, such
as [9–11]. However, most of the methods can find outliers in a static environment
since the data points are available to be measured, and the size is precalculated.
When it comes to stream environments, a large amount of data is generated, and the
size increases. Therefore, the detection of outliers in the data stream is challenging
because it is difficult to scan the data points in a limited amount of memory [12].
Many approaches of outlier detection in the data stream have been categorized,
such as distance-based outlier method, density-based outlier method, and clustering-
based outlier method [11, 13, 14].

The distance-based outlier method is evaluated depending on the distance
between the data points. Authors in [15] introduced the distance-based method as a
way to calculate the distance between points and their nearest neighbors. Those with
a far distance to the neighbors are counted as an outlier [16]. k-nearest neighbors
(kNN) is the most common method used to evaluate the outliers based on their local
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neighbors. In the data stream, sliding windows have several methods applied in the
distance-based model. In [17, 18], the authors utilized a sliding window technique
to uncover the global outliers regarding the current window. In [19], the authors
enhanced the algorithm in [16] by introducing a continuous algorithm that has two
versions to reduce the time complexity and memory consumption. The first version
handles multiple values of k-neighbors. The second version involves reducing the
number of distances by using the micro-cluster for computation.

The density-based outlier method is based on measuring the densities to their
local neighbors. Those densities who are far from their closest neighbors are
considered as an outlier. The evaluation in the density-based method is measured
by the local density. LOF is an example of the density-based model that uses (kNN)
to detect the data points by using the local reachability density. LOF has a high
detection accuracy and has several proposed methods in improvement, such as in
[20, 21]. The author in [22] used the LOF to distribute data points into several grids.
Since LOF works in a static environment, an incremental local outlier factor, i.e.,
ILOF, is presented using the LOF in the data stream. All the previous extensions
in the LOF required the entire data points to be calculated to get the LOF score,
which is not necessary for the ILOF technique since it can handle new incoming
data points.

The clustering-based outlier method is an unsupervised method that processes
data points by dividing the data into groups based on their distribution [23]. The
aim of the method is first to cluster a data point and then detect the outlier [24–26].
Some algorithms used the small cluster by representing a small number of points
as an outlier, while other methods used the threshold to find the outlier. Several
methods used the cluster in the detection of the outlier, such as partition cluster
model, density cluster model, and grid-based cluster model [11]. The authors in
[27] proposed using the cluster in a high data dimension data stream. k-means is
used in the data stream to split the data into several segments to process. Authors in
[28] generated histograms for the clusters in the streamed data, which they used later
for data mining and in detecting outliers. In [29], the authors proposed an algorithm
that works on outlier detection on a data stream that can determine if any point is
an outlier within any time. The accuracy of detection depends on the availability of
time. In [30], the author used the data stream arriving time to learn and determine
the normal behavior of the current period.

3 Methodology and Methods

3.1 Local Outlier Factor (LOF)

LOF is an unsupervised approach in the density-based outlier algorithm to search the
anomaly based on the local density with respect to the neighbors. LOF evaluates the
data points according to a degree of measurement, i.e., the outlier factor regarding
the density of the local neighbors. The definition of LOF was described in [2, 31]
and illustrated as:
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• Definition (1): k-distance of data point pt
Any space between two data points pt and o is computed by using the

Euclidean distance in n-dimensional space.

dist (pt, o) =
√√
√√

n∑

i=1

(
pti − o

)2 (1)

Given a point pt in a dataset D and k is a positive integer, the k-distance(pt) is
defined based on the distance between the furthest distance o (o ∈ D) and point pt
with the following constraint:

– For at least k data point o′∈D \ {pt}, it keeps that dist (pt, o′) ≤ dist (pt, o).
– For at most k-1 data point o′∈D \{pt}, it keeps that that dist (pt, o′) < dist(pt, o).

• Definition (2): k-nearest neighbors of pt
Given the same condition as k defined in definition (1), the k-nearest neighbor

of pt can be described as any data point q whose distance does not exceed the
k-distance(pt). The following equation defines the k-distance neighbor of pt as:

Nk−distance(pt) (pt ) = { q ∈ D\ {pt }| dist (pt, q) ≤ k− distance(pt) (2)

• Definition (3): Reachability distance (Reach-dist (pt)) with respect to o
When k has a positive integer, the reachability distance of point pt with any

point o can be described in Eq. (3):

Reach− distancek (pt, o) = max { k− dist(o), dist (pt, o)} (3)

Figure 1 represents several data points when k = 6. According to Definition (3),
any point under the k-neighbor is computed by the k-dist(pt). However, if the actual
distance is far from the k-dist(o), it will be calculated as an actual reachable distance
as in data point pt6.

• Definition (4): Local reachability density of LRD (pt)
It is the inverse of the reachability distance of pt. It computes the Lrd by having

a minimum number of points Min-points and the size. The size is calculated
according to the reachability distance. The following equation describes the local
reachability density as:

LrdMin−points(pt) = 1/

(∑
o∈NMinpoint (pt) Reach− distMin−point (pt, o)

|Min− point (P t)|

)

(4)
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pt1

pt2

pt3

pt4

o

pt5

pt6

Fig. 1 Several data point (pt) to calculate the reachability distance with respect to o, k = 6

• Definition (5): Local Outlier Factor (LOF) of pt
In order to calculate the LOF (Pt), each definition must be followed to obtain

the LOF score, as in Eq. (5).

LOFMin−point (Pt ) =
∑
p∈PMin−point (pt)

LrdMin−point (o)
LrdMin−point (pt)

| PMin−point (pt) | (5)

The LOF generates the score according to the proportion of the local reachability
density of pt and the minimum point neighbors of pt. A threshold score θ will be
used to determine whether pt is an outlier or not.

3.2 Proposed Algorithm: Grid Partition-Based Local Outlier
Factor (GP-LOF)

In this section, we will explain the Grid Partition-based Local Outlier Factor (GP-
LOF) algorithm. The main objective of the GP-LOF is to find the outlier by the
following characteristics: no prior knowledge of the data distribution, a part of the
dataset is stored in the memory, and applied the LOF algorithm to detect the outlier.
GP-LOF includes three phases to identify the outlier as a preprocessing phase,
processing phase, and detection phase, as shown in Fig. 2. Algorithm 1 explains
how the GP-LOF method operates as follows: First, the GP-LOF algorithm begins
by collecting the data points in Pre-Processing Window (PPW) that has specific
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Fig. 2 Framework of the GP-LOF algorithm in the data stream

window size ws. Then, once the size in the PPW is complete (lines 3–6), the first
half of the data points in PPW is selected and then sent to the Processing Window
(PW). The grid technique is applied in the PW to divide data points in the grid index
i. After the data points are partitioned into the grid, GP-LOF calculates the LOF
and gets the result depending on a predefined threshold θ . The GP-LOF ensures
any points that exceed the threshold θ are removed from the PW (lines 7–17). Each
phase in the GP-LOF is described as follows:
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Algorithm 1: GP-LOF

Input: LOF threshold θ
Infinite data streams points P= {p1, p2, ..., pt}
Pre-Processing Window PPW
Processing Window PW
Number of grids Ng
Grid G

1 Init PPW {} // is representing the

Pre-Processing Window

2 Init PW {} // is representing Processing Window

3   For each pt ∈ P do
4       If PPW (pt) < PW (pt)
5        Add pt to PPW (pt)
6          continue.

7        else
8          Add 50% PPW (pt) to the PW
9 For PW do
10 GP-LOF (pt) G(Ng,pt)
11 For every GP-LOF (pt) do
12                 If the LOFk (pt)> θ then

12                      pt  is an outlier

13                 End
14 End
15 Empty the PW
16 Remove the first 50% data points from PPW

except inlier data points      

17       End
18   End

3.2.1 Preprocessing Phase

In this phase, a PPW is used to collect and store the data points that arrives in the
stream. Then, once the ws of the PPW is filled with data points, the GP-LOF selects
the first 50% of data points from PPW to be processed in the PW.

3.2.2 Processing Phase

The processing phase begins once the data point in the PPW is moved to the PW.
Next, PW divides the data points into a grid, which is a number of regions. Then,
GP-LOF computes the LOF score for each grid index i. After that, the LOF scores
for each i are used to find the LOF score for all data points belonging to the grid.
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Then, the LOF results will forward to the detection phase. To compute the outlier
score of data points, the PW ensures the following steps:

• Divide the dataset’s dimensions equally into the grid.
• Allocate each data point p into a grid index i.
• In every grid index i, compute the LOF score for all data points using the LOF

algorithm [2].

3.2.3 Detection Phase

Once the LOF result is received in the detection phase, the GP-LOF method will
scan all data points and select the data points that are greater than the threshold to
be outliers. Then, it empties the PW and removes the first 50% of data points in the
PPW except inlier data points as in Algorithm 1. Then, when any new data point is
arriving in a stream, the preprocessing phase starts again to collect them.

4 Experiment Procedures

4.1 Datasets Used in Experiments

This section provides the experimental results on the GP-LOF algorithm. The GP-
LOF results are compared with DILOF results in various datasets. The GP-LOF
algorithm is implemented in Java by a machine that runs in Intel® core (MT)
i7-4940MX CPU, 16GB RAM, 1 TB SSD hard disk, and Windows 10 (64-bit)
operating system. The same machine implements the DILOF algorithm in C++,
and the source code is available in [8]. For the DILOF setting and hyperparameter,
the reader can refer to [8].

Both methods are measured under two metrics in the accuracy of the detection of
the outlier and the execution time. In particular, the area under the ROC curve (AUC)
is used in the first category as [32, 33]. The efficiency of the AUC is evaluated by
applying the true positive rate (TPR) and a false positive rate (FPR) with a scale
of the threshold t = {0.1, 1.0, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 2.0, 3.0}. The evaluation
of both TPR and FPR rate is tested according to each threshold value to obtain the
accuracy rate. Both GP-LOF and DILOF methods are tested with different window
sizes ws through a real-world dataset, as in Table 1.

Table 1 Real-world dataset

Datasets Number of data points Dimension Class

UCI Vowel dataset 1456 12 11
UCI Shuttle dataset 58,000 9 10
KDD Cup 99 SMTP dataset 95,156 3 Unknown
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All these real-world datasets can be obtained from the Machine Learning
database repository at UCI in [34]. For the UCI Vowel dataset, it can be obtained
from [35]. The UCI Shuttle dataset is provided in [34]. Both the UCI Vowel dataset
and the UCI Shuttle dataset have been modified to be suitable for data stream format
like in [35]. In the KDD Cup 99 SMTP, we did the same configuration as [36] to be
an outlier. SMTP is a subset from KDD Cup 99 dataset that developed to test the
intrusion detection in the network. In the SMTP service, it is possible to show some
changes in distribution within the streaming series [37].

For the experimental setup, we set k to be 19 for the UCI Vowel dataset. For the
rest of the UCI Shuttle dataset and KDD 99 SMTP, we set k to be 8. Both GP-LOF
and DILOF have the same setup of the window size ws for their validation. In the
DILOF, we setup the ws in the summarization phase to be w = {100, 200, 300,
400, 500}. For the GP-LOF method, we setup the ws of preprocessing windows
PPW = {100,200,300,400,500}.

4.2 Experiment Discussion

4.2.1 Accuracy of the Outlier Detection

The accuracy of detecting the outlier is tested under the AUC through a series of
experiments with different window sizes. Figures 3, 4, and 5 and Table 2 represent
the accuracy between the GP-LOF and DILOF for the UCI Vowel dataset, UCI
Shuttle dataset, and KDD99 SMTP dataset.

In the UCI Vowel dataset, DILOF has high accuracy in the size of the window
w = 100 at 72.02% and in w = 200 at 89.038% compared to the GP-LOF
algorithm, which takes 43.00% and 45.49%. However, when the size of the window

Fig. 3 GP-LOF shows
consistently higher accuracy
in all the window size
compared to DILOF
algorithm in UCI Vowel
real-world dataset
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Fig. 4 GP-LOF shows
consistently higher accuracy
in all the window size
compared to DILOF
algorithm in UCI Shuttle
real-world dataset pared to
DILOF algorithm in UCI
Shuttle real-world dataset
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Fig. 5 GP-LOF shows
consistently higher accuracy
in all the window size
compared to DILOF
algorithm in the KDD99
SMTP real-world dataset
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is increasing, GP-LOF has better accuracy. For example, when the size of the
window reaches w = {300} or {500}, the GP-LOF outlier accuracy is better than
DILOF. Both algorithms have a similar accuracy rate when the size of the window
reaches w = {400}.

For the UCI Shuttle dataset, we noticed the GP-LOF algorithm in the window
size w = {100} reaches an accuracy rate of 68.07% compared to DILOF at 56.85%.
However, both algorithms’ accuracy has been reduced when the size of the window
is increased. GP-LOF has higher accuracy in detecting the outlier compared to
DILOF in all window sizes w = {100,200,300,400,500}.

In the KDD99 SMTP dataset, there is a variance detection accuracy between
GP-LOF and DILOF. For example, when the window size w > 300, there is a
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Table 2 Accuracy result for the real-world dataset between GP-LOF and DILOF algorithms

Window size Vowel Shuttle SMTP
GP-LOF DILOF GP-LOF DILOF GP-LOF DILOF

100 43.0016 72.037 68.07932 56.8506 96.79145 77.9116
200 45.49206 89.0384 61.25319 56.8338 91.46393 85.0027
300 93.8462 90.825 57.36905 54.2211 89.15365 84.484
400 91.68576 91.463 54.65677 52.303 90.50625 78.2639
500 94.36069 92.9275 53.1342 50.6228 94.98262 79.3717

Fig. 6 GP-LOF execution
time in the UCI Vowel
real-world dataset for all
window size has better
performance than the DILOF
algorithm
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significant difference between GP-LOF and DILOF algorithms. The GP-LOF rate
keeps increasing, while the DILOF rate has a lower accuracy when the size of the
window keeps increasing.

4.2.2 Execution Time

Figures 6, 7, and 8 and Table 3 represent the execution time for the UCI Vowel, KDD
SMTP 99, and UCI Shuttle datasets and between GP-LOF and DILOF algorithms.
We notice that the GP-LOF execution time is always much lower than the DILOF
algorithm, even when the size is increasing. In the UCI Vowel dataset, GP-LOF
takes 1.17 seconds, while the DILOF execution takes 4.32 seconds. This is because
GP-LOF divides the points into several grids, which reduces the execution time. The
same thing occurs for KDD99 SMTP and UCI Shuttle datasets. In KDD99 SMTP,
GP-LOF execution in the w = 500 takes 56.396 seconds while in DILOF takes
260.544. For the UCI Shuttle dataset, the GP-LOF execution takes 15.714 seconds,
which is longer than DILOF at 12.99 seconds. When we increase the size of
the window to 500, GP-LOF execution takes 37.022 seconds, while DILOF takes
163.071.
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Fig. 7 GP-LOF execution
time in the KDD 99 SMTP
real-world dataset for all
window size has better
performance than the DILOF
algorithm
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Fig. 8 GP-LOF execution
time in the UCI Shuttle
real-world dataset for all
window size has better
performance than the DILOF
algorithm
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5 Conclusion

This research paper aims to improve the efficiency of algorithms for detecting local
outliers in data streams. LOF is one of the algorithms that detect outliers in static
data, but it has limitations when dealing with data streams. First, it consumes a lot
of memory as the whole dataset needs to be stored in the memory, which offer
is not feasible. Next, it needs to process the whole dataset since any change in
the data requires that the LOF be recalculated from the beginning, which is not
applicable in data streams as the data is changing. We propose a novel algorithm
called Grid Partition-based Local Outlier Factor (GP-LOF), which overcomes the
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Table 3 Execution time for the real-world dataset between GP-LOF and DILOF algorithms

Window size Vowel Shuttle SMTP
GP-LOF DILOF GP-LOF DILOF GP-LOF DILOF

100 0.91 0.737971 15.714 12.996 24.91 41.7741
200 0.882 1.552 17.428 43.253 26.95 88.7286
300 0.903 2.32008 22.512 77.3791 39.296 131.205
400 1.01 3.24402 28.845 114.771 44.879 186.835
500 1.179 4.32603 37.022 163.071 56.396 260.544

two limitations of LOF in data stream processing. Our experimental evaluations
demonstrate that GP-LOF has better performance in several real-world datasets than
the state-of-the-art DILOF algorithm.
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A Cognitive Unsupervised Clustering for
Detecting Cyber Attacks

Kaiser Nahiyan, Samilat Kaiser, and Ken Ferens

1 Introduction

The latest cyber threat detection platforms utilize either the perceivable known
signatures or heuristic-based behavioral analysis to determine the presence of
potential threats. Therefore, it is imperative that the human traits and capabilities are
an innate attribute required to analyze and differentiate the true positives from the
large pool of normal traffic, and hence this implies that we need to improve the cyber
defense tools to integrate human-like cognition capabilities. This claims further
credit since humans are the perfect learners, especially when it comes into learning
new things. Therefore, in this work, we are incorporating cognitive approach to
isolate the attack from the normal traffic.

The traditional machine learning algorithms are performing single-scale analysis.
The single-scale approaches used in analyzing autonomous intelligent systems and
natural cognitive processes are good for all patterns and processes that are scale
independent or single-scale in nature. Such approaches are not adequate for the
systems that are inherently scale-free, like network traffic [1]. Hence, if a multi-
scale approach is required to capture the local characteristic of the system that
contains the information of any underlying complex behavior, the proposed solution
will be using multi-scale complexity analysis using variance fractal dimension. The
unsupervised nature of the algorithm enables it to be effective not only for known
attacks but also for unknown 0-day attacks.

Focusing on the key motivation of cognition-inspired adaptive learning, this
study also tries to adopt significant properties of early-stage human learning. It has
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been studied that the ability of humans to identify and recognize objects develop
shortly after birth [2, 3]. A very significant skill that they develop during this time
to support object perception is gaze control, that is, the ability to direct gaze toward
informative or distinctive regions of an object, like edges and contours, as well as
to shift gaze from one part of the object to another [4–6]. While focusing on the
regions, one of the key processes that they use to identify distinctive and informative
regions is by using statistical learning, which is a vital process that infants use
to assess their surroundings [7]. Hence, the perfect approach to imitating human
learning is segment-wise focus and extraction of statistical features, with complexity
analysis as the final layer of discriminative analysis, which are the exact building
blocks for the proposed algorithm.

2 Background and Related Work

For years, the authors have explored the significance of statistical learning in human
learning, memory, intelligence, and inductive inference. Major contributors in the
field of cognitive science, from Helmholtz [8], Mach [9], and Pearson [10], and
continuing through Craik [11], Tolman [12], Attneave [13], and Brunswik [14],
have all stressed that the brain performs statistical computations in one form or
the other and an important use of it is establishing the statistical regularities of
the environment predictively and to adapt behavior to future events [15]. It is
important to note that “all learning could be regarded as the internalization of
environmental regularities” [15], and an important fundamental basis of human
knowledge is knowing what is normal and what is abnormal; in other words,
humans constantly perform a statistical modeling of the environment and establish
a normal environment and have ways to compare things experienced to the normal
environment. It is this strong sense of the customary that capacitates the human mind
to identify something that is out of the ordinary, sometimes even in subconscious
state. And for these reasons, such principles must be effective in detecting cyber
intrusions. This perhaps is one of the reasons why statistical features have been
widely used in cyber intrusion detection datasets.

Korczyński et al. [17] used statistical features from headers to classify encrypted
traffic. They created statistical features of the information embedded in SSL/TSL
headers on traffic of the applications and applied Markov chain fingerprinting clas-
sification of application traffic and attained satisfactory true positive rate. Authors
in [17] designed a method called Statistical Protocol Identification to identify the
different types of communication (voice call, SkypeOut, video conference, chat, file
upload, and file download) within Skype traffic, including VoIP call, conference
calls, file download/upload, and normal chatting. In [18], the authors described
a network intrusion detection system (NIDS) that detects infiltration or attacks
from within encrypted traffic in real time. The NIDS has two parts; the first one
clusters the data and forwards to the second engine, and the second engine identifies
the attack pattern. The authors used the detected anomalies to identify the botnet
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masters. Korczyński and Duda [19] proposed using stochastic fingerprints based on
Markov chains for identifying application traffic in SSL/TLS sessions. The method
uses payload statistics from SSL/TLS headers of 12 representative applications such
as Twitter, Skype, and Dropbox were used.

In our previous research [20], we have used UNSW and AWID dataset and
presented an unsupervised attack separation technique using traffic segmentation
and higher-order statistical feature extraction measures to group the traffic segments
into two distinct groups or sections using k-means algorithm. There the result
was two clusters, one normal and one attack; however, both clusters needed to be
manually examined to identify the attack cloud. Here in this study we are presenting
an automated approach to identify the attack cluster. For this approach, we are using
cognitive technique elaborated below.

Cognition, in a literary sense, means knowing, perceiving, or conceiving as act.
In the computer science language, it can be described as a state of mental process
intervening between stimuli and output response, and the processes can be described
as algorithms that lend themselves to scientific investigations [21]. Cognitive
systems tend to be aware of the environment consisting of machines and human
beings, where they base their efforts on the knowledge of the physical world and
work toward their goals [22]. In systems theory, complexity means many interacting
elements with many degrees of freedom, whose individual behavior could not be
traced back or predicted [22]. Such systems exhibit self-organization (emergence),
thus leading to new features that did not exist before and were not programmed to
evolve. The author in [22] has categorized objects, systems, and structures into two
distinct types, one containing any order or pattern in their behavior and the other
class that obeys no pattern at all and displays stark randomness.

Past research has shown great results when fractals were applied into neural
network and better learning was attained in comparison with traditional learning
methods [23–25].

3 Proposed Methodology

When working with large datasets, it is helpful to divide the dataset into smaller
fractions, which can be analyzed individually, and a separate synopsis can be
extracted from these events, which, as described in the latter literature, will be
used to construct the higher-order feature vectors. For our algorithm to be fast and
responsive, we would need to have a much-reduced dataset. With that intent, in our
approach [26], we club several network events into a single representation, based
on their adjacency in time, i.e., if the events occur consecutively in time, we club
these events into a single representation. In our proposed system, this job is done by
the component called sampler. Our sampler divides the large dataset into time steps,
fragmenting the dataset into smaller sections based on time. In terms of files and
the data rows, after the clubbing, each row of the reduced dataset will now contain
information representing several data rows from the original dataset.
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Fig. 1 Time step elaborated

The approach is depicted in Fig. 1. Let us imagine a dataset having five attributes;
one of them is the timestamp, which means the time when the values of the
four attributes were captured, much like our dataset. In Fig. 1, we plot these four
attributes against time. The leftmost point represents the first timestamp within this
time-window or time step, and the rightmost point represents the last captured value
of the attribute within the time-window. Notice that there are 30+ points in the
red time-window. This means the 30 rows had a value of Stime which corresponds
to the first time-window, and hence, the entire time-window these 30 rows will be
represented by a single time-window, and after we extract higher-order statistical
features for the entire time-window, that will represent the entire 30+ points.

These small segments or time steps are then processed, and higher-order feature
vectors are constructed from them. Each of the time steps consists a few rows of the
original dataset. These small segments or network data flows are now processed
to extract features from the statistical analysis of the group. The purpose is to
extract key information from this group of events and decrease the amount of data
that needs to be processed. Now that the data has been segmented, the feature
extraction portion of the algorithm extracts the below statistical properties for each
of the attributes within the group. It is meaningful to say that these statistical
attributes capture all the details from the sample. Therefore, essentially the 30+
points mentioned in Fig. 1 will be represented by a single row.

Now, feature extractor, the next component in our model, extracts the below-
mentioned statistical higher-order features from each of the time steps presented.
For all the rows or events within every time step, we select each feature and cal-
culate the higher-order features like median, mode, variance, maximum, minimum,
standard deviation, and standard error of mean. And the final feature to be extracted
will be the count of rows in each time step. Hence, the reduced dataset has one row
per time step, which decreases the number of rows significantly, but simultaneously
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Fig. 2 Proposed method
flowchart

the number of columns increases eight times. The reduced dataset is then fed into
the unsupervised k-means classifier. The entire process model is depicted in Fig. 2.

Our unsupervised algorithms need to make inferences without any training or
reference of the known or labeled examples. K-means clustering algorithm is a good
choice for the unsupervised model; it is an np-hard iterative refinement technique
that aims to perform k partitions within the n samples presented. It is surprisingly
versatile, and hence it is frequently applied in many fields including computer
vision, protein enhancement, vector quantization, and computational geometry.

Now that two distinct clouds of items are separated using k-means, the next step
is to identify the attack cloud and the normal cloud. In this study, we try to find an
automated approach in selecting the attack cloud. Let us re-iterate that every item in
the cloud represents a time step (with a start time and an end time) and the higher-
order features extracted from the rows or events happening in that time step. In the
attack cloud, there should be more items, i.e., time steps that have attack in them,
and in the normal cloud, most of the items should have no attack occurring within
the time step.

To achieve this task of attack cluster identification, we utilize the concept of
complexity; by using which, we could compute the variance fractal dimension
trajectory value of items in each of the two clusters, and the cluster with greater
number of items having higher VFD value will be identified as the attack cloud. In
order to save time and resources, we can also skip doing this for all the items in the
clusters and just do it for some randomly chosen items. Hence, the algorithm picks
an item randomly, explores into the main dataset, and finds the VFD value at that
corresponding time. Once it is done for 10 items in each cluster, algorithm sorts the
20 values from high to low and picks the cluster having highest representation in the
top 15 items, as the attack cluster.

4 Experiments and Results

The accuracy of the algorithm has been presented using metrics like accuracy,
precision, recall, true positive rate, false positive rate, and f-measure in Table 1.
Figure 3 shows the AUC ROC curve. For an unsupervised algorithm, the results
obtained were quite satisfactory. The confusion matrix has been presented in Fig. 4.
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Table 1 Results obtained

Metric
Proposed cognitive unsupervised clustering
algorithm Basic unsupervised clustering

TPR % 84.93 16.58
TNR % 89.65 63.75
Precision % 89.31 6.06
Accuracy % 87.27 57.92
F-measure % 87.23 8.9

Fig. 3 ROC curve for the proposed algorithm
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Fig. 4 Confusion matrix

As we can see, the algorithm is able to correctly classify normal as normal and
attacks as attacks for majority of the cases (35,582 out of 42,226 for normal and
37,899 out of 42,072 for attack) which eliminates a major load for human analysts.
The human analysts can only focus on the attack time steps for further analysis and
ignore the normal time steps.

5 Conclusions

As depicted by the results, despite being an unsupervised clustering method, our
proposed algorithm was able to achieve a moderately high rate of accuracy in
detecting the attack from the normal events. In the VFD calculation section of the
algorithm, we utilized the concept of complexity analysis and randomly chose items
from attack cloud and normal cloud and calculated the variance fractal trajectory
dimension from the original dataset. The difference in the value could accurately
detect the attack cloud. The unsupervised clustering technique utilizing statistical
higher-order features of network flows was able to bifurcate the normal mundane
network traffic from the attack-prone traffic. The intelligent feature extraction
approach was able to extract information discriminative enough to enable the
classification with an accuracy of 87.27%.
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6 Future Work

The study was performed within limited time, resource, and scope. Below are some
propositions for future work that can further enrich this study.

(a) This study was tested on the widely popular UNSW-NB15 dataset. Similar
study can be performed on a lab with live network traffic and synthetically
generated real-time attacks.

(b) The similar approach can be used in classification problems outside network
traffic and cybersecurity.

(c) Instead of using k-means clustering, other deep learning methods can be used
and compared.
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A Hybrid Cognitive System for Radar
Monitoring and Control Using
the Rasmussen Cognition Model

James A. Crowder and John N. Carbone

1 Introduction: Radar Cognition Models

Radar systems provide essential missions in contested environments spanning from
long-range surveillance to air marshalling1 and weapons queuing. Performance
and affordability of these radars are paramount [1]. Performance encompasses the
inherent ability to execute the mission and overcoming sophisticated threats and
adversarial tactics: technical capability and system availability. A cognitive radar
system (CRS) solution enabled by modern architecture techniques and technologies
will advance the capabilities through extreme adaptability and facilitate a new,
advanced system architecture that supports radar with interferometry and electronic
warfare (EW).

One possible non-AI approach would be to construct a database of Objects
of Interest (OoIs) distributions identified for previously encountered geographical
areas [2]. However, a database of this type would suffer from many issues:

1. The distribution is strongly dependent on the transmit beam width, the time-band
width product, and grazing angle. Hence, utilizing a database like this imposes

1Air marshalling is visual signaling between ground personnel and pilots on an airport, aircraft
carrier, or helipad.
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Fig. 1 Cognitive radar system (CRS) architecture

necessary trade-offs between real-time emission controls and the validity of the
previous measurements captured in the database.

2. In a long-term temporal sense, the geography may be non-stationary, and human
influence can change geographic features and/or introduce discrete clutter into
the measurements.

This drives us to design a cognitive radar system that can adapt to present
conditions, based on possibilities from past measurements. One of the major
questions to be answered during the initial research for this project was which
cognitive model was appropriate to design and prototype a CRS. There are many
models of human cognition which could be applied against the problem of providing
limited cognitive functions to a radar design [3]. During the initial research, it was
decided that the initial design, prototype, and testing would entail a hybrid approach
to a CRS, with cognitive functions driving a policy-based decision engine that
defines changes to the radar parameters and usage, based on the analysis performed
within the cognitive processing framework of the CRS [4]. Figure 1 illustrates the
overall high-level concept for the CRS architecture.

2 The Rasmussen Cognition Model

This high-level architecture shown in Fig. 1 utilizes a model of human cognition
called the Rasmussen Cognition Model (RCM) [5]. The RCM more closely
resembles the human decision-making process than other human cognition models
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Fig. 2 Rasmussen Cognition Model (CRM) information flow for the CRS

[6]. The purpose of decisions is to achieve some required goal. In the case of
a CRS, the system should decide to take a course of action in response to an
event, either in normal operations or in a situation that warrants immediate actions.
Decision-making is a dynamic analytical process consisting of a series of linked
activities and not just a discrete action. Information or courses of action resulting
from the analytical processes within a CRS will drive policies that dictate follow-up
actions, either by the CRS itself or by radar operators. Decisions stem from mental
processes, based on what is currently known, observations that are currently under
consideration, and feedback that drives the cognitive process to adapt and learn. The
RCM incorporates three levels of abstraction to the cognitive process: knowledge-
based processes, rule-based processes, and skill-based processes. Combined, these
form the RCM [7]. Figure 2 illustrates the high-level RCM that will be utilized for
the proposed CRS. The RCM will provide the CRS with a naturalistic decision-
making process that is based on the say human operators use their experience to
make decisions in operational settings.

We utilize fuzzy metrics, explained below, to provide decision-making methods,
based on the RCM which have the following characteristics essential to real-time
mission-critical operations:

1. Ill-structured problems or observations
2. Dynamic, uncertain mission environments
3. Information environments where situations and cognitive cues may change

rapidly
4. Cognitive processing that proceeds in iterative action/feedback loops (the OODA

loop) illustrated in Fig. 3
5. Time-constrained mission situations
6. High-risk situations (imminent threats)
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Fig. 3 The OODA loop: Observe, orient, decide, and act

Support for the OODA loop necessitates the need for a hybrid, policy-driven,
adaptive CRS. The design of the fuzzy metrics and subsequent policy-driven deci-
sion system, we feel, will provide the autonomous Sense, Learn, and Adapt (SLA)
technologies for autonomous machine learning and self-adaptation technology with
the CRS, shortening the OODA loop. The CRS will store, retrieve, and continuously
learn from information based on previously executed radar “missions” creating and
modifying scripts that can be used by the CRS as situations “similar to” previous
radar missions (in a fuzzy sense) are required and/or encountered.

Scripts that lead to the satisfaction of mission goals are reinforced through the
feedback process, while those that interfere with mission goals or mission success
will have their weightings reduced. This SLA approach alleviates the problem
of realizing a time-varying mapping of neural structures, commonly referred to
as the “sequential learning problem [7].” Classical neural system tends to forget
previously learned neural mappings when exposed to new or different types of data
environments. The SLA approach for the CRS cognitive engine uses the scripts to
retain learned data/information. Upon intake of new data environments or continued
scanning of the radar system, the CRS cognitive engine provides:

1. Situational recognition: looking for familiar patters or experiences.
2. Option evaluation: looking for relevant cures, providing expectancies, identifying

plausible answers (fuzzy metrics), and suggesting typical responses (script
selection).

3. Cognitive simulation: does the selected outcome (script) appear workable or not
before any action is taken?

Applying these descriptions to the RCM, we get definitions for each level of the
Rasmussen model applicable to CRS, and they are:
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• Skill-Based Behavior – Trained neural networks (deep learning) that have been
trained to recognize features important to mission parameters (e.g., recognizing
periscopes). These take place without conscious control of the radar system
since they are automated and represent highly integrated patterns of cognitive
behavior. Improvement in performance is achieved through feedback control and
continuous learning across multiple missions.

• Rule-Based Behavior – This entails the composition of a sequence of scripts,
each detailing a plan for how to handle a given situation (stored rules) that either
have been created initially or are derived empirically through experience and
interaction with the CRS. Here, performance of the CRS is goal-oriented with
structured feedback control through stored scripts. Here, CRS control is driven
by purpose rather than cause in that control (scripts) is selected from previ-
ous successful experiences. Script addition/augmentation reflects the functional
properties which properly constrain the radar’s parameters for successful mission
outcomes.

• Knowledge-Based Behavior – During unfamiliar situations, when faced with an
environment for which there has been no training for the deep learning networks,
nor are there scripts to handle the given situation, the CRS move goal-controlled
and knowledge-based control, which is essentially operator interaction (HMI).
Courses of action are considered and provided to the operator, and their effect is
tested against the mission. In doing so, knowledge is gained that can be imparted
down through the CRS to the cognitive engine, resulting in new learning and
development of new scripts for new situations.

3 The CRS Overall Architecture

Our CRS RCM model is illustrated in Fig. 4. Our use of fuzzy metrics within
the RCM adaptive cognitive radar decision analytics forms a knowledge-aided
approach, based on past measurements and similar geographical and transmit
parameters.

In these terms, the best estimate of the current distribution (current Objects of
Interest) is now based on previous and current measurements. Once the current
fuzzy distribution is determined, an optima threshold (defuzzification) is derived.
Machine learning is then utilized to derive this defuzzification threshold based on
the measured data and current knowledge base. Here q− is the fuzzy metric sample
mean, and σ ˆ is the fuzzy metric sample standard deviation. Here we utilize the
Extended Ozturk Algorithms (EOA) to find the expected value of the summation
of the magnitude of ordered fuzzy statistics multiplied by appropriate weighting
factors.

The point associated with fuzzy metric distribution j with weighted shape
parameter ν is found by computing:
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XEOA,j (ν) = E
[
N∑

i=1

wi
∣∣zj,(i) (ν)

∣∣
]

where wi is the weighting function. We can train a series of neural networks to
classify the weighted sum of ordered fuzzy metric statistics (WSOS), which is
trained to recognize:

XWSOS,j (ν) = E
[
N∑

i=1

wiqj,(i) (ν)

]

Each Object of Interest is “learned” from previous data collections and is in a
library, allowing a threshold to be calculated associated with each Object of Interest.
The radar may then form the same fuzzy test statistic from measured data and find
the closest (in a fuzzy sense) Object of Interest in the library matching the fuzzy
sample test statistic. The associated threshold is then used as a detection threshold
for each Object of Interest that is detected by the currently operated radar. The CRS
system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Recognizing that any single radar measurement of an Object of Interest is,
at best, random in terms of the cross-sectional scintillation, it cannot be pre-
determined where the object will be observed and at what angle of observation will
be relative to the Object of Interest. However, for given object geometries, the use
of higher-order spectrum, in combination with Renyi’s mutual information theories,
may provide useful algorithms in creating training data sets and in processing
radar data sets for Object of Interest (OoI) determination. Since scintillation is
manifested as fluctuations in the amplitude of the received radar pulses from an OoI,
caused by a shift in the effective reflection point (there are other causes) [8], such
fluctuations can be manifested slowly, showing up in consecutive scans, or manifest
rapidly, showing up in pulse-to-pulse measurements. Scintillation is utilized in
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target modeling, appears especially at seaside level, and can be used training neural
nets, in combination with higher-order stochastic derivative processing and the use
of mutual information to determine the “most possible” target being scanned [9, 10].

4 Neural Network and Fuzzy Metric Processing for the CRS

Figure 6 illustrates a high-level block diagram view of the overall CRS architecture
shown in Fig. 5. The hybrid cognitive radar concept discussed for this project was
to utilize machine learning to drive a set of procedures or scripts which would be
used by the CRS system to further refine radar scans once it is perceived by the
system that an Object of Interest has been observed by one or more of the on-board
radar systems [11]. Referring to Fig. 6, radar scintillation data that has been captured
for various OoIs is utilized to train one or more neural networks. The radar data is
transformed utilizing stochastic derivative algorithms that is described and derived
below. The output from the set of neural networks is fed to a set of fuzzy metric
algorithms that determine the level of mutual information the neural network output
contains relative to known OoI signatures [12]. The fuzzy membership function
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that indicates the highest mutual information drives the system to speculate (create
hypotheses) on the OoI(s) currently being scanned.

Utilizing the hybrid cognitive approach, this drives the next step, shown in Fig.
6, to invoke scripts which have been previously created and tested that modify
parameters within the radar system to refine the scans, assuming it is looking for
the OoI(s) the system believes it is seeing. This kicks off new set of radar scans
which are then processed and compared to the OoI hypotheses from the original
scans. The output and information are then fed back into the system, possibly to
retrain the neural networks [13]. In this way, the system continually leans and
improves its ability to recognize and characterize OoIs. The next two sections
provide more details of this process the overall CRS. Once the neural networks
are trained with appropriate training data, the CRS is available for use. Figure
6 highlights the portions of the overall architecture illustrated in Fig. 5 for this
discussion. Ongoing radar scan data are formatted, transformed, and fed into the
neural networks to determine if they detect any OoIs that the networks have been
trained to detect and characterize. The output of the neural networks indicate which
potential OoIs have been recognized by the networks. This information is fed into a
set of mutual information fuzzy membership functions to further refine the potential
OoI(s) that are being tracked by the CRS. Figure 7 illustrates this process [14]. The
process illustrated in Fig. 7 requires the use of higher-order stochastic derivatives to
distinguish differences between the scintillation patterns of OoI scans.
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5 Higher-Order Spectral Theory for CRS

The fundamental properties of stochastic data are important to the detection and
characterization of Objects of Interest (OoIs) for use in cognitive radars. Radars
scans represent dynamical stochastic processes, since the signals are put through
non-linear, stochastic processes imposed by the earth’s environments [15]. However,
the individual parametric changes within the radars can be directed using hybrid
cognitive processing algorithms that understand the subtleties of higher-order
stochastic derivatives on the radar return signals. We believe these higher-order
stochastic derivatives can be utilized to differentiate OoIs for real-time cognitive
radar use. The problem is that stochastic derivatives are computationally challenging
in a processing environment. What follows is a derivation of the stochastic deriva-
tive, ending in an approximation of the stochastic derivative utilizing an L2-space
stochastic derivative matrix that greatly reduces the computational complexities
of stochastic derivatives and produces an O(n) process, based on a discretized
generalization of the Levy process [16, 17].

We start with a stochastic integral representation for an arbitrary random variable
in a general L2-continuous martingale space as an integrator for the process. Then,
in relation to this, we will define a stochastic derivative. Through the derivative, it
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can be seen whether the proposed random variable admits “or can be characterized”
by the derived stochastic integral representation [18]. This allows us to show that
the stochastic derivative determines the integrand for the stochastic integral which
serves as the best L2-approximation for the variable and allows us to establish a
discrete O(n) approximation [19], called a stochastic derivative matrix. We start by
introducing a stochastic integration scheme in L2-space:

H = L2 (�,%, P )

for the class of real random variables ξ:

‖ξ‖ =
(
E|ξ |2

)1/2

and then introduce an H-continuous martingale process for integration, ηt, 0≤ t≤ T,
with respect to an arbitrary filtration of the process [20]:

%t , 0 ≤ t ≤ T

The integrands are considered as elements of a certain functional L2-space of
measurable stochastic functions [21]:

φ = φ (ω, t) , (ω, t) ∈ �× (0, T ]

with a norm:

‖φ‖L2
=

(∫∫

�×(0,T ]
|φ|2P (dω)× d [η] (ω)

)1/2

=
(
E

∫ T

0
|φ|2d[η]t

)1/2

which is given by a product-type measure:

P (dω)× d[η]t (ω)

associated with a stochastic function [η]t, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, having monotone, right-
continuous stochastic trajectories, such that:

E (� [η] |%t ) = E
(
|�η|2|%t

)

for the increments �[η] and �η on intervals:

� = (t, t +�t] ⊆ (0, T ]

In particular, for the Levy process ηt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, as integrator:
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(
Eηt = 0, Eη2

t = σ 2t
)

the deterministic function [22]:

[η]t = σ 2t

is applicable. Those functions having their permanent %t-measurement values
φh ∈ H on the h-partition intervals:

� = (t, t +�t] ⊆ (0, T ]
∑
� = (0, T ] (�t ≤ h)

have their stochastic integral defined as:

∫ T

0
φhdηs

def=
∑

�

φh ·�η

Broken into the partition intervals associated with signal environments, it is
assumed that [23]:

E
(
φh�η

)2 = E
(∣∣φh

∣∣3 · E (|�η|2|%t
)) =

E
(∣∣φh

∣∣2 · E (η) |%t
)
= E∫

�

∣∣φh
∣∣2d[η]S <∞

which yields:

E

(∫ T

0
φhdηS

)2

= E
∫ T

0

∣∣∣φh
∣∣∣
2
d[η]S

where the integrands ϕ are identified as the limit:

φ = lim
h→0
φh

For the functional signal space, which we will define as an L2-space∥∥φ − φh∥∥
L2
→ 0, the corresponding stochastic integrals are defined as limits:

∫ T

0
φdηS = lim

h→0

∫ T

0
φhdηS

in the measure space of H, with:

∥∥∥∥

∫ T

0
φdηS

∥∥∥∥ = ‖φ‖L2
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Given data from the same or similar radar scintillation patterns (or related
stochasto-chaotic phenomena), we have a system (or condition) that exhibits a set of
stochastic variables ξ̂i and factors that act on these variables that can be a function
of these variables [24]:

z = g
(
ξ̂1, ξ̂2, ξ̂3, . . . , ξ̂m

)

where the factors are atmospheric, magnetic, etc. based on their paths of the radar
scans. Thus, we now have a new stochastic variable that can be gathered and
constraints determined to track whether this new stochastic variable converges in
probability [25]:

ξ̂z = f
(
g
(
ξ̂1, ξ̂2, ξ̂3, . . . , ξ̂m

))

The density and distribution functions (pdf and PDF) of ξ̂z, in terms of the
pdfs and PDFs of ξ̂1, ξ̂2, ξ̂3, . . . , ξ̂m, can be obtained through the designation of
distribution Dz, where:

Dz =
{(
ξ̂1, ξ̂2, ξ̂3, . . . , ξ̂m

)
: g

(
ξ̂1, ξ̂2, ξ̂3, . . . , ξ̂m

)
≤ z

}

while noting that:

(
ξ̂z ≤ z

)
=

{
g
(
ξ̂1, ξ̂2, . . . ξ̂m

)
≤ z

}
=

{(
ξ̂1, ξ̂2, . . . ξ̂m

)
∈ Dz

}

so that:

Fz(z) = P (Z ≤ z) = P
{(
ξ̂1, ξ̂2, . . . ξ̂m

)
∈ Dz

}

which gives us:

Fz(z) =
∫∫

Dz

f
ξ̂1,ξ̂2,...ξ̂m

(
ξ̂1, ξ̂2, . . . ξ̂m

)
dξ̂1dξ̂2 . . . dξ̂m

We are exploring if the data contained in a radar scan scintillation environment
increases or decreases in stochastic convergence, i.e., if the entropy increases or
decreases. We can use stochastic filtering, through looking for the stability of,
or lack of, a stochastic and/or stochasto-chaotic process [9]. We want to know
if the data environmental processes support a stochastic environment [10]. Data
not consistent across stochastic boundaries would produce a lack of stochastic
stability or would increase the entropy of the stochastic convergence within the data
environment.
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Fig. 8 The CRS test process HMI Sensors
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6 Next Steps

Now that we have established the methodology and algorithms for the CRS, the next
steps involve the following:

1. Modify radar models to allow changing parameters within the radar system from
one scan to the next, based on scripts for the given set of Objects of Interest.

2. Create sample scripts that would be utilized to modify radar parameters and
scans, based on initial outputs of the neural networks and fuzzy metric analysis.

3. Provide measures of effectiveness (MOEs) to assess the CRS methodology.

Figure 8 illustrates this test process. Simulated radar scans of Objects of Interest
are performed (sensors), and the machine learning and fuzzy metric algorithms
assess the radar signals (cognition) [26]. Based on the output of these algorithms,
the radar parameters are adjusted, and new radar scans are taken (effectors), these
scans (inputs) [27]. These new inputs are again put through the cognition algorithms
(processing) and the results displayed for the operator (HMI).

For the mutual information calculations discussed above, Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate
this process. In Fig. 9, the output values from the neural networks, which represent
the higher-order stochastic derivatives of the radar scintillation data, are used to
populate the membership function created for OoI #1. The values are normalized
from 0 to 1, since this is a fuzzy membership function. The average value from the
membership function represents the average mutual information between the output
of the neural networks and the information in the knowledgebase for OoI #1. As you
can see from Fig. 9, some of the values are very high, but most are near zero on the
right side of the curve. This results in a low mean value or low mutual information
value, and we would conclude that the radar scan was not from OoI #1.

Figure 10 illustrates an example of a high fuzzy membership, and therefore
mutual information, for another OoI, in this case tagged OoI #2. As can be seen from
Fig. 10, all of the values are close to the peak of the membership value, producing
a high mean membership value or high value of mutual information between the
neural network outputs and the stored knowledgebase information for OoI #2. If
the membership values were those indicated in Figs. 9 and 10, the system would
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Fig. 9 Example of low fuzzy membership OoI #1

Fig. 10 Example of high fuzzy membership OoI #2

conclude that it is most likely that the scan was of OoI #2 and the scripts that
correspond to OoI #2 would be invoked, the radar parameters tuned for OoI #2, and a
new radar scan taken. The results of the scan would be provided to the operator, and
any new information gathered from these scans would be fed back into the system
for assessment of neural network retraining.

7 Conclusions

The derivations described here provide a mathematical basis for the cognitive
elements of the CRS. We believe this will provide a functional hybrid cognitive
engine for future radar systems. Future work will capture the work being done to
improve the radar models, providing the abilities for parametric changes driven by
scripts, which are invoked based on the output of the cognitive algorithms described
here. Some of the steps that will be required for the future are:
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Fig. 11 Example of simulated training data for a periscope

1. Create/simulate/obtain training data to train the neural networks on a given set of
Objects of Interest (see Fig. 11).

2. Train the neural networks with the training data.
3. Establish a knowledgebase of scintillation patters and higher-order moment

information for the given set of Objects of Interest.
4. Establish the fuzzy membership functions appropriate for the Objects of Interest.
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Assessing Cognitive Load via
Pupillometry

Pavel Weber, Franca Rupprecht, Stefan Wiesen, Bernd Hamann,
and Achim Ebert

1 Introduction

Cognitive load, understood as the amount of working memory resources dedicated
to a specific task, determines a person’s problem solving ability in terms of
effectiveness and efficiency [18]. Best task performance is achieved based on a
balanced, productive cognitive load level that avoids mental “under-challenge and
over-challenge”. A software system that is able to dynamically adapt task difficulty
based on a person’s experienced cognitive load in real time can have great impact
on a variety of applications, e.g., learning, driving, and high-performance working
environments such as that of pilots.

Many methods have been used to measure cognitive load, such as subjective
self-reported measures and analytical approaches [2, 7], and objective psycho-
physiological measures, e.g., electroencephalography (EEG), functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), heart rate, blood pressure, skin temperature, and eye
activity [21]. Many of these methods have the disadvantage of being intrusive
and depending on non-portable equipment. This has been tested only in con-
trolled laboratory settings, and they require complex data analysis. Considering
these limitations and the increasing accuracy and affordability of eye tracking
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systems, analysis of pupillometry data for extracting cognitive features has become
increasingly feasible and common. The possibility of turning a smartphone, a
tablet, or a webcam into an eye tracker emphasizes its real-world and real-time
applicability [11, 17].

While task-evoked pupillary response (TEPR) was found to be a reliable measure
directly corresponding to working memory [6], it does not distinguish between
pupillary reflex reactions to light changes and reactions induced by cognitive effort.
The only published algorithm that claimed to successfully separate light reflexes
from dilation reflexes is the index of pupillary activity (IPA). The IPA was published
broadly and openly, in contrast to the patented index of cognitive activity (ICA) that
was used in a wide range of studies.

We present a validation of the IPA by applying it to an experiment with
finely granulated levels of difficulty of cognitive tasks and compare the results
with traditional TEPR metrics, namely the percentage change of pupil diameter
(PCPD). First, we analyze a participant’s performance for the different levels of task
difficulty. Specific hypotheses and expectations have guided our efforts. We expect
reaction times to increase and accuracy to decrease with increasing difficulty. Next,
we calculate the PCPD and analyze its peaks and magnitudes. We expect both the
peaks and magnitudes to increase with increasing difficulty. Finally, we calculate
the IPA for each trial, expecting it to also increase with increasing difficulty level. In
conclusion, we discuss limitations of the proposed method and provide incentives
for future work.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 TEPR

The correlation between pupil diameter and problem difficulty has already been
noted in the 60s [8]. In short-term memory tasks, it was observed that the pupil
dilated during the presentation phase and constricted during the recall phase. The
peak pupil diameters were found to be directly related to the number of items
presented [10]. Other studies found the raw pupil diameter to be not comparable
across participants and proposed the PCPD as a metric of interest [9, 12]. It is
computed in regard of a certain baseline, typically an average value over a given
amount of seconds of pupil diameter data measured before the experiment.

The main problem with this measure is that the changes in pupil size for the
most part cannot definitely be attributed to either lighting conditions or actual
cognitive effort. It was found that changes in pupil diameter size evoked by light
reflexes can be described as large (up to a few millimeters), while those evoked by
cognitive activity happen to be relatively small (usually between 0.1 and 0.5 mm)
and rapid [1]. Those are however very loose ranges and cannot be directly applied
to reliably distinguish the cause of the pupillary reflex.
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2.2 ICA and IPA

In the early 2000s, Marshall developed the ICA that seems to be able to distinguish
the pupillary reflexes [13]. The ICA uses wavelet analysis to compute the rate of
occurrences of abrupt discontinuities in the pupil diameter signal. The assumption
is that low IPA values (i.e., few abrupt discontinuities per time period) reflect little
cognitive effort, while high values indicate strong cognitive effort. Although the
algorithm itself is proprietary and its implementation is undisclosed, it has been
used in a variety of studies and is claimed to be reliable across sampling rates and
different hardware platforms [3, 4, 20].

Since there is no independent verification of the ICA, another research group has
developed their own version of the algorithm, using clues in different papers and
the patent manuscript: the IPA [5]. The IPA uses discrete wavelet transformation—
similar to the ICA—but differs in the choice of wavelet, thresholding approach,
and extrema detection method. The algorithm itself is disclosed in the paper,
making it possible for other researchers to reproduce every step of it. A multi-level
wavelet decomposition with a Symlet-16 mother wavelet is used to separate low-
frequency components (level-1 detail coefficients), corresponding to light reflexes,
and high-frequency components (level-2 detail coefficients), triggered by cognitive
activity. The modulus maxima are used to find local extrema in the level-2
coefficients. Those maxima are then compared to a so-called universal threshold,
denoted by σ

√
(2 log n). All maxima above this threshold are considered an abrupt

discontinuity.

3 Method

3.1 Study Design

The present study was a within-subjects eye tracking experiment based on a simple
memory span task. Memory span tasks are used to determine a user’s working
memory capacity (WMC). With each new trial, the participant is presented with an
increasing number of items and then asked to recall them. The WMC is the longest
number of sequential items that the user can correctly recall. For a typical young
adult, the WMC is 7 ± 2 [15]. In our adapted version, the number of digits was
not successively increased but randomized. We were not so much interested in the
participant’s WMC but rather in inducing different levels of intrinsic cognitive load
that somewhat reflect non-ideal real-world conditions.

The independent variable is the number of digits presented—which represents
the inherent task difficulty for the trial. The dependent variables are reaction time,
answer correctness, and the pupil diameters measured during the whole experiment.
From the signal of the latter, we calculated PCPD as well as IPA values for each
trial.
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3.2 Participants

The study was conducted as part of a HCI lecture with a sample of 34 international
students. Data of 4 participants had to be discarded due to difficulties with eye
tracker calibration, giving a final sample size of N = 30 (16 female, 14 male)
with age ranging from 22 to 45 (μ = 26± 4).

3.3 Apparatus

The laboratory was setup in a clean and neutral office with two windows covered
by roller blind, and two double flux fluorescent ceiling lights. The inside lighting
condition fluctuated between 160 and 192 Lux during the experiment period of two
weeks, depending on the weather. A PupilLabs Pupil Core eye tracking system
was used to acquire pupillometry data for both eyes at a rate of 120 Hz. The
corresponding Pupil Capture software as well as a specially developed JavaFX
application was executed on a customary windows machine with a 1080p monitor
and standard mouse and keyboard. Brightness and contrast of the display were
constant.

3.4 Procedure

After filling out a simple demographic questionnaire, the participant was asked to
put on the head-mounted eye tracker. We then started a marker-based calibration
sequence since it yielded the best confidence values of the system. Once the
confidence level was stable and high enough, the actual digit span task was started.
Instead of being asked to recall the digits, the participant was shown a composite
number sequence with the same number of digits. This composite sequence could
contain built-in errors; hence, the participant was asked whether it corresponds
exactly to the single digits that were shown before. The answer was given by
pressing the left arrow key for no, the right arrow key for yes, respectively. The
participant had the opportunity to get acquainted with the task by performing six
training trials with 3 to 5 digits. The training was followed by five blocks of 24
trials each, with sequences of 3 to 10 digits, resulting in a total of 120 trials per
participant (15 for each difficulty level). Each block took around 3.6± 0.3 minutes
to complete. The participants were encouraged to take a short break after each block.
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4 Results

4.1 Analyses

Since the relationship of the difficulty levels cannot be assumed to be linear, but
definitely to be monotonic, Spearman’s rank coefficient ρ was used to calculate
correlation. In addition, repeated measures of analyses of variance (ANOVA) were
used to find significant effects. Cohen’s parameter d was calculated to assess the
effect sizes and variation between-group means, emphasizing respective signifi-
cance through pairwise T-tests. Descriptive statistics for all dependent variables are
summarized in Table 1, while effect size and significance are shown in Table 2.
All training data were excluded from the analyses. All analyses were conducted in
Python, more specifically Pandas and Pingouin.

4.2 Task Performance

Task performance was measured in terms of reaction time and answer correct-
ness/accuracy. Reaction time was expected to increase with increased task difficulty,
while correctness was expected to decrease with increased task difficulty, i.e., the
presumption was that more difficult tasks would take more time to complete and
were more likely to be answered wrongly. Our analyses confirmed this presumption.
Figure 1 shows a clear linear trend for both observations.

The correlation between task difficulty and reaction time was moderately positive
(0.54, p < .001), and the one between task difficulty and answer correctness was
weakly negative (−0.22, p < .001).

ANOVA revealed significant effects of both: task difficulty having impact on
reaction time, F(7,203) = 69.62, p < .001, η2 = 0.706, and on correctness,
F(7,203) = 23.67, p < .001, η2 = 0.449. This proves both our hypotheses

Table 1 Statistic results for dependent variables of the experiment; effect of different task
difficulty levels

Reaction time Accuracy PCPD peak, Magnitude IPA
Digits μ and σ (s) μ and σ (%) μ and σ (%) μ and σ (%) μ and σ (Hz)

3 1.25± 0.60 97.3± 16.1 3.3± 11.8 12.9± 5.8 1.134± .378

4 1.37± 0.70 96.2± 19.1 3.4± 11.6 13.4± 6.7 1.155± .350

5 1.74± 0.92 93.5± 24.6 3.9± 11.5 14.2± 6.5 1.199± .360

6 2.00± 1.23 90.6± 29.1 3.6± 13.3 15.1± 9.8 1.183± .351

7 2.56± 1.53 87.1± 33.5 4.6± 12.8 15.9± 8.1 1.216± .346

8 2.75± 1.75 82.4± 38.1 4.2± 11.6 15.4± 6.1 1.239± .352

9 3.11± 2.18 80.6± 39.5 4.9± 12.5 16.7± 7.7 1.222± .331

10 3.00± 2.06 75.3± 43.1 4.8± 12.1 16.8± 7.4 1.236± .336
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Table 2 Effect sizes and significance between task difficulty level groups

Reaction time Accuracy PCPD peak, Magnitude IPA

Pair d p d p d p d p d p

(3,4) .074 *** −.034 – .009 – .062 – .061 –

(4,5) .229 *** −.082 ** .044 – .101 ** .126 **

(5,6) .156 *** −.088 ** −.021 – .126 ** −.049 –

(6,7) .343 *** −.111 ** .076 – .109 * .096 *

(7,8) .114 ** −.138 ** −.031 – −.072 * −.065 –

(8,9) .225 *** −.053 – .062 – .168 *** −.050 –

(9,10) −.064 – −.169 *** −.015 – .008 – .040 –

Significance: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001
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Fig. 1 Average reaction times and answer correctness per number of digits

regarding task performance, i.e., reaction time increases and accuracy decreases
with increasing difficulty.

Table 2 shows that the effects of task difficulty levels on reaction time are highly
significant, except for the differences between 7 and 8 digits (being significant) and
between 9 and 10 digits (not being significant). Concerning answer correctness, the
difference between 9 and 10 digits is the only highly significant one. All others are
significant, except for the differences between 8 and 9 digits and between 3 and 4
digits. Even though the effect sizes are not large, these results support our paradigm
of performing testing with finely granulated task difficulty levels.

4.3 Pupil Dilation

We used the median pupil diameter of the training sequence as baseline for
calculating the PCPD. PCPD values for each trial were aggregated to the actual
variables of interest, i.e., pupil dilation peaks and magnitudes between pupil dilation
valleys and peaks. Figure 2 illustrates the average values for the two metrics
considered. The trends of both graphs match our expectations.
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The correlation between PCPD peaks and task difficulty was weakly positive
(0.059, p < .001), with a significant effect F(7,203) = 4.144, p < .001, η2 =
0.125. This proves our first TEPR-related hypothesis that PCPD peaks increase with
task difficulty. However, pairwise T-tests revealed that none of the between-groups
effects were significant.

The second correlation of interest is the correlation between PCPD valley-to-
peak magnitudes and task difficulty. This one is stronger, but it is also only weakly
positive (0.225, p < .001). ANOVA revealed a significant effect: F(7,203) =
22.645, p < .001, η2 = 0.438. This result proves our second TEPR-related
hypothesis that PCPD valley-to-peak magnitudes increase with task difficulty.
Regarding the effects between difficulty level groups, 5 out of 7 pairs showed a
significant effect of at least p < .05, see Table 2. The only pairs that showed no
significant effect were between 3 and 4 digits and between 9 and 10 digits.

4.4 Abrupt Discontinuities

Our next goal was aimed at determining whether the same behavior holds for the
more sensitive metric that is said to distinguish between pupil dilation reflex and
light reflex, the IPA. We calculated IPA values for every commenced second of a
trial and averaged values.

Figure 3 shows that the correlation between IPA and task difficulty is indeed
weakly positive (0.105, p < .001) with a significant effect (F7,203 = 16.327, p <
.001, η2 = 0.36). Table 2 reveals, however, that only two effects of difficulty level
differences are significant, the one between 4 and 5 digits and the one between 6 and
7 digits with the latter only being p < .05. Nevertheless, the general significance
for the effect of task difficulty on IPA, shown by the ANOVA, is not questioned.

The second plot in Fig. 3 shows another interesting detail about the IPA.
Following cognitive load theory, the highest experienced cognitive load should
occur during the stimulus presentation phase and the lowest during pauses, while the
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mental load experienced during the recall phase should not have a direct correlation
to the task difficulty but should follow the same trend as the task inherent difficulty;
therefore, the mental load should be low for simple tasks and increase significantly
with higher difficulty levels [19]. This behavior—together with the weak positive
correlation between IPA and PCPD magnitude (0.112, p < .001)—confirms our
last hypothesis that the IPA is an indicator for cognitive load that increases with task
difficulty.

5 Conclusions

The results of our statistical analyses validate our specific hypotheses, as stated
in the Introduction. We have shown that finely granulated difficulty settings can
have significant impact on task performance. We have shown that impact on task
performance is reflected in the magnitude of pupil dilation amplitudes. Finally, we
have ascertained that this behavior is also substantiated by the values calculated
with the relatively new IPA algorithm. Our experiments have demonstrated that
the IPA correlates with traditional TEPR metrics, even in finely granulated task
difficulty settings. While the authors differentiated between three difficulty settings
and found no significant effect between the easy and control tasks, we found two
significant effects that occurred when increasing the number sequence by just one
digit, additionally to the general significant effect of task difficulty on IPA revealed
by ANOVA. Effect size and significance levels for the different difficulty levels were
not as high for measured IPA data relative to measured TEPR data. In summary, our
findings validate the IPA. However, we found the unmodified IPA algorithm to be
sensitive to sampling rate and signal length, resulting in very different recognized
discontinuity counts. The chosen symlet-16 mother wavelet therefore seems not to
be universally applicable; hence, our IPA values differ from the ranges reported by
the authors.
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These findings underline the need for further investigation to ensure smooth
utilization of the IPA. Our experimental design considered only one task, i.e., the
digit span task. Since the digits were all shown at the center of the screen, we did
not consider eye tracking measures such as fixation and saccade. We have not yet
analyzed eye blink frequency and latency. The authors of the IPA removed all data
points in a 200 ms window before the start and after the end of a detected blink.
Our method, in contrast, uses cubic spline interpolation to reconstruct the signal
(see [14]). While the cubic spline approach seems to work well, it would seem of
interest to determine how well it performs in a more realistic experimental setting.

Concerning possible future research directions, it would certainly be useful to
further examine the validity of the IPA through a battery of tests. Unlike the ICA
there is the possibility to do so independently. Users of the IPA would benefit
from a large-scale comparison of different sample rates, wavelets, and coefficient
resolutions, possibly resulting in proper usage guidelines. The algorithm also
remains to be tested under varying light conditions, like it was done for the ICA [16],
as well as under different tasks and modalities. It may also be of interest how the
measured cognitive load value relates to the relative performance of individuals.
These various research directions must be supported by the results of other valid
cognitive feature extraction methods.
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A Hybrid Chaotic Activation Function
for Artificial Neural Networks

Siobhan Reid and Ken Ferens

1 Introduction

Chaos theory has become an integral concept in the modeling and analysis of
the human brain [1]. Chaos describes the seemingly random, unpredictable, and
irregular behavior in a dynamical system that is fully deterministic [2]. A dynamical
system is chaotic if it is sensitive to initial conditions, topologically dense, and
topologically transitive [3, 4].

Many researchers have investigated the existence of chaos in the brain. A
study examining the synapses in the somatosensory cortex of rats determined the
synapse’s behavior was either fixed, periodic, or chaotic depending on the frequency
of the stimulus [5]. The study revealed that individual synapses produce bifurcation
patterns. Other studies have found chaotic attractors in the electrical activity of rats’
brains [6] and chaotic activity in squid axons when stimulating pulses were applied
[7].

Typical ANNs are extremely oversimplified [8] and do not reflect the chaotic
nature of the brain. We propose a new ANN which incorporates chaos. The
chaotic neurons in the ANN use two AFs: the sigmoid function and the logistic
map function. The combination of the two functions will be referred to as the
hybrid chaotic activation function (HCAF). The objective of the HCAF is to more
accurately represent the complex and chaotic behavior of the brain.
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2 Related Work

Commonly used non-chaotic AFs include the sigmoid function, the hyperbolic
tangent function (tanh), and the rectified linear unit (reLU) [9]. Each of these
functions offers advantages and disadvantages. A disadvantage of the sigmoid and
reLU functions is that they are not zero-centered, which causes their gradients
to be all positive or all negative values, making the learning process occur in a
zigzag manner. Furthermore, the tanh and sigmoid functions can encounter an issue
referred to as the vanishing gradient; the derivatives of these functions become very
small, slowing the learning process. This occurs because the outputs are saturated;
sigmoid only outputs values between 0 and 1, and tanh only outputs values between
−1 and 1 [10]. This issue can be resolved by using the reLU function, which is non-
saturating. A disadvantage of the reLU function is that it can create “dead neurons”
that are never used. Dead neurons occur when many of the network’s activation
values are zero. They can inhibit the ANN’s learning process. Modified versions of
reLU have been introduced to prevent this issue; they have small negative slopes
to avoid zero-valued activations. These disadvantages can decrease the ANN’s
performance.

Researchers have attempted improving AFs by modeling them to represent the
complex nature of the brain. In [11], a neuron is presented which contains multiple
AFs. The first AF is referred to as the inner synaptic function, which is a multi-input,
multi-output function. The second AF is referred to as the soma (cell body) AF; it
receives the inputs from the inner synaptic function and non-linearly maps them into
one output value. This model provides another way of adding non-linearity into a
network and presents the concept of separating a neuron into multiple components.

Chaotic AFs have also recently been introduced into ANN’s and have been
shown to accelerate the learning process. In [12], researchers proposed using the
chaotic Duffing map equation in a Hopfield network for pattern recognition. The
network showed improved performance, benefitting from the non-linear nature of
the Duffing map equation. In [10], the logistic map and the circular map were used
as the AF in a network. The AF significantly reduced the number of iterations
needed for the network to converge. It was argued that the improvement was due
to the chaotic AF’s ability to avoid saturation and its resemblance to biological
brain behavior. The logistic map function has also been effective in decreasing
the convergence time of other optimization problems. In [13], a chaotic simulated
annealing model was proposed which incorporated the logistic map function. The
model converged quicker due to it implementing a chaotic walk in the solution
space, which guaranteed that candidate solutions would not be repeated, as is the
case in the conventional random walk simulated annealing.

W. Freeman was one of the first neuroscientists to model biological brain
behavior using chaos theory. He theorized that chaos is the mechanism which
allows neurons to rapidly respond to stimuli [14]. Freeman modeled the behavior of
perception neurons in a rabbit’s olfactory system. He proposed the rabbit’s neurons
are in a low-level chaotic state when no stimuli are applied. When a stimulus
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is applied and recognized, the neurons converge towards an attractor and display
periodic or fixed stable activity. When a stimulus is applied that has not been seen
before, the neurons move to a high-level chaotic state. This enables the system to
produce a new pattern of behavior instead of attempting to converge to a previously
learned pattern. Freeman hypothesized that this is what allowed the rabbits to
identify new odors. Chaos provides the system with what Freeman referred to as
an “I don’t know” state, in which the system searches for new solutions. Although
aspects of Freeman’s model have been criticized, recent evidence supports the
overall notion that the brain behaves chaotically [7].

3 Chaotic ANN Architecture

In this paper, we present a model of neurons in a high-level chaotic state, as
described by Freeman [14]. This is done by using the HCAF, which generates a
unique chaotic activation value to send to each neuron in the following layer. This
provides a population-based search technique, which allows neurons to search a
large solution space and prevents the ANN from falling into a local minimum.

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed ANN architecture for solving the XOR problem.
In this model, the neurons in the inner layers use the HCAF, and the final layer’s
neuron uses the sigmoid AF. The upper subscript (k) represents which layer the
component belongs to. The first lower subscript (i) represents which neuron the
weight or bias is connected to in the subsequent layer. The second lower subscript
(j) represents which neuron the weight is connected to in the previous layer.

The following equations are used to calculate the inputs and outputs of the
neurons:

Fig. 1 Proposed ANN architecture. xi
(k) input feature, wij

(k) weight, bi
(k) bias, zi

(k) sum of
weighted inputs, ci

(k) activation value(s) of a neuron produced by the HCAF, ai
(k) activation value

of a neuron produced by the sigmoid AF
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Fig. 2 Proposed chaotic neuron
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3.1 Hybrid Chaotic Activation Function (HCAF)

The HCAF uses a combination of the concepts presented in [10, 11]. The HCAF
uses a logistic map function to generate chaos, similar to [10]. However, it also
incorporates the concept presented in [11], where the neuron is separated into
multiple components. This model differs from [11] by having the multi-output AF
at its output to send different activation values to each neuron in the following layer.

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the proposed chaotic neurons using the
HCAF. Input received by the neuron is sent to the sigmoid function. The output
from the sigmoid is passed to the logistic map function. The logistic map outputs a
different activation value for each neuron in the following layer.
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3.1.1 Sigmoid Function

The first function used in the HCAF is the sigmoid function. This function is defined
as [9]:

a
(k)
i = f

(
z
(k)
i

)
= 1

(
1+ e−z(k)i

) (5)

The function accepts the sum of weighted inputs from the neurons in the previous
layer and maps the output to a value between 0 and 1. The output value represents
the excitement level of the neuron, 0 being the lowest and 1 being the highest. This
step is essential because the logistic map function only accepts inputs between 0 and
1.

3.1.2 Logistic Map Function

The second function used in the HCAF is the logistic map function. This function
is typically used to represent the evolution of population over time and is given by
the equation [15]:

xn+1 = r (xn) (1− xn) (6)

The xn term is usually interpreted as the percent amount of a population and
ranges between 0 and 1 inclusively [15]. When xn is 1, the population is at its
theoretical maximum, and when xn is 0, the population is extinct. r is the growth
rate of the population, defining how much the population increases over time. The
term (1 − xn) represents environmental constraints which prevent the population
from increasing past its theoretical maximum.

The interpretation of the logistic map equation can be modified so it can be
applied as the AF in an ANN. The new definition is as follows: the population
variable, xn, now represents a neuron’s excitement level; r represents an excitatory
rate in a neuron; and (1 − xn) represents the theoretical constraints of a neuron. The
logistic map function generates an array of activation values equal to the number of
neurons in the following layer. A single neuron sends a different activation value to
each neuron in the following layer. The first activation value is calculated using the
output from the sigmoid function:

c
(k)
1j = r a(k)i

(
1− a(k)i

)
, (7)

and the preceding activation values are calculated recursively using the following
equation:
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Fig. 3 Bifurcation diagram of the logistic map
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The chaotic activations from the neuron can be represented as an array:
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The activation values depend on the excitatory rate, r [3, 15]. A rate below 1 will
cause the activation levels to converge towards 0. A rate between 1 and 3 causes
the activation values to converge towards a fixed point. A rate between 3 and 3.5
causes the activation values to converge towards a periodic solution. Rates between
3.5 and 4 produce chaos, where the activation values will fluctuate between many
different values, appearing to be random. A growth rate smaller than 0 or larger than
4 will cause the output to become unbounded, and the results will no longer be in
the range between 0 and 1. Figure 3 illustrates the possible values that can occur
given a specific excitation rate.

3.2 Backpropagation

The weights in the network are updated using the following equation:
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, (10)

where α is the learning rate and E is the mean square error cost function, given by
the equation:

E = 1
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y is the output label corresponding to the given input features. The partial derivative
for a chaotic neuron’s first output can be computed using Eq. 12. The partial
derivatives for the neuron’s subsequent outputs can be computed using Eqs. 13 and
14.
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4 Experiments and Results

The proposed model was tested by solving the XOR problem. Each test consisted
of 50 trials. In each trial, the model was run until the mean square error reached a
cut-off value of 0.01. The average number of iterations and the average execution
time of the 50 trials were then recorded. The excitatory rate of the HCAF was set to
4 to produce chaotic outputs; this is when the neurons are in a learning state. The
weights were initialized to random numbers between −1 and 1.
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Table 1 Results

AF r HCAF number of outputs Number of iterations Time (s)

Sigmoid N/A N/A 2937.7 0.1122
HCAF 4 1 137.7 0.0156
HCAF 4 Equal to the number of neurons in the

next layer
71.3 0.0090

Table 1 provides a summary of the results. The chaotic ANN was also tested
with the HCAF only outputting one activation value. An ANN with the same
architecture using only the sigmoid AF took an average of 2937.7 iterations and
0.1122 s to converge. The mean convergence rate of the chaotic ANN with r = 4
was 71.3 iterations, and it took an average of 0.0090 s to execute. The chaotic
HCAF prevented the ANN from becoming trapped in local minimums, allowing
it to converge significantly faster.

These results are encouraging for future work. A potential issue that may arise
in larger ANNs is the “exploding gradient” problem, where the partial derivatives
become very large during backpropagation when the HCAF outputs many values.
Potential solutions may include limiting the number of outputs out of the HCAF
or implementing gradient clipping. Future work will also include developing an
adaptive excitatory rate to control the behavior of the logistic map and the basin of
attractors.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents a novel model of an artificial neuron, which incorporates a
hybrid chaotic activation function (HCAF). Also, this paper presents a correspond-
ing novel interpretation of how the proposed artificial chaotic neuron behaves
and communicates with other neurons in the network. The proposed chaotic
neuron behaves in one of the three main states, which implement various degrees
of exploration and exploitation: (1) In the most excited states, where the input
excitation rate is between 3.5 and 4, the chaotic neuron produces a multiplicity of
different chaotic outputs; it sends a different excitation output to each neuron in the
next layer. In this way, the neuron is interpreted as promoting exploration by sending
different excitation signals to the neurons in the next layer of the ANN. (2) For lower
input excitation states, where the input excitation rates are between 3.0 and 3.5, the
exploratory signal is lessened, and exploitation is introduced, informing the next
layer of neuron to traverse a periodic path in the solution space, which represents a
combination of exploration and exploitation. (3) In the lowest input excitation state,
where the excitation rates are between 1.0 and 3.0, the chaotic neuron sends the
same excitation signal to all neurons in the next layer and, thus, sends an exploitation
signal, informing all neurons in the next layer to continue on their current paths in
solution space.
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With this novel model, HCAF, and corresponding novel interpretation of a
chaotic neuron, this paper has shown that the hybrid chaotic ANN converged on
average 12.5 times faster compared to an ANN using the sigmoid function alone.

5.1 Future Work

Future work includes applying and testing the model on larger problems; further
investigating the idea of a multi-output AF; determining how the multiple activation
values should be distributed to the following layer; and experimenting with adaptive
rate parameters to control the excitement levels of a neuron.
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Defending Aviation Cyber-Physical
Systems from DDOS Attack Using NARX
Model

Abdulaziz A. Alsulami and Saleh Zein-Sabatto

1 Introduction

Cyber-physical system (CPS) is a system that enables interaction between physical
components to exchange information through a communication network system.
CPS allows stand-alone physical devices to communicate with each other and
communicate with the physical world [1]. Many industries have been using CPS
in different fields because the benefits of CPS are recognized. CPS improves
important factors in industries such as performance and quality [2]. Recently,
aviation industries have been concentrating on integrating cyber systems into their
aircraft. The reason is that CPS improves the efficiency and the safety of the
aircraft. Also, using CPS allows pilots to avoid a collision early, especially when
two or more aircraft get closer to each other [3]. Even though CPS brings powerful
features, it can also be exposed to various security vulnerabilities, which can
introduce serious threats to the physical components of aircraft [4]. Unauthorized
access to the network system in the aviation cyber-physical systems (ACPS) could
result in mechanical failures since attackers can provide false commands to the
physical components of an aircraft. Also, attackers can exhaust the network system
with so many requests to fail it. Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDOS) attacks
are very well-known attacks in cybersecurity that aims to overwhelm the victims
(servers) with so many requests to make them unable to use network resources
[5]. Servers are flooded by so many requests that are needed to be served at one
time. Consequently, when servers are overloaded with a high number of requests,
they cannot handle incoming requests from clients. As a result, any incoming useful
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information packets will be dropped out due to the capacity of the buffer becoming
fully occupied. A DDOS attack is considered as the main threat to an essential
fundamental security aspect, which is the availability of the network. The reason
is that the DDOS attack’s main task is to increase the network traffic to disturb
servers [5].

This paper proposes an approach to defending the aviation cyber-physical
systems (ACPS) from DDOS attack using a nonlinear autoregressive exogenous
(NARX) model to forecast packets that were dropped when the network system
failed due to a DDOS attack. In other words, the input signal, which is a command
signal to a flight surface of an aircraft, e.g., elevator, will be predicted whenever
a network system reports a high number of utilizations compared with the normal
utilization number of the same network.

The design of the network system and the simulation of the DDOS attack
was reported in [5, 6] using the SimEvents library, which is a Simulink library.
However, defending the network system from a DDOS attack was not addressed in
both references. SimEvents can simulate network system using discrete-time event
methodology. Not only this, but also it can measure the performance of the network
system such as server utilization, departure packets, and blocked packets [7]. If the
utilization number of any network system exceeds the normal utilization number,
then that means the network system is under DDOS attack.

The aircraft model used in this research is based on the Transport Class Model
(TCM) developed by NASA. The TCM is a full-scale model that simulates the
dynamics of commercial aircraft using the state-space representation model [8].

The rest of the paper organized as follows: Section 2 represents the implemen-
tation of ACPS and the NARX model. Section 3 discusses NARX training and
validation. The simulation of the conducted experiment and discussion about the
results are presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 includes the conclusion of the research
work.

2 System Implementation

This section explains the implementation of the systems that were used in this re-
search, i.e., the aviation cyber-physical system (ACPS), network system, Distributed
Denial-of-Service (DDOS) attack, and nonlinear autoregressive exogenous (NARX)
model.

2.1 ACPS

The main components of the ACPS are illustrated in Fig. 1. The main physical
system used in this research is the Transport Class Model (TCM), which is a
commercial aircraft model developed by NASA for the research community. The
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Fig. 1 The overall structure of ACPS

TCM considered a full-scale simulation that simulates the dynamics of commercial
aircraft using state-space representation. The original TCM model did not include
any communication network involved between its different components. To trans-
form the aircraft model into a CPS, communication networks were added to its
components. Hence, sensors detect responses of the aircraft model and then transmit
it to the control system through a communication network system. The control
system receives the sensor signals as inputs and processes it to generate the desired
command outputs, which are the controller signals. Finally, the controller signals
are also transmitted by a network system to the aircraft actuators to generate the
desirable performance of the aircraft TCM model.

2.2 Communication Network System

The communication network system was developed using SimEvents, which is a
MATLAB Simulink library that can be used to model a communication system
based on discrete-time events. SimEvents provides some criteria that are used
to evaluate the performance of the network characteristics such as packet loss,
throughput, latency, and utilization. There are two network system models designed
in this research. The first model simulates the normal network system, and the
second model simulates a network system with a DDOS attack.

2.2.1 Normal Network System

The design of the normal network system is shown in Fig. 10. It refers to a
simulation of an unattacked network system. This model is used to calculate the
server’s utilization when the network system is not under a DDOS attack. There
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are two clients which transmit the elevator and the throttle commands of the
aircraft sent by the pilot. These two input signals are converted from the time
domain to the discrete-event domain because of the SimEvents library. The Time-
Based Entity Generator is used to generate packets based on intergeneration times.
Intergeneration times refer to the time between two generated packets [7]. The
distribution of the packet is constant, and the period is equal to 2. The queue’s
capacity is equal to 25, and the average utilization number of the two servers under
normal conditions is 50%.

2.2.2 Network System with a DDOS Attack

The designed communication network system with a DDOS attack is shown in Fig.
11. The model consists of an attacker, two zombies, and an entity to represent
security failure/repair of the server. Basically, servers are forced to only listen
to the attacker; therefore, the attacker floods the servers with so many requests.
Furthermore, the two legitimated clients turned to zombies because they are
assumed to be compromised by the attacker to collaborate on overwhelming the two
servers. The attacking event is generated randomly using a uniform distribution, and
the time-based entity generator is based on constant distribution. The failure/repair
entity is used to simulate the server failure and repair from the DDOS attack. The
event-based for the failure/ repair entity is randomly generated using a uniform
distribution, and the time-based entity generator used is based on a constant
distribution. The average utilization number of the two servers under the DDOS
attack is 95%, which is much higher than the average utilization number in the
normal case, which was set to 50%.

2.3 NARX

NARX is a dynamic neural network that can be used with a nonlinear system to
predict the next value of the input signal. NARX model can be defined using Eq.
(1):

y(t)=f
(
y (t−1) , y (t−2) , . . . , y

(
t−ny

)
, x (t−1) , x (t−2) , . . . , x

(
t−nx

))

(1)

where y(t) is the predicted output, f (.) is the nonlinear mapping function, and x(t) is
the input. ny is the number of delay for the output, and nx is the number of delays
for the input.

There are two types of NARX architecture: (1) series-parallel architecture and (2)
parallel architecture. The two architectures are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
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Fig. 2 Series-parallel architecture

Fig. 3 Parallel architecture

This research uses the series-parallel architecture, which is also called the open-
loop neural network because it has two advantages. (i) It uses the true output for
the feedforward network, which is more accurate than the feedback value. (ii) It has
a pure feedforward neural network design; therefore, the backpropagation training
technique can be used.

3 NARX Training and Validation

The training of the data and the training validation are discussed in this section.

3.1 NARX Training

The NARX network consists of an input layer, an output layer, and a hidden layer.
The input layer consists of two nodes: the first node receives the input, and the
second node receives the true output [9]. The hidden layer consists of ten nodes,
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Fig. 4 Elevator signal with DDOS attack

Fig. 5 Normal elevator signal

and the number of delays is 2. The output layer consists of one node. The algorithm
used for training the data is Levenberg-Marquardt. The NARX network was trained
with one input signal data, which is the elevator, and the size of the data is 40,000.
Figure 4 shows the elevator signal when the network system was under a DDOS
attack. The normal elevator input signal is shown in Fig. 5. The difference between
the two elevator signals can be observed between the two figures, so in Fig. 5, some
packets were dropped when the network was under attack.

The output of the NARX model is shown in Fig. 6, which is identical to the
normal elevator control signal.
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Fig. 6 NARX output

Fig. 7 NARX training
performance

3.2 Training Validation and Testing

The training of the NARX was validated and tested, so 70% of the target data was
used for training, 15% for validation, and 15% for testing. Figures 7, 8, and 9 show
regression plots of the network output with the target for the training, validation,
and testing, respectively. The value of R is very close to 1 with training, validation,
and testing, which means that the NARX output and the target data have a linear
relationship. Therefore, it can be said that the training, validation, and testing data
shows a perfect fit.
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Fig. 8 NARX validation
performance

Fig. 9 NARX test
performance

4 Simulation and Result

The simulation of the experiment and results are discussed in this section.

4.1 Simulation

The experiment of this research was performed using the Simulink/MATLAB
environment. The aircraft model used is the TCM to simulate the dynamics of a
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Table 1 Trim conditions of
the aircraft

Flight control Pilot command Initial values

Elevator Staircase signals −3.0976 deg
Throttle 0% 29.8%

Table 2 Trim conditions of
the aircraft

State variables Trim condition

u 485.69 ft/sec
w 38.72 ft/sec
q 0 rad/sec
& 0.079 rad/sec

Fig. 10 Communication network system without DDOS attack

commercial aircraft. The performance of the aircraft was tested when the aircraft
was at the cruise phase. Therefore, only two flight control signals were used: the
elevator and the throttle commands. Table 1 represents the values of the pilot
command and the initial values of the flight controls. We only tested the longitudinal
model of the TCM. The longitudinal model consists of five state variables: (u) which
is the velocity in x-direction, (w) which is the velocity in the z-direction, body pitch
rate (q), and Euler angle for pitch (&). The trim conditions for the state variables
are shown in Table 2. We also tested the performance of the angle of attack (AOA)
of the aircraft.

Two communication network systems were integrated into the TCM model. The
first network model represents the normal network model without a DDOS attack,
and the purpose of this model is to calculate the utilization number of the servers
under normal conditions. The second network model represents the network model
under a DDOS attack, and the utilization number was also calculated. Finally, the
two numbers are compared to detect the DDOS attack, so if the two numbers of
the same server are not equal, that means the network is under attack, and the threat
level is high. As a result, the system blocks the attacked network system and receives
signals from the NARX model (Figs. 10 and 11).
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Fig. 11 Communication network system with DDOS attack

4.2 Test Result

The response of the aircraft velocity, which is the state variable (u) under the DDOS
attack, is shown in Fig. 12. The blue line represents the TCM performance, and the
orange line represents the reference model performance representing normal aircraft
performance. We can observe that the TCM does not follow the reference (normal)
model response. Also, the TCM model response is not stable. However, Fig. 13
shows the response of both models under a DDOS attack, but with using the NARX
neural network to predict the control signal values when packets were dropped
due to communication network attack. It can be observed that the system was
successfully defending from the DDOS attack. Figures 14 and 15 show the response
of the aircraft speed on the z-direction, the state variable (w), which confirms that
the NARX network accurately eliminated the effect of the DDOS attack. Also, Figs.
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 show that the NARX network provided the desired results
for q, &, and AOA of the aircraft.

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, this paper proposed, developed, and implemented an approach to
defending aviation cyber-physical system (ACPS) from DDOS network attack. The
simulation results found that the NARX model successfully forecasted the dropped
packets caused by the DDOS attack. Therefore, the NARX model can be used with
real-time ACPS to eliminate the effect of a DDOS attack on aircraft performance,
hence improving the safety of aircraft flights.
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Fig. 12 Aircraft speed performance under DDOS attack

Fig. 13 Aircraft speed performance under DDOS attack using NARX
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Fig. 14 State-w performance under DDOS attack

Fig. 15 State-w performance under DDOS attack using NARX
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Fig. 16 State-q performance under DDOS attack

Fig. 17 State-q performance under DDOS attack using NARX
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Fig. 18 State-& performance under DDOS attack

Fig. 19 State-& performance under DDOS attack using NARX
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Fig. 20 Aircraft-AOA performance under DDOS attack

Fig. 21 Aircraft-AOA performance under DDOS attack using NARX
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Simulated Annealing Embedded Within
Personal Velocity Update of Particle
Swarm Optimization

Ainslee Heim and Ken Ferens

1 Introduction

In certain cases, the inspiration for an algorithm comes from behaviors that occur
in the natural world. In the case of particle swarm optimization, the influence
of a particle’s movement originated from observing the way a flock of birds or
school of fish travel as a group successfully. For simulated annealing, the process
is off of the cooling temperature of a liquid to a solid to form an optimally strong
structure. This paper will combine these two methods to create a hybrid algorithm.
Basic particle swarm optimization (PSO) uses multiple particles to search through
a solution space by moving based on their own inertial force, an influence from
the personal best position they have ever occupied, and the global best position
of all the other particles in the swarm. A disadvantage of basic PSO is that it can
become trapped in local optimal solution prematurely. This paper conjectures that
the addition of simulated annealing (SA) to guide the movement of a particle’s own
inertial force may be used to escape this premature local minimum by offering the
particle a chance to move around the solution space more freely early on and slow
this movement toward the end of the algorithm.
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2 Related Work

PSO was created by social psychologist James Kennedy and electrical and computer
engineer Russell C. Eberhart in 1995. PSO simulates the natural swarming of
birds as they look for food [1]. The algorithm follows three rules for the particles:
separation to avoid collision, alignment to match the velocity of a neighbor, and
cohesion to stay near neighboring particles.

The simulated annealing (SA) algorithm is a global optimization method in that
it has a built method for escaping local minima. Simulated annealing mimics the
natural annealing process of thermal-dynamical systems, such as the annealing of
metals. In the annealing of metals, the metal is first raised to a very high temperature,
where the solid becomes liquid, and the atoms are perfectly free to move throughout
the substance. At the initial high temperature state, the atoms explore the solution
space attempting to find positions, which collectively represent the lowest energy
of the substance at that temperature, which is called thermal equilibrium. This
initial movement might cause the atoms to move into temporary positions that have
higher energy, with the rational being that lower energy states will eventually be
found. Thus, the atoms are able to escape local minima and try to find other better
minima. Once thermal equilibrium has been attained, the temperature is lowered
by a very small amount. The lowering of the temperature causes the atoms to find
new positions to once again find the lowest energy state at the new temperature
and once again reach thermal equilibrium. The degree to which atoms are able to
move around the substance is given by Boltzmann’s probability function, which is
indirectly proportional to the change in energy state and directly proportional to
the temperature. The lowering of temperature accompanied by thermal equilibrium
repeats, for many iterations. As the temperature is lowered, so is the range of motion
of the atoms within the substance, and, therefore, the atoms will be concentrating on
the current local minima. In this way, the atoms will find local minima and attempt
to dig deeper (exploit) the local minima to find the optimal position at the current
temperature. This procedure repeats until room temperature has been attained, and
the substance will have found the optimal energy state and become a very rigid
solid. The initial algorithm that was developed in 1970 by M. Pincus which later
became known as simulated annealing was first used to find the global minimum of
functions [2].

This paper embeds SA into PSO, with the aim to overcome PSO being trapped
into local minima by allowing a probability of a worse solution being accepted
in the hopes it leads to a better solution later on, such as the case where PSO
can fall prematurely into a local minimum as described in [5]. To do this, several
experiments were designed. The basic PSO which is implemented in the first
experiment of this project and adapted for the second experiment consists of three
steps: (1) Evaluate the cost of each particle. (2) Update the individual and global
best position and cost. (3) Update the position of each particle according to a
combination of influences. The second experiment uses swap velocity operators
for discrete PSO to apply to the Travelling Salesperson Problem. The technique
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follows the algorithm outlined in Ch. 4-Part 3 of Traveling Salesman Problem [3]
with a slight adaptation which will be outlined in section (3). PSO has a habit of
becoming trapped in a premature local minimum; SA will be embedded into the
velocity update of PSO to try and prevent this from happening. SA is an algorithm
based on the cooling process of solids, the idea being that as the temperature
cools, the particles rearrange themselves in optimal positions for that level of
temperature. At the beginning, the temperature is high, allowing lots of movement;
the temperature is lowered periodically with the particles settling into a stable
state for each temperature. Near the end of the process, the temperature is much
lower allowing for less movement in the particles. The particle moves based on its
probability of motion which is given by Boltzmann’s probability function in Eq. (1)
[4].

Basic PSO 
Initialize swarm best position xsb ⇐ random(lob,upb)  

for each particle i = 1,…, I do % I = the number of particles 

Initialize the particle’s position xi ⇐ random(lob, upb) 

Initialize the particle’s best-known position to its initial position xpbi ⇐ xi

if f(xi)  >  f(xsb)  then 

 update the swarm’s best known position: xsb ⇐  xi

Initialize particle’s velocity: vi ⇐ random(-|upd – lob|, |upb – lob|).   

for each iteration k=1..K do: 

 for each particle i=1,… I do 

  for each dimension d = 1,… D do 

   Pick random numbers: rp , rg ⇐ random(0,1) 

   Update the particle’s velocity: 

vi
k + 1 = wvk

i + c1rp (xk
pbi – xk

i) + c2rg (xk
sb– xk

i)                            (2) 

  update the particle’s position:  xi
k+1 = xk

i +  vi
k + 1

  if f(xi
k+1) > f(xpbi) then 

   update the particle’s best known position: xpbi ⇐ xi
k+1 

  if f(xpbi) > f(xsb) then 

    update the swarm’s best known position: xsb ⇐  xpbi

3 Description of the Experiments

3.1 Objective

The overall goal of this paper is to improve PSO with the addition of SA; this
was tested in two different ways: The first experiment is focused on basic PSO
where the solution space is continuous and performance is evaluated on two
benchmark functions, the Griewank function and the Rastrigin function [6]. The
second experiment applies a similar addition of SA to PSO for TSP where the
solution is discrete and the velocity operators become swap operators between a
combination of influences. The performance of the second experiment is evaluated
by lowest cost (best route) found by the algorithm in a comparable amount of
iterations.
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3.2 Experiment 1: Basic PSO

Basic PSO will be evaluated on performance and compared to the embedding of
SA within personal velocity update of PSO, using the Griewank and the Rastrigin
benchmark functions. Both functions have a global minimum at [0 0] with a cost of 0
in 2D space. The Griewank function will be evaluated on the hypercube xi = [−600,
600]. The Rastrigin function will be evaluated on the hypercube xi = [−5, 5]. The
two algorithms will be run for a comparable amount of iterations and their solutions
evaluated with the expectation that the PSO with embedded SA will perform better
with its capacity to avoid a premature local minimum.

The decision was made to embed SA into the velocity update equation by
modifying the term that represents the particle’s inertial movement. The standard
velocity update equation for basic PSO has three terms: the first relates to the
inertial force of the particle, the second is a velocity influenced by the personal
best position of the particle, and the third is a velocity influenced by the current
global best position of all particles in the swarm and is shown in Eq. (2). For basic
PSO, the pseudo-code can be found in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 City coordinates of EUC_2D_194
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In the SA embedded within the personal velocity update of PSO version, the
inertial velocity term is replaced with a scaled randomly generated velocity term to
simulate random movement of particles in SA. This change allows the particles to
move around the solution space with higher energy at the start and lower energy at
the end of the iterations while still accepting influences from the personal best and
global best solutions. The possibility of moving a particle based on the randomly
generated velocity is accepted based on Boltzmann’s probability function; the
probability of moving to a position which offers a worse solution is higher at the
beginning in the hopes it will lead to a better solution in the future iterations. As the
energy is lowered, the particle is not likely to accept worse solutions and becomes
more influenced by the personal and global best positions. The pseudo-code for SA
embedded PSO is shown to the right.

SA Embedded Within Personal Velocity Update of PSO 
Initialize swarm best position xsb ⇐ random(lob,upb)  

for each particle i = 1,…, I do % I = the number of particles 

Initialize the particle’s position xi ⇐ random(lob, upb) 

Initialize the particle’s best-known position to its initial position xpbi ⇐α xi

if f(xi)  >  f(xsb)  then 

 update the swarm’s best known position: xsb ⇐  xi

for each iteration i=1..coolingLoops do: 

 for j =1,…equilibruimLoops do: 

  for each particle i=1,… I do 

   for each dimension d = 1,… D do 

    generate random velocity vi ⇐ random(-|upd – lob|, |upb – lob|).   

    Move the particle: pos_temp = xk
i +  vi

Calculate the cost: cost_temp = cost(pos_temp) 

    If (cost_temp  < cost_current):  

xk
i = pos_temp 

cost_current = cost_temp 

    If (cost_temp > cost_current) 

     If ( p > random(0,1)) % p = probability 

xk
i = pos_temp 

      cost_current = cost_temp 

    Pick random numbers: rp , rg ⇐ random(0,1) 

    Update the particle’s velocity: 

vi
k + 1 =  c1rp (xk

pbi – xk
i) + c2rg (xk

sb– xk
i)  

   update the particle’s position:  xi
k+1 = xk

i +  vi
k + 1

 reduce the temperature for the next cooling loop:  

tCurrent = frac * tCurrent %fractional reduction per cycle  

 if f(xi
k+1) > f(xpbi) then 

  update the particle’s best known position: xpbi ⇐ xi
k+1 

 if f(xpbi) > f(xsb) then 

   update the swarm’s best known position: xsb ⇐  xpbi

3.3 Experiment 2: Discrete PSO

In experiment 2, SA embedded within personal velocity update of PSO will be
tested to see how it can improve PSO for the discrete TSP. Using PSO to solve
the TSP involves modifying the velocity update equation; the new equation creates
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swaps between city routes based on the particle’s own inertial movement, the order
of the cities in the best route the particle has ever found, and the order of the global
best route that has been found. The algorithm was based on the PSO for discrete
optimization problems’ pseudo-code that can be found in Ch. 4-Part 3 of Traveling
Salesman Problem [3] with a slight modification to allow for the possibility of three
city swaps occurring instead of only a single swap/movement for each particle for
each iteration as well as a linear adjustment of probabilities based on iterations. The
probability of making a swap from a randomly generated swap (used to represent
the particle’s individual motion) is high at the beginning and reduced each iteration.
The probability of making a swap to match the personal best route and the global
best route is low at the beginning and increased with each iteration. The data set used
will contain 194 different cities, each with 2D coordinates called EUC_2D_194.
The pseudo-codes for both versions are shown below.

Discrete PSO 
Initialize swarm best route xsb ⇐ randomly perturbed city route

Initialize starting probabilities p2 and p3

for each particle i = 1,…, I do % I = the number of particles

Initialize the particle’s route xi ⇐ randomly perturbed city route

Initialize the particle’s best-known route to its initial route: xpbi ⇐ xi

if f(xi)  >  f(xsb) then

update the swarm’s best known route: xsb ⇐ xi

for each iteration k=1..K do:

for each particle i=1,… I do

%swap one

if ( p1 > random(0,1 )
generate a random swap in the particle’s current city route: xi([A B]) = xi ([B A])

%swap two

if (p2 > random(0,1))
choose a city in the particle’s best route

adjust the particle’s current route so the chosen city is now in the same position in both xi and xpbi

%swap three

if (p3 > random(0,1))
choose a city in the swarm’s best route

adjust the particle’s current route so the chosen city is now in the same position in both xi and xsb

if f(xi
k+1) > f(xpbi) then

update the particle’s best known position: xpbi ⇐ xi
k+1

if f(xpbi) > f(xsb) then

update the swarm’s best known position: xsb ⇐ xpbi

update probabilities: p1 = p1 - reduction

p2 = p2 + increase

p3 = p3 + increase
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Discrete PSO SA Embedded Within Personal Velocity Update
Initialize swarm best route xsb ⇐ randomly perturbed city route

Initialize starting temperature

Initialize starting probabilities p2 and p3

for each particle i = 1,…, I do % I = the number of particles

Initialize the particle’s route xi ⇐ randomly perturbed city route

Initialize the particle’s best-known route to its initial route: xpbi ⇐ xi

if f(xi)  >  f(xsb) then

update the swarm’s best known route: xsb ⇐ xi

for each coolingLoop i=1..I do:

for each equilibriumLoop j=1,…J do:

for each particle d=1,… D do

%swap one

temp1 = xi

generate a random swap in the particle’s current city route: temp1([A B]) = temp1([B A])
if ( f(temp1) < f(xi)  ) %cost is lower

update particle’s current route: xi ⇐ temp1

if ( f(temp1) > f(xi)  ) %cost is higher

if ( p1 > random(0,1)) %accept the new route based on probability p1

update particle’s current route: xi ⇐ temp1

%swap two

if (p2 > random(0,1))
choose a city in the particle’s best route

adjust the particle’s current route so the chosen city is now in the same position in both xi and xpbi

%swap three

if (p3 > random(0,1))
choose a city in the swarm’s best route

adjust the particle’s current route so the chosen city is now in the same position in both xi and xsb

if f(xik+1) > f(xpbi) then

update the particle’s best known position: xpbi ⇐ xik+1
if f(xpbi) > f(xsb) then

update the swarm’s best known position: xsb ⇐ xpbi

reduce the temperature for the next cooling loop: tCurrent = frac * tCurrent %fractional reduction per cycle

reduce probabilities: p2 = p2 + increase

p3 = p3 + increase

SA was embedded into the same part of the velocity update equation as it was in
experiment 1. The particle will generate a random swap between two of the cities
in its current route. The particle will keep that swap if it offers a better solution.
If the swap generates a worse solution, the particle will keep the swap based on
Boltzmann’s probability function. The probability of accepting a worse swap is
higher at the beginning and lower at the end in the hopes accepting a worse solution
will lead to a better solution in future iterations. This allows the particles to explore
the solution space early on and settle into better solutions as the temperature cools.
The personal best and the global best routes and costs are updated in the cooling
loop, allowing the particles to reach a state of equilibrium for each temperature
setting. The probabilities of accepting a swap from either the personal best route or
the global best route begin at the same low probability as the discrete PSO and are
increased with each iteration.
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4 Experiments and Results

Basic PSO was tested with and without the addition of embedded SA in the
personal velocity update equation. Two benchmark functions were used to evaluate
performance. Both versions of PSO were run for 100 iterations for basic PSO and
100 cooling loops for basic PSO with SA for a total of 20 times for each benchmark
function. The results are shown below (Tables 1 and 2).

Basic PSO – Griewank
Best solution cost: 0

Best solution position: 1.0e−08*
[-0.645034136315891 0.290458002714703]
Average solution cost: 0.024054049060007
Elapsed time for 20 trials: 0.348972 seconds

Basic PSO with SA – Griewank
Best solution cost: 0.009872034404375

Best solution position:
[-6.278219327564698 -0.004770265559432]
Average solution cost: 0.010807125697256
Elapsed time for 20 trials: 3.324738 seconds

Table 1 Griewank
benchmark function solutions

Trial Basic PSO Basic PSO with SA

1 0.007396040334115 0.009872034404375
2 0.059178177055109 0.009944880361684
3 0 0.007797560564081
4 0.029584161212070 0.003068793177938
5 0.009864672061006 0.014981283774201
6 0.000301169875875 0.000030641286944
7 0.019991824059437 0.009864719033155
8 0.026453171484132 0.000023757872225
9 0.046835018587874 0.007602361354831
10 0.019719489248185 0.007481923705905
11 0.007396041798466 0.008103287270781
12 0.007396040334115 0.007398846043541
13 0.066584072420795 0.012153116491699
14 0.039458688195417 0.046921250644809
15 0 0.028153962459320
16 0.007396040334115 0.007396433547362
17 0.000000016379735 0.000686523559684
18 0.007396040334115 0.007422058885127
19 0.106358541667201 0.007398416827175
20 0.019771775818382 0.019840662680286
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Table 2 Rastrigin
benchmark function solutions

Trial Basic PSO Basic PSO with SA

1 0 0
2 0 0
3 1.989918114186580 0
4 0 0.000000020363494
5 0 0.000000052359297
6 0.994959057093290 0.000705884201434
7 0.994959057093290 0.000000655092638
8 0.994959057093290 0
9 0 0.994959077959351
10 0.994959057093290 0
11 0 0.994959178597057
12 0 0.994959604828733
13 0 0
14 0 0.994959239252545
15 0 0.000002150911431
16 0 0.994959238234877
17 0.994959057093290 0.000038005966822
18 0.994959057093290 0.000000339698211
19 0 0
20 0.994959057093290 0.000000425306816

Basic PSO – Rastrigin
Best solution cost: 0

Best solution position: [0 0]
Average solution cost: 0.447731575691980
Elapsed time for 20 trials: 0.331011 seconds

Basic PSO with SA – Rastrigin
Best solution cost: 0

Best solution position: [0 0]
Average solution cost: 0.248777193638635
Elapsed time for 20 trials: 3.376214 seconds

Basic PSO was able to find the global minimum in the Rastrigin benchmark
function. Basic PSO found a cost of zero 2/20 trials, while basic PSO with SA
found a cost of zero 0/20 trials for the Griewank benchmark function test. Basic PSO
with SA found a better solution more frequently than basic PSO for the Griewank
benchmark function as its average solution cost was half that of basic PSO. Neither
basic PSO nor basic PSO with SA were able to find the true global minimum for
the Griewank benchmark function as can be seen by the best solution coordinates;
the cost of zero would be due to the solution’s close proximity to the true global
minimum. The time elapsed for basic PSO with SA was greater for both benchmark
functions. When basic PSO was tested on the Rastrigin benchmark function, it found
a cost of zero 12/20 trials compared to basic PSO with SA which found a cost of
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Fig. 2 Swarm of particles: Basic PSO on Griewank benchmark function

zero only 7/20 trails. It is important to note that although basic PSO found the global
minimum more frequently than basic PSO with SA for the Rastrigin benchmark
function, basic PSO with SA had an average solution cost of approximately half as
basic PSO, showing that it found a better solution more frequently than basic PSO
if not the true solution for the Rastrigin benchmark function (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5).

Below are images of a swarm from each of the four trials from experiment 1.
The following graphs show the solution cost for each iteration of the four tests

(Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9).
As can be seen in Figs. 6 and 8, the cost of basic PSO converges faster than basic

PSO with the addition of SA.

4.1 Experiment 2: Discrete PSO

Discrete PSO was tested on the EUC_2D_194 data set which can be seen in Fig. 1.
Discrete PSO was run for 210,000 iterations, while discrete PSO was SA was run
for 2100 cooling loops with 100 equilibrium loops for a total of 20 trials. Discrete
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Fig. 3 Swarm of particles: Basic PSO with SA on Griewank benchmark function

PSO was also tested at 420,000 iterations for 20 trials. The results are shown in
Tables 3 and 4.

Discrete PSO
Best solution cost: 5.820872239832236e+04

Average solution cost: 6.126688209539304e+04
Elapsed time for 20 trials: 589.777172 seconds

Discrete PSO with SA
Best solution cost: 1.628915987648256e+04

Average solution cost: 1.893068910916914e+04
Elapsed time for 20 trials: 1066.169095 seconds

Discrete PSO – 420,000
Best solution cost: 5.461175898185149e+04

Average solution cost: 5.662261292643110e+04
Elapsed time for 20 trials: 1193.436249 seconds

The addition of SA embedded in the velocity update equation of discrete PSO
found significantly better solutions than discrete PSO when applied to the TSP.
The best solution found by discrete PSO with TSP had a cost that was 3.6 times
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Fig. 4 Swarm of particles: Basic PSO on Rastrigin benchmark function

lower than discrete PSO. The average solution cost was 3.2 times lower for discrete
PSO with SA. The run time for discrete PSO with SA was close to double the
run time for regular discrete PSO although the improvement in solution makes the
trade-off desirable. When studying the solution per iteration graph which can be
seen in Fig. 12, discrete PSO showed that with more iterations, a better solution
could be found as the best solution per iteration does not appear to have reached a
limit. To investigate this, the amount of iterations was doubled, and the results can
be seen in Table 4. Allowing for twice the amount of iterations lowered the best
solution cost and the average solution cost and had a more comparable run time to
the discrete PSO with SA but did not offer solutions as desirable as discrete PSO
with SA. Increasing the number of iterations to 10,000,000 resulted in a run time of
1761.842491 seconds and a cost of 3.469141239422924e+04. This trial offered a
better solution than previous discrete PSO for TSP tests but still a higher cost than
discrete PSO with SA and a longer run time.

An example of the best solution cost vs iteration as well as the best city route for
each test is shown below (Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13).
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Fig. 5 Swarm of particles: Basic PSO with SA on Rastrigin benchmark function

As can be seen in Figs. 10 and 12, the distance appears to reach a limit in the
discrete PSO with SA. The city route for discrete PSO with SA has less overlaps
compared to the discrete PSO city route in Fig. 11.

5 Conclusions

The addition of SA in the velocity update equation of PSO showed improvements
of results in all trials. The most significant being when it was added to discrete PSO.
Embedding SA created longer run times in all trials but offered a better solution
making this trade-off acceptable. In the case of basic PSO, the addition of SA offered
a better solution more of the time with the average solution being lower than basic
PSO. In discrete PSO, the addition of SA was significant. The cost of the solution
was 3.2 lower than discrete PSO on its own.
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Fig. 6 Cost vs iteration for basic PSO for Griewank benchmark function

5.1 Future Work

Future work in this area for basic PSO with SA should involve adjusting the
probabilities of influence from global and local best particles to find a probability
that results in the best solution instead of randomizing the influences for each
iteration. For discrete PSO with SA, adjusting the probabilities of accepting a swap
from either the personal best city route or the global best city route should be
investigated. In the experiments done, the probabilities of accepting either of these
swaps were the same; making them different could potentially offer improved results
if the probability for global best was increased at a faster rate than the personal best
probability. The way the probabilities were increased should also be investigated as
they were increased linearly depending on the amount of iterations and a different
way of adjusting the probabilities could offer better results.

Acknowledgments This research has been financially supported by Mitacs Accelerate (IT15018)
in partnership with Canadian Tire Corporation and is supported by the University of Manitoba.
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Fig. 7 Cost vs iteration for basic PSO with SA for Griewank benchmark function
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Fig. 8 Cost vs iteration for basic PSO for Rastrigin benchmark function
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Fig. 9 Cost vs iteration for basic PSO with SA for Rastrigin benchmark function
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Table 3 Discrete PSO Discrete PSO
[1.0e+04*]

Discrete PSO with SA
[1.0e+04*]

6.117259415644601 1.861170219967018
6.126776161548571 1.855793476663093
6.163652948384005 2.020739111973698
5.926436593501144 1.868242672584329
6.408906599402301 1.841618809846635
5.975725093555228 1.913865285071508
6.223374492625993 2.129286171768821
5.993013822634150 1.839198190809456
5.897761604487618 1.812635374585229
6.342614562636565 1.837781002851906
6.060328490058327 2.059384218531958
6.049795476930349 1.796337132635699
5.969964119206752 1.958043165208614
6.181610736986666 1.962677189080013
6.291910625359307 1.628915987648256
6.412692747576831 1.976489518627333
5.962395249900829 1.816343994842385
6.341269795847896 1.776583340887138
6.267403414666711 1.916967659071302
5.820872239832236 1.989305695683901

Table 4 Discrete PSO at
twice the previous amount of
iteration

Discrete PSO at 420,000 iterations [1.0e+04*]
5.738039571858577
5.633245079722503
5.635463730831607
5.634043921172185
5.564665291978528
5.666143611908147
5.461175898185149
5.563097950138999
5.659965698380288
5.705695063923603
5.653239307312491
5.853543964745004
5.789023930435751
5.714626268728632
5.684348723019610
5.887953625653828
5.705134095464535
5.500088117247375
5.494979751273196
5.700752250882187
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Fig. 10 Distance/cost vs route number for discrete PSO applied to TSP
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Fig. 11 Best city route map for discrete PSO applied to TSP
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Fig. 12 Distance/cost vs route number for discrete PSO with SA applied to TSP
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Fig. 13 Best city route map for discrete PSO with SA applied to TSP
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Cognitive Discovery Pipeline Applied
to Informal Knowledge

Nicola Severini, Pietro Leo, and Paolo Bellavista

1 Introduction

A number of artificial intelligence methods have effectively proliferated into numer-
ous sectors, for example, computer vision, speech recognition, and natural language
processing in a broad range of analysis confirm its impact on boosting innovation
for all kinds of organizations [1]. Multiple industries are likewise reinforcing their
internal R&D capabilities by bringing together the previously segregated internal
data sources in combination with external datasets and apply a range of AI methods
to generate insights and accelerate the discovery process.

The discovery process is a specialized contribution of AI to accelerate the
traditional R&D and IBM research; this is often referred to as Cognitive Discovery
[2]. Cognitive Discovery wants to represent a set of methodologies based on the use
of AI techniques that aim to reverse, eventually, the standard R&D process, which
always starts from an opportunistic discovery of a human being toward an approach
in which it is the machine that directs this process.

According to the classic R&D approach, after the opportunistic discovery, a
broad spectrum of simulations and experiments opens up, which inevitably leads
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to very high costs and typically ends with the accumulation of a huge quantity
of technical knowledge. In some cases, it could be useful to reverse this process
by generating insights extracted with natural language understanding and other
techniques from the already-accumulated internal and external technical knowledge
to better focus and optimize new simulations and experimental activities and,
ideally, automatically generate new discovery hypothesis. According to this vision,
several industry R&D processes can benefit from this transformation and will have
the chance to access to this acceleration modality that leverages the huge quantity
of technical knowledge that is growing at a very high rate.

In fact, the motivation of Cognitive Discovery is greatly linked with the increased
volume of public as well as proprietary technical knowledge, made available in
the form of publications and technical documents/reports. For instance, close to
half a million papers in the field of materials science were published in 2016
alone. A range of information extraction (IE) methods have been applied to this
task providing a broad spectrum of applications [3]; for instance, IE applied to
biomedical literature counts a large number of works [4], as well as works that apply
IE to patents [5]. These kinds of documents hold highly complex information, also
known as “dark” information: technical plots and diagrams, tables, and formulas are
just a few examples.

Cognitive Discovery aims to automate the extraction of knowledge also from
dark sources, including the reasoning related to this knowledge, and to store this
rich body of knowledge for application to future scientific or technological questions
[6]. One clear opportunity that our project is focused on is to leverage and expand
the Cognitive Discovery capability to process also “informal sources” of technical
content such as the one that is exchanged along informal channels such as physical
or web meetings, phone calls, and technical discussions in general that could be a
potential source to capture insights about the business practical experience.

The main difference between processing “formal sources” with respect to
“informal sources” is in the intrinsic difference between the raw data that the two
scenarios consider. In general, the kind of knowledge shared during meetings is
heterogeneous, and inherently there is a need to apply multimodal information
extraction methods able to act on textual, visual, and audio signals.

Additionally, informal sources of technical data, such as the content we share
during a technical meeting, include much more “noise” than that present in well-
formed documents such as a scientific paper or a patent. During the meeting, the
content is not only well organized, and, growing with the number of participants,
typical we could have quite a lot a mix of themes, deviations from the agenda, out
of topics, and so on.

2 Methods and Materials

The motivation that is driving our project is to provide in perspective a business tool
to automatically formalize the knowledge exchanged during technical meetings by
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Fig. 1 Graph architecture

creating a “meeting conceptual map.” A meeting conceptual map will be in the form
of a knowledge graph that will be centered around “meeting snippets” as well as
meta-data extracted from the theme. Meeting snippets will be extracted by a number
of meeting information sources including the vocal, the visual, and the content that
is exchanged among participants as represented in the graph topology reported in
Fig. 1.

The graph nodes will include also the main discussion “entities” that will be
connected to snippet nodes; eventually, each entity node will be connected to other
entity nodes based on a certain semantic relationship that holds among them derived
from the snippets. This graph structure provides a means to perform queries such as
“give me all the snippets referring to a certain entity” or simply as “what were the
main discussion points during the meeting on Monday?” or “which is the evolution
of themes during our past months meetings?” as well as allow much more complex
queries and analysis providing also a modality to “follow” an argument cross
meetings. The multimodal information extraction pipeline our project is working
on is represented in Fig. 2 and eventually aims to populate the meeting knowledge
graph.

Specifically, in our design, we are considering multiple meeting observation
points as well as assuming the presence of multiple and synchronized raw data
channels such as the audio, the video recording, as well as material that is exchanged
during the meeting among participants such as slides. First of all, we normalize all
raw data channels by extracting and representing all kinds of data into a textual
form; then, on the extracted textual data, we apply a Snippetizer component that
aims to extract portions of text that are particularly important in terms of content. On
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Fig. 2 Project pipeline

the snippets, an entity extraction and a relation extraction components are applied,
respectively, to extract the main entities and then connect the entities with semantic
relationships. The last two components, in a real scenario, are typical trained to
with a specific company annotation strategy. Two enrichment components are also
used to better characterize extracted entities such as a concept extraction component
that aims to score the main concepts and a Wiki cation component to semantically
expand information related to recognized entities by associating them to external
information such as a Wikipedia page. This pipeline eventually creates a knowledge
graph which can then be queried with a conversational query engine. The latter
can be implemented through different methods or technologies; in the case of our
prototype, it will be a component capable of processing the natural language queries
provided by the user, translating them into the specific language of the knowledge
graph, and returning the result.

For the prototype system, just the meeting audio stream is acquired, and a speech-
to-text component is used to transcript it. To implement this component, the IBM
Watson speech-to-text service was used [7]. The output of this service is a json file
containing a list of blocks of text, the division of which is determined according to
the pauses of the speakers. Furthermore, the output is free of punctuation; therefore,
the data processing steps were two: concatenate the various text blocks of the json
file and add punctuation through the use of a python library [8]: it is a recurring
bidirectional neural network used to predict punctuation in text without punctuation.

The next step is to extract entities from the text built in the previous step. To
do this, we used spaCy [9], a powerful and extensible open-source python library
which offers many NLP services such as named entity recognition. For each entity
extracted via NER, an entity node is created in the KG (which will be connected
with the snippet nodes that we will see later).

One of the main steps for IE is the extraction of relationships between entities;
this task is of fundamental importance because in addition to giving us a greater level
of knowledge, it also allows us to extract those insights discussed in the previous
chapters, for example, we may find a common link in seemingly unrelated meetings.
This task was accomplished through Watson’s NLU service [10].
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Then we have the component that makes the text snippets; this component is
highly dependent on the specific use case: it aims to extract only the important
parts from the overall text returned by the speech-to-text component. Being the text
extracted from an oral speech, much of the content will be pure “noise” so you
will have to discard it. The component implemented here is based on a clustering
of entities extracted from the text. The extracted snippets will be those portions of
text that are particularly important in terms of extracted entities. Specifically, the
Jenks natural breaks optimization has been implemented on an array of integers that
represent the indices of the sentences within the overall text that contain at least
one entity. Taking an example, assuming that the integer array is [1,2,5,7,21,23,24],
the end result will be this: [1,2,3,4,5] and [21,22,23,24]. As we can see from the
example, in addition to applying the separation in two clusters, we have also inserted
the missing indexes within the cluster; this is because we also have the readability
constraint of the snippets: a snippet consists of a sort of paragraph that can be
consulted depending on your needs; therefore, the final result will be a portion of
text that is legible and without missing parts.

The final step is that of “Wiki cation” which consists in adding to each entity
node the related link to the Wikipedia page if the latter exists. This step is useful
as it enriches the knowledge extracted, thus giving the possibility to the user who
makes a query to consult Wikipedia if he wants to deepen the topics covered in a
discussion.

As far as the technology used for the graph is concerned, Neo4j [11], an open-
source software for managing the graph database, has been chosen which allows you
to query the graph using a language called cypher. This language is very similar to
sql, therefore not very accessible; to ensure that this product can be used by anyone,
a query engine has been developed that can analyze and interpret the user’s natural
language query.

As regards the conversational query part of the graph, a query engine has been
built that can translate the user’s natural language query into a cypher query. The
approach used is based on the fact that only two elements are needed to perform this
translation:

• Search Elements: what the user wants to get from the query, for example, a list
of snippet nodes or meeting nodes or a list of entities.

• Filter Elements: The elements that are used to filter the results, for example, if
we want to obtain the snippets where we talk about certain entities, the latter will
be the filter elements. Depending on the specific implementation, these elements
may also be properties of some types of graph nodes.

These two elements are extracted through a grammatical analysis of the depen-
dency parser of the query, a tool that allows you to obtain a hierarchical structure
of a sentence in order to understand the dependencies of the words, but given the
immense variability of natural language, this method must be coupled with sentence
similarity techniques in order to apply these grammatical rules to a set of known
patterns: first of all, a query library was defined built through the concatenation
of linguistic patterns and graph elements, such as “give me all the [x] where we
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talk about [y],” where x are the search elements and y are the filter elements.
Subsequently, we define a vector space of this library through word embedding
techniques. Thanks to this, we can transform the user query into the relative vector
of the library vector space and let the user choose one of the three most similar
queries in the library and then apply the grammar rules on this to extract the two
elements needed for the translation into query cypher, i.e., search elements and filter
elements.

3 Preliminary Results

The purpose of this paper is not to show a complete and perfectly functional
solution, but highlight our research directions and show the software architecture
behind these solutions and therefore show their potential with a prototype.

Given the illustrative purposes of this project, a python application was the
deployment choice. Below is the represented UML diagram that describes the
application; as you can see, the pattern strategy has been used in order to be
able to implement increasingly sophisticated pipeline blocks in the future, without
changing anything in the code but only by extending the existing one. This pattern
will also allow you to make changes runtime, particularly useful in case you want
to create multilingual pipelines (Fig. 3).

The green component is the main class that takes care of running the pipeline;
the yellow components are the abstract strategies that expose only the abstract
methods common to any implementation; finally, the red components are the
actual implementations described above. The idea behind this architectural choice
is to be able to improve performance by implementing increasingly sophisticated
components.

Performance Tests
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Fig. 3 UML diagram

The figure on the side reports a first set of performance tests for each block of the
pipeline. In particular, the entire pipeline was run incrementally on four half-hour
podcasts. Two considerations are necessary: The first is the fact that each cognitive
discovery solution is designed for deployment on the cloud, mainly for scalability;
in this case, instead, the deployment was done on a single core. The second is that
the aim of these results is to show what the computational criticalities are. As we
can see, the block with the least scalability is that of extracting relations, which did
not surprise us since it has the greatest computational load, both in terms of service
execution and in terms of graph controls.

4 Conclusion

This paper proposed a preliminary work that aims to develop an architectural model
for extracting insights from “informal” technical knowledge sources such as the
one produced during meetings by a group of people. The work has the objective
of laying the foundations for the realization of complete software solutions. Given
the importance of having a system capable of processing this type of knowledge,
we have defined a software architecture designed on the concept of expandability;
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a prototype has also been developed capable of showing the peculiarities and the
critical points of solutions of this type.
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Outlier Factor (DILOF), 1012, 1014,
1048, 1056

DES, see Discrete-event simulation (DES)
Descriptive similarity, 572–574, 641, 642,

648
Design-under-test (DUT), 780
Device free human sensing, 174
Diabetes, 841–844, 846, 857
Dialog systems, 642, 648
Digital coins, 905
DILOF, see Density Summarization

Incremental Local Outlier Factor
(DILOF)

Dimensionality reduction techniques, 1030
Direct execution, NNEF, 715
Discrete-event simulation (DES), 924, 925
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Discrete PSO
Boltzmann’s probability function, 1129
EUC_2D_194, 1128, 1132
pseudo-codes, 1128
with SA, 1133, 1134

run time, 1134
SA embedded personal velocity update,

1129, 1133
TSP, 1134

testing, 1133, 1140
TSP (see Travelling salesperson problem

(TSP))
Discriminative features, 1030, 1035
Disposed system, 759–760
Distance-based outlier method, 1048
Distributed computing, 382, 510
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDOS) attacks

ACPS, 1116
aircraft-AOA performance, 1116, 1121
aircraft velocity, 1116, 1117
communication network system, 1110,

1115, 1116
elevator signal, 1112
NARX

aircraft-AOA performance, 1116, 1121
aircraft speed performance, 1116, 1117
state-q performance, 1116, 1119
state-w performance, 1116, 1118
state-& performance, 1116, 1120

network system with, 1110, 1116
network traffic to disturb servers, 1108
SimEvents library, 1108
Simulink library, 1108
state-q performance, 1116, 1119
state-w performance, 1116, 1118
state-& performance, 1116, 1120
without communication network system,

1115
without normal network model, 1115

Distributional models, 955
Distributional semantics, 955
DL, see Deep learning (DL)
DML, see Deep Metric Learning (DML)
DML based face recognition system, 765
DNNs, see Deep neural networks (DNNs)
Domain randomization, 158

attention maps, 160
experimental setup

agent architecture, 162–163
design, 163–165
learning environment, 160–162

results
attention maps, 166–167
training in simulation, 165

transfer to real world, 165–166
task-specific experience, 157
transfer learning, 159–160

DoS, see Denial-of-service attack (DoS)
DPLF, see Daily peak load forecasting (DPLF)
DPLF model construction, 812–813
DR, see Demand response (DR)
Drawing, 797
DS, see Data science (DS)
DUT, see Design-under-test (DUT)

E
ECG, see Electrocardiogram (ECG)
Edge computing, 757, 758

CCTV, 667
DDN, 667
evaluation, 673–676
low-cost video system

system objectives, 670–671
velocity based configuration adaptation

algorithm, 671–673
MEC, 667
VA systems, 668

Edge detection
camera-buffer-vga data path, 777
design and interconnection, 778
design architecture, 776
image processing algorithm, 776
implementation (see Sobel engine)
IP, 776
Sobel algorithm, 778–780
SoC architecture, 777–778
software level implementations, 776
video processing platform, 776

Edge devices, 568, 636, 739
Edge network, 760–761
Education system, 964, 965
EEG, see Electroencephalography (EEG)
Electricity, 889, 890

load and consumption, 889
power plants, 897

Electrocardiogram (ECG), 743
arrhythmia detection and classification, 743
based arrhythmia test, 751
Database, 750
generation, 745
signal classification, 746
signal generation, 745
signal waveform, 748

Electroencephalography (EEG)
acquisition of source, 346
evaluation experiment

accuracy, 349
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method, 348–349
normalization, 346–348
proposed technique, 345–346
pseudo extension, 348

Electronic code book (ECB), 427–428
Electronic system, 905
Elevator signal, 1112
Embedded systems, 757, 758
EMI-mw, see Energy-matter-informational

model of the world (EMI-mw)
EMI objects, 964–972
Emotion detection

acquisition of source, 346
evaluation experiment

accuracy, 349
method, 348–349

normalization, 346–348
proposed technique, 345–346
pseudo extension, 348

Encryption
adversarial neural networks, 425
block cipher mode, 427–428
ciphertext-only attacks, 426–427
cryptography, 425
experiments and results, 430–434
GAN, 426
neural architecture, 428–430

Energy consumption, 807
Energy efficiency, 437, 592, 595, 690, 807,

833, 878, 976
Energy, matter and information (EMI),

964–972
Energy-matter-informational model of the

world (EMI-mw), 965–969,
972–973, 975, 977, 978

Ensemble classifiers
boosting and bagging, 466
AnDE method, 466

Entity recognition, 1148
Entity resolution (ER)

contributions, 128
cutting-edge technique, 127
DL method, 130–133
experiments and results

CNN, 134, 135
count combining MLP, 136–138
embedding combining MLP, 136, 137
LSTM, 135, 136
real-world Cora data, 138, 139
TF-IDF combining MLP, 138

information system, 127
problem statement, 128–130
problem types, 128

related work, 128–130
Equalization of elements, 643–645, 853
ER, see Entity resolution (ER)
Escaping local minima, 1124
Ethics, 84–85
EUC_2D_194, 1126, 1128, 1132
Evaluation metrics, 330

implementation details, 329–330
Event-based keyframing

adaptive learning, 212–214
AI, 211
elaboration and repair, 219–220
event

recognition, 217–218
representation, 217–218

insights, 214–215
keyframes, 218–219
keyframing, 218–219
systems requirements, 212–214

Event recognition, 216–219
Event representation, 216–220, 339
Evolution

biological, 1018
characteristics, 247
host-cell interaction, 270
NN and GA, 355
strategies, 108–109
viral transmutability, 265

Explanation, 4, 46, 165, 239, 301, 302, 324,
455, 514, 791, 865

Extreme gradient boosting (XGB), 813
Eye tracking, 1087, 1089

F
Facial landmarks

attention mechanism, 819
detection, 818
experiment, 822, 823
proposed method, 819–821
semantic segmentation, 818–819
squeeze-excitation network, 818

Factual knowledge, 790–791
Feature clustering, 1031
Feature extraction method

chromosome classification model
adaptive thresholding, 624
chromosomes-image binarization, 624,

625
gray level extraction, 625–626
histogram information, 626–628
medial axis estimation, 625
skeletonization, 624, 625
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Feature scaling, 812
Feature selection, 283–284

algorithms, 278
and classification algorithms, 294
cyber security, 1030
dimensionality reduction, 1030
domain-driven, 60
embedded model, 1031
evaluation-based categories, 1030
and feature extraction, 1030
filter ranking construction, 1031
hybrid model, 1031
learner-based, 467, 468
pair-wise correlation analysis-based filter

method, 1031
prediction performance comparison, 468
proposed framework, 1033
subset selection, 1030
VFD (see Variance fractal dimension

(VFD) feature selection)
Feedforward neural network, 1111
Field-programmable gate array (FPGA), 730,

757, 776, 782
deep learning operations, 682
design architecture, 778
resource

cost, 782, 783
scheduling module, 683

runtime rescheduling, 686–687
Filter elements, 1149
First-order Markov chain, 744
FIS, see Fuzzy inference system (FIS)
5-Fold cross-validation method, 724
F-Measure, 724
FNNs, see Fuzzy neural networks (FNNs)
Food-types

MATLAB, 857
performance evaluation, 861, 862
proposed work

algorithm-multilayer perceptron NNs,
858–860

multilayer perceptron NNs, 860–861
related work, 858

Forecasting
electricity, 890
high-density traffic issues, 354
resource management and decision support,

450
training-data generation, 807–814

Forecasting process, 889
computational time, 897
electricity consumption, 897
long-term electricity demand, residential

user, 898

Four-plane semantics (FPCS) model, 975, 977
FPGA, see Field-programmable gate array

(FPGA)
Friedman test, 813
Fuel resources, 897
Functional products, 721
Fundus eye image, 864, 865, 868
Fun-Joy project

abstraction, 800
AI-supported Geometrical and

Computational Methods, 800,
802

algorithms, 800
CT, 799
decomposition, 800
K-8th grades, 802
nature computing phenomena, 799, 802
participatory approach, 801
pattern recognition, 800
Realistic Drawing & Painting, 801, 803
research methods, 800
research questions, 799–800
STEM learning, 799
strategic curricular design, 802
visual art skill knowledge, 802
vital habits and skills, 800

Fuzzy inference system (FIS), 930, 931
Fuzzy neural networks (FNNs), 807
Fuzzy techniques, 928, 931
Fuzzy theory, 608

G
GA, see Genetic algorithm (GA)
GANs, see Generative adversarial networks

(GANs)
GANs-based fake hidden state generation,

748–749
GANs+LSTM decoder, 750
Gated recurrent unit (GRU), 808
Gaussian functions, 744
Gaze control, 1062
GBM, see Gradient boosting machine (GBM)
GDS, see Genetic Density Summarization

(GDS)
General-purpose CPU, 757
Generative adversarial networks (GANs), 743,

746
accuracy, 3
agent model, 104
architecture, 3
background, 4–5
backpropagation algorithm, 102
car racing experimental results, 107–108
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controller model (C), 105, 107
discriminator, 5, 106
Doom RNN, 108–109
evolutional strategies, 108–109
experiments

experiment 1, 8
experiment 2, 9
experiment 3, 9–13
GiniIndex, 6
predictors, 6, 7

generator, 5–6
human imagination, 83
imaginary fashion models, 82
MDN-RNN (M) model, 105–107
neural architecture, 426
other work, 4–5
reinforcement learning, 101
related work, 102–103
results, 14
VAE (V) model, 104, 105

Genetic algorithm (GA), 34–35, 360–361, 983,
1014, 1018

algorithm segments, 369
application, 375–376
autonomous car pilot, 372
AUTOPIA, 370
backpropagation, 355
benchmark procedural trajectory, 372–374
car’s trajectory, 369
differential modules, 273
evolution models NN, 355
experimental results and discussion,

377–378
GILOF, 1014
human movement in crowds (see Crowds)
hybrid model, 377
hyperparameters’ optimization, 33
NN, 370
non-uniform key framing, 376
settings, 375
structure learning methods, 467
track E-Road, 370, 371
trajectory

application, 375–376
hybrid model, 377
non-uniform key framing, 376
settings, 375
straightening and smoothing, 374

Genetic-based Incremental Local Outlier
Factor (GILOF), 1012, 1014

Genetic-based Incremental Local Outlier
Factor Reachability distance
(GILOFR)

accuracy, 1022–1024

BDM mutation, 1022
data points, 1017, 1025
datasets, 1021
data stream, 1018
execution time, 1024–1025
GDS, 1017
GILOF hyperparameters, 1021
LOFR, 1012
objectives, 1017, 1025
outlier detection, 1021, 1022
performance, 1012
stages, 1012, 1017

Genetic Density Summarization (GDS), 1014
chromosomes, 1018, 1019
crossover, 1018, 1019
data point, 1017, 1019
density differences, 1019
framework, 1020
GA, 1018
mutation, 1019
selection, 1018, 1019

Genetic diseases, 620, 634
GHOST, 909
GILOF, see Genetic-based Incremental Local

Outlier Factor (GILOF)
GILOF_NS, 1023–1025
GILOFR, see Genetic-based Incremental Local

Outlier Factor Reachability distance
(GILOFR)

GILOFR_NS, 1023–1025
GitHub repository, 716
Glaucoma screening, 863, 864

K-means algorithm, 866–867
performance evaluation, 866–867
proposed work

detection of MA, 865
preprocessing, 865, 866

related work, 864
GLCM, see Gray level co-occurrence matrix

(GLCM)
Global Internet population, 1029
Global optimization, 273–275, 1124
GP-LOF, see Grid Partition-based Local

Outlier Factor (GP-LOF)
GP-LOF execution, 1057, 1058
GPU, see Graphical processing units (GPU)
Gradient boosting machine (GBM), 813
Graph evaluation, 657
Graphical processing units (GPU)

and CPU, 55
edge server hardware information, 689
and FPGAs, 682
MEC, 668

Graph nodes, 1147
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Graph processing, 66
Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), 546,

550, 551
K-means algorithm, 866–867
performance evaluation, 866–867
proposed work

detection of MA, 865
preprocessing, 865, 866

related work, 864
Grid-based cluster model, 1049
Grid Partition-based Local Outlier Factor

(GP-LOF)
datasets, 1054–1055
detection phase, 1054
execution time, 1057
hyperparameter, 1054
KDD Cup 99 SMTP, 1055
objective, 1051
outlier detection, 1048
outlier detection accuracy, 1055–1057
phases, 1051
PPW, 1051–1053
PW, 1052–1054
real-world dataset, 1054, 1055, 1057
ROC curve, 1054
summarization phase, 1055
UCI Shuttle dataset, 1055, 1056
UCI Vowel dataset, 1055

Griewank function, 1125, 1126, 1130–1133,
1136, 1137

GRU, see Gated recurrent unit (GRU)

H
Hacking, 908
Handwritten digit recognition, 730
Hardware architecture, 771
HAs, see Home agent (HAs)
HDL, see Verilog hardware description

language (HDL)
Hedonic products, 721, 722
HE-STEM, see High Efficiency Skill

Knowledge Learning with
Computational Methods for STEM
(HE-STEM)

Heterogeneous
differentiation, 491
proposed scheduling algorithm, 682–689
strategies, 491–497
structured records, 129

High-dimensional data, 1030

High Efficiency Skill Knowledge Learning
with Computational Methods for
STEM (HE-STEM), 789

Higher-order spectral theory
deterministic function, 1081
OoIs, 1079
radar scan scintillation environment, 1082
stochastic derivative, 1079
stochastic integrals, 1080, 1081

Higher-order statistical feature extraction
measures, 1063

High fuzzy membership, 1084
Hill climbing method, 465
Home agent (HAs), 878–879
Homogeneous, 301, 308, 491–497, 653
Host-cell interaction, 270, 273, 275
Human activity recognition, 173, 277, 294

experimental results, 285–293
medical applications, 277
proposed methodology

for elderly, 284–285
feature selection, 283–284
ML algorithms, 279–283

related work, 278
wearable sensors, 277

Human-adaptive transmissibility, 264–266
adjacency relationships, 271
Covid-19, 264, 265
differential interaction modules, 272–273
host-cell

identification, 267–268
specific regulatory networks, 272

human-to-human transmission, 263
hybrid

statistical model, 270
unsupervised clustering, 269–270

interaction networks, 273–274
learning-based methods, 267–268
mammalian and avian hosts, 264
ML, 265–266
next-generation sequencing technology,

265
nonmetric similarity measurement, 269
prediction, 267
pseudo-temporal ordering, 271–272
SARS-CoV-2, 264, 265
stacked autoencoders, 268–269
target interaction modules, 272
viral transmutability, 265
WHO, 264

Human cognitive approach, 1030
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Human knowledge, 1062
Human-like cognition capabilities, 1061
Human motion recognition

contributions, 172–173
encoder-decoder paradigm, 171
experimental result

dataset, 178–179
supervised learning, 179
unsupervised learning, 179–180

motion/activity, 171
proposed method

preliminary, 176
projection functions tuning, 178
semantic auto-encoder adaptation,

176–178
related work

auto-encoder, 175
supervised learning, 173–174
unsupervised learning, 174

researchers, 172
Human sensing, 174, 180
Hybrid

car
detection system, 679
trajectory, 369–379

crowd-sourced data, 679
edge server and cloud, 680
heterogeneous accelerated edge

environment
scheduling hardships, 681–682
task graph complexity, 681

performance evaluation
cloud offloading, 692
performance metrics, 689
proposed scheme impact, 690–692

proposed scheduling algorithm
assumptions and constraints, 684
phase 1, 685–686
phase 2, 686–687
phase 3, 687–689
profiling layers in CNN Network,

682–684
statistical model, 270
unsupervised clustering, 269–270
video surveillance system, 680

Hybrid chaotic activation function (HCAF)
architecture, 1100
chaotic ANN, 1104
logistic map function, 1101
mean square error cost function, 1103
network, 1102
sigmoid function, 1101

Hybrid evolutionary algorithm
PSO (see Particle swarm optimization

(PSO))
Hybrid feature selection model, 1031

I
IBM approach, 1145
ICOs, see Initial coin offerings (ICOs)
Ideological Influence Index (III), 958, 961
IE, see Information extraction (IE)
ILOF, see Incremental Local Outlier Factor

(ILOF)
Image color processing, 201, 204
Image generation, 525–541
ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition

Challenge (ILSVRC), 141
Image processing, 149–150

algorithm, 776
data availability, 148
dataset, 148–149
evaluations, 144
FPGA demonstration, 784
medical, 898
methodology

CNN, 150
results, 151–153
VGG-Net, 150–151

object recognition, 141–143
UV light, 147
visual examination, 147

Image schemes,在NP上(zài NP shàng)
landmark object (LM)

place, 937
SURFACE, 939, 941–944
topological type LINE, 939, 940

location, 938
oscillatory motion, 939
preposition, 940
spatial configurations, 944
trajector (TR)

HOLE, 944
LM, 937
PLATE type, 942, 944, 948
SUPPORT, 940, 941, 948

Image/video captioning, 17, 19–20, 24
Implementation decisions, 571, 575–578
Incentives, 909
Incremental Local Outlier Factor (ILOF),

1012, 1014, 1048
Index of pupillary activity (IPA), 1088, 1089
Informal learning environment, 799
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Information extraction (IE)
biomedical literature, 1146
extraction of relationships between entities,

1148
Information theoretic methods (ITM), 500,

507, 509
high fidelity object/data relationship

modeling, 515
novel data characterization, 512–513
spatial constructs, 515–516
SV, 513–514

Initial coin offerings (ICOs), 906
Input variable generation, 811–812
Inspection systems, 543, 545
Instance-based learning, 957
Insufficient public-school visual art education,

798–799
Integrated reporting of wildland-fire

information (IRWIN) dataset, 451,
452, 454, 455, 457

Integrated SoC, 783
Intellectual properties (IPs), 776
Intelligent algorithm, 952
Intelligent Software Agent (ISA)

architecture, 999
cognitive system roles, 1003
services, 1002, 1004

Interaction network, 272–276
Interactive model predictive control, 776
Interface Agent (AIN), 1002
Internet, 913, 914
Internet data collection method, 952, 959
Internet-of-Things (IoT), 757, 910
Interquartile range (IQR), 834, 837
Intrusion detection, 1062
IoT-Edge-Server based embedded systems

architecture design, 759
BLE, 758
cloud network, 761
disposed system, 759–760
edge computing, 758
edge network, 760–761
improved data privacy, 758
platforms, 758
two channel computation options, 759
virtual layers, 759

IPF, see ISA processing framework (IPF)
IPF SATP

communication
classes, 1006
ecosystem, 1006

process
adaptive behavior, 1004, 1005
collective thinking, 1004, 1005

self-adaptive system roles, 1004
self-organizing topical maps, 1004
systems-level collective thinking, 1004

IP rights, 915
IPs, see Intellectual properties (IPs)
IQR, see Interquartile range (IQR)
IRWIN dataset, see Integrated reporting of

wildland-fire information (IRWIN)
dataset

ISA processing framework (IPF)
artificial entity, 1000
ISA archetypes

AAD, 1001
AAN, 1002, 1008
ADS, 1001
AIN, 1002
ARE, 1001, 1008
mandatory services, 1002, 10003

ISA service, 1002, 1003
real-time autonomous systems, 1000
systems-level, 1001

Isle Royale National Park (USA), 194–198
annual moose populations, 184
data sets, 185
population dynamics, 186

ITM, see Information theoretic methods (ITM)
IXIA PerfectStorm tool, 1037

J
Joy emotion classifier

English/Chinese word segmentation
facility, 722

online Chinese music reviews, 725
opinion mining, 722
pre-processing system, 722
products/services, 722
prototype, 723–724
SVM, 722
system framework, 722, 723
trigger/no trigger, 723

K
Kaggle data set, 34–36

chromosome representation of CNN, 35
CNN model, 36
data preprocessing, 35
ImageNet ILSVCR competition, 33, 34

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test, 1031
KDD Cup 99 HTTP dataset, 1012, 1015,

1022
KDD99 SMTP dataset, 1056
Keras, 715
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Keyframing
adaptive learning, 212–214
AI, 211
elaboration, 219–220
event recognition, 217–218
event representation, 217–218
insights, 214–215
and keyframes, 218–219
repair, 219–220
systems requirements, 212–214

Khronos NNEF parser, 716
KMA, see Korea Meteorological

Administration (KMA)
K-means, 238, 241–243, 837, 842

algorithm, 1014, 1048, 1063
AP, 269
classifier, 1065
clustering, 68
data mining techniques, 842
performance evaluation, 866–867
types, 545
unsupervised machine learning, 238

K−nearest neighbors (KNN), 76, 78, 90, 190,
960, 1012, 1016, 1048, 1050

big data, 885, 886
distance rejection, 884
D-S theory, 884, 885
KNN1, 196
KNN2, 196, 197
KNN3, 197, 198
KNN4, 198
k value selection, 885, 886
mean error, 887
pattern, 885
t-SNE, 885–887

KNN, see K-nearest neighbors (KNN)
Knowledge based systems

replay, 256–257
StarCraft domain knowledge, 254–256

Knowledge graph
construction, 62

domain-specific semantic graph, 62–63
specification graph, 64–66

meeting conceptual map, 1147
reasoning, 323

Knowledge levels taxonomy
conceptual, 790
factual, 790
metacognitive, 790
procedural, 790

Knowledge relativity (KR), 517–518, 520
Knowledge relativity threads (KRT), 516, 517,

520

Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA),
810

L
LAMDA, 236, 238, 241–243, 246–249
Language implicit link processor (LILP), 959
Language processing, 958
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), 236–238,

241–243, 248
Latent spaces, 3, 5, 6, 9–13, 15, 746
LDA, see Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)
Learning methods, 17, 40, 62, 103

deep learning classifier, 132–133
record pair representation, 130–132
structure

genetic search, 464
hill climbing methods, 465
k2 method, 464–465
simulated annealing, 465

traditional method, 130
unsupervised, 180

Learning models, 30, 31, 33, 41, 52, 112, 120,
133, 139

illustration image, 143
machine, 6, 1030
zero-shot, 174

Least squares Monte Carlo (LSM) model, 928
LED, see Light-emitting diode (LED)
Levenberg-Marquardt, 1112
Light-emitting diode (LED), 760
LightGBM, see Light gradient boosting

machine (LightGBM)
Light gradient boosting machine (LightGBM),

813
LILP, see Language implicit link processor

(LILP)
Linear rank-based selection (RNK), 1018
Linear rank-based selection with selective

pressure (RSP), 1018
Load forecasting

configuration, 836
experimental results, 836–838
input variable configuration, 834–835
IQR, 834
model configuration, 835–836
time-series data, 833

Local Outlier Factor (LOF)
data points, 1048, 1050
density-based method, 1047
DILOF, 1048
GP-LOF (see Grid Partition-based Local

Outlier Factor (GP-LOF))
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Local Outlier Factor (LOF) (cont.)
ILOF, 1048
kNN, 1050
limitations, 1047
local outlier detection algorithm, 1011,

1013
LRD, 1050
memory, 1011, 1013
MILOF, 1048
outliers detection, 1058
pt, 1051
reachability distance, 1050
score of data point, 1013
static data, 1011
static environment, 1049
steps, 1013

Local Outlier Factor by Reachability distance
(LOFR)

calculation method, 1012
data point p, 1015, 1016
Euclidean, 1015
k-nearest neighbor of p, 1016
Rd, 1016
score, 1015, 1017

Local reachability density (LRD), 1050
Location-based advertising

analysis results
AHP, 611–612
DEMATEL, 612–615
descriptive statistics, 611

research backgrounds, 607–608
research methodology

analysis approach operation, 609, 611
evaluation dimensions and factors, 609
hierarchical evaluation framework, 609,

610
LOF, see Local Outlier Factor (LOF)
LOFR, see Local Outlier Factor by

Reachability distance (LOFR)
Logic programming

datalog queries, 253–254
encoding domain knowledge, 252–253
FOL statements, 251

Logistic map function, 1101
Long-range BLE mesh system, 770
Long-range dependency, 20
Long short-term memory (LSTM), 114–117,

729, 743, 744, 746, 808
building block, 20
chemistry dynamics simulations, 113
data, 899
direct dynamics, 112
electricity, 898
electricity prices, 880

experimental results, 120–124
flowchart, 118
GRU units, 19
HAs, 878–879
model, 117–120
model loss, 900
predicting load, 880
prediction-correction algorithm, 113–114
prediction of DL, 112
RAs, 879–880
real residential smart meter data, 898
real-time data, 880
RELu activation function, 899
results, 899, 900
simulated MAS results, 880
speech and handwriting recognition

applications, 82
VTST and PES, 111

Low Binary Pattern Histogram (LBPH)
lower computation time, 765
Open-CV library, 764
Raspberry Pi 3, 764

Low-cost video system
CCTV, 667
DDN, 667
evaluation, 673–676
MEC, 667
system objectives, 670–671
VA systems, 668
velocity based configuration adaptation

algorithm, 671–673
LRD, see Local reachability density (LRD)
LSM, see Least squares Monte Carlo (LSM)

model
LSTM, see Long short-term memory (LSTM)
LSTM and GAN based arrhythmia generator,

744
LSTM and GAN based ECG signal generator,

746, 753
LSTM decoder, 753
LSTM encoder and decoder, 744, 747–748
LSTM-RNN, 890

M
Machine intelligence, 74, 1031
Machine learning (ML), 76–79, 500, 715, 718,

1029
AI-enabled ensemble, 335
algorithms, 4
applications, 883
behavior recognition problem, 336–337
data/performance trade-off curve, 335, 336
discussion, 519–521
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DL method, 338
ECG models, 746
efficacy and utility, 67
electricity consumption datasets, 889
event sequence matching, 338–340
high dimensionality and complexity,

511–512
high fidelity fusion, 518–519
and high-powered virtual machine services,

30
human activity (see Human activity

recognition)
information theory and information

theoretical methods, 510–511
ITM, 512–516
KR, 517–518
multi-model, 507
physical representation, 516–517
political

culture (see Political culture)
participation (see Political participation)

results and comparisons
data requirements, 340–341
flexibility, 341
validation issues, 341–342

Spec Graph representation, 64
supervised and unsupervised, 509–510
supervised techniques, 59
thematic text data analysis, 960
time series data, 889
value, characteristics and limitations,

507–509
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 89–91, 96
Mammography, 851
MAPE, see Mean absolute percentage error

(MAPE)
Markov chain fingerprinting classification,
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source, 492
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Neural networks (NNs) (cont.)
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results, 241
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Photovoltaic (PV), 890, 898
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